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' Punjab Legislative Assem bly
RD SESSION OF THE FIRST PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, 20th March, 1951.

,

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber Simla, at 2 p . m . o f the
clock.

.

M r. Speaker (the hon Sardar Kapoor S ingh) in the Chair.

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

REMOVAL OF S. JOGINDER SINGH MANN FROM THE
. MEMBERSHIP OF PROVINCIAL TRANSPORT
AUTHORITY.
*2987. Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :
evenne be pleased to state :—
(*

W ill the hon. Minister

whether it is a fact that Sardar Jogindar Singh Mann was
removed from the membership of the Provincial Transport
A u th ority ;

'

•

(b) the reasons for the removal ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli R a m ):
(a)

Yes.

(b) He had

failed

to

submit

his

resignation

from

the

Provincial Transport Authority on his acquiring a financial
interest in the Karnal,
I

Kaithal

Co-operative Transport

Society, Ltd., in accordance with the provisions o f the
Motor Vehicles Act, 1939. j
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Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :
him that he should resign ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

[20th March, 1951

Did the Government suggest to

A letter was sent to the hon. Member

to that effect and a few reminders were also sent but he did not reply
any of those.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar: Is the Parliamentary Secretary
sure that the letter referred to by him reached Sardar Sahib ?
Parliamentary Secretary : There is a presumption in law that when
a letter is posted it is presumed that it reaches the person concerned.
Shrimati Sita Devi :
under registered cover ?

Was it an ordinary letter or it was sent

Parliamentary Secretary :

It was a registered letter.

GOVERNMENT OMNI BUS SERVICE IN JULLUNDUR.
*3019.

Master Durbanta Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for

Revenue be pleased to state : —
(a) whether it is a fact

that Omnibus Service to Ladowali

R oad, Khalsa College and Khalsa High

School, Jullundur

City has been stopped ; if so, the reasons therefor ;
(b) whether

it

is

a fact

that none out

of the

present

3 or 4 routes of the service between Jullundur City and
Jullundur Cantt. has been diverted via Ladowali Road ;
(c) whether the diversion referred to in part fb) above will
mean additional cost to the Government ;
(d) whether it is also a fact that the Government has disallowed
a private transport service to serve Ladowali Road, K halsi
College etc. ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :
(a) Yes. Twice the service was run continuously for a few
weeks as an experimental measure but since it proved an
utter failure and was not found to be economical or pro
fitable in view of extremely poor returns, it had to be
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It also proved that there was not sufficient

traffic to warrant the regular operation of the Omnibus
Service on this route.
(b) Yes.

As stated above,

the service had

twi^e via this route but the diversion
itself.
(c) Yes.

The returns fiom

been diverted
did n >t justify

this route were never more than

annas four per mile whereas the actual cost of operation
is between annas -/10/- to -/12/- per mile.
(d) No. It is incorrect.

NATIONALIZATION OF MOTOR TRANSPORT IN THE STATE.
*3026.

P r. Sant Ram Seth :

W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state :—
(a) the bus routes so far

nationalized b y the Punjab State

Government ;
(b) the income earned from and the expenditure incurred on
these routes by the State Government during the year
1950-51 separately ;
(c) whether the Government propose to nationalise m ore/outes;
if so, the names of such routes; if not, the reasons therefor?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli R a m ):
(a) Jullundur— Kartarpur.
Jullundur— Kapurthala.
J ullundur— Nakodar.
Jullundur— Amritsar.
*

Amritsar— Raja Sansi.
Amritsar— Attari border.
Amritsar—Chabbal.
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[Parliamentary Secretary]
Amritsar— Tarn Tar an
1

Amritsar— Majitha
Amritsar —Sursingh-Bhikhiwind
Amritsar— Tarn Taran-Sarhali
/
Amritsar— Tarn Taran-Chola Sahib

\

Amritsar— Tarn I aran-Nawanshara Panuan-Dera Baba
Ami itsar— Kapurthala
Amritsar— Chagaon
Amritsar— Gur uka-bagh
•

*

A m bala—Karnal
Ambala— J agadhri
Am bala— Pehowa
Am bala— Simla
Ambala— Patiala

In addition, Government Transport

Services are operating on

local and suburban routes cf Jullundur, Amritsar and Ambala.
(b ) Up to January, 1951 expenditure and revenue amounts to
Rs. 31,40,874/- and 36,30,463/- respectively.
(c) Further nationalization has been postponed for three
years in view of the resolution passed by the Assembly in
the Budget Session held in 1950.
Dr. Sant Ram Seth :

W hat is the reason for postponement ?

Parliamentary Secretary :

A resolution to that effect had been

passed by this House.
Shrl Ram Sharma :
Resolution passed by

Is it not a fact that according to the

this House the

postpone the nationalisation of

Government

transport

was

asked to

in general while it

had

been permitted to nationalise some routes as a measure of experiment ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
operators.

It was done in consultation with the

According to the Resolution passed by the Assembly als >.
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the Government could nationalise only a few routes as an experimental
measure.
Shri Ram Sharma : Since the passage of that resolution, the
Government has nationalised some routes as an experimental measure.
How can the Government say that it has decided to nationalise no
more route in view of that resolution ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

This is being done with the consent

of operators.
Sbri Ram Sharma :
When the Resolution perm itted the
nationalization of some routes and the Government has actually dor.e
so, how can the same resolution be quoted as a bar to further nationali
zation ?
Shri Virendra : Did the Government meet with success in the
case of routes which have already been nationalised ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
in all those routes
Shri Virendra :

Yes, the Government met with success

If the nationalization was a success in all the

cases and the Government earned profits, why are more routes not
being nationalised ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

The resolution passed by the Assembly

has also to be kept in view.
Shri Virendra :

The resolution authorised the Government to

nationalise some routes as an experimental measure. If it could be
done in the case of some routes, why are the remaining routes not
being nationalised ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
the routes.
Sardar Sajjan

Singh :

Experiments are not performed on all

Are Government buses only plying

on

the Amritsar roads ref erred to in the reply, or the private buses are
also permitted to ply on those ?
Sardar Sajjan Singh : Does the nationalisation of a route mean
that only Government buses can ply on that route or even private
buses can ply on those roads ?
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Does the Parliamentary Secretary under

stand the meaning of the term ‘ nationalisation ?

\
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Mr. Speaker :
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No reflection please.

Shri Ram Sharma :

When the Gove nment made a

profit of

about five lakhs of rupees from a single route and the resolution passed
b y the Assembly

authorises it to

nationalise more routes

as an

experimental measure, why does the Government not nationalise some
other routes ?
Parliamentary Secretary:
Shri Ram Sharma :

It has been postponed for three years.

When the nationalisation of some routes

has proved so profitable and the resolution passed by this House
authorises the Government to perform the same experiment in the case
of more routes, why does the Government not nationalise some more
routes ?
Chief Minister :

When the Government takes over some route,

it has to accommoda e the operators working on that route on some
alternate route and a great deal has to be paid in the form of
compensation.

As there were no more routes on which

the operators

working on the private routes could be accommodated, the Government
could not nationalise all the routes.
Pandit Faqir Chand :

If the Government has decided not

to

nationalise any more routes, what is the necessity of having a separate
Transport Authority ?
Chief Minister :

It has to manage our buses plying On the routes

which have been nationalised.

APPEALS AGAINST ALLOTMENT OF LANDS
*2769.

Shri

Prabodh Chandra ;

Will the lion.

Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) the number of appeals filed by the land owners against the
allotment o f lands under the quasi-permanent scheme in
the state ;
(b) the number of such cases decided
up to 31st December 1950?

by the Government

Starred Questions and Answers
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The hon.Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:
(a) In all 107295 applications, 87991 in the districts and 19304
at headquarters, have been received for review.
(b) 8126 applications were decided upto the end o f Dec. 1950.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

How long will it take the Government

to dispose of the remaining applications which run into thousands ?
M inister:

All

these are expected to be disposed of by the

31st of March,^1951.

ALLOTMENT OP LANDS
*2965.

Shri Virendra:

Will the hon.

tation be pleased to state :—

'

Minister for Rehabili
*

(a) the total area o f land allotted to the refugees in the State ;
(b) the total number of allottees to whom this land has been
allotted ;
(c) the total area of land which has not yet been taken
possession of by the allottees ;
(d) the total number of allottees who have not yet taken
possession of their lands ;
(e) the ac tion, if any, taken by the Government to persuade
these allottees to take possession of their lands ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail.
(a) An area of 20,17,850 standard acres of evacuee land has
been allotted to displaced land-holders in Punjab.
(b ) 466833 persons (including mortgagees) have been allotted
land in Punjab.
(c. Up to 31st January 1951, possession of 162021 standa
acres o f the allotted land had not been taken by the
allottees.
(d) Up to 31st January
mortgagees)
to them.

d id 'n o t

1951, 173520 allottees

(including

take possession of the land allotted

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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[Minister for Rehabilitation]
(e) 31st January

1951; was fixed as the last date for taking

possession of allotted land in Punjab and the allottees were
warned

to

collect

their

allotment

orders

and

take

possession before that date failing which their allotments
would

be

cancelled.

This

d^te

has

been extended

upto 31st March 1951, and the allottees have been given
more time to do so- They will, however, now have to
apply for the collection of allotment orders and delivery
of possession at Jullundur Secretariat,

RECONSTRUCTION OP DAMAGED HOUSES AT JULLUNDUR.
*3038.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha:

Will the hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state:—
(a) whether it is a fact that the Custodian, Jullundur, made an
announcement by the beat of drum that damaged houses
could be reconstructed or repaired by utilising rubble
wherever available.
(b) whether it is a fact that the roofs of one hall and eight
other rooms of Baradari, Basti Danishmaudan, which
were in tact last year, had fallen, if so, whether the
Government has any information regarding the disposal of
the rubble;
(c) whether it is a fact that
was reported to the

the disappearance of the rubble

police post No. 5 Basti Sheikh,

Ju'lundur; if so, the action taken or proposed to be taken
in the matter ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
[a) No such announcement was made.
(b) No record is available in this behalf.
reported that one o f

It

is, however,

the rooms of this Baradari was

damaged during the heavy rains last year and some of the

(13) 9
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malba disappeared.

Subsequently one beam was placed on

Superdari with one Gurmuldi Singh a resident of that
locality.

As a conseqence of further

rains this building

was ’ damaged and enquiries reveal that one Harbans Lai
of Globe

1 actory situated, in that Basti, removed some

bricks, beams and balas therefrom and utilized the
k
material for repairing and reconstructing his factory.
(c) Enquiries show that the Rent Sub Inspector concerned
had verbally reported the disappearance of the rubble to
the Incharge Police

Post No. 5 Basti Sheikh.

There is,

however, no record to show that the maite-** did at all
come to the notice of the District Rent Officer and so no
report was lodged to the Police. Furl her enquiries are now
being instituted

and adequate action will be taken in the

matter.

O

MISAPPROPRIATION OF GOVERNMENT MONEY AT JULLUNDUR.
*3040.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

Will the hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state : —
(a) the amount which was sanctioned in connection with the
repairs of evacuee houses in Jullundur ;
*
(b) whether any enquiry has been made regarding the persons
to whom grams were given for repairing the houses in
th-ir possession, if so, the estimated amount spent on the
repairs ;
(c) whether any discrepancy

was

detected in the amount

granted and the amount actually utilized on repairs ; if so,
the action taken in the matter ?
The hon Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
(a) A sum of Rs, 5 ,2 9 ,1 4 6 /4 /-was sanctioned in

connection

with the repairs of evacuee houses.
(b) Only 375 tenants submitted their vouchers for verification
after executing necessary repairs, out of which 91 cases
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(Minister for Rehabilitation]
involving an expenditure o f Rs.

2670/11/- have

been

verified.
(c) No discrepancy has been detected in the amount granted
and the amount actual!}/ utilized on repairs.

REGISTRATION OF EVACUEE HOUSES IN BASTI DANISHMANDAN
JULLUNDUR
*3042.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodfaa :

Will the hon.

Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state the number of evacuee houses
registered in Basti Danishmandan, Jullundur, together with the number
of those which stand today ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
The total number cf
evacuee houses registered in Basti Banishmandan is 545 and the
number of houses standing today is 400.

DECO TROL OF FOODGRAINS IN THE STATE.
*3043. S ari Bhagat Ram Chodha : Will the hon. Minister for
Rehabilitation be pleased to state whether the Government intend to
decontrol foodgrains other than wheat ; if so, when ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujha 1 :
(i) No.
(ii) The question does not arise.

O
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RESOLUTION OF SONEPAT BAR ASSOCIATION.
*2619.

Shri Ram

Sharma :

Will

the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) whether he is aware of the fact that the Bar Association,
Sonepat, has recently passed a resolution which was endorsed
and forwarded to Government by the Bar Association,
Rohtak,

making

very

serious

allegations

against

a

Magistrate, First Class (Section 30; Rohtak ;
(d) whether a deputation of the Bar Association Sonepat has
also waited upon him in

this connection ; if so, to what

effect ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
(b) Yes. Necessary inquiries are being made

and Government

will take such action as is considered suitable.
Shri Ram Sharma : Will the hon Chief Minister be pleased to
state as to which officer was deputed to make the enquiry and when ?
Chief M inister:

I

however, say this much

require

notice

for this

question.

I can,

that the enquiry was ordered as soon the

representation was received.

Besides a deputation also waited upon

me in this connection and the members of the deputation were asked
to send specific charges against* the magistrate.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I

know if this

representation

was

against the magistrate who was previously punished after another
enquiry ?
Chief Minister :

I cannot say that.

The hon. Member knows

better.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know the nature o f the complaints

made against the magistrate ?
Chief Minister :

I think the hon. Member knows that because

a copy of the representation of
to him.

;he Bar Association was also sent

(13) 12
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I want to know if the Government has any

idea about the complaints made against the magistrate by the deputa
tion which met the Government ?
Chief Minister : I don’t remember the specific complaints.
know this much that an enquiry was ordered.
Shri Ram Sharma :

I

Is the hon. Chief Minister aware that the

complaints against the magistrate a ”e that he forces the p-'ople to
proceed a cced in g to his will, the reader records the evidence on one
side and the magistrate on another, the cases are adjourned to harass
the people, and the police officers are seated on the dais ? ’
Chief Minister : S:r, I thank the lion Member for the information.
Shri Ram Sham-a :

May I know if the hon

Chief

after thanking me for the informat on, will see that the
conducted expeditioush7 into such serious charges ?
Chief Minister :

Minister,

enquiry is

The enquiry is expeditiously conducted even if

the charges are not serious.
Chaudh i Lahri Singh :

May I

know if

it is a fact that the

person appointed to conduct the enquiry did not give any opportunity
to the Bar Association to give its view to him ?
Chief Minister :

We have not received the report so far.

Chaudhri Lahri S ngh :

Ts it not a fact that the Sessions

Judge

has already completed the enquiry ?
Chief Minister :

It is not to my knowledge.

APPOINTMENT OF STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATES IN DISTRICT
HISSAR.
*2727.

Sardar Sajjan Singh ;

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state: —
(a) the names of the stipendary Magistrates posted in Hissar
Di trict who were appointed between 15th August, 1 47,
and 15th August, 1950;

Starred Questions and Answers
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(b) the pay per month o f each of them;
(c)

the educational and vocational qualifications o f each of
them;

(d) (i) whether any one of them is a displaced person;
(ii) wdiether any of the persons referred to in part (d) (i)
above have been allotted land in the district o f Hissar ;
if so, where;
(e) (i) whether any one of the persons referred to in part (a)
above has been nominated a member of the District
Board Hissar and Small Town Committee, Tohana;
(ii) whethei any one of them is the President of the Small
Town Committee, Tohana;
(f) (i) if the answers to parts (d) to fe) above be in the
affirmative, the reasons for posting them in their own
district;
\
(ii) whether under the rules no Magistrate can be posted
in his own district; if so, the reasons for ignoring this
rule in the case of the persons referred to in part (a)
above;
(g) (i) whether any one of the persons referred to in part (a)
above was appointed as Commandant o f refugee camp,
Hissar, if so, his name;
(ii)

the monthly salary he was getting as Camp Comman
dant;

(h) (i) whether any complaints were made against him when
he

was Camp

Commandant;

if so, the nature of the

■ complaints so made;
(ii)

whether any enquiry was made into those complaints;
if so, with what result ?

The hon Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

Ch. Hukam Singh.

(b)

Rs. 450/— p. m.

(c)

Matriculation and 10 years experience as an Hony.
Magistrate (including Magistrate 1st class) in joint Punjab.

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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[Chief Minister]
(d) (i) Ch. Hukam Singh is a displaced person.
(d) (ii) Yes. in Tohana Sub-Tehsil.
(e) (i) Yes.
•

(e) (r ) Yes.
(f) (i) H e was employed temporarily for a period of six months
and was posted to Hissar at his own request owing to
his family circumstances.

He does not actually belong

to Hissar but has only settled there after partition.
(f) (40 It. is the practice not to post a Magistrate in his own
district.

Ch. Hukam Singh was posted to Hissar for

the reasons given in (f) (i) above.
(g) (0 Yes.

Ch. Hukam Singh.

(g) (ii) Rs. 500/— p. m. from the 28th July, 1948 to the 14th
August, 1949 and Rs. 4 0 0/- p. m. from the 15th August.
1949 to the 30th November, 1949.
(h) (i) Yes. The complaint was regarding th° use of Govern
ment jeep for sport.
<h) (ii) Yes, but the allegations were found to be incorrect.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know if the person who is allotted

land in a particular district becomes the resident of that district.
Chief Minister :

Yes, he becomes the resident of that place.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know if that magistrate is still

posted at Hissar or he has been transferred ?
Chief Minister :

He has been transferred

CONVEYANCE ALLOWANCE OF HONOURABLE MINISTERS.
*2728 Sardar Sajjan S in gh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) whether the Government proposes to take any action on
the following observations of the Public Accounts

Com
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mittee of the Punjab Legislative Assembly on the A ppro
priation Accounts of^ the Punjab Government for the
period

15th August 1947 to 31st March 1948 published in

its report on page 7 "also in our opinion the Conveyance
Allowance of
hon.

Rs. 250/- per mensem which is paid to all

Ministers,

in

addition

under the rules governing

to

travelling

allowance

them, is an unnecessary con-

cessiori and may be withdrawn.

W e understand that in

several other States in India the dual concession of
conveyance allowance in addition to travelling allowance
at adequate rates, does not exist” ;
(b) if the answer to part (a) above be in the affirmative, the
steps, if any^- Government proposes* to take to effect
economy in
the travelling allowance of the hon.
• Ministers and their staff and Grade I officers

of

the

Government ;
(c) whether the travelling allowance rules have been revised to
reduce the present rates; if so, to what extent ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand B hargiva:—
(a) The rate

of

Hon. Ministers

Conveyance
during

Allowance

the

allowed

period from

15th

to

the

August

1947 to 31st March 1948 .was Rs. 300/- p.m. and not
Rs. 250/- as mentioned in the Report of Public Accounts
Committee on the Appropriation Accounts o f the Punjab
Government for that period.
The dual coucession of
Conveyance Allowance in addition to the Travelling
Allowance does exist in several States (viz: C P. and
Berar, Bombay, Orissa, Assam and W est^Bengal). On
reviewing the whole position, however,

the

rate

was

reduced from Rs. 300/- p.m. to Rs. 250/- p.m. with effect
from 1st July 1948.
(b) and (c)
ters

has

The Conveyance

Allowance

for

already been reduced from Rs.

Rs. 250/r p. m.

As regards

Hon. Minis- ^
300/- p.m. to

1st grade officers, Govern

ment have revised the rules re-classifying the officers on
the basis of their pay in accordance with- the practice
followed at the Centre. In the case of Personal Assistants
to H on.

Ministers,

they are

second instead of first class.

now

entitled to travel

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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May I know if tffe Ministers about whom

the Public Accounts Committees have recommended that they should
not charge conveyance allowance along with the travelling allowance,
are still drawing both the allowances?
Chief M inister: So far as the conveyance allowance is concerned,
the House must have passed jt . The Ministers.can only then draw it.
Shri Ram Sharma :
States are

May

I

know if the Ministers

of

those

drawing the conveyance.allowance in spite'of the fa ct that

the Accounts Committees reported against it and the H ouses of those
States adopted that report ?
Mr. Speaker :

... •-

The hon. Chief

that.

Minister

(
is not expected to know

. 1 h
Shri Ram Sharma :

Public Accounts

-

Is it a fact that, alter the report of the

Com m ittee was adopted b y

the House, the rate of

the travelling allowance was raised from annas 10 to

annas 12 a

mile

while the recom m endation of the Com m ittee was to reduce it to annas
8 a mile.
*

Chief Minister :

Y es, it is a.fact.

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know what useful pu rpose is served

b y passing a measure by the House if it is not to be acted upon b y the
G ov ern m en t?
Chief Minister :

The report of the Public Accounts Committee is

only a recommendation to the Government.
the House.

Shri Ram Sharma :

It is not a resolution of

May I know if the report adopted

by the

*

House becomes its own report ?
Chief Minister :

The report is adopted by the House.

In

this

report a recommendation was made to the Government and it is being
considered.

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know if the

report adopted by

the

House becomes its own report in a way ?

Mr. Speaker :

It is a question of opinion.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know the reasons due to which the
rate of travelling allowance was raised to 12 annas a mile from 10
annas a mile ?

Chief Minister :

-The rate of 10 annas a mile was not

because the Ministers had to,spe.nd from their om vpoqkets.

adequate
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May I know if, at the time of enhancing

the rate of travelling allowance, the prices of petrol, mobil oil etc.,
had becom e higher ?
Chief Minister : I have not with me the rates of these things.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know if the rate ol travelling
allowance in the case of other first grade officers has also been in 
creased ?
Chief Minister :

The rate of travelling

allowance

has

been

increased only in the case of Ministers.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know

costs in the case of the cars of the hon.

what is the difference in

Ministers and in the case of

the cars of the first grade officers ?
Chief Minister :
of the car.

1 cannot say that.

It depends on the make

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Has the Government issued any instruc
tions to the effect that the First Grade officers should have the same
kind of cars as the hon. Ministers have ?
Chief Minister :

There is no such thing.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Is the Government prepared to make
enquiries and see what kind of cars such officers have ?
Mr. Speaker :

It is a request for action.

Shrimati Sita Devi :
May I know whether the Ministers have
some s p e ia l cars and the Ffrst Grade Officers do not have cars which
consume as much petrol as theirs?
Chief Minister :

That is not so,

RECOMMENDATION OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNT COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS.*
*2731. Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state the action, if any, taken by the Government on the
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recommendation of the Public Accounts Committee, appointed by the
Punjab Legislative Assembly, on the Appropriation Accounts of the
Punjab Government for the year 1947-48 which were published on
page 7 of its reports

that every hon*

Minister snould state in his

travelling allowance bill the purpose of journey

undertaken by him in

respect of which the travelling allowance is claimed ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chant! Bhargava :
'.onsideration of Government.

The matter is under the

* Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know how long
implement the recommendations of the Committee ?
Chief Minister :

wih it take to

They are under consideiation.

Shrl Amar Nath Vidyalankar : Is it a fact that it was the office
of the Accountant General which pointed out that the purpose of
journey should be written ?
Chief Minister :

I require notice.

Shri Amar Nath VidyM ankar: Is it
problem that the Government is delaying it ?
Chief Minister :

such

an

unimportant

It is either very important or important.

Shri Amar Math Vidyalankar : Mav I take it that tiie hon.
Chief Minister considers it to be an important problem ?
Chief Minister :

It is a matter of opinion.

Shri Prahodh Chandra: I just wanted to kno;.v if this is the
reason for not giving prac ical shape to this recommendation ?
Mr. Speaker :

It is an insinuation.

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know when it was decided to discon

tinue writing the purpose of the journey ?
Chief Minister :

It is st 11 being w ritten.

Shri Ram Sharma : Has it also been included in the pupose that
ten annas are not sufficient ?
Chief Minister :

That is not so.

Starred Questions and Answers
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RECORDS OF CIVIL, REVENUE AND CRIMINAL

CASES OF DISPLACED PERSONS FROM
*2732. Sardar Sajjan Singh :
pleased to state—

WEST-PAKISTAN.

Will the hon

Chief Minister be

fa) the steps, if any, so far taken by the Government to bring
the records (files of civil, revenue and criminal cases of
displaced persons from W est'Pakistan ;
(b) the results of the steps so taken ;
*

(c) the steps, if any, so far taken by the Government to bring
the land records and +he files of civil, revenue and criminal
cases of vill tges which now comprise Patti tehsil but which
were a part of Kasur tehsil before partition and
results ?

with what

The hon. Dr. Go pi Chand Bhargava :
(a) (b) and (c) An agreement in regard to moveable property
w7as concluded on the 27th June, 1950 between
the representatives of India and Pakistan.
Under this agreement it was agreed inter alia
to take legal powers to enable transfer of
. records to the Government of the other
country and also to enable either Government
to receive similarly records from the other
country for entrusting them to the appropriate
courts for further disposal in accordance with
the normal law.
While steps are being taken by both the
countries to enact the necessary legislation,
action is also being taken in the meantime for
consolidation of records transferable under the

i

agreement.

TRANSFER OF DEPOSITS IN COURTS FROM WEST PUNJAB.
*2734.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the steps, if any, so far taken by the Government to bring
deposits made in different courts of the Lahore district by
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persons from villages, which were a part of Kasur tehsil
before partition and which now form part of Patti tehsil ;
(b)

the.results of the steps so taken ;

(c) whether the court
deposits, referred to in my starred,
Assembly question No. 1531, put on 29th March, i960, has
been received from Pakistan and delivered to the persons
concerned ; if not, the reasons therefor ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava,
(a) and (b) An Indo-Pakistan Movable property Agreement was
concluded between the representatives
of India and
Pakistan on the 27th June, 195o. It was agreed, inter
alia, that in the case of districts from where wholesale
migration had taken place the court deposits will be
transferred ( en bloc ’ , provided both the parties to the
claim were non-Muslims in the case o f Pakistan and
Muslims in the case of India. In other cases action should
be taken through the' Claims Organisation, on the claim
,

being filed by the applicant for the transfer of his deposits.
It was also agreed that necessary legislation would be
undertaken by the- two Governments to give effect to this
agreement.

Suitable steps to take legal powers to enable

transfer of records and deposits lying with courts in both
the countries are being taken by the Governments or India
and Pakistan
In the meantime lists of deposits transfer
able to tiie other country are being compiled in both the
countries.
(c) Ornaments and other movable property
part of

the question are also

mentioned in this

covered

by

the term

‘ court deposits ’ and the explanation in paras (a) and (b)
above will also apply to this type of property.
SOCIALIST PRISONERS IN THE
*2855.

Sbri Prabodh

Chandra :

Will

STATE.

the hon. Chief Minister

be pleased to state : —
(a) the total number of socialist prisoners in all the jails oi
the State on 3ist December

1951* ;

Starred Questions and Answers

(b) the number of those who were placed in
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A and B classes

separately ;
fc) whether any one of them is getting a family allowance ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava .
(a) 28.

r

(b) ' A ' class— Nil.

•

* B ’ class— 5.
*( c ' No.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know the reason for distinction

between treatment meted out to socialist and communist detenus ?
Chief Minister :
to both of them.

That is due to difference in the rules applicable

Shri Prabodh Chandra: Does it mean that the socialists are
more anti-Government or violent ?
Chief Minister :

It is a question o f opinion.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it not a fact that an announcement
was made by the Government that the Political prisoners will not be
given C class ?
Chief Minister :

We are taking steps according to the rules.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :
Chief Minister :

Can the public see those rules ?

They are confidential ?

- Sardar Sajjan Singh :
Chief Minister :

Can the M. L. A.s have access to them ?

I can show the rules to them.

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know whether A, B or C classes are

given according to social position or according to political activity ?
Chief Minister :
Shri Ram

According to so :ial position.

Sharma :

If- it is so, why is it that the socialists are

not given the same treatment as is meted out to the communists?
their social position always inferior ?

Is

-s
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The question of Socialists and communists is

quite a different question .

In this case we are bound by the rules.
♦

COMMUNIST DETENUS.
*2853.

Shrl Prabodh Chandra :

AVill the hon.

Chief Minister

be pleased to state :-----

*

(a) the total num ber' ot Communist detenus in the State on
31st December 1950 ;

r

(b) how many of these aie getting family allowances ;

’

(c) how many have applied for family allowances ?
The hon. Dr. Gopl Chand Bharg^va :
(a) 81
(b , 21.
(c)

47 out of 81 mentioned

in fa)

above applied for family

allowances.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know the date on which the

47 detenues applied for family allowances ?
c h ie ' Minis er :

Ri
I dont remember it.

It requires notice.

Shri Prabcdh Chandra : Is it rot a fact 1hat they applied about
eighteen months back, is there any truth in this ?
Chief Minister :

I can't say that.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

How long will it take to decide their

cases ?
■
Chief Minister :
considered.

i v ■
Whenever

^
7
any

application is received it is
►

*

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know whether there is any limit

of time for deciding those cases which are under consideration ?
Chief Minister :

I have never stated that the rem.lining

applications are under consideration.

2(3
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Shri Prabodh

Chandra :

May I know the grounds on which

these twenty six applications were rejected ?
Chief Minister : I cannot give a general reply. If any specific
application is mentioned, I can give the grounds for its rejection.

DETENUS.
*2857.

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

e
Will the hon. Chief Ministr be

pleased to state:—
(a) the number of cases of detenus received by the Government
for revision;
*

(b) in how many cases the recommendations of the Committee
formed for the purpose were accepted by the Government?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a) 495.
(b) Government

considered

the

recommendations

of the

Advisory Board and accepted most of them.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know whether the hon. Chief

Minister is prepared to define the words ‘ most of them’ ? Is it not
a fact that out of the recommendations made by the Advisory Board
for the release of the detenus, only 40 per cent were accepted by
the Government ? I f so, how does the hon. Chief Minister reconcile
this with his statement that Government accepted most o f the
recommendations.
^
Chief Minister:
safely be concluded

‘ Most of them ’ means ‘ most oi them’ .
that

m ajority of

the

It can

recommendations were

accepted.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
60 per cent recommendations

May I
connotes

know

whether

rejection of

acceptance of m ajority of

recommendations ?
Mr. Speaker :

Order, order.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
by the hon.

My submission is that the reply given

Chief Minister is not correct.
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May I enqi.ire from the hon.

Government

released

40

detenus

Chief

out of 100

recommended by the Advisory Board ?
Chief Minister:

1 cannot give the exact figure off hand.

I think out of 495 cases sent to the Government
Board, majority of them were set free.
Shri Prabodh

Chandra:

May

I

know

But

by the Advisory

whether the recom

mendations sent by the Advisory Board are purely advisory in nature
or are mandatory on the Government ?
Chief Mir ister : It is an advisory body and its recommendations
are also purely advisory but under the new rules, they have become
almost mandatory.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly tell
us the exact or approximate number o f cases in which Government
did not accept the recommendations of the Advisory Board ?
Chief Minister : If the hon. Member gives notice, I will procure
the exact information. As regards approximate information on the
point, t iat I have already given.

SUB-JAIL, AMRITSAR.
*3027.

Dr.

Sant Ram Seth :

-

Will the hon.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the authorised accommodation in the Amritsar sub-Jail ;
(b) the total number of convicts and undertrial prisoners accom 
modated in the said Sub-Jail ;
(c) the number of latrines and urinals in the above mentioned
Jail ;
(d) whether the Government contemplate to convert this jail
into a district Jail ; if so, when ;
(e) whether the Government has purchased land for expanding
the jail?
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) for 264 prisoners.
(b) 615.65 (average population of the last year).
(c) Latrines

—

Urinals
(d)

*

—

63
. 8

Yes. A scheme for the extension o f this Ja il to provide
additional accommodation for 500 prisoners has been
taken in hand.
The scheme is estimated to cost
Rs. 25,69,000. It is proposed to spread the work over
3 years. W ork will begin after Assembly has approved of
expenditure.

(e) Arrangements for acquiring land are being made.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The hon. Chief Minister

has stated that

the authorised accommodation available in the Amritsar Sub-Jail is
for 264 prisoners but actually 600 prisoners were accommodated.
May I know how did the Government arrange for the provision of
accommodation to the additional popu at ion of the Jail ?.
Chief M inister: Tents wer^1 provided for accommodating
additional population of the. jail ?

the

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Is the hon. Chief Minister aware o any
ground or place in the Amritsar Sub-Jail here tents could be pitched
for accommodating the prisoners ?
Chief Minister : I think there must be some place where tents
could be pi ched
I have an impression that I *have already given
a reply to a question of this kind.
),
^
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Does the lion. Chief Minister remember

that he admitted in a reply to one of my questions that no tents could
be pitched in this Sub Jail ?
?
Mr. Speaker :

This question was discussed yesterday.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Sir, if a prisoner violates the rules

of jails,

'he is punished for that. . Now, my question is that if the Government
which is responsibe for providing accommodation _to the prisoners in
the jails, fails to do so, then what punishment can be inflicted on it ?
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MENTAL HOSPITAL, AMRITSAR.
*3028. Dr. Sant Ram Seth :
pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) the authorised1 accommodation in the

Mental Hospital

A m ritsar;
(b) the total number of in-door patients in the said hosp ital;
m

(c) the total number of out-door

patients

treated in this

hospital in 1950-51 ;
(d) the total annual expenditure incurred on this hospital

for

its establishm ent;
(e) the annual diet expenditure on

the

patients

ol this

h osp ita l;
(f) whether the patients in this hospital pay any thing for
their aiet ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) For 450 patients.
(b ) 383 patients.
(c)

#

268 patients during the year 1950. The financial year
1950-51 being still current, information for the yearcannot be supplied.

(d) Rs. 1,10,539 during 1950-51, upto February, 1951.
(e)

Rs. 75,800 during 1950-51, upto February, 1951.
*
Yes. Charges of—

(a) Ordinary class patients

—

Rs. 35 p. m.

(b) Better class patients
include expenses on diet.

—

Rs. 4/8/- per d.em

FIXED T. As. TO P.V .D. OFFICERS.
*

*3029.

Dr. Sant Ram Seth :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) whether it is a fact that a fixed amount of Travelling
Allowance is paid to all the officers in the Public Works

Starred Questions and Answers
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Department (B . and R. and Irrigation Branches), if so,
t h e » amount
per month so
paid
to
Overseers,
Sub Divisional Officers, Executive Engineers and Superin
tending Engineers ;
(b) whether this amount o f travelling allowance is admissible
even if an officer does not undertake any touring in a
month, if so, the reasons therefor ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) No.
«b) Does not arise.

RIOT AND MURDER

CASES IN CONNECTION WITH THE CENSUS

OPERATION IN THE STATE.
*3031. Dr. Sant Ram Seth :
pleased to state :—

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) whether it is a fact that riots and murdeis took place at
certain places in the State while the enumeration for the
census was being done ;
(b ) the number of places so affected ;
(c ) the number of riots and murders separately that took place
in the State district wise as a result of disputes
with the enumeration ;

connected

(d) the causes of such riots ;
(e) if the answer to part (a) above be in the affirmative the
action, if any, taken by

the Government so far in the

m atter ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a)

Yes

(b) Three

■.

.

(c) (i) one riot in Jagadhari, district Ambala-one murder.
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-

(ii) one riot in Ludhiana City-no murder.
(iii)

one in village Lidhran, district Jullundur-one murder.

(d) Disputes over mother tongue returns.
(e) Action against the offenders was taken under the law of
the State and steps taken to ensure peace.

INSTRUCTORS TAKEN IN HOME DEFENCE DEPARTMENT
IN THE STATE.
*3054.

Chaudhri Sursdar Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state:^a)

the number of

instructors

taken in

Home

Defence^

Department in the State in the month of March and April,
1950 and the number of scheduled castes among them;
(b ) the number of scheduled caste candidates selected who
were declared fit for imparting this training after complet

'

ing their course at No. 1, Air Force Academy, Ambala
Cantt;

.

(c) whether there was any written test to determine the
ability of the instructors who have been delcared fit for
imparting such training;

N.

(d) the minimum qualification prescribed for appointment as
instructors;
(e) the numbers separately of those
graduates, F.As., and

instructors who were

Matriculates, together with

the

number among them of those belonging to the scheduled
castes at the time of selection;
• (f) the number of persons selected as inst’ uctors after

the

time mentioned in part (a) above and the :number of the
scheduled castes among them together with the number
of those who were called for service and the number of
................. the members of the scheduled castes amongst them;
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(g) whether the instructors Who received training at No. 1
• Air Force Academy, Ambala Cantt. in ,April-May, 1950
have been given certificates for haying qualified for such
purposes; if not, why not ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) The total number of Instructors recruited in March-April,
1950 was 58, out of which 4 belonged to scheduled castes.
(b)

Two.

(c) No.

The

test

was oral

and was held

by a Board

consisting of three Military Officers and the Officer on
Special D u ty, Home Defence, Punjab.
(d) No minimum qualifications have been laid down.
(e) fi) M.As.

—

two

(ii> B .A .,B .Ts.

—

four

iii) B.Scs

—

five

(iv) B.As.

—

twenty t w o '

(v) Senior Cambridge

two

(vi) F.As.

—

eleven

(vii) Matrics

—

eleven

(viii) Army qualified

one

Scheduled Castes out of the above — Four (all graduates)
(f) In the selection held in September, 1950,

11

Instructors

were selected, out of which seven were Harijans. All the
eleven candidates were called for service, but three" o f 1
them failed to join
(g)

No.

THEFT OF BUILDING MATERIAL AT CHa NDIGARH
*2789.
pleased

Shri Prabodh Chandra: W ill the hon. Chief Minister
to
state
whether it is a - fact
that
the
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building material w^rth thousands has been stolen from the Chandi
garh s ite ; if so, what action, if any, the Government has taken against
the officers responsible therefor ?
The hon. Dr Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) No case of theft of building material has occurred at
Chandigarh.
(b) Does not arise.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:
recollect

Will the hon. Chief

Minister kindly

that m 1948, in reply to a question he stated that certain

building material at the Chand garh site had been stolen ? ff that is
a fact, how does he reconcile this with his present statement t. at no
such theft has taken \lace there ?
Chief Minister: I may tell my hon. biiend that so far no
building material has arrived at Chandigarh. So how could the
question of theft arise ?
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it or is it not a fact that a lot of
building material was stolen in 1948 from the Chandigarh site ?
Chief M inister:
kind was stolen.

I have already stated that no material of any

LEVY OF W ATER TAX BY THE DISTRICT BOARD HOSHIARPUR
*2858 Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the

hon.

Minister

foi

Public W orks be pleased to st te :—
(a) the water tax per head levied by the District

Board,

Hoshiarpur on the residents ef ilaqa Beit in the District ;
(b)

the progress, if any, made in the realization of this tax ?

Parliamentary Secretary (Shri Dev Raj Sethi) :
(a)

No tax is levied.

However a fee is levied

per annum per head with effect from

6

@

Rs. ty

th December 1949

under section 33 (:i) (c) of the District Board Act.
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(b)

A sum of Rs

26,420/- has been
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realized

up to 23rd

February 1951.
Shri Prabodh

Chandra:

Will

the

Parliamentary

Secretary

kindly tell us whether this water tax at the rate of Rs. 3/- per head
is levied on the adults alone or on children of two or four days' age
as well ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

This is a tax which has been levied

on adults. As a matter oj fact, it comes to Rs. 8 or 10 per family
per annum which, when calculated per head, does not exceed one
rupee per month.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know whether any representa

tions from the public of that ilaqa were received by the

Government

to the effect that the water tax @ Rs. 3/- p.a. per head was excessive
and that even children aged a few days were also subject to the levy
of this tax ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

Representations did reach the Govern

ment and they are under consideration.

As a matter of fact the

capital cost for the supply of water is borne by the Government but
the running expenditure is recovered by the District Board from those
who use the water. Before the arrangements made fot the supply o f
water, people had to spend a lot for procuring water. But now ex
penditure per family is not much and sa I do not think that any
hardship will be caused to the public by the imposition o water tax.
Shri Prabodh Chandia :

The Parliamentary Secretary has stated

that a few representations did com e to the notice of the Government.
May I know when were they received by the Government and

wrhen

does Government propose to take a decision on them ?
Parliamentary Sec etary:

I require notice for this.

But I can

say that decision will be taken very soon.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I known whether there is any

time limit fixed for the expression ‘ very soon’ .

We have been hearing

these expressions for the last three years in reply to our questions
from the Government but so far no action -has been taken in con
nection with them.
Mr. Speaker :

Order, order.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
means by ' Jaldise jaldi ' ?

I would request him to specify what he
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hastried so many times and

he has not been able to get anything definite.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
Mr Speaker :

»

I shall try again.

Order, order.

Dr. Bikram Chand :

It has been

stated by the Parliamentary

Secretary that a sum of Rs. 26,420/- has been realized up to 23rd
February 1951 ; may I know how much will be the total amount if this
tax is realised in full ?
Master Gurbanta Singh :

Will the Government afford financial

help to the people of those villages where the water becomes scarce
for months together ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

There is no such scarcity of water in

those villages at present. Moreover, water supply has already been
made available to people in those villages through tube-wells. Govern
ment has not received any complaints so far.
Master

Gurbanta Singh :

Is it a fact that in the beit ilaqa if a

person dies, water tax is realized from his relations before the disposal
. of the dead body ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
Shrimati Sita Devi :

No such tax is levied.

Has the Government receive °-any represen

tation to the effect that the water fee at the rate of Re 1 /- per head is
a great burden on those poor in the beit ilaqa who cannot afford it ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

The question of rich or poor does not

arise so far ts the consumption of water is concerned.

It la s been

experienced that the people have to spend less on water then they used
to spend before.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

In view of the fact that the people of the

beit ilaqa are very poor and cannot afford to pay even a sum o f Re 1/as water fee, may I know if the Government is prepared to exem pt them
from this h e.
Mr.

Is the Government prepared to consider their case ?

Speaker :

It is a suggestion for action.

Shri Ram Sharma :

In how many ilaqas has our Government or

the District Boards provided the facilities of water-supply

to the
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people ? W hat facilities are being afforded to the people o f the bait
ilaqa from whom this tax is realized by the Governme t ? In how
many ilaqas are the proceeds of this tax going to be utilized ?
Parliamentary Secretary : Previously the people in the bait ilaqa
used to get water from distant places.
to twelve miles for getting water.

They had to cover about ten

The women-folk of these ilaqas had

to waste much of their time and now their time and labour has been
saved to a great extent.

It is clear from this that now they have to

spend comparatively less than

before.

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : In view of the reply of the Parliamentary
Secretary that the people have to spend comparatively less then
before, may I know what was the percentage foim erly and what it is
now ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
estimate of the percentage.

It is not a difficult job to make an
As I have already stated, the people

especially the woman-folk had to cover long distances only to fetch
water and now they have not to waste their time and energy, and they
have to pay only Re 1 /- per family.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : I want to know whether the Government
has collected any figures to show th it the people have to spend
comparatively less then before ?
Shri Ram Sharma : May I know as to what facilities have
provided by the Government or the District Board to save the people- of
these ilaqas from walking long distances to fetch water ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

Adequate arrangements have already

been made by the Government in this connection.
Shri Ram Sharma :

^

What sort o f arrangement has the Govern

ment made so far as this matter is concerned. What arrangements ✓
existed befo e and what arrangements have been made now ?
Chief Minister :

I would request the hon.

Member to visit the

place because it is really worth seeing.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Is this the reply

that is expected o f the

Government.
Mr. > Speaker : I f the Government gives you T. A. why should
there be any objection.
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Chief Minister : I would again request the hon. Member to
visit the place and see for himself what arrangements have been made
by the Government.
Shri Ram Sharma :
arrangement ?

Then is the Government going to m ike

Is the Government prepared to pay any r. A. to

any
those

o f the hon. Members who would like to visit the place ?
Chief Minister :

Government will consider if any such request is

made to it.
Dr. Bikr^m Chand :

H >w mnch money is spent yearly

by the

District Board Hoshiarpur on this scheme ?
Parliamentary Secretary : The District Board does not spend
from its own funds
However, it has taken the responsibility to
implement this scheme on no profit no loss basis.
Dr. Bjiiram Chand :

O i whom is this money going to be spen t?

Parliamentary Secretary :
District Board.

This information can be had from the

SHIFTING OF GOVERNMENT ENGINEERING SCHOOL, GURDASPUR.
' *2859.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Minister for Public

works be pleased to stab* the reasons why the Government Engineering
School has been shifted from Gurdaspur ?
The hon Captain Ranjit Singh :
The Government School of Engineering
Gurdaspur to Kalsia for the following reasons:(i)

was

shifted from

The Military buildings at Gurdaspur were required by the
Military for their own use.

(ii) The buildings under the use of the Engineering School had
b en badlv damaged during the heavy rains of 1950 and
their restoration would have been very expensive.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know if the people of this district
submitted representations to the hon. Chief Minister to the effect that

^
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some more educational institutions should be opened in their district.
Is it the result of this representation that the Government Engineering
School has been shifted from Gurdaspur ?
Parliamentary Secretary: Government did receive representa
tions from the people as referred to by the hon. Member. If the
people of this district had made some suitable accommodation available
for this school, Government would have definitely considered their
request.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it the policy of

the Government to

open these educational institutions in those places only where the
people offer suitable accomm odation for these institutions ?
Par.iamentary Secretary :

Government thought it proper to shift

the Government Engineering School from Gurdaspur.

EMBEZZLEMENT IN MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE, AMRITSAR.
*3030. Dr. Sant Ram Seth :
Works be pleased to state:-

W ill the hon. Minister for Public

(a t whether the case relating to the alleged embezzlement of,
the municipal fund at Amritsar was sent to the Anti
corruption committee of the State on the repeated requests
made by a Municipal Commissioner of Amritsar;
(b) whether the enquiry was made by the C. I D. into this
case; if so, with what result
(c)

the number of arr sts made so far in this connection.

(d) the numb r of employees suspended so far in this connection?
The hon. Capt in Ranjit Singh.
(a) The case has not been
Committee, so far.

sent

to

this

Anti-corruption

(b) The enquiry^-was first conducted by the C. I D. anc
latter by the District Police. Action to prosecute some
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employees and to take departmental action against others
is being taken. It would not be in public interest to
disclose the details.
(c) Three
d) Two.

ABOLITION OF THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN AGRICULTURIST
CLASSES IN THE STATE.
*2608.

Shri Ram Sharma : Will the hon. Minister for Educa<ion

be pleased to state whether the Government has considered the
abolition of the distinction between the general and special group of
agriculturists in the State; if so, to what result, if not, why not ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :
The question of removing distinction between the agricultural
tribes in the State is already under consideration of Government, but,
it being a policy matter, will take sometime before a decision is
arrived at.
It is further added that the whole question 'o f the

Punjab

Alienation of Land Act is under the active consideration of Government
and some time will be taken to arrive at a definite decision in this
^respect.
*

Shri Ram Sharma : Does any distinction still exist in A and B
groups; if so, which tribes are included in group B ?
Parliamentary Secretary : I require notice to answer this question.

REPEAL OF THE PUNJAB LAND ALIENATION ACT.
*3044.
Revenue

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

Will the hon. Minister for

be pleased to state whether the Government has under

consideration a proposal to repeal the Punjab Alienation of Land Act ?
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Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :
The matter is under active consideration of the Government.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
India has written anything
connexion ?

May I know whether Government of
to the Punjab Government in this

Parliamentary Secretary :

It is not in the public interest

to

disclose this.
Shri Virendra : May I know at what stage this matter stands now?
Chief Minister :

The Committee has been formed which

suggest what sections
Alienation Act.

should be

will

introduced to replace the Land

Their report is awaited.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Is it a fact that our Government received

a letter from President Dr. Rajendra Prashad to the effect that the
Land Alienation Act is

repugnant to the Fundamental Rights as

embodied in the Indian Constitution ?
Chief Minister :

When the Constitution was framed the President

had allowed two years’ time to repeal the Land Alienation A ct.

This

A ct has been considered to be ultra-vires and the case is sub-Judice.
The Government has set up a Committee which is going *into the
matter.

•

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
question.

;

Can- two replies be given to the same

1 he Parliamentry Secretary

replied

that it is r o t in the

public interest to disclose the information but now the Chief Minister
has come forward with a reply.
Mr. Speaker :

Any number of replies can be given.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Can two contradictory replies be given

to the same question ?
Mr. Speaker :
So far as the Chair is concerned it cannot check
the hon. Minister in giving any replies they want, The remedy, if
an}q is in the hands of the hon. Members.
Shri Ram Sharma :
this Committee ?
Chief Minister :

May I know the names of the members of

»
There are so many members that I will not be

able to tell the names off-hand.

If the hon Member wants to know

their names, he may kindly give fresh notice of the question.

_
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May I know whether the Government

has consulted the Attorney General that this Act is ultra-vires ?
Chief Minister :

The case is sub—Jud'ce.

ALLOTMENT OF LANDS IN KARNAL DISTRICT.
*2612.
'a:

Shri
Sharma :
j ■
. Ram
■
.

W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabili-

t^tiop be pleased to ctate whether the hon. Chief Minister received a
deputation on the 13th April, 1950 at Karnal in connection with the
cases of allotments of lands of Muslim landlords to small allottees;
if so, the action taken by the Government in the matter ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
Yes.

The hon. Chief Minister ieceived a deputation on the 13th

April, 1950 at Karnal in connection with the case of allotment of lands
of Muslim landlords to small allottees in the Karnal district
There were 39 villages in which resident tenants held more than
40% of the evacuee’s land, out of these 27 villages had already been
allotted to allottees with large holdings and it was considered that their
demand for tenants at w i -1 would absorb all the resident tenants.
Some adjustments in the tariqa taqsim were also made to ensure that as
far as practicable, land held by tenants at will should go to bigger
allottees.
In village Indri Tehsil Karnal, no adjustments were necessary
as it had been allotted to Shujabad claimants who were not tillers and
were in need of tenants at will. Similarly no adjustments were
required in village Bakana, Tehsil Thanesar as it had been declared a
fauji village, and the allottees had already moved from camp and
constructed their temporary huts. Necess try adjustments were made
in the remaining ten villages.

The allotments of small allottees were

cancelled and in their place bigger allottees were imported.
Shri Ram Sharma : May I know whether the representation
which was submitted to the Government was accepted ; if so, to
what extent ?
Minister :

l have given the details,of 39 villages.
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Shri Ram Sharma : May I know whether these disposessed
tenants were given any benefits after they had represented to the
Government ?
Minister :
in 27 villages.
any difficulty.

The demands of these tenants were accepted in toto
In Shujaabad the tenants-at-will did not experience

Shrl Ram Sharma :
who were allotted
disposessed ?
Minister :

May I know the number o f bigger allottees

land

and the

smaller allottees

who

were

I require notice to answer this question.

TENANTS OF VILLAGE IS H M G A R H CHHUCHAK,
DISTRICT ROHTAK.
*2613. Shri Ram S harm a:
Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—

W ill

the

hon.

Minister

for

(a) whether it is a fact that the standing crops of the poor
tenants of village Islamgarh Chhuchak, district Rohtak '
has been allotted and given possession of to the big
colonist allottees inspite of fhe fact that the tenants had
submitted qabuliat namas in time ; if so, how rr uch such
land of the tenants has been allotted to colonist allottees ;
(b) the number of such dispossessed tenants and the colonist
allottees benefitted by this allotment seperately ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujh ail:
(a)

& (b). There are only six landless tenants of village
Islamgarh who were evicted from evacuee lands as they
refused to come to agreement with allottees or to execute
qabuliat namas agreeing

to

pay

the

customery

rent.

Three quasi permanant allottees were given the possession
of

their

land.

In

availed of the crops.

spite of this the tenants forcibly
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Is the Government aware that the tenants

were dispossessed of the land in spite of

the fact

that they had

submitted qabuliat namas in time ?
Minister : They did not execute them and were not prepared to
pay the customary rents.

RESTORATION OF POSSESSION OF LANDS TO TENANTS.
*2814. Shri Ram Sharma :

Will, the hon. Minister for k ehabili-

tation be pleased to state :
(a) whether it is a fact that the .Director General of Rehabili
tation directed the Kama)

Rehabilitation authorities on

23jd Ju!v 1950 at Panipat to stop restoration of possession
of lan s to tenants for a week ; if so, whether he was com
y tent to do sc ;
(b) whether the restoration work was really stopped ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhai! :
(a< & (b)

,

A

deputation

of land allottees waited on the

Director, General Rehabilitation at Panipat on 23rd July
1950 and represented that though t„hey had sown crops
on the land allotted to them they were being deprived
of their allotments and land was being restored to ten nt^
who were already owners of fairly big areas. As this
was obviously unjust, the Director General Rehabilitation,
asked the Tahsildar, Panip.it, to stay the restoration of
possession of land to such tenants till the matter is
considered in detail at a meeting of the Additional Deputy
Commissioners, which was to be held at Jullundur

on

28th July I960, and orders of the Financial Commissioner,
Rehabilitation, are obtained. Since then, the Commiss
ioner, Ambala Division, has passe d orders that in cases of
such type land is not to be restored and this order has been
confirmed by the Financial Commissioner, Rehabilitation.
As D irector Gener 1 of Rehabilitation, he was competent to
pass stay orders under the circumstances.
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RESTORATION OF LANDS TO TENANTS IN DISTRICT KARNAL.
*2615- Shri Ram Sharma : W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabili
tation be pleased to state : whether any applications fo r exemption
and restoration of lands by the tenants in District Karnal were
received by the Government; if so, how many, and the number o f
those accepted by the Government ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mu]h a il:

*Ves.

1159 applications

were received out of which 779 were accepted.

STIPENDS GIVEN TO HARLJAN STUDENTS IN THE STATE.
*3032.

Dr. Sant Ram Seth:

W ill the hon. Minister for Education

be pleased to state :—
(a) the number of stipends given to Harijan boys
in the Government and Private
in the State district-wise ;

studying

Schools and Colleges

(b) the number of boys with the names of schools and colleges

}

so benefitted school and college-wise and
the
amount so distributed during the year 1950-51 ;

total

.

(c) the total number of Harijan boys studying in all
Colleges in the State ;

J

v>
(d) the number of boys benefitted by the free grant of books
in the State together with their value ?
The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh :
(a) & (b) Statement is laid on the tablet
(c) 499.

/

(d) No free grants in the form of books have been given by
the Government.
t Kept in the Library.
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RESIGNATION OF DEPUTY SPEAKER.
Mr. Speaker :

I have to inform the House that Thakur Pancharn

Chand has resigned the office of the Deputy Speaker. I have
further to inform the House that I have fixed Monday, the 26th,
March, 1951, as the day for holding the election to fill this vacancy.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION.
Mr. Speaker : The House will now resume discussion on the
Demand for General Administration.
Sardar

Gurbachan

Singh

Bajwa

(Ex-Member,

Assembly representing Sialkot, Sikh, Rural) (Punjabi) :

West Punjab
Yesterday I

was submitting, Sir, that the criticism that we offer here does not
reflect our personal opinions but represents the view-point and feelings
of the people whom we meet outside this House
Surely, no one can
deny that it is our duty to voice their grievances and therefore to
attribute any person d motives to us is unfair. Again a large number
pf^,people are critical of. the administration it is not for nothing.
Their opinion about its efficiency is based on personal experience.
If you enquire of these people in the galleries or those you come across
on the Mall as to what has brought them here, the defects and short
comings of the administration will become mani est
Everyone of
them,

you will find complains that in spite of writing

so many

letters to a certain department,
nothing
has
been
done.
There is so much delay in the disposal of work and such a
sense o f irresponsibilty that ii you want a very small thing done and
you write to the office concrned you will not receive a reply in
spite of

repeated reminders and you will

have

to approach

the

clerk concerned personally and v<sit him five to
ten times
before he will design to put up your case
So is the the case
with applications for arms licences
or renewal of licences.
There are thousand of cases in which t\* o years have elapsed but
no action

has been taken on any application fo*- renewal of a licence.

It is not even known to the dealing clerk where the old licence of an

General Administrati}n

applicant is lying-lie is himself so much puzzled.
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If you have a look

at his table you will find piles of dusty files lying all over it. In the
last session I had narrated how in order to have a payment of Rs. 15,
I had to spend Rs.
into the bargain.

16 and to make five visits to the oil ice concerned

I think many Members of this House will also have

gone through a similar experience. The officers themselves are heard
complaining that if they ask for any papers they are siade to be
untracable. And if the officer writes to another department for a copy
of a Government letter which is not tracable in^his office he receives
the same" reply from there.
Now, Sir, I would like to say a few words about the m ethod and
manner of making appointments and promotions in Government offices
because these have a vital effect on the efficiency of work. The
chances of persons who want to get into Government service on the
strength of their qualifications these days are very small indeed.
On the other hand those whose families have some political influence,
or those who are connected with some M. L. A. or a Minister are the
candidates most likely to be successful in securing a Government
job these days. Any person who c m assure an M. L. A. of ten or
fifteen votes in the next elections gets his recommendation and
support. Besides these two categories there is a third category o f
candidates who have equal if not more chances of getting Government
* posts and promotions if they happen to be already in service than the
persons of the second category. I am referring to the relations of the
P. As and stenographers
attached to the Ministers and the
Heads of Departments. Believe me, Sir, a P. A saying to his wife
that if she should have given birth to the son four years earlier he
would have been a Matriculate by this time and well fixed up in
Government service.

Thanks to his influence, such a matter is of

very comm on occurence these days. Such like domestic brawls-a
husband remonstrating with his wife for not having borne a son
earlier-ate very, common now-a-days. Another thing that frequently
comes to ones notice these days is a son saying to his mother that
if she had taken the trouble of bearing him a few years earlier his
toll would surely have by this time been sent for Tehsildarship or
P. C. S., thanks to his personal influence.

When the mother asks

him if there are not many other persons m his office both very
senior and more qualified, the son replies, if she does not know, that
at the time of partition when the dictionary was also divided the
words ‘ m erit’ and ‘eliiciency’

did

Government he was working under.

not come to the share of the
{Laughter).
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For all the favouritism and nepotism prevalent in the administ
ration, prim afy responibility is that of the hOn. Ministers. W hen
ever

they help an undeserving person to get an appointment, the

Head o f the Department thinks that he has now acquired a right
to appoint two of his own. men no matter what be their qualifications.
Sir, you must have heard the age-old saying that if the king of the
land takes a single blade of grass from a field unlawfully his officers
and followers do i ot hesitate to loot the whole field
Tt has a
great application in the context of present day administrative
conditions.
Then, Sir, I am really amazed at the repid promotion of
officials serving in the temporary departments. An official who was

\

drawing Rs. 100 per mesem in 1947 is today holding a post carrying
a pay of Rs. 800. An official who was just a stenographer three
years back is today holding the post of Assistant D bector; and such
instances can easily be multiplied. It appears there is a ‘lo o t’ going
on in these departments.

No regard is paid to qualifications and

merit. Whoever manages to please the boss gets a promotion even
though he m aj be junior-to ten persons. The cases are not referred
to the Public Service Commission at all.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : On a point of order, Sir.
Minister look into a file while he is in the House ?

Can an hon.

Mr. Speaker : If the file relates to the subject matter under
dicussion to which the hon. Minister has to makr a reply, certainly he
can see that file otherwise not.
Chief Minister :

Well, Sir, this file relates to Canal and Drainage

Act and ‘ Kacha Pucca incident* and so on. If the hon. Member wants
I can let him know about all these files that are with me.
r

two
been

Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa : Sir, during the
or three years
a
very large
number of officials
prom oted

to very

high posts in the

temporary

past
have

depart

ments. An official who was getting three or four hundred rupees
in his parent department has many times been appointed to
a post carrying more than a thousand rupees a month in a temporary
department
I fail to follow the logic of these promotions. If the
officials who continue to serve in their own departments are given three
or tour hundred rupees why should a person who has been transferred
to some other depaitment get a thousand rupees or more. If the salary
of an official is increased by ten or twenty per cent, the increase is

^
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understandable but a jump from Rs 400 to Rs 1,000 or more is beyond
my comprehension. In these circumstances T suggest that in case a
genuine reduction in expenditure is wanted very high salaries should
not be given to those officials in the temporary departments f whose
services have b.en secured from odier departments of the Government.
The Government should have some principles in the making uf
appointments and should not do things in an arbitrary manner. I may
illustrate

myslf

by narating

a story.

Sometime past an English

man was appointed a Superintendent of Police in an

Indian State

According to the practice and traditions o f the states lie did things as
he liked. He promoted or demoteed his subordinates without giving
any thought to their merits or demerits. If he felt like promoting
a Sub Inspector

to the post of a Deputy Superintendent Police, he

ordered so, irrespective of the fact whether the
deserved it or not.
to demote an oificial.

individual concerned

He was equally without a principle when he had
Many times just for no reason he would ask

a Mib Inspector and a Constable to exchange their uniioims. He
carried on his administration like this for some years and then resigned.
On his retirement
State” .

he wrote a book entitled "'My Follies in a Foolish

I think the officials who have been giv.-n promotions in the

temporary departments of this Government may also be writing such
books after they have retired from service
Chief Minister :

One will write a book only if he has committed

a folly.
Sardar Swarai S ingh :

The hon.

Member himself will write a

very good book.
Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :

I am placing before the House

the general feelings of the people and i should not be surprised if such
feelings take the form of some such book.
Shrl Dev Raj Sethi : Is the hon. Member refering to the follies
committed by the Government before October or those commtted after
October?
Mr Speaker :

My I ask the hon.

insinuation? When he dees so, the hon.

Member not to make any
Member who is speaking will

make a reply to that insinuation and the thing will go on
Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :
expected such a questior?

Sir, as a matter of fact I

I may tell my hon. Friend that I am not
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infallible and I may have also commit ed follies.

But this does not

mean that if I have been committing follies my successors should also
do the same.' And then if my follies have brought me to the place
where I am my friends should rest assured that they will also meet
the same fate if they do not make any elfort to improve. 1 dare say
that this Government is suffering from very serious shortcomings and
perhaps the most serious one is that it is not caprble of taking final
decisions.

Even when a decision has been taken the subordinates do

•not feel like putting it through as they know that it may be changed
any moment.

I can give definite instances where a decision has been

taken by the Cabinet and, after approval of the Governor has also been
published in the Official Gazette, but it has been setaside at the time o f
putting it through. Such an attitude on the part of the Government
?ives rise to great discontent among the people and there is absolutely
no justification for continuing it. In this very connection I may bring
to the notice of the House another very deplorable fact. It is this
that there is no proper distribution of functions between the Secretaries
and the hon. Minis ers. Neither the hon. Ministers nor their Secretaries
know their sphere of action and many times legal opinion is to be had
whether an hon. Minister is justified in interfering in a particular
master. I remember that in a particular case an hon. Minister
happened to write a note on a file and the Secretary concerned inquired
of the legal advisor whether the hon. Minister was within his rights
when he wrote that note.

The legal advisor remarked that n tes like

the one in question 6nly deserve to be thrown in waste-p per baskets
This is the sorry state of affairs which we are in. Firstly the hon.
Ministers decide on matters on which they are not competent to decide
and then when they are competent to decide they do not take any
. final decisions.

The subordinate officers a n never sure whether they

should commence work under the orders or not. It will be recalled
that during the last rainy season great havoc was caused on account
of the breaches in a Bund on the Ravi river, in the Gurdaspur
I dstrict.
Batala

The two lehsils of Ajnala in the Amritsar district and
in the Gurdaspur district particularly suffered incalculable

damage as the breaches in the Bund contributed very enormously to
the floods in these places
But I am grieved to say that proper
repairs have still not been car ied out o this Bund known as the Dhusi
Bund and in case floods are again let loose by nature next year, w'e
may be faced with the same tragedy which was (^perienced this year.
It is the 20th of March to-day and we may be faced with rains a.ter
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three or four months. W e cannot afford to be idle in the meantime. We
should take steps to see that this Bund is properly repaired so that
the people are not put to hardships again.
The Deputy Commissioner, Gurdaspur, wrote to

the Government

that if he was provided forty thousand rupees, he would try to get this
bund contsructed with the help of the local people, but the Government
replied that this work could not be taken up till the Public Works
Department had examined the site.

This work has now been entrusted

to the Public Works Department and they have submitted an estimate
of Rs. 89,000. The work has not yet commenced and in my opinion it
will be started when the floods actually set in.

Then the officers in-

chage of the work would be in a position to say that earth was put
there but it had been washed away by the floods. In this manner the
whole amount will be shown as having

been spent on this process.

Then, Sir, great demage was done by the last floods at Narot Jaimal
Singh in Gurdaspur District.

I fear that when the floods again set in

during the ensuing rainy season, heavy damage will be caused again.
The Government has not cared to construct a bund there.

It

is

said

that the construction of a bund was liitely to give rise to dispute with
the neighbouring dominion.

The rivers g o o n changing their courses,

but is the fear of some dispute with t. e neighbouring dominion on
that account going to prevent us from undertaking necessary work
in this border area ?
• '
Then,

Sir, I wish

to

say

a few words about the

‘ G row ^

More Food Campaign’. It is said that we are producing less food. In
this connection, I pointed out to the Government, when I was a member
of the Cabinet, that there was one such area near Dera Baba N*nak,
where very good quality rice could be grown.

I have come to know

that the Government of India appointed a Committee to find out the
area where best rice was produced. Samples were collected from all
over the country and the judges, among whom Shri Rajagopalachariar
was one, decided that the rice produced in the area referred to by me
was the best.

That area does not receive sufficient rains.

Either the

rains are not sufficient at the time of sowing or they are insufficient
afterwards. For this reason sufficient quantity of rice is not produced
there. The Government promised to extend the existing Fatehgarh
distributory to serve this area but nothing has been done during the
last one and a half years.
of paper schemes only.

We cannat grow more food with the help
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An other thing to which I wish to re er is the manner in which
the Government makes its decisions.

The hon. Chief Minister said

that he had-authorised the Deputy Commissioners of Districts where
locust was doing damage to spend as much many as necessary on
their destruction. In the same manner during the last floods the Deputy
Commissioners were asked to incur as much expenditure for helping
the people as they considered necessary; The Deputy , Commissioner,
Gurdaspur, who is nof there now, asked the food grains depot holders
to supply the necessary wheat flour, for which paj^ment would be
made by the Government later on.

These pe pie now say that a sum

of thirty five thousand rupees is due to them on that account but
they do not know whom to approach lor the same
The Deputy
Commissioner, who asked them to supply the articles o f food has been
transferred from there and the

present Deputy

ignorance about the whole affairs.

Commissioner pleads

If some written orders had been

given to the shop-keepers,, this difficulty would not have arisen.
Then Sir, we are told very often that certain
done on account of financial stringency.

things cannot be

As the hon

Members are

aware, Drugs Act is in force in this State as well as i i other States.
According

to

that

Act

all the medicines have

to

be prepared

according to a certain standard. It is essential that those drugs
should contain the necessary ingredients wi hout which they can
have no effect on the person using them
**.
The manufacturers of these drugs in this Statr wrote to the
Government

that

because

they did not own any laboratory or

apparatus for testing their drugs, the Government should arrange
to get these tested in its laboratory, for which they were prepared to
pay the charges which might be prescribed.

The Inspector General

of Hospitals promised to undertake this work in Government lab
oratory, but now the drug manufacturers ha\ e received a reply from
the Government that their demand cannot be
of financial stringency.

acceded

10

on account

I am unable to understand how the question

of financial strigency concerns

this matter

Tlie inanuf.ictuieis had

agreed to pay the testing charges, and as the laboratory and the
doctois are already

there,

this would

have

to the Government.

I feel

that this plea of

resulted in some profit
‘financial stringency*

is advanced without exeniining whether it is applicable to the case
in question.

As a result of the abovesaid attiiude of the Government,
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untested drugs are being sold in the market and it is having a bad
effect on the health of the people. Our Chief Minister is himself a
medical man and
even if the other Ministers do not realise the
importance o f this matter, he should be in a position to realise it
fully.
Another matter to which I wish to refer is that of consolidation
of holdings which is going to be taken up in this State.

Jaribs were

required for this work and the Government invited tenders for their
supply.

The Deputy Commissioner, Gurdaspur was also asked to get

jaribs prepared.

He enquired from the manufacturers at Batala and

they agreed to supply these at the rate

of eight rupees per jarib

W hen the Chief Purchase Officer of our Government went to Batala
and the factory owners there told him that they were prepared to
supply jaribs at eight rupees each, he told them that it was not good on
their part to demand such low rate as things could not be done properly
at that rate. They, therefore, agreed to raise the rate to thirteen rupees
per jarib.

I think, ultimately the rate of Rs. 13 instead o f Rs.

8

for a

Jarib was sanctioned. Although the difference in the two quotations is
only of five rSf>ees but the difference in the total expenditure on 1 0
or 15 thousand of Jaribs will exceed Rs. 1 lakh or so. Thus while
every effort should be made to save whatever is possible at this time
of financial stringency, the Government machinery does not try to
save where saving is possible.
As regards the consolidation of holdings, I fnust say that the
Government has taken a commendable step in starting this work in
the State. But it should be carried in such a way that the village
paths are widened. At present they have become very narrow and
intricate. This is a very important matter and should be kept in view
while consolidating the holdings.

Then the Government, in order to

expedite the work, is giving it to the Deputy Commissioners and the
Tehsildars who are already overworked.

But it should see that by

doing so it does not create more difficulties for the zamindars.
is a Per. ian couplet which runs as follows :
I

ft £

ft

33JTH
fa

w
gopgi*

ii

I
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Previously we tried to expedite the work of rehabilitation.
1 -3

1

,

'f •

"7

^

wanted to finish It in six months.

I '

I !

We

'

The result was that the amount of

work increased and there crept into it many mistakes and difficulties
oil account of haste. If this work of consolidation of-land holdings
is now entrusted to the Patwaris, 1 am afraid the - Government,
instead of decreasing the hardships of the people, will render many
people landless

In this way, the difficulties of the people will be

multiplied. The Patwaris will create more conflicts and more troubles
in the State, if they are entrusted with this work. It is, therefore,
necessary that this work should not be done in haste. It should be
'done after full and mature consideration. ThQ idea that it should be
done soon in view o f the coming elections, will create more difficulties.
It is necessary that it shou d be carried on proper Lnes and not in a
roughshod manner.
A lot has been said on the question of language on the floor
the House.

of

The hon. M mbers have been saying that this unpleasant

-situation should not have been allowed to develop.

But I think, if it

is a deplorable situation, the Government should have foreseen it long
ago. Tt should have'tried to avoid it. In spite of the fact that this situ
ation is^detrimental to the interests of the State, one Minister has been
saying one thing and the other something else. I was surprised to read
rtf the newspapers that1a Minister of our Government has been touring
the State with a Harijan Welfare Commissioner of the Government of
India, named :diri Kant.

It is deplorable that in spite o f the fact

that the Ministers of the Government are blamed fur having created
trouble, the very same Minister ol our Government should go about
with that man and thus again create a misunderstanding.
make the situation ail the more worse.

Such things

1hey aggravate the situation in

stead of easing it. But the pity is that the Government pays no heed to
the counsel of sanity and reason

The need of the hour is that the

defects in the Government should be mended.
new experience o f Democracy

In order to make this

in our country a success, it is necessary

that proper precedents should be established.

W e cannot say that

the future legislators will be better than the present ones

If they are

worse, then the precedents established now will do greater harm to the
nation.

It becomes our duty, therefore, that we should really follow

the footsteps of the great leadeis whom we daily
speeches and writings.

If we continue to follow

eulogise in our

o»>r present policies,

the day is not far off when the people would trample under their teet
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in the thoroughlares the pictures of our leaders and their good names
will be thrown to the winds due to our misdeeds.

When I pass through

the bazars, I hear a record singing as follows :
$rr

srsrrf srerf#

MU MU' SUMS W i , MfRJT

ur

g i f j «T |

So when I go in the bazar or on the road I find people asking _
that they want back the slavery, under which the differences between
man and man were not so acute and they could get enojjgh to eat and to
put on and which was much better than the freedom that we have, got,
the slavery ^ h e n

people could enjoy sound sleep under the sense of

security that they had got, and the women could go about with their
ornaments on without any fear, that slavery under which there was no
question of Hindu and Sikh and the peasants and other people were
happy, people say, was better than this freedom wdiich creates
differences among the people.

They say that

they do not want the

freedom in which people are free to starve and to go about naked.
They say that they want back that slavery in which they were happy
and comfortable. It is, therefore, necessary that the defects in the
administration should be removed after listening to the grievances of the
public. Mere saying that the administration is good will serve no
purpose.
(Shri Bhirn Sen Sachar got up to speak) ( interruption).
: >i
x
•
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : Sir, if you don 't want front benchers
to speak I will resume my seat. (Interruptions).
Mr. Speaker :

I want to punish those persons

who interrupt

too much.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :

(Amritsar, Sikh, Women) (Punjabi):

Sir, we thought that after the emancipation of India from the foreign
yoke the conditions prevailing in our country would improve and the
public would feel a glow of independence.
i.

t

not been fulfilled.

But our expectations have

:

I am glad that the party which made sacrifices,

for the achievement c f freedom has come out successful in attaining
its goal. But I am sorry that the hopes which it held out to the people
have not been realised. 1 1 has failed in coming up to its professions'.
People were told that on the achievement of independence no officer
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would be getting more than five hundred rupees as his salary and
that no person will be given less than one hundred rupees ; that land
revenue and abiana would be reduced ; that medical facilities would
be provided in the farthest corner o f the State that poor people will
have facilities for the education of their children and that every one
would have a right to live independently without any restraints.
S eeches were made. We were even told that tax would be levied on
agricultural income and no land revenue would be charged in free India.
W ho does not know that those in power today were loud in saying
that there wog>d be a fair distribution of the income of the State ?
But it is regrettable that today no steps are taken to implement the
promises that were made before the achievement of liberty. Now what
public says i s :

t ^ 3 *P § $ w a w S

f W3 I

The conditions at present are even worse than before. The burden of
the top-heavy administration falls upon the poor tax-payer. There
is no fair distribution at all.

The Beads of the Departments are

getting three thousands five hundred rupees by way of their salaries
in addition to such allowances as dearness allowance, travel ing
allowance, compensatory allowance, house rent allowance, free ration
and so m any other facilities
*
Chief Minister :

Is the hon. Lady Member sure of what she is

stating ?
Shrimati Dr. Parkash

K a u r:

Yes, I wish to

compare these

allowances with those given to such poor persons as Foot constables
and Head constables who are getting paltry sums of Rs. 33 and Rs. 50
p. m. as their salary.

Special pay given to Foot constables and Head

constables is rupees three and rupees seven respectively.
given to them is about four or five rupees.

House rent

The hon. Members can

well imagine the plight of such persons. Can any one get even a
square yard of land for a sum of rupees fou r ? And yet thus is the
house rent which is being paid to the poor employees by the Govern
ment. The allowance which these people get for clothing and
equipment is at the rate of rupees two per month. Compensatory
allowance is eleven rupees per month.

This is the example of the
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fair distribution of wealth by our Government.

In m y opinion no one

should be paid more than five hundred, or at the most one thousand
rupees, and less than hundred or one hundred and fifty rupees. So long
as Government does not look to the interests of the low-paid employees,
it cannot run smoothly and efficiently. Sir, m y submission is that the
top-heavy administration stands in the way o f the progress of our
State. The white elephants that are standing at our doors are not at
all necessary.

The foreign Government in India created them in order

to subdue the voice of the people and to keep them enslaved.
served the purpose of the foreign rulers very well.
stand in need of them.

They

But we no longer

W e are a free people and so we do not require

such high-paid officers for keeping down our own brethren.

As a

matter of fact such officers themselves should come forward and say
that they are prepared to serve the motherland with lower salaries.
Therein lies the true spirit of nationalism.

I appeal to the Government

to approach the Government of India if it is the Central Government
which stands in the way of reduction of salat ies o f such high paid
officers. An appeal should be addressed to the Government at New
Dehli that ours
districts only.

is a deficit State and a small one comprising twelve

It is not possible for us to pull on with such a top-

heavy administration.

The Central Government should take mercy

upon us and allow us to revise the grades'of high-paid officers.
Sir, it is not

only the topheavy administration that is the

bane of our
ate but at present the Heads of the Departments
are responsible fo r corruption, slackness and inefficiency. In united
Punjab of twenty nine districts there were two Financial Commissi
oners.

But now in the State of Punjab comprising twelve districts

only there are three Financial Commissioners. And yet there are
cam plaints from every quarter. It has become usual in every dep
artment that the files take much time for disposal. There is slackness
and inefficency everywhere.
But the excuse which is always put
forth for this is that the work is heavy and the hands to do are
short. In this connection I wish to point out where the shoe pinches.
I want to throw some light on it.
Mr. Speaker :

There is already much light here (Laughter)

Shri Prabodh Chandra : There is so much darkness everywhere
under the presei t regime that some light is needed.
the

Shrimati Dr. Parkash K aur:
number o f officers should be

Sir, my submission is that
reduced. The Durden* of the
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taxes should be

lightened.

the

increasing

taxes

provided
daily

are

to .the

common

decreasing.

I

am

the

sorry

that

although

educational and medical facilities

man

E verybody

to note

during

knows

the

that

British
during

rule

the

are

British

regime Quinine and Sulphonomide tablets were distributed in the
rural areas and facilities for the treatment of animals in the Veterinany
hospitals were satisfactory. But at present there is a deterioration
in both these respects and the people are not satisfied. The taxes
are increasing daily, even
are being taxed. All this is
to be. following the footsteps
of fact, undertook Dandi
ment.

articles of da ly consumption and eatables
being done by the partv which claims
of Mahatama Gandhi— who, as a matter
March when salt was taxed by the Govern
Even taxes have been imposed

But now what do we find ?

on the 'things which people eat. This is the state of affairs as we
find it today. But our hon. Chief Minister says in his Budget speech
on page 12 that :

The hon. Members would be glad io note that the expenditure on our
beneficent departments has been steadily rising.
On page 3 it has been stated that the increase in revenue
expenditure is due to Police, Pensions and Education etc.
Education, I wish to submit th at.......

As regards

Mr. Speaker : Education Department will oe discussed separately.
Shrimati

Dr.

your attention to
on the
March.’
opened

at

Parkash

Kaur :

Now I would like to

draw

p ige 3 of the pamphlet entitled ' Punjab
You will find that new schools have b^en

Simla,

Dalhousie,

Jullundur

none worth the name in rural areas.

It

and

Jagraon

and

is a thousand pities

that

those very people who fill the coffers of the Government are allowed
to remain steeped into ignorance and no steps are taken to liquidate
their illiteracy or poverty. It pains me to say that the policy of the
Government is to suppress the already down trodden and provide
facilities to those who already enjoy them in abundance. I would
request the Government to devote some attention to the provision of
educational facilities to the rural population
to talk of schools, even medical aid

of the State.

is very scarce

But what

in the villages.

Government have not opened sufficient dispensaries to alleviate the
distress of the villagers.

May I hope that Government will attend to

the needs of the rural people in connection with t i e medical aid
required by them. .,
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Then, Sir, a huge amount of money has been provided for the
maintenance of Police.
this subject.

I would like to make a few observations on

Well, Sir, after the attainment of Independence, we have

become a border State; and therefore, the responsibility for making
defence arrangements falls on the shoulders o f the Central Government.
But what do we find here ?

Our State has

to maintain Provincial

Armed Police for the protection of borders o f India at its own expense.
This is not fair. When we ourselves need every pie to improve our
shattered econom ic condition and are taking loans to rehabilitate our
displaced brethren, how can we afford to bear the burden o f a huge
expenditure which we are incurring on Armed Police to safeguard the
borders.

I would urge upon the Government to impress upon the

Central Government the desirability of taking over the responsibility
of the d fence of the borders or giving us a subsidy for meeting the
expenditure on the armed police. In this connection I would like to
make i suggestion regarding the border trade. Now, Sir, since we ar
living on the b order, we are likely to bear any calamity first that may
occui to us as a result of unhappy activities of the adjoining country.
Then, it is we who

invariably,

suffer a lot from raids made by

Pakistanis on our borders. In other words where suffering is concerned,
it falls to our lot. But where border trade is concerned, it is the
people ol other States, who are made to derive benefit from it, by the
Central Government which has retained to itself The power of issuing
permits for border trade. The people who live at a safe distance, are
made to earn more while we who deserve to be helped more, are not
being extended

the same amount of help in the form of increased

number o f permits to our traders, as is being given to the traders of
other States. I would request my Government to urge the Central
Government to issue permits liberally to those people who are living
on the border.
suggestion.

In this connection I would like to make a constuctive

Government should

form co-operative societies of the

traders of this border State and issue them necessary permits.
would result in twofold advantages.

This

First, the Government will be

saved of the, expenditure which it has to incur on anti-smuggling
drive carried on by it, because these co-operative societies would make
their own arrangements to stop smuggling of commodities in or from
Pakistan.

They would make every effort to stop it because it would

be in their own interest and the interest of the trade.
economic condition of the people

of our

Secondly, the

State would be improved

as a result of the increased trade with Pakistan.
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Then, I would draw your attention to page 3 of the ‘ Punjab on
the March,j where a note on Police Academy, Kunjpura, appears. It
is stated therein: -

It will be hoped that after the first five years or so, the Academy will be
producing, every year firsi rate policemen, fully developed in mind
apd body, and brought up under ideal envoironments and conditions
most conducive to the"national progress of India.
I quite appreciate the ideal that the Government has set before itself
in the matter of 'producing high type o f policemen. But I wish that
they should consider service of people as their lirst and formost duty
and should not lord over the public as has been the case so far.
Now coming to the administration, I may point out that its
main features or characteristics are considered to be threefold.

Firstly,

law; secondly character and lastly the method of employment of law.
Now let us see how far our administration comes up to these three
essentials.

So far as law is concerned, we are grateful to the Britisher

who has left us*a good legacy because the whole structure of our State
is based on that law.

But as regards ' character, it is conspicuous in

our administration by its absence.

Not a vestige of it is to be found

in the administration particularly after the partition

The enforcement

of law depends upon the first two,essentials and we are well aware how
this is being done by the officers. It'goes without saying that the law
does not command the same respect as it should. Besides, the public
and the officers have arraigned themselves, so to
camps.

say, in two rival

India having attained Indpendence, the former want to live

as free people but the officers want to maintan their supremacy over
the latter by running the administration in the same bureaucratic
manner as was done during the British regime. Now what do these
officers do ? Whenever receptions are held in honour o f the hon.
Ministers and other high Congress leaders like the Congrass President,
they/would proclaim to the world that

they are the servants of the

public but their professions belie their actions.

My brothers coming

from the rural areas will bear me out how even small officials behave
improperly

and

domineer

the

people.

N obody can escape their

vituperative language. N ot even ladies, what to talk of gentlemen,
are safe from them. Beating of innocent people by these officials
is -an ordinary affair.

My brother Sardar Sajjan Singh has already

related to the hon. Members the harrowing tale of what happened at
Kacha Pacca village. The atrocities com m itted there, have refreshed
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The terrible

happening at Bliindi Syedan constitute not only a slur on the police
and the administration in general but also tantamounts to
ning the face of humanity.

blacke

Now the people have begun to form this

impression that their daughter’s and sister's honour is not safe under
this national regime.

I have no mind to go into the details of the

case to whi h I have alluded because I am given to understand that
that case is sub judice Mr. Speaker, you are well aware that we find
only one glaring instance in our ancient history wherein under the
regime of Kaurvas, an attempt was made by one of the distinguished
members of the State to dishonour Draupati by removing clothes
in the public.
the day

But now happenings of this tj^pe are the order of

in our

village areas

Now, Sir, if we had been under

a foreign regime, we could say that the responsibility for such atroci
ties lay on its shoulders, because it had no sympathy with our people.
But here, when our own national government is in power, the case is
different. W e are a free people and yet our womenfolk are being
subjected to such inhuman indignities, as have tarnished the fair name
of this Congress Government. The hon. Members are well aware of
the results of the attempt to dishonour Draupati. The Kaurvas, their
relations, friends and all kindred people had to pay very dearly for
this.

They were obliterated Irom

the face of the Earth by Pandvas.

Does this administration want the history to repeat itself now, if it is
not going to mend matters ? It is quoted with pride that woman is
the builder and maker o f a nation.

But is this the type of atrocious

treatment which my brothers want to see perpeterated by the
administration on these very beings for whom they profess to have
the greatest respect and honour ?
It pains me to say that the
wickedness shown in its nakedness by the police on women recently,
will remain a standing stigma on humanity. I am very grateful to
the hon. Chief Minister who took prom pt action in the matter when itwas brought to his notice. But it is a thousand pities that while we
people here at the heights of Simla should come to know of this heinous
crime, the officer incharge of the district should remain ignorant o f the
facts for a considerable period. The news about this matter appeared
in press and yet he remained uniform ed by his subordinates.

I may

mention here that the officers take strong objection to my as well as
Sardar Sajjan Singh’s activities when we try to see things for ourselves
in the villages, without of course, interfering the least in the administra „
tion. M 3’ submission is that when we cause no interference in their
work, why should they feel irritated at our activities. W hy should

( ^
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they object, if they fail to act and Jmetid matters and we move the
Governm ent 1 t o 's e t things right ?

I think such responsible officers

should try to appreciate 5 the co-operation which we want to offer
rather than look with disfavour on us. The actions of these officers
can be likened to a compounder who feels angry with a woman who
informed the doctor that her sister was suffering from acute
stomachache. The Compounder thinks that the sister of the patient
should not inform the doctor but he himself should know of it in due
course. Tn this connection I may also point out that during the
discussion on flood situation in the State, when inaction and dereliction
of duty on the part of certain officers in Jullundur and Amritsar
districts became crystal clear, these officers were veiy cross with us
and said that it was advisable that Dr.

Prakash Kaur and Sardar

Sajjan Singh did not meddle with their affairs. Not only this.

They

object to^the Congress workers in the rural areas and try to involve
them in"certain cases with a view to putting them into trouble.
.

I • J-s

h

T

Chief Minister : May I submit that the case has been investi
gated and investigations are complete. If the hon. Lady Member
says anything more on this point, it might affect the cases.
Mr. Speaker :

That case might go to

+he Court so the Lady

Member should not pass any remarks.
m * . ,**

. 1. ■

: „

!

.

...

Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :
anything more so far as tins matter

Very well, Sir, I will not say
is concerned. W hat I wish to

point out is this that the officers should not mind

if their

failings

are discussed here on the floor of this House. As a matter of fact
it is our bounden duty to bring all the difficulties of the people to the
notice of the Government. I am really constrained to remark that no
notice is taken of what the hon. Members speak here on the floor of
the House. The suggestion- made by hon. Members in the cours ^ of
their speeches are not considered by the Government, what to speak of
taking

any action.

I take this opportunity of warning my hon.

Friends in general and the hon. Members occupying the Ministerial
Benches in particular that if they want to h .ve an easy walk-over in
the coming elections then they must improve the administration, have
«• ii a .....
full confidence in themselves and thus make all-out efforts to rem ove
the grievances of the people. Our Government should make it a
point to raise the prestige of the administration.
Mr. Speaker, through you I would like to request the officers
of the Government not to mind my remarks. On the other hand they
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should make bold to ad m it" that whatever has happend is not fair.
In this connection I am reminded of a saying in Punjabi which runs
as under :—
g:

It JTfi'
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?r %
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^
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There is another point toward^ which I would like to draw the
attention of the Government and that is regarding the criminal
T ri 1 es.

On

page 96 of the New -Expenditure

(1951-52) provision

has been made for providing educational facilities for the members of
the Criminal Tribes colonies in the Karnal and Ambala Districts. I
would request the Government to make similar provisions for providing
educational facilities to the members of the Criminal Tribes colony in
the Ajnala Tehsil who earn their livelihood by weaving cots and are
thus unable to give education to their children. If adequate arrange
ments are made by the Government for providing them with educa
tional facilities I am sure, they will be able to improve their lot.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar ( Ex-Member, West Punjab Assembly
representing Lahore City, General, Rural ) (H im i) : Mi. Speaker,
I have really been pained to hear the speeches of some of my hon.
• Friends on the Demand, now before the House, which was also under
discussion yesterday. I am sure, Sir, that you too must have had the
same exper.cnce so far as these speeches are concerned. The reasons
for this are quite clear. If what has been stated by my hon. Friends
on the floor of the House is based on facts then we must all feel sorry
for that and we must do a little bit of heart searching and find for
ourselves as to where we stand. The hon. Chief Minister has already
expressed the view that at the time of the elections we will have to
approach the people and get their verdict. But I submit, Sir, that
before we do that we have to see whether the present conditions permit
us to convince the people outside and get their verdict. Mr. Speaker,
you remember that my hon. Friend S irdar Shiv Saran Singh re
marked in this forceful speech yesterday that all the allegations made
by the hon. Members against the Government were baseless and un
founded. In fact he went to the extent of say ng that it ill-behoved
hon. Members to make scathing , criticism against the Government.
If what my hon. Friend has stated is a fact then I cannot do without
saying this that the unnecessary and uncalled for criticim against the
Government would produce very bad effect °n the people. I would*
therefore take this opportunity of requesting the hon. Chief Minister
to take strong action against those who say such things .against the
Government on the floor of the House as are not based on facts. But
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all the same I would like to ask how is it that almost all the hon.
Members and particulary the hon. Members of the Government party
have not hesitated to condemn the Government in one way or the
other ?

There is no doubt about it that the Congress Party as such

cannot be discussed here on the fb o i of this House.

My hon.

Friend

Sardar Bachan Singh raised an objection whether the Congress Party
could be discussed here on the floor of this House. W hat I wish to
submit is that the scathing criticisms advanced by the party members
against their own Government have adverse effects on the people o u t
side this House. Under the circumstances, it is the bounden duty of
the hon. Chief Minister to take strong action against those hon.
Members of the Congress Assembly Party who make .irresponsible
reemarks against the Government because such remarks have its
repercussions on the administration of the State.
Sir, I would like to submit that it we, who are the members
of the Congress Assembly Party, or others

bahave in such a manner

that the discipline is impaired then it is the duty of the hon

Chief

Minister who is the Lea ler of the House to reprimand us and if need
be to take strong action against us.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Sir, may I know whether it is the duty

of the Leader of the House to maintain discipline in the House or that
of the hon. Speaker ?
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

Sir, I have great

Friend Sardar Bachan Singh for his ability and
his work.

respect for my hon.

faithful application to

But I regret to say that he does not realise that whatever

is said by the hon. Members of this House has its repercussions on the
administration and the people outside.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Sir, my hon.

Friend has remarked

that

if any member of the Congress Party behaves in a manner which is
against the interests of th ' party he should be taken to task by the
Leader of the House. Can such matters be discussed on the floor of
the House ?
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

Sir, whatever business is transected in

this House and whatever speeches are made here have an effect on
the administration.

1 am saying so in the capacity of

a Member o f

this House and would welcome a strict control of the

Leader

Members.

hear us saying

The people who hear our speeches and

on

the
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things against others naturally carry poor impression about us-who
belong to one political party. This spirit of incrimination and recrimin
ation is bound to have adverse effect
State.

on the administration of the

As I am today discussing a demand on General Administration

I earnestly wish that our administration should be strong and of a
high order, It should be such in which the public may have full
confidence.

Even the man in the street or a man in the Government

administration, wherever he is, should have a word of sym pathy and
praise for the Government. I would even ask my hon. Friend Sardar
Bachan Singh to exercise full control o^er the Members to prevent
them saying things which may have demoralizing effect on the admin
istration. I must appreciate the abilityof m y hon. Friend Sardar Swaran
Singh who sometimes quietly passes a remark against the Government
which goes to the root of the administration.

This very

remark

is

reported in the newspapers and the idea contained in those few words
goes far deeper into the minds of the people and creates in them an
abiding impression that all is not well in the State.

So we have to

seek a remedy for all this.
While disussing this demand I would
not like to go into its financial aspects as the demand is such which
covers the entire administration

right

Governor to the person in the lowest rank.

from

His

Excellency the

I would, therefore, make a

few constructive suggestions to convert our present bad reputation
into good reputation.
-f

(V o ice :
WjT'sI

5T<

¥|: I W H v w i MU1?? WH3 HS I
Some of my hon. Friends say that such an effort is useless and will
not bear any fruit.

But l must make my own effort in the hope that

it may have a salutary efffeet up m the Government.

There cannot be

two opinions about it that the administration o f

the Government

t o ia v is better than it used to be in the month of August or September
1947. There is no denying the fact that the standard of administration
is at a high level and I must congratulate the services who by their
talent, courage and experience have helped to improve the standard o f
administration. I must, therefore, through you Sir, pay m y tribute
to them for having done their duty efficiently in most difficult times^
I am of the view that if the services are allowed to act on their own
initiative without any undue interference by the Government, the
state of affairs would change in a few months.

We will not then have
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to face the shame and disgrace which we feel today.

I

do not deny

the fact that there are complaints against the services and that there
is corruption among

them.

N obod}’ can deny this.

B ut I,

at the

same time, feel that we can run the administration i;hrough the
of Government servants.

help

So we will have to consider seriously how to

direct the controlling services to work in a proper way.
If we could
take a right decision in this matter then I can say with confidence
that we will be able to im prove the tone of the administration.
In
services there are men of great experience and ability. . B y their long
standing and experience in the administration they have becom e
professionals. T hey can*plan very good schemes and are so intellecually
capable that they can write drafts covering 50 pages. Before the
attainment
people.

of independence the services were kept away from the

T hey were the agents of the foreign rulers.

W hen there were

com plaints against them we used to condem n them on public platform s
and by doing so we discharged our du ty tow ards the people. The
Governm ent in those days attached due im portance to our criticism
and tried to mend matters
B ut today when it is our own G overnm ent
it is not p ryin g any heed to public criticism es.
helpless when we see that our voice

W e som etim e feelsquite

of protest has

no effect

w h a t

soever on our own G overnm ent.
Sir, I am one o f those w ho are second to none in paving tribute
where it is w ell-deserved.
w ork that they do

W e m ust praise the services for the g o o d

but it should also be

w hoever am ong them m isbehaves will
Sir, do n ot hesitate t> pull up

m ade clear to them

not

be

spared

a m em ber w hom

Just

you

that

as you ,

find violating

parliam entary decorum , the G overnm ent should not fail to

com e dow n

upon an errant official w ith an iron hand.
I feel, Sir, that we the M embers of this A ssem bly

and especially

the hon. Ministers are prim arily responsible for defects in
tration .

It tod a y the M inisters take an

the H eads

o f departm ents in an y

O ath not to try to influence

adm in istrative

m atter or in the

m atter of m aking ap poin tm ents through telep h on ic calls
d a tory

chits

overn ig h t.
fight

shy

press him

or

v e rb a lly ,

the services

w i'l chan ge

B u t in a S ta to where a M inister does
of
to

visiting

a

D ep u ty

the adm inis

not

or recom m en 
their ch a ra cte r
hesitate

C om m ission er’ s house

d o a certain thin g for som e

o f his;

h ow can y o u exp ect the services to discharge their du ties in an

efficient

W h en M inisters a p p roa cii

or

night to

relative

and honest m anner ?

frien d

at

to or

the o ffice r s for such
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small matters as the transfer of a Sub-Inspector of Police

and even

a patwari, how can they command any respect and make the services
deliver the goods ? How beautifully Chaudhri Lahri Singh had
compared the services to a fine looking and spirited steed.
that if the rider of such a horse is deficient in the art o f
he will surely fail to control it.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

It is true

horsemanship

And fall flat on ground many a time.

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

Sir, I have every sympathy for my

Friend. {Laughter)
But I wou'd advise him not to slacken in his efforts.

W ho

knows he may have another chance to ride on that very horse.
{Renewed- Laughter)
Sir, my suggestion is that the Ministers should always try to
remain in their true places. It is when they, forgetting their dignified
position, start interlering in small matters and p ittin g pressure on
the officers that the administration begins to deteriorate.

I

would

prefer Ministers’ doing nothing to their trying to do every thing them
selves.

That is how they can best serve the interests of administ-

ration

They should confine themselves to lading down the broad

outlines of policies and leave it to their Secretaries and Heads o f
Departments to fill up the details and carry them out. It is a matter
for regret that the officers have a feeling today that initiative no
kTnger rests with them even in small matters and that they have been
deprived of all independence of judgement.
feels that an official working

If the Head of an office

under him is spoiling the atmosphere

of his office by his misconduct and to retain him would be giving an encourgement to habits of indiscipline and therefore wants to dismiss him
but he finds himself helpless in the matter because the official in question
has the backing of a particular hon. Minister who sends for his file
and instead o f terminating his services transfers him to a better post
in some other department, how can the administration improve ?
. These small things do have their effect.

r

Then, Sir, if a Minister reaches a place ^ at 10 p.

m. and goe^

. nd knocks at the door of some bod y’s house expecting to be treated
t o supper..................................................
Shri Behari Lai Chanana :

W on’ t that be a surprise visit ?

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : Surely, my hon. Friend has had sufficient
experience of the effects of ‘surprise visits’ ?
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fOh, how ,we wish
up till this day.

th e system

of

the roads-confident

that no

is respected n o t because

an d

a policem an

m ajesty

co n tin u e d

In th a t

b lack m ark eters

il

is present

in

inspires awe and
its

so-ca lled

case,

s tr u ttin g on

b o d y dare point a fin ger at th em .

because its m ajesty

B ut it lacks this

l ad

H ow ben eficial it w ou ld h ave p r o v e d ?

Sir, you .would not see law -break ers

corner but

surprise visits

e v e ry

Law

nook

an d

re sp e ct e v e r y w h ere.

cu stod ian s

an d

u p h old ers

themselves are hand in glove w ith its violators.
i
n
°

m
r

-.1.

.

Sir, you have heard from the

m outh o f m any

how in this State it has becom e
people to m ove about

freely

for

im possible

hon .

for

m an y

one fe a r or the

o t L r.

what has happened in your ow n native tow n m ust
you.

an

be

.

M em ber

section s o f
T hen ,

well know n

^

Sir, A
to

That tilings should com e to such a pa s that a gath erin g o f tw o

thousand people should be anxious to see the h on . M inisters
should in a secret manner slink aw ay to

the

R est H ou se

the railway line just to avoid the people w hom
is a matter of very deep regret, Sir.
Ministers face th^ public of

Surely,

th ey
Sir,

and

by

crossin g

profess

h ow

they

to

serve

dare the hon.

the town which was the scene o f bru tal

lathi charges made by the Police on peaceful and

n on -violen t

w om en

£.n 1 men and where respectable citizens were insulted and m altreated
in the police lock up ?

>.

Sir, the horn Chief Minister remarked that
given over for the m aternity hospital was worth

the land w hich was
R s.

10,000 per acre.

I

can tell him that it is a great under-estim ation of the price. The price o f
this land is much more than what he says.

If he likes he can m ake

the land over to me at the rate of Rs. 20,000 per acre.

I am

prepared

to buy this land at this price.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

The hon.

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :
Rs. 20,000 per acre.

My

Member m ay still be a gainer.

I shall surely be

hon.

Friend

3

gainer when

Sardar Swaran

I pay

Singh is

very clever man and goes into things very deeply and quicklv.C
He is perfectly right when he thinks that after having
paid
Rs 20,000 for an acre I shall be gaining som ething. I shall be able
to sell this land at Rs 25,000 for an acre very easily

A sa

m atter

of tact when the hon. Chief Minister quoted this price of Rs 10,000
for an acre I was surprized and wished to verify this inform ation by
means of a short notice question. I wished to know as to how this

*
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Speaker could not according to the rules allow the short'notice question
without the consent of the hon.
had to be referred to the hon.
This consent was not given.

Minister concerned, and m y question

Chief Minister for getting his consent.
The hon. Chief Minister was pleased to

reply that he was not prepared to give his consent to the asking of that
question as a short notice question.

I may

tell

the hon.

Chief

Minister that such an attitude on his part does not give a good im
pression of his administration. The other day he was good enough to
say during his speech that the letter in connection
the maternity hospital was received by myself.
received by me but I never gave away any land.

with this land for
I admit that it was
I only marked

the

letter to the hon. Minister concerned i.e. the hon. Minister for R evenue
at that time.

The hon. Minister for Revenue also did not

agree to

give the iand and rejected the application. At this the hon. Chief
Minister who was a Minister for Finance at that time approached the
Minister concerned for giving away the lan 1 but as bad luck would
have it his attempt did not succeed. I do not blame m y worthy
friend for his efforts in this connection as he had to do these things
being a Member of the Governing body of the hospital.
a child was heard crying in the gallery).
Shri Ram Sharma :

On a point of order, Sir.

(At this time

W hy should small

children be allowed in the galleries?
Mr. Speaker :

I shall take necessary action in the matter.

•

\

Sardar Swaran Singh :

The poor child having been frightened by

Mr. Sachar’ s speech has started crying.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

My hon. Friend Sardar Swaran Singh

says that a child has started crying on hearing m y speech.

My hon.

Friend should know that truth has the power to move everybody
except him who has a heart made of stone. I am stating facts and
nothing but facts. I hope the hon. Minister cannot deny any of the facts
that I have stated and in case he feels like contradicting any, I am
prepared to give him way.
Chief Minister :

My hon. Friend should not be anxious, I shall

certainly give him a reply.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar: Sir, what I am driving at is that such things
as these have a very bad effect on the administration of the State. I
think the hon. Ministers who have to guide the destinies of the State
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should be above reproach.

Here I may be asked as to what can be

contributed to the administration of the State by the Ministers.

My

answer is that the Ministers

and

integrity and nothing else.

can contribute

only

character

They cannot contribute anything if they

fall into the bad habit of enjoying dinners at the cost of others. As my
hon. Friend Chaudhri Faqir Chand pointed out in accordance with a
Punjabi adage, it is the tummy which enjoys but it is the eyes that have
to pay the price of the enjoyment
vte ■h b 'v to w
HZ W IT H Sflsir

t. ■

i
•

1

Sir, it is really very unfortunate that so many allegations have
been made on the floor of this House by hon.

Members and nothing

has been done to refute these allegations for maintaining the dignity of
this august House of which you, Sir, are the custodian.
your

rules

had allowed

I wish that

you to take proper action.

In case the

existing rules stand in your way, I think that this House would be
prepared to give you additional powers to take such steps as help you
in maintaining the dignity of this House. If serious allegations have
been made against the Government and the Ministers, something should
be done to clear the whole position otherwise the prestige and the
dignity of this august House stands jeopardized. And Sir, if you are
not in a position to help at all, I would request the hon. Chief Minister
to arrange the establishment o f an impartial tribunal to properly inquire
into all the allegatians against the administration as unless and until
the administration is beyond all suspicion the

people

cannot

be

satisfied with the Government. The impartial tribunal should inquire
facts from the public aud should not be guided by the advice of the
Government as in that case the accused himself may be discharging the
functions of a judge.
Sardar A jit Sing i.

I think the members of the tribunal should be

“ Sanyasis” .
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar.

The remark of my hon.

Friend Sardar

A jit Singh reminds me of a story in which a child asked his mother as
to who would become

a Lambardar of the village if the

existing

Lambardar were to die.

The mother replied that ordinarily his son

should take his place. ‘Bat who should succeed the son if he were to die‘
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was the next question.
was the answer.

'Some other close relation o f the- Lambardar*

The child again asked as to what should happen in

case all the close relations of the Lambardar were also to die and
the mother told him that whatever happened there was no scope for
him.
Sardar A jit Sin*h.

I think this story aptly applies to

the hon.

Member himself at present.
Shri Bhim Sen Saeharr

J can very well understand the efforts of

my hon. Friend in support o f the Government.

He should do all these

things as he is after all a Parliamentaiy Secretary of the Government.
I was submitting, Sir, that under these circumstances there can
be no improvement in the administration o f the State. In the Budget
Memorandum, the Finance Secretary to the Government has remarked
that as Parliamentary Secretaries were not appointed for a considerable
portion of the year, there has been a saving in expenditure.

He was

referring to the same Parliamentary Secretaries, who regard it as their
duty to defend the Government whether the criticism made against it
is justified or not. I wish to tell him .......
i
Mr.
speech.

Speaker :

I shall ask the hon.

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

Member to wind up his

I was submitting, Sir, that perhaps the

Finance Secretary did not know that the Parliamentary Secretaries'
were required at the time of Assembly Sessions only.

I f we ask the-

Heads of Departments to effect econom y in expenditure, they ask if
there is any aecessity of incurring such a heavy expenditure on srfch a
large number of Parliamentary Secretaries. Does the appointment of
these Secretaries not cost a huge sum ?
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

There has been no increase in expendi

ture on account of their appointment.

Their salaries would be met out

of the existing Budget.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : When we ask the Heads o f Departments
to reduce expenditure under the head travelling allowances, they are
justified in asking if the visits of the hon.

Ministers to the same place

again and again do not cause un-necessary expenditure to the State
exchequer. For instance, if on the 5th of a month a Minister visits Am rit
sar, on 7th he goes to Ambala, on the 12th he is at Hissar and on the
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next day he is at Rohtak. These thingh are of great importance, because
the common people always copy those in power. If the Ministers act in
a good manner, it is sure to have a salutary effect on the people.
Designs of the coat, shoes and other clothes used by the persons in
power are imitated by the common people.

When I see the hon.

Minister for Labour ptitting ou a sha vl, I begin to think if we too wil
have to adopt the same fashion.
Minister

for L abou r:

The

hon.

Member has

got a good

chesterfield.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar : I was submitting, Sir, that the acts of
hon. Ministers have great effect on the administration. If they set a
high example by their personal conduct, it is sure to
have exemplary
effect on the services. I am making a constructive suggestion when I
say that if the Ministers change their attitude, it will have a very good
effect on others. I was speaking about the manner in which our
Ministers make tours and charge travelling allowance for the same
Even the purpose of journey is not stated in the travelling allowance*
bills.

If

somebody

questions

about the object of journey, strong

objection is taken to that question.

This naturally leads to an increase

in corruption and in-efficiency. If the Government is anxious to
improve the tone of the administration the Ministers should change
their own habits. They are always taken as a model by their sec%
retaries and other officers. So long as the Ministers do not change
their ways, there is no chance of any improvement in the administra
tion.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
about the speech delivered at

The hon.
1 0 . p. m.

Member should kindly tell

(At this stage Mr. Speaker vacated the Chair and it was occupied
by Shri Ram Sharma a Member of the Panel of Chairmen)
• Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

I can not refer

to all these things.

They form a long chain
Mr.

Chairman, you are aware of all those things.

People co m e

to you and narrate their difficulties to you when you are in the plains.
You also know that the services always behave just as those in power
do.

When they know that nobody is going to say anythingh to them,

they act as they please.

R 3 cently, I paid a visit to Goraya.

One
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During the course

of investigation of some case the Assistant Sub-Inspector o f Police gave
him a severe beating. When the Superintendent of Police went
there this incident was narrated to him and he asked the Assistant
Sub-Inspector of Police to desist from acting in that manner. When
the Superintendent of Police went away, the A. S. I. gave him a
severe beating once again for his having talked about that matter
with the Superintendent of Police. A deputation was then taken to the
district authorities
One of these deputationists, who was an employee
of a factory, was got dismissed from service. As ill luck would have it,
I happened to visit that
village and that
person narrated
the whole story to me.

When the A. S. I. came to know about it, he

decided to teach him a lesson.
beating with

He asked a badmash to give a severe

shoes to that man in the public square.

While he was

being beaten, the A. S. I. arrested and handcuffed both of them to 
gether.

So, that person was paraded through the streets of that

town

in hand-cuffs along with the badmash. When this is the state of
affairs prevailing in the State, what are the poor people to do. The
police does what it pleases and nobody cares to hear the grievances
of che poor people. Instead of sitting here or visiting towns and
cities, the hon. Ministers should go to the conutryside and assure the
people that t fe y are there to understand their d ifficu lties. ‘ Today,
when the people see that the same persons who can comm it forgery
and obtain permits in the names o f their small children, are always
. near the Chief Minister, they form a very low impression about the
administration. They are losing all faith in the Government. • No
improvement can be brought about in the administration, till the hon
Ministers realise the necessit} 7 of raising themsel es. Unless they rearlise
that they should be honest and should act on the princip’eS of Gandhiji,
whose name they are never tired of repeating in the public, there caa
be no improvement in the tone ot the administration. We cannot
bring about any good by merely mentioning the names o f eminent
leaders. Till we raise ourselves, nothng effective can be accomplished.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :
Sir.

On a point of personal explanation,

The hon. Member who has just finished his speech made certain

remarks about my speech which I delivered yesterdayMr. Chairman :

About your speech or about your person ?

Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

He has condemned me wholesale by

ayisng that whatever I said was wrong.
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The hon Member can rise on a point of personal

explanation only in case any personal attack

was made on him but,

as it is, no attack was made on his person.
Sardar Ajit S ingh:

On

n point

of

personal explanation,

Sir.

Shri Bhim Sen Sachar said in his speech that I was a candidate for

{Uproar).

Ministership.

Mr. Chairman :

That is not a personal explanation.

Sardar A jit Singh :
Mr. Chairman :

W hat is your point of order ?

Sardar Ajit Singh :
speech said that I ...
Mr. Chairman :

On a point of order.......

I was saying that the hon. Member in his

This is no point of order.

I call upon Shrimati

Sita D evi to speak.
Sardar Ajit Singh :
Mr. Chairman :

I again rise to a point of order.

Order please.

I f the hon. Member persists in

standing up again and again, I shall have to take action against him.
Sardar A jit Singh :

I rise to another point of order.

I want to

know whether a Member of this House against whom a personal attack
has been made has a right to make a personal explanation ?
»

Mr’ Chair man :

If a personal attack has been made, the hon.

Member'has certainly got a right to defend himself by making a
personal explanation.

But in this case, as I have already rd e d , no

personal attack was made and a personal explanation is uncalled for.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :
Mr. Chairman :

On a point of order, Sir.

I want to know if the non. Member has stood

up on the same point which I

have

disposed of or on any other

matter ?
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :
Mr. Chairman :

I want to know from you, Sir...

No question can be asked from the Chair.

Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal:
submit, Sir, that when an hon.

On a point of order.

I wish to

Member wants to say something, you
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should at least let him have his say before you order him to resume his
seat.
Mr. Chairman :

That is no point of order.

Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal : I again rise to a point of order and
repeat what I have said before that hon. Members of this House
should at least be given a right to have their say.
Mr. Chairman :

Order, order.

If any hon. Member wants to

say something on a point of order, he should state his point briefly.
It does not mean that he has a right to say whatever he likes by
standing up and saying 'On a point of order'.
Shrimati Shanno Devi S eh gal:

On a point o r d e r ......

Mr. Chairman : Older, order. I shall be obliged to take some
action if the hon. Lady Member persists in rising up over and over
again.
{A t this stage Mr. Speaker resumed the Chair and there was
a loul applause in the House)
Shri Dev Raj Se h i :
nikley’ !

'Bahut be abru ho kar tere kuche se ham

{Laughter).
r

.

Shrimati Shanno Devi S ehgal;

Sir, this H o^r

s many learned

and wise men. During your absence from the Chamber an hon. M
stoop up on a point of order but he was not allowed even to finish fei$
sentence when he was ordered by the Chairman to resume his seat.
Shri Ram Sharma :

On a point of order, Sir.

{Laughtej)

Is any

Parliamentary Secretary empowered to pass derogatory remarks against
the person who was occupying the Chair.
Chaudhrl £ abri Singh :
Shri Dev Raj Sethi :

He must withdraw those words.

I withdraw, Sir.

Sardar Aiit Singh : While you were" away from this House, Sir,
I stood up on a point of personal explanation. Shri Bhim Sen Sachar
made a personal attack on me but the Chairman ruled that I had no
right to make any personal explanation.
Mr. Speaker:

I cannot go into any matter which has been

decided:)/ the Chairman^

{Hear, hear).
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Sardar A jit Singh : I was saying, Sir.......
u
Mr. Speaker: Order please. Whatever has been decided must
be taken as correct and final and I cannot allow it to be raised again.
(Chief Minister rose to speak)
•

l

r •

Shrimati Sita Devi :
On a point of order, Sir. Before you
occupied the Chair, the Chairman had called m y name for speaking,
but now you have asked the hon. Chief Minister to speak.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Sir, before you came to the Chair, I, as

Chairman, called upon Shrimati Sita Devi to speak.
should be given a chance.
Mr. Speaker :

I think she

Well, I will not challange what Pandit Shri Ram

Sharma has said. If he has already called upon Shrimati Sita Devi,
I will give five minutes to her.
i
Shrimati Sita Devi (Ex-Member, West Punjab Assembly repersenting Lahore city General, W omen, urban) (Hindi): Sir, first of all I wish
to thank you for kindly giving me time £o express my views. Over ten
minutes have been wasted by raising points of order and interruptions
etc. Consequently only five minutes have been left to me to state
m y views on General Administration. So I will not give as many facts
and figures as I wanted to, but will confine myself to stating only
important aqd broad points for the consideration of the hon. Members.
The first thing to note is that this year the expenditure on General
Adm in^tm tion is Rs. 1,68,45,100 as compared with the figure of
1 ,6 1,7$,600 for the last year. This shows an increase in expenditure
under demand No. 10. If by increase in expenditure there had been
a corresponding improvement in the general administration of the
Staterno bod y would have minded it. But what we find is that since
partition the expenditure on this item has been steadily on the increase
while no improvement is noticeable. My hon. Friend Sardar Bachan
Singh has suggested that a Committee should be appointed to take
stock of the whole position. My view is that the Committees serve
no useful purpose.
and

Retrenchment

W e have seen that such Committees as Resources
Committee,

Public

Accounts

Committee and

Estimates Committee were constituted, they published their reports
and made recommendations to the Government.

But whenever

a

question is asked as to what has become of their reports, the answer of
the Government is always that the matter is under consideration. As
a matter of fact no steps are taken to

implement the recommendations
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of the Committees. The Government goes on spending on such
departments which are not profitable. No attention is paid towards
the departments which yield income, such as Forest Department.
The Government figures show that income from the Forest Department
amounts to Rs. 55,35,100 and the expenditure is R s. 48,73,300.

This

gives us a surplus of ^ s. 6,61,800
I do not wish to go into details.
W hat I mean to point out is that the Government should pay more
attention towards such departments. In Himachal Pradesh also the
forests are profitable just as they are in other States of India.

More

%

attention should be paid towa ds such departments and unprofitable
expenditure on General Administration should be reduced as much as
possible

This our Government is not doing at present. What we find is

that a sum of Rs 2,57,600 har been provided for a road from Loharu
to Bhiwani and another sum of Rs. one lakh from Ambala to Hissar
und°r Civil Works,

while on the other side there are some roads, for

example, Shahzadpore, Naraingarh and Kala Am b road where Bajri
has been tying for a long time and no steps are taken to improve
them. My submission is that although every thing is shown on paper
veiy little is done in practice. At present the condition of our general
administration is not satisfactory. Sir, the volumes of the budget,
which it is not possible for an M.L A. to carry on account of their
heavy weight, are, of course, bulky. Their weight is just like the
weight of the services on the weak shoulders of our State. As a matter
o f fact, I found it difficult to carry the budget volumes without the
help of a servant. In spite of bulk of these books, what we find is
* that there is no law and order in the State. I d on ’ t wish to speak on
the la: guage controversy here. But I do want tp point out that civil
liberty

especially in

Jullundiir district is practically non-existent.

In the census the people could not freely exercise

their right of

filling in the language column.
Mr. Speaker : But the hon. Lady Member has just remarked
that she did not wish to speak on the language controversy at this
stage ?
Shrimati SIta Devi :

Sir, I only want to emphasize the non

existence of civil liberties and the condition of law and order in
Jullundur during and after the census operations. The Gnenral
Secretary of the Congress Mr. Ravi Shankar has stated that even now
there is tension and disorder in the rural areas.
against a Thanedar at Phillaur.

There are complaints

I don’t wish to say anything more

in this respect because tnere is a case against him.

The matter is
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sub-judici.

But I can say that it has been alleged that he favours

certain persons at the expense of certain others

No

complaints are

entertained by him. Under such circumstances how can law and
order be maintained ? The hon Members have urged that strong
action should be taken so that law and order may be restored.

But

the hon. chief Minister says that there is no such law under which
action may be taken in this matter.

My submission is that there are

such laws, but the only thing required is that they should be strictly
enforced

It is only by stern action that the conditions in the State

can be restored to normal.
Mr. Speaker : This is‘ repetition. It has already been said
by another hon. Member.
jiin w i ‘ ,'
Shrimati Sita. Devi : Sir, I have read in an English newspaper
v. ij ■■
that the Chief Minister has shown his helplessness in this matter.
When the Government has power and it is spending so much on
General Administration, it does not behove the man in the saddle to
simply express helplessness. Mv opinion is that the administration is
not functioning efficiently. I wish to give an example of this. Even
a small, piece of work cannot be done straightway. It has to pass
-r* fjv-.<k
S'
through so many channels-the Director, the Deputy Director and
so on.. Some time back Mr. Chattarvedi who came for inspecting
the forests wrote in his report th t freedom is not giv en to the Heads
of,the, Departments. That is why there is inefficiency.
very little time at my disposal.
Mr. Speaker :

Sir, I have

Y ou have none.

Shrimati Sita Devi : Ther, Sir, I have carefully perused the
Budget speech of the hon. Chief Minister but I have not found anything
remarkable in it. Of course, I have come across this fnct that D r.
Sahib has begun to feel that now a great awakening has come over
the people and they cannot be kept in the daik any longer about
the true state o f affairs of the administration. This Government has
tried to tread on the foot-prints of its predecessor, the British, in
keeping the people steeped in ignorance. The hon. Chief Minister
has been feeling very complacent and has been under the impression
that under his regime, the people were happy and very well off. But
he has admitted that now the fact is otherwise.

I would, therefore,

request him to feel the pulse of the people and try to redress their
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tell him that no amr

it of waxing

eloquence for hours and thumping of tables by his oporters, will
be able to improve the hard lot of the people. UnKos he makes
genuine efforts to bring about contentment among the people on the
one hand and adopts effective measures to curb corrupt!on and
in e ffic ie n t in the administratoin, he will not be able to carry on his
Government for long.
Chief Minister (The hon

Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava)

(H indi)

.

Sir, before I proceed with my reply to the objections raised by m y
hon Friends, I would like to recall what I suggested during the genera
discussion of the Budget. I said that there used to be a convention
in this House to the effect ...
Mr. Speaker : I would expect those *hon. Members who had
spoken against the Government and criticised it vehemently, to be in
their seats. It would be in their interest to be present and hear the reply
of the hon. Chief Minister.
Chief Minister : Sir, I was submitting that during the general
discussion on the Budget, [ had appealed to the House to conform to
the convention that no allegations or libels should be made by an hon.
Member against any person or an officer, who had

access

to this

House to defend himself. I am fully aware of the fact that t’ .a hon.
Members are privileged persons and that no action can be taken «gains^
them for any statement they make on the floor of the House. But
despite this privilege, it is expected o f them that they would refrain
from making any libellous or defamatory statements against anybody
on the floor of this House- I had hoped that m y appeal would receive
a favourable response from the hon. Members. But I am consti lined
to remark tnat yesterday an hon. Member did not observe this conven
tion
He named an officer and alleged that he had av opted a large
amount of rtfoney as illegal gratification and that a part
the payment
was made to him by a cheque through one of his close relations. Sir>
my submission is that if the hon. Member feels that what he has
stated is correct, then he should have the courage to repeat the same
thing outside this House, so that we m ay be able to call upon that
officer to explain and defend himself.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

On a point of

order, Sir

I want to

know whether it is fair or pioper on the part of an hon. Minister to be
emphatic about a certa in matter on the basis o f mere heiesay ? The
hon. Chief Minister was absent from the House yesterday at that tim e.
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He has neither heard anything himself nor has

he any report about

this matter in his possession.
Mehta Ranbir Snigh :

I said nothing of the kind.

I challange

the hon. Chief Minister.
Chief Minister : Well, Sir, he named the officer who is alleged
to have been offered a bribe and it was said that the officer who is a
Head of the Department had accepted it.

I submit that it is most

uncharitable'on the part of the hon. Member to libel an officer under
the protection af the House.

He should have the boldness to say such

- a thing outside this House to afford an opportunity to that officer to
defend himself, because whatever is spoken on the floor of this House,
has its repercussions on the administration as well as on the public.
But on the other hand, if a defamatory statement made by a certain
person against another, is proved to be baseless, then the public ceases
to have any faith in future in the utterances of that person.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point of order,

Sir.

I submit that

the statement of the hon. Chief Minister is incorrect.

I never made

any allegation against any officer and for that I would
the report of my speech,
Mr. Speaker :

You will find.

.

refer you to

.

Order, order.

Chief Minister : If m y hon. Friend feels that he did not say^
this, even then he should know that this House is not the proper place
to make allegations of bribery against any officer, because we have no
evidence or material in our possession on the basis

of

which we could

call for the explanation of that officer. I may, therefore, tell the
House that if the hon. Members want to effect an improvement in the
administration or wish certain persons to leave the administration,
they should hurl accusations against officers either outside this House
or they should communicate their allegations against him, to me for
enquiry. Now my hon. Friend says that he neither named that
officer nor did he make any allegations against him. But he did say
that a printer offered a cheque to that officer through one of his
relations.

Even this statement is sufficient to create doubts in

the

minds of the people and there will be unncessary surmises to locate that
officer. This is the height of injustice that could be perpetrated on
that officer. I hope the hon. Member would realise his responsibility
and if lie feels himself on a stiong ground, then he should have the
courage to repeat the allegation outside the House.
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Now I come to the next point which was raised by m y hon. Friend
and old colleague Shri Bhim Sen Sachar. He said that the request
for allotment of the land to the Maternity Hospital was refused by the
then Revenue Minister Sardar Joginder Singh Mann and that I had
approached him to reconsider the matter. This is incorrect and if my
hon. Friend had been in his seat, I would have told him that I am
prepared to take up his challange in this connection.

I may tell the

H ousq that the lease of

land in question was not refused totally by
Sardar Joginder Singh Manu. My hon. Friend has probably confused
it with that land which is called the police lines ground and is situated'
near the Ludhiana railway station.

The grounds on

which the then

Revenue Minister could not persuade himself to permit the lease of
this land, was that it was very valuable as it was eminently suited for
building a market.
At that time I had given in writing that an American Missionary
Hospital, anxious to do some service to humanity, be given some land
on lease, if available. But the land was not given to it on lease by
the Government. Mr. Speaker, a perusal of the file and my hon. Friend
' Shri Bhim Sen Sachar’s remarks as the then Premier and his direction
i
to me as Finance Minister will clearly show that the land which was
refused by the Sachar Government was the land near the police lines.
Mr. Speaker, I am prepared to have the matter examined by any one
and if I am found to be wrong I am prepared to accept any punishment.
*( When the land

near the police lines was refused during the Sachar

regime, I was asked by the then Premier .to look

into the needs of the

Maternity Hospital.

D i. Kapur then wrote another letter in which

he thanked my hon.

Friend Shri Bhim

Sen Sachar for the support

which he had always given him.
He had also expressed his thanks
for the support Shri Sachar had given him in the United Punjab
when he was working as the Finance Minister.

It is abundantly clear

from this that Shri Sachar wanted to help Dr. Ka^ur in securing land
for the Maternity Hospital.

I submit that the maternity hospital issue

is not the main reason for starting this agitation, the motive underly
ing the agitation is something else.
It has been^ complained that the land of the RamliF grounds has
been utilized for the building of the hospital. I may assure my hon.
Friends there is sufficient land for Ramlila purposes over there. It has
also been complained that the people used to hold lairs on these
grounds and that these were also used for

recreation purposes.

I

would like to submit, Sir, that recently when our Prime Minister had
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to visit Ludhiana, it took about one week to

clean these grounds.
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The credit for this goes to the svveepers

who on hearing about the

intending visit of the Prime Minister to their town did, not like the
dirt and refuse t ) remain there and thus cleaned the grounds by
working hard for one week. W hat I wish to point out is that
the main reason for starting the agitation is not that why more land
has been given to the Maternity Hospital.

Hospital issue is not the

main reason of the agitation, but these issues are being raistd simply
because my hon. Friend Shri Bhim Sen Sachar is adopting Ludhi na
as his constituency for contesting the elections to the State Legislature,
(interruptions).
Mr. Speaker :

Hon. Member has a right of personal explanatian.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

I w'ant to know Sir, has the Leader of

the House privilege to cast reflections
Chief M inister:
impute motives.

You

will find

me the last person who will

I have not said a word against any one.

Mr. Speaker : The hon. Members who have expressed their views
about certain actions of the Government should be present in their
seats.
Chief Minister : Further, it
corruption made against the hon

has been said that charges of
Ministers are not enquired into and

that no action is taken against them. My hon Friend Shri Bhim Sen
Sachar who has made this complaint knows it full well, as he has
himself worked as the Premier of this State that such questions
had also
how

arisen during the tenure of his office.

he went to the

Congress

complaints to it and what reply

Parliamentary
he got

He

Board

fr >m there.

also knows
and

made

It is

really

a pity thau instead of finding fault in himself he does not hesitate to
..find fault in others.

I do feel, Sir, that I do not act like my hon.

Friend who did not think it proper to take any action against the
pohce officers who misbehaved with his colleagues. So far as I am
concerned, I think it to be my bouuden duty to raise the prestige of
both the hon. Ministers and the hon. Members in the eyes o f the people
and the officers of the Government. An hon. Mimste: or an hon.
Member or for the matter of that any person car. maintain his prestige
only when he works honestly and in a selfless manner. If he fails to
work honestly the result would be that he would not command respect
in the eyes of the people.

If the lion. Ministers does not work honestly

"N
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he will not only be instrumental in bringing disrepute and disgrace to
the Government but also to the party of

which he is a member.

It

is verj easy to make allegations but very difficult to substantiate them,
(interruptions). I have sufficient material with me to show vhat some
of my hon. Friends have acted in such a way that they can be prosecut* cd under Section

182 I. P. C.

I know how bills are prepared twice

for one and the sarpe purpose and submitted to the Government for
its approval. Perhaps they lost sight of the fact that Assembly office
could loc ite such irregularities in no tune as they are in possession o f
all the relevant particulars.
Further I would like to submi: that I have never said that there
are no defects in our day to day administration. I have never said
that we do not comm it any errors. After all we too are human
beings. As a matter o f fact everybody in this world has at least some
sort of defect in him. Perhaps my hon. Fliends remember that a
few4 days ago I read out to them the speech of the President of R ed
China. Here I would like to repeat this p u n t with a view to refreshing
their memory that the Government of China have fixed a dead line
by which they think they would be able to achieve what they are very
much after in the interests of their State. I do not think there is any
body or any organization in this world which is immune from any defect.
But there

is a remedy *o remove any defect howsoever glaring it may

be. And the desire to remove defects in our working is not lacking
in us. If my hon. Friends find any defects in the day-to-day
administration of the Government, then I may tell them that these
defects cannot be removed in the way they think, or in other words
these defects cannot be removed by advancing scathing criticism
against the Government. However, I would like to bring this point
home, to them that the Father of our Nation has already taught us
how best the defects can be removed.
•X■
Now about the services

On the one hand praises an

encomiums

have been showered ^n the officers and cn the other it has 1 een stated"
that officers do not obey tfm instructions of the bon. Ministers. As
a matter of fact the officers know for themselves what policy they have
to carry out. So long as the officers,carry out the policy of a Minister
efficiently and honestly it is all right. In case there is some difference
of opinion then the officer who has sufficient experience of general
administration lias to make the Minister, understand his point of view
and then act accordingly.

If a Minister happens to change his policy
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every

minute

inconveniences.

then

the

of icers

As a matter of

are
fact

naturally
certain

put to a lot of

powers

have

be ^

delegated to the officers and they are free to act as they desire and
they can even refuse the suggestion

made or

advice given by a

Minister in the interest of the efficient administration o f the Govern
ment.

Such officers are to be found in the Gpvernment of India and

in our State too.

Do mv hon. Friends want that

officers, who

during the British regime arrested us and inflicted severe punishments
on us, should receive the same treatment at our hands s’ mply because
they were strictly following tne instructions of the Government ?

Do

they want that we should terminate the services of those officers who
are now v orking with us and who during the British regime did not
spare any pains to strictly carry out the policy of the then
Government ? During the British regime they were duty bound to
carry out the instructions of the then Government and now it is also
their bounden duty to work honestly and efficiently under the changed
conditions and thus follow the policy of the Government both in words
and deeds

It has been stated that

with the services.
the hon

the hon. Ministers interefere

I for one have not been able to understand what

Members mean by saying that the Ministers interfere with

the services.

Perhaps m y hon.

Friends are not aware o f the fact

that as Chief Minister I am in-charge of all the departments. Under
the provision^ of the New ^Constitution and also under the Rules of
Business, besides the routine papers, other necessary papers of all the
departments which before the Partition used to be sent to His
Excellency the Governor have now to be passed on to me. Under the
circumstances, I
know the working of ail
the
departments.
Moreover, my hon. Friends should not lose sight of the fact that as
the Finance Minister too I have to deal with all the departments and
I get sufficient opportunities to study their working.

At the time of

the preparation of the Budget too, I get ample tune to see how th ^e
departments carry on their work.

Last but not the least 1 exam.

,

the working of all the departments when they submit various schemes
to the Finance Department for concurrence etc. Under the circum
stances if an hon Minister impresses upon the officeis ol his depart
ment to work efficeintly and honestly, then can it be said that lie
causes interierence with +he day-to-day administration of tiie Govern
ment? On the other hand if an hon. iViember approaches the Deputy
Commissioner and asks him to withdraw some case in which he is
interested, he is not within his rights to do such things. Instead o f
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approaching him direct he is required to bring

this matter to the

notice of the Government and then approach him
channel.

If an lion. Member approaches a Deputy

without the knowledge

of

the

through proper
Commissioner

Government, and asks him to do a

certain thing for him, then does it not tantamount to undue interference
with the services of the State? Again, if my hon. Friend , who make
such scathing criticism against the Government, themselves approach
the Deputy Commissioners and other high^officials and make them go
out of their way to do certain things for them,

then can ’ t, it be said

that they cause undue interference with the day-to-day administration
of the Government?
If anybody wants to intimidate any officer by criticizing him
either in the press or on the public platform then it becomes our duty
to give him due protection .

So in our attempt to

shield the officer

from wrong accusations we are criticized for making interference
adrninistrat on.

Whenever any hon.

in the

Member of this House makes a

complaint before us a g a i^ t any Deputy Commissioner and if in
obedience to hD wishes and to do our duty we make necessary enquiries
then a charge is levelled against us for making undue interference with
the services.

There is no occision for me to ask a Deputy Commissioner

to do a thing for me because the officers kn ov what policy they >have
to execute. I give the Deputy Commissioners full opportunity to give
their free and frank opinion about any policy which the Government
may like to enforce in the iState. If after full discussion with them I
do not agree with them then [ have a right to insist upon them to - act
according to my wishes. Peoole should, therefore, judge us by our
motives with which we carry out our policy. I may point out that
certain powers are delegated to the officers and they are left free to act .
as they desire and can even refuse the suggestion made or advice
given by the Ministers. But in matters where powers have not been
delegated the Ministers are free to act as they like.

Such an objection

of making interference coming from a person who has been himself an
administrator I should say is frivolous. W e have been invariably
following the practice of getting concurrence of the Finance Department
in all matters involving financial implications. All proposals submitted
by the heads of departments are s lbjected to closest scrutiny by the
Finance Department. IT the head of the Forest Department does not
give his opinion on any proposal merely because the Minister incharge
does not like it, then I think he is failing in his duty. When any
proposal originates from me and the Finance Department does not give
its concurrence then I have to accept the advice given by the Financa
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Secretary which I can otherwise easily ignore being the head of that
department. If I do not act like this the work of the administration
cannot run smoothly.

Perhaps the experience

of my hon.

Friend

might be different because in his time many wrong decisions were taken
without consulting the Finance Department. It has been our guiding
principle to act in accordance with the advice given by our legal
authorities and we are not accustomed to do anything unless we consult
our Advocate General or the Legal Remembrancer. If my hon.
Friend who has made the objection holds a different view then I cannot
help ignoring such an objection.
Sardar Swaran Singh :
Chief Minister :

Please ignore such Members.

Then, Sir, an objection has been raised that

short notice questions have not been admitted. He would not have
raised the objection if he had studied the rules under which a question
can be - dmitted as short notice question. Such questions are only
admitted when certain emergency has arisen.

If the hon. Members do

not exercise their right of sending questions by giving 15 days’ clear
notice to get its reply then those questions cannot b ; treated as short
notice questions. If we consider that the subject matter of the question
is not so urgent then we do not agree to that question being treated as
a short notice question
Besides this, the information asked for in the
question is not sometimes easily available. Supposing if information is
^ required by the hon.

Member about those persons who were recruitetd

in Government service "from 1947 to

1950

with their grades o f pa\ then a

reply to such a question would cover about 40 pages.

In such cases it

is very difficult to collect information within a short time

W7* some

time collect information by telegrams and telephone and if the reply is
unduly lengthy then it is very difficult to answer such questions within
short time.

We have to adhere to parliamentary procedure in such

cases.
Sardar, Swaran Singh :
Chief

Minister

:

Y ou should be liberal in such matters

Then,

Sir,

it has

parliamentary discipline is not satisfactory
m y hon, Friend that if any
severely

dealt with.

been

remarked

that

It has been suggested by

Member defies discipline he should be

The suggestion has come from

Friend who has been himself not able to keep discipline.

my

esteemed

I have had

the privilege to work with him and so long as the Assembly is not
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dissolved we will continue to work. It does not bet ve m y hon,
Friend to make such a complaint when he himself breaks the discipline.
II he really feels that there should be discipline in the party he should
not do anything whfth may impair the discipline o f the party.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

May I know whether the hon.

Chief-

Minister is addressing the Congress Assembly Party.
Mr. Speaker :

The hon. Chief Minister had said that he was

discussing Congress members.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
Mr. Speaker :

Is any party question before the House.

This is not a party question.

I have already

said so.
Shir Bhim Sen Sachar :

It would be belter if the hon. Chief

Minister would kindly throw some

light on the by-election o f Una

constituency.
•

Chief Minister : I would have certainly done so if m y hon. Friend
had mentioned it in his speech.

But I can say that a<= ~ member of

the Congress I have not done anything wrong.

So s

a? this electlV i

is concerned I am not one of those who will speak one thing c a
platform and

t

do another outside which brings discredit to the part

I was saying, Sir, that if the

party running the Government is

itself not disciplined there is every possibility of the parliamentary
decorum
prestige

and

convention

being

of this august House

about the
to conduct

dignity

of

this

violated

being lowered.

House

himself in a disciplined

I

expect

manner.

question nor am I discussing anything irrelevant.
ing to the objections raised by other

and the dignity and
A s I am

anxious

evoiy hon. Member
It

is

I an

hon. Members.

-)t

a

party

merely reply
It has been

said tliat we should now

be prepared to face the public for their

verdict on our doings.

I

submit, Sir, that on behalf of the party

- hich has been running the

Government all these years we hold our

selves responsible for whatever has been done or not done during this
period.

I don’ t claim that we have been able to do everything that

ought to have been done or that whatever we have done has been
done in a perfect manner. No human being can claim perfection in
his work which is an attribute of God alone.
Short-comings and
defects to some extent or the other, attend every human endeavour
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androur w ork-too has not been, free from them tbut<we don’ t deny our
responsibility for every act of commission or ommLsion done by the
Government during the last three and a half yearsTncluding the period
in which 1 was not the Chief Minister.
this Government has not don

It is m y conviction, ^Sir, that

anything for which the party in power

may have to hang down its head in the face of the public.
/

The hon. Lady Member has made the objection as to why so
many allowances
allowance etc.,

such as hill compensatory allowance, conveyance

have

been

Rs. 3,500 per mensem.

sanctioned^

for

Even when she

high
was

officers drawing

saying this, I had

verified from her that she was referring to high officers. Sir I have
already made a statement on the floor of this House that with the
exception o f Superintendents and P. As

no gazetted officer under this

Government is in receipt of compensatory allowance.

I might also

inform the hon. Lady Member that even the dearness allowance is not
admissible beyond a certain limit.
As regards the criticism levelled at the demand for Education
Department, I have to repeat what has been said on the floor of the
House many a time that financial position o f tin

local bodies is not

satisfactory and grants have to be made to them in order that they may
be able to give adequate dearness allowance to the low-paid teachers
in their em ploy. Does the hon. Member who has raised this objection
desire that dearness allowance should not be given to any employee ?
As you know, Sir, this allo vVance is being given as a relief to the
employees in this time of dearness in the prices of all commodities of
everyday use
As the prices will come down, this allowance will also
be reduced and will ultimately be abolished when the uovernment
feels that they have come down to a reasonable level.

If the grades

are raised in view of the prevailing dearness, then when the prices come
down it would be very difficult to lower them.

So it has been consi

dered advisable not to raise the grades but to continue

to give dear

ness allowance as a relief measure so long as <he prices do not com e
to normalcy.
Sir, it is with pain and sorrow that I have to refer to two most
regrettable incidents that have occurred in our State only recently.
Mr. Speaker :
of the case.

The hon. Member

should not go into the merits
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giving, facts and not going into

merits. I #\vas going to say, Sir, that those incidents are such
as to make our heads hang down in shame. As soon as I came to know of
these incidents, the first thing I did was to

instruct the Deputy

Commissioner of the district on telephone to suspend the police officials
concerned. In one case the Superintendent of Police after satisfying
himself that a prima facie case existed arrested the accused after two
days of the occurence and as the offence L non-bailable they are still
behind the bars.

Sim.lar action was taken in the other case also.

It

is really deplorable, Sir, that those who are the upholders of law and to
whose care is en! rusted the protection of the people should themselves
be charged with the commission of a beastly and barbarous act. While
I condemn such things in the strongest words possible I don ’ t under
stand the logic of the argument that since such ugly things have
happened the Government be held responsible for them. Those who
commit crimes,

hether they are members of the public or Government

officials, are after all our own brethren-organs of our own societyprc-ducts of this very mental and moral atmosphere in which we are
living and for creating which we as a nation are responsible. Such
ugly things are a reflection of our national weakness which we have
not

been able to overcom e in spite c f and even after becoming an

independent nation.

As such, it is the sacred duty of everyone of us

to strive to create a moral atmosphere in which such things are no.
allowed to happen by the pressure of the Society itself. If on corning
to know of tl ese incidents we had not taken any action, the blame
would justly lie at our door.
Now, Sir.

1

would like to say a few words with regard to the

objection that no money has b.en

provided

for

Drugs

Analysis

Laboratory in spite of the fact that I am also a medical man and am
expected to be conscious o f its necessit}/.
I do feel, Sir, that such a laboratory should exist in this State but
this undertaking calls for a heavy initial investment.

Then there

is the question of securing the services of qualified analysts

I am

afraid at the salaries that we can offer, persons with requisite qualifi
cation would not be forthcoming. Then in the present condition ot
the finances of our State it is not possible for us to meet even the
recurring expenditure of ^ich a laboratory, not to speak of the
initial <.xpenditure that would have to be incurred to provide even
the minimum equipment.
mere excuse. It is a fact
an undertaking.

Thus, Sir,

‘ the pacuity of funds’ is not a

that we cannot afford

to spend on such
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I have not been able to collect papers relating to the bund to
which Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajvva has referred. My hon. Friend
will recall that we had accepted the proposal when the last floods
cams last year though the matter had to be referred to the Departments
concerned for their suggestions in the matter

cf flood control.

Even

when ordinary channels had to be constructed and much help was
given by the

people, the w oik entailed considerable expenditure.

The construction of bunds requires lakhs of rupees and even though
it is the duty of the District Boards to construct them, we have taken
over the responsibility, keeping the interest of the people in view and
knowing that the Boards have no funds to undertake this work and
if it is not done the general public will suffer.
The Government had decided to undertake this work but the
fact should not be overlooked that these schemes require so many
things. A fter all staff is required and proposals have to be put up
for sanction. Now that the House will give its approval for expen di
ture our plans will be immediately put through as we are earnest about
finishing this work before the rains set in.

But

I may tell the hon.

Members that it is not possible for us to create such Bunds as divert
the floods in the direction of Pakistan because in such a case we may
be guilty of an unfriendly act.

W e have no desire to offend Pakistan

that way.

Hon. Members will recall that in the canal water dispute
•
*
the Pakistan Government did not pay any heed to our communications

for settlement of terms and when they sent their engineers to settle
this case, they did not ratify the decisions which were arrived at by
them.

B ut we g iv e them the canal water as we were ordered by

the

Prime Minister of India to do so. So far as the Bund of Narot
Jaimal Singh is concerned I am to say that about two years ago we
got the necessary machinery fiom

the Defence Department but it

could not be used there
The Defence Department also did not
agree to give its own rnen for working this machin ry aid asked us to
work it with our own men. We took this machinery as aiso some
more machinery from other sources and have utilized it at the headworks of Madhopur.
Sir, my hon. Friend Sardar Gurbachai#Singh Bajwa with whom
I have had the privilege of working for some time has been good
enough to remark

that <his Government is not capable of taking

decisions with finality.

He has not given any definite instance, as
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he obviously could not give, because he must have noticed something
when he was under the oath of secrecy.

But in case he tells me

anything privately I shall be in a position to take action and satisfy
him. It is just possible ihat in some particular case m y hon. Friend
may be right as the abnormal times have not disappeared as yet and
we may have changed some deck ion because o f certain facts o f a
case.

But he is far from correct if he insists that we suffer from his

draw-back in the generality of cases.

The Hou^e after all knows

that we come here with definite proposal in tne form of
and legislation.

the Budget

I may also deal with the objection relating to the extraordinary
promotion of s >me officials in tile temporary departments.

It will be

realized that the grad s of the Government officers are fixed on the
basis of the work and the responsibility which is required of them.
And then it is not possible for us to v iry the grades so easily when
'

they have been once fixed.

Some Committees have to

be appointed

to go into the whole question and recommend variations.
things cannot be effected in the twinkling of an eye.
recalled that a Committee was set up in the year

These

It will be

1944 to revise the

grades of the Government servants and that Committee submitted
its report in 1940.

Even that Committee could not do full justice

to the question of revision of grades and the question is stib
fire in certain cases.

banging

The question of revising grades P not so easy

as some of my hon. Friends think. N obody can afford to vary or
revise these grades arbitrarily and without valid basis as he is sure
to be dubbed inefficient and suffering from want of finality in
decisions. However, I assure my hon. Friends that so far as future
is concerned new grades will be fixed after due consideration. But
here again one thing should not be forgotten that while making new
appointments preference has to be given to people who have experience
in Government service. Hon. Members themselves have so many
times expressed a feeling that in case of appointments in a particular
office preference should be given to those who are already working
there. It is this very principle which is to be applied while making
recruitment to various \osts and nobody should be offended by it if
a Government servant is appointed

to some big post because of hisf

previous experience.
Then Sir, it has been said that we interfere not only with the
work of the Public Service Commission but even with the appointment
the Public Service Commissioners. So
have been accused of
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nepotism in the matter of appointment of Members of the Commission.
But it is a false accusation and I challenge anybod}^ to prove it.
(Shri Prabodh Chandra I accept the challenge.) Sir, it is not
possible for us to interfere with the work o ' the Commission.

If and

when anything is taken out of the purview of the Public Service
Commission we are required to bring that fact to the notice of this
House under the Constitu 1ion. We have also to apprise the House
when we are not able to act on the recommendations of the Commission.
It 1ms been remarked that we appointed som ebody as a member o f
the Commission as he happened to be a brother of an hon. Member
of this House. It is an absolut iy wrong allegation. The person who
is in question was a Member of the Public Service Commission even
in the United Punjab when the Congress and the Unionist coalition
ministry Was in power in 1946. W e'have not shown him any special
favour if we have appointed him a Member of our Commission. I
don’ t think that the fact of his b ing a brother of a Member of this
House should stand in him in a bad stead.
Then, Sir,

there might

sometimes deity is caused in

be some truth in the complaint that
the disposal of cases. There are some

matters which take considerable time, but there are others which are
disposed of in a very short period. When Shri Bhim Sen Sachar was
the Premier of this State, a Reorganisation Committee was s e t u p
for suggesting means for the quick disposal of work.

We have made

an experiment, on the basis of the recommendations ot that Committee,
in several departments

Sometimes delay was caused on account of

the fact that a case had to go from one department to another.
a Co-ordination Committee has been set up.
case comes before the
Secretary and

idnance

Now

When any important

Department, I s md for t h e ’Finance

the Secretary of the

Department from which

that

proposal comes, and decide 4he matter on the spot after personal
discussion. I am always anxious that the Government business should
be disposed of as speedily as possible. About myself I can say that
I do a great deal of work.

N obody can cont adi t me when I say that

I ^am known as a file worm.

I devote m o d

of my

time in going

through files.
Then, Sir, certain tlimgs were said about the manner of making
appointments.

In this connection, I wish

to inform the House that

all appointments carrying# salary of more than Rs. 150/- per mensem,
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Public Service Commission.

other appointments a Committee is constituted,

In the case of

with the Head of the

Department, for which the recruitment has to be made, as a member
of that Committee.

It was said sometime back that the appointments

for jobs carrying a salary of more than Rs. 50 per mensem should be
made through the Public Service Commission. The present Public
Service Commission has already got heavy work to do. They told me
that they could not undertake to do this additional work.

For that

work another Public Service Commission would have to be appointed
and it would involve extra expenditure.
Ministers make

appointments

It is wrong to say that the

according to their sweet will.

The

names of the persons selected by the Public Service Commission are
sent to

the Government for its approval.

As regards nomination to

the Provincial Civil Service, each Minister has the power to nominate
one person.

In this way I recommend the name of the person whom

I consider suitable.

When the recommendations of all the depart

ments are received, I have to see ,how the official recommended by me
compares with others in respect of qualifications etc.,.

I might add

that my nominee has not been selected for the P.C.S. so far, though
it is I who have to make the

final selection.

There is a general

complaint against me that I do not favour my friends.

They complain

that I accommodate my foes and not my friends. It is regarded by
them as m y weakness but I think that if I do something for my foe,
he would not be in a position to say that I oblige my friends.

If I

do things for my friends, I can be charged of favouritism. When this
is the general complaint against me, it is not right to say that nepotism
and favour itsm are rempant.

There are very few persons belonging

to my family in this State. People o f my brotherhood have not
entered service so far. Harijans do not regard me as belonging to
them, the rural minded people consider me to be an urbanite and the
urban minded peonle do not regard me as being one of them. In
the same way the Hindus say that I have sold myself in the hands of
Sikhs and the latter say that I do not
however,

belong to their community.

regard myself as a servant of all.

I,

It is m y duty to serve

the rural people as well as urban, and also the Hindus, Sikhs and
Harijans.

I regard Hindus and Sikhs as one.

This is a secular State.

When we thought that a member of the District Board, Gurgaon, had
■ migrated to Pakistan, his seat was declared vacant and another person
nominated to it, but as soon as it was brought

to our notice that he
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had not migrated, an additional seat was created for him and he was
nominated to it.
It was said that this Government did not command respect and
prestige among the public. Only those persons, who want to create
chaos and anarchy, say such things
A Government can exist only so
long as its laws are obeyed by the people. When the people obey
these laws it can not be said that the Government lacks prestige and
respect. Some people resort to Durgaraha in the name of Satyagraha.
It does not lie in their mouths to say that this Government does not
command the respect of the people.
Then, Sir, reference was made to a number of individual cases.
I am sorry that I can not explain the position of the Government with
respect to all these

If, however,

regular questions are asked with

respect to each case, I shall be able to collect ali the
place the facts before the House.

particulars and

It was said that we got huge sums in the form of Conveyance
Allowance. In this connection, I wish to give the relevant figures
with respect to other States.
the law to get Rs.
Rs. 250 p m. In

In this State we were entitled under

300 p. m. but of our own accord we reduced it to
Bihar, free cars are provided to the Ministers at

Government expense. In C P. and Berar Rs. 200 per mensem fs paid
in addition to a free Government car. In Madras free cars are provided
at Government expense and the co^t of insurance, registration and
petrol is also borne by the Government.
The conveyance allowance allowed to Ministers in various
States is as follows : Bom bay: Rs 200, Orissa: Rs. 250
(J P.
free conveyance; the cars supplied at State expense are maintained
by the Government including the pay of chauffeurs and the cost,
of petrol and oil i. e., the consumption
gallons a month.

of petrol does not exceed 75

We^t Bengal: 250 rupees, provided that if a Sta*e

car is placed at the disposal of an hon. Minister for any period
exceeding one month, he will not draw the allowance for that period.
Now, Sir, I would place bef re the House the rates of Daily
Allowance

allowed to Ministers in

the Daily Allowance is
and not exceeding

Rs. 15.

the various States.

Bihar:

Rs. 15 within

Rs. 25 outside the Province.

Rs 9 wit in the Province and Rs 16 outside

In Punjab,
the Province

C. P. and Berar:

the Province.

Madras:
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Rs. 20 within the Province and Rs. 25 outside the Province.

Bombay;

Rs. 10 except for Bombay, Poona and Mahabaleshwar where the rate
is Rs.
13/5.
For
Rs. 15/-. Orissa: Rs.
Province.

Assam:

halts outside the Province the rate is
10 within the Province and Rs. 15 outside the

Rs.

10/8/-

within

the

Province

and

for

halts outside the Province 50 per cent increase except for Calcutta,
Simla and Delhi where the rate is double. U. P: Actual out of the
pocket expenses to the extent of Rs. 10 and upto Rs. 25 outside
the Province. West
Bengal: Rs. 15 within
the Province and
Rs. 25 outside the Province.
Then it was said that a Patwari has been retained in service
up to the age of 70 years. I may submit
that
extension to
Government servants is granted up to the age o f sixty. But after
that age, extension is granted from year to year.

If a Government

servant is fit to carry on his work, there is no reason why he should
not be given extension.
job, it is not

If any new person is not available for a

necessary that the present incumbent should be retired

at the age of 55 years.

Besides there is the question of the displaced

persons. Some of them lost their all in Pakistan and now they have
not been able to make even their clothes in the last two three years.
Yet, as a matter of general policy, they have been retiring at the
age of ' 5

years.

A number of other things have also been said on

the floor of the House.

But it is physically impossible to answer

all of them. So last of all, I w. nt to draw the attention of the
House, through you, Sir, to the situation that is prevailing now in
the villages of some districts in the State. I regret that the hon.
Member who has referred to it, is not in his seat now. The Govern
ment. servants tried to set the things right to the extent to which
it could be expected of them to do so. It has been said that Shri
Kant toured the villages and there he met only one class o f people.
I am not aware of this thing
But 1 had a talk with/ him. He told
me that he not only looked into the condition o f one side of people
but he also asked the other side to give better treatment to the
poor people

1 am not one o f those who would exhort the people to

return any particular language as their mother tongue. The people
who tried to manipulate the language statistics in this way, will
not be able to achieve any useful purpose. The Government of India
has decided that, so far as Punjab is concerned, language statistics,
will not be tabulated, because they
has now been created will not
but of both the classes.

are wrong.

This class war that

only harm the interests of one class

It is, theiefore, necessary that, after ending
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this class war, we should engage ourselves in the task of reconstruction
of our country.

No doubt, there are difficulties in our way; but if

we make a united effort, we can certainly set the things right.

We

thought that we, the Members of the Assembly would make up our
minds to restore noimal conditions by personally

working in tlie

troubled districts for ten or fiften d a y s.......
Sardar Kabul Singh :

W hat can we do if the Ministers are

fanning the fire.
Chief Minister :

I would like to submit that, instead

of indulging

ourselves in personal bickerings and instead of taking a step which
might get us more votes in the coming elections, it should be our duty
not only as Members of this

House

but

also

as

Punjabis to make

every sacnfice that might be necessary to restore normal conditions in
the State.

I, therefore, appeal to the hon . Members of this House and

the public outside, through you, Sir, that they

should help themselves

in this task of their own. I think, unless we set the present situation
right we cannot stabilize the already shattered economy of the villages.
After the partition, the majority of the village artisans migrated to the
other side and consequently a void was created in our village economy.
This void has not yet been completely filled. The displaced persons have
not yet been able to stand on their legs. The burden of taccavi loans
is yet heavy on them
If the present deplorable situation continues,
I am afraid we shall have difficulties in the matter of harvesting of
crops and thus the interests of not only one class but of the whole
Province will come to harm. It is, therefore, necessary that we shoal 1
leave these differences lor the time being ; they can be resolved later
on.

We should now try to solve this difficult problem as soon as

possible.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : On a point of personal explanation, Sir.
During my speech which I made yesterday I referred to a signed
letter which made allegations against the Director of Public instruction.
I have got the official report with me.

This is what I said :

Then, Sir, I would draw your attention to another important matter.
I am in possession of: a signed document and I am prepared to lay
it on the table of lie House- it contains certain glaring allegations
of co ruption against the D. IJ. 1., namely, acceptance of illegal
gratification through a close relation, in the form of a cheque
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amounting to Rs. 32,000 /-/drawn on the Punjab National Bank.
I am not aware of the veracity of the statement made in this
document, but the allegation is there. I, however, think that this
is a defamation case and a great slur on the integrity of a high
official of the State. I suggest that Government should permit
the officer concerned to follow up the case and if the charge is
found to be baseless, then the writer of the document, one
Parshotam Lai of Delhi, should be severly dealt with for making a
false charge.
Mr. Speaker : I would like to make one thing clear to the hon.
Member. No doubt in the Constitution it has been provided that hon.
Members of the Legislatures have freedom of spee h while taking
part in the deliberations of the Legislatures but that freedom o f speech
is subject to certain rules and regulations.
In this connection I
would like to invite the attention of the hon. Member to Rule 78 of
our Rules of procedure, which lays down— that a Member while
speeking should not :—

(iii) utter treasonable, or defamatory words or make use of offensive
expression;
It is quite clear that the © t e r which the hon. Member referred
l to does contain defamatory statements and if I were in the House I
would not have allowed the hon. Member to refer to that letter.
Moreover the hon Member has himself admitted that he is not -sure
of the veracity o f the statement nor is he sure of the genuineness of
the letter, since,

I understand, that the letter is not signed and some

name is typed on it.
All the same, genuineness or otherwise o f a
letter is not for this House to decide-that may be a matter for a court
of law. . The fact remains that defamatory statements even against
persons who are present in this House and can defend themselves are
not allowed and much less against those persons who are not able to
defend themselves on the floor of the House. I would, therefore, re
quest and appeal to the hon. Members that in future they should jefrain
from making any defamatory statements on the floor of the House nor
should they refer to any documents or letters which contain such
statements.
\

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
Mr. Speaker :

On a point of personal explanation . . .

I have heard the hon. Member and given my

ruling.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : On a point of order, Sir. Can the Chair
cut short an hon. Member in the middle of his sentence ?
■. ,
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I know what the hon. Member

wants to say.

He wants to say that whatever the hon. Chief Minister said was wrong.
And there the matter ends
Mehta Ranbir Singh :
Mr. Speaker :

No, Sir, it does not end there.

Order please.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

It is for me to decide.

On a point of order, Sir.

I want your

definite ) Ruling on this point.
When an hon. Minister
libellous statement, will you allow that ?
Mr. Speaker :

repeats

a

I have already said that the matter ends when I

have given m y ruling.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point of order, Sir

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. I find that the hon. Member is
behaving in a manner which is not proper and in keeping with the
dignity of the House.

He should know that he can not only be

but action can be taken against him in some o ther way also.
is-----a

That the Demand be reduced by Rs. 100—
The Assembly divided.

Ayes : 5

Noes :

AYES
Bachan Singh, Sardar.
Jaswant Singh Duggal, Sardar.
Ranbir Singh, Mehta.
Rattan Singh, Sardar.
Sajjan Singh, Sardar.
NOES
A jit Singh, Sardar.
Amar Nath Vidyalankar, Shri.
Behari Lai Chanana, Shri.
Beli Ram, Thakur.
Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri,
Bhagwan Dass, Shri.
s eonslnoa am iu

. .

45

named

Question

G en eral A d m in istra tion

Bikram Chand, Dr.
Buja Ram Bhagat, Shri.
Dalip Singh, Thakur.
Dev Raj Sethi, Shri.
Faqir Chand, Pandit.
Ganga Saran, Seth.
Gopi Chand Bhargava, The Hon. Dr.
Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.
Gurbanta Singh, Master.
Harbhaj Ram, Chaudhri.
Ishar Singh Mujhail, The Hon. Sardar.
Jagjit Singh Mann, Sardar.
Joginder Singh Mann, Sardar.
\

Kabul Singh, Sardar.
Kedar Nath Saigal, Shri.
Matu Ram, Chaudhri.
Mehr Chand, Chaudhri.
Narinder Singh, Sant.
Narotam Singh, The Hon. Sardar.
Pancham Chand, The Hon. Thakur.
Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.
Partap Singh, Sardar.
Piara Singh, Sardar.
Prabodh Chandra, Shri.
Prem Singh, Chaudhri.
Prithvi Singh Azad, The Hon. Shri.
Rattan Singh Gill, Sardar.
Samar Singh, Chaudhri.
Sher Singh, Chaudhri.
Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.
Shiv Singh, Sardar.
Shri Ram Sharma.
Sita Devi, Shrimati.
Sudarshan, Seth.
Sundar Lai, Chaudhri.
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Sundar Singh, Chaudhri.
Tara Singh, Sardar Sahib Sardar.
Virendra, Shri.
W ary am Singh, Sardar.
Mr. Speaker:

Question is—

.j
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,63,33,270 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that \yill come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52, in respect of General Administration.

Themotionwascarried.

HOURS OF MEETING ON WEDNESDAY, the 21st MARCH.

Chief M inister:

I m ove.

That on Wednesday, the 21st March, 1951, the Assembly shall meet
at 10 a.m., of the Clock and the Speaker shall adjourn the
Assembly at 2 p m. of the Clock without questi m put.

The motionwascarried.

The Assembly then adjourned till 10a m., on Wednesday, the21st
Mareh, 1951*
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Punjab Legislative Assem bly
THIRD SESSION OF THE FIRST PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
/
Wednesday, 21st March, 1951.

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla, at 10 c. m. of the
Clock.

Mr. Speaker {the hon. Sardar Kapoor Singh) in the Chair.

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

REFUND OF FINE TO RAO MANGALI RAM OF
KHATIWAS,

VILLAGE

DISTRICT ROHTAK.

*2620. Shri Ram Sharm a: W ill the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state the reason why the two fines of Rs 50/- and
Rs. 60/- (total Rs. 110/-) have not b^en refunded to Rao Mangli Ram,
Congress worker of village Khativ as, tehsil Jhajjar, District Rohtak
in spite of the order of His Excellency the Governor, contained
in letter No. 10370-PG-49./52358, dated the 22nd August, 1949, from
the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab, to the Deputy Commis
sioner, Rohtak ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava: The fines have been refunded
to Rao Mangli Ram.
Shri Ram Sharm a:
to state

Will the hon.

Chief Minister be pleased

the time that elapsed between the orders of the Government

and the actual refund of the fine ?
Chief Minister :
refunded.

I cannot tell that; but the fine has since been

Shri Ram Sharma :

Is it a fact that the fine was refunded one

year alter the orders were passed by the Government ?

\
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Chief Minister :

It is possible that one year might have passed

but I cannot say for definite.

VISITS OF HONOURABLE MINISTERS OUTSIDE PUNJAB.
*2735.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon.

Chief

Minister
>■

be pleased to state :—

J

(a) whether any of the hon.
outside

the

Punjab

Ministers visited any places

State

and

charged

travelling

allowance for such journeys between 15th August 1947
and 31st March,

1948, 1st April

1948 and 31st March,

1949 and 1st April, 1950 and 31st January, 1951 respec
tively ; if so, the names of such hon. Ministers ;
(b) 4he places so visited together with dates of each visit ;
*
«

(c) the travelling allowance charged by each hon. Minister for

\

each of such journeys ;
(d) the object of the journey in each case ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava: (a), (b), (c) and (d) A
statement containing the requisite information, is laid on the
Table, f

TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE FOR
OF ALL INDIA

ATTENDING MEETINGS

CONGRESS COMMITTEE.

*2^36. Sardar Sajjan Singh:
pleased to state : •

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) whether any of the hon. Ministers has been or is a member
of the AH India Congress Committee and the Congress
W orking Committee during the last 3 years ; if so, the
name or names of such hon. Ministers ;
fK e p t in the Library.

¥
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(b ) whether any of the hon.

(1 4 ) 3

Ministers referred to in part (a)

above attended the meetings of either of the Committees
mentioned above during the period 31st August, 1947
to 31st January,

1951 and cl arged travelling allowance

for the journeys performed in this connection ; if so, their
names with the following particulars ;
(i) the amount

of the travelling allowance chaiged for

each journey together with its date ;
(ii) the places where the meetings of All India Congress
Committee and the Congress Working Committee were
held ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
W orking Committee : —

S. Partap Singh Kairon.

All India' Congress Committee

1. Hon. Chief Minister.
2. The late

Dr.

Lehna

Singh Sethi.
(b) (i) Sardar Partap Singh Kairon,

14th

December 1948 to 20 th December,
1948.

(From Delhi to Jaipur and

back)

—.

—

—

Rs. 307/8/-.

(ii) Jaipur.

*

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is the hon. Chief Minister aware of the

fact that Sardar Partap Singh has not actually drawn his travelling
allowance so far ?
Chief Minister :

He has not as yet withdrawn his travelling

allowance bill and we are corresponding with the Government of India
on this subject.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know if the Government o f India

has intimated whether the bill is reasonable or not?
i

Chief Minister :

W e have not received any reply so far.

Shri Ram Sharma :

*

May I know if the Punjab Government has

considered this matter and decided whether such travelling allowances
should be given or not ?

(14)4
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that such travelling

allowances

Now we have written to the Government o f India.

Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know the reasons due to which tho

Punjab Government decided to give such allowances.
Coief Minister :

The Punjab Government considered that these

allowances should be given.

That is why they were permitted.

There

are no other reasons.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I know if travelling allowance is

given for going •on some Government

business or even for going to

attend a meeting or a marriage party ?
Mr. Speaker :

Disallowed.

SANCTIONED STRENGTH OF EACH DEPARTMENT IN THE STATE.
*2737.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the sanctioned cadre of 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade officers
and officials in each department of the Provincial or
State Government on 15th August, 1947, 1st January,
1918, 1st January, 1949, 1st January, 1950, and 1st
February, 1951 respectively ;
(b) the number of the persons of each grade referred to above
who were available to the East Punjab Government after .
partition on account of

their

migration

from

West

Pakistan up to 31st December, 1947 and who were fixed up
by the Government ;
(c) the number of the officers of each grade referred to in
part (aj above who were recruited directly in each Dep
artment byr the Government without their cases being
referred for approval to the Punjab
Commission upto 31st January 1951 ;

Public

Service

m

(d

the number of the oflicers of each grade referred to in part
(a) above who were reci uited in each Department on the
recommendation of the Punjab Public Service Commission;

Starred Questions and Answers
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(e) the date on which the Punjab Public Service Commission
was constituted ;
(f) (i) the number of the officers of each grade referred to
above who were recruited by Government in each
Department and whose cases were sent to the Punjab
Public Service Commission lor approval ;
(ii) the number of such cases approved for each Depart
ment by the Punjab Public Service Commission ;
(iii) the number of such
were not

approved

cases in each Department which
by the

Punjab

Public

Service

Commission ?
The hon. Dr

Gopi Chand Bhargava :

It is regretted that the

information asked for is not readily available and the time and trouble
involved in collecting it will not be commensurate with any possible
benefit to be obtained.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I know

if the decision on the

question whether the reply would be commensurate with the time
and effort involved, lies with the Government or with the hon. Member
putting the question.
Mr. Speaker :

Next question, please.

PARLIAMENTARY a n d p r i v a t e p a r l i a m e n t a r y
SECRE TARIES.
*2842.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the total amount of salary besides the compensatory allo
wance drawn by each Parliamentary Secretary or Private
Parliamentary Secretary since his appointment together
with the travelling allowance drawn by him in this
capacity ;
(b) briefly the Par'iamentary or administrative work done by
each Parliamentary Secretary or Private Parliamentary
Secretary since his appointment ?
The hon. F t. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

i

(a) The Parliamentary Secretaries and Parliamentary Private
Secretaries are allowed a salary of Rs. 360/- and Rs. 225
* P M. respectively, but most of them have not so far drawn

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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[ChiefMinister]
it since their appointment in October,

1950.

A statement

regarding the travelling allowance drawn is laid on the
Table.
\

(b) The Parliamentary Secretaries and Parliamentary

Private

Secretaries attended to such of the State work, Parliament
ary and administrative, as was
their respective Ministers.

entrusted to them by

STATEMENT SHOWING T. A. DRAWN BY PARLIAMENTARY
SECRETARIES AND PARLIAMENTARY PRIVATE
SECRETARIES SINCE THEIR APPOINTMENT
IN OCTOBER, 1950.
Parliamentary Secretaries:—

S. Shiv Saran Singh
S. Ajit Singh

Total amount
of T A. drawn.
180-12-0
Not yet drawn

Th. Beli Ram
Ch. Jagdish Chandar

Do
Do

Ch. Samar Singh

Do

Shri Dev Raj Sethi
S. Waryam Singh
Prof. Sher Singh
Pt. Bhagat Ram Sharma
Late S. Gurbachan Singh

'200-4-0
Not yet drawn
Do
Do
480-0 0

Total amount of salary
drawn.
Not yet drawn

i

Do
1231 11-0
Not yet drawn.
Not yet drawn
Not yet drawn
Not yet drawn
Nil

Parliamentary Private Secretaries.

S. Shiv Singh

Not yet drawn

Ch Matu Ram

Do

Ch. Harbh^ Ram

Do

Shri Prabod'n Chandra :

Not yet drawn

Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

to state the reasons due' to which the salary of the Parliamentary
Secretaries has been reduced to Rs. 360 from Rs. 450 per mensem ?
Chief Minister : When the salaries of others were reduced by 10
per cent, the salaries of the Parliamentary Secretaries were also reduced.

Starred Questions and Answers

Stari Prabodh Chandra :

The hon.

Chief Minister has stated

that the Parliamentary Secretaries have got work.
amount of w oik done by each of the

May I know the

Parliamentary Secretaries ever

since they were appointed towards the end of the
v

04) 7

last Session in

October ?
Chief Minister :

I have already replied to this question.

Shri Ram Sharma : May I know what work has been done by
each of the Parliamentary Secretaries separately during the period o f
their appointment ?
Chief Minister :

I have not got the details of the work done

by them.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know as to what work the Parlia

mentary Secretaries do besides replying
of the House ?
Chief Minister :

They do the work which is ^

by the hon. Ministers.
f

to the questions on the floor

I can, however, tell one

' ed to them
. wnich the

d.

They helped me by giving information about their departments at tl
time of discussion on the Budget.
/
Shri Ram Sharma : May I know if there is any limit to the
work entrusted to the Parliamentary Secretaries ? Can the Ministers
entrust them their private work also ?
Chief Minister :
work oi Ministers.

{

They do only official work and no" the personal

Pandit Faqir Chand :

May I know

why the number of the

Parliamentary Secretaries which was 7 during the time of the Sachar
Government, has now been raised to 14 ?

*

ChieftMinister :

The Government thought it necessary to do so.

Pandit Faqir Chand :

May I know if the Government has not

disobeyed the Parliamentary Board by doing so ?
Mr. Speaker :
y

Disallowed.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

May I know if the work of the Government

suffered during the time when there were no Parliamentary Secretaries ?
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It was difficult to carry on the

work but now

it has become easier.

i

Shrimati Sita Devi :

May I know the duties of Parliamentary

Secretaries during the year besides the giving of

replies during the

Session ?
Mr. Speaker :

Next question.

CORRUPTION AND BLACK-MARKETING
*2843.

Shri Ram Sharm a:

Will the hon.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state in detail, the steps taken by the Government to
put a stop to ever increasing corruption and black-marketing in
the State?

1

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

It is not correct to say

that corruption and black-marketing ire on the increase in the State;
on the other hand, I can say that these anti-social and anti-national
practices are on the decline. Government is quite alive to
the
existence of these vices in whatever form and is determined to clean up
the public life in the State with the co-operation of the general public.
In his capacity as Chairman of the Anti-Corruption Sub Committee
which deals with complaints pertaming to non-officials,

the

hon.

Member is aware that a h ’gh level Anti-Corruption Committee was
appointed by Government soon after partition and that the Committee
is directing

the State-wide drive against coriuption.

The Committee

has at its disposal the assistance of a Special Inquiry Agency to hold
preliminary inquiries into complaints against public servants where
it is considered that such enquiries are needed. This is in addition to
normal inquiries instituted in the various departments on the initiative
of the heads of Departments themselves or on receipt or complaints.
All complaints of corruption except those which are anonymous
or which do not contain specific allegations are enquired into and
action is taken against those who aie found guilty. Dismissal has been
regarded as the only aopropriate punishment for proved cases of
corruption
Government has also under consideration a set of Rules
which are being issued very shortly) with a view’ to evolving a
procedure to deal with corruption cases more expeditiously.
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Similarly, the district staff in each district has been instructed to
enforce the various control orders rigidly. JTo trap black-marketeers
bogus purchasers are also availed of where necessary. A ction under
the Preventive Detention Act has been taken where it was proved to
the satisfaction of the District Magistrate concerned that the person or
persons involved were engaged in activities affecting supplies essential
to the life of the com m unity.
*
Shri Ram Sharma :

The hon

Chief Minister has stated in his

reply that there is a decline in corr uption and black-marketing in the
State.

May I know on what grounds he bases his conclusions?
Chief M inister:

The circumstances point out that there is a

decline.
Shri Ram Sharma : Can the
facts and figures which ppint to this?

hon. Chief Minister state the

Chief M inister: It is after seeing the general conditions that
public come to believe in the prevalence of corruption etc. The
Government also bases its opinions on such conditions.
Master Gurbanta Singh :

Can there be any

'

'_y

if an hon.

Minister is corrupt?
Mr. Speaker :

Order, order.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is it not a fact that during the investiga

tion of some cases of corruption and blackmarketing no protection
has been afforded to the prosecution witnesses? Does the Government propose taking steps to afford such protection?
Chief M in s te r: 1 hat is a request for action
instances are brought to our notice, action can be taken.

If

definite

Mehta Ranbir Singh : Is it not a fact that m Hissar there was a
case of corruption against the Director of Electric Company and that
some of the clerks were discharged in cansequence of their being
witnesses in the case?
Chief Minister :

There is no case of black marketing as far a;

I am aware.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

On a point of order, Sir. The Chair was

pleased to observe, at any rate, I understood the Chair to rule that
it would not oe in order to enquire from the Government, if the

( 14)
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[Shri Bhim Sen Sachar]
Government can take action against a Minister against whom there
may be allegations o f ' corruption.

I want to know from the Chair,

will it not be in order to ask from the Government if action can

be

taken by the Government against a Minister?
Mr. Speaker: Generally such questions against a Minister- can
be taken up bv a substantive motion o n ly .......
Shri Bhim Sen S a ch a r:

Sir, that is not the point.

The point

f

is whether information can be had on this point from the Government.

.

I want to know from the Government whether it can also take action
against a Mi ister against whom certain allegations might be brought
to its notice? Am I in order in asking for such an information?
Mr. Speaker:

It is not a definite question.

It is a proposition.

Shri Ram Sharma : May I know what steps the Government has
taken to implement the provisions of the Preventive Detention Act
relating to black-marketing ?
Chief Minister :

Steps have been taken.

The report has been

distributed among the hon. Members.
Pandit Faqir Chand : Is it a fact that in Amritsar, as it is
rumoured, the District Civil Supplies Officer has been transferred and
a sum of Rs. 60,000 has been taken as bribe for the purpose ?
Chief.Minister :

It is a false insinuation.

Shimati Sita Devi : If an hon. Minister gives shelter to a blackmarketer is he not include d in the defination of black-marketer ?
Mr. Speaker :

Disallowed.

TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE DRAWN BY THE HON. MINISTERS.
*2844.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Chiel Minister be

pleased to state:(a) the monthly travelling allowance drawn by each

hon.

Minister, and the days spent by him on tours out of the
station, since 1st November,

1953;

\
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(b)

(14) I f

a brief summary of the work done by each hon. Minister
while on tour during the last 4 months ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a i A statement is given below.
(b) State work.

T.A. Drawn
Nov. 50
Dec. 50
Rs.
1. H C. VI.

1126/8/-

2. H.M.L.

345/-

Jan. 51

Rs.

No. of days spent on tour.
Dec. 50
Nov. 50
Jan. 51

Rs.

1210/1/- ’ 705/12/bill not yet drawn

22

12

24

19

21

25

3. H.M.P.W.

1446/-

1451/4/-

1314/12/-

15

15

12

4. H.M. T.

1583/4/-

2180/10/-

1932/5/-

22

27

25

5. H.M.R.R.

1297/2/-

2140/3/-

1614/15/-

25

20

21

6. H.M.E.

613/15/3

1417/14/-

679/1/-

18

14

17

7. The late Dr. 924/12/Lehna Singh

(including 1st
December)

13(including 1st December)

Sethi

HONOURABLE MINISTER FOR LABOUR.
*2845. Shri Ram Sharma :
pleased to state:(a)

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

the reason why the hon. Minister of Labour has been
relieved of certain portfolios;

(b ) whether he has sufficient work to do as Minister at present;
(c) the average number of files he is required to deal within a
week ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Attention of the hon. Member is

drawn to the reply

already given to Starred Assembly Question No. 2787. f
+Vide page (9) 21.
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[Chief Minister]
(b; Yes. Besides file work, an hon. Minister has to chalk out
fresh policies. Labour is an important department,
newly started in our State, and requires constant attention
for the growing expansion of its activities. Besides, the
Labour Minister is incharge of the new department that
has been created for Harijan welfare work.
(c) The disposal of files varies from time to time, according to
the number received, and no averages can be worked out.

i

Pandit Faqir Chand : Is it not a fact that this has been done
simply in order to please a group of persons whom the hon. Chief
Minister dare not displease in any case ?
Mr. Speaker :

this is an insinuation.

DISPENSARIES.
*2861.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state the number of new dispensaries opened in the Statev
during the year 1950 ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava : Sixteen. Besides, nine
dispensaries were transferred to the Punjab on the merger of
States.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know whether the Government
has any long term plan or policy in the matter of opening new
dispensaries in the rural areas of the State every year ?
Chief Minister :

The Government had a plan that there should

be a dispensary for every hundred square miles of territory. But
now we have decided to reduce the area to be served by a dispensary.
As the plan now stands we would like to have a dispensary for every
fifty square miles of territory and for 1,500 of population. This
plan will be put into practice as soon as funds are available for the
purpose.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
put this plan into tpractice ?

May I knbw how long it will take to

Starred Questions and Answers
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Chief Minister : I have stated that as soon as the funds improve
we will put the scheme into practice.
PUNITIVE POLICE POSTS IN DISTRICT GURDASPUR.
*2863. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state :—
(a) the total number of punitive police posts in the Gurdaspur
district at present ;
^

(b) the reasons for establishing these posts ;
(c)

^

the dates when these posts were established ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) No punitive police post exists at present in the Gurdaspur
District.
(b) and (c) D o not arise.
NEW LIQUOR SHOPS OPENED IN THE 3T V
*2864.

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

W ill the hon. Chief Minish

be pleased to state :—
(a) the number o f new liquor shops opened in the State
since the partition ;
(b) the amount o f revenue realised from these shops during
the last three years ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Two. These shops were already located at Pataudi and
Loharu before their merger with the Punjab and have

S
V

continued to remain there after the merger .
(b) Year

*

1948-49 (1st O cto
ber 1948 to 31st
March 1949)

Revenue
Rs.
6,189

(The licenses were gran
ted with effect from the
1st October,
1948 and
thus

they functioned for

six months only during the
year 1948-49)

V

1949- 50
*

1950- 51

15,458/17,538/-
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P R O H IB IT IO N IN TH E STATE.
*2865. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to State the steps so far taken by the Government to introduce
Prohibition in the State ?
The hon. Doctor Gopi Chand Bhargava :

A

note showing the

steps so far taken to introduce prohibition in the State is laid on

the

Table.f
Shri Prabodh Chandra : The hon. Chief Minister has stated that
such shops would remain closed on Tuesdays, Gandhijis’ Birthday and
15th August.
other days ?

Have any instructions been issued with regard to some

Chief Minister.

I reqiure notice.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : It has been stated that no person below
twenty five years in age wfill be allowed to buy liquor. Is it not a
fact that liquor is being bought irrespective of the age of the buyer ?
Chief Minister :

It is not in m y knowledge

STARTING PAY OF EXTRA ASSISTANT COMMISSIONERS
IN THE STATE.
*3035. Dr. Sant Ram Seth :
pleased to

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

State :■—

(a) the total number of Extra Assistant Commissioners in the
State district-wise ;
(b)

the starting pay of an Extra Assistant
the State ?

Commissioner in

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) The required information is given in the statement placed
on the T able.f
£ ,) Rs. 300/- except in the case of directly recruited Extra
Assistant Commissioners under training, who get Rs. 125/f

Kept in the Library
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till they have completed their training and passed their
departmental examinations by the Higher S tandard, when
they also start getting 300/-.

STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER OF EXTRA ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONERS SERVING IN THE VARIOUS
DISTRICTS OF PUNJAB.
...

9

...

...

S

Gurgoen

...

...

6

Karnal

...

1.

Hissar

...

2.

Rohtak

3.

4.

5. Ambala

...

6.

Simla

V

7.

Kangra

...

8. Jullundur

...

9. Hoshiarpur

...

...

11
...

10

...

3

\

6
12

-

9

10.

Ludhiana

...

9

11.

Ferozepur

...

17

12,

Amritsar

...

16

13.

Gurdaspur

...

Dr. Sant Ram Seth :

10

Is it a fact that cars are being provided

to them by the Government ?
Chief Minister :

•••

There is no truth in it.
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!
BHAKRA DAM PROJECT.
*3050. Thakur Dalip Singh :
pleased to state :—

Will the

hon. Chief Minister be

(a) whether it is a fact that a number of villages in the
Kangra District shall come under water in connection
with the construction of Bhakra Dam,
(b) if the answer to part (a) above be in

,
the affirmative,

the number of such villages alongwith their names, the
population and the area involved.
(c) where do the Government intend to rehabilitate the
people likely to be ejected and whether the Government
propose to give land for land to those people ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
(b) 96 villages of Kangra District whose names are given in
the enclosed listf will be affected by Bhakra Dam
Reservoir. Approximate area of 11,610 acres is likely
to be submerged under wate£
The population affected
will be approximately 9000 persons.
(c) There are no State waste areas in the Punjab which can
be offered to the displaced persons, but other measures
are under consideration of the Government.
Thakur Dalip Singh :
Chief Minister :

W ill they get land some where else ?

They will be provided with land far residential

purposes.
Thakur Dalip Singh :
Chief Minister :

W hat about cultivation.

About that I cannot say at present.

is that generally cash compensation is given.

fK e p t in the library.

The rule
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SHRI RAM CHANDRA, A HARIJAN PATW ARI.
*3052.

Chaudhri

Prem Singh :

Will the

hon. Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state:(a) whether it is a fact that Shri Ram Chandra a Harijan
Patwari, working continuously for the last seven years
in the Deputy Commissioner’s Office Gurgaon, has been
reverted; if so, on what gruunds;
(b) whether he was afforded an opportunity to explain his
position as required by Article 311 (2) of Constitution of
India ?
The hon.

Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :

The hon. Member is

referred to the reply given to question No. 2774f asked by Chaudhri
Sundar Singh who had sought the same information.

IRRIGATION IN KANGRA DISTRICT.
*3055.

Thakur Dalip Singh :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state:(a) the amount of money spent on

irrigation works in the

Kangra district in the years 1949-50;
(b) the number of new kuhls constructed and the places where
they were constructed;
(c) the number of Kuhls

repaired and where

they

were

repaired.
(d ) the additional area irrigated by such Kuhls together with
the names of villages in which such area is situated ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Rhargava :
(a)

Rs. 94,8641-

(b) Nil
Koishi Kuhl and Bari Kuld were extended.
t Vide page (5) 1 Supra.
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[Chief Minister]
(c) Eleven.
Details of Kuhls are placed on the table.
(d) Details placed on the table.
Details

of

Kuhls

repaired in Kangra District

during

1949-50.
(c)

(i) Eleven.
(ii) 1.

Baddi Kuhl in village Garoh.

2.

Pakki Dangi Kuhl taking off from
in Shahpur.

Khowli Khad

3.

Kirpal Chand Kuhl taking off from Neogal Khad
in Palampur Tehsil.

4.

Panditul Kuhl taking

off from

Awa Khad in

Palampur TehsiL
5.

Dai Kuhl taking o ff from Awa Khad in Palampur
Tehsil.

6.

Patnohal Kuhl taking off from Neogal Khad in
Palampur Tehsil.

7.

Badhal Thor Kuhl in Dera Tehsil.

8.

Dhanul Kuhl

taking off

from

Baner Khad

in

Kangra Tehsil.
9.

Koishi Kuhl at Naggar.

10.

Bari Kuhl at Katrain.

11.

Dhobi Kuhl taking off from Phojal Nala in Kulu
Valley.

(d)

Information regrrding additional area irrigated by these

Kuhls and the names of villages in which such area is situated is not
yet available.

Total area served, by these Kuhls is 24,236 acres.
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IMPORT OF TAXABLE ARTICLES FROM DELHI.
*3067.
to state:-

Shri Virendra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

(a) whether the Government is aware of the fact that some
traders import taxable articles from Delhi,
articles in the Punjab, without paying Sales

d sell those
x;

(b) the approximate annual loss to the Government by such
evasion of the sales tax;
(c) the steps, if any, taken b y the Government to stop this
unauthorised import, and evasion of the sales tax ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes
(b) R s. twenty lakhs approximately.
(c) The measures to stop the evasion of Sales Tax are under
the consideration of Government.
Shri Virendra : Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly rtell us since
when the Government is incurring this loss of Rs. 20 lakhs ?
Chief Minister :
Shri Virendra :
this tax was levied.
Chief Minister :
Shri Virendra :

Since the imposition of the Sales Tax.
Do I take it that it is about a year since when

I think so.
May I know why Government has not been able

to stop evasion of the Sales Tax for the last one year ?
Chief Minister :
Member thinks.

It is not as easy a job

to do so as the hon.

Besides, whatever action we take in the matter of

Sales Tax, we do so in full consultation with the traders.

If we take

action independently to stop evasion of Sales Tax a 1 fail in our
efforts then no useful purpose will be served.
But we
>pe to put a
stop to this evasion with the full co-operation 'o f the traders.

More

over levy of Sales T ax in Delhi from April 1, 1951, will also help us
to stop the evasion of this tax.
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DELIMITATION OF CONSTITUENCIES IN THE STATE.
*3069.

Shri Virendra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

to state :—
(a) whether the Government have finalised the work o f deli
mitation of constituencies in the State ;
(b) when the Government proposes to publish these proposals
for public information ;
(c) whether the Government proposes to invite objections to
these prosposals before they are finalised ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bh.rgava :
(a) No.
(b) and (c) the matter is the subject of correspondence with
, the Election Commission, India, which will make
its

recommendations,

in

consultation

with

the

Delimitation Committee appointed by Parliament,
to the President who will take the final decision.
We will communicate the views of the Committee
appointed by the hon. Speaker to the Commission.
Sir, after ths reply had been drafted by the
office, 1
received the information that the meeting of the Delimitation
Committee of the Parliament is going to take place today (21st

March)

to discuss .the delimitation of constituencies for the Parliament. I
have asked the Home Secretary to personally represent to the Commi
ttee at Delhi, that after they have finalised their recommendations
these should be made available to us, so that we may, after consul
tation, be able to give a final decision. We coni 1 not give a final
decision because we were hardly able to tabulate the figures of voters
after their revision.
Mr. Speaker : May I kno v if the recommendations of our
Committee have been forwarded to the Central Delimitation Commi
ttee ?
Chief Minister :

Yes, Sir, those recommendations were forwarded

to that Committee.
Shri

Virendra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly tell us

whether the Committee set

up by

the hon.

Speaker for considering
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proposals regarding delimitation of constituencies will be consulted by
the Government before it forwards its final proposals to the Govern
ment of India ?
*

Ch*ef Minister :

If the hon. Speaker so desires, his order will be

obeyed.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know whether any changes were made

in the original proposals of the Government regarding delimitation of
v

constituencies by this Committee and these amended proposals were
sent to the Government of India ?
Chief Minister :

The proposals of the Government as also the

recommendations made by this Committee were forwarded to the
Parliamentary Delimitation Committee
Shri

Ram

Sharma :

May I know whether the Government

considered the recommendations or amendments made by this
Committee in the original proposals of the Government and incorporated
them in its final proposals sent to the Parliamentary Commission ?
Chief Minister : What the Government did, was, that it sent tc
recommendations of the Committee set up by the hon. Speaker af er
having fully considered them, along with the proposals of
ment.

the

Govern

Mehta Ranbir Singh : The hon Chief Minister has stated that
a request has been made to the Government of India to communicate
the decisions of the Parliamentary Delimitation Committee to the
Punjab Government so that it may consider them and send its views
about them. May I enquire whether the Punjab Government is
empowered to make any changes in the final decisions of the Parlia
mentary Delimitation Committee ?
Chief Minister :

Since the President has to take

the

final

decision, we have put in a request that the Punjab Government may be
given an opportunity to express its views on the decisions o f the
Parliamentary Delimitation
Mehta Ranbir Singh :
*

Committee.
May I know whether it is the intention of

the Government to place the final decisions of the Parliamentary
Delimitation Committee before the House for discussion or will it take
decision on them indpendently of the House ?
V
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The matter will be left to the discretion of the

Whatever he decides in this connection, will be carried

out.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly

us whether the proposals sen': by the Punjab Government

tell

are of a

confidential nature or they can be published ?
Chief Minister

They cannot be published.

They have

been

communicated only to the Parliamentary Delimitation Committee.

RETRENCHMENT AND SUPERSESSION IN PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT (B & R BRANCH)
x *2621. Shri Ram Sharma :
Works be pleased to state

Will the hon. Minister for Public

(a) whether it has recently come to his notice that in the
Public Works Department ( B & R Branch )
some
senior clerks have been

discharged from service

while

junior men have been kept, and some other senior clerks
have been reverted and their juniors retained as senior
'

clerks;
(b) whether it is a fact that a junior most Assistant is going
to be confirmed over and above the heads of so many
seniors in the above mentioned department ?
The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
(a)

No.

(b) No.

ELECTIONS TO SMALL TOWN COMMITTEES IN THE STATE.
*2740.

Sardar Sajjan Singh ;

Will the hon. Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state :—
(a) the date on which the last elections to

each of

town committees in the State vvere held ;

the small
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(b) the number of the elected and
nominated members
separately of each of such committees on 1st February,
1951 ;
(c) when does the Government

intend

to hold the next

eletcions to these committees ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Shri D ev Raj Sethi) :
(a) A statement is laid on the Table.j*
(b) A statement is laid on the T able.f
(d) Please refer to answer given to part (b) of question No. 2630.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The statement provided by

the Govern- .

ment in reply to this question reveals that elections to Small Town
Committees

of Ramdas and

Sultanwind

villages in the Amritsar

District were held on 14th December 1947.

May I know the reason

why elections to Allawalpur Small Town Committee in Jullundur
District cou d not be held in view o f the fact that for the last 14
years no elections had taken place there?
Parliamentary

Secretary:

Elections

could

not be held there

owing to certain special circumstances prevailing in the State.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

When it was possible for the Government

to hold elections to Ramdas and Sultanwind Small Town Committees
in Amritsar District on 14th December 1917, where was the ditficulty
in ordering elections to

Allawalpur Small Town

Committee in the

Jullundur District? May I know what special circumstances were
prevailing in the Jullundur District which prevented the holding of
elections there and which were non-existent in the Amritsar District
and therefore enabled the Government to hold elections to the Small
Town Committees there ?
Parliamentary Secretary : If the
necessary information will be collected.

hon.

Member gives

notice,

Sardar Sajjan Singh : While 1 fail to understand the necessity
of any notice for eliciting this information, may I ask whether the
Government did not care to think that if in December 1947, elections
to Small Town Committees were possible at two places, they could
be held at other places also ?
jK ep t in the Library.
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I am sorry that the date of election

given in the reply is incorrect.

It has been wrongly supplied owing

to the mistake on the part of the o fll e concerned.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Will the hon. Parliamentary Secretary

please state the reasons or circumstances which led the Government
to postpone the elections ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

The postponement of elections was

brought about owing to the disturbed conditions of law and order in the
State during 1947. Besides, the electoral rolls had not been prepared.
As soon as the electoral rolls are completed a decision will be taken
by the Government to hold the elections.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Do I take it that the law and order

condition in the Jullundur District in 1947 was worse than in Amritsar
District and, therefore, elections to Small Town Committee could
not be held ?
Parliamentary Secretary:

Since it has been admitted that

a

wrong date has been mentioned in the main reply, this question
does not arise.
Shri Bhagat Ram C hodha: Is the Government aware that it
is no less than 14 years since elections were held to Allawalpur
Small Town Committee ?

BORING OF TUBEWELLS IN SHAHPUR KANDI ILAQA.
*2862.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will

the

hon. Minister for

Public Works be pleased to state whether the Government intends
to bore some tubewells in Shahpur Kandi Ilaqa of Pathankot ^Tehsil
to solve the problem o f scarcity of drinking water; if so, how many ?
The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
gation.

The matter is under investi

PROVISION OF HOUSES TO REFUGEES.
*3033. Dr. Sant Ram Seth :

W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabili

tation be pleased to state : —
(a) the number of refugee camps still in existence in the State
together with the number of refugees still living in them ;
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(b) the number of refugee towns built in the State so far
together with the following information :—
(i) the number o f houses built so far in those towns ;
(ii) the number of houses occupied b y the refugees;
(iii) the number of houses still v a ca n t;
(c)
the number of refugee families who have been
with roofed shelter?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:
/
(a) 28 Relief Camps including Wojnen Homes and Infirmaries
are in existence in the State at present.
The total
population in these as reported on 3rd February 1951 was
97, 441. Gratuitous relief is given only to the inmates of
Women Homes and Infirmaries.
v

(b) (i; Fourteen \ownships in all have been developed in the
State, where 3,873 houses have been constructed and 56
houses are under construction.
(ii) 3,171 houses are occupied by displaced persons, including
displaced aged and infirm persons in the infirmaries and
Government servants.
(iii) 268 houses are lying vacant in the New Townships of
Rohtak, Karnal, Hoshiarpur and Rewari.
(A
brief
statement giving the details of these houses in each New
Township is enclosed).f
(c)

The number of displaced persons provided with roofed
shelter by the Government is detailed as under :—
(i) 9,22,322 displaced persons or approximately 1,84,465
displaced families are accommodated in evacueed
houses.
\
(ii) 72,468 displaced persons or approximately 14,494
families in Mud Huts.
(iii; 5,555 displaced persons or
families in Women Homes.

t Kept in the Library

approximately

1,111

provided
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[Minister for Rehabilitation]
(iv) 20,000 displaced persons or

approximately 3,334

families in New Townships.

NEW PRIMARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE STATE,
*2860. Shrl Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon.
Minister for
Education be pleased to state the numbers separately o f new Primary,
Middle and High Schools opened in the State during the year 1950?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand >
Number of new schools opened in the state during 1950 :—
Primary.

Middle.

High.

162

32

29

These figures do not include information

about

Hoshiarpur

District Girls Schools.
.

t

.

DAMAGE TO STANDING CROPS BY LOCUSTS IN THE STATE.
*3034. Dr. Sant Ram Seth : Will the hon. Minister for Education
be pleased to state >
(a) the number of places visited recently by locusts in the
State ;
(b) the extent of damage done to the standing cTops?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :

*

(a) 456 villages were visited from 10th January, 1951 to 28th
February, 1951.
(b) The extent ot damage done to standing crops varied greatly
in different fields in a.village and in different villages in the
district according to the infestation and duration of stay
oflocusts. Special Girdawari when completed will show
the extent ot damage.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

May I know if the

Government is

going to exempt those zarnmdars from the payment of land revenue
who have suffered heavy losses due t.o the visitation of the locusts?
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M inister:

Government

will consider

that
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as

soon

as

the

Girdawari reports are ready.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : Has the Government supplied any
fodder to the people in these areas?
Minister:

The Deputy Commississioners have been instructed

to submit their reports about the distribution of

fodder to the people

in these areas.
Shri

Bhagat

Ram

Chodha:

What

arrangement

has

the

Government made to make fodder available to these people for the
period before it receives the reports from the Deputy Commissioners as
referred to by the hon. Minister ?
Minister :

Arrangements are being made by the

Government to

provide them with all the things they ne d.

EXTRA ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE
IN KANGRA DISTRICT.
*3047. Thakur Dalip Singh:
Education be pleased to state:(a)

Will the * hon.

Minister

for

the number of Extra Assistant Directors of Agriculture
posted at and transferred from Kangra District since 1947 ;

(b) whether Government is aware that on account

of these

frequent transfers agriculture work has suffered u. good
deal in the Kangra District ; if so, the action Government
proposes to take in the matter ?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a) Six.
(b > These postings and transfers were ordered in the exigencies
of public service. As the district has not been allowed to
remain without any Extra Assistant Director of Agri
culture the agricultural work has not suffered in the least. "
A sufficiently senior officer, who is not likely to be shifted
soon, has recently been posted there.
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May’ I know whether the transfers of

these Extra Assistant Directors are made as a punishment to them or
for the efficient accomplishment of the work of the Government ?
Minister :
service.
4

They were transferred in the exigencies of public
'

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

What are the reasons for these frequent

transfers ?
Minister :

I have already

stated that these transfers

were

ordered in the exigencies of public service.

SANCTIONED STRENGTH OF THE POLICE
*2744.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

DEPARTMENT.

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state : —
(a) the sanctioned strength of Superintendents, Additional
Superintendents,
Assistant
Superintendents,
Deputy
Superintendents, Inspectors, Sub-Inspectors, Assistant
^

Sub-Inspectors and Head Constables respectively in the
Police Department on

1 st

January 1948,

1st January 1950 and

1 st

January 1951 respectively ;

(b) the

number o f posts

1 st

January 1949,

which were filled by

temporary

(officiating) hands on the dates mentioned above ;
(c ) the number of posts which have not so far been filled by
permanent hands together with the reasons therefor ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a) and (b) The statement is laid on the Table, f
(c)

The statement is laid on the T able.f Due to shortage of

♦

officers and to test the efficiency of incumbents.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : In view of the reply to parts (a) and (b)
above, may I know why the number of these officiating officers is so
large ?
t Kept in the Library
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An officer is not confirmed as soon as he is

He has to complete his pej iod of probation before he is

confirmed.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W hat is the period of probation of the

Superintendent of Police and other officials.

Is it 4 years ?

Chief Minister : Generally the probation period for all Government
servants is

2

years.

SANCTIONED STRENGTH OP THE IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT.
*2747.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to State :—
(a) the sanctioned strength of the

1 st

and

2

nd

respectively in the Irrigation Department on

grade officers
1st 'January

1948, 1st January 1949, 1st January 1950 and 1st January
1951 respectively ;
(b) the number of the posts referred to in part (a) above
which were filled by officiating officers on the dates
mentioned above ;
(c) the number of the posts which have not been filled so far
by permanent hands together with the reasons therefor ;
(d; when does the Government propose to

fill these posts by

permanent hands ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) to (d).

There are no

1 st

and 2nd grade officers employed

in the Irrigation Department and hence it is not possible
to furnish the information desired by the hon. Member.
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SANCTIONED STRENGTH OF THE MEDICAL, PUBLIC HEALTH ETC.,
DEPARTMENTS.
*2748, Sardar Sajjan Singh :
pleased to state:-

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) the sanctioned strength of the

1 st

and

2

nd grade officers

in the Medical and Public Health and the Excise and
Taxation Departments separately on the 1st
1948;

1 st

January, 1949,

1st

January, 1950

January,
and

1 st

January, 1951, respectively;
(b) the number of posts referred to above which were filled by
officiating hands in each of the aforesaid departments on
the dates mentioned above;
(c) the number of the posts which have not been filled so far
by permanent hands in each of the aforesaid departments
together with the reasons therefor;
(d) when does the Government propose to fill these posts by
permanent hands ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

A statement is laid on the

Table t
Sardar Sajjan Singh : In view of the reply given to parts ■b) and
(c) above regarding the Excise and Taxation Department, that no
post has so far been filled up by permanent hands as the Department
was made permanent from the 1st March, 1950, may I know whether
the probation period o f these officials starts from 1st March, 1950 or
before ?
Chief Minister :

This department was made permanent on

1 st

March; 1950. Now the time has come as to who amongst them should be
made permanent against the permanent vacancies.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is it a fact that some of the officials have

been on probation for the last 4 3/ears or more ? Is it also a fact that in
spite of their having worked in different officiating capacities they
have not been made permanent ?
+ Kept in the Library.
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I have already stated that no post has so far

been filled up by permanent hands as the department was made
permanent from the 1st March, 1950.
at the opportune time.

V

They will be made permanent

STEEL SCANDAL CASES.
*2846. Shri Ram Sharma : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

*

to state the number of ‘Steel Scandal’ cases that have been withdrawn
b y the Government together with the reasons for withdrawal in e-ich
case ?

H

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
The Government have decided to withdraw 31 cases.
/

All these

cases relate to iron and steel permits issued before 29th Novem ber,
1948, the date on which the Government of India for the first time
issued their notification No.

-

1

(1)-1 (71) dated 29th November, 1948,

delegating powers of Controller to the Deputy Director of Industries,
East Punjab and-as such these could not be proceeded with legally.

vv

REPORT OF THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE.
*2847.

Shri Ram Sharm a:

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state:(a) the steps Government has taken to implement the recom
mendations

of the Public Accounts Committee in their

recent report about the travelling allowance of the hon.
Ministers and first class Government officers, as endorsed
*

by this Assembly;
*
(b) the action taker* on other recommendations of the Public
Accounts Committee as endorsed by this Assembly ?
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Government have .considered the recommendations of the
Public Accounts Committee and have decided that there
is no scope

for any further reduction in the

existing

rates of road mileage for journeys by road in the case of
officers of grade I and the hon. Ministers.
(b) Action has been taken on several of the recommmendations;
on others it is under consideration.

A complete statement

of the action taken will, as usual, from an annexure to
the Report of the Public Accounts Committee on the
Appropriation Accounts for the year 1948-49.

ADVERTISEMENTS BY THE GOVERNMENT.
*2866. Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a) the total amount spent b y the Government during the year
1950 on advertisments in the newspapers;
(b) the names of the newspapers in which these advertisements
appeared together with the amount paid to each one of
them ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava.
(a) Rs. 77,499/4/9

*

(b) It is not in public interest to disclose this information.

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISEMENTS IN NEWSPAPERS.
*2867.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state whether the Government maintains a black list of the
newspapers to which Government advertisements are not given ?
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
No.

%
FINANCIAL AID FROM THE UNION GOVERNMENT.
*2868.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the financial aid received from the Union Government in
the form of grants or loans
1950 ;

to the State during the year

/

(b) the manner in which these funds have been utilised ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) During the year 1950, this State Government received the
following amounts aggregating to Rs. 12,31,95,000 in the
form of Loans and Grant-in-aid from the Central Govern
ment,
Rs.

1. LOAN :—
Rehabilitation Loan (Urban and Rural)

1,50,00,000

Loan to Pan jab University

2,19,000

Loan for Gujrat Train Tragedy

1,00,000

Housing Loan for displaced persons
Loan for Buria Muslims

58.00. 000
20,000

Loan for Industrial Housing Schemes
Loan for Bhakra and Nangal Schemes
Loan for Ferozepore Canal Project
Loans for G.M F. Schemes

. .

10 00

000

7,00,00,000
18,00,000
2,36,31,000

II. G R A N T -IN -A ID .
56,25,000

Subvention
Total

12,31,95,000
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[Chief Minister]
(b) The loan money has been spent or is being spent

on the

schemes for which the Central Govt, advanced the
amounts whereas the Grant-in-aid has been utilised for
meeting the gap between Revenue Receipts and Revenue
Expenditure of the State
Shri Amarnath

Vidyalankar :

May

I

know

whether

these

subventions were given according to Deshmukh Award ?
Chief Minister : These were sudsidies and not subventions under
the Deshmukh Award.
Shri Amarnath Vidyalankar : May I know whether the statutory
share of income tax is included in this amount or not ?
Chief Minister :

I cannot say.

MURDER CASES IN THE STATE.
*2869.

Shri Prahodh Chandra :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state : —
**
(a) the number of murders committed

in the State during the

year 1949-50 ;
(b) the number of cases which were traced and which remained
untraced separately ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

686

.

(b) 460 cases were traced and 202 remained untraced.
Note.— 16 cases were cancelled and
Shrimati Sita Devi :

8

are pending investigation.

Is it not a fact that certain murder cases

are not ^'registered by the Police ;
propose to take on such cases ?

if so, what action Government

Chief Minister : I can only say of those reports which are made
at the Police Stations. It is not possible for me to say about those
reports which are not received by the police.
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May I know whether the same old system of

registering complaints is followed which was in vogue during the
British regi ne when the reports made by officers were inquired into
and the reports made by ordinary persons were not taken notice of ?
Sardar Sajjat. Singh :

As 80%

cases have remained untraced,

may I know whether the Government has introduced a better system
of making investigation

of the crimes or is adhering to the same old

system ?
Chief Minister : #A11 possible measures are adopted to trace out
the crimes.
Sardar Saijan Singh : May I know whether Government has
introduced some scientific methods according to which investigation
• is made in such cases ; or is it still following the same old practice
which was followed before the year 1947 ?
Chief Minister : I would make an enquiry and can give a reply
after making a comparison.

SALES TAX SUB-INSPECTOR, MOGA.
*2895. Shri Pam Sharma :
pleased to state :—

W ill

the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) whether it is a fact that Sales Tax Sub-Inspector Moga,
recently entered the business premises of Bhandari
Electric Stores and harassed the proprietor ;
(b) whether tinder the provision of the Sales Tax A ct of 1948,
a Sales Tax Sub-Inspector is allowed to enter the premises
of any shop ;
(c) whether M/S Bhandari Electric Stores were supplied with
a copy or were allowed to seeythe inspection report of the
said Tax Sub-Inspector ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
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[Chief Minister]
* (b) No,
(c) No. The inspection report of a Taxation Sub-Inspector is
a confidential Government record
shown to any member of the public.

which

cannot

be

COMPLAINT AGAINST SALES TAX SUB-INSPECTOR, MOGA.
*2897.

Shri Ram Sharma :

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state
(a) whether he recently received a

complaint

against the

Sales Tax Sub-Inspector Moga (Ferozepore) ; if so, whether
any enquiry was made into the allegations made therein ;
(b) whether he is aware of the fact that the Sales Tax SubInspector referred to in part (a) above was selling Appli
cation forms for registration etc., at Rs. -/4 /- per form ;
fc) the results of enquiry referred to in part (a) above ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) First Part :

Yes

Second Part :

Yes.

(b ) No.
(c) The complaints were found to be wrong.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I know the name of the officer who

made this enquiry ?
Chief Minister :

I can’ t say at present.

W ATER RATES IN BHALAUT DISTRIBUTARY SUB-DIVISION.
*2898. Shri Ram Sharma :
pleased to state : —

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) whether it is a fact that under the Canal Act, by a noti
fication, the waier rates of lift water were fixed, as half
of the flow water ;

*
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(b) if so, whether that notification has since been cancelled,
as far as the Bhalaut Distributary in Bhalaut Sub-Division
of the Hariana Division, is concerned.
(c) whether the Government is aware of the fact that for the
Bhalaut Distributary referred to in part (b) above, the lift
and flow rates are the same; if so, the reasons thereof ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
(b)

No.

(c) No.

Sanctioned

lift

areas when irrigated by lift

are

charged at lift rates but unsanctioned lift areas if irrigated
are assessed at lift rates and in addition a special rate
equal to the lift rates is levied for the crops sown.

/

POSTINGS AND TRANSFERS OF SUB-DIVISIONAL OFFICERS
IRRIGATION IN KANGRA DISTRICT.
*3056.

Thakur Dalip Singh:

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state
(a) the number of Sub-Divisional Officers, Irrigation posted
in Kulu and Kangra Sub-Divisions in the year
and transfers made in the same year ;

1949-50

(b ) the reasons for the quick transfers in the cases referred
to in pait (a) above ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Only one Sub-Divisional Officer was posted to Sultaupur
Sub-Division at Kulu and five Sub-Division Officers were
posted to Kangra Sub-Division in the year 1949-50.
(b)

Reversions and promotions of the officers posted to
Kangra Sub-Division led to four transfers.
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May I know what are the reasons that

the officers in Kangra are transferred so soon ?
Chief Minister :

Quick transfers are made due to /eversions

and promotions.

GROW MORE FOOD COMMITTEE MEETINGS IN KANGRA
IRRIGATION SUB-DIVISION.
*3057.

Thakur Dalip Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state whether the Sub-Divisional Officer (Irrigation)
Sub-Division

was

expected to

attend

District

Kangra

Grow More Food

Committee meetings and submit his progress report there ; if so, the
number of such meetings attended by him in the year 1949-50 ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

Yes.

He attended meetings of District Grow More Food Commitee on
7th January 1950 and 7th Maich 1950 during the year 1949-50.
Kangra Sub Division was opened only on 7th November 1941).

The

SANCTIONED STRENGTH OF THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT.
*2745.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for Labour

be pleased to state :—
(a) the sanctioned strength of

1 st

and

2

nd

grade officers

respectively in the Labour Department on 1st January
1948, January 194^, 1st January 1950 and 1st January
1951 Jst respectively ;
(b ) the number of posts which were filled by temporary
(officiating) hands in the aforesaid department on the
dates mentioned above ;
(c) the number of posts which have not so far been filled by
confirmed hands together with the reasons therefor ;
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(d) when are such posts likely to be filled b y permanent
h inds ?
The hon Shri Prithvi Singh Azad :
(a) The Labour Department in this State came into existence
only in July 1949.

The sanctioned strength of 1st and

► 2nd grade officers in this Department, (on 1st January
1950 and 1st January 1951), was one and two as given
b e lo w ;—

(b)

1st grade

—

—

one Labour Commissioner.

2nd grade

—

—

two Labour Officers.

The Labour Commissioner took over on the

6

th July,

1949, and one Labour Officer joined on the 13th June,
1949;
(c) The post of

2

nd Labour^Officer has not been filled in so

far because efforts were being made to gauge how

much

load one Labour Officer could carry ;
(dj

The post will be filled in due course, when complete data
as to the volume of work is available.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

May I know under which class of Govern

ment servants the Labour Inspectors tall
Minister:

?

In Class III.

Sardar Sajjan S ingh: May I know the number of Labour
Inspectors who were reciuited through the Public Service Commission
and the number o f those whose appointment was made by the
Government ?
Minister :
Commission.

. ' /
All these posts were filled through the Public Service

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is it not a fa ctth a t one Labour Inspector

was appointed by the Government before August,
1919 and 11 Labour Inspectors were recruited
Service Commission in August 1949 ? The Public
fixed their seniority but the person who was
Government was placed senior-most of all ?

sometime in April
through the Public
Service Commission
appointed by the
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Minister : Perhaps my hon. Friend is referring to that Labour
Inspector who was first employed as Weights and Measures Inspector
in the Industries Department.
When he was recruited as Labour
Inspector the pay of the post was Rs. 140/- per mensem. He continued
to work on this pay.

Afterwards the pay of

Labour

Inspectors

was

raised to Rs. 180/- and it was necessary to refer the case to the P ublic■
«
Service Commission.
As the person in question was already in
Government service holding the appointment of Labour
he was not recruited through the Public Service Commission.

Inspector
His case

was, however, submitted to the Public Service Commission

for its /4

approval.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Was there no scale of pay fixed for the

post of Labour Inspector when t} is particular person was appointed
to it ?
Minister :
of

persons

When this Labour Department was started, services

with

requisite

qualifications

could

not

be

secured

immediately and so the w ork ^ a s set going by loaning the services of
officials of the Industries Department. This candidate was also taken
from the Industries Department as he had some experience of labour
or cognate work.
✓

Sardar Sajjan S in gh :

Was the personal file of this candidate

sent to the Public Service Commission at the time they were making
the selection of other candidates for the posts of Labour Inspectors ?
Minister :

When the grade of the post of Labour Insp?ctor was

fixed vis-a- 7 is the grade of the same post under the Government of
India and the question of allowing that grade to the candidate in
question arose his personal file was sent to the Public Service
Commission.

'

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Was his case considered by the Public

Service Commission at the same time as the selection of other candi
dates was held or afterwards ?
Minister ;

Since he was already a Government servant it was

not necessary to refer his case to the Public Service Commission along
with other candidates simply because the Government had revised the
grade of the post.

After judging his suitability, however, his personal

file was sent to the Commission to have his case approved by them.

J
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Master Gurbanta Singh :

May I know if any Harijans have been

appointed to the posts of Labour Inspectors?
Minister : So far as I remember 3 out of 13 posts have
gone to Harijans and so they have got a large share than the per
centage fixed for them.
'
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know if three Harijan

have been

appointed on the basis of their qualifications or just because their
respresentation in other departments is much less than the percentage
o f posts fixed for them?
Minister :

The Harijans have been given greater representation

in this department because Backward Communities constitute the
m ajority of the labour class.
Moreover these Harijan candidates
fulfilled the requisite qualifications and so no favour has been shown
to them.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

I hope the Government has no desire

to reduce their share in other departments just beeause they have
been allowed

a little more than their due share of posts

department.

in this
/

Minster :

No.

SANCTIONED STRENGTH OF THE PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT ETC.,
*2746. Sardar Sajjan Singh :
•
Works be pleased to stat±: —

Will the hon. Minister for Public

(a) the sanctioned strength of the

%

1 st

and

2

nd grade officers

respectively o; the Public Works Department (Buildings
and Roads Branch),the Public Health, Engineering, the
Electricity, the Local Self Government, the Panchayats
and the Stationery and Printing Departments of the Sate
Governrnent on 1.1.48, and 1.1.51 respectively;
(b) the number of the aforesaid posts in each^of the department
referred to in part (a) above which were filled by temporary
(^officiating) hands on the dates mentioned above;
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(c) the number of posts which have not been filled so far by
permanent hands together with the reasons therefor;
(d) when

does

the

Government

propose to fill them by

permanent hands ?
'

:

• ,

Parliamentary Secretary (Shri Dev Raj Sethi) :
(a) The sanctiohed strength of the P.S.E. Class I and
11 in the Buildings and Roads Brach was

22

Class

and

12

respectively on the said dates.
The permanent posts recently sanctioned for Public Health
Circle are

1

Superintending Engineer, 1 Executive Engineer,

Assistant Engineer and 3 Assistant Engineers.

1

The permanent sanctioned strength of Electricity Branch,
Stationery and

Printing

Department

and

Panchayat

Department was as follows on the said dates :—

Electricity Branch

1.1.50

1.1.48

1.1 49

15

24

26

21

25'

32

33

31

1

1

1

Nil

1

1

Nil

Nil

Nil

1

1

1

1.1.51

Class I
Officers *

Class IT Officers
Stationery and
Printing

Class I Officer

1

Department
(re-em ployed
after super
annuation till
20.6.48)
Class II

Officers

Nil

Panchayat
Department

Class

I

Class II

I
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(b) The following number of Class I and Class II posts were
held by temporary (officiating) officers :—
Buildings and
Roads Bra p ch Class I

8

Class II

12

7

6

12

12

5
12

Electricity
Branch

Class I

Nil

2

4

Nil

Class II

1

5

4

2

Class I

Nil

Nil

Nil

1

Class II

1

1

1

1

Panchayat
Department

"N il” so far as Stationery and Printing
cerned.

Department is

The posts of Public Health Circle have been sanctioned only
recently.
So far as Local Government Department is concerned, only
three P. C. S. Officers are working in Local bodies.
(c) Out of the six vacant posts in P. S. E . Class I in Bui dings
and Roads Branch, 4 have already been referred to the
Punjab Public Service Commission, who held a competi
tive examination in January, 1951 for this purpose.
recommendations of

The

the Commission have been received

and these posts will be filled in very shortly.
In Electricity Branch no Class I permanent post is vacant.
Two posts of Class II are vacant and Officers against these
posts have not been confirmed so far as they are not eligible
for confirmation according to the Service Rules of the
Branch. Their cases for confirmation would be considered
when they become eligible for confirmation.
"N il’ , so far as Stationery and Printing Department is con 
cerned.
(d) The remaining two posts in P. S. E. Class I of Buildings and
Roads Branch will be filled in as soon as possible and those
of Class II will be filled in as soon as that Service is
formtd.
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Action is already being taken to make permanent appointments
against the posts sanctioned for Public Health Circle.

PROMOTIONS OF OVERSEERS IN P. W. D.
i
*2896.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state whether it is a fact that
overseers in Public Works Department go neither by

the promotions of
seniority nor by

any fixed formula but by the reports of the immediate superior officers
if so, the reasons therefor ?
Parliamentary Secretary (^hri Dev Raj Sethi) :
Promotions are made on the

basis of seniority-cum-merit and

experience proves that this is the best principle.
Shri Ram Sharma :
‘ seniority-cum-merit.?

To

May I know what is exactly
what

extent

is

seniority

meant

by

taken

into

consideration in a particular ca s 3 and to what extent merit and

what

are the conditions under which one can be exclusively ignored ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

When the occasion

for promotion

to

some post arises, first it is seen as t o who are the senior most officials
and then enquiries are made as to whose work and record among them
are the best. Seniority alone does not justify anyone’s promotion.
Honesty, work and record etc., have to be taken into consideration.
It is not possible to assign any percentages to these considerations.
Shri Ram Sharm a:

How can both

together in the matter of promotion ?

‘seniority, and 'merit'

go

Doesn’t one overrule the other?

W hat I want to know is, in which cases the principle of seniority is
upheld and in which cases the principles of merit ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
less equally senior officials,
of

the

When

among two or three more or

Head o f the Department finds one

them to have done outstanding work he recommend

promotion but that does not mean that seniority is ignored.

him

for
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Shri Ram Sharma :

Then should I take it that it has been left

to the discretion o f the

Head of the Department whether to give

prom otion on the basis of seniority or merit ?
Minister for Labour :

No, the position is not like this.

there are two equally senior officials in the field, the

When

Head of the

Department considers the work and record of each and decides the
matter on the basis of merit though tue final decision
Government.

rests with the

When, however, in a certain case the claimants are found

to be in the same

level so far

as merit is concerned the senior

among them is prom oted.
Shri Ram Sharma : Should I take it then that merit comes in
only where the candidates are more or less equally senior and not in
other cases ?
Minister :

Both are equally kept in view.

I wonder how the

hon. Member is separating them.
Shri Ram Sharma : May I know whether promotions in
Department are made purely on the basis of seniority or merit ?
Minister:

On both.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Then may I know in what cases and under -

what conditions seniority is

considered and merit is ignored and

vice versa ?
Minister :

this

/
i have already replied to it.

Both the criteria are

kept in view in accordance with the rules that exist on the subject.
Shn Ram Sharma :

What are those rules which exist for the

guidance of the heads of departments in the matter o f giving
promotion ? Does the hon. Minister remember any o f them ?
Minister :

They are available in printed form. The hon. Member

can look at them at any time he likes.
/•
Chief Minister :
the hon. Member.

Sir, the things which are printed can be seen by
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PRIVILEGE MOTION.
Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General, Rural)
(Hindi) :

Sir, I rise to make a privilege motion.

In rule 46 of the

Rules of Procedure it is clearly laid down t h a t :

(2) A motion on a question of privilege may be made after questions
and before the business of the day is entered upon, although the
question does not suddenly arise, but any such motion shall be
made at the earliest opportunity and does not ordinarily
require notice.
But so far as the privileges themselves are concerned these rules
arae as silent as the Government.
Mr. Speaker :

What is the hmn. Member’s motion?

\
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Sir, before I read the motion I wish to

make a request and it is that before you give your ruling, you may
kindly give me an opportunity of explaining myself.
Mr. Speaker: I will give the hon. Member an opportunity if
it is necessary to do so. I can’ t comm it anything at this stage.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : Sir, the Chair should only take a decision
after giving audience to the hon. Members.
Mr Speaker;

That was

why

I wanted

the hon. Member to

see me outside the Chamber.
Mehta R anbir Singh ;

Sir, I read my motion ;—

In the opinion of this House the hon Chief Minister is not justified in
misquoting a speech of an hon. Member of the H use and using
libellous and defamatory statement against a head of a department
of tue Government, name y, the Director of Public Instruction
and it is, therefore, resolved that the portion of the hon Chief
' Minister's speech dated 20th Maxell, concerning the Director,
Public Instruction, be expunged from the proceedings.
Mr. Speaker :

It is not a privilege motion.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
Mr. Speaker:
merely saying “ No,

I t is a substantive motion.

No, Sir.

It does not become a privilege mo* ion by your
S ii.”

The hon. Member has put it in the form

of a resolution, a substantive motion which cannot be moved
with due notice as required under the rules.

except
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Mehta Ranbir Singh :

It is the privilege of every Member that

his speech should be properly

recorded

and

it

should

not

be

misquoted.
\

Mr. Speaker:

I have given my ruling and the matter ends

there.

v

SITTING OP THE ASSEMBLY

Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) : I m ove-

That the Assembly at its rising this day shall stand adjourned till
2 p. m. on Monday, 26th March, 1951.
Sir, forty four hon. Members of this House have expressed a
desire in writing that tomorrow should be observed an off day on
account of Holi Festival and in deference to their wish I have moved
this motion.
Mr. Speaker :

Motion m oved—

That the Assembly atits rising this day shall stand adjourned till 2 p.m.
on Monday, 26th March, 1951.
/
Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General, Rural)
{Hindi) : Sir, I have stood up to oppose this motion. It is a pity
that time is not being properly utilized by the Leader of the House.
/

In the first place the Assembly session lasts for a very short time during
the year and secondly when it is held, much of the time is wasted.
I very well understand that the hon. Ministers and the hon. Members
have a very strong desire to make merry f i ' q

BHl

during the Holi festival but they should not be oblivious of the
fact that they owe a iesponsibility to the public whom their enjoyment
is to cost a good deal.
Minister for Labour
On a point
Member should not use the words :

of

order,

Sir. The hon.
BHT Bsftw X cTO t)

in connection with the Holi festival. The meaning of these words is
much different from what the hon. Member means.
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Mehta Ranbir Singh : Sir, I don’t think T have said anything
objectionable but I shall not insist on using these words
I only
wished to point out that no.meetings of the House were to be held on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday and the hon Members could have
enjoyed to their heart’s content during these three days.
appear to have any justification for a fourth day.

They do not

W e have some

very important work still pending and we should try to do justice to
that. Everybody complains that we do very little work. Many of
the Heads of the Departments whom I have happened to meet have
made the same remark. Even His Excellency in his Address has
said that this House had not done a proper amount o f work in the
field of legislation. So in view of these things, I feel that we should
utilize tiie 2 2 nd of this month for useful work instead of enjoying a
holiday. In case 40 or 5 ) hon. Members wish to enjoy on this day
they may be allowed t 6 go but work should not be al owed to suffer
in their absence. As a matter of fact when this question came up
in the party meeting the hon. Chief Minister should have explained
things to the hon. Members.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar : On a point of order, Sir.
the hon. Member refer to party meetings in this House ?
Metha Ranbir S ingh:

The

hon. Chief Minister should

realized that so much of legislation work is pending.
work which the Assembly has to transact is that of
In

view of the

fact that

declaring of

The

Can

ha- e
main

legislation.

tomorrow as an

off-day

would mean a huge sum of expenditure in the shape of travelling
allowance of Members, I hoped that such a motion would not be
moved by the Leader of the House. I am sorry that he has not done
justice to this State by bringing forward this motion. I, therefore,
oppose this motion and shall request the hon Chief Minister to with
draw it. He should tell those hon. Members who wish to go to their
homes that they are at liberty to do so, bm the House must meet for
transacting important business.
Sardar Sajjan Singh

(Patti, Sikh, Rural) (Panjabi) :

Sir, since

the commencement of the
current
Budget
Session
of the
Assembly, the non-offical days have suffered heavily at the hands o f
the Government. On two occasions the hon. Chief Minister made
motions for the transaction of Government business on such days now
a simila*' request has been made at the initiative of about forty four
Members of his party. They have demanded that the 22nq March be
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declared an oif-day on account of Holi. I find that the iion-offic:al
days are taken away for one reason or another. The present motion
is, thereiore, highly objection* b.e and it amounts to an encroachment
oil the right of Members to transact non-oJficial business.

On the one

hand, it is said that our State is faced with financial difficulties and
on the other hand tomorrow is being unnecessarily declared an offday.

If on an average each Member gets

sixty rupees lor going to

hi? home during these days, it would mean a>i expenditure of about
five thousand rupees. Moreover, the Assembly work will suffer on this
account. I find that the Members cl this House are always anxious to
go away Tom Simla, during the Sessions.
Mr. Speaker :

No reflection on Members, please,

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Instead of passing a motion of this kind, we
should set an example to the public that we are prepared to do the
maximum work for the lowest remuneration. I shall, therefore, request
the hon. Chief Minister to withdre w this motion so as to enable us to
transact some non-official business also.
Skrimati Sita Devi ( Ex-Member West Punjab Assembly repre
senting Lahore City, General, Women, Urban) (Hindi) : Sir, when I
rise to oppose this motion it should not be thought that I am going to
do so only on account of my pending Bill. In the case o f almost every
non-official day, a motion is brought forward that private members'
buMness be not transacted on it for one reason or another. W e
expected to have tomorrow as the second non-official A iy during the
current Session but now this also is being taken away,
the Chi^'
Minister is feeling happy over the fact that he has brought this tnofu
at the instance of forty-four members of tt»e Congress Assembly Partj ,
but I know that he also has a hand in this affair. I know him for the
last seven years. If he dues not wish a certain thing to be done he
kn vvs how not to do it. If he so desired, lie could tell the hon.
Members who wanted to have tomorrow as an off-day that they could'
go if they liked but a meeting of the Assembly must oe held. Mr.
Speaker, you must have noticed that a large number of Members are
usually absent from the House. It is on very rare oce .. ions that all
the Members are present in the J House. It is, therefore, not correct
to say that the hon. Chief Minister would have acted against the wishes
of the majority of Members if he had not brought the present motion
He should not forget his duty towards the public at large. If the
Chief Minister had thought it necessary to have tomorow as an offday on account of- Holi, he would not have treated it as a working
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day in the programme aheady issued by
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him.

According to the

original programme, non official business
has to be transacted
to-morrow. He might say that he has nothing to do with
the demand by the majority of Members, but I know that he is as
much responsible for it as other hon. Members.

With these words I

oppose this motion.
Pandit Durga Chand Kaushish (Ambala Division, Landholders):
Sir, I have heard a part of the speech of Shrimati Sita Devi and I
have been astonished to see that she has opposed this motion which
has been brought before the House on the initiative of 44 hon. Members
of this House. I am surprised that people should get up and oppose
a motion merely for the sake of opposition.
Mr. Speaker:

No reflection, please.

Pandit Durga Chand Kaushish : Shrimati Sita Devi wants to
bring in her Bill and it is perhaps on that account that she has opposed
this motion. Sir, according to our ancient* culture and tradition the
festival of Hoii is of great importance. Jt looks as if my hon. Sister
does not take part in religious rites and this important festival which
signifies happiness of a home, which she wants to wreck by bringing
in her Bill— (Laughter) is of no significance to her.

She being an

urbanite does not, perhaps, know that this festival is a herald of
harvesting season and it is on this happy day when we begin to cut
crops and bring prosperity to the country.
Pandit ' Jiwan
campaign.
Pandit

L a ll:

And

thus

Durga Chand Kaushish :

Grow-More-Food

campaign.

With

help

the

Grow-More-Food

Certainly it does help the

these

few

remarks,

I whole

heartedly support the motion moved by the Chief Minister.
Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava)

(Hindi):

Sir, I want to read the letter on the basis o f which I have brought
this motion before the House.

It runs as follows :

Sir, in view of the fact that on Thursday the 22nd March, is Holi and
Holi Puja takes place on that day, therefore, we the undersigned
members of the Punjab Legislative Assembly request you to please
declare that day a holiday or at least an off-day for the Assembly.
Am oung the signatories to this letter, at number 8 is Sardar Jaswant
Singh Duggal. After that is Sardar Rattan Singh. Then follow the
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signatures of Sant Narinder Singh and the Leader of the Opposition,
Chaudhri Suraj Mai.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know, Sir, if you have recognised

Chaudhii Suraj Mai as the Leader of the Opposition ?
Chief M inister:

Mehta Ranbir Singh came to me and he put

before me the demand that I *should recognize the party of 7 hon.
< Members as the Opposition Party. I, then, consulted you and you
Vwere of the opinion that the party be recognized. W e requested hon.
Chaudhri Suraj Mai to open
the

the debate on Budget because he was

Leader of the Opposition.

signatures of other hon.

Sir, there are

Members also.

If they say that they w a n t,

to celebrate any o f their festivals, it becomes
attention to that request.

^

on this letter the
my

duty'

to

pay

It has been said that we waste the publ c

finances.

I fail to understand how this holiday has affected the puv1i

finances.

If 22nd had not been a holiday, there would

have been

holidays on the 23rd, 24th and 25th of March and in that case the
✓ hon. Members who wanted to go to their respective places would have
gone.

B y declaring 22nd March also an off-day, no further expenditure

has been incurred.

I think this was said only to tell the people

those hon. Members who criticize are more mindful of
finances.

Again, Sir, it was

non-official Members’ Bills.

that

the public

said that no day had been given for the

But I would like to point out that the

hon. Lady Member has not given notice of any new Bill except the
Bill which has already been introduced. She is very anxious about
the Bill which she has alreay introduced. The report of the Select
Committee on that Bill is already out
em otion shall have to be brought

of order.

For that a new

Except this Bill there is no other

'♦ 'B ill in the name of the hon. Lady Member.

So no business of hers

has been postponed by declaring 22nd March as an off-day.

She

herself once told me that she was not anxious to get the Bill passed.
She said she wanted to see as to how many hon. Members are in its
favour.
Mr. Speaker :
Chief Minister :

No reflection, please.
Sir, so far as I am cencerned, whether 22nd is

an off-day or not, it does not affect me prsonally.
and my family is also here.

I shall remain here

Even if that day is not an off-day, I

shall be able to celebrate the festival with my family if I so desire.
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It does n -t, therefore, affect me personally whether 2 hul is a holiday
or not

B at *it becomes my duty to accept the request of other laon.

Members if they say that they want
festival.
here.

to go

home to celebrate the

If the hon, Sister does not want to go, she is free to remain

It has been stated in the letter received by me that the hon.

Members want

to

celebrate Holi

with

their

families.

'I he hon.

Members who do not want to rejoice on this occasion will aiso be free
to follow their own pursuits without any hinderance. If I am not
to bring even such a motion which is favoured by a great majority
of the House, it is not good. I have to grant the request of the hon.
Members. I, therefore, submit that the
Motion.

House should

accept this

Mehta Ranbir Singh : Sir, on a point of personal explanation.
I met you and made a request to you. But you have not given any
answer to that so far. It is not correct for you to say that a certain
Member is the Leader of the Opposition unless we have known the
fact.
Mr. Speaker :

Very well.

In future, I will not recognise the

Opposition.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

On a point of personal explanation, Sir.

The hon Chief Minister said in his speech that I told
did not want
wrong way.

that the Bill

must be passed.

him

that I

He has said that in a

1 told him that he should not put that Bill off on lame

R eu ses and h •should let it be brought before the H ou se so that
the people might know the views of the hon. Members. They should
know which hon. Members hold progressive views.
Mr, Speaker :

Question is—

That the Assembly at its rising this day shall stand adjourned till 2 p.m
on Monday, the 26th March, 195 l.
7 re motion was carried.
DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.
CHARGES ON IRRIGATION ESTABLISHMENT
C def Minister :

I m ove—

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1, 47, 27, 400 he granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year 195 i-52, in respect of Cl.a ges on Irrigation Establishment.
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Mr. Speaker:

Motion moved—

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1, 47, 27, 400 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52, in lespect of Charges on Irrigation Establishment.
Shri Ram Sharma :

(Southern

Towns, General, Urban) [Hindi) :

I m ove—

That the demand be reduced by Rs. 1001 —
Sir, the demand for Rs. 1,47,27,400 as charges on Irrigation
Establishment is before the House.

I take this opportunity of giving

expression to my views on this matter.

This expenditure on establish

ment of Irrigation Department consists of five important items :—

1. Expenditure on permanent establishment including allowances etc.
2. Expenditure on Bhakra Project,
3. Expenditure on Ferozepore canal (Harike) Project.
4. Expenditure on Tube well project in Jagadhri.
5. Expenditure in connection with Grow More Food Campaign.
The House has before it the Demand for the payment of salaries,
allowances and other establishment expenditure in connection with
these five items. In this connection, what I wish to say here is that
the Department of Irrigation is so important that for this State no
other department has such importance.

His Excellency the Governor

in his Address and hon. Chief Minister in his Budget Speech laid
emphasis on the fact that it is on the success of this department and
on the completion of the new projects that the progress and prosperity
of our State depends. The importance ot this department lies in the
permanent stalf and new projects that have been undertaken by if .
But, I am afraid, that in our Cabinet there seems to be a lack of
appreciation oi the vital necessity of giving more time and attention
towards irrigation. In this connection, it will not be out of place to
note that our hon. Chief Minister is keeping too many portfolios to
himself. If I am not wrong the total number ol portfolios which he is
holding is greater than the total of the portfolios held by the rest of hon.
Ministers.
far as irrigation is concerned, in my opinion, it should
have gone to an hon. Minister who is not burdened with any other
work.'

It is then only that full justice can be done to it.

Otherwise

the work of irrigation suffers. But, Sir, you see that our Government
has thought it fit to give such a light portfolio as labour to one hon.
Minister while irrigation has been given to an hon. Minister who
besides being the Chief Minister of the State is holding about a dozen
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portfolios. My submission is that the Government does not look to
the higher interests of the btate in this matter. In other countries of
the world the Chief Ministers devote their time to general supervision
and take no portfolios
In India we find that the same practice is
followed in other States, of course, with some exceptions here and there.
But if we louk to the conditions in the Punjab, her interests demand
that the Chief Minister chould have only one portfolio. If he were to
keep Irrigation only, the work would not suffer and the new schemes
would not get delayed. Due to the new projects winch our Government
has in hand it is the prime need of the day that more attention should
be paid to this department.
being done to it.

But what we find is that no justice is

It is my earnest desire and [ want to bring it to

the notice of the Government that more attention be paid

towards

Irrigation because it is department which has been neglected. As a
matter of fact no other portfolio should be allotted to an hon. Minister
who holds the portfolio of Irrigation. Although after the partition o f the
Punjab we have very few canals left with us on this side of the border,
yet on account of the projects like Tube Wells and Bhakra etc. there
is still important work in hand
attention of a Minister.
not doing that.

Sir, my complaint is that

whole-hearted

the Government is

In this connection it will not be out of place to say

something about the
for such work.

which requires the

Parliamentary Secretaries who can be utilized

I don’ t wish to criticize them wholesale at this

time.

But what I want to suggest is that at least for Irrigation Department
some of them can
was asked in

do useful work.

The other day when a question

the House,, the Government did not clearly state what

work the Parliamentary Secretaries are required to do.

It gave a

' vague replv. Well, if the Government does not wish to give any
other work to the Parliamentary Secretaries, at least, it should
consider that the Parliamentary Secretaries can be usefully employed in
attending to such important departments as Irrigation because the hon.
Ministers themselves aie unable to ' pay full attention, being busy in
other affairs.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

May I remind the hon

Speaker

that

not a single Minister is present in the House to listen to the discussion ?
Mr. Speaker :
in the House.

I wish that the hon. Ministers should be present .

Shri Ram Sharma :

I draw your attention

Parliament the other d a y ..............

to the incident in the
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Mr. Speaker :

1 know what the hon. Member wants to

say.

He need not repeat.
.*

Shri Ram Sharma : Sir, it is a disrespect to the House that when
*

the Budget is being discussed the Ministers should not

be present.

How would the Ministers like, if all the Members left the Chamber
when Ministers rose to speak. I request the hon. Speaker to exercise
his influence, moral as well as official, to make the Ministers feel their
\
V

esponsibility in this matter.
Mr Speaker : I think the hon. Ministers would realize what has
been said by the hon. Member and I do wish that they should be
present in the H ouse, especially that Minister whose Demand is being
discussed.

Yesterday I remarked that hon.

Members who criticized

tlie Government should be present when a reply is being given by the
Minister concerned. I expect that both sides would try to follow the
healthy convention of the Parliament and of this House.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Well, Sir, I was submitting that so far as

the Parliamentary Secretaries were concerned, none of them has been
*'

entrusted with an} work.

Their posts are more or less sine cure and

that is why they have been subjected to a scathing criticism both
•inside and outside the House.

But I feel that since the Irrigation

Deparment is quite unwieldy, the Parliamentry Secretary attached to
the hon. Minister-in-charge should be given some work or powers to
deal with the affairs of this Department.
Now I would like to make a few observations with regard to the
Bhakra Dam Scheme.

I may, however, point out that the Budget

speech of the hon. Finance Minister is almosf silent on this subject of
^ vital importance, except, that a mention has been made of a provision
V in the Budget to meet the expenditure incurred in connection with thti
*

staff required for the Control Board. So far as the Address of His
Excellency the Governor is concerned, no important refernce worth the
name has been made about this m ajor Irrigation Project. The only
worth-mentioning activity of the Control Bord for the Bhakra Project,
that I have come across, is that negotiations with American experts
are in progress.

Another fact that has come to our notice in this

connection is that a deputation of officers had gone aborad to bring
#

expert engineers for the execution of

this scheme.

I a m not aware

whether that deputation actually succeeded in recruiting the requisifa
foreign experts or simply came back after having noted their addresses.

,
^
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All this indicates that the speed with which the work of the Bhakra
Project is being carried on is iar from satisfactory. Then, much
stress has been laid by the Governor in his Address on the fact that
the Control Board has decided to get the work executed through the
department instead of giving a contract to some foreign 'firm of
Engineers. My submission, in this respect, is that I am not enamoured
of the fact that the contract must necessarily go to some foreign firm,
nor would any Indian find favour with this idea.

But I have serious

misgivings whether completion of the project through the department
will be brought about successfully in the stipulated time. I feel that
there is no harm if the .Bhakra Scheme materializes with the help of
foreign experts. When foreign countries have no objection to the
extension of technical aid to us, then we, too, should not entertain any
objection to accepting it
People want its early completion, *no matter
by what means. Then, I may submit that I had an opportunity to
visit the place where Bhakra Dam work is being carried on to see
things at close quarters.

I cannot pronounce any expert opinion on it

but I can safely say from what I saw, and from the reports of the
Government on the subject, that the endeavours of the department do
not hold out any bright hope that the project will be succesfully
completed in time.

Since the policy

regarding the execution

of the

scheme by the Control Boatd has been decided in favour of the
department, it will be seen later on whether a right decision had been
taken in this connection or not
But as I have already stated, the
people fervently desire that the Bhakra Darn Project may be completed
as early as possibie, no matter through what agency. I would, however
urge upon the Government to see that the department does not fall
fin to inaction or gets slack in the execution ot this work upon which
the future of our State depends so much

Then, Sir, I am fully aware

of the fact that the only sourc ' for financing the Bhakra scheme is
the Central Government which advances loans to us for this purpose,
bince we entirely depend upon loans, so far as this particular scheme
is concerned, I think, all our efforts should be directed to securing the
same fiom the Central Government, which should be prevailed upon
to give priority to this Project over others in the matter of advancing
loans. But I am constrained to remark that our Governm ent is not
shouldering the same amount ^of responsibility as it should

have,

because trom the very inception this project has primarily been meant
for providing irrigation facilities to the Punjab and particulary to the
Haryana Prant. It was never known before whether there would be other
Governments also who would be co-sharers in the fruits of

this scheme.
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But what do we find no .v ?

We see that gradually this scheme has

slipped out of the hands of this Government and now it has a nominal
control over the formulation

of any policy

regarding this project.

The Central Government, wnich provides funds for this purpose, makes
our Government agree to any
condition which it desires to
impose upon us.

And there is no denying the fact that our Govern

ment meekly submits to the terms offered by the Central Government.
The other day my hon. Friend Sardar Swaran S ’ngh rightly remarked
that the record of this Government has been gradual abdication of its
v

legitimate powers in favour of the Central Government.

As a result

of this, Pepsu and Rajisthan Governments have been getting increased
amount of share in the control <>f the project.

Naturally the expecta

tions of the people that Punjab would receive a larger amount of
water supply for irrigation purposes have been damped.
Then,

Sir, I doubt

very much

whether the

Control Board

appointed by the Government of India will succeed in accompli
shing this, task. The first act of this Board, as I have already stated,
has been the despatch of deputation to fish up expert engineers from
foreign lands.

I he other one

is the

issuing o f

the

negotiations with American Engineers are in progress.

report that
Whereas our

State is closely connected with the Bhakra project, the hon. Chief
Minister has been meticulously careful not to make any important
reference to it in his Budget speech.

Of course, he has mentioned

orfe thing and that is this:-

W e have found it necessary that the interest charges on the Bhakra
Nangal and the Ferozepore Canal Projects should be charged to the
*p ^ ,-^V
Capital cost of these projects instead of being met concurrently from
'
Stats revenues.
■^
Besides this, he has avoided to say a single word by way of
explanation about the levy of betterment fee which finds a comfortable
place in the Governor’s address. This betterment fee is O be charged
from all those zamindars whose lauds will be beneiitod by the irrigation
facilities supplied from canals under the Bhakra Scheme.

I consider

it quite a novel innovation and it does not find favour with the public.
In this connection I may point out that the Unionist Government also
undertook

excavation of

certain

canals

and

provided

irrigation

facilities to the people but never imposed any betterment fee except
ibiana.

But here we witness strange things.

A betterment fee in

iddition to abiana is sought to be levied on the zamindars of this State,
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receiving water supplies from the Bhakra Project.
proposed levy is

unjustified

and uncalled-for.

I submit that the
Our zamindars

are

already being crushed under the weight of innumerable taxes and there
appears to be no justification for burdening them
the form of a betterment fee.

with

another tax in

It may be mentioned that canals are a

commercial proposition and the most remunerative proposition.

In a

few years, the returns make good the capital cost and then they become
a source o f permanent income as they no longer remain a burden on the
Exchequer. I, therefore, fail to understand the object of levying this
betterment fee when Bhakra Dam Project is ultimately going to repay
the total cost in a number of years.

Besides,

there is another impor

tant matter which’ we should not lose sight of.
with an acute

India is today faced

scarcity of foodgrains and the Central Government is

making every endeavour to encourage Grow More Food Campaign, as it
is incurring crores of rupees for importing foodgrains. Under the
circumstances, the Government should refrain from imposing this fee,
rather it should offer inducement to the zamindars by a liberal supply
of water to

them.

I, therefore,

feel that before

taking this step

Government should ponder how far and to what extent it is advisable to
burden the zamindars with additional taxes.
Some mention has already been made about it in His Excellency
the Governor’ s Address and also in the Budget speech.

Most of the

people in the rural areas particularly the cultivators may not like
the proposed levy of betterment fee but I have no doubt that if the
imposition of this fee results in any good or in other words if it gives
them hopes of a better future, then they will have no objection

to

bear this extra burden.
Now about the Tube-well Scheme. According to this scheme,
the Irrigation Department hopes to make up the deficiency of canal
water by pumping out water from the tube-wells at Jagadhn
As
far as I remember, this scheme has been discussed here during the
Budget sessions of the last two years.

But I have to say

regret that there

any

implementation

of

has
this

not

been

s.lierne.

marked

According

tube-wells are to be installed in this area.

with deep

progress in the

to this scheme, 256

Out of

256 tube-wells of

this scheme, contract for 225 tube-wells has been given to a firm
and the remaining 31 tube-wells are to be installed departmentally.
Out of these 31 tube-wells, only 7 have so fai been completed and
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the speed with whkh the rest o f these are being installed is so slow
that it might take a long time to complete

these.

So far as the

installation of the tube-wells which have been given on contract is
concerned,

I do not know if this work has been started by the firm.

It is said that the remaining tube-wells

which are to be

installed

departmentally would be completed by the end of this year. It is
hoped by the Government that these 256 tube-wolls when completed
would mal e up the deficiency o f water existing at present in the
v canals. But I regret to say that the <peed with which this scheme
is being worked is so slow and

discouraging

that it will not be

possible to complete even 20 tube-wells by the end of this year.
hon. Friends know it full well that there are non-perennial
in the district of Rohtak.

It is said that by

My

cannals

rushing water from

these 25G tube-wells to these non-perennal canals, it would be possible
to convert the latter into perennial canals. But the latest position
regarding the work in connection with the scheme is this that in
spite of the oft-repeated reminders even one-tenth of the promised
tube-wells have not been completed so far.
this scheme

has

been

The slackness with which

worked has already caused much disapp

ointment and discontentment amongst the people. Here I cannot
do without saying
+hat any further delay in completing these
tube-wells in time will, l a m sure, result in shaking faith of the people
in the Government.
So far as the Hariana Prant which comprises the districts
of Rohtak, Gurgaon, Hissar and Karnal is concerned it is clear from
the various reports of the Government published from time to time
That water for irrigation purposes would be made available to the
V people of these districts. As a matter of fac , people of this Prant
^ are looking forward to the day when their hopes and expectations
would be fulfilled.

But it has been experienced

that Government

takes much time to complete any work which at the very out set it
undertakes to complete in as short a time as possible.

It has been

made clear by the Goveinment more often than once that water would
be made available to people of these four districts for irrigating
their lands.
But I would like to submit that in the district of
Rohtak an area of about 10^ lakh acres of land, which it is said,
would be irrigated through canals and tube-wells, is such _that
spite of

these schemes, embarked upon by the Government,

portions of it would continue

to remain without water.

in

large

So far as
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when completed,

would irrigate about 50 lakh acres of land.

So far

as the remaining districts are concerned, I don’ t think there is any
possibility of any water supply being made available to the people of
the^e areas.

The people of the Rohtak district have come to this

painful conclusion

that they will not be able to get water even after

the Bhakra Dam scheme is Com pleted.

Further,

we

are

also

told

that the water from the tube*wells at Jagadhri would be added to the
water of the canals.

So far as the Bhakra Dam, Seheme is concerned,

the people of this district who have been promised water have been
greatly disappointed as they feel that the water is going to be utilized
by the other States too.
Now about the Irrigation Department.
and a very useful

department.

It

It is a very important

goes without saying that our

State cannot make any progress without the help of this department.
But I have to say with deep regret that in certain respects it is not
doing any substantial work.
Instances in this connection are not
wanting
In the last year’s budget, provision was made for draining
out water from certain areas in one of the tehsils of my district. The
water during the rainy season accumulates at these places as a result
of which it becomes well-nigh impossible for the people to bring
their land under cultivation.

I brought this matter to the notice of

the Government more often than once.
Last year, Government
sanctioned some am ount for draining out the rainy water from these
areas. In fact Government deputed some officials to take stock
of the situation on the spot. At that time people were convinced
that Government had already taken upon itself the responsibility and
that -it would lose no time in draining out the water.

But I find

from the Budget that this item has been dropped by the Government.
It is mentioned therein that the people of that tehsil should them
selves arrange to drain out water and.

that Government was not

prepared to undertake this work as it would cost more than what
was estimated last year.

In this connection, it was estimated that

it would not cost more than Rs. 23,000 to complete this work.

On

the one hand, provision was made in the last year’ s Budget for drain
ing out water with a view to removing the genuine

grievances of the

local population, and on the other the same scheme has been dropped
by the Government without any cogent reasons.

I

have not been
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able to understand why your Government has failed to

fulfil the

promises already held out by it to the people of this tehsil b y under
taking to drain out the rainy water.

Now the people are asked to

engage' their own labour to complete this work
held out

This is how promises

to people to remove their grievances are fulfilled.

all, whatfor does the Government require the sum of Rs.
which is clear from the demand, now before

After

1| crores

the House, when it

cannot spend anything to remove trie genuine grievances of the people?
So far as my own district is concerned the Government had
approved of two schemes for drainage and had sanctioned money but
now those schemes have been dropped. Besides, a new department
known as Partition Organisation has been set up by the Government to
settle claims of land between India and Pakistan. The Government
has set apart Rs. 82,000 for this department. I think this sum is out
of all proportion to the amount of work to be done by this department.
Hardly five or six cases might have been settled by this department.
The Government will be welt-advised to curtail this expenditure. I
> cannot help remarking that there has been a mushroom growth of new
offices which are practically doing no useful work. A department has
been functioning since 1949 to make certain amendments in the Canal
Drainage Act.

The progress of work in this direction has been very

slow and it takes several months to amend

an Act.

This department

if it continues to work at snail’s pace will manage to have its life
extended for four or five years more. There is hardlv any justi
fication for continuance of such a state of affairs in this attenuated
State. So far as the Western Jumna Canal is concerned, temporary posts
have been created

which will involve an expenditure of about Rs. 2 }

^ lakhs. This expenditure also appears to be excessive. Two circles
■ have been formed but we have to see whether with the form ation of
two circles and creation of ad sorts of higher posts there has be n
corresponding progress in the work. But I can say with confidence
that the results are not commensurate with the amount of money
spent. There is no denying the fact that Irrigation Department is a
very useful and important department as on it depends our agri
cultural prosperity. But I regret to say that this department seems
to have gained special reputation as here there is corruption in an
organized form. Leaving out the officers on the top, there is
corruption, nepotism and favouritism from top to bottom. When any
effort is made to uproot corruption from this department, its officers
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make strong protests against making interference in this department.
From am >ngst the Central Government's departments, Railway
Department has gained notoriety for corrupt practices and Civil
Supplies Department in our State occupies the same position in the
matter of corruption.

But I am sorry to say that P. W. D. has

surpassed all the departments in corruption.
mention the percentage as my

hon.

I would not like to

Friend Sardar Partap Singh \

Kairon had done sometime back but I cannot help

speaking out the^'

truth that there is corruption among a large m ajority of the people
in this department.

I have been taking a keen interest in uprooting

corruption in the various deparments of the Government since the time
I have been associated with public life. I am also associated with
the Anti-corruption Committee being the Chairman of its sub committee
which consists o f non-official members.

When I was not

a

Member

of this Assembly, even then I used to bring to the notice of the Govern
ment complaints of corruption. Sometime back, I brought to the
notice of the higher officers of this department the way in which
officers indulged in corrupt practices in this department. But I am \
sorry to say that no
uprooting corruption.

one in this department seemes to be keen on k
As a matter of fact, these officers like that the

present practices of corruption should continue undisturbed.

Sometime

back, the hon. Minister incharg 3 o f Irrigation accompanied by the Chief
Engineer visited my district.

I also met them by chance.

1 had a

talk with the Chief Engineer who has retired now and made a complaint
of corruption in his department.

I mentioned specific instances and the

names of the officers who were involved.

He showed a bit of resent

ment on my making such a complaint and asked me if l was prepared to
assume full responsibility for making such a complaint. He also told ^
me that action will be taken against me if those allegations were found W
to be wrong. I made it clear to him that I would never make any
complaint unless I was fully satisfied about it.. In case he challenged
the veracity of my statement I was prepared to suffer any punishment
♦but at the same time if the allegations after enquiry were found to be
true it was reasonable thaa he ( Chief Engineer ) should also be tak^n
to task for lightly brushing aside my complaint.

He declined to

accept

any punishment for himself and enquired in detail all the allegations
of corruption against the officers.
Not only in this case but in several other cases I was disappoin
ted to find that the high officers of the department are not at all
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earnest about putting an end to corruption, I would also say, Sir,
that there is more corruption prevalent among the staff of the
Irrigation Department employed on the construction of the Bhakra
Dam than among its regular staff and there is no secret about this fact.
I wonder if favouritism, nepotism and corruption continue, how shall
we able to complete our projects such as the

Bhakra Dam?

Now

I

would like to quote a few words from this printed hand-bill which I
think every lion. Member of the House must have aeen by this time.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

Has he placed the hand-bill

on the

Table of the House ?
Mr. Speaker :

The hon. Member may please wind up.

Shri Ram Sharma :

But, Sir, have you

Is it not customary to allow more time

fixed any time-limit ?
to

one

who

initiates

discussion ?
Mr. Speaker :
But that doesn’ t
speaking for full hours.
Shri Ram Sharma :
of that period.

mean that he may go on

But, Sir, I have not taken even one-fourth

I had just started giving some concrete information

as to how corruption has become difficult to put an end to in this
Department.
Mr. Speaker :

But you have already said enongh in a general

way.
Shri Ram Sharma : But, Sir, that is not sufficient. So far as
Overseers are concerned, the hon. Chief Minister has stated that their
case is in the Finance Department. My sympathy is with them in so
far as their demand for a better grade of pay is concerned because
to give the worker an adequate wage for his work I regard as one of
the effective methods of checking the tendency towards corruption,
there is another grievance of the Overseers employed on - the Bhakra
construction work which I consider quite legitimate. This is in regard
to the method of promotion. To decide this matter on the reports of
the immediate superiors is in my opinion a pernicious principle which
results in extending the scope of corruption. The preponderating
volume of opinion is in favour of promotion on the basis of seniority
and I also feel that this principle will in actual practice prove salutary
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and create inclination among the officials to work in an efficient and
honest way.
Now I give a very pertinent instance which will show how the
officers themselves are encouraging corruption. When the Chief
Engineer was on tour in Rohtak district ... .
Mr. Speaker :

But I think no defamatory statement will be

made.
Shri Ram Sharma :

No, Sir, J am not going to tell the

name of

the officer in question.
Mr. Speaker : But you will say in a manner that everybody
will be able to guess it.
Shri Ram Sharma : I connot say about a very clever person
but I can assure you that I will do my best not to let anyone have
an inkling into the identity of the officer in question.

I was saying,

Sir, that when one of the Chief Engineers was on to ir in Rohtak among
other

things

serious nature.

that

I told him were the facts of

a case of a very'

This case related to the conduct of an Overseer and

I took down all the complaints in detail that I had received against
him and placing all the material before the Chief Engineer asked him
as to what he thought of it.

He replied that the material was so

much that if even one-tenth of

it could be proved true it would be

possible to hang twelve persons on its basis.

(Laughter).

But it is

with very great regret that I have to say that ultimately nothing came
out of it

The case was referred to the officer who was under the ules

of the Department competent to receive such a complaint and as soon
as it reached him frantic efforts were started to efface the evidence.
I had written that such and suJi things could be recovered from
that Overseer’s house and that fictitious entries could be found in such
and such register but this information was utilized not for milking
a surprise visit but forewarning the official concerned to destroy the
evidence.

Among t h ; allegations, there, were many more of an equally

serious nature such as embezzlement, payment of wages to

those who

had done no work at all, preparing false T. A. account, accepting bribes
and even of indulging in immoral acts in the P. W.

D. Rest

House of

which my sense of decencv does not permit me to make a detailed
mention. I was given to understand that a thorough investigation
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would be made into all these investigations but after some time

to m y

great disappointment. I received a letter from the Chief Engineer that
the allegations had been found baseless and that the

case had been

filed.
Sir, I challenge the lion. Chief Minister to undertake to start
the inquity in this case afresh and I take the responsibility of furnishing
full evidence and proving to the hilt all the allegations against the
Overseer in question. The pity of the matter is that the officers them
selves are hand in glove with the corrupt personnel of this. Department
and have a share in the money made by corrupt practices. How can
an officer entrusted with the work o f investigation in connection with
a case of corruption be expected to act in an honest manner when the
‘accuced’ is none else but his own agent ?
hurdle in the eradication of corruption

This is, Sir, the greatest

from

this Department.

official is acting as an agent of the other and so on.

One

Corruption is

thus too deep-rooted to be eradicated easily. When the officers
themselves are party to it how can they let any case against a subor
d in a t e official be proved.
division

office

Government

An ordinary peon employed in the canal

at Ferozepur has many a time complained to

the

about the prevalence of corruption among the whole ^

staff of the Irrigation Department at Ferozepur but
to his letters.

no heed is paid

I myself wrote to the Chief Secretary suggesting that

the services of Special Inpuiry Agency be utilized to check corruption
in this Department but all my efforts have been in vain. The result
is that the people are feeling greatly discouraged and no inclination
is left in them to make complaints against the corrupt officials of this
Department.
I would go to

the length of saying that this

Department has

turned corruption into a fine art. Not only efforts are made to
suppress the evidence as soon as a complaint is received but no stone
is left unturned to ascertain the name of the contractor responsible for
‘ leaking’ the information to the complainant.
Whenever I bring these complaints to the notice of the Govern
ment officers they somehow manage to detect my informers and
action is taken against them. This fact is greatly to be deplored.
Where

ac+ion

is

taken

against

the

informers

corruption

amongst the officers is allowed to continue. Sometime back a con
tractor was good enough to tell me all about the corruption in the
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Irrigation Department and how it was

being

actually

practised.

Unfortunately I happened to verify all this from the Superintending
Engineer who was once tiavelling with me in a train.

He made

necessary inquiries as to who could have told me a1! this.

The

Department somehow came to learn that such and such contractor had
N given me the information and the result was that the poor m m ’s name
was struck o ff the list of contractors.
This is what can in no case be )
expected o f any good Government.

If this corruption and bribery is

allowed to continue unchecked it may sound the death knell o f this
Government.

It is in the* interest of the Government itself that it

should not allow it to exist in thq form it is existing.
rooted out altogether steps should at any rate

If it cannot be

be takan to reduce it,

In the circumstances which prevail at present I do not think the
Bhakra, the Nangal and other schemes are likely to bear any fruit.
So I again request the hon. Ministers, the officers concerned and
the very active Parliamentary Secretaries to be. rather vigilant lest
this Government also meets the fate which once threatened China
and then overtook it.
Mr. Speaker :

Demand under consideration, motion m oved—

That the demand be reduced by Rs. 100/Sardar Jagjit Singh M ann:

(Jullundur Division

Landholders):

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am much obliged to you for affording me an
opportunity to make a few observations. To get the maximum out of
land, it is very essential that the water supply should be lo the fullest
extent. The heavy crops which the West Punjab has got are due to
the fact that the canal system there is of the highest order. Besides
the land there is also very fertile. Unfortunately %we lack both t h e s .J
advantages here. In spite of the best efforts of the Government we
are not getting out of the land here as much as we should. The real
prosperity will come to the State when the Bhakra and Nangal pro
jects are completed.

I was surprised to find that in the new expendi

ture no sum is made available for drainage purposes in Karnal. The
system of drainage there'is very defective. Last year when there were
plenty of rains, the crops were damaged and wiped out.
happening every year.

Therefore drains there should

those that are silted up must be cleared.
be opened.

be widened

and

Besides, new drains should

There is also one more reason for

district there is the danger of water-logging.
is not set light I am afraid

Ih is thing is

this

In

Karnal

So if the drainage system

the whole district will be

com pletely
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waterlogged very soon.

The alarming feature is that the water-level

over there is rising b y one foot every year.

I think it is high time that

the Government and the Irrigation Department should see to it and
apply the remedies seriously.

There was a proposal, I do not know

how far it has matured, that the water should be pumped bv means of
electricity. Since now there is electricity, because of the thermal plant
which has recently been installed in Panipat, I do not think there will
be any difficulty in starting this pumping work.

The difficulty is that

Government formulates so many schemes but does not give effect to
them in practice It is of the utmost necessity that the pumping should
be started as soon as possible.
Chaudhri Lahri Sing

:

On a point of order, Sir.

The hon.

Minister should not converse with the gentlemen in the official gallery.
Mr. Chairman (Mehta Ranbir Singh) :

It is not a point of order.

Sardar Jagjit Singh Mann : Government has not given impetus
to the ‘ Grow More F ood ’ campaign. Water is supplied during the
monsoon season every year. I have seen one great defect in this.
The water is given too late.

In areas where paddy is sown, water

should be given not in July but in June. What I noticed last year
in Karnal district was that the water actually started coming from those
temporary shoots in the third week of July. The best season to grow
paddy is the month of June. That means that the water given
in

July

is

of no

use.

As

a

matter of fact, late sowing gives

no result and I think it is better not to sow the crop if it is going to
be sown so late. So I would request the Government to see that the
water given is fully utilised and is given in time.
One thing which has astonished me and which has pained me to
some extent is this. In Karnal there is 33 per cent, intensity of water
which is given to the zamindars and in many cases the intensity is
raised to 50 per cent
When one outlet of a Rajbaha gets 33 per cent,
the neighbouring outlet gets 50 per cent, intensity. I enquired of the
reason and was informed that this 50 per cent, intensity was given to
the Nawabs who used to live in Karnal whereas others used to get only
33 per cent. Now that Nawabs have left the place, I am surprised
why tnis differential treatment is still being continued.

I m ay warn

the Government that the people are perturbed an i dissatisfied at this
differential treatment and they

resent the step-m otherly treatment.

W e are no / in the era of independence. Our Constitution provides for
equality of rights and privileges to all classes of people. So there is no
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^reason why this differential treatment should continue as regards the
supply of water.

The sooner it is discontinued, the better' would it be

'f o r the Government and for the people.
Sir, there is an amazing fact and that is that these temporary
shoots which are given annually in connection with . Grow-M ore-Food
campaign are also given to such lands which are already getting 50%
irrigation.

That would mean that other owners are being given cakes

and are also asked

to eat them .

It is most objectionable and I

would earnestly request that these temporary shoots should not be
given to those lands which are already getting 50% intensity and
the Department should take speedy action to lem odel them to bring
all the outlets on the same level and the intensity of water should
not be increased by 33% .
Chaudhri Kartar

With these remarks 1 resume my seat.
Singh

(Hoshiarpur

West,

General,

Rural)

{Hindi) ;
Mr. Chairman,
while speaking about the Irrigation
Department, my hon. Friend
Shri Ram Sharma charged it
with corruption.

Other hon. Members also said similar things.

One

of the causes of this state of affairs was the loosening of iron hand in
various Government departments after the departure of the British
officers.

W ith the going away of the Englishmen as well as of the

Muslims, junior officers came to occupy very senior

positions.

If

these persons had attained those senior positions in due course anc after
necessary experience, these things would not have come to pass.

At

the same time it will have to be admitted that we ourselves are
responsible for these weaknesses.

In the course of their speeches,

the hon. Members threw the entire responsibility for these on the
Ministers or the serv’ces, but as a matter of fact all of us are responsible
for these.

One of the reasons is this that after

the departure of the

British, it has become easy to approach Government officers.

Relative

of a certain person or the friend of another is holding one or the other
responsible post, lh e hon. Members can approach and make requests
in certain quarters. Ignoring all these
either the Ministers or the services.
Shri Bhim Sen S achar:
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

weaknesses,

we

condemn

W e condemn all the three.
During the course of their

speeches,

the hon. Members dubbed various Government departments as corrupt.
In this connection L am reminded of the case of Russia. History b e n s
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testimony to the fact that when that country became free, it did not
possess suitable engineers. It imported engineers from America and
paid them fat salaries. The American engineers acted so honestly that as
a result of their efforts, Kussii is not only at par with other big powers o f
the world but it is ahead of them. In my opinion, if we make this kind o f
criticism of other departments, it would not
that the Indian officers working in the

be a bad thing, but to say

Irrigation

Department are not

competent would not le id to their encouragement. After the departure
of the British, the work done by our engineers on Nangal and Bhakra
Projects is highly commendable.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

The

British engineers were not m ore

capable than our engineers.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

According to the

latest estimates of

expenditure to be incurred on Bhakra Project, there will
of about four or five crores of rupees.
for

be a saving

If we do not show due regard

our officers, they will feel discouraged.

My hon. Friend Shri Ram

Sharma said that there was wholesale corruption in every Govern
ment Department. As this session is approaching its end, P an d itji’ s
disappointment goes on increasing.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

May I ask the hon.

Member not to

make such remarks ? The hon. Chairman should kindly
rom saying such things.
Mr. Chairman :
strain.

prevent him

I shall ask the hon. Member not to speak in this

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I wish to tell m y hon. Friend Chaudhri

Lahri Singh that I am not making

any remarks against any body.

This is as much your State as that of the services or ours. When our
country has become free after 1200 years of s la v e y , it would be
a mistake on the part of anybody to think that all the people should
become angtls within three years.
Some weaknesses, no doubt, exist
in the Ministers, services as w 11 as in us.
Mr. Chairman :

That subject is not under discussion

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :
When Panditji dubbed everybody in
this department, right from the highest to the lowest official, as
corrupt may I know from him as to who are the persons who go and
offer illegal gratification ?
It is our own brethren who give bribes.
In

whose pocket does that money go ?

My brethren do so.

The persons who accept the
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bribes are Punjabis. That money goes into the pockets of your and
my relatives. I am afraid, Mr. Chairman, the people who live at
Delhi, like our hon. ex-Chief

Minister, know

that the services here

are better than those of the Export-Im port Organization at Delhi.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh : On a point of order, Sir. The hon.
Member should be asked not to cast aspersions on other hon. Members
of this House.

He is casting aspersions right and left.

The ex-Premier

did not say any thing but the hon. Member is passing remarks against
him.
Mr. Chairman :

What were the specific words that he used ?

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
better than the

He said, Sir, that the services here were

Export and Import services at Delhi.

Thereby he

implied that there prevailed greater corruption over there than in
our State.
Mr. Chairman : That is r o point of order.
the hon. Member to be relevant.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I have already asked

It would have been better if my hon.

Friend Chaudhri Lahri Singh had raised his objection after listening to
my words.

I have not said any words against Shri Sachar.

I was

submitting that the shortcomings should be enumerated and pointed
out to the Services. But it should be borne in mind that
the Members o f the Services are also from

amongst us.

also

attained

Punjabis

The

after 1200 years

nation

which

has

will naturally have weaknesses.

xMembers were to start abusing the Services
become a habit with
they would be

them

demoralised.

the

They are

independence

But if

the hon.

whole-sale and it has

services will

become

I, therefore, request the lion.

weak and
Member

respectfully and with full responsibility that our engineers have to
build up this State and if there are weaknesses in the administration,
it will be harmful to recount them here on the floor of the House and
to unnecessarily criticize the the Services here.

If the hon. Members

had seen the Bhakra and Nangal Projects for themselves, and if they
had cared to know as to how much material has been piovided to this
Department and how much finances have been made available to it
by the Centre and with how great a difficulty necessary dollars for
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machinery are obtained from the

Central Government, the hon. Members

would have to admit that

our engineers are very intelligent and honest.

Mr. Chairman, still

greater amount of work is possible if the hon. Members of this House
were to stop complaining at Dehli that finances should not be given
t

to this Government and it should not be given dollars.
Mr. Chairman :

No reflection please.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

I think the Chairman should stand up

v when he gives his ruling.
Mr. Chairman :

Not necessarily.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

Mr. Chairman, I do not mea>i to cis t

any reflection. Through you, Sir, I want to request the hon. Members
of this House that it is our duty that in order to enable this Depart
ment to make further progress, we should co-operate with the Chief
Engineers and other engineers. The day when Bhakra-Nangal Project
is completed, the whole of Hariana Prant which is today barren, will
■ become a flourishing colony.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

These are all false hopes.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

My hon.

says that these are all false hopes.

Friend, Sardar Bachan Singh

I do not know what ideal he has

before him and what he wants to bring about.
in spite of shortcomings after the exit of the

Things are going on
British. But if a

Government desired by Sardar Bachan Singh is established, the running
canals will be stopped.
v

V

Sardar Bachan Singh :

Did you learn this from the astrologer?

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I have consulted even that astrologer

whom Shri Jai Parkash Narain consults.

I,

therefore, tell

the hon.

Member to take pity on this State and to change his attitude.

The

result will not be good, if we continue to criticize the Services and if
we do not adopt a constructive attitude. This attitude will adversely
affect the law and order. Shri Bhim Sen Sachar pointed out yesterday
that there should be respect for the law, discipline in Services and
confidence in the people.
Mr. Chairman :

I find that the hon.

and not speaking to the motion.
to the demand before the House.

Member is roaming about

I would ask him to restrict himself
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I have said whatever I

Had to say on the cut motion of Shri Ram Sharma.
i
In the end, I want to make two or three submissions.

In the

first place, I want to submit that for the last three years, lands of the
zamindars are being acquired for the consturction of Bhakra canal.
The zamindars are being charged also the land revenue for those land
I would request the Government to pay compensation admissible under
the rules, for the lands, to the zamindars as soon as possible and also/
to refund to them the land revenue for the period for which these lands
#have been acquired by the Government so that they may be able to
some other business or purchase land elsewhere if they so

do

desire.

Secondly, the earth for the Bhakra Canal is not being taken from the side
of the Shivalak hills

On the other hand, it is being taken from the

side on which are zamindars’ lands
of

If this earth is taken form the side

the hills, the cultivable land can be saved.

I would, therefore,

request the Chief Engineer not to get earth from the land which is
cultivable but to get it from the hill-side.
compensation will have to be paid.

Moreover if this is done,

no

W ith these words, Sir, I resume

my seat.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

(Ludhiana Central, Sikh rural) {Hindi) :

Sir, I have to say many things in connection with tt is Demand

But

before I say anything I wish to pay a tribute to the ablility and skill
of the engineers of our State. Punjab is proud of the fact that it has
given birth to good engineers who not

only served this State with

ability but other States of India also.

is a matter of pride for us

It

all. But it is regrettable that although we have such able engineers
yet our work is not running satisfactorily.
One of the reasons for this
is that the hon. Minister who is holding the portfolio of Irrigation is
not fit for that job. He does not know how to do this work and so
the conditions are going from bad to worse.
The first thing that I wish to bring to the notice of the hon.
Members in this connection is that as the Finance Secretary has
stated on page X X X o f the Explanatory Memorandum to die Budget
(1951-52), the expenditure on establishment, leaving
account in joint Punjab, amounted to

Rs.

aside the capital

1,88,81/100

while now

although we have only one fourth of the canals left to us the expendi
ture on irrigation establishment (exculding
is Rs. 70,04,000.

Relief and Rehabilitation)

In joint Punjab the area o f irrigated land was one

►
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lakh and forty thousand acres while now the area of irrigated land
in Punjab (I) is only thirty lakh acres. The percentage of expenditure
on Irrigation to total Revenue Receipts in joint Punjab was 7*56. But
now while the area of irrigated land has been so much reduced the
percentage is not less than 4*33.
our State to bear.

This in my opinion, is too much for

In this connection I wish to

draw the attention

of the hon. Members to some of the suggestions made by the present
Parliamentary Secretary Sardar A jit Singh in 1940.
29th March 194) in ihe Assembly he said : -

In his speech on

My first suggestion is that at p esent three Chief Engineers are working
in the Punjab. I doTt think that there is any necessity for three
of them. In fact they are merely signing machines and practically
do not do aovthin'>: else I for one cannot bring myself up to believe
that three Chief Engineers are needed. Only one can suffice.
But now in our State.
Sardar Ajit Singh, who is in the
habit of m iking inerruptions, does not see any harm in having three
Chief Engineers. Again he said :—

M y second suggestion is, as was pointed out in a resolution moved in the
House, that the posts of Commissioners and Superintending
Engineers which are superfluous should be abolished altogether.
In my opirnon the only duty which the Superintending Engineers
perform is that they act as positive hindrance in the working of the
department. They, as a matter'of fact, do not do any work. These
are not my personal whims, but I can cite many examples in
support of my contention.
My third suggestion isthat the circles of the Executive Engineers should
be increased. The Est land Retrenchment Committee report which
was published in 1931 set down a circle of 430 miles of channels
and about 300,000 of acreage of irrigated area for an Executive
Engineer.
M y fourili suggesiion is fhat there are certain allowances which were
allowed to the officers in pa‘t but they are being continued even
now. For example, there was an allowance known by the name of
Jungle allowance.
These aie the suggestions which Sardar A jit Singh gave in 1940
and then said.

Then there is a further point of impoitance.
working of the department.

It is about the corrupt

But we find that today the number of Superintending Engineers
has ineased iurcstead of coming down. The circles o f the Executive
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Engineers have become narrower.

Fn fact, the department

has been

mishandled by those in power. The expenditure has ihcreased so
much that there is no other department of the Government which can
account for such a large sum. If we realize how intimately the future
of ou»' State is connected with fhe department o f irrigation we would
have a cause for anxiety at this unnecessary increase in expenditure.
As a matter of fact we should try to spend this money in a more
useful way. In 1940 Mian Muhammad Nurrullah expressed his views
on irrigation in the Assembly debates and quoting an extract from
the Abiana Committee Report in support of his contention, he suggested
that there should be a separate budget for irrigation. The extract
which he quoted was:-

W e will further recommend that a separate irrigation budget should be
prepared and presented to the council and the commitments of the
Department of irrig tion to contribute to the general finances of the
province should be restricted in their extent and regulated on an
intelligible basis as is done in the case of the Railway Budget in the
Central Govej nment.
At present there is even more acute need for putting this
suggestion into practice. Crores of rupees are being spent on irrigation
from

capital account.

But the hon.

any control over its mode of spending

Minister is unable to exercisa
He has no knowledge of such

things and no separate account is available.

As long as the accounts

are not separated, just as in the case of the Railway accounts of the
Central Government, the money spent on Irrigation will not yield the
maximum fruit.
Another thing which I want to suggest is that the Irrigation and
Building and Roads should be more closely related than at present.
W hat I wish to point out in this connection is that in Punjab, as alse
in joirft Punjab, there is duplication of work in Irrigation and Revenue
Departments on the one side and Irrigation and Buildings and Roads
Departments on the other. As a result of this there is no activity v\orth
the name on the Building and Roads side.

Mv suggestion is that there

is no need for separata Chief Engineers and Superintending Engineers
for Buildings and Roads. The capable Engineers of Irrigation Depart
ment can easily manage that sid<* also. B ut the pity is that our hon.
Minister does not understand these things. As a matter of fact he
does not study such problems. I think in the interest of the State,
expenditure can be reduced by removing this duplication.
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\\M1, Sir, my
Irrigation and

submission

Revenue

is that

the

blanches of the

amalgamation o f the
Government will prove

beneficial both from the point of view of administrative .efficiency and
econom y of funds;

But the pity of it is that the hon. Ministers neither

pay any heed to the constructive suggestions that we put forward in
this connection, nor do they themselves care to study facts on the
subject

Not only this.

They can neither think nor have the capacity

to think about useful things said on the floor of this House.

I still

\go further and say that what to talk of givin g■ careful attention and
thought to our sugges ions, they lack even the courage to.hear facts.
I would suggest that the Revenue and Irrigation branches be amalga
mated, particularly where duplication of staff can be avoided. For
instance amalgamation of Deputy Collectors with the Tehsildars,
Zilladars with Qanugoes and Naib Tehsildars and patwaris of canal
with those of Revenue and bringing them under direct control of
Collectors, is bound to result in a considerable saving to the Government. I am of vthe opinion that this suggestion should be given a
practical shape by the Government at its earliest, because ours is a
/p o o r State and we stand in need of every pie that we can save, for
the purpose of improving the hard lot o f the people. W e can ill-afford
to have the luxury of keeping duplicate establishments on account of
our weak financial position. So it does not behove the Government
to squander money where a saving can easily and usefully be effected.
In this connection I would like to draw your attention to one of the
recommendations made by a Retrenchment Committee of the Joint
Punjab.

•

Mr. Chairman :

>

1 find that the hon. Members do not pay due

attention to maintain the dignity of the House. They should not
A leave or resume their seats without paying due respect to the Chair.
V

. ,
Sardar Bachan Singh : Before I quote from the report of the
Retrenchment Committee, I would'make a mention of the remarks of
Mian Mohammad Nurullah.

In one word I may say *hat the said-Report has recommended to the
Government that if the Revenue Department is amalgamated with
the Civil Depaitment, the saving will be something like 19 lakhs of
rupees. I wish the Government had tried this proposal-even once.
But it is a pity that the Government has been sleeping over this
matter of vi:al importance.
I think if that Government kept sleeping over this important matter,
than oiir Government is snoring,'being quite unmindful of what- the
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exigencies of the situation
report as follows:-

demand.

Then it is laid down in that

The amalgamation of the C inal Revenue Department (Deputy Collectors
Zilladars, Munshies and Patwari9, etc.,) with ordinary Revenue
Department is a question which has been drawing the| attention ef
Government and the public foi som^ time.

I think if the hon. Minister in charge had ever cared to read
such useful recommendations, then surely some action had been taken
by him to bring about amalgamation of the Irrigation and Revenue
branches and thus a substantial saving, running into lakhs o f rupees,
would have accrued to the Government. But 1 am constrained to
remark that *ur administration is being run in such a faulty manner
and so much unnecessary expenditure is being incurred as would prove
disastrous to the State.
Then, Sir, I have received several letters from my friends and they
have expressed great concern over the Sidhwan Bet Canil.
is 27 or 28 miles long and when the

This canal

able Engineers of the Irrigation

Department undertook its excavation in December last, they made i
a point of honour to make water available to the zamindars by April
15 of 1951.

But now we find that the work is not being executed

with the same speed and efficiency with waich it had been started and
there are serious apprehensions that the zamindars may not get the
much needed and much awaited supply of water for the next crop,
As you are aware, Sir, our country is suffering from acute scarcity of
food grains and the Government of fndia in incurring colossal amounts
of money on the import of food grains *nd every time it fixes one targe
or the other to make the country self-sufficient in them. The opening
of Sidhwan Canal is an effort towards grow more food campaign and
meeting the deficit in food grains. This canal is expected to irrigate
one lakh of acres o f land which will be brought under cultivation.
I would, therefore, request the Government to see that the water
supply

is made availble at the

19-vl, otherwise any
country.

delay

stipulated

date

of

15th

April,

is bound to prove detrimental to the

If the zamindars are prevented from sowing

this year for want of water supply, then

their crops

the food grains which ought

to have been produced this year, would be a total loss to the State.

I

hope that the Government would expedite the opening of this canal.
Then, Sir, I have to make a

few observations

with regard to

the pamphlet, namely, ‘ Punjab on the March' in respect of Irrigation.

Irrigation Establishment
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If a layman reads it, the impression he carries is that there is no
dearth of water in the State of Punjab and that the zamindars must
be possessing irrigation facilities in abundance.

But actually if yo u

peruse it carefully, as I have done, you will arrive at the contrary
conclusion. I first take up the Ambala district. It is stated therein
that the culturable comm mded irei in this district is 8,76,111 acres out
of which 4,547 acres are irrigated by the vVestera Jamna Canal. It is
expected that 90,006 acres will come under the irrigation of Bhakra
v canals.

Then Babian canal will take up about 3 ,000 acres in this

district. Besides, 2^75 acres wiiL receive irrigation from Main line
Upper Western Jumna Canal
Apart from this the Tube W ell schemes,
the chances of materialisation of which are remo e, expect to command
an area of 2,20,000 acres of land. Despite all these schemes, actually
existing and proposed to be executed, a large area of 1,00,789 acres
will still be left for which no irrigation facilities are at present contem 
plated. From this it can well be seen that the Irrigation Departm ent
lags far behind in the matter o f supply of irrigation facilities to the
zamindars. 1 think the schemes for supply of water should have been
7 chalked out and executed long ago. But it has remained inertiastricken and I feel that it has been guilty of criminal negligence in
this respect.
Mr. Speaker, I would like to bring this point home to m y hon.
Friends that in the whole of our country the largest crop of sugarcane
is grown in our neighbouring State of U. P. Rice is also produced herel
tn abundance.

I have

in my

possession the Report of the Am bala

Cho Reclamation Committee. I have closely studied it and I have
been pained to find that in the district of Ambala alone, chos have
caused a considerable damage to an area of about 2 lakh acres of
land. Similarly in the district o f Hos iarpur an area of 3 lakh acres
v has been damaged on account of chos, as is abundantly clear from the
Statement of Objects and reasons of the Punjab Land Preservation
(Amendment) Bill which was under the consideration of the House
only a few days ago

I have also come to know from the Report

that during the British Regime the area o f cho-stricken land did not
exceed 50 miles in length but now the position is this that an area
of as many as 750 miles has been threatened by the cho menace.
The rain-belt in our State extends from Ambala to Gurdaspur. It
will be seen that in Bihar where there are sufficient rains, no arrangments whatsoever, have been made by the Government of this
Mate to construct any canal projects as a result of which the people
■'Tve been experiencing untold miseries and hardships in the matter
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of foodgrains. Sometimes we hear the floods threatening their rich
fields and at times we hear the scarcity of water due to lack of rains.
All these factors 'have been instrumental in the devastation of the
crops.

This is not all.

The people

of this State are not sometimes

in a position to sow the ‘ R abi’ crops due to the non-availability o f
water. As a matter of fact they find it well-nigh impossible to
sow any new crops. If our Government continues neglecting the three
districts of Ambala, Hoshiarpur and Gurdaspur, I am afraid, the^
same calamities which have befallen the people of Bihar may be
repeated here in these areas. It is really a pity that our Government
should be anxious to provide water to the dry lands of Pepsa but
neglect its own immediate
requirements. Our Government has
already spent cro:es on the Nanga! niojects.

In the low lands of

our State where we have more than 30 inches of rain, we require
water for the crops especially at the time of sowing ‘ R abi’ crops. If
water is made available to zamindars o f these areas in time, I am
sure, their ‘ iia b i’ and ‘ Kh'arif’ harvests can be saved Irom the
devastation caused by floods. Moreover the zamindars wrould Mso
be able to save those crops which do not mature due to lack of watt r.
I have gone through tlie pamphlet regarding the 'Grow More
Food Campaign’ in our State
So far as the cultivation ot sugarcane
in different districts of our State is concerned, I find that in the Ambr.la
District the yield or 29,668 acres of land under sugarcane cultivation
is 31, 19! tons and in Rohtak District the yield of 39,919 acres is
84,922 tons of sugarcane. If we compare the figures of these two
districts we will find that the yield per acre of sugarcane should have
been more in Ambala than in Rohtak but the case is quite the
reverse and it is simply because \'ater is made available in abundance
to these areas in the Rohtak District as a result of which the yield x,
of sugarcane has shot up to four times the yield in Ambala. In /
the District of Hoshiarpur only 25,678 tons of suj arcane is produced
on 34,175 acres of land and in the district of Ludhiana the yield of
16,969 a res of land is 25,977 tons of sugarcane. It is crystal clear
from this that the area under sugarcane cultivation in the district
of Hoshiarpur is twice that of Ludhiana while the yield per acre of
sugarcane of the latter is slightly more than that of

the former.

I

do not know if the Chief Engineer has advised the Government to
take some steps to remove such glaring contrasts. If he has given
any suggestions in this connection to the Government then it is all
for the best. I do not know whether our Government has acted
upon the suggestions of the Chief Engineer in the interests of the
‘ Grow More Food Campaign’.
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On page 7
of the Report of the Arnbala Cho Reclamation
Committee it is given :—
In certain places it is possible to dam up a small stream at the point it
debouches into the plains and use the water thus trapped for the
irrigation of valuable crops like rice and sugarcane. They can be a
great help in reducing the devastating floods.

Further, about the masonary dams, it is written on page 8 of the same
Report :—
It has been possible to Teclaim barren lands to the extent of growing
sugarcane and rice when they form fan shaped catchment area of a
small stream by constructing a masonry dam across it.

Again we find on page 10 :—
The Committee recommends that Government should bear the cost of
cement, bricks, find skilled labour needed for such works. It should
allow Rs 500/- per annum under this head.

Here I am reminded of an urdu adage which runs as under :—

^ T ? 9T t % w

y

x n n H >5ra f e w

I

f <r I

Now about the Bhakra Dam Project. It has been stated that
a Control Board has been set up to superintend, direct and control
r

the construction of the Bhakra Dam Project. I -have not been able
to
understand as to what has necessitated the Government to
form this Board. It appears to me that it has been setup simply
to make water .available to Bilaspur, Pepsu and Rajasthan
It is
clear from the personnel of this Board that our Government has
submitted itself to the decisions arrived at by the Central Government,
Pepsu and Rajasthan. It is given on page 6 of the pamphlet regard
ing the new7 Projects : —
The Bhakra Control Board consists of H. E. Shri Chandulal Trivedi,
Governor of Punjab (Chairman), Shri A. N. Khosla, Consulting
Engineer to the Government of India (Vice Chairman), Shri S.
Ratnam, Joint Secretary to the Ministry of Finance, Government
Of India, Shri Samp' Singh, Chief Engineer and Secretary Bhakra
Dam, Shri K. S. Malhotra, Secretary, Finance Department,
Punjab, and one representative each of Pepsu and Rajasthan
Governments nominated by the Ministry of States.
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Out of these seven members two belong to this State. His Excellency the
Governor is not the chairman of the Board as Governor but in his private

V

capacity. It is strange enough that there should be only two members of
our State when 60% of the expenditure is borne by bur State. There is
no scheme of extension of irrigation and it is because of the fact that
the Government lacks knowledge
irrigation.

about

matters

connected

with

There is about 30 inches of rainfall during the year which

results in erosion of land in some districts like Ambala, Hoshiarpur
and Gurdaspur.

If the^ Government had taken steps to build small

bunds it would have prevented erosion of land to a considerable extent.
If such bunds have already been constructed in other States like
Madras, Hyderabad and Mysore then there seems to be no reason why
it should not prove an economical proposition in our State.

But the

pity is that the Irrigation Department is under the charge of a Minister
who has no knowledege about irrigation.

'>

Whenever any discussion is

made about the Irrigation Department he does not take any interest. #
{At this stage Mr. Speaker resumed the Chair).
irrigation is carried on in our State.

Sir, you will see how

If you see the debates of 1940

you will find, Sir, what Mian Muhammad Nurullah said in the Punjab
Assembly of pre-partitioned days.
Here the facts and figure? have been given about the relative increase in

culturable commanded area and establishment charges. From these
figures itwill be clear that the culturable commanded area has not
increased in the same progression in which the expenses of the
Government have increased.

x

h
'

He quoted the following figures showing the relative increase in cultur
able commanded area and establishment charges.

Year

Area in acres

1910— 11

13,823,934

37,13,655

1920— 21

17,084,220

89,93,178

1925— 26

17.075,01 6

90,90,984

1932— 33

18,807,261

92,38,977

Establishment

£

/

/
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He then mentioned the cost per acre which is quoted below :-

Year

Cost per acre.

.

1.02

1910— 11
/

1920— 21

1.33

1925— 26

1.57

1932— 33

I 68

brom the study of the above quoted figures it will be seen that
^the expenditure on establishment has been moving upward at ? much
quicker pace than the increase in the culturable commanded area.

It

would have been reasonable if with the increase in the establishment
'expenses there was increase in production an 1 the culturable
commanded.

area

But in our State efforts had been made to absorb all

the engineers who had come from the
partition, Executiue

Engineers,

West

Punjab.

Superintending

Before the

Engineers,

Chief

Engineers and Sub-Divisional Officers were mostly Hindus and Sikhs.
At that time canal irrigated area was one crore and 4o lakhs acres and

now A has been reduced to 3 million acres only.

Under these circum

stances, there appears to be no justification whatever for the retention
of the present number of highly paid engineers

The expenditure o f

Rs. 70 lakhs on establishment appears to be excessive in an area of 30
lakhs acres of

canal irrigated land.

thus become

a centre for providing

engineers.

The Irrigation Department has
/ork to the surplus

staff of

There are more officers in the department than what the

requirements of the department demand.
for overhauling this

department

, cumbersome and more econom icd.

There is an imperative need

with a

view to making it less

L A year the hon. Chief Minister

i gave an assurance that he woo d tap all sources of revenue in orde
'to reduce the rate of abiana.

But this year he has imposed fresh taxes

upon the people who are already over-burdened

We are being forced

to keep white elephants when we can hardly bear the expenses of
keeping a horse.

This is exactly the case of top-heavy administration

of the Irrigation Department
The
Government should seriously
examine the question of effecting reduction in the expenditure on
establishment

in this

department

If it

really thinks

that the

expenditure is unwieldy then the superfluous officers should be axed.
Sir, the pity of the matter is that a very

large part of this

money which is being spent in r e j e c t of establishment charges in
this

State goes to the pockets of big officers and so far

has its
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department is concerned it has become a means of providing jobs
to useless people— people who would otherwise not be able to earn
their livelihood.
subordinate

On the other hand let us see what is the lot of

employees

such

as

Overseers.

In the joint Punjab

- they had represented that their scale of pay was inadequate and
efforts were made to silsnce them by# raising the basic pay from
eighty rupees to ninety rupees but a cruel joke was played with them 'i
by cut-ing down the annual increment from Rs, 7 to Rs. 5 and thus what^
was given with one hand was snatched with the other.
What a
cleverness on the part of the big bosses but what a fraud with the
poor ? Now it is three years since they have been making representa
tions to the Government for revision of their grade but all in vain.
Now a few words about the big bosses. Once I went to see
a Superintending Engineer. In the course of conversation he broached
the subject of his salary and said that he was drawing about Rs 2,IM!0
per mensem
with

this

but was
amount.

finding it
I

overseers and peons

enquired

of

his

very hard to meet his e x p e n d s /
of him as to

office

who

were

how it was that *
drawing

Rs.

90

and Rs. 25 per mensem respectively plus dearness allowance were
able to live within those small amounts. Sir, the reply that he gave
makes my head hang down with shame v henever it is recalled to
my mind, His remarks were 'Weil, these people have always been
pulling on with these meagre salaries and they have got used to
it. They manage to pull on somehow or the other. v But, you see,
one of my sons is studying in England, other children are also receiv
ing collegiate education. My wife is not keeping well and I have to
take her to Bom bay for an operation in a certain hospital. W ith
all these obligations to discharge how do you consider my salary
sufficient for m y needs’ .
In this connection, Sir, I am reminded

of another instance.

In the pre-independence era we used to hear about

a certain Maharaja

who after having spent Rs 76 lakhs in four m onths’ stay m England
had remarked ‘ We are poor people. Our income is so meagre that
we are finding it difficult to meet our ordinary expenses’.
Sir, you

Then,

might have heard of another Raja.

Mr. Speaker :

Please, leave it.

Sardar Bachan Singh:
extravagant manner

Alright, Sir.

in which

lias just come to m\ mind.

Another instance of

money is squandered

Once

the

by big people

I was surprised to see a litter of
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150 dogs on the Solan Railway Station, accompanying which there
were as many

as twenty-five liveried attendants.

W hen I made

enquiries as to whose battalion it was I was informed that it belonged
to Nawab

Sir Allah Baksh, uncle of Malik Khizar Hyat Khan and

that six goats were the daily feed of those dogs.

/

Chief Minister : Sir, I would request the hon. Member to
such references to persons who are no longer living.

avoid

Sardar Bachan Singh : Sir, what I want to emphasize is that
however big salary you might give to a man accustomed to living
in an extravagant style he will always remain dissatisfied.
And
I feel, Sir, the fat-salaried officers are an unbearable burden on the
poor tax*payer.

On the other hand we find the standard

of the subordinate employees deteriorating from day to day.

of living
The price

index has ris< n to 420 in case of almost all commodities, taking 1939
prices to be the base.
Now, Sir, a few words abou
department.

the corruption prevalent in this

It has come in for trenchant criticism on this account.

In m\ opinion, the officials of this Department who make money
corrupt practices may be divided

into three categories.

by

In the first

category are the subordinate low-paid employees who finding it im
possible to make both ends

meet with their meagre salaries have

perforce to resort to corrupt methods to supplement their income.
In the second category I place the spendthrift officers whose expenditure
always exceeds their income but there is a third category also which
is comparatively

of recent growth

It comprises

those

displaced

engineers who are determined to make up ior their losses in im m ov
able property-houses and bungalows that they had to leave behind
in Lahore and Rawalpindi, during the two or three years of service
that are left to them.

And thanks to the Bhakra and Capital projects

there is no dearth of opportunities for them to retrieve their lost
fortunes.

So they are now bent

upon making money with redoubled

zest.
Sir, you might have often heard the saying that a good horse
recognises the rider in an instant and acts accordingly.

One of the

chief causes of the prevalence of corruption in this Department is
the officials’ knowledge of the fact of the utter ignorance of the hon.
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v

Minister concerned about i :s working.
eration,

Sir, when I say

lot o f a football.

21st March, 1U51

I am not indulging

in exagg

that this Department has been having the

I doubt if it has remained in the charge of a single.

Minister for even one year continuously during the last three years.
In such conditions how can any one expect stability and continuity
in the policies of the Government with regard to this Department ?
And how can the staff be expected to improve their conduct when

*

they know in their hearts that Minis ers will come and go but they
will go on for ever. So far as my information goes, Sir, not lakhs
but crores of

ill-gotten rupees have gone to the officials

of this

r'

Department during the last three years.
Now, Sir,

I would

like to make a reference to another great

injustice th.it this Department proposes to do to the zamindars of this
State.

The injustice that it has already

done

to

them

is

the

enhancement of the rate of ’Abiana’ in so ite of their cries of protests
and petitions of mercy. I w ouli not name thos^ whose betrayal
and breach of trust has resulted in putting this additional burden
on the peasants.

f
X

It is now learnt that the Government of India

has now asked this Government to

be prepared to make a levy of

Betterment Fee on all the lands which will get water for irrigation
purposes from Bhakra and Nangal projects.
I am of the opinion that this imposition of a betterment fee must
have been suggested to the Central Government

by our hon. Ministers

as they wish to rea ize the whole expenditure on the irrigation schemes
from

the zamindars.

The hon. Chief Minister once remarked that

Abiana had been increased to meet the increasing expenditure on the
maintenance of canals
water-logging.

and for providing them with lining to stop

He went on to

say that all expenditure

whether on

the new canals or on tl e old canals had to come from the zamindars.

f

This means that this Government will get plenty ef money by way of
betterm ent fee and increased Abiana. But in all seriousness I ask
what is the substantial work that this Government is to do in connec
It has only to perform

the function

of a letter box, i e. realizing money from zamindars in the form

of

betterment fee and Abiana and remitting it to the Central Government
to pay

the loan.

>" V

tion with the irrigation schemes

This is all that this Government is capable of

doing.
/
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Sir, it is said that our Irrigation Department is a very efficient
department.

But somehow I do not subscribe to th s idea as it is not

doing any useful work

Let us for a moment examine the position of

water supply in this State of the Punjab.

It is observed that there

are places in this State which are suffering from excess of water in the
shape of water-logging and there are also places which are suffering
from shortage of water. When the districts of Karnai and Amritsar
are suffering from

water-logging, crops have been ruined in districts

of Gurgaon Rohtak and Hissar for want of water. The able engineers
of this Government have never taken pains to regulate supply of
water. They have never ai plied their minds to any schemes by which
they might be able to supply water through the agency of electricity
to those areas where peop!e are dying of thirst. I am sure that if
proper arrangements were made water from Beas could be easily
utilized for the benefit of the

people in Jullundur.

this Government and its engineers is
thinking.

But the bane of

that nobody bothers

to do any

On the one side people are dying of thirst and on the other

in places like Amrits . r p e m ]e am managing to drain water out of their
lands

The present slate of affairs leads me to thirU< that this Govern

ment is incapable o f hitting upon any useful

plans.

If it were to

formulate a regular plan and undertake a-..proper survey, I dare say it
would have managed forthe irrigation of at
leastforty lakh
acres
of land in place
of the thirty lakh acre which are
being irrigated at present'.

I think that a good deal of water can

be saved from the canals and supplied to other areas if canal water is
, discontinued to place where sub-soil water is not more than 15 feet
deep. This step should also help us in checking thnr and water-logging
in most of the places. We should try to benefit ourselves from the
experience which was gained at Gujranwala, Sheikbupura and Lj/allpur
in this respect and ask our engineers to provide

us with such schemes

which bring about the prosperity of our State.

But alas, nobody

would do such a thing and no useful work will be exacted from the
engineers. The engineers will only be asked to benefit this or that indivi
dual as he happens to be an associate of the persons in power. If these
engineers were to be usefully employed they should have been asked
to arrange supply of water at KalanvVali in district Hissar where two
men were crushed to death in an engine.

They should have been asked

to set right the drainage system in Karnai and Jagadhri and canalize
the

large quantities

of water in Chamkaur and Rupar

connection it'will not be out of

In

this

place to mention the useful service
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that the

late

Mian

Abdul

Haye, an ex-Minister

of

the United

Punjab rendered to the people of the Bet who were ever afflicted
by Malaria and excess of water by canalizing the water in Budha Nala
in our ilaqa.

But so far as this Government is concerned I don’t think

it has ever heard of this Budha Nala or has ever cared to attend to its
repair?.

This Government does not know how to initiate a new scheme.

The hon. Ministers only know how to sign papers like a machine which
may be sent up from below*. (A voice. The hon Member should be
grateful for the sum of Rs. 5,000 that is to be spent on the Nilo Kalan
Bridge.)

Sir, so far as this sum of Rs. 5,000 is concerned it is not to be

utilized for the bridge which is in a deplorable condition for the last
fifteen years. A bridge ca i iot be built by such a small sum.
small amount h is be 3a give i for i ferry and not for the br d g ^

This

There is urgent need of providing suitable drainage for the water
of Sirhin l canal.
This district badly needs proper drains. As you are
aw.ire, Sir, at many places in this district,
risen very high.

the level of water has

In Talewala, where the level of w, ter used to be

from eighty to one hundred cubits below the ground, no.v it is three or
four cubits only. This is the case since after 1947 and the la ids are
suffering heavy damage on aceount of water logging. If the Govern
ment, does not pay immediate attention to the necess t / o f providing
drains for thp* water of the branches of Sirhind canal, thousands of
acres of land in Ludhiana will be completely ruined.

The same water

can prove very useful, if it is thrown into distributaries.

The G overn

ment tells us that a British firm would be given contract for

boring

two hundred and fifty tube wells in this area, but nobody knows when
that scheme will materialize. People are crying on a:count of the
damage which is being done to their lands on account of water logging. ^
Several promises are made by the Government but nothing

is actually

done.
Then, Sir, as everybody knows, a large
of this State consists of displaced persons-

part of

the population

The expenditure

which

the Government has to incur is too heavy as compared with its income.
If there is no scope for more taxation, has the Government ever paid
attention to the necessity of devising such means which might lead to
economy in expenditure without affecting efficiency of administration.
Committees are set up for exploring ways of effecting econom y but
laymen like Members of the Assembly are appointed as their members.
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Similarly, Members o f the Assembly were appointed on the Retrench
ment Committee constituted by the Governm ent.

If a layman like

myself is asked to ex inline in datail the question of effecting econom y
in the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public W orks Department,
how can he be expected to understand the details of such a technical
subject.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

If laymen can be Ministers, why can

they not examine such matters ?
Sardar Bachan Singh :

My hon Friend, perhaps, does net know

that the Ministers h ve only to frame policies.
prepare plans and to execute them.

It is for the experts to

It shall be very creditable if

there is some expert among us, generally

the Members of the Legis

lature are jacks o f all trades but masters of none.
•
I made two suggestions to the Government even before the
partition

I suggested that the Revenue Section of the Irrigation

Department
Bepartment.

should

be

amalgamated

The second suggestion

with

the

main

Revenue

made by me was that

the

Department in-charge of construction of canal roads should be amalga
mated with thn Building \ and Roads branch of the Public Works
Department.

There are some departments which io not have sufficient

work to justify their separate existence.

Huge sums of m ney are

being wasted in this manner. If the Government seriously tackled this
problem, they could increase effi siency in administration and at the
same time effect economy in expenditure. Seventy-one lakhs of rupees
are being spent in this State on Irrigation. If the expenses on Bhakra
Scheme are also included in it, it will amount to Rs. 147 lakhs. The
Budget reveals that almost the same amount is being spent on the
Canal Department alone as is being expended on the en ire General
Administration. If the Government ser ously thinks ov^r the matter,
Irrigation Depart nent is toe most important f all the Government
Departments.
Sardar Swaran S4ngh : Is this an expert opinion or that of a
layman?
Sardar Bachan Singh : I am saying these things on the basis of
information given to me. by those persons, who can not express their •
views in this House. It is a pity that our Government does not pay *
proper heed to the views of experts. It only knows how to engage a
few more peons or how to get their own men employed or transferred.
It has no other qualification. I can tell m y hon. Friend in private
the names of those experts on whose views I am basing m y observa
tions. If the Government is prepared to accept my suggestion, I shall
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ask them to think over this matter seriously.

The Irrigation Depart

ment can do doable the work wi h two-third of the expenditure which
is being incurred on it at present.

It is our misfortune that our

Government has not realized the necessity of supplying a small amount
of water to those places in Ambala and Hoshiarpur districts, vyhere
thousands of acres of land are being washed away on account of
erosion. The Government revenues and the food production of this
State could be easily increased by provision o f suitable irrigation in
this area.
The Government, however, is .quite inactive in these
matters.

There are people

who are

prepared to give loans to the

Government for tiie construction of bunds.

That will

enable the

Government to tide over its difficulty in. the matter of funds. In these
areas the production of rice aud sug rcane, so badly needed in the
country, c m

be incm ised manifold.

Our

Government,

^however,

neither pays attention to thos? areas viiich are suffering on account of
water-logging, nor to those where the rains are in plenty but a sm ’ 1
arrangement for proper Irrigation can yield very useful results. Is the
Government doing anything for the suppl]/ of water to Bet areas f^r
the Rabi harvest, which can be done quite easily?
In the end, Sir, I wish to say that our Government is lucky .n
having the best e gineers, wh )se equals are not found anywhere eise in
this country. It has the bist tale it at its dispas ; our eagmec m
received training in Europe and America, but if in spite of all these
advantages, it does not make ise of icj r js jjr c e s , it will be the case
‘ water water every where but not a drop to drink'.

of

It is a pity that

this Government is not making full use of the ability of its engineers
and other experts. With these words, Sir, I fesume my seat.

/
The

Assembly

Match, 1951.

then

adjourned

till

2 p. m.

on Monday,

26th
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Punjab Legislative Assembly
Third Session of the First Punjab Legislative Assem bly
M O N D A Y , the 26th March 1951.
The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla, at 2 p.m . o f the
clock.

ABSENCE OF HON. SP E A K E R .
Secretary :

I regret to inform the House that the hon. Speaker

will not be able to attend the meeting o f the House today on account o f
the injuries that he has received in a caraccident. The office of the Deputy
Speaker also being vacant, Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, a Member of
the Panel o f Chairmen, will take the chair.
Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa occupied the Chair amidst cheers.

if
*

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSW ERS

i
\

SANCTIONED CADRE OF T H E IN D U STRIE S D E P A R T M E N T .
*2743 Sardar Sajjan Singh :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state
%
i

(a)

W ill

the

Minister

for

the sanctioned cadre of 1st and 2nd grade officers and officials
separately in the Industries Department on

V

hon.

1-1-1948, 1-1-1949,

1-1-1950 and 1-1-1951, respectively ;
(b)

the number o f posts of the officer grade in this department
which were filled by temporary (officiating' hands on the dates
mentioned above ;

(c)

the number of posts which have not so far been filled by
permanent hands together with the reasons therefor ;

(d) when does the Government propose t o vfill these
permanent hands ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail
the necessary information is laid on the table. |
t Kept in the Library

posts

by

A statement giving
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SH IFTIN G OF ALLOTMENTS IN THE STATE.
*2870. Shri Prabodh Chandra :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state
(a)

Will

the

hon. Minister for

the number o f land allottees shifted after the quasi-permanent
allotment from their places o f allotment in the State.

(b)

whether the Government intends to give any compensation to
persons referred to in part (a) above in view of the improve
ments made in the lands already allotted to them %

The hon* S ard ar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a) Actual shifting o f
the land allottees is to take place when decisions have been taken on the
applications for review o f allotment and figures of the areas required for
necessary adjustments are available*
(b)
As those allotments only are to be cancelled, wnich have been
made against rules, the question o f compensation does not arise except
in those cases where improvements have been made with the assent of
the Custodian or Rehabilitation Authority and the allottee is entitled to
compensation under sections 71, 72 and 73 o f the Punjab Tenancy Act, 1887.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it a fact that notices have been
issued to the allottees who were previously granted lands on a quasi
permanent basis ?
Minister :

This might be the case /in respect o f those to whom

lands were allotted against the rules.
Shri Prabodh Chandra ; Is it a fact that lands were allotted
to them in accordance with the then existing rules ?
Minister : It is possible that some defects might creep in which
can be removed later on.
Shri Prabodh C h an dra : Is it not a fact tha* the allottees were
given to understand that the quasi-permanent allotment'was more or less
a permanent allotment and consequently they made improvements upon
such lands ?
Minister :

The hon. Member himself admits that it was ‘more or

less' a permanent allotment.
Shri Prabodh C handra : Is it not a fact that the Government
had decided that the quasi-permanent allotment would continue undis
turbed till some permanent settlement with Pakistan is reached; if so,
why is it that there is a shifting o f the allottees ?

(15) 3

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Minister :

I

have

already

stated

that

the^ quasi-permanent

allotments which were against the rules are being corrected.
Shri Prabodh C h an d ra : Does the Government intend taking
action against the officers who were responsible for such defects in
allotment ?
Minister :
arise.

The question o f taking action against them does not

If, however, any officer intentionally made mistakes he can be

punished.
Shri Prabodh C h an dra : May I know the policy of the
Government with regard to giving compensation to those persons to whom *
lands were given till some settlement with Pakistan would be reached
and who consequently made improvements upon such lands but have
since been shifted ?
Minister :

I can

give

information

regarding

such

particular

eases only as may be brought to the notice of the Government.

It is

not possible to give a general reply.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : I wish to know the general policy of
the Government in this matter. There is not one case but many. W hat I
want

to

know is whether any compensation will be given for

the

improvements carried out by the allottees on such lands ?
M in ister:

Allotments mere made under the rehabilitation rules

and the question o f compensation is governed by the provisions o f Punjab
Tenancy Act 1887.

,1

Shrimati Sita Devi : Is it a fact that
allotment have been changed so many times ?
Minister :

the

rules

regarding

That question does not arise.

Shri P rabod h Chandra : When once a quasi-permanent allot
ment is carried out according to some rules and with the intention o f
keeping it unchanged except when a final settlement with Pakistan is
reached on the point, how is it that the Government subsequently changed
it ?
Minister :
rules.

Only such allotments are changed as go against the

Otherwise the Government does not interfere.
R E H A B IL ITA T IO N OF REFUGEES

*2871. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Minister for
Rehabilitation be pleased to state whether any correspondence has passed
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[Shri Prabodh Chandra]
between the Union Government and the Punjab State Government on th e
subject o f the moral and legal responsibility o f the
rehabilitate the refugees, if so, with what result ?

Government to

The hon.Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail ; A resolution moved by
, Shri Virendra was passed by this Assembly in March, 1949, recommending
that the Government of India should accept moral and legal responsibility
for the partition of India and should take steps to compensate refugees
who having lost everything in Pakistan had migrated to India. This
resolution was transmitted to the Government o f India for necessary

>

action .
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know whether the Government
feels that the responsibility for the partition o f Punjab lies ori the Central
Government ; if so, has the Government o f Punjab taken any other steps
than the mere forwarding of the resolution passed

by the Assembly, to

impress upon the Government o f India their responsibility with regard to
the losses suffered by the Punjabis in obedience to the commands of the
Centre ?
Minister :
ment.

I think I have already given the reply of the Govern

But I refuse to express my persona! views on this matter.

Shri Prabodh C handra • May I know whether it is in the
knowledge o f the Government o f Punjab that, the Prime Minister issued
a statement sometime back in which he refused to take legal or moral res
ponsibility for the losses suffered by the displaced persons ; if so, has the
Government written to the Central Government what the Punjabis feel in
this matter ?
M in ister:

1 think the resoeution o f the Punjab Assembly was

passed after this statement.

The fact

that this resolution

was sent up

by our Government is an indication of our position in this matter.
Shri Prabodh Chandra • May I know whether any other pres
sure has been exerted by the Government v\ this important matter which
concerns lakhs o f deserving people ?
Minister :

I have nothing more to

R E V IE W AN D R EVISIO N OF ALLOTM ENT OF LANDS.
*3059.

*

Will the h on . Minister for Rehabilitation be pleased to state

whether it is a fact that applications for reviews and revisions filed by
the allottees of land against their allotments have not yet been taken up
>y the courts ; if so, the leasons therefor and when they will be heard

A
4

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(15)5

The hon. S a rd a r Ishar Singh M ujhail : Applications for review
o f allotments of evacuee land have already been taken up b y th e officers
concerned and 22,912 have actually been decided upto 15th February,
1951.

In view o f the large number of applications the target for taking

decisions on them and implementing the decisions has been fixed as

3

Qfh

September, 1951.
/
Thakur Dalip Singh ; Will the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation
kindly tell us waether the decisions on the review applications will
be complete

1

before the next sowing season becaese the target date

fixed by the Government in this respect falls after the sowing season ?
Minister :

Both the decisions on the applications and their imple

mentation will be completed by the 30th September and not before.
Shri P rabodh C h an dra :

W ill the hon. Minister please state

the policy o f the Government regarding the review o f applications o f
allotment of lands ?

May I know whether the policy is that a person

should get consolidated land o f the same grade at one place or different
areas o f land of different grades at different places ?
Minister .

One of the main reasons on the basis o f which a review

application will be dealt with, will be whether an allottee has got land
according to the grade or not.

Tf not, then allotment will be made in

conform ity with the necessary grade.

Besides this, every ^effort will be

made to allot the whole share o f the land to the allottee at one place.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
the recommendations

Is the hon. Minister aware that one o f

o f the Advisory Committee, on Rehabilitation o f

refugees, was to the effect that an allottee should get consolidated land
at one place ?
Minister : I f any eases, in which departure has been made, are
brought to the notice o f the Government, endeavour will be made to grant
consolidated lands to the allotees at one place.
Shri Prabodh C handra : My question is as to what is the
declared policy of the Government on this point ? Should an allottee receive
different strips o f land at different places ?
Minister : The policy o f the Government is to grant consolidated
land to an allottee as far as it is possible; but if the land o f the same grade
is not available at the same place, naturally it has to be allotted at more
than one place.
Shrimati Site Devi: Will the hon. Minister please state whether an
allottee will have a right o f appeal against the decision made by Govern
ment on his review application ?

PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
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Yes, it has been provided in the rules.

Shrimafi Sifa Devi : Will the hon. Minister kindly let us know
those rules under which an appeal will be permissible against the decision
of the Government on a review application of an allottee ? Will he also
*ell us the authority before whom an appeal can be filed ?
Minisfer : The hon.
cannot state them off-hand.

Lady Member can

study

the rules.

Shrimafi Sifa Devi : The hon. Minister should kindly
something about the rules from his memory.
S ard ar Sw aran S in g h :
*est ? (Laughter)

Point of order, Sir.

I

tell us
'

Is it a memory

Thakur Da lip Singh : Is it the declared policy of the Govern
ment that all the close relations o f an allottee should also be granted
land near him so that they may all be put together ?
Minisfer :

Y ts.

That is a fact.

ALLOTM ENT OF LAND TO SH RI BAN RAJ CHAND IN D ISTR IC T
H OSH IARPU R.
*3060 Thakur Dalip 'Singh :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state
(a)

Will

the

hon.

Minister

for

whether it is a fact that Shri Ban Raj Chand and others of
village Lahat, Tehsil Palampur, District Kanarra were allotted
land in village Sehota, Tehsil Dasuya, Sub-Tehsil Mukerian, •
District Hoshiarpur and whether it is also a fact that they
took possession of the land so allotted in time and sowed the
Kharif crop there ;

(b) whether it is a fact that the allotment of a portion
land allotted to the persons referred to in part

(a)

o f that

above was

cancelled and that it was allotted to somebody else in the
same village without any intimation to them.
(c)

whether

it is also a fact that the possession o f the

land

reallotted as mentioned in part (b) above was given to the

new

allottee along with the standing crop ;
(d) if answers to parts (aj, (b ) and (e) above be in

the affirmative,

the reasons therefor ;
(e)

whether it is a fact that Ban Raj Chand and others brought

(15) 7
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the above facts to the notice o f higher authorities ; if so, the
action, if any, taken in this connection ?
The hon. S ard ar Ishar Singh Mujhail.
(a)

Yes.

(b) Yes.
(c)

Yes.

(d) For consolidation o f close relations of certain displaced landowners.
(e) Yes.

The crops were placed under Supardari and the case is

being examined and will he decided in review,
Thakur Da lip S in g h : Is the hon. Minister aware that the
crops are still rotting in the field because no final decision has so far been
arrived at regarding this matter ?
Minister : Not to my knowledge.
Thakur Dalip Singh : W ill the hon.

Minister kindly institute

an enquiry into the matter ?
Minister :

Since

the

hon.

Member

has

now

imparted this

information, the matter will certainly be enquired into.
Shri
Prabodh
Chandra : May I know under what rules
does the Government give possession of land of an allottee, who has
effected improvements on it, to another, as is the case in the question
under reply ?
Minister :

So fai as the allotment o f land in question is concerned,

T have stated that the crops were placed under Supardari and the case is
being examined and will be decided in review.

After the decision has

been arrived at, the rightful allottee will get possession o f the land in
question.
c o -o p e r a t i v e f o r e s t s o c i e t i e s i n k a n g r a d i s t r i c t .

/
*3058. Thakur Dalip Singh : Will the hon.
Minister for
Education be pleased to state whether the Government proposes to
start Co-operative Forest Societies in Hamirpur Tehsil o f the Kangra
District ?
The hon. S ard ar N a ro la m Singh :

No.

SAN CTIONED POSTS OF THE PU B LIC ITY AN D PUBLIC
RELATIONS DEPARTM ENTS.
*2749

Sardar

be pleased to state

Sajjan

Singh :

Will the hon.

Chief Minister

[26TH MARCH 1951
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(a)

the number of the sanctioned

posts of

1 st

and

2

nd grade"

'officers separately in the Publicity and Public Relations Depart
ments on the 1st January, 1948,

1 st

January, 1949; 1st January

1950, and 1st January, 1951 respectively ;
(b) the number o f the posts referred to in part (a) above which were
filled by officiating officers on the dates referred to above.
(c)

the number of the posts referred to in part (a) above which have
not been filled so far by confirmed officers together with the
reasons therefor :

(d) when does the Government propose to fill these j osts by con
firmed officers ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i Chand B hargava : (a), (b) and (c) Tw o
statements giving the required information are laid on the Table t
(d)
The posts have now been sanctioned on a permanent basis and
t the question of confirmation of temporary officers is under the active
consideration
t

of Government.

SANCTIONED CADRE OF THE P. c . S. (EXECUTIVE BRANCH)
*2750. S ard ar S ajjan Singh :
be pleased to state:-

Will the

(a) the strength of the sanctioned cadre o f

hon.

1

Chief Minister

st and

2

nd grade

officers separately in the P. C. S. (Executive Branch) on 1-1-48
1-1-49, 1-1-50 and 1-1-51 respectively ;
'(b)

the number o f the posts referred to in part (a)

above

which

were filled by the officiating officers on the dates mentioned
above ;
(c)

the number of the posts referred to above

which have not so

far been filled by confirmed officers together with the reasons
therefor;
(d) when does the Government propose to fill these posts ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i C hand B h argava : (a) There is only one
grade in the P. C. S. (Executive Branch). After Partition the cadre o f
the P. C. S. (Executive I^ranch) was fixed at 187 posts with effect
1st June, 1948.

The cadre still comprises 187 posts.

f K ept in the library

from
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(b) No. o f temporary No. o f persons
E xtra Assistant employed as
Commissioners
Sp. Magistrates
recruited from

from

among lawyers

Extra

in connection

Commissioners,

with the law &

etc.

Lawyer

Officiating

Magistrates.

Extra Asstt.
Commissioner's

Retired
Asstt.

order problem
at the time o f
partition.
1-1-1948

7

1-1-1949

—

1-1-1950

—

1-L1951

—

(c)

—

22

44

17

18

21

18
4

17

25
39

11

41. Lawyer Magistrates are confirmed in the P. C. S. on merits,

if there are permanent vacancies. Officiating Extra Assistant Commiss
ioners are confirmed after they complete the prescribed period o f proba
tion, pass the Departmental Examination and show
during

the

period

these officers

of

is that

probation.

The reason

they have not

for

satisfactory work,'
not

yet fulfilled these

confirming
conditions.

(d) As soon as the officers fulfil the necessary conditions.
Shri Prabodh C h an dra: May I know whether the Government
did not keep in view its declared policy o f not recruiting retired offiicers?
Chief Minister: We i e-em ployed them wherever we considered their
services to be necessary and in the interest of the administration. But
with the gradual recruitment o f young men, we dispensed with their
services and now their number is only four.
Shri Prabodh Chnndra: Is it not the policy o f the Government, not
to give any extension o f service to any officer who is on the verge o f
retirement?
C hief Minister:

Ordinarily extension will not be granted.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : But what are those special circum
stances under which Government will grant extension of service to
certain officers?

j

C hief Minister l I f it is in the interest of administration to retain
certain officer, extension o f service will be granted to him or re-employmen will be offered to him.

[26th
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Shri Prabodh C handra : Is it not a fact that Government has
declared that no extension will be granted to any officer after he has
at tained the age o f 55 years?
Chief Minister

That is not correct.

Shri Prabodh Chandra s May I know whether at the time of
granting extension o f service to an officer, Government will send his
case to the Public Service Commission for opinion?
Chief Minister : Ordinarily Public
Service Commission is
consulted about the suitability of an incumb mt at the time o f recruit
ment. But this question does not arise in the case cf retiring officers who
have already put in long service and whose suitability is undoubted.
Shri Prabodh C and ra : Is the hon. Chief Minister aware that
there is a whispering propaganda among the public that extensions of
service are being granted by the Government to their own yes-men?
Chief Minister :
question.

I don’ t think that this arises out o f the main

Shrimati Sifa Devi : Will the hon. Chief Minister tell us those
specases in which extension in service would be granted? May I know
whether incumbents working next to these officers would not prove suit
able to run the administration o f these departments?
C hief Minister :

Sir, this is a hypothetical question.

Mr. Chairm an ;

Next question please.

SANCTIONED CADRE OF TH E P. C. S. (JUDICIAL BRANCH).
*2751.

S ard ar

Sajjan

S in g h :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state:—
(a)

the strength of the sanctioned cadre of

1 st

and

officers separately in the P. C. S. (Judicial Branch) on
1.1.5' and 1.1 51 respectively;

2

nd grade

1.1.48,

1.1.49,

(b) the number of posts referred to in part fa) above which have
been filled by officiating officers on the dates mentioned above;
(c) the numbei of officers referred to above who have not been
confirmed so far together with the reasons therefor ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i C hand
(a)

Bhargava :

There is only one grade in the

P. C. S. (Judicial

Branch).

After partition the cadre o f this service was fixed at 80 posts
with

effect from the

comprises 80 posts.

10

th January;

1949-

The cadre still

Starred Q uestions and A nsw er*

(15) 1)

(b) The number of posts filled by officiating officers on

1.1.4

(c)

1.1.49, and 1.1.50 was nil and on 1.1.51 it was four.
(
'*■ C
Four, as they have not so far completed the required one
year’s service and have also not passed departmental exami
nation by the higher standard.

Shri Prabodh C handra : May I know if the vacancies in the P.C.k
Cadre a^e filled by, officiqt^ g arrangement immediately when any vacanc.
occurs ? Is it not a fact that undue delay is caused in .making thes
appointments as a result o f which the offipers, who are to officiate agains
such posts are kept in suspense ? Is it also not a fact that this practice
has resulted in the deterioration o f the administration ?
M r. C hairm an :
b . ■* ‘

Disallowed,
_ _ _ _ _

'*

~

-j

SANCTIONED STREN G TH OF THE JAILS D EPARTM EN T.
*2752. Sardar S ajjan Singh :
pleased to state : 1
(a)

Will the hon. Chief
-V h

Minister be

■}'

the sanctioned strength o f the cadre o f

1 st

l
and

2

nd

grad

officers separately o f the Jails Department on ■1>1.48, J.l.4$, 4.1.50 anc
I-H51 respectively ;
(b)

\v*

the number o f posts referred to in part (a) above

which wer

filled by officiating officers on the dates mentioned above ;
v(c) the number of the aforesaid officers who have not
firmed so far together with the reasons therefor ;
I

I'

■ >

i ,

been con

.V

(d)
when does the Government propose to fill posts referred to in
part (b) above by permanent hands ?
, ,,
The hon. Dr. G o p i Chand B h argava :
(a)

In the Jails Department only the posts o f D eputy Superinten
dents carry grades -1st--and-

2

nd.

It is, therefore, presumed*

thatvthe hon. Member desires to have , information about these
posts only.

A statement marked

coqtain.ing the .required

information is‘l a id on the Table.

\ .

v

(b) A statement m arked ‘ B ’ is laid on the Table.
,

1(c)

-i

First part : 3

..

<

-dr

-

Second part : Out o f the 3 posts 2 have been reserved for direct
^ecrqits and,%he .public Service Commission ‘has been asked to

j

(15)
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'

recommend names o f suitable candidates for this purpose.
The third vacancy occurred on the 19th December, 1950, only.
(d) The two posts reserved for direct recruits are likely to be filled
up in the near future.

The question o f permanent appointment

against the third vacancy \will be considered in the light o f (i)
record o f officiating men after receipt of their report for the year
1950 and (ii) actual working for some months in accordance
with the usual procedure.
“ A ‘*
Statement showing the sanctioned strength o f the cadre o f Deputy
Superintendents I Grade and I I Grade on]the 1st January, 1948, 1st January,
|

1949, 1st January, 1950 and 1st January, 1951.

j

Name of post

Sanctioned strength on
1-1-1948

1.

D eputy Superintendent

1-1-1949

2

1-1-1950

2

1-1-1951

2

2

8

.8

1st Grade.
2

.

Deputy Superintendent

'

8

8

"

'

II Grade.
‘ "JB”
Statement showing the number of posts filled by officiating officers.
Name of post

Number filled by officiating officers on
1-1-1948

1.

Deputy Superintendent

1-1-1949

1-1-1950

1-1-U 51.

—

1

—

,—

—

—-

--

3

1st Grade.
2.

Deputy Superintendent
II Grade.

SANCTIONED STR E N G TH OF TH E FINANCE DEPARTM ENT.
*2753. Sardar Sajjan Singh • Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state : —
(a)

the sanctioned strength of the cadre o f
officers in the Finance

Department

on

1 st

and

1-1-1948,

2

nd grade
1-1-1949,

1-1-1950 and 1-1-1951 respectively ;
(b)

the number o f posts referred

to above which were filled by

officiating officers on the dates mentioned above ;

Starred Q u estions a n d A nsw ers

(c)
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the number o f the aforesaid officers who have not been confirmed
so far together with the reasons therefor ;

( d ) . when does the Government propose to fill posts referred to in
part (b) above by permanent hands ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i C h an d B h a rg a v a :
2nd Grade officers in the Finance Department.

(a) There are no 1st and
These officers, however,

belong to class I and class II State Service. The sanctioned strength o f
these officers on the dates mentioned was as follows : —
1-1-1948

1-1-1949

1-1-1950

1
2

1
2

. 1
7

Calss I
Class II

1-1-1951.
'

I
7

The increase in the number of Class II officers in 1950 and 1951 was
due to the fact that 5 Superintendents already employed were given
class I I status in November, 1949.
(b)

None
(c)

None.

None

l

There is how ever, one officer who is on deputation from

the Government o f India and holds a tenure post.
confirmation does not arise.
(d)

None

The question o f his

Does not arise.

E N Q U IR Y AGAINST S. K A P U R SINGH I. C. S.
*2873.

Shri Prabodh C handra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state the amount the Government has spent so far on the
enquiry into the case o f S. Kapur Singh, I. C. S. ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i Chand B h argava :

Rs. 16,444/— .

Shri Prabodh C handra : Is it The intention of the Government
to spend more than the amount already referred to by the hon. Chief
Minister 1
C h ief Minister :

The matter is sub-judice.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Sir, the question o f this matter being
sub-judice, does not arise. W hat I wish to know is whether it is thftintention o f the Government to spend more on the enquiry into the case
of S. Kapur Singh ? I f so, how much amount is going to be spent by the
Government in this connection ?
C hief M in ister: I cannot give the
deoided.

figures unless the case is

(15) 14
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PUBLICATION OF PERIODICALS.
*2874. v Shri Prabodh C handra :
be pleased to state :—

W ill the hon. Chief Minister

(a)

the names o f periodicals published by the State ;

(b)

the amount spent on each one of them during the year 195

(c)
(d)

;

, the number o f paid subscribers for each one of them ;
the number o f copies o f each periodical sent to stalls for sale
together with the number actually sold ?

The hon. Dr. G o p i Chand B hargava :
(a) (i) Our Punjab (English).
(ii) Pradeep (Hindi)
(iii) Veer Bhumi (Gurmukhij.
Rs. 7824/15/9

(b) (i) Our Pui jv b

Es. 9015/5/-

(ii) Pradeep

Rs. 7996/12/-

(iii) Veer Bhumi

118

(c) (i) Our Punjab

693

(ii) Pradeep

393

(iii) Veer Bhumi
Number of copies

Id)

sent to stalls

Number o f copies
actually sold.

(i) Our Punjab

3479

3059

(ii) Pradeep

5836

4687

it .

*•>

(iii) Veer Bhumi

3950

3811

Shri Prabodh C handra : In view o'* the reply o f the hon. Chief
'••
'
'•l1. ' i J'1' :
Minister to part (d) above, may I know how much does the' Government
gain or lose yearly in this bargain ?
C hief Minister : These publications are not undertaken from the
point of view o f any loss or profit.
Shri Prabodh C handra *. Is it a fact that these publications
have been undertaken by the Government simply to provide jobs to some
persons ?
.
■
'
C h ief Minister :

It is a wrong insinuation.

Starred Questions and Answers
Shri P rabodh C h an d ra :

(15) 15

May I know whether or not Govern

ment feels that these publications have been instrumental in making its
policy more progressive and popular among the people ?

by

Shrimavi Sifa Devi :
the Committee which

May I know if the recommendations made
was set up to revise the working o f

the Publicity Department, have been considered by
M r. C h airm an :
Shrlmati Sifa
iecon.mended at the
stopped ?
M r. C h airm an .

‘ ‘

the Government ?

Disallowed.
Devi : Is it
a fact that
the Committee
publication c f the English periodicals should be
Disallowed.

Shri Prabodh C handra : is it a fact that equal number o f the
copies of the periodicals are published in Hindi, Punjabi and in other
languages ?
Chief Minister :

The number o f these publications is different.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
ed in large number ?
C hief Minister :

Which of these periodicals are publish

I require fresh notice for this question.

Shrimaii Shanno Devi S e h g a l: Is it * not the intention o f the
Government to make the publication and sale o f these periodicals a selfsupporting concern ? Is it also the intention of the Government to stop the
publication o f these periodicals sj that there may nob be any further loss
to the Government ?
C hief Minister • When it is found

t

tl at

•
these periodicals are

running at a loss, then their publicatin would be stopped. However, Govern
ment is examining this question from time to rime and it has not suffered
any. loss so far.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Has the Government received the pay
ment for the 3,000 copies of the periodicals as leferred to by the hon.
Chief Minister or has it only received the intimation about these cppies
having been sold ?
Chief Minister : Government has received the payment*
Shrimaii Sifa Devi : In view o f the reply of the hon. Chief
Minister that the publication of the periodicals would be suspended, may 1
know how much time will it take to stop it %
C hief Minister : I cannot say that.

r?A
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Shrimafi Sifa Devi : 1 just want to know the approximate time
by which the publication of the periodicals would be stopped ?
C h ief M in ister :
running at a loss.

That will be done when it is found that it is

*
Shrimafi Sifa D e v i: H o w m u fi time will it take the G ive rnr
ment to stop these publications ?
C h ief Minister : Government does not feel the necessity to take
such a step yet.
. - . ■
PUBLIC! T Y FILMS.
*2875. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state :
- < ■
(a)

the number o f Publicity films prepared by the Government
from 15th August, 1947 to 31st December, 1950 ;

(b)

the total amount spent thereon ;

(c)

whether any tenders were invited by the Government for their

preparation ?
The hon. Dr. G o p i Chand B h a rg a v a ;
' (S)
'
•

14 -

■

(b )

Rs. 1,16,104/

(c)

Yes.

.

'
Shri Prabodh Chattdra :

Chief

. ;

; .........................
'•
Has the contract been given to those

who offered to prepare the films at the lowest rates
.

...

.

1

. »

,

;

•

Mnister : The rates at which these films have been given on
contract are comparatively less than those o f the Central Government and
the other State's.

this

Shri Prabodh C h an d ra : Did any person offer to undertake
work at minimum rates ? Has the Government received any

j

complaint to this effect % Is it also a fact that an official o f the Punjab

i

Government ‘o ffered to prepare these films at rates lower than those at
which these have been given on contract ?
C hief Minister :

I do not exactly remember whether or not any

complaint has been received bv the Government. However, I may add for
the information of the hon. Member that the lowest rates were not accep
ted by the Government due to certain considerations.

Starred Questions and Answers
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m
M ehfa Ranbir Singh : . May I kn >w whether any help was taken
from the educationists at the time o f preparing these tilms ?
C h ief M in ister
Films are prepared for thos ? departments which
make a request in this behalf.
M ehfa

Ranbir Singh :

May

I know whether these films were

exhibited in schools and colleges; if so, the number o f such schools and
#

colleges ? I would like to get this information.in nrd^r to know whether
films have any educative value.
C hief M n isfer:

These films have publicity value.

M ehfa Ranbir Singh :
*

Does it mean that the educative value is

being ignored by the Government ?
C h ief Minister

^"

These films are prepared for publicity purposes.

M ehfa Ranbir Singh ;

Is the Government aware of the fact that

these films are also exhibited in schools and colleges ?
C hief M integer : These films are exhibited
Department under the head ‘ ‘ Social Education.:i

by the

Education

Shrimati Shanno Devi S eh gal : May I know whether the Pub
licity Department is functioning in the same old manner or its policy has
been revised after the attainment o f independence ?
C hief Minister :

There is now a change in the policy.

Shri A m ar N ath V id y a la n k a r : May I know if the hon. Chief
Minister would like to exhibit any film to the Members o f this House \ ,
Chief Minister : I f hon. Members express their desire and make.it
convenient to see these films, I would iike to show them four films in conf

1 nection with the Grow More-Food campaign.
Shri Prcbodh C h an dra : May I know whether it is the policy o f
the Government to give the work of preparation o f films to any firm whose
tender is not the lowest ?

'
*

C hief Minister : Ordinarily the work is given to such a firm which
wives the lowest tende r provided the Government is satisfied that it wohld
be able to do that work satisfactorily.
Shri Prabodh C h an d ra : May I >know why this work was given
to a firm other than the firms which gave the lowest tender although other
firms had enough experience ol this line and were prepared to deposit the
necessary security ?
C h ief Minister :

^

If the hon. Member gives the names then

___________________

1

shall
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Q U A R T E R IN G OF P U N lflV E POLICE POSTS IN D IST R IC T
•

R O S H 1 A R PU R .

*2876. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state : —
(a)

* V

the dumber of punitive police posts quartered in the Hoshiarpur district during the period

1st January 1913

to d5fch

August, 1947 ;
(b)

the fines realised from the residents o f these areas :

(c)

whether the Government intend to refund the fines realised ?

The hon. D r. G o p i C hand B hargava : (a) Eleven during the
period from 1 st January 1942 to 15th August T947. N o record prior to the
year 1942 is available.
(b)
(<q.

•"V

Rs.' 1,95,663/5/6 for these posts.
No.

Shri P rabodh C h an d ra : There are certain dutriets in whi: i
.punitive police posts were quartered after I5.th August 19.47 but in .many
cases the fines were not resriised and if realised were refunded. May I
know why the Government does not propose to refund the fines realised
from Hoshiarpur district ?
C hief Minister : Sir, if I get notice I will make enquiries and then
I shell be in a position to give a reply.
, "
Shri Prabodh Chandra : The policy of the Government has been to
refund the fine in those districts where it was imposed on political grounds.
According to this polity the Government also refunded the fine to those
workers who had taken-part in the political activities.

May I know

Whether Government took this action after getting information from the
Pakistan Government as to

where these punitive ;pulioe

posts

were

C h ief Minister : I am sorry I cannot get this information
Parisian.

from

quartered %

'Shri P rabodh C h an dra *. In

case the

people o f those

ilaqas

submit their affidavits or the M .L.A ’ s of . those

ilaqas give statement

to the effect that

people who took part

fines were realised

in political aetvities, will

from the

the Government take steps to refund these fine

realised from those political workers ?
C h ief Minisfer : It is a request for action.
S ard ar S ajjan Singh : A punitive police post was quartered in
Jautala, district

Rohtak, and tna “punitive tax was

remitted for tne

S ta rred Q u estion s an d A n sw ers
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activities of the inhabitants o f this village which were described as allied to
the political activities. May I know whether the Government propose to refund
*

the fine to the inhabitants of such villages where police posts were quartered
for their political activities ?
Chief Minister:

Sir, it is again a request for action.

Shri Ram Sharma:

May I know whether the fines realised from the

residents of those 4reas in which punitive police posts were quartered were
due to criminal offences or political crinv- s committed therein ?
*

Chief Minister:

I have no detailed information and require notice.

Shri prabodh Chandra:

Did the Government receive representations

from the political workers that the Government's
*

action was not in confor-

m ity with its policy that the fines may be refunded to the persons who took
part in political activities ?
Chief Minister:

I require notice to answer this question.

R EFU N D OF C. A. TO SA R D A R H A R JA P SINGH E X -M . L. A.
*2877.

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

W ill the hon Chief Minister be pleased

to state whether the Government has received any representation from Sardar
Harjap Singh. ex-M. L. A. for payment of his Assembly C. A, while he was
under detention in join t Punjab; if so, the steps taken by die Government in
the matter ?
The Hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
Yes.

The matter is under consideration.

Shri Prabodh Chandra:
t

May I know when

the Government.received

a representation from Sardar Harjap Singh ex-M .L.A . for payment of his
com pensatory allowance?
Chief Minister:

I do not remember the date but the question of

payment of compensatory allowance of all Members who were under legal
detention is under the consideration o f the Government. Necessary informa
tion is being collected and as soon
t

as it is available the matter will be

decided.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I know how much time will it take, two

months, four months or six months ?
/

(15)
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I am not in a position to give a definite date but

efforts will be made to collect it as socn as possible.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Is ti e H on.

Chief

Minister

aware

that

persons who have suffered losses for political reasons are in acute financial
distress ?
Chief Minister:
•

It is a question of opinion, Sir.
»

Shri Ram Sharma: May I know if the Government has under con
sideration the case of Sardar Harjap Singh only or the cases of all those who
were detained in the Congress movement o f 1941—42 ?
Chief Minister:

The cases o f all such M. L. A ’s who were not paid

C. A for the period they were under detention

in joint Punjab is under

consideration pending the collection o f the necessary information.
Shri Ram Sharma:
that category ?
Chief Minister:

Is the

hon. Chief Minister himself included in

I was not a

member of the Legislative Assembly at

that time having resigned m y seat previously. As regards fines,

I was fined

once only but I have not applied for its refund.
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

W ill

this question of payment o f with-held

compensatory allowance be decided on the same consideration as the refund
of fines or will it be decided on the same basis as the giving of relief to politi
cal sufferers who are in distress and are unable to earn their livelihood.
Chief Minister:

To m y mind, it is also a

question o f giving relief to

the political sufferers and should be dealt with on the same basis as other
such measures.
Mehta Ranbir Singh:
not

1

Should I take it then that this question will

e decided on the analogy of fines which are to be refunded to all,

whether rich or poor, but will be decided from the point of view of rehabilit
ating those in distress ?
Chief Minister:

Y es.

Starred Questions and Answers

RECLAMATION
*
state:—
(a)

2899
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o f l a n d s s p o il e d b y t h u r , w a t e r l o g g in g e t c .

Shri Ram Sharma: Will the hon Chief Minister be pleased to

the °rea of culturable land spoiled in the State by Thur and
waterlogging district-wise together with the area so far reclaimed
by Government efforts;

(b)

the steps that are being taken by the Government to reclaim
the entire areas of such lan Is and the progress so far made in
this connection ?

The Hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:

(a)

A statement o f area affected

by thur and sem in the Punjab

State is placed on the Table. * An experimental Block o f 2250
acres is under

reclamation

at the Indri Reclamation Farm in

Karnal District. During the last year, 1489 acres of this block have
been reclaimed. Reclamation Experim ental Farms are being exten
ded to more areas.
(b,) The general reclamation of all the affected areas

has not yet

been taken in hand as the additional supplies required for this pur
pose are not avai'able.
The technique of reclamation of the Sodium
the

.

Carbonate soils as found in

Punjab (I) is being developed in the Irrigation Research Institute,

Amritsar.
Shri Ram Sharma:

May I know where is it proposed to start more

experimental farms for this purpose ?
Chief Minister:

I ca n 't give this information just now but J shall let

the hon. Member know in the evening while replying

to the debate on the

demand for irrigation.
Shri Ram Sharma:

May I know what are the additional supplies for
* Kept in the Library

(15)
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of

want
which the reclamation of all the affected areas has not teen taken
in hand ?
Chief Minister:
Shri Ram Sharma:
water su p ply?

Obviously, supplies of water are meant ?

How long will the work have to wait'for want of

There is a considerable area t o , be reclaimed.

Neither the

Government itself undertakes its reclamation nor gives it to others on contract
basis.
Chief Minister:

So long as

there is no irrigation scheme catering

for the area, it is not possible for the Government to undertake reclamation
work.
Shri Ram Sharma:

The total area affected by thur and sem is about

eighty-two thousand acres and the Government has during one year reclaimed
only 2, 250 acres of land.

May I know if the Government has prepared any

scheme to expedite the work ?
Chief Minister:

I shall inform the House o f the Government scheme

when I reply to the debate.

A PPO IN TM E N T OF I. G. POLICE.
*2900.

Shri Ram Sharma:

Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased to

state:—
(a)

whether it is a fact that some changes had to be made in the
officiating appointment of the Inspector General of Polic e in the
vacancy recently caused by the long leave taken by the permanent
I. G ;

(b)

whether the Central Government had any say in the matter of
the appointment ;

(c)

whether promotion to the appointm ent is made on the basis of
seniority in service or by selection ?

The Hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(aj

N o change was made in officiating appointment in leave arrange
ment of I. G af Police.

( 15 )
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(b)

No.

(c)

The appointments to posts o f Heads o f Departments are made b y
selection with due regard to seniority.

Shri Ram Sharma:

May I know whether the officer who relieved the

Inspector General of Police when he was proceeding on leave had been allow
ed to take the charge from him permanently or as a temporary measure ?
Chief Minister:

That was a collateral charge— neither oificiating

nor

permanent
Shri Ram

harma:

Is

the bon. Chief

Minister aware that there

was a considerable resentment among the high officers o f the Department over
this matter and they felt that by giving the chance to the present incumbent
their rights had been ignored ?
Chief Minister:

The question of resentment does not arise because the

appointment is not

substantive. There was no occasion for anybody to

protest.
Shri Ram Sharma:

W hy is it then that after giving the charge first

to one person the necessity of giving it to another was felt ?
Chief Minister:

The pet son who was allowed to take the charge first

had taken a collateral charge because he was present on the spot pending the
final decison in the matter.
Shri Rma Sharma:
Chief Minister:

W hen was the final decision to be taken ?

After a month.

Shri Ram Sharma:
Chief Minister:

Who was to decide it ?

The Government.

Shri Ram Sharma:

Was the matter referred to the Central Govern

ment before taking a d e cis io n ?
Chief Minister:

Did they interfere in it ?

I have already

said that they had no say in the

matter.

PROPOSAL FO R FILLIN G THE POSTS IN
*3 0 .7

Shri

Bhagat Ram Chodha:

TEH STATE.

W ill the hon.

pleased to state whether the Government has

Chief Minsiter be

under consideration any

proposal to fill all the posts on the ba-us o f merit irrespective of caste and
creed in the State ?

(15)
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All appointments are now made on

Reservation of posts in

services exists only for Harijans.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
is decided b y the Punjab

May I know whether the question of merit
Public Service Commission or the hon.

Chief

Minister or the Minister incharge of the department concerned ?
Chief Minister:

The posts which are required to be filled by the

Public Service Commission under the rules are allowed to be filled b y them.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it n ot a fact that 90% of the posts which

under the rules ought to have been filled by the Public Service Commission
have been filled up without reference to them

on the excuse that they are

o f a temporary nature, of two months, or four months, duration and so on ?
Chief M inister: According to rules temporary posts have not to
be referred to the Public Service Commission.

It is a wrong insinuation

to say that 90% of them have been filled without reference to the Public
Service Commission.
R E CRU ITM EN T TO P. C. S C AD RE IN TH E STATE.
*3082.

Chaudhari Sundar Singh:

W ill the hon .

Chief Minister be

pleased to state:—
(a)

the total number

of vac ai cies in the cadre ° f the P. C. S.

(Executive) filled during the year 1949/SO;
(b)

the number of vacancies out of those referred to

in part (a)

above that were filled by Harijan candidates;
(c)

whether the order of Government in giving represent itio i to the

Harijans according to 15% reservation was kept in view ?
The Hon.

Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:

(a)

45.

(b)
(c)

1.
Yes.

More Harijans could not

be recruited

in the P. C. S.

(Executive Branch) as suitable candidates were not available.
Service Commission have now been asked to

The Public

recommend to Government the

names of suitable Harijans for appointment as Extra Assistant Commissioners

S tarred Q u estion s a n d A n sw ers
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If suitable Harijan candidates are not available, will

the Government consider the
0

(15)

advisability of relaxing the recruitment rules

so that adequate representation is assured to Harijans ?
Chief Minister:

The mode of

it is not possible to effect a

^

recruitment has been

relaxed but

relaxation in the matter of m inim um qualifica

tions.
Master Gurbanta

Singh:

Are not; tho e candidates

who pass the

P. C. S competetive examination suitable for the posts ?
Chief Ministter:

A£ no scheduled caste candidate succeeded in the

competitive examination, no one from these candidates could be appointed.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh:
hon.

m y ques ion I am told by the

Chief Minister that only one man has been taken.

whether this
0

In reply to

one appointment gives 15 per

May

I know

cent representation to the

Harijans ?
Chief Minister:

I may for the information o f my hon. Friend say that

the resolution regaiding 15 per cent representation for the Harijans was
passed after decision in connection with the recruitment to 45 posts existing
in 1949-50 had been arrived at.
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

v- .*r
T he’ other’d a y ’ the hon. Labour Minister

remark

ed that in his dep-u tment the representation of the Harijans was 22 per cent
instead of 15 per cent.

May I know* whether the representation pf Hari

jans in some departments is" low because it is rather high in some depart
ments ?
Chief Minister:

It is a question o f opinion.

Mehta Ranbir " Singh:-

if
It fs the pdlicy* of the G overnment that 15 per

{

cent representation should be^g iven rto the TIarijans in all departments o f the
Government as a whole ?
Chief Minister;
r

The policy of the Government is .t o give them 15 per

cent representation in every department o f Government.
Mehta Ranbir Singh: Is it not a fact that quite a number o f Harijan
*i*3
^ ^" *
candidates passed the P. C. S com petitive examination ?
Chief Minister:

Only those candidates who succeed in the com petitive

test are taken, others are not eligible for recruitment on the com petition

*

basis.

# #
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

a
Is it hot a fact that in the past if no candidate

belonging to a particular community succeeded in the com petition, candidates
of that community who passed the examination were appointed ?
♦

( 15)
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Chjgf ^Minister: I can't say anythingh off hand.
Master Gurbanta Singh:

May I know how many Harijan candidates

appeared in the last competitive examination ?
Chief Minister:
present.

I

am

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

sorry

I don 't possess this information at

Is it not desirable that those candidates who

do not succeed in the competitive examination but get pass marks should be
given appointments to make up the 15 per cent representation which has
been fixed for the Harijans ?
Chief Minister:

I will request the hon.

Member to wait for the next

question.

RECRU ITM EN T TO P. C. S. CADRE IN TH E S T A T E .'
*3083.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh:

Will

the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state:—
(a)

the number of vacancies in the P. C. S. (Executive) that have
been filled daring the year ending 31st March 1951;

(b)

the number of vacancies filled on each register;

(c)

the number o f vacancies in the P. C. S (Executive) that are kept
in reserve on each occasion when vacancies occur;

fd)

whether it is a fact that vacancies have not been reserved for
Harijans on the different registers; if so, the manner

in which

the Government propose to give their due share to the Harijans
in the recruitment to the P. C. S. (Executive).
The hon. Dr. Gopl Chand Bhargava:
(a)

11.

(b)

Register A II Ministerial Government servants.

1.

Registar B.

Competitive examination-10.
(c)

No specific number is kept in reserve.

(d)

No.

One vacancy was reserved on Register A -II which

duly filled by a Harijan. No.

was

Harijan appeared in the com peti

tive examination and therefore no vacancy could be reseived
for them on Register ‘ B\

•' '

(a.)

S tarred Q u estion s a n d
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the number of applications received from Harijan candidates for

recruitment to the P. C. S. during the current year;
(b)

the number of

Harijans who have

been recommended by the

different departm ents;
fcV

the number of H arijans who applied direct for recruitment to

the service;
(d)

whether any B oard has been constituted by the Government to

select suitable Harijan Candidates out
in the P. C. S. reserved

o f the applicants for the vacancies

for them; if not, whether the selection is made by

the Punjab Public Service Commission ?

•

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:

-

(a)

None.

(b)

12.

(c)

5.

(dj

The Punjab Public Service Commission have been requested be

recommend suitable candidates for P. C. S. (Executive Branch) from among
Harijan candidates, after interviewing them.

PERCEN TAGE OF H A R IJA N S IN TH E P. C. S.
*3085.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh:

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister

be

to pleased to state the percentage o f the Harijans in the cadre of the P. C. S.
(Executive) ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:

0.53%

Mehta Ranbir Singh: W hat steps are being taken b y the Government
m ake up the 15 per cent representation which has been fixed for the
Harijans ?
Chief Minister:

This percentage has been fixed for the future and it

has nothing to do with what had been done in the past.
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

I wish to know as to what

steps are being

(15)
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[ Mehta Ranbir Singh ]
taken by the Government to mike the Harijans eligible for the 15 per cent
representation which has been fixed for them?

......

i

Chief Minister:
that 15 percent

Instructions have been sent to all the departments

representation

must be given .t o Harijans in all select

ions.

Shrl Ram 3harmi:

Has 15 percent representation

been given to the

Harijans ever since this decision has been taken ?
Chief Minister :

I am not in a position to give an exact reply to

this question, but I think that the actual

representation

given is less than

this percentage.

Shri Ram Sharma:

Then what steps are

being taken by the Govern

ment to make up the deficiency ?

Chief Minister:

An explanation has been demanded from the depart

ments and necessary steps will be
been received.

taken when requisite information has

ENFORCEM ENT OF SECTION 144 OF T H E CRIM INAL PR O C ED U R E
CODE IN T H E STATE.
*30SS.

Sardar Kabul Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister please lay

the following information on the T able :(a)

The number of times when Section 144 Criminal Procedure Code
was enforced

iri the different districts of the State together with

the duration on each occasion during the period

15-8-1947 to

28-2-1951.
(b)

A comparative statem3nt giving information similar to that asked
for in part (a) above for the same period prior to 15th August, 1947.

The Hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
districts

except

Hissar, Karnal and

Two statements concerning all
Ambala are laid on the table, f

Information regarding the latter three districts is being collected
be communicated

to the hon. Membersh ortly.*

* Kept in the Library.

and will

-

S ta rred Q u estion s

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

and A n sw ers
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W hat was the reason that led to the enforce

ment of the section 144 in the districts of Ludhiana and Ferozepore so often ?
Chief Minister :

Section 144 has to be

enforced at places where it

Lecomes necessary to do so.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

W hy did 1100 Akalis at Ludhiana parade

the streets with naked swords in their hands when carrying of arms and
lathis was banned at that place ?
Chief M inister:

I can’ t give any

definite

information about this

question at present.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is not the carrying of Kirpan by the Sikhs

allowed under the Constitution ?

Chief Minister

:

Yes, it is.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

But is it not culpable to carry Kirpans in the

procession ?

Chief Minister

:

It would be culpable only if it was prohibited b y the

language o f the order.

U N ST A R R E D QUESTIONS A N D AN SW ERS.
PASSING OF N A LLA H TH ROU GH TH E LANDS OF V IL L A G E
N U R W A L A AND HALS, D IST R IC T A M R ITSA R .
*708.

^ardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

to state—
(a)

whether any nallah (Rohi) passes through the lands o f villages
Nurwala and Kals, Tehsil Patti, district Amritsar ;

(b)

whether the lands of these villages situate

on the Pakistan side

were irrigated by the water channels which now pass through
Pakistan and since the partition are not accessible to the Indians;
(c)

the area of land irrigated b y these channels in each of these
villages before the partition ;

(15)
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :
(cl)

the steps, if any,

taken by the Government fo r 'th e irrigation of

the area of lands referred to in part (b ) above and the results
thereof ;
(e)

the area under the command o f each of the canal outlets which
used to irrigate the lands of each of these villages before partitioln
from the water channels belonging to India and the wat er channes
belonging to Pakistan, respectively;

(f) (i) whether the evacuee lands which used to be irrigated Pakistani
channels have been regarded as Nahri for allotment purposes ;
if so, the reasons purpose ;
(ii)

whether Government proposes to value these lands as barani for
allotment purposes ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava: The information is being collectle d and will be supplied to the hon.Member when ready.

M ULTI PURPOSE SOCIETIES IN D ISTR IC T AM RITSAR
709. Sardar Sajjan Singh: W ill the hon. Minister for Education be
pleased to state :—
, (a)

(i)

the number of the applications received from the different
villages o f Amritsar district for forming multi-purpose societies
by the district authorities from 1-3-50 to 28-2-51 ;

(ii) the list of the villages concerned;
(b)

the number of the societies formed and approved up to 28-2-51
along with the name o f each village ;

(c)

the number o f

the

applications

rejected

reasons therefor in each case ;
(d)
the number of the applications still pending ?
The hon. Sardar Narotam S in gh ;
0

j

(a)

(i) 25
(ii)

(1) Manga Sarai.

together with the

U nstarred Q u estion s and A n sw ers

(2)

Dashmes Garh.

(3)

Kotla Dhal Singh,

(4)

Mano Chahl Kalan & Khurd.

(5,)

K ote Data.

(6)

Lai Pur.

(7)

Deccan, Horse Multipurpose Society, Amritsar.

(8)

Margindpura.

(9)

Shahid.

(10)

Pandori Gola.

(11)

Nathu-ka-Buraj*

(12)

Naurangabad.

(13)

N arliSikh.

(14)

Hadaitpura.

\

%

(15)

Sialka.

(16)

Ramdas

(17)

Adliwala Patti Noniari

(18)

Bal Khurd.

(19)

Chogawan

(20)

Kaler Bala Pain.

(21)

Burwala Patti Sant Singh

(22J

Kirtowala Kohna

(23)

Mari Megha Sikh.

(24)

Dasuwal

(25)

Minhala Jai Singh store.

(15)

(b)
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First p a r t : 14,

Minister for Education.
Second part.— (1)

'

Nil.

(d)

11

r

(2)

Dash mesh Garh

(3)

K otla Dal Singh.

(4)

Mano Chahl Kalan & Khurd.

(5)

Lalpur.

(6)

K ote Data

(1)

Deccan Horse Multi purpose Society, Amritsar.

(8)

Pandori Gola.

(9)

Nathu-ka-Burj

(10)

Naurangabad.

(11)

NarliSikh.

(12)

Hadaitpura.

(13)

Sialka.

(14)
(c)

Manga »Sarai'.

Ramdas.

IR R IG A T IO N W ELLS IN D IS T R IC T A M R ITSA R
710.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

be pleased to state :—
(a)

the number of irrigation wells (persian wheels) in each t ehsil of
Amritsar district situated in evacuee lands which were damaged
during the riots of 1947-48 ;

(b)

the number o f wells referred to in part (a) above for the repairs of
fKept in the Library

U n starred Q u estion s an d A n sw ers

(15)
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taccavi was given up to 31st December 1950;

which

t

(c)

the number of wells accutally repaired up to 38th February 1951 ;

tf)

(i)

the action, if

any,

persons who took the

taken by the Government against the

taccavi loans for the repairs of

the wells

but failed to do so within the specified time ;
(ii)

whether loans given to them have been taken back ; if so, what
was the loan due, and to w hat extent recovery has been made in
each case ;

(iii)

the reasons for not recovering the amount in full ?

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:

The required information is

given below :
^

Name of TehsiL
Ajanla

Amritsar

Tarn Taran

Patti

Total

(a)

448

704

283

85

1520

(b)

221

272

114

16

623

(c)

221

(d ).'(i)

(ii)

1

V

272

114

16

1

623

D oes not arise, in view of reply at *C’ above.

(iii) J

CONSTRUCTION OF TU BE WELLS
c IN T H E S T A T E , v
•

711.

- (

I.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Minister for Education be

pleased to state :—
(a) (i)

5

the amount given for the construction o f Tube wells in the

State upto 31st December 1950;»
(ii)
(b) (i)

the number of the wells for which it was given;
the number o( the Tube wells constructed upto 28th February,

1951 in the state and the area they are irrigating;

(15)
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Sardar Sajjan Singh ;
. ii)

the number o f the Tube wells under construction.

(c)' the area which is being irrigated by the Tube wells in each District.
(")•

The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh:
if

IR R IG A T IO N D EPARTM EN T,

l; ? ,

(a ) (i)

A G RICU LTU RE DEPARTM ENT

Ks, 43. 93.500.

35

Lakhs roughly. The cost of

construction o f tubewells including

It “ '

: :'1'

’

expenditure on establishment, pur
chase

of

m achinery,

pipes and

strainers etc. is entirely paid by the
landlords for whom the tubewells are
sunk
on

by

“ No p rofit-no loss” basis.

loan
r (ii)

Agriculture Department

or

subsidy

is

No

being given.

256 tubewells are to be

constructed under Jagadhri Tubewell

Does not arise.

Scheme and the estimated cost is Rs
1,25,00,000.
. (b) ji) 18 tubewells have been
completed and are being fitted with
pumps

and Motors and -will start

207

landlords have

at the expense of
been completed and

the area being

irrigated is 15743

acres.

working shortly.

— 5S
Out of 256 tubewell con

(ii)

tubewells

tract for 225 tubewells 1 as teen

tubewells

penses.

‘

at landowners ex
k.

*

V

given to a firm and 31 tubewells are
being constructed
(c)

departmen tally.,

None at present.

The area being irrigated districtwise b y the tubewells is as under:—
1.

Gurgaon

2.

Hissar.

3.

R o h ta k .

D i> H ct
“

73

acres.

164

acres.

219

*acres.

Unstarred Questions and Answers
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4.

Karnal.

5.

Ambala.

6.

Ludhiana.

7.

Ferozepur,

4t

1185 acres.

8.

Jullundur.

44

4513

9.

Hoshiarpur.

2093 acres.

m

*

1033 acres.

« <

4>

44

1570 acres.

acres.

**

1612 acres.

10. Amritsar.

44

2934 acres.

11. Gurdaspur.

44

9

'

Total:

9

—

365
15743

acres
acres.

STANDING ACCOMMODATION FO R PASSENGERS IN
T H E OMNI BUSES
712-

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will the hon.

Minister for Revenue be

pleased to state:—
(a)

whether there is any authorised standing accommodation provided
for the

passengers in

that Omni Buses which ply between

Amritsar and Jullundur;
(b)

whether

there is

any

authorised

standing

accommodation

provided for the passengers in the Omni Buses which ply between
Amritsar and Jandiala ; Amritsar and Majitha ; Amritsar and
Ajnala ; Amritsar and Sur Singh ; Amritsar and Taran Taran ;

f

Amritsar nnd Attari ; Amritsar and Sarhali respectively;
(c)

I f the answer to part (a) be in the negative and part (b) in the
affirmative, the reasons therefor not before 23rd March, 1951.

* The Hon. Sardar Kartar Singh:
(a)

No authorised standing accomm odation is provided on this route
as this is a district route.

t

(b)

Yes.

(15)
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(c) This concession has been allowed as a temporary measure as
these routes are being treated as urban routes so far.

However,

the matter as to whether they have to be classified as urban or
district routes is %under consideration.

RESTO RATIO N OF CONFISCATED OF PR O PE R TIES POLITICAL
SU FFERERS IN TH E STATE.
713.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister be pleased

to state:—
(a)

the names of

the political sufferers (ex-political prisoners,) who

applied to the Government between 15th August 1947 and

28th

February 1951 for the restoration of their confiscated properties
together with their full home addresses;
(b)

the nature of the property confiscated in each case;

(c)

the relevant provision of the law or the case under which the
properties referred to above were confiscated;

(d)

the claim put forward by each of the persons referred to in part
(a) above;

(c)

the action, if any, taken by the Government in each case so far ?

The Hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a), (b), (d), and (e).

A statement containing the desired information

is attached.*
(c)

It is regretted that the informationasked for is not readily avail
able and the time and trouble involved incollecting it will not be
commensurate with any possible benefit to be obtained.

— —

------------------------ :—

Kept in the Library

/ __________________ ___________________

—

_____________ _

U n s ta rre d Q u estion s a n d A n sw ers
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SU P PL Y OF B A R SA T IE S TO BOATMEN A T H A R IK E AND O T H E R
F E R R IE S IN AM RITSA R D ISTR IC T.
714.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will the hon.

Minister for Public works

be pleased to state:—
(a)

W hether an y barsaties (water proof coats) were supplied to the
boatmen at Harike and other ferries o f Amritsar District before
partition during the rainy season;

(b)

W hether the supply of the same has been stopped after partition;
if so, the reason therefor;

(c)

Whether Government proposed to reintroduce the old system ?

The Hon. Captain Ranjit Singh:
fa)

No.

(b)

Does not arise.

(c)

N o.

•

. .

CON SO LID ATIO N OF HOLDINGS IN D IST R IC T AM RITSAR.
715.
Sardar Sajjan Singh:
pleased to state:—
(a)

W ill the hon.

Minister for Revenue be

Whether in any of the villages of Tahsil Tarn Taran, District
Amritsar, the work o f consolidation of land holdings was taken up
and some progress was made after the.deposit o f fees during the
year 1950; if so, the list of such villages:—

(b)

Whether any of the villages referred to in part (a) above were
transferred to the jurisdiction of Patti Tahsil during the year 1950;

(c)

Whether it has been decided that the consolidation of holdings
in the Tarn Taran Tahsil be taken in hand first during the year
1951 :

(d)

Whether the consolidation of the Villages referred to in part (b)

(15)
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above which was taken in hand will be completed notwithstand
ing their transfer to Patti Tahsii, if not, the persons therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh:
Minister for Revenue:
Second p a r t ; The names ol villages are given below:—
Serial No.

Name of village

Tar an Tarn,

Rai Sihana.

...

Daleka.

•••

Vain Poin

...

4.

Ghazi pur.

•••

5.

Dugal wala.

do—
do—

1*

•••

2,

•••

3.

««r

/

6

•••

Piddi.

7.

...

Rasulpur.

8.

•••

Khojkipur.

9-

•t•

do•••

do
do—
do

•••

»••

do—
do

Walipur.

••

•••

do^

•••

•••

do—

10.

•••

Chak Mehar

11.

...

Chamba Khurd

do

12.

Tur

...

13.

Tanda.

••

•••

do
do =

9

do—

14

••♦

Jaura.*

•••

••.*

15.

•••

Gopala.

••

•••

9

Now in
patti Tahsii.
do—

Tn addition two more villages namely Bhil-Dhahewala and Khadur
Sahib were also taken up for consolidation in December,

1950 without

previous deposit o f consolidation fee.
(b)

Yes. Two villages namely Jaura and Gopala at serial No. 14 and
15 above,

(c)

Yes.

( 15)
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Yes.

First part ...

Does not arise.

Second part.

V ILLA G E S OF A JN ALA T E H S IL SIT U A T E D ON R A V I R IV E R
FACING TH E
716.

PA K ISTA N B O R D E R .

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

W ill the hon.

Minister lor Revenue be

pleased to state: —

(i)

(a)

the list of the villages of Ajnala Tehsil which are situated on

the other side cf R avi River facing the Pakistan border;

(ii)

the cultivable area and the annual land revenue o f each o f these
villages;

(b)

the total area actually- cultivated in

and the land

revenue

recovered from each village during the last 3 years;
(c) (i) whether any o f these villages are being inhabited by the
people; if not, the reasons therefor;
(ii)

the steps taken or proposed to be taken for the rehabilitation
o f these villages; if not, the reasons therefor;

(iii)

whether there is any revenue patwari posted in any of these
villages; if so, his monthly pay and other expenses borne by
Government ?

The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh:
A statement is laid on the Table, *
and ( b
(c) (i)

) ...

...

•••

, ...................

No.

It is'insecure to go to Pakistan ide o i

the river.
...

(hi)

...

It is not in public interest to reply to this
part o f the question.

...

No

..........

separate patwaris are posted

in these

villages as they form parts of other patwaris,
circles on the Indian side of the river Ravi.

* JUpt ia the Library.

(

15)
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BUS S E R V I C E B E T W E E N A M R I T S A R A N D C H O G A W A N .
717.

SARDAR SAJJAN SINGH : Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state : —
(a) whether Omni-B us service is being plied between Amritsar and
Chogawan;
(b) whether a pacca tarred road has been extended from Chogawan,
,

.

District Amritsar to village Kakkar, District Amritsar, a distance
of seven miles ;
(c) whether the inhabitants of Kakkar and other villages situated on
the other side of the road, referred to in part (b) above, applied to
the Omnibus authorities at Amritsar to extend the service upto
village Kakkar ; if so, the decision, if any, arrived at in the matter
by the authorit es concerned?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a) Yes, since December, 1950.
(b) The road between Cnagawan and Kakkar is still under construction.
(c)

Yes, a representation was received for extension of

transport

facilities between Chagawan and Kakkar, but as the operation was
difficult in the absence of motorable road, the signatories were in
formed by the General Manager that the question of introduct on
of service would be considered on completion of the road.

IM POSITION OF CANAL W A TE R TAW AN ON T H E CULTIVATORS
OF V ILLA G E SID H W AN, D IST R IC T A M R IT SA R .
718.

SARDAR SAJJAN SINGH

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state
(a) whether any canal water Tawan was imposed on the cultivators of
village Sid wan, Teh'sil Patti, District Amritsar, by an order dated
9th April 1949 of the Divisional Canal Officer, Majitha D ivision,
.>

Upper Bari Doab Canal, Amritsar ;

U n starred Q u estion s and A n sw ers

(b)

•

(15)

whe her he is awaie of the fact that tw o of
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the cultivators

appealed against ihe order referred to in part (a) above to the
Commissioner, Jullundur Division, who vide his order dated 28th
Ju ly, 1950 held the imposition of this Tawan illegal and allowed
the appeal ;
(c)

whether

the representation sent under registered cover of S.

K aitar Singh and other cultivators of this village was received b y #
the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab

on 2nd March, 1951

for the refund of the Tawan imposed ; if so, the decision, if any,
arrived at by the Government in the matter ?
The hon Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
*

(a) Yes.
(b ) Yes. Appeal was accepted by the Commissioner.
(c) Yes. The matter is under investigation.

FALSE CLAIMS F IL E D B Y DISPLACED LA N D -O W N E R S IN THE S T A T E /
719.

SARDARSAJJAN INGH : — W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabi

litation be pleased to state :—
a)

whether

the displaced land-owners who had filed partly false

(exaggerated) claims are given any chance to put up their defence
before deductions from their claims as penalty, are made ;
(b) the number of the persons referred to in part (a) in each district of
the State from whose claims penalty cuts are to be made according
to the scrutiny made up to 28th February, 1951;
(c) (i) the number o f the persons referred to in part (a) above whose
cases were disposed o f up to 28th February 1951 ;
(ii) the number o f cases in which penalty cuts were ordered up to 28th
February, 1951 and the total area deducted thereby ;
%

(iii) the number of the cases in which no penalty cuts were ordered up
to 28th February, 1951 and the reasons therefor

in each case, in

brief ;

0

I

I

(15)
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I

(d) the number of the persons referred to in part (c) (ii) above who

I

were served with notices to put up their defence before final dispo-

I

sal of their cases ?

I
I
I

H

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
The information is being collected and will be supplied to the hon.
Member? when ready.

R E V IE W

APPLICATIONS R E G A R D IN G T H E ALLOTM ENT OF

I
|!

LANDS IN T H E STATE
720.

SARDAR SAJJAN SINGH

Will the hon. Minister for R ehabi-

I litation be pleased to state :—
I

(a)

I

the number of

review

applications

regarding

the

allotm ent

o f lands received under each of the different categories set up
for the purpose in each District up to ?8th February, 1951 ;
(t>) (i) whether the applicants referred to in part (a) above were perso
nally served with notices by the authority investigating their com 
plaints preliminarily regarding the date and place of hearing their
complaints ; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(ii) whether they were called upon to furnish their evidence to prove the

i

complaints ; if n o t , the reasons therefor ;
(c)

(i) whether the applicants referred to in part (a.) above wiil be per
sonally served with notices to appear on a fixed date and plead their
cases before the Deputy Commissioners or the Di ector

General,

Rehabilitation at the intermediate or final stages ; if not, the reasons
|

therefor ;
(ii) the number of cases in which counsels have been allowed to appear in

I

these review, applications up to 28th F e b ru a ry ,1951 ?

j

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:

I

The information is being collected and will be supplied to the hon,

Member when ready.

U n starred Q u estions and A n sw er
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FIN E CLOTH QUOTA A P PO R TIO N E D FOR T E H S IL P A T T I
D IST R IC T A M R IT SA R .
’ 72 1.

SARDAR SAJJAN SINGH : Will the hon. Minister lor Rehabili

tation be pleased to state :—
(a)

the quo:a for fine cloth apportioned for Patti Tehsil in the month
of February, 1951;

(bj

whether full quota was given to the cloth dealers of Patti during
February, 1951; if not, the reasons therefor;

(c)

„

•

whether the cloth dealers could not take their full quota o f cloth
owing to their failure to deposit the required m oney'w ithin the
specified period; if so, the steps Government purposes to take
against the cloth dealers to avoid

ing ?
J
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail:

reccurrence of such an happen
1

’"V i

(aj

10| bales and 23 pieces.

(b)

Full quota was given.

(c)

The cloth dealers of Patti could not lift 39 bales out of their full
quota of coarse cloth within the prescribed time-limit.

Govern

ment would be prepared to take suitable action against the dealers
in case the latter persistently default in the lifting

o f their

quota.

R E V E N U E PA TW A R IS IN TE H SIL AJNARA, D ISTR IC T A M R ITSA R
722.

Sardar Sajjan Singh: WiU the hon, Minister for Revenue be
c
-Oil
pleased to state :—
(a)

the number of the revenue patwaris in Ajnala Tehsil o f Amritsar
*
11 District at present ; . m i h
, :.. 1;! ...
r
f

(bj

the number of the revenue patwaris referred to in part (a) above
who are posted within 10 miles of their native villages if; so, the
reasons therefore ;

(c)whether Government proposes to transfer them to places which may
be at a distance of more than 10 miles from their homes; if not,
the reasons therefor ?

(15)
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The ifon. Sardaf Ishar Singh M ujhail:
*

Patwaris— 96

Assistant

[26th March, 1951.
'

c

(a^

101

Patwaris— 5

(b)

No revenue patwari referred to in part (a) above is posted within
10 miles of his native village.

(c)

Does not arise.

R E V E N U E P A T W A R CIRCLES IN TFH SIL A JN ALA, D IST R IC T
•
723.

A M RITSAR.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Minister

for Revenue be

pleased to state :—
1

a) the number of Revenue Pat war Circles in Ajnala Tehsil of Amritsar
District ;

[j

i
fb) the number of the circles in which Patwar Khanas are intact and
fit for human occupation ;
(c)

(ij the number of the circles without any Patwar Khanas ;
(ii)

whether the Rrtwaris of the circles referred to in part (c) (i)

are being paid any rent

according to the rules; if so, their

number ;
(iii) the number of the patwaris referred to in part (c) (ii) above who
were actually paid the rent due for November and December, 1950
respectively :
(iv)

the number of

patwaris to who m no rent for these months

was paid together with the the reasons therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a)

96.

(b)

3 Patwar Khanas are intact and on" has collapsed during the
last heavy rains and floods.

(c)
.... (ii)

(i)

92.

Out of 92 patwaris, 15 patwaris are being paid rent according to
rules.' The other patwaris have occupied rent free houses and are
not entitled to rent.

Unstarred Questions and Answers
(iii)

(15)
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Four patwaris were paid rent for November, 1950, and two for
December, 1950.

(iv)

No rent was paid to II patwaris in November,

1950 and to 13

in December, 1950 for want o f the rece pt for payment of rent.

SEATING ARRANGEM EN T IN BUSES IN TH E ST A T E ,
724.
*

Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue be

pleased to state :—
(a)

whether under the rules it is essential for the private Transport
Companies who ply passengers' buses in the State to provide
accomodation for upper

*

and

lower class passengers in every

bus ;
\

(b)

whether the rule referred to in part (a) above is also being en
forced in the case of Omnibus service run by the State Govern
ment; if not, the reasons therefor ;

(c)

whether any representations

were made by any of the private

Transport Companies during 1949— 50 for doing away with the
classification in the seating arrangements o f their buses and per
mitting them the same seating arrangements as exist in the
Omnibuses; if so, the decision, if any, arrived at by the Govern
ment in the matter ?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :

t

(a)

N oN

(b)

Question does not arise.

(c)

No,

Representations from the public were, however, received

that the existing layouts of the buses of private Transport Com
panies should be in accordance with the seating layout of the
A

Omnibuses. Steps are being taken to revise the seating layouts
but no final decision has yet been taken.

(15)
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ALLOTM ENT OF LAND AT VILLAGES M IANW ALA, W ALTOH A
AND D A U D PU R A , D IST R IC T AM RISAR.
725.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Minister ior Rehabilitation

be pleased to state :—
(a)

whether any cases came to the notice of the Amritsar District
Authorities during the year 1950 of villages Mianwala, Waltoha
and Daudpura, Tehsil

Patti, wherein the

rightful temporary

allottees were not put in possession of their allotted lands during
,

the

year 1947 —43

and

thereafter;

if

so, the number of

such cases in each of these villages, together with the total area'
o f land in each village ;
(b)

whether the areas of land referred to in part (a) above were allot
ted temporarily to some other persons; if not, the reasons there
for ;

(c)

(i) whether the persons in possession of these areas have been
charged rent at 6 times the land revenue; if not,
therefor ;

the reasons

•

(ii)

whether the Government proposes to charge rent at the rate of
6 times the land revenue from those in unauthoiised possession ;
if not, the reasons therefore ?

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail : The information is being collect
ed and will be supplied to the hon. Member when ready.

CANAL OUTLETS IS D ISTR IC T A M R IT .'A R .
726.

(a)

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Wiil the hon. Chief Minister be pleased to
state :—
the total area under the command of each of the canal of outjets which irrigate the lands of villages Man, Jand, Mahneke,
Talwandi, Sobha Singh. Talwandi Mutsadda Singh, Sabraon, Sur
Singh, Mastgarh Gajjal, Manawan, Nurw.ila, Har.ke, Booh and
Sugga of Tehsil Patti, D strict Amritsar ;
(i) the permissible area under each outlet ;

U n starred Q u estion s and A n sw ers

(ii) the area actually irrigated by each
X

of these

(15)
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outlets during the

years 1948— 49, 1949—50, and 1950— 51, respectively ;
fc)

(i) whether there has been any deficiency in the irrigateda rea
during the last three years ; if so, to what extent and the reasons
therefor;
(ii)

the s:eps, if any, Government proposes to take to make up this

deficiency ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
A statement showing the requisite information is enclosed *
*
CONSTRUCTION OF H A R IJA N COLONY A T JU LLU N DU R CITY.
727.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

be pleased to state :—
(a)

(i) whether Government has

decided to construct a Harijan

colony within the Municipal area of Jullundur City; if so, when
its construction is proposed to be taken in hand;
(ii) the area of land to be acquired for this purpose *,
(b) whether any wheat or other crops are standing in the area referred
to in part (a) (ii) above; if so, the manner in which these are to
be disposed o f ;
•
(C)
♦

t

whether owners or lesses o f those standing crops

have

sent

representations asking for postponement of the construction of the
colony till Rabi, 1951, so that they may be able to cut the standing
crops b y that time ; if so, the decision, if any, arrived at by the
Government in the matter ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a)

(i) ‘ The Government have not decide 1 to construct any housing
colony specifically for Harijans within the Municipal arean f Jullun
dur City. Presumably the reference is to c nstruction of a Cheap
Housing Colony for displaced persons on Nakodar Road behind the
Bhargava Camp, Jullundur City, wherein displaced Harijans living

’

- - in camps in Jullundur will also be eligible to purchase houses. 39.44

* Kept in the Library.
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acres o f land for this purpose have been requisitioned and the
P. W. D. have let out the work o f construction o f 350 houses at the
site.
(ii*

The area of the land to be acquired for the Cheap Housing Colony
behind Bhargava Camp, Jullundur City, is 39.44 acres.

(b)

Some crops are standing in a part of the site mentioned in (a)
above but the possession of the la nd under crops has not been given
to the P. W . D. The P. W . D. are starting work of construction only
on the vacant land possession whereof has been delivered to them.
As for the land under crops, it will remain in the possession of the
cultivators till the crops are c u t , whereafter it will be transferred
to, the P. W D.

(c.)

In view of the position as explained in .(b) above, no representation
has been received from the owners or lessees of the standing .crops
for the postponement of construction work till Rabi, 1951.

PURCHASE OF RICE BY TH E STATE GOVERNM ENT.
728.

Sardar Sajjan bingh : W ill the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

be pleased to state : —
(a,)

(1) the total quantity of rice purchased by the State Government
during the period 1st August 1950, to 31st December, 1950 ;
(ii) the total amount spent for the purchase of the above-men
tioned rice ;
(iii) the total incidental charges thereon up to 31st December, 1950;
(iv) the average purchasing price of the rice per maund ;
(v) the average incidental charges per maund up to 31st December,
1950;

(b)

(i)

the total quantity of rice exporated to each of the deficit

States during the period specified in part (a) (i) above ;
(ii) the total amount received as its selling price from each State ;
\iii) the average selling price of the rice exported per maund refeired

(15)
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to above ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail:
(a)

(i)

1,30,904 maunds.

(ii) Rs. 20,71,110.
(iii)

Incidental charges incurred on rice are not separately booked

in accounts and cannot, therefore, be stated.
Rs. as, ps.
(iv) Basmati and sela Basmati.

—

24 3 10

Parmal, Hansraj, Mushkin, and
their sela.

—

22 3 I I

Mongra of Basmati, sela Basmati,
Parmal, Hansraj, Mushkin and
their sela.

—

17 4 0

Sone, Begmi, Dara, Sela Joshi,
Santhi.

—

15 4 1 1

White tota and Kani.

—

11 1 4

(v)

Does not arise in view of iii above.

(b)

(i) Assam.

(ii)

—

13,926 maunds

Defence Services.

—

500 maunds

Himachal Pradesh.

—

2f,496 maunds

Bombay.

—

2,12,743 maunds

Assam.
Defence Services.
Himachal Pradesh.

Bombay.

2,11,634
9,399
48,023

43,67, 647

(15)
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(iii) Ba-mati and Sela Basmati.

2 6 /3/-

Parmal, Hansraj, Mushkin, and
Sela o f these, varieties.
Mongra o f Basrnati, Sela Bas

2 4 /3 /-

mati, Parmal, Hansraj, Mushkin
anchtheir sela.

1 9 /2 /-

Sone, Begmi, Dara, sela and joshi,
sahthi.

17/3/-

/
White tota and Kani.

12/13/-

f T ,

HOUSES KEQUIS1TJONED FOR GOVERNM ENT OFFICERS
AT TARN TARAN , D IS T R IC T A M RITSA R .
729.

tostate

Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased
r

(.a) the number o f the houses requisitioned by the Government at
Tarn Taran, District Amritsar up to 31st July, 1950, for the
accommodation of the Government Officers;
i r (h)

c

-

(i) whether any of the owners o f these houses applied to the
Deputy Commissioner, Amritsar on or about .5th August, 1950,
for the derequisition of their houses ; if so their number ;
„
(ii) the reasons put forward for derequisitioning by the applicants ;

(c)

whether any officer was deputed by the Deputy Commissioner,
Amritsar to make enquiries on the spot, if so whether any report
was sent by this officer after enquiry on the spot ;

(d)

(i) whether the report of this officer was received by the Deputy
Commissioner, Amiitsar before 30th November, 1950, if so, the
final orders passed by the Deputy Commissioner, thereon ;
(ii)

whether the house owners referred to in part fb) (i) above

were intimated about the orders passed ; if so, when, if not, the
reasons therefor ;
(e)

(i) whether any houses were
their number ;

derequisitioned ; if so, when, and,

Unstarrc d Questions and Answers
(ii) whether the possession of

*

(15)

the houses referred to in part
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(e) ( i)

above has been restored to the owners so far ; if not, the reasons
therefor ?
The hon. Dr, Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

Two ;

(b)

(i) The owners o f one of the requisitioned houses „ applied for de
requisitioning on the 23rd August, 1950.;; ;

r:I-/A

0

(ii) The reasons put forth for de-requisitioning were that the house
occupied b y them was too small to accomm odate all the members
of their families and that it was in a dilapidated condition.
(c)

Yes.

(d)

(i) The report was received on 18th D e c e m b e r /T 950.

It

was

decided to de-requisition the house after providing alternative
accomm odation to the occupants.

A house has now been selected

and the proceedings for its requisitioning have been started.
(ii) No ; final orders were to be issued after suitable alternative
•

accommodation had been found.

:
.

(e)

. J.

(i) No.
pi) Does not arise.

-

-

SH IFTIN G OF V E T E R IN A R Y H OSPITAL IN D IST R IC T
AM RITSAR.
730.
SARDARSAJJAN SINGH
be pleased to s ta te : —

Will the hon. Minister for Education

(a) whether the District Board, Amritsar passed any resolution in
September, 1949 to shift the Veterinary Hospital from Village
Bhindur to Village Naushera Panuan, Tahsil Tarn Taran, District
Amritsar ;
<(b)

whether this resolution ahs been

acted upon ; if so, when J

(1 5 )
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(c) whether any Veterinary Assistant has been posted to Veterinary
Hospital, Naushera Panuan referred to in part (a) above ; if not,
the reasons therefor;
c

(d) the date by which the Government propose to send a Veterinary
Assistant to the aforesaid Veterinary Hospital ?
The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh:
(a) The District Board passed a resolution in September, 1949 to shift
the Outlying Veterinary Dispensary and not Veterinary Hospital
from Village Bhindur to Naushera Panuan, Tahsil Tarn Taran.
c
e

(b) Yes, from 7th February, 1950.
°
~ >rv .(g) ■Veterinaiy ’Assistant Surgeons/Veterinary Assistants are sanctioned
f o r . regular veterinary

hospitals

only. Since Naushera Panuan

is an O u tlying Dispensary no pest of Veterinary Assistant Surgeon
I V eterin ary Assistant is sanctioned for this dispensary.

r

L

(d) In the ordinary course, Veterinary Assistant Surgeon Veterinary I
Assistant can be posted to this Outlying Disptnsary when it is
converted into a Veterinary Hospital.

However, if and when

Veterinary Assistant Surgeon/Veterinary Assistant becomes avail*
able out of the 15% leave reserve, one will be posted there tem
porarily.

A LLO TM E N T OF LAN D A T VILLAG E W A L T O H A , D IST R IC T
A M R ITSA R .
731.

SARDAR SAJJAN SINGH.

Will the hon. Minister for Reha

bilitation be pleased to state the action, if any,taken by the Director-General
Rehabilitation,

about

a

case referred

to him, vide m y letter No. 1301,

dated 10th September 1950 in which a certain displaced person o f village
Sarlali Kalan Tahsil Kasur,

was allotted land at village W altoha, Tahsil

Patti, though he was owning no land in his ancestral village in Pakistan ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujh ail:
'

The information is being collected and will be supplied to the hon.

Member when ready.

(15)
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P U B L IC IT Y D E PA R TM E N T.
732.

SAR D ARSAJJAN SINGH.

pleased to lay on the Table a statemen

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister be

t showing

^1) the names of the officers together with their designations

in the

P u b licity Department including th at of the P. A. (Publicity) to
the hon. Chief Minister ;
(2) the starting pay of each o f them per month.;
(3) the date of recruitment o f each of them ;
(4) the present pay per m onth of each of them ;
(51 the academic qualifications of each of them ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
The information is given in the enclosed statement *

HEADS OF D E PA RTM E N TS.
733.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will the hon.

Chief M inister be pleased

to s ta te :—
(a) the names of all Heads of Departments of the State Government ;
(b) the present pay per month of each of th e m ;
(c) the date of recruitment of each of them ;
(d) the starting pay per

month of each one of

them as Head of

Department ;
(e) the dearness, temporary allowances and special pay per

month

drawn by each of them respectively at p re s e n t;
(f) the academ ic qualifications of each of th e m ;
(g) the age

of each of them on 1st March 1951 ;

(h) the salary per month each of them was getting on 14th August 1947;
* K ep t in the library

(15)
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava 3
The required information is available from the Civil Lists and the hon.
Member may refer to those publications.

.Q U A R T E R IN G OF A D D H IO N A L POLICE POSTS A T VILLAGES AU JLA,
GOM DIW IND, ETC.
734.

Sardar Sajjan Singh

2

W ill the h o n .

Chief Minister be pleased

to state : —
(a) whether any additional police posts were quartered under secti on
15 of the Police A ct at village Aujla, district Gurdaspur, village
Gomdiwind, police station Sarhali,

district

Amritsar

and at

villages K acha Pakka, Makhi Kalan, and Sur Singh, police station
Bhikhiwind, district Amritsar, during 1949 or

1950 ; if so, the

dates thereof ;

(b)

(i) the number and nature of the crimes pertaining to each of the
villages referred to in part (a) above brought to the notice of the
Government before approval in each case to quarter the additional
police posts ;
(ii) the period to which the crimes referred to in part (b) (i)
above pertained ;

(c) the number of persons of each of the villages referred to in part (a)
above who were arrested and convicted for the crimes referred to
in part (b) (i) above ;
(d) (i)

the number, date and part of the Governm ent notifications

published in the Government Gazette for quartering the Additional
Police Posts in each of the aforesaid villages ;
(ii) the population of each of these villages ?
The hon.

Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

The required information is enclosed. *

* Kept in fhe Library

(15)
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ALLOTM ENT OF H OU SES TO D ISPLACED PERSONS A T
V IL L A G E K H O N D A , D IST R IC T G U R D A SPU R .
735.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

\< pleased to state :—
(a) whether t ie allot nenb of h m e s

to

displaced persons at village

Khonda, District Gurdaspur has been completed ;
.

(b)

*

(i) the number of the evacuee houses reserved or allotted to the
landless displaced persons in this village ;
(ii) t ie is' of the p t n o r s uferrrd to in p a ;t

x

(b) ii) above, who

have been allotted houses up to now in this village ;
(c) whether the actual possession of the houses referred to in part (b)
(ii) above has been given to each of the allottees; if not, the reasons
therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail:
(a) Yes.
(ty (i) 115 houses have been allotted to the displaced landless persons.
(ii) The required list is placed bn the Table.*
(c) Yes.

OCCUPATION OF LAN D B Y GOVERN M EN T A T V ILLA G E S

MOGA

A JIT SINGH AND S IN G H A N W A L A , D ISTR IC T FE RO ZE PO R E.
736.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

be pleased to state :—
(a) (i) whether any lands were occupied b y the Government at villages
Moga A jit Singh and Singhanwala, Tahsil Moga, District Ferozepore
during the period 15th August 1947 to 31st December

1949 for a

relief camp ; if so, when ;
(ii)

the total area occupied in each village ;

(b) (i) whether any intimations were given to the owners of the lands
*Kept m the Library

(15)
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before occupation ; if so, when; if not, the reasons therefor;
(ii) whether there were any standing crops on these lands ; if so, the
manner in which these were disposed o f ;
(iii) whether any compensation was paid to the owners of these lands
in lieu of the standing crops before 31st December 1950 ; if so,
when; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(e) whether the land owners referred to in part (b) (i) above submitted
any representations to the authorities for compensation for the
standing crops before 31st December 1949 ; if so, when ;
^

(d) (i) the provision of law under which the lands under reference were
occupied by the Government ;
\

i

’

(ii/ whethery any settlement regarding the rents to be paid was ar
rived at by the Government with the owners before their occupat* '
ion if so, when, if not, the reasons therefor;
(e) (i) whether any papers regarding the compensation for crops on
these lands were prepared and submitted to the Financial Com
missioner or some other higher authority duiing 1949 or 1950; if so,
when ;
(ii; the compensation which was fixed in the first instance ;
(iii) whether the papers referred to in part (cj (ij above were lost in
transit, if so, when and under what circumstances ;
(iv) whether any enquiry was held regarding the loss of these papers;

^

if so, with what result and the action, if any, taken by the Govern
ment in the matter ;
(f) (i; the reasons for delay in the payment of compensation for the
standing crops or the rent since the day of occupation o f these
lands ;
■ (ii) the reasons for this delay ; and the action proposed to be
taken in the matter ?

4
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Thehon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail
(a) (i) Yes. The land was o:cupied by

the Government in the villages

o f Moga Ajit Singh and Singhanwata,

Tehsil Moga, District

Ferozepore.

,

j

(ii) The total area o:cnpied in these two villages is as under : — K

M

Moga A jit Singh.

...

135— 9 ■

Singhanwala.

...

560—3

'

1

/

.

(b) (i) No intimation could be given to the owners before occupation
©f their land, in view of the emergency conditions necessitating
***'
•
'
•>’
the setting up of a transit cam p in connection with Hyderabad
Police action

foi which arrangements had to be kept secret.

, (ii) There was no standing crop on these lands, though wheat and
gram had been sown in some of the area, it being sowing sea son
for Rabi crops.

The question of the manner of disposal o f stan

d in g crops does not therefore arise.
(iii) v o.

Compensation could not be paid before 3 lst December

1950 for want o f com pletion o f the compensation papers due to
the Revenue staff having remained busy with land allotment work
at Jullundur,

J

(c) Yes, a representation from the landowners for payment of com pen
sation was rec eived in the headquarters office at Jullundur in
July, 1949.

' ,

'

•

(d) (i) The District Magistrate, Ferozepore, should have requisitioned
the land under the Punjab Requisitioning of Imm ovable Property
(Temporary

Powers)

A ct,

but

emergency conditions no formal

due

to the afore-mentioned

orders in this respect could be

passed by him.

*

-

(ii) No settlement regarding the rents t o b e paid was arrived at b y
the Government with the owners before occupation of their land,
due to th§ aforementioned emergency conditions.
(e) (i) Yes, papers regarding com pensation' were prepared by the

(15)
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vv

district authorities and submitted by them to the Financial
Commissioner, Relief and Rehabilitation, in M arch, 1950.

(ii) No information is available for reasons given in (iii) b elow .
(iii) The papers referred to in (e) (i) above were forwarded in June,
1950 b y the Deputy Commissioner, Ferozepore to the Sub Divisio
nal officer, Moga, and could not be traced thereafter in spite of
best efforts made in this behalf.
transit.

Presumably they were lost in

•

(iv) In the circumstances in which the loss o f

these papers occurred,

it was not considered necessary to hold

any enquiry into the

conduct of any official.

Immediate steps w ere

taken by the

^

Deputy Commissioner to get a new case of compensation prepared
from the Sub-Divisional Officer, Moga.
^f) (i) The necessary statements for* payment of com pensation were
completed through the Revenue staff on 8th August 1950. The
delay in paym en t of compensation was due, firstly, to the loss of
the papers previously prepared and secondly, to the absence of
the Revenue staff for a long time from the district, due to their
transfer to Juilundur in connection with the work of quasi-perma
nent allotment o f l$nd. The final sanction of Government for
payment of compensation was conveyed to the Deputy Commissio
ner in the beginning of February, 1951. The payment o f com pen
sation has since been made.
(ii) For reasons mentioned above, as the delay is not attributable
to any official, no action is proposed to be taken in the matter.
T

'

• i

W O R K IN G CONDITIONS OF T H E N EW SPAPERS IN TH E
STA TE .
737. Sardar 6ajjan Singh :
W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased
to state :—
(a)

.
whether any circular has been received b y the Stat^ Government
from the Government of India to enquire into the

working con

ditions of the newspapers which are being published in the State
and to take suitable steps to better the lot of the working journa
lists ; if so, the action so far taken by the State Government in the

U n starred Q u estion s and A nsw ers
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matter ;
(b)

if be will lav on the rablq the rules regarding thq constitution o f
the Press Advisory Committee brought into being by the State
G overnm ent;

(c)

'•

whether any representations have been r?xeived by the Govern
ment from the Punjab Union of the working journalists to give
them representation on the Press Advisory Committee, if so, the
decision, if any, arrived at by the Government in the matter ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

No.

(b)

The Press Advisory Committee consists of eight members nomina
ted by the Punjab Journalists* Association.

There is also an

Emergency Panel consisting of three members o f the Committee
elected by the Committee itself to advise Government on emergent
Cases. Government have reserved to themselves the right to n o m i-"
nate two members if and when they feel that the Committee as
nominated by Punjab Journalists* Association does not represent
all interests,

l he tenure o f the Committee is three years which

expires on the 12th September, 1951.

The Committee has elected

one qf its members as Chairman and v
a nother as. Secretary.
(c)

V■
Yes ; i,t is under consideration.

i ■
>

Ve.a>:

R E G ISTR A TIO N o f c a s e a g a i n s t s h r i v e d p r a k a s h , c l o t h
INSPECTOR, A M RITSA R .
738.

Sardar Sajjan Sln^a : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased to

tate :—
(a)

whether any case was registered against Shri Ved Prakash, Cloth
Inspeetcr of Amritsar District, referred to in unstarred Assembly
question N o 89, during the year 1949 or 1959 at Police

'

Station

Patti District Amritsajrjunder Section 406/409, Indian Penal Code ;
%

(b)

for. ;
(c)

*

.

1, . . . .

^

^

tvbqther his werehabouts were traced ; if not, the reasons there
- . ' • '•

■

(i) whether his personal file was found missing when searched;
if so, the circumstances in which it was l o s t ;

(15)
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, ^ii) whether any enquiry was made b y the authorities as to how the
file was lost ; if so, the results thereof ;
(d) “ whether responsibility for the loss of the file referred to above
' ' was fixed ; if so. on whom and the action
m atter?

taken so. Jar in the

The hdn. Dr, GopiChand Bhargava : The information is being collected
and will be supplied to the hon. member when ready.

v-o fvbh

m
•

! '
* :f' s * Hs/;

A D D ITIO N A L POLICE POST A T V ILLA G E SUR SINGH D ISTR IC T
A M RITSA R .
739.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the lion. Chief Minister ba pleased to

state
f

..
■.. .
;•.... . ~/, ■('-:*■ ' ••■ ■ K r
(a) the mode o f assessment for the recovery of the costs of additional
.
-v

police post of village Sur Singh, District Amritsar which has
been prepared atid approved by"thei District Magistrate , ^Amritsar
and if he w ill lay the same 6n the" Table ;
v .,r.C ,,

:.C -

CD ;

i;

*

^

^ ~ VlV

:ii’;

-

(b) ^i}r t he facers<^hich haye.been taken into consideration by the
District Magistrate, Amritsar for assessing higher rates of assesment^ in^additioh' to the oidina ry rates on the basis of land
revenue and other sources of income ;
(ii) the list o f the persons who have been placed in special, 1st, 2nd
and 3rd grades for assessment purposes ;
(iii) the reasons for putting eacp- Qf the persons referred to above in
the different grades ^
(cV

.....-u*.

»■ - i

i- -

the naturepf the crimes committed and the punishments awarded
b y the C ourts of law to each of the persons referred to in part (b)
(it) above ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a)
-

The mode o f assessment for the recovery o f the ccr>fc o f the additional p o lic e post o f village Sur Singh, District Amritsar, has
not so far been prepared and approved by the District Magistrate
Amritsar.

(b)

/
‘

*

(i), (ii), (iii) and (c) Do not arise.

, -.uh

(15)
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POLICE POST AT V IL L A G E M A K H IK A L A N ,
D IST R IC T A M R IT SA R .

740. Sardar ^ajjan Mngh:

W ill the lion

Chief Minister be pleased

to state: —
(a)

the mode of assessment that has been prepared and approved
oy the District Magistrate, Amritsar for the recovery o f costs of
the Additional Police post of village

Makhi Kalan, District

Amritsar; and if he will lay the same on the Table;
(b)

(i) the list of the persons who have been put in special, 1st, 2nd
and* 3rd giades lor purposes of higher assessment;
(ii)

the rate of assessment o f each of these grades;,

(iii) the reasons for putting each o f the persons in these grades ;
(c)

the

nature o f the crimes

committed

and the punishment

awarded by the courts of Law to each o f the persons refereed
to in part (b) (i) above ?
Thehon. Dr.
(a)

Gopi Chand Bhargava.

The mode of assessment for the recovery o f the cost o f additional
Police Post of village Makhi Kalan district Amritsar, has not so
fa r been prepared and approved b y the District Magistrate,
Amritsar.

fb)

,

,

(i), (ii), (iii) and (c> D o not arise.

E N T R Y OF S. B A H A D U R SINGH IN POLICE R E G ISTE R NO. 10.
741. Sardar Udham Singh :
to state :—
(a)

Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased
- •'1-

whether it
Member

is a

fact that the

i'-

-**

.

name of S. Bahadur

District Board son of S.

Santa

Singh

Singh

of village

UdonangaU Police Station Bias. District Amritsar, has been
entered in Police Register No. 10 ; if so, the reasons therefor ;
(b)

whether Government js aware o f the antecedents and standing
of the person referred to above ; if so, the action
Government intends to take in the matter ?

which the

(15)
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Dr. Gojpi Chand Bhargava.
'(a)

No.

(b)

Does not arise.

A D JO U R N M EN T MOTION.
A B N O R M A L R ISE IN T H E GRIME OF M URDER IN R O H T A K D IST R IC T
Shri Ram Sharnla:

Sir, I beg to ask for leave to make a motion for

the adjournment of the business of the House to discuss a definite matter of
urgent public importance, namely, the abnormal rise in th$ crime of hturder
within this m onth in the district of Rohtak, showing the failure of the G o
vernment to take necessary steps to do the heedful..
I f the hon.

Chief Minister is prepared to give some satisfactory

statement with regard to this matter, I shall not consiler it necessary to
speak hiucW abotft it.
Chief Minister :

Sir, when m y hon.

Friend talked with me about

this Subject, I told him that I was not aware of the increase in the number
o f murder cases in Rohtak district during the current month,

I also told him

that usually average for the whole year is taken in determifting the increase
or decrease in crime.

It is very likely that the number of murders committed

in a particular month is large while in other month* It is much less. It is
not proper to say on the bas^s of the number of murders committed in that
particular month that there has been an increase in crime.
ran only pass laws and otherwise request the public
ing crimes.

The Government

to desist from com m itt

There is no other wav in which the Government can prevent

commission of crime in the State. All those

steps are taken which are

considered necessary for the preservation of law and order

The figures

0

collected by the Government reveal that there has been decrease in the
number of murders as compared with the last few years. I told m y hon.
Friend that if he so desired, I was prepared to discuss this m atter with him
in the presence of the Deputy Commissioner, Rohtak, and Home Secretary to
the Government If he Wishes to siiggest certain

steps which he desires

the Government to take, we will s i rely consider those and act on those as
far as necessary. There was therefore no necessity of m oving an adjournm ent
♦.
m otion on this subjec , When s -ch a motion is moved, the Government

A d jo u rn m e n t M otion

* (1 5 )6 3

should be given an opportunity of examining the position with regard to it.
It should also be examined as to how far it lies in the power o f the G ovenment to prevent the commission of murders and other such offences.
ing to m y information, there has been

increase in the number

dacoity during the last two or three months.

Accord

of cases of

I am prepared to discuss

all these matters with m y hon. Friend. If he wants to discuss these matters
in the Hou^e, I am prepared to provide time for that and if he wishes to
discuss these personally,

l am prepared for

that also.

My hon. Friend also-askecTme for being given an opportunity of discus
sing the communal situation in the State through an adjournment motion*
told him that it would not be proper to

I

discuss such things, because

before moving an adjournment motion, it should be seen as to how far negli
gence on the part of the Government is responsible for the situation proposed
to be discussed through it.

As the Govern-nent is not resp rnsible for

situation, I shall be prepared to discuss these matters with
in the presence of other Government officers.

this

my hon. Friend

If he wishes to discuss these

things in the House, I shall have no objection to allot separate ti ne for that.
I hope that this will satisfy m y hon. Friend.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : Is the hon. Chief
an opportunity to the House for discusung

Minister prepared to provide
the situation created

estrangement of relations between the Harijans and

the

Sikhs in the State ?

That would provide us an opportunity of placing our
the Government.

by

point of view before

It is not good to evade this matter.

Chief Minister: I object

to the expression

‘ evade’.

stated that I am prepared to go into the matter.

I have already

It is not just on the

part of m y hon. Friend to accuse me by saying that I want to postpone it.
5

hri Ram Sharma : Sir, after hearing the hon. Chief Minister’s stat

ment, I do not think it necessary to press this motion.

I wish to submit,

however, that I do not agree with his observation that

the Government is in

no way responsible for this situation

the Government can

Tn my opinion

not be absolved of responsibility for increase in the
dacoity and murder in the State.

As the Chief Minister

number o f cases o f
has expressed his

willingness to discuss this matter for devising means to control the situation,
I do not wish to press m y motion.

(15)
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ELECTION OF D E P U T Y SPE A K E R .

Chief Minister (The

I

hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) :—

beg to

propose and'm ove.
That Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal do take t the Chair of the Assembly
as Deputy Speaker.

_ (The hon* Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail and Shri Bhim Sen Sachar rose
simultaneously and seconded the motion'.
Chairman

(Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa) :

Since n o other member

is proposed, I declare Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal elected as Deputy Speaker
o f the Assem bly and call upon her to take the Chair.
(S h r im a ti S h a n n o

Devi

S eh g a l o cc u p ied the C h air a m id st cheers)

/

Deputy Speaker (Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal) (H in d i) : Leader of

the House

and hon. Members, T am thankful to you for:the honour that y o u have besto
wed on an humble sister of yours. I also pray to God that I m ay be able to dis
charge propeily the duties of the office o f the Deputy Speaker which has been
rightly or wrongly, or as a matter o f favour, bestowed on me.

With these

>Words, I thank y u all once again.
Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) (H in d i) : I, on my
ow n behalf and on behalf of the House, •congratulate you on y o u r occupying
this position. I want to assure you that we have decided to entrust this
office to you, after considering the fact that our rights are quite safe in your
hands and you will conduct the proceedings of the House as befittingly as
any Deputy Speaker would. I once again congratulate you and assure you full
su p port on m y own behalf and on behalf of the House.

Sardar Swaran Singh

(Jullundur West, Sikh, Rural) ( P u n ja b i

) : Madam

Deputy Speaker, I have stood up to heartily congratulate you on behalf of
the who^e House and to associate myself with the sentiments expressed by the
Leader of the House.

It is the first occasion in the history o f the Punjab

Legislative Assembly when an hon. Lady Member has been elected as D eputy
Speaker.

)

( C h eers It has so happened that you have got the right to occupy

the Chair immediately after your election on account o f the absence of the
hon. Speaker.

I am glad to submit that our sisters have to share equal

responsi ility with their brethren in the coming era o f freedom which has been

(is ) as

E le ctio n o f D e p u ty Speaker

achieved after great hardships.

The honour of unanimously electing an hon.

Lady Member as our Deputy Speaker goes to the Punjab Assembly.
„

It is

all the more gratifying that an horn Sister has been elected to this odice
unanimously.

Although the duties of the D eputy Speaker

which include

catching her eye by the hon. Members, are quite onerous, yet I assure you our
full support in the discharge o f these duties by you.

We shall gladly accept

your decisions in the matter of calling the hon. Members to speak.

I assure

you, MadaiU; that we shall try to maintain greater order especially when you
will be in the Chair an 1 we shall try

to

build better traditions in the

House.
0

ShrlmatiDr. Parkash Kaur (Amritsar,-Sikh, W omen) (

Punjabi) :

Respec

ted Deputy Speaker, it is a matter oi gratification that one of our sisters has
*

been elected to the exalted o h c e of the Deputy Speaker today. So far we
Had been considering ourselves just orphans in this Ho ase because Lady
Members had always been ignored.

But today this House has by electing

you to this exalted o h c e proved that wo are not ignored on every occasion,
f have n o hesitation in, saying that this honaur has gone to one
# 0 heard w ith reverence in our early days.

wh >se name

You have uplifted women not

only poetically but. educationally and socially as well.

You have been trying

t o uplift the. women of our State in every way and I am now proud that you
have been elected Deputy Speaker. So far, it has been said that we are
✓
•
,
.
only three Lady Members in this House. But now f think there will be
greater discipline here and we shall be able to take ou r State forward like the '
# 0men of other States.

W ith these words* Madam*,

d

congratulate you

on

jtohfceletftiOft as Deputy Speaker;

Chaudhri Sunlar Singh

{Ex-Member

West Punjab Assembly represen

ting Amritsar and Sialkot, Ganerah Rural, Reserved- Seat) (
f

Punjabi):

Madam

I* e g r e s s my jo y at your election as Deputy Speaker. I have greater
pleasure than that expressed by Sardar Swaran Singh and the hon. L ady
Member, because I feel that I am nearer to the ci&ss to

which you belong.

I think Harijans an 1 w m e n belting to the same backward class.
I* fitm sure

you will safeguard the interests >od Hari jans

who

are

a.b&ekward class like women.< I have confidence that, now the interests of
th# eleven backward Members of dhist,House will have priority.

With these

words I once again congratulate you on your occupying this important
position.

(£5)fG6
^^
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Mehta Banhir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General, rural)

(Hindi):

Madam, I join the"otherhon. Members in
as ©eputjc Speaker. \ In this rnalttef i ' a ftlr e m iu d M r o f my«college da>^s
professors used to say.. that co-education was the best Oheck upon. unruly
students' .activities.. Now,r Madam,'* in your presence thedion.

M e m b e r ^ill

show discipline. >, I hope that, yohr persohalit| \Vil1 restore- the dignity; .of the
House. We- shall gladlysubm it to your orders:
;^
: m ;i , ^
S iri Bhagat R am C hodh a: O therw iseshe wilt turn yop o ^ i {\fc^4ghteTj
hr Singh f

W ith

wcfrdsPagaii& eongratulatOffyou* and
tw

resume m y seat.

.... .

: ■
"

■

4

"*

■■

Z h

-

s :- ‘

(Punjabi) : MaidftM,
■

.. .Sardar Partap ^ingh.^CArnritsar South,

Sikh, Rural)

■ >r.u

I extend m y heartiest congratulations to you oft y t ^ VLft■©cupylng•.,'.tlfitl office
and to the Hcuise for its ' wise decision m this matter. It is after a Ipngyipae
tKftt this
has dohe^aft act Which has raised this S ta te in the eye.s of the

House

World!.

i t had been felt that the fibril

Lady "Members in thi^ §tate occupied

ilb place of respon siKility m the admihistrationj- <Wdzlmye ‘ft&ver
member to be a Minister or* a ^ariiaiftentary' Secretary ^ift
partition. We cannot deny that the women in general ami these lady -metnhep
in particular have b een working and ’making ^acrihces^ %deiig^ withi>tb§ir
brethren. It has been our,earnest desire‘ t ^ 's f e % e m - d e d h p > ^ g :^ l^ e s ^
responsibility, arid authority. r^ o4 a y this House h a s£freh
a,nd the country will appreciate it and I fh o p e r the day i s
women will occupy Ministers, chairs as well.
e;e

t.

y

. '

--mh^kio

' ^r:r:
j v :s3:

•
;:;Tr;rn

W^lSion,. Landholders); Madam,

Deputy Speaker, you may not
the Chair.

" l!:'

: ■1

' ;

hot far jio& when

imagine how happyd afutociP^W t p ^ e p f ^ ^ i n

4

feel happier whon^/1 n sL n ^ em b er^ tb ^ wqrdsrpf the late Shri

R.ahindra Nath ^Tagore that .woman Is, the eustodian^of the mental, the moral
and the material stability oh a house.

(Here, hear) 1'ba ve^ h o’^aoubt

-that

under vonr wise?guidanee ‘and particularly-under your influence we Would
achieve that stability,

Madam, we are all., aware of your great sacrifices,

your serv;\es ta our, people and th^ great rpart ,you played as the Principal
o f a College and as an

educationist.

W e hope that the consttudiV e Wbrk

that'ydu have -csirriOd on all i hrou|h^yom%tfe Will be -eontinued Japre -rand we
will be benefit ted* by your wise counsels and guidance.

I have algo no :$qp,bt

th at you will carry on the sanie great traditions Which you r predecessor rbas
established.

*'v ‘',/

^

^
•

i- ^
:c.v

E le ctio n o f D e p u ty Speaker

Shri Bhagat

Ram

Chodha

(15)

(Jullundur General, Rural) (

67

Punjabi) :

Madam, I wish lo join others in extending m y heartiest congratulations to
you on your election as D eputy Speaker

I know o f your work since long

and I can say that you have been working honestly and diligently in the
service of the people and the country.
ing you for that.

This House has done well in honour

In other countries of the world women occupy places of

lespcnsibility and power.

Here in India also from times immemorial women

have been respected and honoured.

The very fact that in

pu]a people

utter

the words Sita and Radhe before Ram and Sham show how much women are
respected.
$

Shrimati Sita Devi:

It is good that you too realise it.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : I
am

referring to the Sita of

have not referred to Shrimati Sita Devi.

Ramayana

(laughter)

I

Madam, m y submis

sion is that in the past we have duly honoured women and even now we honour
them and respect them.

It is our desire that even the position of the

Minister may also be occupied by a Lady
the ladies will rise to such positions.
the word -Shanno Devi\

Member.

Chief

I hope that step* by step

Even a mantra of the vedus begins with

The people of tne Punjab will really

because they have given a high position to a lady.

W ith

feel flattered
these

words, I

resume m y seat.

Shri Bhim

Sen Sachar

(Ex-M em ber

West

Punjab

Assembly

{Hindi): Madam,

it is really a happy

day in the history o f the Punjab Legislative Assembly.

Considering your

representing Lahore City, General, Urban

ability, intelligence and sagacity the choice which the House has made is,
/ in fact, the best one.

I join the Leader o f the House and the hon Members

in expressing the belief that as Deputy Speaker you will win the respect of
all.

Shrimati Sita Devi

(Ex-Member
Lahore City, General. Women Urban)

W est Punjab Assembly representing
: Madam, when I congratulate

(Hindi)

you on your appointment as Deputy Speaker, I would like to congratulate the
hon. Members also who have given proof of their goo i choice

I am proud

of the fact that although there are capable persons among the male members
of this House, yet the hon. Lady Members are in no way inferior to them.

a
for this position. As a
other States in India in

Women are also ca able of performing their duties as ably as men.
matter o f pride that one of us has been
matter

of fact, our State has

selected

gone ahead of

It is

(15)
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v

•

recognising the equality of sex and
we, can rightly feelr proud of it.
once again congratulate the House for this wise,and good choice. ^

Shri Prabodh Chandra

(Gurdaspur, General, Rural)

[Punjabi) :

I

Madam,

the very fact that this House has chosen you to work as Deputy Speaker
should be a sufficient proof of your worth and I think hat there was no need,

\

for any remarks by the hon. Members. Y* u deserve the position that has
been given to you. I congratulate the House for its wise decision in this
matter.
Madam, I consider your elevation to this position o f high distinction as
a m atter of congratulations 1o me because now I have begun to feel that I
belong to that galaxy of hon.

Members who have taken a right decision to

elect you as Deputy Speaker.

I assure you, Madam, that I will obey your

ruling whatever it may be.

It is a matter of gratification for our State that

a*lady of your eninance has c >me to occupy this Chair.

This will enthuse my

other sisters also, because what we find today is the shape of things to come,
Now the tradition is that a D eputy Speaker is elevated to the Ministerial
gaddi and who knows tha^

some day you may also become a Minister and

then one of my other sisters may step into your place.

With these words,

I offer you heaitiest congratulations on your election to the office o f the
Deputy Speaker

•.
- :

< r*

r

? * 4*. -

Minister for Public Works

:

(The

*
hon.

Captain

Ranjit

Singh)

HinA):

(
Madam, I rise to associate myself with the felicitations that have
been offered to you by m y hon. Friends on }o u r elevation to this eminent
position by th^ unanimous vote of the House. One thing 1 have found
remarkable in you is, that you commend great respec t even among the unruly
elements in the House .
you

and through you

They, loo, have bowed before you and have assured
the House

of their fullest cooperation

maintenance of the discipline and the dignity o f the House.
you deserve all the more to be congratulated.

in the

For this madam,

I am convinced that the hon.

Leader of the House has not shown any concession to hon. Lady Members
by proposing your name for election to this h k h office. Here a person
wielding great influence and a great disciplinarian like yourself was needed
most and I am gratified that the hon.

Leader as also the hon.

have done well to elect you to this position of high distinction.

Members
1 wish you

success in the maintenance of discipline in the House and again congratulate
you on your election as the Deputy Speaker of this Assembly

E le ctio n o f D e p u ty S peaker

. Minister for Revenue (The
I offer you
office,

I

(1 5 )

hon. Sardar Kartar Singh) (

69

Punjabi) : Madam,

my heartiest congratulations on you r election to this high

think

the action of the

hon. Members of the Punjab State

Legislature in electing a distinguished woman like you will be com nended
b y the people throughout the country.

Y ou possess great qualities of head

and heart but the greatest that finds favour with me is that I find you more
courageous than many men and the honour that has been done to you is
fully deserved.

W ith these w ords, I again congratulate you on your eleva-

' tion to this high position.

N

Minister for Labour
'Madam, o your

elevation

/

(Hindi) :

(The hon. Shri Prithvi Singh Azad)
to this high position has reminded me

shalok which means that God lives
think the path

which

the hon.

of

a

there where women are honoured.

I

Members

have

treaded by electing

Unanimbusly, will lead to the salvation of the State. Since you

you

started your

public career, you have been rendering constructive service to the country
Now this high office will offer you another opportunity to serve the people of
the State still more vigorously. Your unanimous election indicates the respect
which you command in the House.

I hope you will conduct the business

'of*the House in such a manner as will raise its estimation in th j world. Besides,
this House has shown by your election that women in this S t a t e d ) n o t
lag behind in shouldering the onerous responsibilities of a high office in the
State.

They can stand shoulder to shoulder with men in the performance

of their duties to the State.

'(Hear, hear.)

With these words, I offer felicita

tions to you on your election to this position o f distinction.

Deputy Speaker

(Hindi): Honourable Members, before the

House proceeds

to

- the next item on the agenda, I would again like to thank you all for the
encomiums that have been showered bn me.
I prove worthy of this high

office.

The future will show how far

I feel so much overwhelmed with your

praises that I do not find adequate words to express my gratitude to you.
As you are aware, after the partition, I have refrained from making eloquent
speeches.

I feel and request the hon.

Me nbers to keep this fact in view,

. that our State is faced with such circ urn stances which require us to work
^more and talk less.

Even in this K ou;e wc have got enormous legislative

work but we have not enough time to complete it and whatever time we get

x
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ft is spent in making speeches.

I think hon.

Members will be discharging

their duty towards the people if they make speeches containing constructive

.■i'-

#

suggestions.

Now the House will resume discussion on the cut motion m oved

b y Pandit Shri Ram Sharma.
,

DEM ANDS FOR GRANTS ,
IR R IG A T IO N .

Sardar Sajjan Singh.

(Patti, Sikh, Rural)

[Punjabi) : Madam, Govern

ment has put forward a huge demand for grant regarding Irrigation before
the House.

I think th a t the, department of Lrigation is mostly connected

with the zamindars and yet the irony is that it is the zamindars who suffer
most at the hands of this department*

I am o f the opinion that the main

cause of this trouble is the meagre salaries paid to the Government servants
working in the Irrigation Department. Since they are unable to make their
both ends meet with these low salaries, they.try to tap other sources of
income with a view to getting enough money with which they could supi ort
their families.

They always endeavour to find out such people around them

as could fall an easy prey to their illegal demands.

So at the tim e o f

construction o f ‘ mogas’ they put the zamindars to great trouble and try to
hamper the supply of water till they have greased their palms.
I feel that it is a mistake to think that these low-paid Government servants
whose salaries do not exceed Rs. 30, can provide comforts of life to their
children and look

after them properly .

Besides this, it is a matter o f

surprise that whereas the revenue patwari is provided with a residential house
in the form of patwarkhana and in the

absence of that is paid house

rent

in lieu of that in addition to his salary of R s. 30 per mensem, the canal
patwari whose salary starts from Rs. 30 per mensem is not provided with
such

facilities.

During the last session I had put an

Assembly question

regarding the can al patwaris and the Government gave me this reply that
the canal patwaris were getting adequate salaries.

During this Session of the

Assembly I inquired from the Government the difference between the salaries
of the revenue and canal patwaris .

I was informed that the salaries of both

these officials started from Ks, 30 per mensem. I think if it is considerd
necessary to provide a revenue patwari

with a residential house there seems

to he no reason why the canal patwari should be deprived

of this facility.

Then I have been supplied with a statement from the Government indicating
that the overseers are being kept on

temporary ba d s and for the last siifor

seven years they have not been confirmed.

The Government has not stated

Irrigation .

as to when they would be confirmed.
their life in temporary service.
appointed a Pay
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They have spent the best portion of

I remember that the Government of India

Commission which made a recommendation to the effect

that no Government servant should be kept as a temporary haud for more
, than tw o years .

I am also of the view that it is sheer injustice on the

part of any Governm ent to keep any Government servant on temporary basis
for m^re than two years

If the G >vernment intend $ to dig out more canals

then it should em ploy additional staff for this purpose rather than keeping
on the present patwaris on temporary basis.
Further, the zamindars are experiencing great difficulty in getting the
allotment chits.

The way in which these allotment chits are distributed is

very defective.

Now-a-days the chits are being prepared by the Patwari who

delivers these chits to the Lambardar after getting his signature.
upon the will o f the Lambardar to give these

It depends

chits to anybody he likes.

As the Zamindars are quite illiterate they do not know much about these
chits, and nobody cares to know what their difficulties are.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

On a point of Order, Madam .

there should be time limit as many hon

I suggest that

Members have to speak on the

Demand, now before the House.
,
Deputy Speaker :
no objection to it.

If the House wishes to fix the time-limit, I will have

H on. Members :

There should be time limit of 15 minutes for each

hon.

Member

.

Sardar Sajjan S ingh:

Madam,

I

was

submitting

that

the

method of distribution of allotment chits is defective and causes a good deal
of trouble to the zamiudar s.

In fact the land revenue

of each

zamindar

should be clearly specified and they should be informed in time that they
have to pay so much land revenue and so much area of land has been allot
ted to them, so that they may be able to put in their objections, if any, in
this behalf. Another difficulty that is experienced is in connection with
the auction o f gardens. I^any garden is auctioned for Rs. 300 then the person
making the highest bid is required to

offer 300

mangoes in addition to the

amount which he is required to pay.

Similarly, if

any garden is auctioned

for Rs. 500 then the purchaser is required to give 500 mangoes in addition
to this amount.

This system is in

force from the time when these lands

J
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were irrigated through
now.

the canals.

This has, become a regular custom

Similarly there is another practice prevalent

the sale o f stamp paper.

It is to the

in the Courts regarding

effect that the stamp vendor charges

two rupees in addition to the price of a stamp paper costing

Rs.. 100.

W hat

I Wc nt to drive at is that the officials d o not have the slightest hesitation
in,asking for these customary charges. They do not feel the least compunc
tion for accepting these charges.

In this connection I m ay point out that I

meet contractors of g iriens very often because there are so many residents
of my village who are contractors of gardens.

They tell me

oh auction they are required t > deposit Rs. 500 in the
ECO

that at the time

*

treasury and to give

mangoes to the officer auctioning the contracts of gardens.

Thus

with regard to the distribution of fruit like mangoes etc. the share o f every
official in the Canal Department is fixed.

I have

mentioned these evils

rampant in the administration so that Government m ay take effective steps
to eradicate them.

N ow ours is a free country but the pity of it is that the

Government does not realize its responsibilities.

It behoves the Government

to give its undivided attention to these matters and make endeavours to put a
complete stop to these' evils. J think. Government is not adopting those
measures which it should, with a view to eliminating corruption from the
administration.
The beldars and the labourers who are employed by this department
do not enjoy any holidav even on important festivals.

These people have to

work even on those days when all the Government offices are clo«ed. They are
eligible for 15 days, leave drring the year but this privilege is. also enjoyed
by them i.n some divisions and not in all.

Similarly

Besakhi and Dewali

holidays are observed in Sirhind Canal Division but not in Upper Bari D oab.
It is strange that diffe.ent practices should be in vogue in the State under the
present Government.
,
The most objectionable

thing in this demand is that the sum o f Rs.

30 000 has been provided to meet the charge; on ‘Special Pay of Officers' .
Before this a^o, I raised an objection to the giant of special pay while
discussing the supplementary demands for grants.

I am of the view that it

is fundamentally wrong to grant special pay to officers.

When a high officer

is already in receipt of his salary, then what is the need for granting him
special pay ? When he is already enjoying handsome salary there seems to be
no rea;cn that he should be paid an additional amount as special pay.

On

the other side we find that patwaris are getting meagre salaries and environed
as they are, there is no other alternative for them but to resort to corrupt

*

:

;

.

. .

Irrigation

practices in order to supplement their income.
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I would say that our G overn

ment is responsible for encouraging corruption amongst them.

The Govern

ment grants special pay to highly placed officers but the low paid Govern
ment servants continue to get small salaries and on account of their inability
to make both ends meet they resort to

corrupt practices.

I would, there

fore, appeal to Government to put an end to this practice of granting special
pay to officers. In fact we have inherited this practice from the B ritish Govern
ment when every officer judged his prestige by the^emoluments he received.
But now in the changed circumstances when we have an ideal of service before
0

us it does not behove our Governm ent to m aintain the prestige of its officers
in the same old way.

The

popular Government

is one which adheres

strictly to the principles o f dem ocracy. I am of the view that this special pay
Should be given to the ill-paid Government servants. But what we see is that
*

this special pay is given to the Chief Engineers and Superintending Engineers
who already enjoy fat salaries. The Government should stop this practice forth
with* If the Government had sanctioned the grant of special pay to the low paid
staff of the Irrigation Department such as Pansal Nawis, Zilladars or Pat waits
then tore would have thought that it is paying due aTtention to the welfare o f the
poor class o f people.

These poor people have also to earn their livelihood.

A poor patwari has also to support his family.

I f the Government does not

give them adequate salary then there is no other course for them but to
resort to corruption.

>1 am oppose i to the policy of the Government to give

special pay to highly placed officers as it amounts to fillirg the pockets o f
such officers who are already.enjoying fat salaries.

These t hings could well

be ignored during the British regime but the times a re changed now.

The

Britishers always tried to keep high officers under their thumb by giving them
allurement of special pay.
Circumstances.
1

But these things do not look proper in the changed

I think that continuance of this practice of gran ing special

pay is a blot on the administration.

I would, therefore, appeal to the Govern

ment to consider this matter and try to remove these defects.

0

.

,

Sardar Partap Singh: (Amritsar South, Sikh, Rural ) ( Punjabi j :
Madam, I have stood up to oppose this demand for the Irrigation Depart
ment:

The welfare of the plough man is closely link* d with this department.

As a matter of fact no other department wields greater influence in making
m?'marring the prospects of prosperity" o f the Zamindars as this department
does.

I have listened to the speech of my hon.

Friend Sardar Sajjan Singh

and fully subscribe to his views that the salaries of the low paid staff in this
j
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department should be increased.

The Government has not fixed any standard

according to which the minimum pay o f the subordinate staff should be fixed.
W e are still continuing in the old rut and adhering to the very system which
we have inherited from the

British rulers,

Our philosophy

that what has

proved right in the past is sure to prove a success in the future, is manifestly
wrong in the changed circumstances.

The whole system in fact requires

radical change as the gratit of Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 by way of annual increment
does not appear to me to be reasonable.
4951 is not

the India of

1947.

We must rememl er that India of

Since the coming of independence those

conditions for which we longed have not come about. When India
...
. . KJ' .
•
«
has come unto her own we must not follow in the footsteps of Englishmen
whose rule Was of the worst type.

This department can, to a very great

extent, render useful service to the people who come in contact with it.

But

the glaring feature o f this department is

The

its top-heavy administration.

number of Chief Engineers has been increased and I do not
ratio o f expenditure should be so high.

like that the

I would not like that this department

should drift in a senseless squandering of Government m oney.

There should

jbe a change in the outlook of this department which has been wholly coloured
by a sense of interest of its own officers.

Sometime back the Government

took a decision to increase abiana rates by 50 per cent.

It was nothing but

a decision o f despotic rule. W hen any decision about the increase in
i
.t
'
land revenue is to be taken it takes three or four years to make enquiry to
'
f
see whether the conditions justify the enhancement of land revenue because
under the rules land revenue cannot be

increased beyond a certain ratio.

But the Irrigation Department has increased
\vishes of zamindars without making

the rate of abiana against the

any enquiry what soever .

Such an

autocratic step is opposed to the very principles of dem ocra cy. It -would
have been better' if the Government had set up an enquiry committee to
examine the question of

high cost of living

o f agricultural commodities.

and the increase, in the prices

It*should have also considered the increase in

the agricultural cost of production. But the Government has taken this step
haphazardly against the interests of comm on cultivator. The hon. Chief
Minister has remarked that this department

is a commercial department but

it is also necessary that he should run , this

department on com m ercial lines.

The Government should settle with us how much water a cultivator ordinarily
requires for sowing the wheat crop till its harvest. T h e Government is in fact
^exploiting the ignorant zamindars and does not give, as much water as he
ne^ds an 1 is still charging increased rates of abian i from him.

The Govern-

<
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jpent is quite indifferent to the welfare of zamiridars and it is perhaps due
to the fact that they have not launched any agitation against the Govern
ment.
T o have imposed the enhanced rate of abiana on sixty or seventy lakhs
of i oor

peasants,

without caring to

enquire about

their actual income

from land or whether they can make their both ends meet, even after sweat
ing toil and labour, or not, just on the plea that the prices o f agricultural
. products have risen, is the greatest act of injustice that the Government has
done to its discredit.

The argument of the hon. Chief Minister that the rate

of abiana is still higher in other States utterly ignores the difference in the
( conditions prevailing there and those existing here .
the yield of sugar cane per acre is of the value of Rs]

In States like U. P.

1,000 to Rs. 1,800 b e

cause the peasant gets plenty of supply of wa^er. What is the condition here.
I f a peasant holding 1 bighas of land sows cane in two kanals of land only he
will have to give the whole available water to that small strip.of land before he
can hope to h ive the crop ready.

In the very

nature o f things he does nbt

like to expend all the water on two Kanals of land.

Being uneducated he does

not undeistand how best to utilize the water that comes to his share.

But

even if he decides to utilise all the water on cane crop there is the risk
of stoppage of water supply at the crucial time.
Then, Madam, if the Government really regarded this department as a
commercial one, was it businesslike to have increased the abiana expartfc
by an executive order ? Was it not its duty to call the representatives of its
customers and decide the matter by negotiations and mutual settlement ?
Is it just and fair to run a commercial departm ent by snatching the b.ead of
the customers themselves an d.by forcing starvation upon them just to provide
iat salaries for the bloated number o f

its officers ? You

will be surprised to

know Madam, that in this truncated, vivisected, ruined Punjab the strength
of establishment of various departm ents has increased over the pre-partition
strength by twenty

four thousand

personnel and the burden of it all has

fallen on the poor peasantry who once was the pride of the country but whose
'tittle remaining happiness is being mercilessly marred by the Government by
depriving them of the fruit pf their hard labour. There is no alternative left
for them now but to organize themselves and agitate for agrarian reforms
and raise their voice

against the

autocracy o f this Department.

-■

- (

It is a pity, Madam, that all those arbitrary regulations which the foreign
rulers had devised for their own convenience should be in force

even now whe

(15)
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we profess to adopt the democratic way in every sphere o f life. What can be
mere undemocratic than the

v a y tavan is imposed on innocent villagers on

the alleged charge of tampering with the distributaries.

If any breach occurs,

for one reason ort he other, due to rains or the activity of the rats or homebody’s
mischief; the whole village is declared guilty and made to pay the tavan .
patwari's or a Ziladar’ s report

A

is considered sufficient evidence to impose a

fine of thousands of rupees on the innocent people

li\ing in a particular

village who can have no recourse to the law courts against the injustice done
to them . The Executive Engineer is competent to impose the tavan subject
to confirmation by another officer. Madam, m y submission is that such relics
of autocracy and despotic
procedure comprising

rule ought

panchayats,

Government in tracing the causes of

to be done away with and democratic
committees of non-officials to help the
breaches etc.

be introduced.

When

we profess 1 o have adopted a democratic way of life in every other respect
why run this Department in
these poor ignorant folk at

the manner o f Mughal kings ?

W hy leave

the mercy o f corrupt officials-people who even

do not know how to write an application or where and when to send it ? The
present method of imposing tavan is another name for exploiting the ignorance
poverty and lack of organization among
compelled

the peasant.

to remain hungry after the hard

deny their children education and good

W h y should they be

toil cf the day, why should they

diet , why should they undergo so

many hardships just to provide salaries to the staff of this Department ?
They are already sick of its highhandedness.
Now Madam, I would like to sav a few words about the Bhakra Dam.
So many rumours are afloat, so many scandals are being whispered, such sens
ational allegations are being made in connection with the construction o f
Nangal and Bhakara Dams that we are fed up with them though I wish they
prove to be unfounded and this will make me very h appy. I would urge
the Government to appoint a committee consisting o f the Members o f this
House to investigate into these allegations and sift

the truth fiom falsehood*

It is only then that we the Members o f this House, the representatives of the
people will Le in a position to dispel the doubts and misgivings that have
arisen in the minds ol the people
gation

that

have

nutters

to

my

notice

leakage in

the

inspection

o f p ’l'ar

No.

left flank

wall etc.

Being a layman I

all these

matters.

Then

engin room.

13,

come

Some o f the

there is the

are

defective
gallery,

cannot say
case

requiring

of

investi

constructions

defects

in the

who is to blame in
the

While errors in the construction of the wor ks

collapse

of

the

connected with

the Darn m a y b e explained away by holding the plea o f inexperience how can
m i'tike-, in the work of constriction o f buildings be excused ?

Then it is
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reconstructed a number of

The driver o f an excavator was made to cross a bridge built of

wooden planks against

his will.

The result was

that the bridge gave way

and the excavator was badly damaged

The driver who had foreseen this

eventuality had at first refused to

the bridge with the excavator but

cdss

when he was accused of being a Communist, a saboteur, he had unwillingly
obeyed the order with the n s lit that
even now dying in some hospital.

he sustained grievous injuries and is

On the other hand the officer responsible

for giving him the order to cross the bridge has escaped scot free.
has been hushed up by

Tue matter

replacing the damaged parts of the m ichine with

the corresponding parts of a new excavator.

It is also alleged that other

machinery is also being spoilt through negligence.

Keeping all these allega.

tions in view I urge the Governm nb to app >int a o m n it t e e
some Members o f this Hcuse to go into these allegations.

consisting

of

It is essential for

setting at rest the doubts of the public that the true facts sho rid come to ,
light.

If these allegations are baseless it is essential

that they shoul l be

contradicted by some committee of no i officials so that the enthusiasm of
people which has flagged may be aroused again in the work of construction
of these projects.

People must be made to feel that the sacrifice toey are

making by paying abiana at enhanced rate is not going in vain and the
money realized from them is being usefully spent. But for the bad impression
created in the mind of the public about the money being squandered away
due to*the inefficiency and neghgei ce of
enthusiasm

the staff, I am sure such a spirit of

could be created in them that they would contribute to ’.he

financing of these projects by selling away the ornaments o f their womenfolk
and by taking loans from the rich and by combining their resources in a c o 
operative manner.

But

alas this Government and the way the

work is

being carried on the projects, in spire no confidence in the hearts of the
people.

Only if they could be aroused from this apathy , there would be no

dearth of funds to help the Government to complete the construction.
Madam, the Government has not the will to do anything useful.
us look at the treatment that is beinf
working on the Dam.

Let

meted out to the labourers who are

T hey have been

given miserable mud huts to live

in whereas the higher sta ff is living in palatial buildings.
forming a labour union is being denied to

Even the right of

them and their demands are being

laughed at and ridiculed by the high officers. No right thinking man will ever
approve of these things. I submit that this Dam which has to transform
the living conditions of our State, which has to bring plenty and prosperity
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to all o fxus and which will ever attract visitors from foreign countries, should
not be built with the blood and bones of our labourers. Our labour class
deserves a fair deal and nobody should grudge it.
Madam, it has been remarked that the engineers of our State are very
efficient.

I am really very proud of their efficiency .

But in spite of all

this, one thing remains and it is this that corruption is running riot on an
unimaginable rcale in their departm ent.

All overseers, S. D. O 's and other

officers have their definite shares in this loot which is being comm tted on
a very

vast scale.

What is more, the contractors an d other persons who help

in tracing the corruption are struck off the lists and no action is taken against
the offenders.

We never expected

that such things

-the achievement of independence for which
' sacrifices.

will prevail even after

we had to make unprecedented

As a matter of fact, I have to hang m y head in shame when I am

confronted with this state of affairs and I dare say that^we art far behind other
States o f the country in these matters.

We do not do any thing for the good

o f the people and we only know how to burden them with increased Abiana
and other taxation. Here I should not be misunderstood for m y criticism
o f the Government. I certainly have praise for any useful things that may
have been done b y it. I was really pleased to find the useful work which
was l e in g d o n e

b y the Research

scientists are working here.

Institute.

Some very intelligent young

But then only a small sum of Rs.

80,000 is

being spent on that work and the workers have not been made permanent.
This is not v ery encouraging. So I request the Government that it should with
out any delay give up the old Moghul and the foreign traditions of exploita
tion and cultivate a fellow feeling for the down-trodden and the mal-treated
cultivator who is not in a position

to carry the burden which was unjustly

put on his shoulders by the fo re ig n
Rohtak, Hissar and Karnal are

rulers.

The poor peasants of Kangra,

being crushed under the weight of heavy

taxation which the foreigners im posed on them and which is still being
continued without a n y rhyme

or reason.

And then these people would not

grudge the payment of taxes if the money raised was to be spent for their
benefit by

way of establishing

schools

and

hospitals etc. ,

for

them.

Unfortunately, they are made to pay the high taxes without anything being
given to them in return.

This is most unjust.

If it is argued that money

is to be raised from the zamindars for the commercial department; which are
run for their benefit, I say raise as much money as is necessary but kindly see
that the zamindars concerned get proper returns for what is paid by them.
In this connection I think this Government would do

we^l to take a lesson

from toe administrations o f countries like the U. S. A. which give all necessary
facilities to the tax-payers. In spite of the fact that the poor peasants are far

Irriga tion
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from being satisfied with the Government and have many times represented
*

that they should be relieved from the increase of Abiana, we have always been
telling them not to complain frequently as the Government gets upset b y
such representations. ' But

this does not mean that victim ization of these

poor people should be c ontinued and nothing should be done to relieve them
from their burden. I m ay tell the Government and the engineers that if regular
■ ••
j
. •.
,
- *' -1
steps are taken to put a stop to the bribery which prevails in this depart
ment on so large a scale the burden o f the peasants can be reduced to # very
appreciable extent . I think in such a circumstance even the increase in the
Abiana may be rendered unnecessary. I am v efy particular about this increase

*

in the Abiana and urge the Government that somehow it should be d o i ^
away with.
*

«

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Datt:
representing North-Eastern

Towns,

Ex-M em ber West Punjab Assem bly
General,

Urban) : Madam

Deputy

Speaker,5 at the outset I takev this opportunity to congratulate you oh
your unanimous election as Deputy Speaker of this august A ssem bly/
Ir could not
it was

congratulate you, Madam Deputy^

against parlimentary

procedure

Speaker, earlier becam e

that 20 , members o f the" House

should get upmn the floor o f the House to congratulate on the election
of the Deputy Speaker.
ture of the world.

This procedure is followed nowhere in any legisla

Therefore,

I held my own and kept quiet and I now

take this opportunity to offer you m y humble congratulations.
Madam Deputy Speaker, it is acknowledged on all hands that the
Irrigation Department is one of the' most important departmen s in this
State :rwhose econom y * predominantly is
to hear the remarks of my ton .

agriculture.

I

was surprised'

Friend on m y left, knowing my tribe

as he*does, and I ignore them as I do his other remarks which 'are uncalled
j

for and

which he usually makes on the floor of the House.

Madam Deputy

Speaker, ib is not only that the Irrigation Department is a very important
Department
State;'

tut^ I submit that irrigation is a popular pastime

Apart from the fact t h a t v the

members of this

in this

House

irrigate

the Ministry, apart from the fact -that the Ministry irrigates" the members.^
apart

from

the

fact

T h at" ‘ 'the

irrigation5 Department

irrigates

the State, the over-all picture is that Irrigation Department irrigates
v

gist of

the

speeches

itself.

Madam, Deputy Speaker, this

was The

delivered

by some o f the hbn. Members.

THere Has been carpihg criticism o f this

Department from all sides of the ‘ H d u se/ This 4Department admittedly'is
'

the hot-bed Of intrigues and one of the Worst departments of the Punjab
Government.

Therefore, it is

high

time

that

something

ought to be

(1 5 )8 0
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Low to set matters right done Unfortunately, Madam, there was great confu
sion in alLthe speeches that have bem delivered on this subject- oron certain
. allied subjects during

the discussion of the Department and during the .

discussion-of the Budget.
was something
some of

Some members were of the opinion that there

wrong with

the heads o f the

- t h e , Ministry itself.

the

departments

N obody

even kn ew what the evil was.

Department.

Others

paid tributes. t°

and criticised

and condemned

knew as to where the fault lay.

Nobody knew what the nature of the evil was.

Still there was one thing common, which ran through all
that

is that there

N obody

is something rotten

the speeches and

in the State of Denmark.

*

Now,

Sir, m y personal opinion is...............
i
Deputy Speaker s
Y ou must s a y ‘ Madam* n ow .
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u t t ;

I beg to

exercise m y knowledge of

parliamentary procedure and I am entitled to address you as Chairmani
I t i s . always the procedure. Now I address the Chair. It may be a male
or a female or a neuter gender. The Chair adorns you and you adorn
the Chair.

Now

Madam,

my

unanimiry of view amongst those

personal

opinion is that there was a

Members who spoke on

the floor of

the House on this departm ent that the department was not working satis
factorily, that there wer e all kind? of evils in the department. Certain
other Members were also of the view that the evil did not lay with the
department but that the chief cause o f the trouble was the Chief Minister
himself or the Ministers who were previously incharge of the department
who did

n o t know

anything about the department, and who were not

conversant with the working that was going on in the department.
Ia m
taking things impersonally. Sir, or if you prefer. 'Madam'most of the
women to-day are becoming masculine in this world-one thing is certain
that there is unanimity that there is something rotten in the State o f
Denmark, both in the department and in the Ministry itself. But I
cannot understand why Members stand up

in

this House and raise

*

their

voice against the Control Board set up in consultation with the Pepsu
Government, Punjab Government a n i the G ov eminent of India. I agree with
all those Members who have pointed out the evils in the department or the
failings of the Minisrry. But what is the lem edy ? W e have tried Ministries
before.
party.

There were different groups although they belonged to the same
Now those gentlemen who were in the

their day.

opposition today have had

They tried their own experiments with this very department

and they failed and the same thing is true today, that

the present ministry

has failed in this respect and there was one sloution only. After all you cannot
say that the Central Government should be treated as a foreigner in the sense___________

Irrig a tion

in which that word is generally used.
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It is our own Government.

so m any subjects which are concurrent.

We have

W e have not merely Punjabi patri

otism but we have Indian patriotism also. Therefore, I feel that we would
support the Board which has been set up by the Govei nment o f India. That is
one solution which might change the situation and create better conditions. But,
Sir, that Central Board is not merely a Board which is dominated by the
Centre. W e have got our own representatives on that Board.
got its own representatives on that Board.

The Pepsu has

And there are experts from

the fin an ce Department of the Government of India on that Board. Therefore
Sir, taking things in a

very cool manner and in

a

calculated manner, I

come to the conclusion that it was an erroneous conception o f patriotism
that led certain members of the House to raise their voice against the estab
lishment o f that Central B oard.
Madam, the other matter which I would like

to refer to, relates

to the remarks made by my dear friend, Sardar Partap . Singh, during the
.

course of his speech, which were unfortunately, to put it mildly, unfortunate.
Being conscious o f my duty as his friend, I w ould say that it would have
been better if he had avoided making any
rate, popularly known as abiana.
on the controversy whether water

reference to the subject of water

I do not

propose to say anything

rate should be or

should not be incr*

eased * whether it is in consonance with tae present day^ conditions or
not in view of the fact that it was fix e !
different from those

at a time when the

prices were

obtaining today and whether it is causing any hardship

to the poor peasants or not.

I have no mind at .this stage to express m y

personal views on the merits or demerits o f

that question.

I only want to

remind the House that it was in the last session o f the Assembly, when this
centroversy was raging both in and outside the House, that a compromise
was arrived at and a Committee was constituted to go into the question.

I

It

was

said that the previous Resources

and Retrenchment

did not represent all sections of the House, and the hon.

Committee

Chief Minister

in consultation with the representatives o f the various sections o f the House
set up a committee which included m y

hon.

Friend* Sardar Partap Singh.

That Committee was asked to go into the question of finding out whether
it was possible to tap other sources of revenue and if so whether we could
do away with the water rate.

If that Committee comes to the conclusion,

after going deep into the whole problem, that under the present state o f
finances it is not possible to find out. other alternative -sources of revenue*
and that we are at the end of our resources,
*

then I submit that it becomes:

the duty of the House to call upon the people of the State to make sacrifices
for the common good of the State.

It is very easy, Madam, to p 7ay a dem-
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suggestions, like a statesman, for finding out m oney
the

State.

My

grievance, therefore,

especially when the whole question is

for

against the critics,

betterment o f
is

justified

yet in a state of consideration and

the Committee has not yet arrived at any conclusion.
vation

the

To make any obser

or criticise the Government in regard to a m atter which is yet under

the serious consideration of the Government is not justifiable.

Dep u ty Speaker
as

;

I

would request the hon. Member to be

as

brief

possible.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt

: Madam,

I

have

been unavoidably

absent from the House and would, therefore, request you to give m e more
time.

Deputy Speaker : I give the hon. Member 10 minutes
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt : Thank you .

more.
The

lrrig tion Depart

ment has, on the one hand, received encom ium s from some hon.

Members

o f the House, while on the other, it has been a target o f severe criticism fiom
certain other members .

One hon.

Member got up and said that there is

90 % corruption in the department and another Member gave vent to his
feeiings by saying that the Ministry is damnable and condemnable. The fact
is that nobody knows where he stands,

I had to deal with this department

in a way when 1 was the Finance Minister.....................

Shri Prabodh Chandra
if the hon.

:

On a point o f order , M a i a m .

Memoer has got the liberty to find fault

H e has got no right to cast aspersions on

May I know

with all and sundiy.

everybody.

E very hon. Member

said what he felt.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt : I

have got every right to reply to the

criticism that has been levelled by the hon. Members against this
ment.

depart

It is most presumptuous on the part o f the hon . M ember.........................

Deputy Speaker : I

would ask the hon. Member to proceed with his

speech.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopa] Dutt

:

in which praises have been showered

I was sayin g , Madam, that the manne r
and criticims

members of departments by hon. M em bers o f the

levelled against certain

H cu se is n e t proper .

An

(15)
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hon. Member got up and attacked a departmental Head and then defended
Certain other members o f the departm ent which is something very rotten and
thus undesirable conventions are being set up on the floor

o f the House. W e

should be above these things. While criticising we should be above personal
considerations

and only

make healthy and

constructive

criticism in the

discharge of our duties which we owe to the people and to the State. So far
as this department is concerned, it is not

only the previous Minister that

has been a failure but the Chief Minister also has been the biggest failure
in dealing wit h it.
The question should be considered on its merits.
the habit and have mental training to

We should cultivate

co nsider all questions on their merits

impersonally. Madam, the question is that there is a lot of corruption in this
department* The evil is too strong f o r the-present Government and too strong
for the department itself .

I bdieve, Madam, th it the

corruption is so open

and the persons involved in it are so high and influential that it is impossible
for the Go vernment to root out corruption from the department.

Let us face

the facts.
Secondly, it is impossible on the part of the Chief Minister and the
present Government to take any a ction against those high personages n the
department who come in daily contact

with them

are not in a position to carry on the

and without whom they

admini stra'tion .

The hon. Chief

Minister or the Minister*in-charge is surrounded by these gentlemen and is
„

>

guided b y these people and, therefore

the Chief Minister is not in a position

to

practised by them.

put an ead to

the

Thirdl y , there is,

corruption

as Sardar Partap Singh pointed out and rightly

pointed out ,communaIism in the departm ent.

The Chief Minister, owing to

the very nat ure o f the circumstances in which he finds himself t o d a y , does
not find it easy to curb communal spirit that is going on in the Department.
The time at m y disposal is very short and I cannot go into the details
o f various matters and am therefore only making a reference to them but
would request the hon. Chief Minister to

give a reply to

by me when he gets up to answer the criticism .

the points raised

I want to know

to what

use is that machinery being put which was recently im ported from America
and for which

a Head of the department was sent abroad ? That machinery

Was intended for the Bhakra Dam.
Chief Minister :

No machinery has been imported

no officer was sent abroad to buy machinery for us.

b y ms direct and

*

\
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Madam, I am

referring to a matter

Chief Minister imagines it to be. There

fore, I would like him to go' into this

matter before replying. I have been

giv en only a limited time to speak and cannot expatiate on this point.
I also want to know, what is the future policy ? Is the Government
going to build the dam first, is priority going to be given to the building of
the dam or to the raising o f the new canals in the State ? This is a question
the hon.

Members of this House should feel, which is much more important

than some of the other issues which have been discussed during the last two
days on

the floor of the House.

This question, I understand , is under

the consideration of the Government, whether priority should be given to the
dam itself or priority should be given to the canals.
that

the

canals

are

of

more immediate

There is a view today

importance

than

the

dam

itself. I hope the Government will go into the question more thoroughly
and in the interest o f the food situation
take an independent and
unbiased decision— a decision which is not in any way influenced by those
very persons who are going to be affected by it.
Madam, I thank you very much for the time given to me for discussing
the Irrigation Department to day .
the hon.

In the end, I only want to point out to

Chief Minister that he should not be

Minister of India bad very

taken away, as the Prime

recently the consolation from the tribute paid

to the work b u n g carried on on the Bhakra

Dam, by the Chairman of the

A tom ic Energy Commission. When experts come from abroad and pay flying
visits to the sites of our works they naturally are not expected to go into
the working of the whole thing.

They just see that something is being

tbuilt up and in the course of a few years time would develop .

They are not

conversant with the corruption they are not conversant with the evils existin gin the working of the d e p a rtm e n t.

^

They are not conveisant even wi h

the promises held out by

the Government regardin g the time in which a

certain work would finish.

The foreign visitors cannot say anything but

praise a certain work being done by the Government but we should not have
consolation in such jraiscs.

If tl e Lon.

work as he is doing today, I am

Cl ief Minister is going to do the

not optim istic about the future^ of the

Bhakra Dam and the Irrigation Department.

v
\

Chaudhri Lahri Singh (Rohtak North, General, Rural) (H indi): Madam,
on account o f the personal experience which I have

regarding the Depart

ment of Irrigation, I know its weaknesses as well as its good points.

I

wish

(15)
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to place both
H oute.

the

sides

of the

picture before the

hon. Members of this

I know that the engineers of this department are very able and

intelligent.

Nowhere can we find such capable persons.

have seen that in spite Of floods and
their best

85

After partition we

other natural calamitits

they did

to save the crcps and as a matter of fact they succeeded to a

large exten t in supplying water

whenever necessary.

ernment of India most of the efficient engineers are

Even in the G ov

supplied by Punjab.

Other States of India always desire to have Punjab engineers.
TJ.N O. there is a demand for engineers from this State.

Even in the

So for as the

question o f ability is concerned, I am confident that throughout

the world

it

our

is

difficult

to

find

engineers

^cheers).

superior

to

those

of

State

*

Ghaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt : The hon. Member is simply making an
exaggeration.
\
Chaudhri Lahri Singh: I am not exaggerating.

W hat I wish to point

out is that in respect o f ability and honesty the officers at the top in the
Irrigation Department of Punjab are a m atch for others.

I believe that

ninety-nine per cent of such officers are honest.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt: I question it.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh: The hon.

Member

m ay question

it. He is

ignorant about these matters.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt :

He

is

an

advocate

fo r

impos

ters.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh : I
this little chap.

request the hon. Deputy Speaker to control

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt.
old hag.

I protest against

the words o f this

He is the most irresponsible speaker in this House.

rupts every Member every day.

He inter

I have interrupted him only today.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh : He does not know anything about

irrigation

and the Irrigation Department, still he has said so many things against the
officers of the departm ent.
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Members gave an assurance only a short
while ago and I remind them of That.

I

request them to follow rules

(15) 86 '
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and behave like responsible Members o f a Legislature.

.

I f any hon.

Member

wants to say something he should first rise in his seat, take my permission
and then speak.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt :
fact that as hon.

May I draw your

attention to the

Members of the House are aware, the hon. Member on m y

right is a chronic interrupter in the House.

I have interrupted him only

today and once, why should he mind.
Deputy Speaker : I again request the hon. Members to maintain the
dignity of the House?
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:

Irrigation

Department is the most

corrupt department in the Punjab; high persons are involved in

this cor

ruption and still he has the cheek to defend., the department and say that
90% officers are honest in this department.
Deputy

Speaker : I request

the

hon. Member

Chaudhri

Krishna

Gopal Dutt not to be excited on the very first day of his coming to the House.
I.w o u ld

request Chaudhri Lahri Singh to confine

himself to the motion

and not to roam about as usual.
Minister for Public Works : A very good certificate.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh : I submit that it is the right of every member
to criticise the department.

On m y personal experience I can say that

from the Chief Engineer down to S. D. O ’s the officers are honest.......
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u t t : I question it. .
Chaudhri Lahri Singh : He m ay question it but I speak from personal
experience that from the Chief Engineer down to S. D. O ’s the officers are
honest but the staff lower tl an the S. D. O’s is dishonest and they

bring a

bad name to the department.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt: I

question it agiin.

He

is falling

on the poor people and leaving out the big fish.
Deputy Speaker : I request Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt not to inter
rupt.
‘’Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt : This is the biggest scandal. These big
officers of this department
hon. Member of the

have

misappropriated lakhs of rupees. E veiy

House has said such things

but he is saying some

thing different.
Deputy Speaker : Please let him proceed with his speech,
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u t t :

He gave *vay.

(IS )
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Deputy Speaker
each other.

:

I

again request the hon.

If they want to test m3 I can

hundred Chaudhries

Members not to address

assure them

even

one

Madam, the hon.. Member interrupts me too

Anyhow, what I was saying is that the big

and bungalows where Englishmen lived.
tact with the

that

will not be able to defeat me.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
often.
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officers live in kothis

Consequently they keep

no con

p 03r people in the villages and the lower officers are free

to ‘ exploit the position.

I know that the

officers at

the top seldom

meet the poor kisans. They only contact them through ziladar^. As a
result of this not in one village but in nearly all of them the patwaris
and the ziiadars

are exploiting the names of the officers and taking bribes.
*«*■
The poor kisans are being looted by such officials as patwaris, ziiadars
and overseers.
The overseers are like a pest to the zamindars. They are v» ry corrupt
and unless their palm? are greased, they would harass the
ing their water supply in the water courses.

latter b y decreas

The result is that they tarnish

the fair name of the Government and bring discredit to the E xecutive and
the Chief Engineers.
During m y Ministership, when I toured m y ilaqa, I
found that 70 per cent water outlets (mogas) were not working satisfactorily
because o f the collection of silt or t ie
the outlets.

shorten

n; o f

the discharge hole o f

As a result of this the zamindars were in great distress.

They

had represented their difficulties to the E xecutive Engineer, but no'heed
had been paid to their request.

Their applications for putting

the outlets

in proper working order, would rot for m onths in the offi:e o f the E xecutive
Engineer and no action is taken on the n.
ment t o stop

this

disposal

urgent

of

zamindars.

inefficiency
papers

I wou d urge

in the Irrigation
relating

to

Peop.e at large are under the

the

upon the Govern

Departm ent
water

impression

regarding

supply
that

it

to

the

is the

big officers who are corrupt, but I am o f the opinion that it is the sm aller
official who is the root cause of this e /.l of corruption.

I

would suggest

that the departmental he ids i. e, the Chief Engineer, the E xecutive Engineer
and the Sub Divisional Officers etc should prepare their tour programmes in
such a manner that the same get sufficient publicity in the areas o f their
tours.

Then they should m ike it a point to com

5into

contact with

the

zamindars, who after seeing their programmes, would naturally like to meet
them to ventilate their grievances.

If my suggestion is acted upon, I am

$ure, this direct contact of the officers with

the zamindars, will not only

result in the removal o f the difficulties of the latter but will also go a long
way in curbing the evil o f corruption.
Then there is another difficulty experienced by the zamindars. It is in
respect to the files of their cases pending in the Irrigation Department for

(15,
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disposal.

I am constrained to remark that the machinery of the Depart

ment is so slow that it takes months an I months for the disposal of a case.
I f a clerk wants to play the mischief, and he generally does so, in case illegal
gratification is not offered to him by the zam iniar concerned, he would
point out a little

unnecessary mistake, with the result that the file would

be set on'a tortuous journey. It would lie fcr a considerable p e ro d in different
racks o f different officers.

Even if it is an urgent case, it is generally

decided after the urgency is oven

{LaughtcrX. If it had been Hitler's regime,

I wonder what punishment would have been inflicted on the Superintending
Engineer o f a Circle for making such cri itinal delays in the

disposal of files;

In this connection I would cite a case in which Irrigation Department
is responsible for delaying a case regarding putting a watercourse in proper
working order.

This case has

been pending before, it since 1949.

An

area of no less than 11031 acres in Rohfcak district is lying unirrigated bec
ause the Depart neat has failed t:> set right the watercourse which com 
mands this area.
Now. Sir, just imagine the loss in food grains that has
teen caused to. the zami idars as a result o f this big area remaining fallow
for want of proper water supply which could not b e made availably because
the Department has remained inertia^stricken and has not decided the case
o f that watercourse.

I would

request the Government to see that the

matter is decided soon b y the Irrigation Department and

the zamindars

are saved from further loss of food grains, particularly at a time when the
Government itself is making every endeavour to bring every inch o f land
undei: cultivation.
W ell, Sir, I forgot to make a mention o f one ziladar who accepted
500 rupees as illegal gratification.

I brought this fast

to the notice o f the

authorities but so far no action has been taken against him.

I think such

an official is a standing disgrace to the D 3partnent and he should be sever
ely dealt with.

In this connection I m ay also point ou t

lishment in the offices of the Irrigation Dep irtment
intendents of the offices and other clerks

are

that the estab

is corrupt. The Super

suffering

from

this evil.

Unless the zamindars quietly send tins of ghee to the houses o f these officials,
they cannot expect speedy movement o f the files or the,disposal o f their
cases.

I think this state of affairs must come to a stop.

It is so sickening.

Since the time at m y disposal is very short, I would just draw the attention
of the hon. Chief Minister and then finish m y speech.

I would request

him that he should see th it the case of supply o f water to irrigate 11000
acres of land is decided soon because it is hanging fire for a year and a half.
Secondly, the Canal Officers should be instructed to come to
zamindars when the rajbahas do not work propery.

the aid o f the

It so happens that due

to silt the water at the tail of the rajbaha does not reach the lands situated

Irrig a tio n

at the end.
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When the zamindars approach the canal authorities, to set

things right, the latter are very unsympathetic.

Besides, this I would sug

gest that the Canal Act should be so amended as to enable the Government
to reconstruct rajbahas, which are ordinarily considered to be the property
o f the zamindars, at its own cost.

This is the crying need o f the hour.

I

m ay assure the'Governm ent that if it adopts measure to set the water
courses right at is own cost, and make water freely available to the zamin
dars for irrigation purposes, the produce o f the lands, so irrigatel, would
certainly go up twofold.

I submit that a very large aiea o f land is not being

brought under cultivation sim ply because the water courses do not discharge
enough water and the lands remain unirrigate 1. I would request the G overn
ment to m ove early in this matter and make some enactment

facilitating

the reconstruction of watercourses. It is a pity that Government has not been
able to devote its attention to this matter and has failed to bring in any leg
islation in this connection.

The action on this ma ter is long over due.

may submit that any apathy on the part of
would act as a boom rang on it.

General

I

the Government in this matter

elections are going to be held in

Novem ber and it is no wonder, if this Government ftnds itself obliterated.
I would, therefore, again request the Chief Engineer as also the hon.

Chief

Minister to lose no time in helping the zamindars in the matter o f recons
truction of rajbahas.
The third point to which I want to draw the pointed attention of the
hon. Chief Minister is this.

It is happy .coincidence th a t both the Finance

and the Irrigation Departments fall into his portfolios. I wish to submit that
the grow more food campaign cannot be a success, because the high officials
of the Irrigation Department, like the Executive Engineers, the Superinten
ding Engineers, do not tour the rural areas with a view to seeing whether the
zamindars engaged in grow more food scheme are properly getting irrigation
facilities, or whether the work Is being properly carried on. I find that since
these officers cannot draw travelling allowance for this purpose, they do
not pay attention to this matter. I would suggest that T. A. rules re ;arding
this matter should be relaxed and these high officers should be permitted t >
undertake tours for the success of the grow more food cam paign.
Then I would like to make a reference to the Bhakra Dam P ioject.
I find that under this schem j certain pockets in the Rohtak District and the
Gurgaon Distict will not be receiving irrigation facilities.
these ilaqas have been deprived o f water supplies.

I t is a pity that

The hopes of the zamin

dars of these particular areas have b e e i dashed I think this is a stepmother
ly treatment which is being meted out to them.
the hon.

I would, therefore, request

Chief Minister to see that these areas also obtained irrigation

facilities under the Bhakra Scheme.

I m ay make it clear that if no water

is made available to the zamindars of Gurgaon and ce tain parts of Rohtak,
Centre, may come to grief.
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, Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt: On apoint of personal explanation, I think
an#explanation is called for after what happened here a short while ago.

I

am sorry for the interruption that I had to make and for that I have to
plead soine extenuating circumstances and that is, there was no small pro
vocation when the hon. Member made three
ersonal attacks against me
and after that he should not have any grievance if I had to interrupt him.
I have been a Member of this House since 1956 and have never, or perhaps
very rarely, interrupted any Member of the House who

was speaking. I

appeal to you to put an end to this flippant, frivolous tom -foolery and buf-

/

foonery.
Thakur

Dalip S in g h :

. ■:- .f.i

(Kangra

;; ;

Punjabi)

South, General, Rural) (
‘-ft.
|{
like to draw the attention of the Irriga
yi

Madam through you I would

tion Department in general and the hon.

Chief Minister in particular to that

District where water, which is already available in abundance, can be used
for irrigation purposes. (Interruptions L
*
'v*
t
f
Deputy Speaker: I would request the hon.

.... L - ,v £ c •
***•• ■
Members to hear the hon.

Member attentively and thus not waste any time of the House. (Noise).
Order, Order. No

interruptions please.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt:
of my hon.

Madam, I must meet the frivolousness

Friend Chaudhri Lahri Singh. He thinks he can say anything he

likes.

7
Thakur Dalip

Singh:

and Kulu and I think

Madam, y u

you

will

have yourself been to Kangra

subscri >e

to m y

view that in the

District of Kangra water is available in abundance and that there are quite a
jarge number of Kuhls flowing

through the valley.

Y ou will also agree

with me that we have two most beautiful valleys i. e. ;

Kulu valley and the

Kangra valley.

But it is a matter of deep regret that our Government has

not taken any advantage of both the water and the valleys.

There is no

doubt that a large number o f Kuhls are to be found in these valleys but our
Government has not spent any amount so far on the construction of new Kuhls
and the repairs of the old ones. W hat I wish to point out is this that the zamindars

have themselves constructed

these Kuhls.

In spite of the fact that
V

zamindars make all the arrangements for watering their lands themselves,
they are required to pay an additional amount of 40% of the land revenue
in the form of irrigation charges.
Further, last year our Government created tw o sub-divisions of Kulu
and

Kangra in connection with the Grow More F ood Campaign.

Now the

Irrigation
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Kulu sub-division has been closed and the whole work in connection with the
scheme has been e n tru s te lto the Kangra sub-division.

In this co n n e x io n

I should request the Government to amalgamate the two sub-divisions, which
have been created temporarily in connection with the G ro w . More F ood
Scheme, with the Irrigation Department. I f these two sub-divisions are
managed b y the Irrigation Department I am sure, it will go a long way in
improving the condition of the people of this District.
Further, I quite remember about 4 or 5 days ago the hon.

Chief

Minister remarked in reply to a question regarding the frequent transfers of
0

S. D. Os^ of Kangra, that such steps were taken by the Government in view
of their reversions and prom otions.

While replying to a supplementary on

the same question it was also stated by him that these offhers were transferred as they were to be reverted to

I would request

their subs tantive posts.

the Government not to depute such officers to our District who are soon
likely to be reverted to their substantive posts. As a matter of fact it would be
better if such officers, who cannot work efficiently, are not deputed to this
.District at all.

Moreover it has been experienced that the deputation of such

officers who are transferred immediately after

resuming their duties, has

resulted in a loss to the State Exchequer.
Madam, I am of the opinion that there is much scope for irrigation in
the district of Kangra.

Before the advent of the Britishers more area of

land was receiving water-supply than at present.
the District was ignored simply because the
impression that in the event of im proving the

During the British regime

Britishers

were

under ^the

condition of the people of this

District it would not be possible for them to recruit people for the Army.
They thought that in the absence o f any facilities to people for ameliorating
their lot, they would continue recruiting people in the Army.
*

It seems that

our Government is also under the same impression that recruirs would not
be forthcoming from this District in case any irrigation facilities are afforded
to them for improving their condition.
I would request the Government to pay its attention to the Nurpur
canal in Kulu District, which if properly looked after can irrigate thousands

>

of acres of land.
There is

one thing

more towards which I would like to draw the

attention of the Government and that is that the officers o f the Kangra sub
division who have already to do a lot, cannot attend to the work in connect
ion with the Grow More Food Campaingn in the Kulu Sub Division.

More

over we cannot afford to pay huge amounts o f T . A. to the officers who are
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required

to tour the areas of both the sub-divisions.

I would therefore

request the Government that there should be separate sub-divisions for Kulu
and Kangra.
Further, our Government had formulated a scheme o f lift irrigation for
our District.
in our District.

I am o f the opinion that there is much scope for lift-irrigation
Government had under its consideration the construction of

high dams but nothing is known about
saying that ia th e district o f

this scheme so far.

It goes without

Kangra the areas of land are such that with

minimum expenditure, new water channels can be constructed.

For instance

-

the construction of channels at Sukhahar and Sidhatahar can,be instrumental
in irrigating thousands of acres of land. I would therefore request the Govern
ment to pay its pointed attention
channels.

towards the construction of these water

As a matter of fact our Government had formulated a scheme

about the construction o f these channels.

In fact the survey of these areas

has also been made b y it, but nothing is heard about it so far.
land b y

the

side of

4 miles

in breadth,

River
ca n ,

Bias,
be

«

which is 12

brought

miles in

under cultivation

The area o f
length

and

if adequate

steps are taken by the Government. I f this is done. I am sure it Would be
possible to make up thedefic ency of food grains and our food problem would
be solved to a great extent.

Here I would like to invite the attention o f the

Government to the remark s of the Finance Department appearing on page
6 S8 of the New Expenditure.

It is stated therein:—

There is bo canal worth the name in Kangra. There are, however, a large number
ofkuhlsia which water flows throughout the year . The village people construct
small channels known as kubls and take water to their fields. The kuhls are maintained
either by the Panchayats or the people themselves. This arrangement has not proved
satisfactory and during the iainy season quite a large number of kuhls are damaged and
people often find it much beyond their means to repair them. The heads of the branoh
kuhU are also defective, with the result that distribution of water suffers. It is thete-

1

iore necessary to improve the off takes and head reaches of the kuhls. The work can
only be done by the Government . Many parts of the valley are not receiving irrigation
whatsoever and they can be provided with irrigation if the system is scientifically
worked.

There is a great scope for the improvement of kuhls.

The improved system

o f irrigation will result in more revenue and greater production of foodgrains.
\

Shri
the hon.

Bhlm Sen

Member

Sachar

:

On a point

of

might be reminded that he is

note of any body present in the galleries .

order. Madam. Perhaps
not supposed to

take

Therefore, he cannot address

even through you any officer o f any department sitting in the official box.
That can be left for a private meeting.

Irrig a tio n
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to

pay more
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Chief Minister
to

ignore

our

District.
Shri

Amarnath Vidyalankar

(Non-Uni on Labour) (Hindi) : Madam,

First of all I have to complain for not
earlier

to

speak

having been given an opportunity

although I rose up

several times in m y seat to catch

the eye of the hon Speaker. I had to say much about the Budget which is most
disappointing but I am sorry to say that I was not given
day o f general discussion of the Budget .

any

time on the

I am afraid that I will not have

much time even to day as I am bound by the tim e-lim it which has just now
been imposed by you.

I had to say something about the increase in abi ina

rates but I regret that, I will not be able to do so on account of the l m itei
time at m y disposal .

I would , therefore, confine myself in making a few

observations with regard to B h a k ra P ro’e c t .

In this connection I have to

make a serious complamt to Government as a labour representative that
the Government does not aceord

better treatment to the labour em ployed

on the works of Bhakra P r o je c t .

The treatment meted out to them is

decidedly worse than they can expect from any private employer

About

a year ago the Government had made three promises to the labour employed
in Nangal Bhakra projects. Firstly that their Union wh ch is a duly registered
onewill be recognised. The hon. Chief Minister had admitted that the Govern
ment had taken adecision about one year ago but the Union has not been
recognised in spite of repeated representations made in this b e h a lf.
second promise which

The

the Government made was that the work charge

labour will not be charged any rent for the houses occupied by them in that
colony .

The Government has not fulfilled this promise as well .

is being charged from them as usual .

The rent

Tne Government's plea is that they

have no money to give them the free accom m odation .

But you would

. feel surprised at this argument when you will know that the orders have
been very recently passed to provide rent free houses to the other
staff. I regret to say that no action has been taken to remit the paym ent
o f rent to the work charge

la bou r.

Sometime back I gave a notice of a

question to elicit the information but that question was
hence no reply was given by the G overnm ent.

The

postponed and

labourers have been

relying on the Government’s promise but to their great disappointment this
has remained unfulfilled. The socialists and communists are exploiting them
and are making fun of them by saying that the orders of the Government are
honoured more in their violation than in their observance. Thirdly, the G3vernment had held out a promise that the workers will be given leave in accordance
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with the Factories Act*

I am not in a position to go into the details o f

the matter on account of very limited time at m y disposal'.
enquiry is made from the hon.

Whenever an

Chief Minister , it is said that the matter

is under the consideration of the Government. Labour is cotinually employed
by the Irrigation and Public Works

Departments but they do not enjoy

any privilege in the matter o f grant of leave under the Fac ories Act.

The

Factories Inspectors do not take any notice o f such irregularities and being
Government servants dare not institute any case against these Government
departments.

If

such conditions exist in

the Government departments,

then how can the working classes look for better treatment under the private
labour-employers.

Even water facilities have not been provided so at Kasari

Camp the Government appears to have been indifferent to the haidships
that these workers have to put up with. Whenever Government is approached
for providing such* facilities to these poor people it takes shelter behind the
oft-quoted

plea that necessiry arrangments are being made.

know how long it will take for the Government
needs of

the workers.

I* do not

to administer to the primary

Besides, these workers have

been given quarters

which have corrugated tin sheets on their roofs. These sheets get exterem ely
hot during summer and cause immense trouble to them. If looked at from this,
point of view this department is the worst department because it is not

fully

alive to the needs of the large bod y of workers and

mind

to these

problems.

does not apply its

The Government should look to the human interests and

try to alleviate their difficulties by attending to their problems which require
the earliest attention. In the absence of ordinary facili ies and fair treatment
great dissatisfaction prevails among

them and it has become well nigh im -

possil le fo f us to control the large body o f disgrun.led people.

It is strange

to say that the big officers of the Govern ne it are getting fat salaries wher as
these poor workers should be entirely ignored and neglected.

They are half-

fed dissatisfied men struggling pathetically to keep their body and soul to
gether.

If such deplorable

state of affairs cmtinu.es to e<ist it will be no

w on -er that labour may be attracted towards co n nu iism.

If

we compare

the expenditure o f the Irrigation department with its gross revenues, we will
f nd that it was 42 par cent of its revenues and now it has in :re ased to 49.8
per cent this year.

The hon.

Chief Minister once remarked that it is a

commercial department and had based his reasoning on
the increase in the rates of abiana.

But now

this fact

to justify

we see that the expenditure

of this department has increased from 42 per cent to 49.8 per

cent

which

shows that this department is not being run on commercial lines.

Dam.

Besides this, a complaint has been made about the work on the Nangal
I may admit that the work is beiqg carried efficien tly but I am not
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a technician, I will only narrate two instances to show what that efficiency
means in this case. Instances are not lacking of the serious dereliction of duty
by the officers incharge of building operations.

Madam, a bridge has been

constructed at Nangal Dam with the material which is not in accordance
with the formula for the

mixing up of

various substances in cement as

suggested b y the Research Officers o f the Irrigation Department.

They

had suggested that cement and sand should be mixed in a certain specified
proportion which would ensure the life of the bridge for one hundred years.
But the Irrigation Department acted contrary to that

formula and did not

use the same quantity of cement as suggested by the Research Officers be*
cause thousands of maund of ^cement was alleged to have been stolen in Bhakra
Dam.

It is said that with the present material which has been used for

the construction of that bridge its life h a s been reduced by 50 years.

I

would request the hon. Chief Minister to make an enquiry into this matt er
and take to task such officers who
neglect o f duty.

have been responsible for this gross

Besides, the concrete which is being used in the construc

tion of tunnel is of inferior type.

According to the expert advice one

square foot of the tunnel should be able to bear a load of 3,000 lbs.

The

right side of the tunnel has been constructed in the right manner but the
left side is defective because it would be able to bear a load of 1,000 lbs, in
stead of 3000 lbs. In view of the defect po nted out above if the tunnel
gives way it will be an immeasurable loss to the Government.
so many such instances but I cannot bring

I know of

it to the notice of the Govern

ment for want ohrtime. It is very im portant that the Government should look
into these matters.
Furthermore, the Governm ent intends to charge money from

zamin-

dars in lieu o f water that would be made available to them from Bhakra
and Nangal Projects.

I have no objection if m oney is realised but the

Government should at least make no discrimination between the unearned
income from the agricultural land and urban sites because in the latter c i se
also'people are deriving unearned profits in view of several amenities that
have been provided by the Government in the towns.
My hon. Friend Sardar Partap Singh has criticized so vehemently the
enhancement in the

rate o f abiana.

I would not join in this protest if

this increase in the rate of abiana were to affect only the big land-holders.
T o our old complaint that it is unfair to levy land revenue
on a uniform scale has now been added another.

on all cultivators

While we wanted land

revenue to be levied on the principles of income tax a demand which the
Government is not prepared to concede, another injustice has been done to
the small holders by increasing the rate of Abiana on the assumpt on that
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they

are

earning

bloated income
assumption.

a

lot

and

that

the

Madam, my submission

Government

to

is that it is

share their

an utterly

false

The margin available to the small holders is now barely more

than what they need for their subsistence.

To make this point clear I

would like to quote from the report of the Rural Banking Enquiry Com
mittee of the Government of India (Ministry of Finance):—
That cost of production and cultivation have since 1945 caught up
with the agricultural prices, thereby reducing the margin available to the
agriculturist and that of late considerable financial stringency is being exper
ienced in the rural areas and that as against the phenomenon of surplus funds
which they witnessed till recently, the co-operative institutions are now faced

^

with large demands for funds which they are unable to provide.
Again the Committee observes
It is however pointed out that the major part of the benefit indicated

^

by the reduction of debt was confined to the larger and medium land-holders,
while the position of small-holders remained practically the same

and that

of the tenants and labourers actually worsened.
It is clear from these observations that prosperity has not come to the
small holders because the cost of production has caught up with the agri
cultural pi ices.

So it was manifestly wrong to have increased on a uniform

sale the rate of abiana the manner of

levying of which is o f a regressive

type i. e. its incidence grows less as the income increases. **
W ith these words I urge the Government to try to remove the griev
ances of the people that I have voiced. The time being short I cannot dwell
on other points that I want to make
* fh rim a tiD r. Parkash Kaur (Amritsar Sikh, women)
although
remain

the
without

time

at

my

referring

enhancement of the

rate

disposal
to

of

the
abiana.

is

very

short

much-debated
The

(Punjabi)'. Madam,
yet

I

question

Government

cannot
of

the

had assured

that after sometime it would again be brought down but I regret to point
out that no action has

been taken in this

direction so far.

Among the

producers of the country are the miners, the industrial workers and the culti
vators, those of the third category are by for the most important and numerous,
constituting 80 per cent of the population.
m ajority is of those who are small holders.
minority.

Among these the overwhelming
The big land lords are in a small

This increase in the rate of abiana is a great injustice bordering

on cruelty towards the small holders of land. When incom e tax is charged
on incomes above k s. 300 per mensem from persons following all other profess
ions why should the poor peasant whose average income is not

m ore than

J R s ^ ^ e ^ n o n tl^ ^ n a d ^ ^ a ^ ^ u c l^ x o r b ita n ^ ^ a te ^ a te ^ ^ ^ c c o r d in ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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to Babu Bachan Singh even the highest officers are not satisfied wtih their
salaries and consider them inadequate.

Sardar Sajjan Singh has voiced the

grievances of the low paid employees saying that w ith the meagre salary
that they get they cannot afford to give education to their children. I admit
that the grievances of subordinate employees are genuine but may I ask
if anybody has ever thought as to how these poor peasants whose average
return is not more than twenty rupees per mensem are able to make b o rh
ends meet. Is i t n o t o u r d u y

to sympathise with them and to see that

bread is not snatched from their
*

hungry mouths ? How can these poor

people afford to pay so many taxes, land revenue, water rate, tavan and,
betterment fee ? Not dilating on this matter any more, I urge the Gover 1ment to reconsider it and again revise the rates in such a manner that the
small holders do not come within the ambit o f

A

this measure.

Abiana

should be charged at enhanced rates from those only who have the capacity
to pay it.
Secondly, I want to emphasise the necessity o f revising the regulations
governing the imposition of a^ tavan for breaches in the canals and their
distributaries.

It is manifestly unjust to impose this tavan on the poor

peasants w ithout

making an earnest effort to

ascertain

the real cause of

the breach. More often than not the cause o f the alleged cut are the rats mak
ing holes in the adjoining land or
heavy rains.

the cattle crossing a distributary or the

When the attention o f the officials of the department is drawn

to an impending breach no action is taken in the

m atter and when it

actually occurs the whole village is held responsible for it and made to pay
the tavan. W hy is not the repair work undertaken im m ediately after the
matter is brought to the notice of a beldar. Then the poor ignorant victim s of
the high handedness of this department are not given any opportunity to
^

appeal to a court against the imposition o f the tavan. However much they
cry that they are innocent, no one cares a hang for them. No notice is issued to
them to represent their case by a certain date and the time allowed for this
purpose passes o ff without their being aware o f it and after that no appeal
is entertained.

Thus Madam, the very ignorance o f these people is being

exploited since they are not even permitted to engage a lawyer to defend
themselves.
„

I would request the Government to have every case o f alleged

cut investigated b y a committee of non-officials and not to impose *tavan'
except in consulation with it and also to make provision in the rules for issu
ing a notice in every case.
There is another important matter Madam, to which I want to draw
the att ention of the Government.

When it is devoting so much time and
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attention te the Grow More Food Campaign with a view to solving the
problem of food shortage,

I fail to understand why it is giving so much

canal water to W est Punjab instead of making the half yearly distributaries
in my district of a perennial nature and providing water for the irrigation
of waste lands.

In this connection, I also w ant the Governm ent to issue

instructions to the canal officers to be sympathetic towards the representa
tion of the cultivators with reg a rd -to the supply of water on particular
occasions.

I am glad to say that crops in

Tetisil Ajnala have been saved

thanks to the attention paid by the authorities to the request o f the pleasants.
If water supply had not been made avail *b!e at the opportune time crops
w >ud

have

been

damaged due

to drought.

Such occasions often arise

when if the canal authorities are unsympathetic there is a great danger of
crops being ruined for want o f water.
In the end I would like to point out that the scheme relating to the
canal for the Ramdas Ilqa like other road schemes should n ot be allowed
to remain only on paper.

It should be put through at once so that supply

of water can be given to the cultivators whrb Kadly need it.

Sant Narindar Singh

(Ex-Member, W est Punjab Assembly represent*

ing Montgomery (East-Sikh-Rural) (

Punjabi) :

Madam, it is well known that

owing to shortage of food in the c o u n tr y we have started the Grow More Food
Campaign.

But in this connection I wish to point out that at some places

some officers are trying to show false figures to prove that more food is
actually

being grown in the

State.

I may illustrate

m yself.

It will

be recalled that during the last summer we had unprecedented rains and
floods in our State .

Naturally places like Jalalabad, Fazilka and Mir K has

which had never been supplied with canal water developed moisture in the
soil.

The result was that the E xecutive Engineer o f this Ilaqa who is known

for so many excesses , in order to show exaggerated grow more

food figures,

increased the land-revenue o f these places owing to m oisture which had
been developed on account o f the rains.
He went to the extent of

This was very unjust on his part.

requisitioning the Khasra Numbers for com part

ing the Kharif and the Rabbi crops and kept them for about a m onth and
a half.

But somehow he was persuaded b y some Members of the Assembly

to return them and luckily he did

so.

I request that something should be

done to call a halt to the undesirable activities o f this E xecutive Engineer.
H e is not an honest m m .

N ow that the remodelling o f the M oghas is to be

undertaken and that a large sum of rupees four lakhs has been given by thfc
Centre in this connection, he will be in a position to make .a fortune for
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In the end, Madam, I wish to say that this Government should conduct
•

itself like a popular Government. It should have a soft corner for its people
and should not impose taxation which the people cannot bear. I am in a
posit on to say that the increase which this Government has effected in the
abiana has not at all found favour with the cultivators and it should be
done away with in no time.
Sardar

Rattan

Singh:

(Ferozepore

North-Sikh-Rural)

(Punjabi).

Madam, a good deal has been said about corruption in the Irrigation Depart
ment.
*■

I would like to place the whole position before this House as I have

seen things in this department from quite close quarters in the capacity
of a contractor.

1 think I am in a position to give as detailed an account

of the working of this departm ent as my hon. Friend Sardar Sajjan Singh
gave of the General Administration.
*

But before I speak on corruption I

m ay place a suggestion or two for the consideration of the hon. Chiaf Mmister.
The first thing that I wish to point out is this that the officers of the
Irrigation Depart nent should be required to use some commonsense in
emergencies and they should not at all times stick to the letter of the
instructions.

I may here narrate an incident in this connection.

D unng *

the last floods we approached the Deputy Comm.ssioner with the request
that the canal bank may be broken at places because so much water had
collected near the canal that if breaches were not edecm d, so m any vllages
were in the danger of being inundate 1.
us to the Executive

Engineer.

The Deputy Commissioner directed

The Executive Engineer remarked that

they could not make any breaches without the sanction o f the Government
as such a thing was not provided in
our request.

their Manual.

He did not accede to

B ut luckily the level of water owing to rains rose in the

canal and some breaches were auto matically caused in the banks.
was all an act of nature.
0

But the Executive Engineer accused

This

some inno-

cent persons for making the breaches and wanted to prosecute them.

It

was awfully wrong on his part to do so and it> was with some d ifficulty
that he was persuaded, through the Deputy Commissioner, to withdraw his
charges against the innocent

people.

In these circumstances I request

that such officers should be asked to conduct themselves
an honest manner.
V
►

in an efficient and

Here I may also remind the hon. Chief Minister that

the construction of water-courses which was promised by him during his
speech on the flood situation has not yet been put through.

If action is

not taken before the rains set in, I have fears that damage may be caused
again.
I may say a few words about grow more food.

I am o f the opinion

that more food can be grown by us if we make proper use o f things.

But

.
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unfortunately it is not being done.

The Executive Engineer by digging

canals in m y Ilaqa is doing much

harm to the standing crops.

If water

is not to be run in these cannals this year, then he should postpone the
digging work till after the crops are cut and if it was in their programme to
run water in these cannals this year and the canals were to be dug before
the water was to be opened in these canals this year, in that case arrange
ment of these canal routes should have been made earlier .and the cultivators
told not to throw seeds in these places.
of several hundred maunds of grains.

This would have saved the wastage
These officers should be tQld that

they should perform their duties a little more carefully and wisely
Now I come to corruption in the Irrigation Department.

I can say

from my personal eperience that corruption, which is said to prevail in this
department, is not even one per cent of that which is to be found in other
departments.

I have no hesitation in saying that this department tries its

level best to avoid all possible waste of national funds. I can tell the hon,
members that this department accepted my tender for one lakh and thirty
two thousand rupees against two tenders, one

being for two lakhs and the

other for one lakh and fortyfour thousand pupees. This shows that the
department attempted to effect a saving of Rs. 70,000 on the first tender
and Rs. 12,000 on the second. I may also narrate another incident to
illustrate the honesty of the officials. For the above said work I had to
receive payments for seven bills at different times from this department and
I gave one rupee to the Munshi to buy one anna revenue stamps which were
to be affixed to the bills.

After I had received the payment for my seven

bills the Munshi was good enough to put the remaining nine annas out of
the rupee in my hands..

So I can say that so far as bribery is concerned it

is not so rampant here as it is in other departments.

Of course, I agree when

it is said that this department suffers, from the evil o f communalism.

Once

I drew the attention o f the Government to this fact through a question and
the hon., Sardar Swaran Singh was pleased to say that it did not exist.
On the 17th

arch, 1949, I put this question to the Minister-in-charge:-

Is the Government aware of the fact that there is a great Hindu Sikh tension
amongst the supervising staff employed at Nangal and Bhakra Projects ?
*

I was told in reply that it did not exist.

From my own experience I

find that Hindu-Sikh question exists, there to a very

large extent.

In

partnership with another Hindu gentleman I had taken some contract in
connection with this Project.

The Hindu S. D. O. incharge of the work

when he came to. know that it was m y work, instructed m y men
Shingle

to

get

required for the jo b from a very very far off place although such.
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quality of Shingle was available from nearby places thus making me to spend
more money, but when I sent m y Hindu partner to him he allowed him to
get from nearby places.
•

Know ing about such communal tendencies in the

a,ny further con

minds of the staff I closed m y works and stopped taking
tracts in this project.

There is a great

deal of communalism among the

Hindu and Sikh employees working in the Irrigation Secretariat.
employees are being subjected to gieat hardships.

The Sikh

I brought this thing to

the notice of His Excellency the Governor also when he went on tour in
our district at the end of last year.
Deputy Speaker:

The hon. Member’s time is'up.

Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava)

(Hindi) : Madam

Deputy Speaker, a great deal of criticism has been levelled against the Irriga
tion Department.
^

Usually the officers employed in a department are made

the main target of attack, but in this case the

ch ie f point o f criticism

was

that the Ministr-in-charge had no knowledge about this subject and he could
not devote sufficient time to it. Afterwards it was complained that on account
o f this department having been placed under the charge of different Ministers
from time to time, there had been no continuity of policy

with respect to it.

I beg to submit that though it is true that I am not an engineer or a technical
expert still there was no scheme which I did not fully u iderstand or on
which I did not devote sufficient time.

In this connection I got a pamphlet

prepared which has been distributed am ong the lion. Members.

In that pam

phlet full information has been given regarding the work done b y this depart
ment since partition and also the schemes which the Government had in hand
irrigating land in different di tiicts

d ring

the next year.

After reading,

that pamphlet, the hon. Members will be able to jud?e whether I take the
necessary interest in this Department or not.
scheme or proposal has ever been delayed.
^

I shall like

to add that no

W e have set up a Committee for

dealing with the work connected with the Bhakra Project.

It was constituted

with the object of avoiding any delay in the completion of this project.

As

regards the complaint that the Minister-in-charge of this department had chan
ged very frequently, I beg to submit that first of all m y hon. Friend Sardar
Swaran Singh was incharge of it. In 1949. m y hon. Friend Chaudhri Labri Singh
took charge of it and since October. 1949, it has been under my charge.
>

It is

not correct to say that the Minister-in-charge of this department had changed
very frequently.

When Sardar Swaran Singh was incharge of this department

I was the Premier and in that capacity I had to go through all the schemes.
Later on, when Chaudhri Lahri Singh was incharge o f it , I was Minister for
Finance.

At the time of preparing the Budget,

the Finance Minister has

to go through the work done by every department during the foregjing period
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and also that which it has to do during the following ^year.
1949, however, I am in charge of this department.

Since October,

This clearly shows that I

have been going through all the schemes in one capacity or another. As regards
the objection that I do not possess knowledge about this subject, I beg to sub
mit that though I am not an expert, the work of this department has in no way
sufferred on this account.
capacity also

I have been connected with this work in another

Since the commencement of the Grow More Food Campaign

I

have been a member o f the Committee entrusted with this work, whether I
was Minister-in-charge of Irrigation or not.
interest in this work.
responsibility.

I

have always been taking full

Moreover, the Ministry works on the principle of joint

V

It was said that many evils were prevalent in this department

May I enquire from mv hon. Friend w

10 was

a member o f the Cabinet and

worked on the principle of join t responsibility, 'whether these evils existed
at the time of his Ministership also or these crept in after his leaving the
Cabinet ? ' My hon. Friend said that the Irrigation Department was m ost
rotten and many evils existed in it.

Undoubtedly hon. Sardar Partap Singh

was not a Minister when the Government decided to increase water rate, but
may I enquire from him if he took any steps to eradicate tiie evils complained
of by him, when he was himself a Minister ?

Does he mean to say that these,

evils came into existence only when he left the Ministry ?
My hon. Friend Chaudhri Suraj Mai appears to think that before the
country became free, everything in the Irrigation Department was well during
the British rule.

In his opinion so long as the Englishmen were here as our

rulers, nobody was as capable as they were, and the administration was per
fect.

He thinks that when our own Government came into power, all the

evils also came along with it.

In this connection I might point out that be

fore the partition, the Irrigation Department devoted all its attention to the
interests of W est Punjab only.

If I am not mistaken, the Bhakra Scheme

was prepared in 1920 but no action was taken for its execution till 1946. The
administration against which Chaudhri Sahib has no complaint, changed that
scheme in order that instead of East Punjab getting benefit from it, West
Punjab might profit by it.

East Punjab was completely ignored at that time

but m y hon. Friend would say that every thing was all right then.
Chaudhri Suraj M a i: May I put a question to the hon. Chief Minister ?
Chief Minister ; No, I am not going to give way.
A number of things have been said against this department.
of all I take up the question of the work done by it.

It has been

First

said that

-i
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I have not heard even a single suggestion for the removal of this corruption.
I hope

that the hon. Members who criticised would put forth some

tions to root out c o n a t i o n .

But I have been disappointed.

Member who was a Miniter for

sugges
The hon.

sometime said that there was r o corrup

tion among the officers at the top and the cause of corruption among the
subordinate officials was their low salaries.
gave for this corruption.

This was

the j ustification he

This is not m y justification.

B y on ly saying that

there is corruption, it cannot be rooted out.
crltisism is made cannot be helpful in ending

The manner in which geneial
corruption,

As regards the

working of the Bhakra Project, I start from the time of the partition.

When

partition was decided, our officers took part in the deliberations connected
with it.

The result was that we got the maximum share of assets

officers had been corrupt, such a thing could not have been done.

If our
Even

uptil now we have canal water dispute going on w ith the Pakistan Govern
ment.

Does the stand, taken by our officers in that dispute, not show that

they are hardworking and intelligent ? Can any one keeping in view the stand
taken b y our officers ever since the partition In that dispute, say that our offi
cers are corrupt ? Can anyone say that they are not honest and intelligent ?
The work o f Bhakra P roject was started in 1946.

During that year, much

o f the excavated tunnels were washed away b y floods.

Then came parti

tion and with it the labour, which was mostly Muslim, migrated to Pakistan.
Does the econom y, with which the work has been conducted since then not
prove that our officers know their jo b and are intelligent and honest ?

The

Chief Engineer Bhakra has shown an econom y of Rs. 4 crores in the designs
prepared by experts.

Does this fact not show his intelligence and honesty ?

And then the engineers gathered at the conference of Irrigation Engineers were
also of the opinion that no foreign Engineers could have done better Work
than our Engineers.

Does it not prove their intelligence ?

penditure is concerned, I may point out one instance.
hangers.

We

So far as ex
had to build

For this purpose, we purchased machinery from the Disposals D e

partment.

The expenditure thus incurred was Rs. 5 per square foot.

If we

had built otherwise, the expenditure would have been Rs. 10 per square foot.
Is it not saving ?
machinery.

It has been said that we sent abroad officers to import

I have already said that the Punjab Government did not send

any officers abroad for this puipose.

In the beginning, orders used to be

placed by the Provinces and tenders used to be invited. Other Provinces sent
their engineers abroad.

But afterwards, the Government of India decided

that the machinery should be imported through the Ministry of Industries
and Supplies.

Consequently, all orders went through the Director General

of Industries and Supplies.

This process sometimes even created difficulties
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for us.

For instance, we could not get direct even spare parts.

chased some machinery from the Disposals Departm ent also.

We

pur

Besides this,

we also got some German machinery out o f the Indian share in the war re
parations.

These purchase? have been very cheap.

W e purchased a block

of tractors for only Rs. 6, 600 and after spending R s. 900 on repairs on each
tractor, the whole block cost us Rs. 11,60\

The price o f one tractor today

is Rs. 90,000.
Chaudhri Suraj M a i:
Chief Minister :

H ow m any of them aie in working order ?

All o f them were put right and are in working order.

I wish that the hon. Members who criticise the working o f Rhakra P roject
had actually gone there to see things for them selves.

The NangaL P roject

which is now almost com plete has been carried out

b y the Engineers o f

P unjab.

W e had d ifficu lties in the m atter of procurem ent o f

but still we have com pleted it.

It has also been said

m a c h in e r y ;

that

we m ade a

con tra ct with some foreign firm and thereby we m isappropriated funds.
fact is that we in vited tenders and then we went to
India.

The

the G overnm ent o f

T hey decid ed that the w ork should not be entrusted to any firm but

it should be done department ally.

I wish our critics had know n

th a t w hat

they said was different from actual fa cts.
So far as labour is concerned, in the Irrigation D epartm ent the con trol
is direct.
ever we

In the B uildings and R oads B ranch the case is d iffe re n t.
have done has been

done quite diligently.

W h a t

As regards Bhakra

Control B oard, I have, already, explained the position o f the G overnm ent.
A s a m atter o f general p olicy, a division is not created unless the w ork in volv
ed is o f the tune o f 30 lakh cusecs o f w ater.

F o r the

it has to be seen as to how m any cusecs of water flow in

creation o f a circle,
it.

U p till n ow we

have rpent R s. 6,27 crores on the N angal P ro je c t, w h ich has 16 division s.
T hen there is the qu estion o f expenditure on designs.

T he expediture

we incur on designs is less than that w h ich is establish ed b y long
practice.

T he Central D esigns O ffice usually

th at

usage and

charges 3 percent.

B u t our

expen ditu re, b y d oin g this w ork d ep a rtm en ta lly com es to o n ly , 7 percent.
Sir, it has been stated that there is no need fo r ha vin g a liaison officer
at D elh i.

B u t I wish to p o in t

th a t the G overn m en t has to g e t

su p plies

o f cem ent and co a l e tc., and for th at pu rp ose there is the n e c e s s ity

o f keep*

in g such an o ffice r .

Another objection has been rais ed against the appiontment of a third
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to state the duties of the three administrations into which the Irrgiation
Branch has been divided

consequent upon the third appointment, so as to

show the heavy nature of work with all the three C hief Engineers.

These

administrations in the Irrigation Branch comprise the follow ing charges:—
Secretary Running Canals:
the following running canals

He is

systems

incharge of

establishment, and

viz :— Upper Bari Doab

Canal, Sirhind

Canal, Western Jumna Canal East, D rainage Division and also Revenue and
General work in the Secretariat.
Secretary Bhakra Dam: Bhakra Dam Circle, Bhakra Mediamical circle,
Nangal Circle, Central Designs office, Liaision A gency, Irrigation Research
Institute Amritsar including Hydraulic Station, Malikpur and water dispute
case and Central workshop Amritsar.
Secretary Bhakra C anal:— First Bhakra Main Line Circle, 2nd Bhakra
Main Line Circle, Bist Doab Circle. Ferozepur. Canal Circle including Hnrike
project,
Circle.

Bhakra Canals work in Sirhind Canal and Western Jumna Canal
In addition he will also

So it is quite clear that

deal with partition work.
the heavy nature of work required Chief

Engnieers for the Bhakra Dam and the B hakra Canals separately. One
Chief Engnieer could not cope with designing other work in

connection with

Bhakra. Besides there are other minor projects like Harike etc. In the United
Punjab we had two Chief Engineers for running Cananls alone. But for such can
als we have now only one Chief Engineer.
are not efficient.

It is wrong to say that our officers

W e have in fact very capable persons in the department.

W e have often been receiving demands for the services o f particular persons
n ot only from other States o f India bu t
experienced hands whose advice is often

even from the Centre.

W e have

sought by the Railway Department

As a matter of fact, they have proved to be very capable and useful Engineers
The advice tendered by our Engineers in the matter of damage to a bridge on
the Jammu Pathan K o t Road has saved a loss which otherwise would have
occurred.

Our Engineers have carried on

experiments in soil comp osition,

lining, pressure etc, and on account o f such experiments lakhs of ruppees
are saved to the Government.
wherever possible consonent with

W e have always tried to effect saving
efficiency and progress.

This year the

following posts of Divisions and Sub-Divisions were abolished:—

(a)
(b)

Deputy Liaison officer.
4

Remodelling

Sub-Divisions

(Sonepat,

Rohtak,

Hansi and

Hissar) of western Jumna Canal East an d West Circles.

(c)

Special Revenue Sub-Divisi on of Upper Bari Doab Circle.

n
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(i)

Manak Sub-Division of Western Jumna Canal, East Circle*

(e)

Sonepat Sub-Division of Western Jumna Canal, East Circle.

(/)
(

g)

Superintending Engineer, P roject circle and staff.

*

Hussaini Wala Division of Ferozepore circle.

Chaudhri Suraj Mai:

What about increase in expenditure ?

Chief Minister : —Please^don’t get impatient.
Rs. 1,68,000 on the expenditure side.
Jagadhri Tubewell Project.

There is a reduction o f

Sir, a reference has been made to the

In this connection I wish to inform the hon.

Members that the scheme comprises 256 tubewells and it is framed to augment the supplies of the Western Jumna Canal.
o f 225 tubewells has been given to
31 tubewells are being sunk

A contract for

the sinking

the Associated Tubewell Company

departmentally.

and

The firm has undertaken to

complete 50 tubewells by the end of 1951 and the remaining 175 b y 1953.

^

As regards 31 tubewells to be sunk by the department itself, eighteen are
complete, seven are in hand, and the remaining six will also be completed by
the end of 1951.
-

So by the end of 1951 we will

have about 81 tubewells

ready.

The Government of India will provide financial assistance in this

matter.

Here I would like to make a reference to the schemes for providing

tubewells at Munak and Radaur.

The Government is doing its best to

complete these schemes as soon as possible.
be Rs. 20 lakhs approximately.

The cost of this scheme will

W e have an earnest desire

Talu and Bhiwani Khera extension scheme also.
difficulties in the

way.

to complete

the

B at there are certain

We are prepared to execute it as early as possible '

provided land and labour are available on co-operative basis.
Then, Sir, I would like to state something for the information o f m y
hon. Friends from Kangra, who have complained that Government has done
nothing worth the name for the betterment o f the people of Kangra in the
matter of provision o f irrigation facilities.

Let me tell them that in all

12 Kuhls in Kangra district have been taken in hand during this year.
Then Sukh-Har Scheme has been sanctioned already and the work has been
started.

The Sidharta-Har scheme is also under active consideration and

work will start soon. Besides this, Government always earmarks, particularly
for the Kangra District, large ambunts of money from funds
grow more food campaign.

But it is a pity

Friends remain dissatisfied with the Government.
here.

provided for

that despite this, m y hon,
The matter does not stop

The Government has given its careful attention to explore the possi

bilities of im proving existing irrigation system or executing new schemes in
the Kangra district.

In this connection I would draw the attention of the
\

^
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hon. Members to the pamphlet "P u njab on the March'* in respect o f Irrigation.
So far as the Kangra district is concerned, it is stated there in as follow s:—
This is a hilly district. There is no possibility of constructing big irrigation
canal systems. There are also n® possibil ities of resorting to tubewell irrigation The
only method o f irrigation possible is improvement of the existing kuhls and const
ructing new kuhls in the Kangra and Kulu valleys. An area of 2,48,000 acres will be
brought under irrigation by these methods.
This pamphlet has been supplied to all the hon. Members o f this House and
they will find what is contemplated by the Government regarding the provis
ion of irrigation facilities to all the districts in the State. O f course, it does not
contain a detailed survey of all the schemes but all the same an effort has
been made to give an overall picture o f the activities o f' the Governm ent
with regard to the improvement in the irrigation systems of the State.

Then

I m ay tell the House that the total cost o f all these schemes comes to a
colossal sum o f rupees seventy five crores.
ment of Inoia to advance a

W e have requested the Govern

loan of 10 to 15 crores o f rupees annually for

the purpose of financiog these schemes and in return we have assured it to
supply food-grains worth the same amount next year.

In other words if

funds amounting to 75 crores of rupees are made available to us during the
next five years, we shall be in a position to produce and exp ort food-grains
of equal value to the deficit areas every year.
Then, Sir, an objection has been taken

by m y hon.

Friends with

regard to the delay caused in the revision of the Canal Drainage A ct, which
comprises only 75 sections. I may tell the House that it is not a^ easy a
jo b as the hon.

Members think it to be.

Since this enactment was made

as far back as 1873, its revision needs detailed and careful study and
knowledge of a very large number of law and departmental books.

Let me

tell the House briefly that the revision of Canal and Drainage A ct V III of
1873 was taken up in the year 1946 in the Joint Punjab on the recommenda
tion of the Canal Act Committee appointed in 1939.

The objects of redraft

ing the Canal A ct are like this:—
(i)

To improve almost all Sections of the Canal Act which have beeij
found defective in actual practice ;

(ii)

T o introduce any amendments necessitated by the Tubewell
irrigation and Bhakra Dam construction ;

(iii) To provide

better facilities

for

acquiring,

maintaining an d, .

using the water course's system by the cultivators ;
(iv)

To make provision regarding control o f land reclamation operat-
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(v)

To

introduce

any

amendment

required in

the

Kharaba

R u le s ;
(vi)

T o introduce any amendment in Rule 33-Charges 1

Thus it will be seen that it is the serious intention o f the Government
to bring

this enactment up-to-date.

task is accomplished.

But it will take sometime before this

I know that it has been remarked that this A ct is not

very large and consists of only 75 sections.

I admit this but hon.

Members

should just imagine the amount of water that has flowed under the Satluj
Bridge since 1873.
certainly needs

As a good many

decades have elapsed. Government

enough time for making certain adapt ations in the Act in

the light of the past experience gained in this connection. *
Now I would like to say something about the increase
My hon.

in Abiana.

Friends over there have dubbed Abiana as a tax and consider

it the most reprehensible and unjustifiable tax.
misunderstanding .

Abiana is not a tax.

Let me just remove

It is the water rate.

words Government charges a certain rate for

In

their
other

rendering a certain service.

That is the zamindar receives water and in lieu o f that pays a certain rate
which has now been doubled by the Government. It is said that this increase
in water rate has been brought about arbitrarily without thoroughly examin
ing the data justifying the enhancement
a wrong presumption.

I may tell the House that this is

I f I remember aright,

the reasons for this action

o f the Government were not only stated here sometime ago, but were
also
on

given
the

currency

basis of

in

the

agricultural

Press.

The increase

prosperity accrued

has been calculated
to

zamindars as

a

result of the provision of supply of canal water. In this connection I recollect
to have issued a press communique clarifying the whole position.

It was

stated therein that the agricultural prosperity of a country was judged on
the basis of three factors, namely, percentage of annual maturity o f crops;
yield in maunds and the price per maund.

The assessment of all these facts

showed that whereas the zamindars had prospered and benefited a lot as a
result of rising prices of commodities and increased yield of crops due to the
canal water supply, the abiana had remained stationary, despite the fact
that there had been

an increase in the Government expenditure on the

maintenance of irrigation systems in the State.

So in view of the apprecia

tion of incom e o f the zamindars, which is prim arily due to the supply of
canal water, it was decided to enhance the water rates so that Government
may also get a little share of the prosperity accrued to them.

Irrigation
Chaudhri Suraj M a i:
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May I ask the hon. Chief Minister not to lose

sight of the increasing expenses o f the zamindars also ?
>

Chief Minister :
get restive.

I am coming to that.

The hon.

Member need not

Well. Sir, we have increased Abiana to the extent o f fifty per

cent. I don’ t think it is much.

We have demanded only one seventh of the

share o f the increased income
that has accrued to the zamindars.
t

I do not

think that vve are causing any hardship by making this reasonable demand
on them

In this connection I held out a promise to the House during the

last Budget Session that I
^

the water rates

would be prepared to reduce

and even forgo it

totally

the enhancement in

provided the Resources and

Retrenchment Committee suggested an alternative source o f revenue. I may
point out that the

previous

Retrenchment Committee, of which my hon.

Friend Sardar Pratap Singh was also an active member, recommended the
imposition of cent per cent increase in the abiana.

But Governm ent only

decided to increase it by 5o per cent.
Then, Sir, betterment fee has com e in for severe criticism .

I m ay

point out that it is not an innovation as has been stated by some o f m y hon.
Friends.

I would just draw the attention of the hon. Members to the fact

that when Thai Project was completed, the Unionist Government im po sed
a betterment fee,

apart from abiam , on all th^se zamindars whose la n ds

received benefit of irrigation facilities from

that project.

As I have already

stated water rates cover the capital cost and other kindred expenses.

But

the Betterment Fee is intended to be levied on that unearned income o f the
zamindar which acci ues to him from the enhanced yield of crops resulting
from the cheap and abundant supply of water by the Government, and
rise in prices of commodities.

The main object of its imposition is to cover

interest charges and repay loans received by the Government for the construc>

tion of new irrigation schemes. Consequently Government has decided to
impose this fee on all those zamindars whose lands receive irrigation facilities,
from whatever source, be it from

canals under

the Bhakra Dam Project or

from Tube well schemes, which are going to be financed through loans.

As

the hon. Members are aware, the loans are to be repaid along with interest
charges.

It is, therefore, very essential that a Betterment Fee should be

levied, otherwise it would become well nigh impossible to repay the dues
because Government has no
' meet this expenditure.
Bhakra P ioject,

other source of revenue from which it could

So the underlying principle is that Bhakra or no

any irrigation facilities emanating

from any irrigation

scheme financed from loans will be accompanied b y the levy of a betterment
fee.

Besides, this is a due charge because the price of the land appreciates

-________ as a result of supply of canal water. I may assure the House that the Better-
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ment Fee is not going to be imposed b y fiat of the Government, but a
regular

Bill will be

placed

before

the House

on the

subject

for

its approval and it will have ample opportunity to

discuss it thread-

bare.

under which some

I

may also remove an erroneous

of my hon.

Friends, are

labouring.

impression

They

think

that

*

betterment fee

is levied only on irrigated land. It is also imposed in towns by the Improve
ment Trusts.

Where the prices of

houses

appreciate

as a

widening the roads and provision of other facilities by the

result

of

Improvement

Trusts, a betterment fee is charged on such houses. So Government is entitled
to have a share in the income which accrues to a
appreciation of prices, be it

person on account of

**

of houses or of lands resulting from certain

facilities provided by the Government.
My bon. Friend Chaudhri Suraj Mai has pointed out that I have not
mentioned anything about the expenditure so far as this department is
concerned. It is really a matter of

^

deep regret that instead of advancing

an y constructive suggestions regarding the expenditure of the Irrigation
Department, which is now before the House in the form of a Demand, my hon.
Friends have not spared any pains in vehemently criticizing the working of
the department. However, I may assure my hon. Friends in general and my
hon. Friend Chaudhri Suraj Mai in particular

that we are making all out

efforts to effect strict econom y in our expenditure (

Cheers).

Further some of m y hon. Friends have criticised the policy o f the
Government in paying special pays to officers with particular reference to
the Irrigation Department .

Here I would like to

appearing in para 2. 52 of Civil Service Rules Vol.

read out a few lines
1. It

is given there

in:—
These conditions are that the nat ure of duties attached to the post should be
specia ly arduous and should involve specific addition to work or responsibility and
unhealthiness of the locality in which the work is to be performed.
So far as the Irrigation Departm ent is concerned,
given to a few officers only. For

special

pays are

instance the Chief Engineer, who is also

the Secretary to Government Punjab is paid Rs, 250. per month as special
pay.

The special pay o f this Officer has been fixed by the Government of

India and it is not within our power to make any reduction in it.

Some of

the officers of the Engineering Department have to carry on their field work
outside at different places and also the administrative work at their respective
headquarters.

Their work is specially arduous and they have also to put

in extra work. Sner.ial navs

are, given

to them fnr nerfnrminp 9rH„n,K Huties

\

Irriga tion
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has to perform the field work at the

sites and also the administration work in the Secretariat as the Secretary to
%

Punjab Government is given the special pay as he specially earns it. Similarly
Undersecretaries to Government Punjab, Director Central Designs, Executive
Engineers Designs, Officer on Special Duty, (Partitionj and Deputy Superin
tendents are paid special pays

at the rate of Rs. 200-150-100-50-100 and

Rs. 50 per month respectively.

I m ay also mention here that this is not

a new thing as these special pays, except of course o f the Officer on Special
duty, which post has been created after the

partition,

were in force in joint

Punjab as well. My hon. Friends will also notice that the Assistant Engineers,
Designs who used to be

paid Rs. 100 per month as special pay in the United

Punjab, are paid only Rs. 5 a

Since the officers o f this department have to

supervise the construction works at the sites they have to be away from
their homes for a long time and it has therefore been felt necessary to give
them the pec al pays.

If we do not give the special pays to them, I am

afraid, it may not be possible for us to extract work from
and highly qualified officers as these.

It has been

such experienced

stated that when there

was no condition precedent to their appointment about the payment o f special
pays to them then they should not have been paid any additional amounts
in the form o f special pays etc. The fact of the matter is that they originally
were recruited for field work and the condition was already there that they
would be specially paid for any extra work.
Chaudhri Lehri Singh :
Chief Minister :
want to be convinced.

But who has objected to it.

Only those o f m y hon.

Friends can be satisfied who

But how can those be satisfied who in spite of being

convinced are not satisfied.
Chaudhri Lehri Singh :
Chief Minister:

Please throw some light on Gurgoan.

So far as the district of Gurgoan is concerned, I quite

remember I was also present in the meeting when Shri Gadgil held out
promises to m y hon.
water supply.

Friend about providing his district with an adequate

I was present in that meeting as the question relating to the

canal water was also to be discussed there, otherwise I had no occasion to be
there.

A t that time Shri Gadgil

had promised to make water available to

that district. The water from Western Jamuna Canal and not from the Bhakra
canals was to be made available to the district o f Gurgoan. The water from
Bhakra was to be made available to Rohtak and Kam al and the remaining
water was to be supplied to the district of Hissar and some other areas but not
Gargaon. It was also discussed at that time whether Bikaner was to be supplied wa.ar first, nr a fW w a r.V

Shn

who wac them in

the r im r itn

(1 5 )
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representative of Government of India decided that we should supply water
to Bikaner first.

It will not be out of place to mention here that all the

River Valley schemes which are being undertaken by the State Governments
are being worked out according to the instructions of the Planning Commission.
The Planning Commission is not supervising the w orkm gof such schemes just
to help any State but it is doing so in the interests of India as a whole.
As a matter of fact the Government of India are soon bringing in Parliament
a legislative measure
direct

for bringing all

the river-valley schemes under the

control and direction of the Cential Government.

At the outset we

objected to this move but it is the declared view of the Planning Commission
that this step would be in the interests of India as a whole. The Commission
is o f the opinion that even the little quantity of water that is supplied to
the people of Bikaner would really go a long way in developing their fertile
lands.
Chaudhri Lehri Singh:

The district of

Gurgoan was to get water

from Bhakra for 6 months.
Chief Minister :

In spite of a 11 this, Shri Gadgil could not fulfil the

promises already held out by him to
in general and m y hon.

Friend

the people of the district o f Gurgoan

in particular.

If my hon. Friend were to

take the trouble of looking into the pamphlet already supplied to the hon.
Members by the Government regarding Irrigation he would find that provis
ion has been made for embarking upon certain schemes for providing adequate
water supply to the district of

Gurgoan.

As a matter of fact we want to

supply as much water to the district of Gurgoan as we can. This we can do
by constructing dams for short supply purposes. So far two dams have been
constructed. M oreover irrigation by tube-wells would also be investigated as
it is no use to open canals here for irrigation
canals cannot reach the lands.

purposes since the water of the

Under the circumstances I would request m y

hon. Friend Chudhri Lahri Singh and also the other hon.

Members to go

through the pamphlet on Irrigation and thus judge for themselves the future
irrigation plans which are in hand or under the consideration of the Govern
ment for extending irrigation in various districts of the State.
Deputy Speaker : I want that the business of the House should be
transacted in our ow n language. Under the circumstances I would request
the hon.

Members to try their level best to speak in

age.
Deputy Speaker :

Motion moved;

their own langu

Irrigation
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That the Demand be reduced by Rs. 100.
Shri Ram Sharma :
the hon.

Madam, in view of the

assurances held out b y

Chief Minister in the course of his speech, I beg leave to withdraw

the Cut Motion already moved by me.
The M otion was by leave with drawn.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,47,27,400 be granted to the Governorto
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year, 1951— 52 in respect
of charges on Irrigation Establishment.
The motion was carried.
The Assembly then adjourned till 2 p. m. on Tuesday the 27th March 1951.

»

Printed by the Controller of Printing & Stationary Punjab at Khalsa Printing Press,
36 Central Hotel Simla.
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Punjab Legislative .Assembly
THIRD SESSION OF THE FIRST PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 27th March, 1951.

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla, at 2 p. m. of the
Clock.

ABSENCE OF HONOURABLE SPEAKER.

Secretary :

I have to inform the House that the hon. Speaker

is unavoidably absent.

The Deputy Speaker will,

therefore, take

the Chair.
(iShrimati Shanno Devi Seh gal, Deputy Speaker, occupied the Chair,)

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
CASES CHALLANED UNDER SECTION 153.
*3089.

Sardar Kabul Singh :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the number of cases under section 153, which have been
challaned in courts after 15th August, 1947, together with
the names of the papers and presses whose securities have
been confiscated under section 189 ;
(b) the number of cases under section 124-A, Indian Penal
Code, which have been put in courts ;
(c) the number of cases which have come to light with respect
to quarrels over the entry of language in the Census during
the current Census Operations ?

(16)2
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand B haigava:
(a) First part:
Second part:

No case was challaned u/s 153 I. P. C.
No security deposited by any paper or press
has bsen confiscated.

(b) Two.
)
(c) Nine so far.
RULES

'

OF THE TAXATION DEPARTMENT.

*3093. Shri Rattan Singh Tabib:
be pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Chief Minister

(a) the rules regarding the fixation of the seniority of the
Taxation Inspectorate Staff ;
(b) whether they are in conformity with the Civil Service
Rules; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(c) whether these rules give seniority even to those who are
discharged and re employed; if so, the reasons therefor ;
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) No Service Rules governing the recruitment and fixation
of seniority, etc.,

of Taxation Inspectorate Staff have so

far been framed.
(b) 1
& ^In view of the answer to part (a), these questions do not
(c) J arise.

GRANT OF FIRE-ARMS LICENCES IN THE STATE.
*3095. *Shri Rattan Singh Tabib :

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a) the criterion by which the District Magistrates, Punjab,
generally are guided in sanctioning licences for fire-arms in
the State ;
(b)

the number of applicants along with their addresses who
applied for the licences for guns, pistols and revolvers
etc., thana-wise in District Ambala, from 1st January, 1950
up-to-date ;

(c) the number of such applicants who were granted licences
for the above mentioned fire-arms along with dates thanawise in District Ambala during
period ?

the

above

mentioned

(16) 3
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Licences

for

fire-arms

are

granted

Magistrates to suitable persons,

by

the

District

according to statutory

rules and instructions issued by
Government. The
instruction' are of a confidential nature and it is not in
the public interest to disclose them.
(b j & (c) The time and trouble involved

in

collecting

the

information will not be commensurate with any possible
benefit to be obtained.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly tell
us whether the rules framed on the subject after 1947, are different
from those which existed before that year ?
Deputy Speaker :

Since

I have already called Sardar Sajjan

Singh to ask his question, the hon. Member is not permitted to ask this
supplementary question.

OVERSEERS.
*2/89.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state :—
(a) the number of the confirmed and temporary Overseers
in the Public Works Department and Canal Department
respectively on 15th August 1917 in the State;
(b) the number of the confirmed and temporary Overseers
respectively in each of the aforesaid Departments on 31st
August, 1950:
(c) the number of the temporary Overseers who have been
in service for more than 3, 4, 5 and 6 years respectively
together with reasons for not confirming them up to now;
(d) w'hether any of the students who passed from the Govern
ment Engineering School, Gurdaspur, was confirmed as
an Overseer in the first instance in preference to those
referred to in part (c) above; if so, their number up to
3U t August, 1950 and the reasons for giving, preference
to them over the other already in service;
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[Sardar Sajjan Singh]
(e) whether any resolutions were passed this year at the
annual General Session of the Engineering Overseers
Association, P. W . D ., Punjab, Simla, regarding prom o
tions and other grievances and were submitted to the
Government for consideration and necessary action; if so,
the copies of the resolutions received by the Government
. and the action taken on each of them be laid on the Table?
The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
(a) Permanent Overseers in the Canal
Department on 15th August, 1947.

—

—

287

—

—

179

—

—

259

—

—

452

than 3 years service but less
than 4 years,
—
—

—

—

71

(ii) Temporary Overseers of more
than 4 years service but less
than 5 years.
—
—

—

—

50

—

—

—

32

(iv) Temporary Overseers of more
than 6 years service
—

—

—

136

—

2S9

Temporary Overseers in the Canal
Department on 15th August, 1947.
(b ) Permanent Overseers in the Canal
Department on 31st August, 1950.
Temporary Overseers in the Canal
Department on 31st August, 1950.
(c) (i) Temporary Overseers o f more

(iii) Temporary Overseers of more
than 5 years service but less
than 6 years.

—

Total

The temporary Overseers could not be considered for confirmation
for want of permanent vacancies in the Irrigation Branch Punjab

(India).
(cl) No.

*
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(e)

'

The main demands of the Overseers are detailed

(16)5

below :—

(i) Their scales of pay should be increased from Rs. 90- 5140/6- 20C/7- 235/8- 275 to Rs. 150-10- 280/15- 475.
^iij 50% posts for

promotion

to P. S. E. II should be

reserved for Overseers.
(iii) Overseers should be eligible for promotion
rank or higher charges.

to Executive

(iv) 15 to 20 Overseers should be brought on quasi-permanent
scale every year.
(v) Uniformity should be observed in fixing the seniority
of various classes of

establishment

with respect to

their date of appointment in the department.
(vi) Promotion to P. b. E. II from am ongst the Overseers
should be made strictly in order of seniority except
when a man has been debarred for inefficiency or for
s
other similar reasons.
The various demands of the Overseers as detailed above are
under consideration of the Government and it is hoped the decision
will be taken shortly and communicated to the Overseers Association.
The copies of the resolutions of the Overseers Associsation are attached
he.ew ith.f

EJECTMENT OF TENANTS-AT-WILL.
*2901.

Shri Ram Sharma :

W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state :—
(a) whether he is aware of the fact that the largest number
of ejectment notices have
issued this time to the
tenants at-will in the State :
(b) the number of such ejectm ent notices,

district-wise in

the State ;
(c) the steps Government propose to take to protect the
tenants from this large scale ejectments ?
fK ep t in the Library
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Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram ):
(a) There has been an increase in the number of ejectment
notices issued in the districts of Hissar, Rohtak, Kama*,
Kangra and Ferozepore as compared with

the last few

years.
(b ) A statement is given below :—

NUMBER OF EJECTM ENT NOTICES ISSUED IN 1950.
District.

No. of notices issued.

Hissar

—

—

—

1877

Rohtak

—

—

—

1644

Gurgaon

'—

—

—

230

Karnal

—

—

—

884

Ambala

—

—

—

255

Simla

—

—

—

1

Kangra

—

—

—

210

Hoshiarpur

—

—

—

226

Jullundur

—

—

—

223

Ludhiana

—

—

—

278

Ferozepore

—

—

—

1463

Amritsar

—

—

—

748

Gurdaspur

—

—

—

.270

(c) Most of these notices have been got issued by the displaced
persons themselves because they want to have tenants of
their ow nchoice. The tenants are likely to be eventually abs
orbed as most of the displaced persons are non-tillers them
selves. Besides, Government observe that the ejectment in
all these cases is not likely to be affected as in most cases
the tentants will bring suits contesting the validity of

( 16) 7
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notices while others appear to have been issued simply to
threaten the tenants to yield

to the wishes of landlords.

The issue of ejectment notices, therefore, cannot be taken
to affect the lot of tenants in general, as the existing law
gives enough security.
{By the time Shri Ram Sharma rose to ask supplementay questions, the
Deputy Speaker had called the next question.)
Shri Ram Sharma : W ill the lion. Parliamentary Secretary please
state as to ...
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Member is a little late in asking
his supplementary question. I have in the meantime called upon him
to ask the next question on the list.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : On a point of order, Madam. May I know
whether no supplementaries are going to be permitted by the Chair?
Deputy Speaker :

I would be too glad to permit

the

hon.

Member to ask even twenty supplementary questions, provided they
are asked just in time. Now I have already called for the next
question to be a-iked and, therefore, no supplementary question on

the

main question can be allowed.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I just draw the attention of the Chair

to the fact that I had just stood up to ask a supplementary question
after the Parliamentary Secretary had finished his reply, but I was not
further allowed to make interpellations ?
Deputy Speaker:
was

I may tell tiie lion. Member that when he

ca ll'd by the Chair to ask his question, he was not in his seat.

Then Shrimati Sita Devi asked it on his behalf. In the meantime the
hon. Member managed to reach his seat. I think he had not made
up his mind to ask any supplementary question.* But when I had
called upon him to ask the next question, he at once thought of asking
a supplementary question, which I am sorry, I cannot 'permit him to
ask at this stage.
Shri Ram Sharma : While I bow to your ruling, may I take it
that if a question of an hon. Member is asked by another hon.
Member and in the meantime the former occupies his seat, then he is
to be deprived of the right of interpellations? If so, how does he
become ineligible for asking supplementary questions?

(16) 8
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My decision stands and I do not want any

advice from the hon. Member.
Shri Ram Sharma : I quite obey your order. But I am afraid
lest the ruling of the hon. Deputy Speaker should be a bad prece
dent. Will you kindly revise 3^our ruling?
Deputy Speaker:

I may tell the hon.

Member that T am not

afraid of supplementaries. I can permit any number of them being
asked. But I cannot allow any irregularity in the conduct of
- proceedings of the House {Hear, hear) I have called the next

question

to be asked and I cannot permit interpellations on the previous
question. I still repeat that the hon. Member had not made up his
mind to ask any supplementary question till after he had been called
to ask the next question, when all of a sudden he thought of asking a
supplementary question
I would, howevtr, bear in mind to wait a
little while, to enable the hon.
putting supplementaries
Shri Ram SharmA:

Members to rise aud ask permission for

May I take it that according to the ruling

of the Chair, an hon. Member will lose his right of asking supplemen
tary questions, if he is not in his seat at the time of his question having
been asked on his behalf by another hon. Member, but he manages to
reach his seat by the time the reply to the main question is completed
and then rises to ask supplementaries?

i f that is so, I

wrong precedent may not be established.

am afraid a

Will the hon.

Deputy

Speaker revise her ruling?
Deputy Speaker:

the hon

Member Pandit Shri Bam Sharma is

a Par iamentarian of a long standing and I would certainly
his advice, as and when I need it.

avail ol

But now I have called the next

question to be asked and I cannot allow him to ask any supplementary
question to question No. 29J1. I call upon him to ask his n^xt question.

EJECTMENT OF TENANTS.
*2902. Shri Ram Sharma :
be pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

(a; the number of ejectment notices issued to the tenants each
year sir.ce the partition in the districts of Rohtak, Gurgaon,
Hissar and Karnal ;

Starred Questions and Answers
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(b) the reasons for the increase in the number o f such notices
and the manner in which the Government intend to check
it ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :
i a) A statement is laid on the Table.
(b) Most or these notices have been got issued by the displaced
persons because they want to have tenants of their own
choice. The tenants are likely to be eventually absorbed
as most of the displaced persons are
selves.

non-tillers them

Besides, Government observe that the ejetment

in all these cases is not likely

to

be effected as in most

cases the tenants will bring suits contesting the validity
of notices while others appear to have been issued simply
to threaten the tenants to yield to the wishes of landlords.
The issue of ejectment notices, therefore cannot be taken
to affect the lot of tenants, in general.

No of Ejectment Notices issued to tenants each year since partition.
District

No of notices issued during :
1947

1948

1949

1950

Hissar

326

Robtak

59

1695
409

1086
512

1877
1644

Gurgaon

j 03

295

538

230

Karnal

Nil

101

400

884

Shri Ram Sharma :

From the statement that has been supplied

to me,~I find that during the last three years the ejectm ent notices
issued to the tenants have been very large. May I know what steps
have the Government taken or propose to take to put a stop to the
ever increasing number of ejectments ?
May I know whether
Government wants to allow this state of affairs to continue ?
Parliamentary Secretary : Reply to part (b) of the main question
covers this supplementary question.
I have nothing more to add to
what I have aircady stated except that barring these four districts
the number of notices of ejectment served on the tenants in the
remaining 8 districts has
been
extremely small.
Government,
therefore, feel that the existing laws are sufficient to protect the
interests of the tenants.

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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My question relates to the ever increasing

number of ejectment notices issued to the tenants in the districts of
Hissar

Rohtak, Gurgaon and Karnai. May i know wiiat eifective mea

sures are being adopted by the Government to protect the tenants when
it claims to introduce far reaching land reforms lor the betterment *of
these people ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
twice.

I have already replied this question

However, I would like to add, for the information of the

hon. Member, that most of these notices have been got issued by the
displaced persons themselves because they want to have tenants of
their own choice. The landlords have made all-out efforts to 1 ring
pressure upon their tenants with a view to eject them and thus get
their land cultivated through tenants of their own choice.
Shri Ram Sharma : Madam, I am really surprised to hear the
reply given b} the Parliamentary Secretary. What I want to know
is, whether the Government is aware of the fact that the number of
the ejectment notices is on the increase and that it has resuiteu in
discontentment among the people.
intend to take in this matter.
giving any reply to my p tints.

What steps does the Government

The Parliamentary Secretary is not
What I wanted to know is this. ♦In

view of the fact that in the district of Rohtak, there being no jagirs
larger than those in the district of Hoshiarpur etc., the number of
ejectment notices has increased from 512 to 1644, may I know if the
Government intends to take any steps to check this increase ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
reply to part (b ) above.

§1 have already stated that in my

However, I would

like to add that

the

existing laws provide sufficient secruity to tenants against their being
ejected by the landlords.
Shri Ram Sharma :

In view ol the reply of the Parliamentary

Secretary may I know if the Government is aware of the fact that in
the district, of Rohtak the number of such notices has been on the
increase during the last three years.

How does the Government feel

that sufficient protection is being given to the tenants ?
Minister For Public W orks : My hon. Friend knows it full
well tnat after the passa $e of the Security of Tenants’ Tenure Bill
into law during tue last session of the Assembly,
improved.
/

tlie conditions have

Starred Questions and Answers

Shri Ram Sharma :

I would

like

to

(16)

know

Minister whether he is aware of the fact that in

from

the

Secretary to the effect

hon.

spite of the passage

of the Tenants’ Tenure Bill into law, and the justifica ion given by
Parliamentary

11

that the

the

existing laws are

sufficient to secure the rights of the tenants, the number of notices
issued against them lias increased from 512 to 1644 during the last
three years. What has been the effect then of this A ct already
referred to by the hem. Minister for Public W orks ? Are the existing
laws sufficient to afford adeq late protection to the
their being ejected by the landlords ?

tenants against

Minister : Much has been done to safeguard the interests of the
tenants
As a matter of fact the Security of Tenants’ Tenure Bill
was framed with the intention that after its passage into law
Government would be able to reduce the iiuin )er o f these ejectments
through the co-operation of the hon Members.
Deputy Speaker : Before I call the hon. ^Members to put
supplementaries, I would request th en not to ask supplementaries for
the mere sake of asking them as in this way much of the time of the
House is wasted. At the same time I would request the hon. Members
on the Treasury Benches to answer every question straightaway and
give whatever information they have in tiieir possession.

They should

not give the information bit by bit. —{Hear, hear).
Shri R an f Sharma :

On a point of order, Madam.

Y ou have

been pleased to remark that I ask supplementaries simply for the
sake of asking and also far wasting the time of the House. W hat I
wish to point out is that I never ask supplementaries with the motive
as referred to by you. In fact I will be the last person to resort to
such practices.
Feputy Speaker :

It is a matter of deep regret that the hon.

Member Shri Ram Sharma has misunderstood me.

I have asked the

hon. Members of the House not to waste the time of

the House by

asking supplementaries for the mere sake of asking them and at
the same time [ have also asked the hon Members on the Treasury
Benches to give clear and definite replies.
mentioned the name of the hon. Member.

I have not particularly

Mehta Ranhir Singh : In spite of the enforcement of the
provisions of the Security of Tenants' Tenure A ct and the existing
laws, the number of ejectment notices in the district of Rohtak
alone, has increased from 512 to 131-1
Should I take it that the

(16) 12
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existing laws are not
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/
sufficient to give adequate protection

to the

tenants?

In view of the reply of the

lion. Minister, that the lion.

Members

do not co-operate with the Government to enforce the

provisions of the existing liws, may I know what steps does the
Government propose lO take in this district with a view to check
further ejectments ?
Minister :

There is no doubt that the number of ejectment

notices has increased* during the last three years. The reasons for this
are not far to si ek. It was due to the fact *hat zamindars, who owned
even 5 acr s of land, had begun to feel that they might be deprived of
their lands if they entrusted the cultivation work to their tenants.
But this feeling lias been assuaged as a result of the passing of the
Security of Tenants, Tennure Bill according to which the owners of less
then 100 acres of land have been convinced that nobody is going to
touch their lands and they have thus called their tenants back to
work in their fields and this they have done of their own accord.
Shri Ram Sharma :

The lion.

Minister has stated that the

tenancy legislation has been instrumental in the stoppage o f ejectments,
may I know as to why the enforcement of the provision of this
legislative measure, so far as the district of Rohtak is concerned, has
not been instrumental in checking the ever increasing number of such
notices as is clear from the Statement already supplied to me
containing the various figures.?

Minister : I

have already stated that the landlords had

fear that they might be deprived of their lanes for all

begun to

time to come

in case they continued giving their lands to tenants for cultivation
purposes

and they, therefore, started issuing

notices of ejectment

against their tenants. Notices of ejectment were also issued by those
landlords who did not receive their due share of the crops from th d r
tenants. Last but not the feast, notices’ of ejectment have also been
issued by those landlords who wanted to have tenants of their own
choice. There are provisions in the Tenancy Act to safeguard the
interests of such tenants as could otherwise be ejected by their
landlords without any rhyme or reason. Moreover, this A ct also
removes all doubts and misunderstandings in the minds of the land
lords.
Chaudhrl Sahib Ram :

Is the Government aware of the

that after the passage of this

fact

Act the number o f the notices of
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ejectments has increased and is increasing day by day. Is it the intention
of the Government to
ejectment notices ?

amend this Act

with a view

to stop the

Minister : These notices of ejectments have also been issued by
those landlords who have reserved land for themselves and want to
oust the'tenants from that land.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Is the Government aware of the fact

that

there are no such landlords in the district of R ohtak whom certain
sections of this Act regarding the res rvation of land etc., can apply ?
May I know as to how this A ct has resulted in checking the ejectments
of the tenants ?
Minister : I know that most of such landlords are not to be found
in the district of R ohtak who have reserved land for themselves,
but all the same I would like to bring this point home to the hon.
Member that since the people in the rural a.eas are illiterate and
ignorant, even land owners having small holdings were afraid lest they
should be deprived of their land. -M y hon. 1 liend has not given
much publicity to the policy underlying this legislative measure to
the eflect that the landlords should have no fears whatsoever about
their land. It appears that he has not given sufficient publicity to
the aims and objects with which this Act was passed by the House
with a view to convince the landlords as well as the tenants about the
security of their rights.
Pandit

Faqir Chand:

If panic conditions prevail in villages,

may I know why the Publicity Officers do not inform the Government ?
Minister :

They give as much information as is available.
✓

Shri Ram Sharma :

Is it not a fact that the panic has increased

after the passing of the previous Act ?
Minister :

Intensity of panic has decreased.

Shri Ram Sharm a:

The intensity of panic can be gauged by

the fact that there has been an increase in the number o f ejectment
notices which has swelled from 500 to 1600, in a year.
Minister : This number would have still increased if the panic
had not subsided.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Is it because of the fact that the Publicity

officers are incompetent ( ‘nalaiq’ D that necessary propaganda has not
been made ?
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I would request the hon. Member to withdraw

the word 'nalaiqL
Shri Ram Sharma :
Minister :

Very well, Madam, I withdraw this word.

This is a matter of opinion.

JAGIRS.
*2903

Shri Ram Sharm a:

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be

pleased to state:—
(a) the total amount being paid in Jagirs in the State at
present;
(b) the total number of Jagirs, including the largest and the
smallest Jagirs;
(c) the steps Government has so far taken towards the abo itioa
of this system;
(d) whether any distinction is being made while abolishing
these Jagirs, if so, the basis thereof together with the
reasons therefor ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) About twenty three lakhs per annum.
(b) About fifteen thousand.
(c) Government have, so far, issued orders to stop temporarily
the payment of jagirs amounting to Rs. 2400/ p. a. and
above excepting those for religious, charitable and educa
tional purposes and for personal bravery in
field .

the battle

(d) The whole matter is still under the consideration of Govern
ment and no final decisions have yet been made in this
regard.
Shri Ram Sharma :

The hon. Chief Minister h.is stated in reply

that the matter is still under the consideration

of

Government.
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May I know whether the Government has formed any view as to which
of the jagirs will be abolished ?
Chief Minister :

According to the partition older, the payments

of these jagirs have to be made by the Pakistan Government.

We

cannot stop the payment because if we wipe off our responsibility such
people who have come from the W est Punjab would suffer. W e have,
therefore, to settle this matter with the Pakistan Government.

The

whole matter is under the consideration of Government and we have
not taken any final decision so far.
Shri Ram Sharma :

Is it not a fact that the Government made

several declarations that it would abolish the system of jagirs ?
Chief Minister :

The Government have so far issued orders to

stop temporarily the payment of jagirs.
these jagirs will be abolished.

W e have

never said that

The matter is under the consideration

of Government.
Shrimati Sita D ev i:

The hon. Chief Minister has stated that

the whole matter is under the consideration o f the

Government and

it has not yet taken any decision. May I know how long will it take to
arrive at a decision in this regard as people have made several re
presentations in this behalf ?
Chief Minister :

I can’ t say when the matters arising out of the

partition of the State will be decided as on these matters depends the
final decision with regard to these jagirs.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

There are many families who owned jagirs

in the W est Punjab and they mainly depended upon them for their
subsistence.

Now

such

people

are

in great distress.

W ill the

Government hold out some assurance to these people that the matter
will be decided at an early date ?
Chief Minister :

W e are trying our best but it is not in our

power to settle these matters with the Pakistan Government so early.
There are lakhs of displaced persons here who have not been able to
stand on their own legs but the Government is making its best efforts
to do all that is possible for it in the circumstances.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know whether the Pakistan Govern

ment have made any payments in respect of these jagirs ?
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W e have received no money from the Pakistan

Government.
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

Is it not a fact that the hon. Minister

for Revenue sometime back declared in a public meeting that the
Government propose to abolish the system of jagirs ?
Chief Minister: There is no question of abolishing these jagirs
but the Government have issued orders to stop temporarily the payment
of jagirs. After collecting the necessaiy data we are to consider the
matter before taking a final decision/
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know to what extent the payment

of these jagirs has been suspended ?
Chief Minister :

It has already been stated in the ieply to

this

question that the payment of jagirs amounting to Rs. 2400/- p. a. and
above has been stopped temporarily.

OCCUPANCY TENANTS.
*2904.

Shri Ram Sharira : Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleased

to state
(a) whether it is a fact that the Government is intending to
introduce a Bill to turn occupancy tenants into land-owners
in the State;
(b) whether the question of compensation to the real owners
has been decided;
(c) the time likely to be taken to confer ownership rights on
the occupancy tenants ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
(b) Is under the consideration of Government.
(c) The time cannot be estimated at present because it will
depend ultimately upon the legislation being enacted* by
the vote of the Assembly.
Shrl Ram Sharma :
introduce

a

Bill

May l know if the Government propose to

during

this session to

turn occupancy tenants

Starred Questions and Answers

into
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land owners when the Committee has already submitted its

report ?
Chief Minister :

I f the Bill is drafted it will be introduced.

Mehta Ranbir Singh : Does the
promulgate any ordinance in this behalf ?

Government

propose
‘ ‘'

to

i

Chief Minister : There is no question of promulgating any
ordinance. I f the Bill is not introduced in this se.^sion it will be
introduced during the next session.
Shri Ram Sharma :

May I

know whether

the Governm ent is

taking steps for drafting this Bill ?
Chief Minister :

It is with the Legal Remembrancer.

THE NUMBER OF HARIJANS AMONG TAHSILDARS.
*^086
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :
Revenue be pleased to state :—

W ill the lion. Minister for

a) the number of vacancies in the posts of Tahsildars hiled
directly during the current year and the number of
Harijans amongst them ;
(b) if no Harijan h is been selected, the reasons therefor ;
(c) the number o f Harijans who are at present working

as

Tahsildars, if none, the manner in which Government
propose to make up the deficiency of Harijans in
cadre ?

this

Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :

(a) Nil
(b) Does not arise.
(c) Nil.

At the time of recruitment of Tahsildar candidates

Harijans will getx 15% of the vacancies in accordance
with Governmeni instructions.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh : May 1 know if the Government
propose to take a Harijan as Tehsildar when such posts are not alieady
filled by Harijans ?
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vacancies have been

reserved for Harijans
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

May I know whether these instructions

are stiictly adhered to ?
Parliamentary Secretary r

Yes.

ACCOMMODATION IN PRIVATE BUSES.
*3091.

Shri Rattan Singh Tabib :

Will the hon. Minister for

Revenue be pleased to state :—
(a) whether

the

Government

accommodation

provided

is

aware of

at

the fact

present in private

that
buses

tor a passenger is not sufficient ;
(b) what action, if any, does the G overtne..-:

propose ;>

take in this matter ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ram ;
(a) The seating capacity of 15" x 15" in Io\ er class ai d
18* x 18" in upper class provided for a p issenger <;
su ucient. Some difficulty may have been e\pjrieuced as
a result of the permission to carry ^5% extra passciig. a
which was allowed consequent on the prornul ntion ot

he

Motor Spirit Rationing Order, 1941.
(b) The concession of carrying 25% extra passengers is being
withdrawn.
Shri

Prabodh

Chandra :

Spirit Rationing Order expire ?

May

I know when did the Motor

When was

th^ permission to carry

25% extra passengers withdrawn ?
Parliamentary

Secretary :

This

expired sometime

back.

So

far as the revision of the

order is concerned, the concession

was

withdrawn sometime back.

Now the order has

been issued that tlw

previous order may be treated as cancelled.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

If it is a fact that the permission to

carry twenty five per cent passengers in excess was conditional, why
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is it that it is still being continued

despite the fact that the petrol

rationing has ended ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

I have already replied to

repeat the reply to bring it home to the hon. Member.

it but I
Since the

Motor spirit Rationing Order, 1941 has been repealed and the ration
ing of petrol has been abolished, instructions are being issued to the
Regional Transport Authorities to revise the rules relating to seating
capacity in buses and I think

the permission

to carry

25%

extra

passengers will be withdrawn.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The Parliamentary

Secretary should

give a definite reply whether it has been withdrawn or not by this
time.
M’ nister for Public Works :

Yes, it has been withdrawn.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : The Parliamentary Secretary has stated
that it is under consider ition that it is w h a t ‘ is being withdrawn’
means.

The hon. Minister says that orders hav * been issued.

Day

before yesterday I was travelling in a bus which was carrying, 25% extra
passenger-, How can he Government say that permission has been
withdrawn ? Either the hon. Minister or the Parliamentary Secretary
has not saoken the truth.
Munster :

Both have spoken the truth.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The hon. Minister says that both of

them have told a lie.
Deputy Speaker :

Every hon.

Member is expected to think

before he ^p 3 a its and to listen when others reply.

The hon. Minister for

Public Works h id stated that both of them had spoken the truth. He
had not said that they had to’d a lie
The hon. Member should
wi hdraw his words
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Madam,

I withdraw the words.

Now

may I know whi h of the statements is correct ?
Have the orders
be n issued or is the matt r still uuder consideration ?
Minister:
that all the
is

possible

If

the

orders

are

issued

i t - ’ does

not

mean

companies come to know of them in a minute.
the

orde s

might

not

have

It

been received by the

bus service by which my Friend has travelled.

When these have
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[Minister for Public Works]
already been issued it should be taken to mean that the permission
question has been withdrawn and that is the light in which my frie
should take it.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : The hon. Minister has stated that th
orders might not have been received by a certain bus service. Doe
that mean that the Government does not follow uniform policy i
this matter ?
Minister :

No, the orders are binding on all bus companies.

RETRENCHMENT OF SUB-INSPECTORS OF CONSOLID ATION
DEPARTMENT.
*3092.

Shri Rattan Singh Tabib :

W ill the hon. Minister for

Revenue be pleased to state whether it is a fact that by the abolition
of the present Consolidation o f land holdings Department and consolida
tion work being handed over to the Revenue Department ab^ut seven
huniered Sub-Inspectors have been thrown o it of employment, if so,
the steps, proposed to be taken by the Governm *nt to provide those
Sub-Inspectors with other jobs ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Thakur Beli Ran.) :
(a) No.
(b) Does not ari e.

REPRESENTATIONS FROM REVENUE PATWARIS.
*3094. Shri Rattan Singh Tabib: Will the hon. Minister for Revenue
be pleased to state :
(a) whethe* it is a fact that revenue patwaris put
grievances
before
the
Government
through

their
their

representatives and have demanded Rs, 50/- as their
starting pay; if so, the steps proposed to be taken by the
Government on their representations ;
(b)

whether

Government

have

made

the services of the

patwaris pensionable, if the answer to part (b ) above be
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in the affirmative, whether all the previous period o f the
patwaris will be counted towards pension ?
Parliamentary Secretay :
(a)

(Thakur Beli R a m ):

1st Part

—

Yes.

2nd Part

—

The grade of Patwaris has been raised from
Rs. 25-1-35/1-45 to Rs. 30-1-40/1-45. N o
further increase in their pay is possible in
view of acute financial stringency.

(b)

1st Part

—

2nd Part

Yes.
The previous period o f only those Patwaris
who retire after the l .-t August, 1964 will
be counted towards pension.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is it within the know edge of the Govern

ment that the wages of an unskilled labourer amount to Rs. 45 per
mensem these days ?
Minister for Public Works :
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Yes, perhaps there is truth in it.

In view of this, does not the Government

think it desirable to sanction a starting salary o f Rs 50 for the patwaris
who are educat 'd people especially because the cost of living has risen
so high ? Can they he expected to make both
present salary ?

Minister

:

ends meet with their

It is difficult no doubt but I think they can pull on.

Sardar Sajjan

S in gh :

What steps has the Government taken

to solve this difficulty of the patwaris ?
Minister :

Effort is being made to bring down the level of prices.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Can the Government furnish any infor

mation on the basis of which it may be able to say that there has
been a fall in the prices as compared with last year ?
Minister:

It is a matter o f general observation.

Wheat flour

which was selling at Rs 60 to Rs 70 per maund in 1948 is today selling
at a much lower price.
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Sardar Bachan Singh : Does the Government think that the prices
have risen higher or cpme down this year as compared with the last
year ?
Minister:

The hon. Member must be visiting the bazar daily

and so it is easy for him to ascertain.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Can the Government quote any figures

in this connection ?
Minister :

'

Yes, but not off hand.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

Is this the information o f the Government

that the prices have come down to a lower level this year ?

Is it not

a fact that, on the other hand, they have risen higher?
Minister: Prices of some commodities have gone down
is possible prices of others have gone up.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

and it

W hat about the prices of the necessaries

of life? Have they risen or come down ?
Minister :

I can’t say off hand.

Sardar Bachan S in gh :
articles?

W hat about the

prices

of

controlled

Have they registered a rise or fall ?

Minister :

Prices of a few articles may have shown an upward"

tendency but in general there has been a fall in general price level.
Chief Minister :

When procurement started last year the price

of wheat was Rs. 13 per maund but since July last it is Rs. 12/12/- per
maund.
♦
Shrimati Sita Devi :

Will the hon. Minister please st ite where

the price of what flour had touched a ceiling of Rs. 60 per maund?
Minister :

I was referring to Simla. In Gurdaspur and Amntsar

also, the prices had gone up.
Shrimati

Sita

Devi :

Is

the lion.

Minister referring to the

control price or the purchases made in blackmarket?
M inister:

I was talking of the time when the controls had been

removed in accordance with the wishes of the people.
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Is it not a fact that the cost o f

living index for this year is higher than that for the last year ?
Minister :

If the hon. Member is sure of this inform ation, I shall

try to benefit by it.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar : Will the hon. Minister concerned
take the trouble of comparing the indices o f cost of living which are
published in the official Gazette of Punjab Government ?
Minister :

I shall do that.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

The hon. Minister ha? said that the price

of wheat flour shot up to Rs. 60 or Rs. 70 in Simla.

May I ask how

such a thing could happen at Simla when this was a rationed town ?
Deputy Speaker :

This supplementary does not arise out of the

main question.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

In case, on comparison of indices,

it is found that the index for this year has gone up will the Govern
ment take steps to increase the wages ?
Minister :

The

hon.

Member

may

kindly read the reply,

given to the main question a little more closely.

AMOUNT OF MONEY RECEIVED FROM THE UNION GOVERNMENT
FOR REHABAILITATION PURPOSES.*
*2872 Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to State the total amount of money received
by the State from the Union Government for rehabilitation purposes
during the period 13th August, 1947 to 3lst December, 1950 ?
*
The hon. Sardar Isher Singh
received (the amount for 195'-51

Mujhail :
is yet to

The P un jab-S tate has
be paid)

the following

amounts from the Government o f India for Relief and Rehabilitation )
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[Minister for Rehabilitation]
purposes during the period 15th August, 1947 up to the end of the v
current financial year (i. e. 31st March 1951.)
Rs.
1.

Relief.

—

2.

Rehabilitation.—

—

9,82,10,947
2.34.51.975

—

(i) Grants.

—

—

2.34.51.975

(ii) Loans.

—

—

11,51,39,000
13,8o,90,975

Total (Rehabilitation) ~
Grand Total :

.

—

—

2 3 ,6 8 ,0 1 ,9 2 2

It is not possible to split up the figures up to 31st Deceamber 1950.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is the Central Government charging any

interest <n the loan that it has given to the Punjab Government for
rehabilitation purposes ?
Minister :

Interest is being charged.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
being charged by

What is the rate of interest that is

the Central Government from the Punjab Govern

ment ?
Minister :

I think the rate is 4| per cent per annum.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Should not the Punjab Government
have represented to the Central Government that partition had been
effected under the orders of the Central Government and, therefore, the
whole expenditure on rehabilitation should be borne by that
ment.

Govern

And that if somehow it did not think fit to bo nr the whole

burden, it should not have charged any interest on the

loan from

the

Punjab Government ?
Mini ter :

I am thankful to my hon. Friend for his suggestion.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Did the Punjab

Government

represent to the Central Government that the
rehabilitation should be borne by that Government ?
Chief Minister :
Government.

expenditure

It has been so many times proposed to

ever
on

that
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(Shi Prabodh Chandra stood up and began to ask a supplementary question )
Deputy Speaker:

In the

first place the hon. Member should

remember that he should always prefix his question

with the

words

‘ ‘Supplementary Question’ ', and in the second place he should allow
me some time to call out his name.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Madam, I did not allow you any

time

on purpose lest you should get tired by calling out m y name so often.
However, I wish to know the reply that the Central Government has
given to the representations for assuming the responsibility of
expenditure on rehabilitation ?
Chief Minister :

It was not willing to assume responsibility for

this expenditure, otherwise we would have been given a grant in place
of the loan.

PERMITS FOR IRON AND STEEL QUOTAS IN THE STATE
*3o96. Shri Rattan Singh Tabib :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state :

Will the ho'n.

(a) the number of applications together with
district-wise received by the iron and

Minister for

their

dates

steel Licensing

Officer, Punjab, from the Public for the grants of permits
for quotas of iron and steel for the construction of
private houses, schools, Dharamsalas and temples from
1st January 1950 to date;
(b) the number of
cants

were

such

given

applications
permits

for

where
quotas

the

appli

of iron and

steel during the above-mentioned period along with
a list of such applicants and the dates on which
permits were given in each case ;
(c) whether all such permits were

issued on

the

nearest

depots as mentioned in their applications b y the appli
cants ;

/

(d) the daily and monthly average of the disposal of such
applications during the above-mentioned period along
with the total number of such applications disposed o f by
the department during the same p eriod ;
l
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(e) the quantity o f iron and steel given to individuals for
priva e construction or use along with the quantity given
to the manufacturers during the same period ;
(f) the reasons for transferring the iron and steel section o f
the Industries Department to the Department of Civil
Supplies ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:
(a) to (e). It is regretted that the information required cannot
be furnished as the labour involved in collecting it will not
be commensurate with the result to be achieved.

:

(f)

The transfer of iron and steel

work from the

Industries

Department to the Civil Supplies Department was effected
so that the distribution of coal, coke, iron an i steel could
be correlated to each other under one and the same
Department
HINDU SABHA COLLEGE AMRITSAR.
*3076. Dr. Sant Ram Seth : Will the hon. Minister for E duca
tion be pleased to state whether it is a fact that a representation was
made to

him by Dr. Sant Pam Seth in writing that the money in the

Hindu Sab ha College is being misappropriated; if so, the action the
Government contemplate to take against the Authorities of Hindu
Sabha College, Amritsar?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
Yes, Some representations were received regarding misappro
priation of money in the Hindu Sabha College, Amritsar. These were
forwarded to the University for necessary action.

Their reply is “ The

University, under the Regulations, can only move in the matter of
disaffiliation of an affiliated college if the requirements of the regula
tions in regard to the Endowment Fund and Teaching
not observed by the affdiated college.

staff, etc., are

In a matter of misappropri ition

of money in an affiliated College the matter rests entirely with the
Managing body of the College, who can report the matter to the police
or take any other legal action’ '.
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LOCUSTS IN DISTRICT HOSHIARPUR.
*3090.

Sardar

Kabul

Singh:

Will the

hon.

Minister

for

Education be pleased to state : —
(a) the date on which the locust made its first appearance in
the Hoshiarpur D istrict;
(b) the date on which the Deputy Commissioner, Hoshiarpur
asked for pecuniary help for the destruction of this pest
and the date on which the Government sanctioned it
together with the reasons for the delay, if any?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a) 28th January, 1951.
(b) First part: 8th February, 1951.
Second part: 13th February,

1951. IF fore

the

Deputy

Commissioner, Hoshiarpur, asked for pecuniary help, a sum
ot Rs. 47,000/- was already placed at the disposal of the
Entomologist to

Government,

Punjab,

Ludhiana,

locust destruction during the current financial year
this State.

for
in

Third part: — Does not arise.

:

JEEP CARS

*2781. Sardar Sajjan Sin^h :
pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Chief

(a) whether at the time of the Hyderabad police

Minister

be

action some

Jeep Cars including No. 9993 were taken into possession
by the Amritsar Police; if so, their list together with the
following particulars;
(i) the name of the owner together with his full address ;
(ii) the number or the Motor Vehicle taken into possession ;
(iii) the date when taken ;
(iv) the date when returned;
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[Chief Minister]
(b) whether any compensation as daily hire was paid to the
owners of those jeeps upto 31st August 1950; if sd, the
amount paid to each of them; if not, the reasons for
- non-payment;
(c) the daily hire fixed for each jeep car;
(d) whether any of the jeep cars referred to in part (a)

above

was detained by the authorities even after the termination
of the victory of Hyderabad police action; if so, for what
period and the reasons therefor?

*
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
The hon. Member

may please refer to reply to his unstarred

question No 639 f
Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly say
as to what was the compensation paid for the jeep 'in question?
Chief Minister :

I shall be in a position to tell the hon. Member

after collecting the necessary informa+ion.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

B ut is not this supplementary q u s tio n

covered by the main question?
Chief Minister :

The necessary answer would have automatically

come forth in case the hon.

Member had directly asked about the

compensation for the jeep.,

SIGNALLERS.

*2782.

Sardar

Sajjan S in gh :. Will the hon. Chief

Minister

be pleased to state : —
(a) the

duty

and leisure hours of the

Canal Department

Signallers on the Upper Bari Doab Canal during a working
flay ;

S tarred Q u estion s and A n sw ers

(b) whether

Sunday

is

a

closed
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day

for

the aforesaid

persons ;

(c)

(i l whether any telegrams were sent or received by the
persons

referred to in part (a) above on Sundays

during the period from 1st April, 1950 to 30th June,
1950 ; if so, the number and words of the telegrams
received and despatched by each of the canal signallers
on the aforesaid canal ;

(ii)

the reasons for sending these

telegrams on closed

days;

(d ) whether any canal signaller was paid for this extra duty;
if not, the reasons therefor ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

(a) Duty hours of canal signallers on a working day are

as

under :—

From 15th April to I4th October :

From 15th October to

14th April :

7 to 10; 12 to 16; 19 to 22.

8 to 10; 12 to 16; 19 to 22.

Intervals in between give leisure hours.

(b)

Sunday is a partially closed day for the canal signallers
and the working hours on this day are given below :—

From 15th April to 14th October. :

7 to 10; 19 to 22.
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From 15th October to 14th April :

(c)

8 to 11; 19 to 22.

(i) ‘ Yes, number of telegrams received during the

period

1st April, 1950 to 31) th June, 1950, per canal signaller
per Sunday are as below : —
Received.

Despatched.

3

2

Time and labour involved in
of each

counting the number of woids

telegram is not

considered commensurate with

the advantage to be gained by this information.
(ii) Signallers in the Canal Department are * maintained
wholly for regulation of supplies in the channels and
as the latter have to be kept running the signallers
cannot be allowed

to have a complete holiday on

Sundays.
(a) No. Sundays are not complete holidays for canal
signallers and no allowance is admissible for working on
Sundays.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Are these signallers paid any

thing extra

for receiving or sending telegrams at a time beyond their prescribed
hours of work ?
Chief Minister : Unless there be some
are sent after the working hours.

emergency, no telegrams

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Is there any such day in the whole year
when these persons have a full holiday ?
Chief M inister:

No.
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CANAL W ATER SUPPLY TO VILLAGE THATHI JAIMAL SINGH.
*2785. Sardar Sajjan Singh :
pleased to state :—
(a)

(i)

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

whether any complaint by Sardar Sohan Singh and
other zamindars of village Thathi Jaimal Singh,
Tehsil Patti, District Amritsar, was received by the
Executive Engineer, Majitha Division, of the Upper
Bari Doab Canal on or about 25th January, 1931
with my forwarding letter No. 89, dated 23rd
January,

1951

to the effect that they were not

receiving any canal w ater since July, 1950 ;
9-

(ii)

if

the

answer to part

(a)

(i) above be in the

affirmative, whether any enquiry was made into the
matter by the Canal authorities ; if so, with what
result ;
(b)

(i)

whether any area of the above-mentioned village
was irrigated by canal water between 31st July, 1950
and 31st January, 1951 ; if so, the extent of the
area actually irrigated b y canal water during each
of the months o f August, September, October,
November, December,
separately ;

(ii)

)

.1950

and

January

1951

the total area in the said village irrigated by canal
water during each crop of 1946-47, 1948-49, 1949-50
and 1950-51 ;

(i)

whether there has been any deficiency in the irrigated
area of this village after the partition; if so, the
reason therefor ;
(ii> the steps, if any, taken by the Government to make
up the deficiency in the irrigated area of this village
and the results thereof ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
•Ja)

(i)

\ es.

\Ji) The case was investigated.
During
floods
of
September,
1950,
Basarke
Distributary was cut at two points by the local
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zamindars viz. R. D. 66000 and R. D. 68000 in
order to drain off rain water accumulated in that
area.

All the area in the vicinity of these

gaps

was under water upto end of November 1950 and no
earth was

available to close the gaps.

It was in

December 1950 that the gaps were closed. The
Thathi Jaimal Singh village at the tail o f Basarke
did suffer in October and November 1950 but it
could not be helped in order to relieve the flooded
areas.
(b)

(i) Area of village Thathi Jaimal Singh irrigated from
31st July, 1950 to 31 January, 1951 is given below :—
August, 1950------

13 acies.

September 1950 to January 1951

Nil

' ' During this period there was no demand for
canal water in this locality on account of flooding.
(ii) A statement

giving

the information is placed on

the table. |
(c)

(i)

Irrigation figures show that irrigation in 1948-49
and 1949-50 was 488 and 530 respectively, against
520 acres permissible. This village touches the
border and the zamindars cannot freely cultivate
their land near the border as they were doing before
partition.

(ii)

The banks of the Distributary have been strengthened
and, where neci ssary, silt elec ranee has le e n d o n e to
ensure sufficient supplies at the tail.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The hon. Chief Minister has stated in the

course of his reply that lands in these villages cannot be irrigated
properly due to their being situated near the border.
May I know
if the Government has provided any facilities to the people of these
villages for doing their work ?
f K e p t in the L ibrary.
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Chief Minister :

I have not been able

to
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understand

what

particular kind of facilities the hon. Member wishes the Government
to provide.

I can, however, say that pToper steps have to be taken

to ensuie the maintenance of law and order in these areas.
should enable the people of these areas to attend to their work.
Sardar SajJan Singh :

This

W hy has The Government taken so long

in repairing one distributory ?

The floods subsided long ago but it

will not be possible to supply water to this area for two months more.
Chief Minister : The breach was repaired as soon as earth for
that purpose'was available.

A. I. C. C. MEETING AT AHM EDABAD.'
*2791.

Sardar Sajjab Singh:

W ill tile hon! Chief Minister be

pleased to s ta te :
(a) whether any o f ; tlie horn Minister's went to Ahmedabad
during the period 28-1 -5 lJ to 2-2-51 to attend the meeting
of the All India Congress Committee; if so, the names of
such hon. Ministers;
(b) whether any invitation was received b y the1 State Government irom the A. I. C. C. To send their representatives;
(c)^ whether any T. A. or halting allowance has been charged
by any of the hon. Ministers for the journey performed
in this connection; if so, the amount thereof;
(d)

whether any^conveyance including Government-owned aero
planes were availed of for the journey referred to above ?

The hon*. Dri Gopi Ctiand 1

>
ava:

(a) The hon. Chief Minister, because he is a member of the
A.I.C.C.
(b) No.
(C/ No.

.

-

(d) The hon. Prime Minister was pleased to take him in his
plane to Ahmedabad.
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TAIL OUTLETS OP TATLA MINOR.
*2792.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be

pleased to state : —
(a) the total area under the command of each of the tail
outlets of .Tatla Minor which respectively irrigate the lands
of villages Prandipur and Baler, Tehsil Patti, District
Amritsar;
(b)

(i) the total area actually irrigated by
a-foresaid canal outlets during the

each of the
years 1945-46

1946-47, 1948-49 and 1949-50 respectively;
(ii) the area actually irrigated during Kharif 1950;
(c)

(i) whether there has been any decrease in the irrigated
area after the partition; if so, the reasons therefor;
(ii) the steps Government proposes to take to make up
the deficiency in the irrigated areas;

(d) whether any complaints were received by the Executive
Engineer, Majitha Division, of the Upper Bari Doab Canal
from the zamindars of villages Frandipur and Baler, referr
ed to above on or about 27.11.50 with my note vide my
letter No. 1672 dated 25.11.50 and No. 1765 dated 13.12.50
'

;
■ . ..

to the effect that there were many damaged outlets on
this minor which take more water than their due right
at the tail outletspif so, the action, if any, taken in the
matter?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a) & (b) (i) & (ii) A statement giving the require d information
is placed on the T able;f
"•c)

(i) In 1948-49 there was no decrease in irrigation
compared with that before partition.

as

Irrigation in

1949-50 was, however less due to shortage of supplies
at the tail of the minor.
(ii) Silt clearance of the minor was once done in 1950 and
again it has been done in February
T K ep t in the L ib ra ry .
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supplies at the tail. Detailed Hydraulic Survej* of the
minor is in hand to locate the causes of shortage at
the tail.
(d) Yes. All the outlets on the minor are being examined in
detail to remove the defects.
RETURN OF PROPERTY CONFISCATED FOR POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
*2878.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state whether the Government has received any represen
tation from S. Ram Singh S|o S. Hakim Singh, \illage Sahungra,
District Hoshiarpur for the return of his property confiscated during
1930-32 for his political activities; if so, the steps, if any, the Govern
ment has taken so far in this'connection ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
Yes.

#

The matter is under consideration.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know fiom the hon. Chief
Minister as to when were these applications for refund of fines recei
ved by the Government ?
Chief Minister :

I cannot give these details off-hand.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Does the hon. Chief Minister remember

that a Committee consisting of Sardar A jit Singh, Parliamentary
Secretery, Sardar Piara Singh M L.A. Sardar Harjab Singh E xM.L.A. and the Deputy Commissioner, Hoshiarpur, was set up by
the Government for going through these cases and that this Committee
has recommended that as the properties of these persons were
confiscated on account of their political activities these should be
returned to them? What action has the Government taken on that
report?
Chief M inister: I am Thankful to the hon. Member for the
information supplied by him. Unless proper notice for that question
is given, I am not in a positi >n to state as to what
submitted by that*Committee and what

report was

action the Government has

taken on the basis of it.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know if the Government proposes

to return the property of this gentleman on the basis of the report of
that Committee ?
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Chief Minister : Thdt is a request for particular' action. I shall
go through that report and it'wilPbe acted upon as fdr as possible.

REFUND OF FINES TO POLITICAL SUFFEREHfS‘ IN THE ST a TE.
*2879. Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Will the hon. Chief

Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a ) the number

of political sufferers'‘ who h a ve'ap p lied for

the refund of fines imposed 'o n them during the British
■**
.t>
regime for their political activities ;
(b) the amounts that ’ have been refunded so far together
-^
„
with the names of persons to whom the refunds have been
given ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bftargava’*:
(a)

256.

(b) A statement containing the desired information is laid on
the Table, t
Shri Prabodh Chandra : . How many of these applications have
been disposed of and how many are still under the consideration of the
Government ?
Chief Minister : Full particulars about the applications which
have been sanctioned by the Government are given in the statement
furnished by me. The remaining applications are under consideration.
Shri Prabodh'Chandra :

What is the reason that after it has

been decided •y the Government to refund the fines imposed

on

account of political activities in more than fifty per cent cases these
have not been refunded even when the persons concerned have
furnished the requisite proof ? What is the cause of this delay ?
Chief Minister : As I have already stated, when an application
for refund of fine is received by the Government, proper enquiry is
instituted into the matter and the fine is refunded after completion
of the enquiry.

f K e p t in the L ib ra ry .
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NAROT J A M A L SINGH AND DERA BABA NANAK, DISTRICT
GURDASPUR.
*2880. Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon.

Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state the steps, if any, taken bythe Government
to save the towns of Narot

Jaimal Singh and Dera Baba Nanak,

District Gurdaspur from the dangers of floods in future ?
The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
To protect the town of ^arot Jaimal Singh against the eroding
action of Musto Nallah, protection works are proposed to De undertaken
and the site of the proposed works has already been surveyed and a
model prepared by the Irrigation Branch Hydraulic Officer at Malikpur.
Necessary preliminary tests having been carried out,

actual execution

of the protection works will be taken in hand by the Government when
funds are available.
As regards l >era Baba Nanak, breaches in Dhussi Bund, which
protects the town from floods, are. being repaired and will be set
right before the next rainy season.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : The hon. Minister has stated that the
bund would be constructed when the funds are available. He will
perhaps remember that during discussion on the situation created by
the floods, the hon. Chief Minister promised that t he bund at Narot
Jaimal Singh would be constructed before the next rainy season.
May I know which of the two statements should be
correct ?
Minister :

regarded as

The steps enumerated in my reply have been taken

in implementation of the hon. Chief Minister's promise.
already been made but it is nececsary to approve of
the work can be taken up.

Survey has

the model before

All this is being done in implementation

of that promise.
DEMANDS FOR GRANTS
EDUCATION.
Minister for Education (The hon. 1 hakur Pancham Chand) :
beg to m ove—

I

That a sum not excetding Rs. 1,93,25,600 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course cf payment for the
year 1951-52 in respect of ‘"Education”

'l
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Demand moved—

;........- That a SLim not exceeding Hs. 1,93,25,600 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for
the year 1951-52 in respect of “ Education**.

^

Before I call upon JJehta Ranbir Singh to speak on this Demand,
I would like to say a few words to the hon. Member.

Th

discussion

pn this Demand for Education will last for two days.

(An hon.

Member : No, for one day). Yes, for one day. Although I am going
beyond my rights to address in this way, yet I beg youi pardon
for doing so. Just as food is essential for human life, similarly
education is essential for the building of the nation. I, therefore,
want that instead of fixing any time-limit for the hon. Members, theyshould themselves try to be as brief a p o s s ib le so that the maximum

.

-

^
/

number of hon. Members may be able to place their views before the
House.

Now I call upon Mehta Ranbir Singh to begi s his speech.

Mehta Ranbir Singh (Lrdhiana and Ferozepore, General, Rural)
{Hindi) :

I move :
That the Demand be reduced by Rs. 1GO-/.

Madam, I have moved this cut motion in order to discuss the policy
of the Government with respect to this demand. Madam, there was
a time in the history of our country when the motto before the people
used to b e ‘simple living and high thinking’ . People from far off

v

countries used to come to India for the purpose o f getting education.
That was the time when the learned men of this country ma le it their
mission not to earn money but to make selfless efforts for the
advancement of learning.

Learning was not sold here as has been

the case ever since the advent of the British Government in this
country. Vidym Dan was considered the highest form of charity. But
when we became slaves, the British Government, while committing
several atrocities on us,, introduced great charges in our system of
education.

First of all they made English the medium

instead of our mother tongue.

of instruction

(

Consequently, the universities became •

the strongholds of the vested interests.

These vested interests helped

the British Government and were in need o f this kind of education.
They sent their children for education to big colleges.
after getting that education
meat.

Those persons,

shared the loot with the British Govern-

They jointly exp lored the people of our co u n ti).

Government loliovved a policy here which was different
i

The British
from that

v
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which it followed in its own country.

The Government in England

passed a Bill called the Compulsory Education

Bill in 1870.

During

the period of 50 years, this Bill was amended as many as ten times.
But in 1909 the late Gopal Krishan Gokhle introduced

a resolution

in the Imperial Council which used to be presided over by the Viceroy.
Although that resolution was onty of recommendatory nature, yet
it was talked out.

Then, again, a resolution was brought up tut.

again it was defeated.

Afterwards, in the days

of

the Unionist

Ministry, a Bill called the Primary Education Bill was passed.
major defect

along with other detects, in that Bill was that it applied

only to the education of boys.
education of girls.
limited.

A

There was no scope in it for the

Besides this, the jurisdiction of this Bill was also

In spite of all these defects, this Bill was instrumental in

doing some useful work.

Then came independence.

If the independ

ence of the country is synonymous with the replacing of the white
masters with

dark or brown masters, then gin tf at sense we have

got independence. But if the freedom o f a country is not judged simply
by the fact that its Government should be of its own people, then
we have not got independence. The real independence of a country
means that its Government should work for the improvement o f the
lot o*f the people, N
and not for the betterment of only a few. The
freedom of a country means freedom from hunger, freedom from
disease and freedom from ignorance.
freedom.

It is from

This is the real meaning o f

this point of view that I will examine this

demand in respect of education.

I would

see

whether the

policy

of the Government in this matter is that o f ending ignorance and
illiteracy or that of only benefiting a favoured few.
One important matter to which I wish to draw the attention of the
hon Members is the state of primary education in the Punjab. It will
not be out of place to mention Bom bay in this connection, because
there also we have a Congress Government.
Although throughout
India Congress is a conservative party but, as compared with Bombay,
our State Government is far behind in the matter of primary education.
Here we notice that the machinery of the Government is, in fact,
utilized for the personal benefits of a certain number of persons who
aT,e in power.

W ith regard to education I would say that the Congress

here is not merely a conservative party
'

but a

reactionary party.

If

we compare our expenditure on education with that of Bombay we will
notice that there nine and a half crores are spent on education out of a
budget of Rupees fifty crores, while in Punjab we are spending only one
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crore and ninety three lakhs.

In Bombay steps

implement

Development

the

Post-war

have been taken to

schemes

and

Post-war

Reconstruction programmes, while in Punjab our Government is not
doing anything in this respect. We are even losing the grants which
the Central Government is prepared to give us on the condition that
the State contributes its share towards implementing the Post-war
Development pians. But the pity is that the Government of Punjab
is not prepared to contribute its share.with the result that it is losing
whatever amount the Centre is wi ling to give. As a matter of fact,
our Government ts not capable of spending on really useful activities.
It can spar large sums for Police, General Administration, c.nd the
salaries o f high officers but whenever the question of spending on the
betterment of the State comes it is always found wanting. It does not
take full advantage of the offers made so liberally by the Government
of India. Another thing w'hich is worth considering is that in other
States of In <ia the Congress Governments decided as far bacK as
1937 in favour of starting basic education in their respective States.
They were in this matter inspired by Mahatma

Gandhi who, besides

teaching us ho n to meet violence and coerci >n by non-violence and
truth, gave us valuable ideas on the medium of instruction in the
early

stages of

a ch ild ’s development. * Mahatinaji

realized 'the

shortcomings from which our system of education suffered. He studied
the ysycholofjp of the child and in older to lighten the burden from his
mind which the present system

involved and in order to remove the

handicaps from which the poor people in this country suffered in the
matter of giving a right type of education to their children on account
of cost involved in it, he sugges ed the useful idea oi giving basic
education through cralts like

spinning and agriculture etc.

This

novel method has a two-fold object, in the first place, it involves
no burden on the minds of the young childien. I have seen that
children educat d on such lines are
promising.

In

more

happy,

intelligent and

the second place, although in the beginning capital

expenses are a bit heavier but after two or three years such schools
will become self-sufficient

Mahatma Gandhi said :

If the State takes children between seven and fourteen years and trains
their bodies and minds throjgh productive labour, public schools
must be frauds and teachers iuiots it they cannot become selfsufticient.

Of course, I admit that initial expenses are a bit heavy because
for agriculture a farm, bullocks and implements etc. are required and

Education
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for spinning same articles and tools are needed in the first instance.
Moreover, in the beginning the children are also unable te produce
anything very useful, but after a lapse of time their
increases and they can

productivity

make the schools self-sufficient.

It is my

earnest desire that our State Government should try to introduce such
reforms as the Congress Governments of other States introduced in
the

early

stages.

It is regrettable that all the new schemes of

education are tying in cold storage and no action is taken by the G ov
ernment in this matter.

As regards, primary education, we have failed

in effecting any improvements in its quality. At this time, when our
country is free, we should try to take advantage of the experiences of our neighbouring States. In this matter, the constructive sugeestion that
I would like to make is that educationists of All-India fame like Dr.
Zakir Hussain and Dr. iara Chand should be consulted and our
Government should take full advantage of their experience and ability
in the line. One thing which tends to lower our standard of education
is that, like our Government, the local bodies are also dabbling in
power politics.

I won’ t be wrong if I say that they are even worse

victims of this disease.

It would, o f course, be in the fitness of things

to suggest that the Government should exercise a d ire c t. control over
the schools at present run bv the local bodies.

As a matter o f fact,

the Government should take over primary schools because Section
41 of the Constitution clearly lays down that the responsibility for
running primary

schools

lies

upon

the Government.

The

section

says :—
The State shall, within, the limits ot its economic capacity and development,
make effective provisions for securing the right to work, to education and to public
assistance......................... etc.

What is the use of having a good

Constitution if no steps are

taken to put its provisions into actual practice ?
resolutions and having such
House

passed a

Mere passing of

provisions is of no use.

resolution unanimously for

education two years ago but with what result.

This august

compulsory

primary

It is the duty of the

State to

take steps to implement them. No Government can be
. V1
tolerated even for a second if it fails to make proper arrangement for
education of its children. The Government should realize that the
fundamental needs of the people are food, clothing, medical aid, and
education d facilities.
these.*

So, arrangements should be

made for all of
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: " W ell, Madam, after making a mention of the tardy efforts of the
G overnm ent with regard

to the dissemination

of primary education

in the S».ate, I corne to the Basic Education. But before I proceed
w ith that 1 would like to subm it that the Education Portfolio is being
treated

very

lightly

bv

the

Government of this

State.

The hon.

M embers are perhaps aware that after the M ontford Reforms this
p ortfolio was considered to be the m ost coveted one and it was allocated
to Sir Fazl-i-Huvsain,

who,

as everybody knows, fu'ly utilised

this

opportunity' to im prove the lot of his co-religionists educationally.
B u t what d o we find here ?

No im portance is being attached to the

E du cation P o itfo lio here. It is being thrown like a football from one
fion. Minister to the other. Perhaps the portfolio o f Civil Supplies
D epartm ent is considered to be o f greater significance than the Edu
cation D epartm en t.. It is so because that portfolio, perh ips, offers
greater

opportunities

for making

m oney

than

the

Education

p ortfolio. Here the greater part o f the m oney goes towards the
. paym en t of salaries and, therefore it is less attractive than the former.
B ut I m ay tell

the

House

that

it is this portfolio

privilege o f building the character of the nation and

which has

the

bringing light

o f know ledge to the masses. It goes w ithout saying that a sound
m ind is the pressing need o f the body. So if a nation's mind is diseased,
its developm ent is bound to be retarded. I, therefore, feel that this
p ortfolio is of vital im portance. It is possible that opportunities for
- m aking m oney in this Departm ent may be few
the fact remains that it offers a wide field

and

far between, but

for service to the people

of the State.
Sardar Shiv

Saran Singh :

m ay be ju dged from

th e fact

The im portance o f

this

portfolio

that^the hon. Minister for Education

holds on ly one p ortfolio.
Mehta R anbir Singh :

That is true now, but the difficulty is that

no M inister is all wed to Hold this portfolio for mere than four months.
T his,is what we have experienced during the past.
sta ted , this p ortfolio is being thrown
M inister to the other.

B ut just

like a football from

see what great significance

attached to this p ortfolio in the State of
Minister,

Shri

B. G. K her, is holding it.

B om ba}'.

of

one hon.
is being

There the Chief

Under his able guidance,

education has m ade rapid strides in liquidating
If we com pare the achievem ents

As I have abeady

illiteracy in that State.

the B om bay Government with

Education
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those of our Government, we find that the latter lags far behind the
former in this respect.

You will be surprised to hear that Bom bay

Government has established no less than three thousand libraries apart
from the touring libraries in the State.
*

And in our State not a single

touring library exists and the number of regular libraries does not
exceed 5U0
Then, again, if the Bom bay Government has opened 10
^

new Training Colleges we have got only two here. So far as the
advancement of female education is concerned, the Bom bay Govern
ment is far ahead of us. It has opened two new Training Colleges for
Girls and intends to start six more such institutions for them. It could
not translate Ps intentions in this connection into action
accommodation in the State.

*

for want of

But the efforts of the Punjab Govern

ment in the field of female education are not very encouraging. There
is one Training College for Women here. Now, our Government has
been indulging in tall talks about the necessity and importance of
Basic Education, but what has it done in this direction ? Its efforts
in the direction of establishing basic type education schools are not
very con mendable. Only four Basic Schools have so far Leen opened
and

out of

these two

re such

as have been laised from junior

basic schools, particularly in Karnal.

Besides, no arrangements by

the Education Department exist for conducting refresher courses.
i

Now I would like to mention the so-called achievements of .the
Government in the sphere of higher education.
There are only 8
Government Colleges for boys and 3 Colleges for girls in the State.
But the number of colleges managed by private enterprise is no less
than thrice the number of Government institutions. There are about
26 colleges under private management

In this connection, I am*

aware of the fact that a number of premier
•

are run by different communities.

educational institutions

For instance, D. A. V. Colleges are

being managed by the Arya Samajists, Sanatan Dharm Colleges by
the Sanatinists and the Khulsa Colleges by the Sikhs. I do not see eye
to eye with their communal outlook.
Since we believe in a secular
State, commur.alism has no place in our Constitution.
But this does
not mean that these magnificent institutions should be closed or
no help should be given to them by the Government.
Such a
reorientation should be brought about in the policies of these institu
tions that they may have a national outlook and thus they may be
able to serve the people and the country in a better way.

However,

what I,want to drive at is that despite the fact that the major burden
of imparting higher education to the

people is being shouldered by the

private enterprise and the Government
\

is

running

only a' small
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numbei of colleges, yet it is spending a lot on these institutions in
comparison to the help which it is extending to the private colleges
in the form of grants-in-aid. I submit that if the Government fails to
make liberal grants to these private institutions, there is every like
lihood of the-r b ing closed down for lack of funds, which eventuality,
if it takes place, will prove disastrous to the people
[ think Govern
ment would be well-advised to make a provision for increased grants to
the existing private colleges, rather than that it should go in for opening
new colleges of its own. It is a pity that Government pays no heed
to this fact and has decided to establish two new Arts colleges I would
have been the first to applaud the action o f the Government, if it had
decided to start professional or training colleges instead of the Arts
colleges which it intends to open and which already abound in this
State under private management. I am of the opinion that exigencies
of the situation demand that the weak financial position of the private
colleges should be improved by t ie Government and the amount which
it has earmarked f r the proposed two colleges should be provided to
help the financially tottering private colleges.
Then, I would suggest that the admission to the Training institu
tions of the Government should be made purely on merit. It should
be definitely laid down that the least qualification required for admis
sion into these institutions would be a second class degree.

This

is essential to enable brilliant and deserving candidates to secure
admission in the Training Colleges.
Since there is a ku*n demand for
trained teachers both in private and government schools and the
Department of Education has rightly impressed upon the necessity of
having trained staff in the schools, may I kn >w what measures do
the Government propose to adopt with

a view to meet this demand ?
«3
W e have got only two training institutions, one for men and one for

womenThese do not suffice to meet the increased demand for
trained teachers. May I suggest that Government should see its way
to increase the number of* training institution

in the State ?

Then, L have to make another important suggestion and that
is this.

Government should endeavour to make the teaching profes

sion more attractive and lucrative

Since

teachers are the main

builders of the nation, it is necessary that their lot should be so
improved that they begin to feel that they txcupy an honourable and
noble place in the society.

Besides this, I

submit that the education

imparted in Government schools should be made cheap.

In this connec-
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tion, I m ay point out that in England the government schools are
cheaper than the privately-m anaged schools
Deputy Speaker :

I would request the hon

Member to wind up.

Since he is a Socialist and believes in even-handed justice being done
to all, I would ask him to finish his speech to enable me to give
reasonable time to the greatest number o f speakers who want to make
speeches on this demand.
Sardar Bachan

Singh :

Point o f order, Madam.

May I know

whether in view o f the fact that no tim e-lim it for making speeches has
been fixed, the Chair can restrict the speech o f an hon. Member?
Deputy S peak er: I think, the hon. Member would not have
raised this point o f order, if he had heard m y appeal which I made to
the House before the hon. Member Mehta R anbir Singh began his
speech.
I requested the H ouse that I had no mind to place any
restriction o f tim e-lim it on the speeches but I would expect the hon.
Members not to unduly prolong th eir speeches.
Shrimati Sita Devi :
discussion

On a poin t o f

for 10 to 15 minutes.
is

Since the

over the B udget, some o f the hon. Members have been

given one and a half hours to speak while
which

order, Madam.

a

very

others

have spoken

Since one day on ly has been iixed for
im portant

su b ject,

I

suggest

hardly

edu cation

that

there

should be a tim e-lim it.
t
Deputy S peaker:

It is for

the ho . Members o f the H ouse to

decide whether tim e-lim it should b e
shall be too glad

if

fixed

tim e-lim it is fixed

or n o t.

As fo r m yself, 1

w ith a view

to give

an

op p ortu n ity to th o s e hon. Members who want to speak on the dem and,
now b efore the H ou se.
\

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
Deputy Speaker :

T im e-lim it should be fixed.

Let the hon. M em ber finish his speech and

it

will be decided later on.
M ehta Ra? b >
yesterday

the hon.

Singh :
C hief

qu estion , w hether the film s

I am

really constrained to rem ark that

M inister,

in reply

prepared

by

to

a supplem entary

th e G overn m en t contain ed

an y edu ca tive value, said w ith ou t an y hesitation that these
on ly the

p u b licity value.

M adam ,

I

think y ou

w ill also

film s h ad
subscribe

to m y view that oth er S tates h ave alrea d y started im partin g edu cation
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through films to the
knowledge.

students

with a

view

to

improving their

For instance, the Bombay State is spending thousands

of rupees for preparing

educational films.

This

is not all.

The

Bom bay State is paying one-third of the capital expenditure incurred
by the privately managed institutions on showing educational films
to the students, besides contributing towards running expenses.
Further, we do not find any provision in the Budget for sending
teachers abroad for higher studies. On the other hand, we find
adequate arrangements being made in the other States for providing
facilities to teachers to receive higher education in the foreign
countries.

Intelligent and efficient teachers are sent abroad

, child psychology in different c uintries.
with all

possible

facilities while

These teachers are provided

they

are undertraining abroad.

Again, in other States teachers <*re invited

from

the foreign countries

to give necessary training to their teachers as to how
be taught in different subjects.

to study

students should

Tne next in importance to Primary

Education is the Social Education.

It is

really a matter of deep

regret that we do not find any provision for imparting social education
to people in our State.
Madam, you know it full well that

the future of

our country

in general, and our State in particular, would be decided in the

coming

general elections which would be held on the basis of the

adult

franchise. It is a pity that our Government does not take any steps,
whatsoever, to educate the masses. After all, how long are the
masses going to remain ignorant for want of educational facilities
to them?
If
the
Government
continues
its weak
policy
towards education in our State, I am afraid, it will have very bad
repercussions on the masses.

Under the circumstances, il is high time

that the Government devised

ways and means to provide adequate

facilities with a view to educating the masses.
Now about the University.
our State.

We have only one University in

You know, Madam, that the University A c t................

Deputy Speaker :

I think the hon.

Member wants to say that

the University has no building of its own.

not

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Not only that, Madam, but also that it is

functioning properly.

Recently, I happened to a tte id one of the
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meetings of the Senate.

I was asked by one of my friends to give my

opinion about the working of the University and I told him that
the conditions obtaining there were worse than those in the Legislative
Assembly. I am really constrained to remark that some of the syndics
o f the University enjoy the hospitality of publishers even in their own
homes and here we do not appreciate those

hon. Members who stay

with the hon. Ministers who are our colleagues. Here I would suggest
to the Government to put an effective check on the vested interests so
that they may not bring the University into disrepute.
Deputy Speaker :

Instead of discussing the University, the hon.

Member should give some useful suggestions to the Government.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Madam, if we compare the University Act

of this State w ith that of the other States, we will find that in other
States Vice-Chancellors are elected.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member is not relevant.

Mehta Ranbir Singh : Madam, I have arrived at the conclusion
that the Government has totally failed in the matter of imparting
education to the people of our State. Here i am reminded of a Punjabi
saying which aptly applies to the Government :■—

qm 1
ant tjh sret b ?

There is a couplet in Urdu too which also carries the same sense
as the Punjabi saying above :

i

bbIw

a wjtfl

mp

oil larerolta1 b faw

“ag3l fafft eft vna 3

spw

bb i ‘

The Government which had taken very heavy responsibilities has
totally failed to discharge them.

It is a matter of deep regret that the
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Members of the Congress Party which is represented here by the
Government, instead of making all-out efforts to improve the lot of the
masses, have centred all their energies to overthrow the one and help
the other to come into power. Instead of solving certain problems of
vital importance they make these all the more complicated. This is
how th«^ administration is run by the Government which is represent
ing the Congress Party here in this House.

It is an open secret that

so long as the Government does not prove equal to the task, it cannot
win the confidence of the people.

It is the duty of the Government to

improve the lot of the masses as it is functioning for their benefit and
not for a chosen few.
Deputy Speaker :

*

-

i

Demand under consideration, motion moved:

That the Demand be reduced by Ra. 100.—
A suggestion was made at the time when Mehta Ranbir Singh
was on his legs that a time-limit should be fixed. I quite agree with
this suggestion. (Voices: T im elim it of live minutes may be fixed).
I would like to have the sense of the House as to what should be the
time-limit. It would be better if the hon. Members who like to speak
would send me slips so that I may be able 4to call them one by one
I also would like to know how the hon. Members would like to fix the
time-limit.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Madam, there are seven

cut motions

and it will thus take I f hours if time-limit of fifteen minutes is fixed.
In this way, one hour will be left for the hon. Minister for Education
to give his reply. I would also suggest that priority of making speeches
should also be given in order of the notices of cut-motions.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

In my opinion, the time-limit should

not exceed ten minutes each. We nave to offer our suggestions to the
Government and not to indulge in making long speeches which can
otherwise be made on public platiorms.
Shrimati Sita D e v i: I propose that a time-limit should range
between 15 minutes to 20 minutes for ea:h Member because I feel
that one cannot do full justice to the subject of Education within
fifteen minutes.

I, theiefore, suggest that the minimum and maximum

limit should be between 15 minutes to 20 minutes.

I would, however,

request that my hon. Friend Chaudhri Lahri Singh should be given
10 miiiutes as prop sed by him.

Education

Deputy Speaker:

I think

that time-limit should in

no case

exceed 15 minutes.

Shrimati Sita Devi

: (E x member W est Punjab Assembly re
presenting Lahore City, General, W omen, Urban; (Hindi) : Madam,
sometim e agq
eminent doctor o f Jullundur went to America. Durign

^

9

his stay there, he was once invited to dinner by his friend-a renojyned
scholar of America.
J would like to narrate before the “House vyliat
transpired during the talk a*, the dinner’ table between these two gentlem en. - The American scholar enquired from the Indian doctor about
the conditions prevailing in ln dia and his views about" the/ new; Consti
tution. The doctor from Jullundur replied that the new -(Constitution
o f India was on the pattern o f Am erican Constitution, and
that elections in the country

would

be held on

the

it <provided

basis .of adult

franchise, that is, every man or woman (Who isf n ot- a m inor) would
have the right to vote whether rich, or poet, literate pr illiterate.
. -j
t
v ’^■* >
“ Our C o n s titu tio n /’ he said, "also guarntees fundam ental rights, that v

f

is, it is based on

justice,

liberty, equality vand fraternity V.

Further,

his American friend enquired as to what was the p i cent age o f literacy
in India and in reply when he was told Thar it was* only
he was taken aback and said if it
achievem en t
cann ot

when

the

right

rem arks

I

progress

o f vote

E d u ca tio n w hich

w it h '/ a

a lth ou gh "'if m ay

w ould

so 'hen

India -has scored, up

its people are steep ed ’ in ignorance.

m ake ^ any

the p o p u ’ation

was

10 pep cent

to every

now
is at

like

literacy ^of 10 per

have a
hdult

to

So

Const i tilt ion

present b e fo r e t h e

H ouse,

the

these

dem and

I have

of

gives

W ith

a beautiful pam phlet entitled " P U N J A B O N T H E M A R G B ”
the P u b lic

cent

which

»n this cou n try.

say som ething. o n

India^

w ith

of
me

issued; by

R elations D epartm ent P un jab, sh ow in g the progress w hich

our S ta te has m ade in the field o f E du cation
to discuss this dem and on the basis o f

I w ould, therefore,

facts

and

figures.

like

It will

be

seep from the B u d g et that th e’ G overnm ent has m ade a provision o f
R s. 1,93,25,600 for E d u ca tio n .

This am oun t

o f the tota l am ount to be spent

the hon.

on

M inister fo r E d u ca tion will,

d eb a te, take cred it by

sayin g

ed u ca tion is m o re than it

that

is not

beneficent
at the
this

was p ro v id e d

m ore

than

departm ents.

tim e o f replying

t im e v'th e

sum

last yea r.

2o%

Perhaps
to

the

p r o v id e d fo r

T h eG overn m en t

seem s to h e und er th e im presston that the M em bers usually turn o y e i
th e pages o f Buclget c a r e ® a r i d w ith o u t ’'s t u d y in g
e p c o i p i t p s upon | h e G o w m tn e h t vby

;

F inance ^ i n i s t e r ' B u t I h a v e
m d

listenings to

show er

t,he, sp eech

o f * the

m ad e a ca refu l stu d y o l th e 'B u d g e t

to Show t h t /d e t a ils o f d h e sum

'

it w o u ld

'’?/•'<>-u•
'

oU R s.

laklis w hich

*,
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is over and above the last year’ s Budget.

It will be seen that the

sum of Rs. 2,40,000 is proposed to be spent on dry milk and a sum
of o ne lakh of rupees is proposed to be spent as honorarium to the
authors o f books. After the coming of independence, the Government
should have an introduced an effective and comprehensive system o f ed
ucation. The system should have been such as imparted a course of instruction which widened the mental horizon ol the students. 1 wonder that
a sum of one lakh of rupees has been ear-marked for giving honorarium
to the authors of books whicli is much too excessive. I understand
that many corrupt practices are resorted to in getting the books pre
scribed by the University. A person met me and .said that he was
prepared to offer a bribe oi rupees eight or ten thousand if his books
were prescribed as text books. There are also cases in which a person
had to spend Rs. 50,000 for getting his books accepted by the Advisory
Committee.

In fact, the function of the Advisory Committee is that

it should frame syllabus ?nd not prescribe text books. B ui by exer
cising such authority, they distribute favours blindly among their own
m en/ as the Punjabi couplet goes : —
s p it

?[% - w f V e . g f j i ! srrTffraf

3 ^ 1

If the Advisory Committee has to exercise it* authority in such a way, *
then how can it be expected that it would be impartial in its decisions ?
The members of this Co n nit

e lave tor n i l a c liq u an l thus make

a full use of their authority to extort money from the publishers.
This sta e of affairs is %most scandalous. Besides, the Government has
ear-marked Rs. 40,0JO in the Budget for basic schools. It has also
made a provision of seven lakhs for ' colleges in Muktsar and Tanda
Urmai.

This amount

would have been better spent

if it had been

given to refugee schools or used for opening primary shools in the
State.

I am sorry to say that colleger are being opened aec >rding to

the desire of Ministers to plea e their constituencies as it will now
happen in Tanda Urrnar in spite of the demand from people at Dasuya.
Government is attaching more importance to the opening of colleges
and primary education is being entirely neglected.

The lime at m y

disposal is very short and I would, therefore, without going into
further details refer to page 4 of the pamphlet entitled ‘ Punjab on the
March’ in which it is stated that forty ‘ listrict Board Primary Girls*
Schools on cent per cent grant basis’ were started during 1948-49 in the
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State.

In the year 1949-50, no primary girls school was opened.

But

we find that other States are making substantial progress in the field
of Education. If we read the speech of the hon. Chief Minister o f
Uttar Pradesh, we will find that the Government of that State opened
22,000 primary schools during the year 1948. The need of the hour is
thatthe number of primary schools should be increased.

Then, Madam, a sum of Rs. 50 thousand has been set apart for
the rehabilitation o f displaced Colleges.

I wish this amount

were

utilized for giving rehabilitation grants to displaced schools rather
than Colleges, for then it would serve public interest better.
are so

manv schools which have neither

' funds to start their career again

the

buildings

There

nor

the

It is a pity that our Government

is more solicitous towards the Colleges which serve no other purpose
than adding to the number of the educated unemployed persons.
What is the use of turning out graduates by the thousand, who are
not even able to get a job of Rs. 60 p. m.? Under the present system
of education, it is no use adding to the number of Colleges or in other
words clerk-producing factories.
There is another matter, Madam, to which I want to draw your
attention.

I am surprised to note that nepotism is affecting even

such matters as the

opening of

new Colleges, which

opened not where they are

needed

great

them,

situated

public
in

demand
the

for

most, not
but

would-be-constitueneies

at

a r: being

where there is a
places

o f the

hon.

which

are

Ministers.

There is a place called Tanda-Urmar not very far from either Jullundur
or Hoshiarpur, both o f which are educational

centres.

Now, our

Government has decided

to open

ignoring the

Dasuya in spite of the fact that within the

claim

of

one of the new Colleges there

area of this tehsil there are as many as twenty High Schools.
Tanda-Urmar has one distinction.

But

In the coming elections, an hon.

Minister proposes to make it his constituency and so it was conidered
necessary' to please the people of that town by opening a Degree
College there. Last year, a College was opened at Simla even though
a College was already functioning here. The Government sanctioned it
without giving m uch thought to the matter because it vyras proposed to
mame it after Dr. Bhargava. Then a College was opened at
iss
>-f■(
because some hon. Ministers hailed from that, district. And 1 WOPJ
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not be surprised if the G overn m en t now decides to o p e n another
College in Kangra D istrict sin ce, our new E du cation M inister hails
from j,,thpr.p.. .(Laughter).
1 feel, Madam that all this is sheer w aste o f
the m oney attocatecLtd education! -It w ou ld have be^n m uch better
if, instead o f open ing Arts. Colleges, Ahis^ m pney nad been spent oil
opening Professional institutions
E ven now , I w ould' urge 'the G overn
m ent to g iv e up the idea o f opening m ore Arts C olleg es and earm ark
- the m on ey for opening a D ental College about the need o f which there
can iiard ly ,be tw o opinions. E ver since the partition, the displaced
staff o f $ ie ( .Dental College, fu n ction in g at Lahore, has been m aking
rep resen ta tion sto the G o v e r n m e n t: to* start a similar institution in
thisf S ta te/ b iit 1, t o v rio *purpose.;^ The reply o f the Government*, as
u su al,rth at the m ater is under consideration. It is o u f 1 g o o d fortune
t h a t , sugb highly qualified persons and specialists have not yet d iv id e d *
to m igrate1to "Other provinces *I t isv time. ,the. G overnm ent started
a D ental College and allowed the people to avail o l their services.
Then, M adam, I have failed to com prehend the reason w h y a
sum *.ofc P s, 24,450 has been earm arked for giving scholarships to
E u ropeantb oy s arid girls. ; 1 'w onder w here are,tho$e European schools
to tKe^students o fw h ic h ‘it is •-proposed* tp jgra^t*scholarships/
Then, Madam, a sum of Rs. 2,100' on ly has been p rovid ed for
the encouragem ent ijof the -stu ly*of m3dicine?lp r g ir ls ,<s This am ount is
extre nety inadequate for this p jrp ose, who c tn deny th a t our c o u n tr y
needs the services of more and more lady doctors, nurses and trained
midw,ive$. Then there are so m any widows am ong those who have
coijne from Wes*t P un jab &nd who are eager to becom e nur es and m iswiVes? The Governm ent should have kept these facts in view and pro
vided m ore m oney for this purpose.

Deputy Speaker:

up.

The hon. L ady
She has already taken more time.

Shrimati Sita Devi

:

can’t give me more tim e

Member should

•?' '■**'*<

wind

All right, Madam, I stop here since you
.

• Deputy Speaker: I think, I have got
M$*nbers who are desirous of speaking to day.

Sfyri Prabodh Chandra

now

names o f only three
t

.f'i'j ' i

: 5 On a point o f Order, Madam. I request
y o p not to ignore the-fact* that those Members who have given noticed
o f cut m otions have also got the right to have an ‘opportunity to
speak even though th ey have not sent their names to you.

Deputy . Speaker : I have no hesitation in admitting m y
mistakes due tp lack pf information about the rules. So I hope the
hpn. Member will excuse me for not taking the movers o f cut motions
into consideration but there*Will be no harm if they send their names
to me all the sam e;
,,
,
Shri Virendra

:

(Ex-Member, West Punjab Assembly represent
ing West Division, Multan, General, Rural) (Hindi). Madam, some
pamphlets were distributed by the Government among the hon.
Members a few days ago. These pamphlets are untitled “ Punjab
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on the March’ * and contain

particulars of the

work

done by

the

different departments of the Government. They are particularly
noteworthy for the progress that has been made by the departments
during the last

three or four years.

After a caretul study of these

pamphlets, I am in a position to say that the work

done by our

Education Department far excels the work that has been done by any
other department of the Government.

W e all very well remember tne

conditions we found ourselves in when we came from the West Punjab
after partition and
times in

we also come across a brief account ot those

these pamphlets.

When we come to this

State, we were without a University

and

newly-formfcd

we were without any

arrangements by way of schools and colleges for imparting education
to our children.

Those were very diificult times indeed.

But thanks

to our Education Department that so many new schools and colleges
have sprung up in such a short time and I can say without any fear
of

contradiction, that no

Government could have done better so

far as the establishment and development of the Educational institutions
is concerned. This work of the -Education Department becomes all
the

more worthy of prahe when we bear in mind all the difficulties

that this Department had to undergo due to
the

tunes.

We can in no case overlook the

+he abnormality of
fact that ours is a

deficit State and our financial difficulties have been and still are
a great obstacle in the way of our progress.

But in spite of financial

and other difficulties this Department has been able to place before
us a wonderful record

of its work.

When 1 have so much praise

and admiration for this Department, I also wish

to place

before

this august House some of its draw-backs that have come to my
notice. The first thing that I wish to bring to the notice of the
House is this that this

Department

lacks

proper

planning.

On

reading the pamphlet concerning this Department, I find that this
Government has decided to set up more colleges, s c h d ^ , basic
schools and some other similar institutions but I regret to say that
this work of the Government is not likely to stand us in good stead
any longer.

This work is not likely to solve our problems.

There

was justification for these arts schools ^and colleges when India was
not free and large numbers of clerks and “ babas’ * were needed by
the Government for purposes of administration but now times have
altogether changed and

the country needs the services of technicians

and specialists in addition

to clerks

and “ babas” .

We now stand
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in need of the services of such young men who can promote the cause
of agriculture and industry in our State
We cannot for a moment
afford to emulate the example of the Britishers who imparted a
particular kind of education to our
ends.

young men to serve their own

The Englishman needed clerks and

‘ babus”

up a large number o f arts schools and colleges.
already remarked, due

to the change

and so he set

Now, as I have

of times the needs of the

present Government are much different from those of the foreign
Government.

We do not want only

clerks, we want people who

can help in making the country prosperous by developing our agricul
ture and industry. When this is the case, I think no useful purpose
would be served by opening new arts colleges and schools. Instead
of opening new arts colleges, I would suggest that we should set up
such colleges where our young men can get education in agriculture,
industry and other sciences. Our State being an agricultural State,
particularly stands in need of such colleges where our young men
are enabled to receive advanced training in agriculture. I can assure
the House that our people are capable of doing miracles if proper
training is given to them. E veryone knows that our hardy people,
by‘

d ’ nt of their hard work,

have

transformed

this

backward,

deficit and mutilated State into a surplus State so far as food
concerned.

W hy should we not help them in doing

is

more for us ?

, But this can be done not by opening more arts colleges, but by open
ing colleges which impart technical education to our young men.
Uufortunately, this pamphlet which is here before me does not
contain any scheme according to which such arrangement-1 could be
made. It only says that arrangements would be made for setting up
new arts colleges and schools. These schools and colleges will surely
not equip our young men p r perly for the struggle of life and they
wil be gomg about in search o f c.encal jobs after having spent long
periods or time in educational

institutions

gainsaid that our young men do

The

fact will not be

not know what to do even after

passing the B A., M.A., or the Ph D. examinations.
1'hey spend
so much time and money on their education but are not in a position
to secure good jobs. I have great sympathy for such men and women
and wish that technical coheres could be set up for their benefit.
In these circumstances, I would go to the extent of suggesting that for
sometime at any rate
no arts schools and colleges should be
opened in the State and the amount thus saved be utilized for
setablishing Science Colleges.

Anyway,

the Government should not
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spend an}' more on

the production of

clerks.

If there are some

private committees who desire to start some arts colleges and schools
they may be allowed to please themselves. W e must save Govern
ment funds for better purposes.
The second thing to

which I wish

to draw

the attention

of

the Government is this that loans which were advanced to the
stu ents after the partition of the province should not be recovered
in deserving cases.

I le. rn that sometime back an attempt was made

by the Education Department to recover these loans from all students.
Such a step on the part of the Government is sure to entail great
hardships in the case of those student^ whose parents are not in a
position to pay back the loan.

And then it is aho not possible for

the students to pay back the loan themselves immediately after they
leave their studies. In case they are pressed to pay the loan under
all ci icumstances they are not likely to make a proper start in life
and this is what nobody would desire. Therefor^, 1 think the Gov
ernment will take steps to accommodate deserving cases.
The third thing relates to the teachers o f the local bodies and
particularly to the teachers of the District Boards. In the Budget,
we find that quite a large sum of money has been prov.ded for the
teachers of the District Boards but the teachers of the District
Boards and even of the Municipal Boards always complain that
they do not get full salaries and at the proper time.
As you know, Madam, these local bodies’ teachers are paid very
low salaries.

Most of them get fiftv or sixty rupees per mensem

only. They have to feed their families, clothe them properly, educate
their children and aho need houses to live in. How can they do all
these things with Jheir small salaries? In these days it is very difficult
for a person to make his both ends meet with ninety or even hundred
rupees per mensem.

In spite of various efforts of the Government

and agitation in the Press, I know that some local boards do not pay
full salaries to their teachers in time.

Instead of leaving

these poor

people at the mercy of local bodies, the Government should take,, more
effective steps

in tnis matte .

When the Government finds that

some local body has failed to pay its teachers in time, it should take
over the education in its own hands. When this suggestion was
made on a previous occasion, it was said on behalf of the Government
that taking of such steps would be construed as interference with
the rights of Local Self-Government. This argument could ha' e
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some meaning when we were ruled by foreigners and

our destinies

were controlled by them.

independence,

After the

attainment of

when we have to decide our affairs ourselves, it is for us to decide
our policy in educational as well as other matters, and this ; rgument
does not hold ground. It is our duty to see that we take those
steps which result in the proper education of children. If the
District Boards or other local bodies have made satisfactory
arrangements for the education of children, we should not interfere
with them, but in those cases, where they have failed to do

so,

the

Government should not hesitate in Faking over this mather into their
own hands.

It is the duty of the Government to interfere in the case

o f those local bodies, whose teachers are sufferring hardships.

It

should try to remove their difhoulties.
Then, Madam, I wish to say a few words with regard to the
privately-managed institutions. I shall ask the Government to
adopt more liberal policy in respect to these. At present most
of the work for education in this State is being done by
these institutions. The managing bodies of these institutions complain
that the Government is
not
the Government
gives proper

sympathetic towards them
if
encouragement to the privately-

managed schools and colleges, its task in the sphere of education
will becom lighter. Before you ask me to resume my seat,
Madam, I wish to say...
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member has ample time yet.

He

should look at the clock.
Shri Virendra : Either I can address you or look at the clock.
I shall prefer to look towards and address you. I was submitting that
if we want to see our State make progress and wish to prepare our
youngmen for struggle of life, we sho iId see that arrangemen s for
education are satisfactory..

\ am glad that the Government his set up

an Advisory Board for Education and that Board has decided to
introduce a new system of education. If that new sy dem is properly
followed, I hope that it will meet with success and it will lead to
progress in the State, but at the same Mine I wish to point out that
the need o f the day is not for mo~e Arts Colleges ;
Agricultural

Colleges,

Industrial

Colleges

and

Medical Colleges.

Instead’ of wandering in search of jobs carrying salary
sixty

we requite
of fifty or

rupees per mensem, our youngmen after receiving education

should be in a-position to bring up their families

and discharge

their
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obligations respectably. If the Government decides to act on these
lines, I am sure that our State will have made immense progress before
long
Shri Behari Lai Chanana (Ex-Me.nber West Punjab Assem bly,
representing South East
Madam, the lion.
*

Multan Division,

General, Rural) {Hindi) :

Member who spoke just before me drew the attention

of the Government to the fact that instead o f opening more Arts Col
leges in the State, the Government should start Agricultural, Industrial
or Medical Colleges In this connection, I beg to submit that first of all
we should rationalize the existing system of education. To achieve
this object, instead o f providing separate amounts for agricultural
education, Industrial education and medical education, all the money
should be placed under one head. The child should know from the
very beginning about the type of education which he has to receive.
If all the sections are placed under one head it will avoid multiplicity
and will lead to better efficiency.

It will lead to proper

co-ordination

and the extent to which a student his to be given a particular kind of
education will be known. So m y first suggestion is that the different
sections of education should be placed under the same head.
The other thing which I wish to submit is, that if it is not pro
posed to encourage the opening of more Arts Colleges, the existing
colleges at least should be given maximum

aid.

ever, are different. Circular No. 4391-c dated the
is in my hands.

The conditions, how
i 2th February, 1951

It reveals that the sum of about Rs. 2,80,000 which

was given to different colleges in the form of grants, has been distribut
ed on the basis of annual deficits shown by those colleges.
If a
particular college had a larger deficit, it was given more money. For
instance a new institution like G.N.M. College, Ambala Cantt. was
given Ks. 24,124 and the newly started Bhargava Municipal
Simla, got Rs. 17,496.

As against these sums, the S. D.

was given only Rs. 3,693.

College, Simla

It has been punished on account of its beinS

an old institution.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

College,

*>•
They had to suffer for not preparing false

accounts.
Shri Behari Lai Chanana :
that.

My suggestion has nothing to do with
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The principle which is now being followed by the Government
clearly shows that it encourages the newly started arts colleges but why
do this at the cost of old institutions?

In this way, the old

will not be able to make any progress.
that in

institutions

Secondly I want to submit

the United Punjab, the piivate institution^, used to make a

great contribution in the matter ol education in the Province.

Two

big institutions of this kind were the S. D , College and the Khalsa
College.

I am glad that the grant to the Khalsa College has been

continued and for this I am grateful to the Government. But I fail to
understand why this grant is not being given to the S. D. College. I
have recently come to know that this college has also received a grant
of Rs. 20 lakhs.

This is commendable.

But I want to know whether

this grant is recurring or non-recurring. If this grant is recurring, the
Government has really taken a step towards removing the injustice that
has so far been done to that college.
it is not good.

But if this grant is non recuiring,

'Ihe discrimination in the case of the S. D. College,

S’mla, is unfair. I am glad that other institutions are being helped.
But I want to know why u ia ta n Diiaram institutions are being
discriminated against in this matter. With the-e words, I place these
suggestions of mine before the Government for their consideration.
Shri

Prabodh Chandra :

On a point of order, Madam.

I want

your ruling on the point whether it is obligatory for the Chair or not to
give time to the hon. Members who have given notices of cut motions ?
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Member has thrice raised this point.
I have already replied to it.
The fact is that it is in his nature to
raise such points and he cannot help i .
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

I protest

against your insinuation.

Madam, you should know that you are here to protect the rights of
the Members.
Just as it is the duty of the Members to obey your
orders, similarly it is your duty not to make reflections on ihe Members.
I have twice asked you whether it is obligatory for the Chair or not to
give an opportunity to Members who have given notices of cut motions
to speak first, but you have not replied to this question even once.
Deputy Speaker ; It has never been my intuition to make any
insinuation and I assure the hon. Member that 1 shall never do that.
I om y made a request to the House that if I got the names of the
intending speaker^, I wo aid try to accommodate the maximum number
ot the hon. Members.
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My point

of order is whether the

Members who have given notices of cut motions will be given time to
speak or not.
Deputy Speaker :

If I must

perfonn this unpleasant duty of

mine, I have to say that it is not obligatory that the hon. Members
who have given notices of cut motions should get time to speak first.
Thakur Dalip Singh :
Madam,

only

of our

Parliament, while

(Kangra South, General, Rural) {Punjabi) :

the other day, Shri Mavalankar

the

hon.

Speaker

speaking at

a meeting, remarked that

education is next to food in importance.

I want to know whether our

Government is actually acting upon this maxim or not.
submit that

education

the Government

is

a necessary

should take

I want to

thing for the nation and

it in that light.

country is now free and it has also framed

its own

Besides this, our
Constitution.

It

has been provided in that Constitution that every* ch Id of the age of 14
years will be compulsorily educated.

I

want to see whether our

Government has taken any step in this direction or not. But I am sorry
to say that nonsuch step has been

taken bv our Government so far.

No new provision has been made in this Budget for the Primary or
Secondary education in our State.
I admit that provision has been
made for opening new colleges.

But

no attention has been paid

to

the other side
I want to submit that our Government should provide
maximum funds for the purpose of imparting Primary and Secondary
education.

Next, Madam, I want to draw the attention of the hon.

Members and the Government, through you , to the system of education
that is practised in our State.

Day in and day out, our hon. Ministers

as well as other national leaders have been saying in their speeches
that our system of education is wrong and due to this reason our
country has not been able to make any progress. But I am sorry to
say that the Government has not taken any step to change this system
so far. Even uptil now our children are being taught the stories of
Tota and Maina and there is no change in the system of education.
If we are really serious to bring about a revolution in our State in the
matter of education, we ‘■hall have to introduce a new System o f
education.
The second thing to which I want to draw your attention is that
the education at present is

becoming very costly.

The poor people

cannot a.ford to give this education to their children. It has become
a close preserve of the rich only.
The poor people cannot afford to
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send their children to schools and colleges
beyond the eighth class even.

They cannot support them

Yet our ( Government says that it vs ill

give free education to the children
exorbitant and the prices of books

The tuition fees have become

have also

gone very high.

Under

y

these circumstances, only the children o f the rich people can get educa
tion. Then there is the question of primary, lower middle and middle
sch ool'. Our experience has shown that this gradation of these schools is
not to the advantage of the students. A stud nt who passes sixth class
from a lower middle school has to join an English school in the fifth
class.

In this way, a good deal of the time of the students is wasted

for nothing.

About two years back, there was a scheme that the lower

m iddle^ schools would

be

abolished

should be extended over five years.
scheme.
These

and

the

primary^

education

But now we do not hear of this
^

are some of the important things

y

to which the lion.

Members should devote their attention. It is said that now when an
hon. Member from Kangra has been taken in the Cabinet, colleges and
schools will be opened in that district.

I think this is only a wishful

thinking and, in fact, it won’ t materialize. It is not colleges That we
need in tha' backward part of the State but primary schools so that
literacy may be spread among the masses. Moreover, we stand in
need of girls’ education also, became at present it is neglected. We have
practically no girl ’ schools in Kangra.

It will not be out of place to

mention here that the decision to have a college and a middle School
at Tanda should be so changed as to give one of these to Haripore.
In view of the backwardness of our district what is needed is increased
attention towards girls’ education.

It is the duty of

the Government

to start new schools and colleges especially in such backward areas.
There is one thing more which the hon Mem’ ers should take note of.
In the new expenditure a provision has been made for the young
Farmers Clubs in the State involving an expenditure o f rupees sixty
thousand. The objects of starting such clubs appear, on the face of
thern, to be laudable. They are :

(i) To create fellow feelings and brotherhood among the village masses.
(ii) The indoor and outdoor activities.
(iii) Libraries, newspapers and educational magazines, etc.
(iv) Tiaining for Grow More Food and cottage industries.
(v) Dehat Sudhar,
(iv) Social Education.

*
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My submission is that the aims and objects
appear

to

be attractive.

of this institution

But so far we have not

seen anything

practical about it. If it is a really useful institution steps should be
taken to extend its scope of activities to such backward districts as
Kangra.

There

people

have

not

heard even the name of such

clubs.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

There is nothing Strange about it.

Even

the railways are not heard of in backward districts of our country.
Thakur Dalip Singh :
respects.

Of course, our district is backward in all

But that is all the more reason for our Government to open

schools and clubs there.

W e often hear of backward classes and talk of

giving privileges and facilities to them.

I wish

to inform the hon.

Ministers that there are some such backward districts also which
require special help and attention. But unfortunately our Education
Department is not paying much attention to Kangra.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

But now you have your own Education

Minister.
Thakur Dalip Singh :

Yes, but even then, I think, our district

will remain backward as before. Anyhow, we may still hope that our
new hon. Minister will achieve something useful for the district. With
these words, I resume my seat.
I
Pandit Jiwan Lall \South West Gurgaon, General, Rural) (Hindi) :
Madam, with your permission I wish to place my ideas on education
before the hon. Ministers and the hon. Members of this House.

In my

opinion, the present system of education in our State is not b ised upon
any code of morality or character building. The result is that the
students even after doing B. A. or M A. do not develop any higher
qualities of character and righteouness. This is the main cause why
there exist corruption and such other evils among the officers who are
recruited from
colleges,

among the students turned out by

our schools and

it is my submission that bribery, corruption and dishonesty

can exit only under a system of education which pays no attention to
morality or character building. Til order to develop such qualities right
type of education is the primary need and I earnestly wish that the
Government should take steps in the right direction. The old and
rotten system should be changed because under it no lessons in morals
are imparted

Of course, there are some good teachers here and there.

But on the whole the system is defective and most, of the teachers are

V
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not fit for giving a right type of education.

Unless the teachers

good the students will not gain what is required
citizens.

to

make them

are
good

But it is regrettable that at present most of the teachers are

not of the right tvpe

So ne of them are addicted to wine,

smoking and such other

evil habits.

opium,

The Government should

take

steps to see that such persons are neither selected in future nor retained
in the jobs they hold in the Education Department at present if they
do not give up these habits.
against those who do not
of them.

The Government slaould take action
live up to the standards required

It is deplorable that even in trifle matters the

not live a life of truth and honesty.

teachers do

Someti nes it is noted that in

marking attendances seventy se ven students are mark 2 d
actually ther ■ are only twenty five students.

i

present whiV

The Department

should

take a serious view of sucn irregularities* because they go to redect
the character of the teacher and cast an evil influence on the tender
minds of the students,

it should be seen that on y true figures are

written in the papers whiteve
taken against the defaulters.

the consequences.

Action should be

Another thing to which I wish

the attention of the House is that at present no steps
educate the teachers In the principles of social uplift.

to draw

are taken to

I suggest that

camps should be opened for two or three months in which the f eachers
may get training in such principles. I wonder why a group of about
four or five, hundred students and some teachers are unable to work
for their own uplift.

Can’ t they themselves keep their ground and

their surroundings cl an without the help of others ?

Why

should

they depend on others ? As a matter of fact they should learn to love
labour and should not shirk work. It is only by inculcatir.g a spirit

*

of'service and social work that they can achieve any progress.
I, therefore, suggest that the

amount of money sanctioned lor

the purpose of keeping th schools clean and in
should be stopped forthwith.

Government should

a sanitary condition
issue instructions

the teachers to get the help of students in this matter.

to

The boys

should be made to do this work in a spirit of co-operation and self-help.
%
Then,

Mad m, the schools

conspicous by their absence.

for girls in the

rural areas

are

If you care to go into villages, you will

not find even a trace of girl’s school for miles together
The re ison
is that the Department of Education has paid no attention to t ie
dissemination of female education in the rural areas.

I would request

v
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the Government to take early steps for opening schools for girls in the
villages. I am firmly of the opinion that an educated girl can become a
better mother than an illiterate one, and the former can make her children
more patriotic and

national*minded

than

the latter,

feel that Government should spend liberally on

I, therefore,

the female education.

Such books should be prescribed and such a curriculum

prepared for

them, as would make them strong in character and inculcate in them
the husband worship ( Pati Barat Dharma ).
Now

I com e

to the question

o f salaries of

suggest that they should be paid such
to lead a contented life.

with various taxes.

them

The difficulties of teachers

The District Boards have burdened

They com plain that when it is not possible

to support and feed their families witii the present scanty

salaries, how can the\ affo d to pay

these taxes.

appeal to the Governm ent to com e to the rescue

I Mould, therefore,

of the rural teachers

and direct the District B oards not to le v y any tax on them .
I would request the Governm ent to

Then there is another difficulty which I
con stru ction

buildings

want to

a condition

opening o f any school in the rural areas.
hutted

^
bring

The D epartm ent o f E du cation

o f pu cca

should be relaxed b v it.

I

point

prim ary sch oo s for

of

to

the

has m ade

precedent to the

think th t

this condition

The D epartm ent should be satisfied with any

or thatched a ccom m oda tion .,of course, suitable

and sanitary

profession

it is the teachers who are

responsible for building the character o f our children.

notice of the G overnm ent.

B esides,

make the teaching

more honourable and attractive, because

the

I

They are unable to make their both ends

in rural areas do not stop here.
for

teachers.

salaries as w ould enable them

m eet with the present grade o f salaries.
them

the

view ,

for

the purpose

im parting education

of

from

hygienic

establishing

to the children.

new

I strongly

urge upon the G overnm ent that arrangem ents should be m ade to open
as m any

schools

in

illiteracy in to w hich

the rural

areas as it is possible

our villagers are steeped,

so that the

should

be liquidated

Then there is another point to which I invite the

attention of

soon.

the Government. The Department of Education
social workers at various places and among them

has appointed
services of a

large number of teachers have been requisitioned. These teachers
have no heart to do social work and they feel like going back to
their substantive posts.

I am of the opinion

that they should be
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sent back to their original posts, becam e they cannot render any
social service.

I think that only that person can do any social work

who does not make a fetish of dignity, or in other words who realises
the dignity of labour.
Besides, our State lacks Physical Training College. It is most
essential for the welfare of our children. I think a State can prosper
only if its nationals are physically fit. But this is possible if we
inculcate the love of paysical excercise during the childhood of men.
I may submit in this connection that only the other day when
athletes of several Asian Nations assembled at Delhi and showed
their feats. I felt that our Government should take steps to make our
children emulate the Asian athletes.

This is possible if

the Govern

ment establishes a physical training college and produces instructors
who should give instruction in physical training to

the school

children.

1 assure the Government that if it takes steps to open such a college,
I can collect as much mone}7 as it required for this

purpose.

In

this connection I may point out that apart from this, if the Govern
ment is prepared to establish some industrial school in our llaqa,
the people would be glad to contribute funds for that.

Government

should undertake the responsibility of running it and I assure it that
I will provide fifty thousand repees by collection from the public. >
Then I find that in schools arrangements for seating the children
are very faulty.

Benches and

stools are found lacking.

that Government should extend special help for the
stools and benches for the children.
boarding

houses,

provision

of

Besides this, I suggest that in

the students should

(takhats) instead of charpais.

I request

be provided wooden

On the one

cols

hand the students will

be saved from the bugs nuisance and on the other they will feel
physically better.
Then, Madam, there are about
District of Gurgaon.
their education

1,25.000 Muslims living in the

No arrangements worth the name

They are most backward

people.

of a well dressed person makes them frightened,
that some officer has come to visit their

exist for

The very sight
be ause they feel

village.

I request that

Government should take steps to open schools for imparting education
to these Muslims.
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Then, th^re is no high school for girls in the Gurgaon
It is a pity that a

headquarter of a district like that

should be without an institution for imparting education
Not only this.

District.

of Gurgaon
to the girls.

There is no college in the Gurgapn District.

I would

request the Government to see that before long a Government College
and a Government High School for Girls are established. There is
a pressing need for both these institutions in the district headquarters
of Gurgaon.

With these words I resume my seat.

Chaudhari Lahri Singh :

(R ohtsk North, General, Rural) {Hindi) •

Madam, I feel that this Government is not going to
thing remarkable during its life-time.

accomplish any

The month o f November is not

far off and the Ministers as well as the hon.

Members will be all busy

with electioneering campaigns, I think the general elections will prove
a hard test for all the member of the Government, because the electorate
will ask as to what they had done for the betterment of the people,

I

have no mind to dilate on this subject. I would, however, like to make
a few suggestions in respect of the dem and under consideration. I
submit that Government, should not open any more high schools or
colleges, if it has not sufficient funds to finance them.

But they should

devote their attention to the establishment of those institutions which
are nerded most

You are perhaps aware,

Madam, that generally the

arrangements for boarding houses for girls do not exist in a satisfactory
manner.

The result is that in the rural areas, where girls have passed

their fourth primary examination, they cannot

join

Middle or High

Schools away from their villages on account of lack of satisfactory
boarding and lodging arrangements for girls.

1 would therefore, request

the Government to see that necessary boarding houses are provided to
the Girls High Schools, so that girl students from rural areas, who wan t
to prosecute their studies further, should n ot be put to unnecessary
trouble.
Then I would like to bring to the notice of the Government an
other difficulty, which is being experienced by the Girls High School
at Rohtak. I can say from my personal knowledge that the school
is acutely suffering from lack of satisfactory supply of water. Time and
again it has been represented to the hon. Minister-in-charge, particularly
when he is on tour in Rohtak, that the grievances of the school regarding
water should be redressed, but so far no action has been taken ,tp
remove this-difficulty.

The matter does not stop here. Since -there is on
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boarding house attached to the school, the girl students from muffasil
are put to a great trouble

They have to

for

accommodation.

want of

Government

satisfactory

to make a provision for the

experience great hardship
I would appeal to the
construction

of a good

boarding house for this Girls School and arrange for the supply of
drinking water.

Government will thus be the recipient of the blessings

and good wishes of the parents
convenient for the.
T h e-oth er

latter to

of the

receive

girls,

higher

as it will become

secondary education.

point towards which I would like to draw the attention of

the Government is that there is no girls college in

the whole of the

Ambala Division. Our Government which did not hesitate to open
colleges in Hissar and Muktsar, did not care to open a girls college in
any part of the Ambala Division.
Further, in the college of Rohtak, Gurgoan, Karnal and
Hissar, where we find boarding houses for boys, no such boarding
house exists for girls. It goes without saying that the businessmen,
pleaders and other rich people can well afford to send their daughters
to their relatives and they do not feel any necessity of a boarding house
for them:

Poor

parents

find it wil'-nigh impossible to give

any

education to their daughters in the absence of any boarding house
May I know from the hon. Minister whether he has ever thoughtof
taking any steps in this connection ? It is therefore high time that
adequate arrangements are made for providing boirdm g houses for
girl students. The girl students have alre idy submitted representations
to the Government to the ef ect that they are prepared to continue
their studies in the c dleges wit.i boys but they are v j/y much
handicapped for vant of s*p irate accomodation for them.
' here is no
boarding house attached to any college in the whole of the Ambala
Division. On the one hand our Government expresses its inability to
arrange for seperate boarding houses for the girls for want of iinances,
and on the other we find large sums being spent on opening colleges in
Hissar and Muktsar.
I r aly fail ‘ o understand the reason why so
much money has been spent unnecessarily in opening colleges in Hissar,
Rohtak and Muktsar when these places are not situated at a far off
distance
from each other.
For instance, t o ere is not much
distance between Rohtak and Hissar.
Similarly Muktsar is not
situated at a far oh distance from Hissar.
There is no dou t that
th^ people belonging to the urban areas can afford to give any type
of edu citi ):i to their boys as they like and our Government is alsou to
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to provide them with all the facilities.
On the contr try. no steps
whatsoever have been taken by the Government to afford adequate
educational facilities to the people of the rural areas who constitute 90
per cent population of the State. I once again take the opportunity
of inviting the attention of the hon. Minister-in charge to pay special
attention towards the much-needed requirements of the people
belonging to the rural areas and thus make suitable arrangements for
providing educational facilities to them particularly in opening a girls
college in any part of the Ambala Division which is the crying need of
the hour.

It is really high time that people in the rural areas are

afforded all possible facilities to educate their children

Instructions

should be issued to all the district boards to open as many basic schools
as possible tor educating the people of 'Bar-Dihat
Deputy SpeakQr :

W hat does the hon. Member mean by ‘Bar-

D ihat’ ?
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

Madam, I am requesting the Govern

ment to afford education ! facilities to the ruralites whose sons are
defending the Kashmir Frontier, whose sons are helping the Govern
ment in maintaining Law and Order in

the State, whose sons are

working as coolies in different parts of the State and, again, whose
sons are helping our country in general and our State in particular
in the food production drive. I am not talking about the urbanites
who can manage to earn their levelihood as there is always much
scope for them in the urban areas. I have no hesitation in saying
this that the people of the rural areas, who constitute 90% of the
total population of the State, are denied all facilities particularly
in the matter of education. If anything goes wrong with the people
living even in the removed corners of Simla or Delhi, all the leading
newspapers do not hesitate to flash out the news about the happening
and also the action taken by the authorities to set the matters right.
But if any such thing happens* in the rural areas nobody would listen
to the cries of the people what to speak of providing them with any
amenities of life whatsoever. Here I would like to sound a note of
warning to the Government that if they fail to take timely action in
the matter of* educating the rural masses, they will themselves be
inviting Communism or Socialism
It goes without
saying that
education enlightens persons and he who is not educated has really
no place in the society of the present day world.
Madam, if you had not been educated, you would not have
been here amongst us and perhaps you may not have been elected
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to adore the Chair as you are doing today,

h fact it is the education

which has stood you in good stead and today we find you adoring the
Chair here in this House
educated,

Again, if the hon. Ministers had not

I am sure we would not have found

been

them adoring the

Treasury Benches. (Noise) If educational facilities are not afforded
to the ruralites, I am afraid, we may 'have to meet the same fate as
has befallen China and the conditions would worsen day by day.
Sardar
(Punjabj) :

Rattan

Sliieli

(Perozepore

North,

Sikh,

Rural)

Madarfi, I have no intention to’ take much o f your time.

As a m a'ter o f fact I have not to say anything in detail about the
demand, now before the House except that commurialism is rampant
in the Education Department. I have a cutting from th^ Daily
A jit o f2 0 t h December, 1950, in my possession in w ftch we find in
detail how grave injustice has' been done to the Sikhs by the Hindu
officials of this department
A* this stage I will refer to certain
salient points as have appeared in the newspaper as to how the
claims of the Sikhs have been totally ignored. Last year 17 posts
of the Head Masters of High Schools fell vacant and all these posts
were to be filled from amongst Hindus- and

Sikhs.

M a d a m ,.you

wiil be surprised to learn that all these posts were filled from amongst
the Hindus and the claims ■of the Sikhs were ignored altogether.
Two Sikhs Were appointed as Head Masters of the Middle Schools
with a view to satisfy the Sikhs.

This is how the claims of the

Sikhs are being ignored in this department.

This is not all.

Last

year when 9 Sikh Head Masters retired from Government Service, no
Sikh was appointed on any o f these posts and all these posts were
instead filled from amongst the Hindus.
deputy Speaker : Please
constructive suggestions.
By

leave these things and give some
talking such things communalism

prevails.
Sardar R ttan Singh:
notice is that communalism

Madam, what I wish to bring to your
in the

Education Department is the

order of the day. You will also note that before the partition when
the number of Government Schools on this side of the Punjab was
38, the number of Sikh Head Masters was 17.

Now that the number

of these schools has shot up to 47, the number of Sikh Head Masters
has been reduced to l i . This is how grave injustice has been done
to the Hkhs. Madam, ) ou will subscribe to my view when I* say

(ie )

Education

that the

Education

Department,

which

has to

functions, should not smack o f communalism.

perform

W ith

69

sacred

these words,

1 request the hon. Chief Minister to pay his due attention to m y
submissions.
Chaudhri Sundar Lall :

(Karnal North, General, Rural) Reser

ved Seat) (Hindi) :— Madam, I rise to say a few things with regard
to the demand, now before the House. It is really a matter o f deep
regret that all the primary schools in the
been closed by the
in K arnal.

District Boards.

D istri.t of Karnal have

There is no Girls High School

I would request the Governm ent to make provision

for a Girls High School in Karnal, as this is the crying need of he
hour.

There is also no High School

will not hesitate

in Radaur.

I hope Governm ent

to make provision for opening a High School for the

benefit o f the people living there.
Shri Prabodh

C handra:

(Gurdaspur, General, Rural)

{Hindi) :

Madam, I am very much thankful to you for giving me an opportun ity
to participate in the discussion on the dem and, now before the H ouse.
W hen I saw the pam phlet on E ducation, which has been supplied
by

the

G overnm ent,

I was rem inded of the follow ing couplet w hich

is truly applicable to this case :—
^

^

315% #

3

^

W * SlT^fnT fori 1

is

forw itw i i W3
feSHTH >M3 HiXJTJT fPH

this pamphlet as such is very beauti ul to look at, but when I turned
the pages and went through it, I arrived at the conclusion that the
subject matter given in it is nothing but a big joke.
Madam, on seeing these beautifully printed

pamphlets entitled

'Punjab on the March' issued by the Public Relations Department
I thought that much can be said on.this demand by way of criticism
but since you have fixed the time-limit of ten minutes all those ideas
have vanished away from my

memory.

I will now confine myself

only to making a few observations on this demand.

The progress of

any country can be rightly judged by the literacy of its people and not
b y its large bank balances.

We have to see how many people are

educated in the real sense of the word.

W e achieved our Independence
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’ 'about four years ago but I am sorry to say that our Government is
-

-

•

.■

t

■
‘ . / " i i ■ «.'

■

i'..'

.0 1 ..

■;

*

still m oving in the same old grooves. Lord Macaulay wanted to
‘ introduce such system of education which would only make a young
man fit for petty clerkship with a little knowledge of English. He
wanted'that b y birth we ^should be Indians but should ape the British
vdress, ^mannersr accent and the way of living. In other words he
- wanted that we should becom e the blotting sheets of Westerners. I am
r Sorry - to say that not an iota of change has been brought about in the
old p olicy of the Governm ent of Education. It has not realised that,
-ed u ca tion

which suited slave India is out of place in free India.

Now

' is the need for opening new schools for im parting education to the boy s
« but our Government always fights shy of investing money for, the
spread o f education under the com m on plea of inadequacy of finances.
My hon.

Friends who are occupying Ministerial Benches hold the,,view

that spacious buildings are required for imparting education to the
' people* of the State.1 These buildings, according to them, cannot be
constructed' w ithout*'am ple funds".

I w ou ld’ in this connection

qu ote

a line which is truly applicable to the present case
m n
WTC5

qTr

3* *^ 3 X o'w•
TO 1 3
•
•
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I am sorry to remark that our officers and
the
officers
of the British regime always have had a narrow outlook and
have been keeping in view the mode of working of the Government
which they have witnessed during' the last live years or so. They
only realize that the greatness of a college or school is judged from the
grandeur of its buildings and not by the mental and m nal heights
o f its alumni. They fail to think of ancient Indict when the student
~studied on the grassy lawns, under the shade of the trees while overhead the sky provided the beautiful blue canopy. If we continue to
think that unless we have enormous funds at our disposal we cannot
build educational institutions, then we will not be abie tO raise the
educational level of our country. If we look towards t i e advanced
countries like Russia and Italy we will find that they have made rapid
advance in

the sphere of educational reconstruction.

Mussolini made

concrete educational planning and cet up educational machinery for
1raising' the lot of the masses

He recognised it a great problem and

thus opened a school in every village without caring a whit whether it
functioned in a good building or even under the shade of a tree.

It

Education

is the result of these steps
educationally.

Italy

is

today

far

advanced

But what we find here is that our State is education

ally very much backward.
ignorance.

that
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Our people are in a state o f misery and

W ith a percentage of literacy not going above 10 per cent

we are almost groping in the dark. Our
leaders have
not
realized
the greatness of the task. Sometime back our Government declared
its policy of opening primary schools in villages within a radius of ..five
miles.
hon.

But in reply to my question I got the information from the
Chief Minister that the Government had only opened iO primary

schools in the State.

It clearly shows that the Government is only

i

*

tinkering with this problem with a view to avoid it.

'*

f

,:

It is a

matter

of common knowledge that primary schools are opened in those ilaqas,
which

have

their

.representatives

in

the

district

boards.

But

unfortunately, those ilaqas remain neglected for ever which have no
voice in the district boards.

I would now

draw

the attentien of the

,h o n .M in is t e r for Education to the fact that this depratment has
gained notoriety for its .malpractices. I would re h r to a ca?se of one
B. S. Shroff, a Professor in the
suspended by

Government

College.

He

the authorities during the pre partitioned days

only fault was that

was
His

he did not dance to the tune of his officers and

refused to surrender his self-respect to them,

rie has been under

suspension for the last four years and the Government has not been
able to take any decision in f the " matter.

Somet ime back he lodged

a suit in the court to get a redress of his grievances and the court *gave
its finding that undue hardship has been caused t o ‘ the" petitioner.
The Director of Public Instruction also reviewed his case^and came to
the conclusion that injustice had been done to him.

He was offered

a post in a school but he did not accept that appointment as it was
contrary to terms of his service. He is nowadays out o f employment
and cursing the department for victimising him merelv because he
could not fawn or grovel about the officers. It is not the question
of employment of the professor who has been thrown out of job but
the high-handedness o f the Education "Department which has deprived
the State of the valuable services of an able and talented, professar.
I.would, therefore, ask the hon.

Minister for Education to look into

the .matter and take steps that such acts o f high-handenness are no
longer committed in his department.

If the department in this_case

does not administer justice to the aggrieved person the Government
will have to pay eventually all the arrears bt his salary amounting to
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thousands of rupees if he is reinstated under the orders o f the court.
In view of these circumstances, I will suggest to the Government to
review the cases of the persons who are suspended, periodically, and to
do justice to those to whom wrong has been done.
Secondly, I know of a case in which the Text
of

the

P a n ja b , University

demanded

Book Committee

money, by way

of illegal

gratification, from a publisher for iprescrbing his books as text
Deputy Speaker :

books.

The hon Member is requested not to make such

remarks against anybody unless he has got a definite proof with him.
i.

Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Madam, I have got sufficient proof

with me for making such allegations against the Advisory Committee.
There are even cases in which a book was prescribed by the Punjab
University but copies of it were not available in the market anywhere.
However, after great search for the book one copy was found in a shop
o f second hand bookseller at Patiala. It would, therefore, be better
if the publishers are insisted upon to send 100 copies of the preserv ed
books to the University.

It is most scandalous that a book should

be prescribed without a single copy being actually printed.
Madam, l wanted to say a great deal more but as the time at

my

disposal is short I shall confine myself to one or two points more.

So

long as we had not achieved independence we were never tired of
expressing our opposition to the principle of nomination. But now
that our own party is in power we find the same old pernicious
practice of nomination being continued even in such educational
matters as the admission of students to the Engineering Co.lege at
Roorke.

In spite ot our repeated protests this practice is not being

stopped.

The object of nomination is still the same as it

in the pre-independence era.

used to

be

The Ministers want to have powers to

favour their own kjth and kin, friends and protege.
It is a pity, Madam, that our Government is following in the
footsteps of the British Government in this matter as well as many
others.

Fifty per cent o f the appointments are also being made by

nomination.
There is another matter to which 1 want to draw your attention.
W hil« our Government says that it has no funds to open more primary

Education
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schools, I wonder how it has managed to provide
two new Degree Colleges

money

for opening

So far as the College tor Tanda Urmar is

concerned, I can say that there is no genuine need for it
of jobs being created to provide a source

W e have heard

of livelihood to

Ministers'

henchmen, but we have never heard before of a College being opened
in an area from which a Minister proposes to stand for winning a seat in
the Legislative1Assembly in the ne^t elections.

Madam, you will be

surprised to know that the demand of the people of pDasuya tehsil, in
which there are as m any as twenty high schools.for a College has been
ignored and it has been decided to :open ( a College at Tanda Urmer,
which is so near Jullundur and Hoshiarpur, in spite of the fact that
*' 1
•
<r
■:*
the residents of Dasuya were prepared to contribute to the Government
funds from their own pockets,

f

.

And finally I want to refer
which no education worth the

to the District Board schools in

name is being imparted and whose

teachers do no other work expect coaching the children of the members
of the Boards or writing letters for them qr doing other* odd jobs for
them.

I Would urge the 'Government to

as early as possible.

provincialize these schools

It would not make much difference to it since

already 75 per cent of the expenses o* such schools are being met
from the Government Exchequer.

It is a pity that our Government is

clinging to the old method o f giving grants to the Boards, which were
started in 1915-16, ' instead *of assuming ^direct responsibility for
running them. Some planning is essential for the progress of education
but how can our Ministers spare any time for this noble work.

They

ate always too occupied with the problem , of keeping their ‘gaddis’
stable and secure and Member^ like^ myself have no time to spare from
their efforts to upturn them.
’■
.

■¥'

.

•.

^

'■

.

-a

In the end Lwould again suggest the farmation of a five-year
or

a

ten-years plan, to advance the cause of education

implementation regardless of personal or party differences.

and its

I t is only

in this way that we can best serve the interests of the' people.
Master Gurbanta Singh
Seat) , {tum abif\

(Jallundur, General, Rural) (Reserved
■
‘v ?.
Madam, before the advent of freedom the leaders

•of the Congress organization were not tired of saying

that when they

come into power they would see to it that no village was without a
school.

They also used to make ,claims of bringingab out universal

I
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But what have they done in the matter during the last tluee

•and a half y^ars.

Not a single new sch ool has been opened in the

villages in m y district aud as regards «th e r districts also I doubt if
the number of schools existing in the pTe-partition era in rural areas
has increased to any appreciable1 extent.

So far as my district is

concerned, their number might have decreased ; it has not increased
in any case.

Big claims are rriade on behalf of

t h i^ Government that

it represents the poor masses but so far as I think there is not a grain
ot truth in those claims.

That it is the Government of the plutocrats

or their agents is a fact about which no one should have any doubt.
During

the

last

three

years

and a half whatever educational

institutions have been opened they are in the towns which are the
abode of the rich!
the evening.

Y ou can see there people strutting on the Mall in

Can’t they afford to start schools and colleges

money from their own pockets ?

with

W hy should the Government open

schools for their children ignoring the claims of ’ hose who fill its
coffers by bearing the brunt of taxation, who supply soldiers for the
defence of the country and wh > produce food and other necessities of
life for the whole country ? ; If roads ;are built, it is in the towns.
If Schools are opened, it is in the tow ns.

If hospitals are opened, it

is in

ruralites

the

towns.

W hy ?

Have the

committed

some

fcnpardonable sin ?
,

\ Madam, the pity of the matter is that these very

others, sitting on the Ministerial Benches, who claim
rural people,are betraying them.

Ministers and

to represent the

When they visit the villages,

they

claim to be the champions Of rural interest, but when the occasion to
allocate money for schemes of rural uplift in the Budget comes, they
make, § Volte-face.

And when people succeed in being returned to
i
this House from rural constituencies, they bid good-bye to the villages
and begin to live in the towm 4 I want to sound a note
that the ruralites are no longer simpletons of old ;

of warning

They know who is

their teal well-wisher and who is ,not sincere towards them

and so

such friends should take it from me that they will no longer be able
to deceive them.
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Madam, my Friend Pandit Jivvan Lali lias stated that there are
no schools for girls in rural areas within a distance o f five miles. I
i .
can say without fear of contradiction that in rural areas schools for
girls are not to be found even at a distance o f twenty miles.
tehsil m ay be having one such school and no more.

E vefy

I want to urge

the Government to pay more attention to female education and for this
purpose open more and more schools for girls in villages.

A

country

cannot make any progress if,its womenfolk are uneducated.
Shri Virendra :

And if the Ministers of a State are uneducated ?

Master Gurbanta Singh: I don’ t know what happens then though I
can say that among the Ministers there are some who have not been
to any school or college.

Their only qualification

is that they have

either been ‘ granthis’ or ‘updeshaks’ o f Arya Samaj.

(Laughter)

I am really surprised to find that the English, language is still
supreme in India even after the exit of the Englishman. The English
teachers are getting very high salaries in com parison with, the
vernacular teachers and nobody listens to thp, representations of
the latter when they ask for higher Wages. Such a state of affairs
becomes all the more obscurer t o , me when I find that during the
census operations every one o f us including our bon. Ministers gave
out that Hindi or Punjabi was our language, if it is really so, I ask
the Government why such a step-motherly treatment is being meted
out to our own lr nguages.
■'
: j \,pI
I may now say a few words about the favours which are being
shown to my community by this Government.
concerns the Education Department, says

This pamphlet, which

that

ail

the

students

belonging to the Scheduled Castes have been exempted from the
payment of tuition fees and are awarded stipends. But this inform
ation is quite different from what has been given to me in reply to a
question that was asked by me sometime ago. It is rather difficult
to say whether the information in the pamphlet or
contained in the reply to my quest on is correct.

that which is

In reply to my

question I was told that in the High passes 798 out of 2203 students,
in F. A . Classes 83 out of 429 students, in B. A. Classes in 16 ouf o f
67 students and in M.
granted stipends
*

A. Classes 2 out of 3

sfudents had been

In other words 1405 students of the High Classes,

346 students of the F A. Classes, 51 students of the B. A. Classes and
one stndent of the M. A. Classes had not been given any stipends
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and it is wrongAito say that all ^s^uderits't have' beeo

awarded stipends.

What I1have said‘of stipehd3*is equally true of the; tuition fee{ and the
information * conthined in the fe p ly 'to my question b probably correct.
Anyhow, the claim put'fdrth^injthe pamphlet is absolutely wrong

and

I have purposely ‘ pointed this fact- out s o ,, that the new Education
Minister should" know

as 'to’ what !is being done in this department.

I hope that in future tie;^wilTbe;!good enough to see that, this depart
ment does not mislead the people by giving wrong information.
Madam! it has ’ been said that this Government has been extra
kind to the Scheduled Castes. With your permission I would say a
few words ;ibout this kindness

I find that a sum of about two lakhs

has been spent on us during two and a half ? years which meanst that
about eighty thousand rupees only have been spent on us during a
year.

I am

really sorry to say, Madam, that we are treated

as

untouchables not only outside this'House but even inside this House
by your goodseif and the lion. Members.

Here we are not given

sufficient time to voice our grievances.

Deputy Speaker
able.
V

»

-

:

At any rate, I do not consider you an untouch-

.4

■

t

. Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

On a point of order,

Madam.

I

think the hon. Member has cast a reflection on this .august House and
he should be asked to withdraw his words.
Master Gurbanta Singh .

Madam, I say that no goodness has

been shown to us by this Government.

It has spent on us something

like two lakhs and thirty thousand rupees in about two and a half
years i.e about eighty thousand rupees in a year whereas it has spent
a sum of ten lakhs and forty-six'thousand rupees on Hindus and Sikhs.
vVe form about twenty per ceht of t lie population of the State and

;'

1*

i

* f;

according to this proportion at least a sum of about two lakhs of rupees
should have been spent on us. I say is this ju stice ? And then we
are being told that a sum of 23 laks of rupees will be spent on us
■■' *; ■ r
,
during the course of next ten years. I have apprehensions that out
of this amount hardly ten laks will be spent on us and the remaining
13 lakhs will go God knows "where.
Sardat Shiv ^Safari Singh
Sikh., Rural): Madam, I Wish to

(Kangra- and

Northern Hosl iarpur,

make a few observations,, regarding
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grants in-aid

I notice from the Budget that in the year 1949-50, Rs.

5,41,000 were given

as grants to non-Government secondary schools,

whereas in the year 1951-52 they have been reduced to Rs. 4,97,000.
T

wish

to

observe

that

the non-Governm ent schools are doing

great service to the cause of education. By spending less they are
giving education to a greater number of boys. The results they
achieve and their activities are also commendable.

As compared to

this, the Government proposes to spend on Government seconoary
schools during the next year, Rs. 35,00,000 wherea’s in the current
year they spend only Rs. 31,00,000. The tendency, therfore, seems
to be that the non-Government schools should be given as less a grant
as possible and this grant is being reduced every year.

I would ask

the Government that special encourangement should be given to the
non-Government schools which are doing a great service.
My second point is that the Punjab Education Code is a very
old statute and, moreover it is not exhaustive. Time has come wher
all the rules and regulations, which are contained in the Punjab
Education Code, should be modified and made exhaustive. I find that
there are many disputes which arise between the school authorities
and teachers of private schools and there is no definite rule by which
their

conditions

of service are guided.

The result is that there is a

good deal o f litigation between the various authorities and the teachers
and sometimes the inspectorate give its own interpretations and these
interpretations are different between one authority and another.
It is gratifying to note that the Government has provided 26 per
cent of the total budget for the beneficent departments and out of
this 45 per cent, has been set apart for education.
encouraging, T find that in the

year

While this is very

1948-49,57 per cent was spent

on primary education but for the next year it has been reduced to
50 per cent.
This is high time, and the growing need of the country and
the nation, that we should spread education and. if possible enforce
compulsory primary education in the State.

'

Madam, I am gratified to 1

know that the Government has f iven certain facilities for the opening of
new educational institutions. For instance, it has now issued a circular
to the effect that now schools will be allowed to be opened at places where
the inhabitants agree to pay three years deficit on the maintenance of
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those, schools.,

and the' "Government will

be prepared to' give an •

adequate grant to such institutions. I may also mention that in :the
new Panchayat Act, wicli has riot yet be n brought on the Statute
B o o k ...,-1
‘

......................

■
' - ' . V i

..,1;

^■

: i y

.- r

4 Charidhri Lahri Singh
■i

'

:

t

i

■

And which you are discussing.

, Sirdar Shiv Saran Singh : .1 am not discussing the Bill but only

mentioning that it ;is proposed to have a provision for a piece of

land

fbb*a2sohodl^iri>eaC:h. village.!1 So, pn^fntnre, there is not likely to be
atiy difloultv in; finding

suitable site for the ^location of a. school.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh

:

There is no paucity o!

sites? > The

Gjvernment should have no difficulty in opening mew schools for wan t
oLStiitable sites., ■
y

"" jy i'* /

*

i;;-r.cce

i V‘

.

. . ... .

_e

:

, s.-^ S a n la r Shiv Saran Singh :

There was a good

deal of difficulty

rarithe recognition of ,new schools because the condition laid for a
proper bu ilding. was, rather stiff and it was not easy to fulfill that
condition for an iq^dinary village .or any. particular community which
wanted to, open a school in a small place. Under the rules it was
provided That .there must be a specified m inim um space for each
student, and thap so manyrrooni? . wert? required : in a building for a
school.

Tam pleased to learn that a, circular has been

issued that

if people provided a thatched or hutted . ccommodation, in a clean
arid hygenic surrounding, for. ao school,, that would be accepted and
the schobh would be given recognition.

This1concession-.-will go

a long

way inminimisTrig’this1difficulty^whdch^Nvas-being caused, in the wav
of opening new schools-.
il p '' ■ ■

■— •
•
• l
."r.'-.o!■ ■r::

v.?;; c m c „
:m.v

Then, com ing’ to the number of school,

.

o r f ■
T find

:-

Mint only the

number :of lower middle cchopls .has decreased a little lo calise some
of them were not .found, to be working properlv and were closed down.
As regards the.primary and other school, their , number has increased
and T’ am happy to see that the number of scholars in the schools has
increased considerably,,

ft shows that the people have a great desire

to

to .schools.

send their children

I agree with

Singh .that snecial/facilities. should, bT. providedr fo
girls and -the adnl s

Chaudhri Lahri
the education

of

Some hostels should be set up for those girls

Education
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w lio'vwant to receive “higher education
standard

after

passing the primary

If suitable hostels are provided for girls it would give a

great impetus to the parents of the girls to send their
higher education.

NoW th y want that

daughters for

their daughters should study-

further but as there is no'proper arrangement for the girls
. - i. /i

to stay in

i

hostels their

parents

cannot send them for higher education.*

V

request that hostels must be provided for them.
The

Government

has- set up

including?26 centres for women.

’

134 Social

Education Centres

Two m obile-cinem a units properly

equipped with films have also been purchased for

this purpose.

The

Government Spent about Rs. 2 lakhs last year and. this year proyissoq
for Rs. 1*75,000"has been made1 in the Budget • I may also state,
Madam, that this has been done in accordance With th e ' direction
and policy ol the Government of India, Tbte Government of Tndia
stressed the: desirability? o f opening these Social' Education Centres*
For the year 1950-51 no financial assistance 'was given but, now I
understand that' the GovernfnenCof India propose to5 provide a sum
of Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs 30 lakh’s for 'the next five years so .that the
scheme is given effect to in full swing-. Unless illiterate adults are
educated, not only in ihree, R,s. but also in Social Service, Hygiene,
Sanitation, Civic Sense etc., and unless proper arrangements are made
to, impart education on these matters, no progress is possible. When
I say that the Government should pay attention to these things, I
urge that full cooperation from the people of

the State should also be

forthcoming to achieve the desired result. .

.

1 Madam, there is yet another matterJ to .which
refer.

I take this opportunity of expressing i;my

a ,

l would' like to
deep

sense,

of

gratitude to the students' and teachers ' and also ?to The Education
Department, who, unmindful of the inconvenience caused to them
extended their helping hand for the destruction of locusts

All -the

schools and colleges were closed and the students Were d e p u te d 'to
do this publi< service. The Minister for Education ( Srrdar Narotam
Singh ) and the Director of Public Instruction were" present on. the
spot to initiate the work ‘ There wereT200 school 'students and \#QQ
college students. I had also an occasion, along with Sardar A jit
Singh, to go there. Th£ cainpaighwas very success ul as about- 5,00.0
maui ds of locusts and 250 maunds of eggs were destroyed. These
are the fig res of Hoshiarpur onlyand must be

appreciated.

This work
'-»■■.

is most .commendable
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Madam, if you were to look at the Budget, you

would find that the

expenditure on education now is less than that in the joint Punjab.
Whereas in the joint Punjab, this expenditure was 13-27 per cent of
the total Budget, now it is only 11-77 per cent. In o t h ; t vvo^ds, there
is a decrease of 1-5 per cent in the expenditure on education as
compared to the expenditure in the joint Punjab. It might be said
that the total amount earmarked for this purpose now is more than
that in the united Punjab. But the fact is that the increase in the
amount is due to an increase in dearness allowances and not due to the
opening of new schools.

Of course, there are a few favoured

tions which have been helped by the Government.

institu

For instance, there

is one Gandhi National Memorial College at Ambala.

This name

incudes all the good epithets which can be employed for this purpose.
, But in actual practice, this college deceitfully included outsiders in its
team which participated in the university foot-ball matches.
university authorities, when they came to know of this fact,
those boys for two years.

It is such dishonest

The

rusticated

colleges which get

maximum amount of grant from the G overnm en;.
As regards primary education, madam, I find no increase in the
grant for the primary schools, The amount set apart for this purpose
is the same which used to be in the past.

The amount spent on

primary schools in 1949-50 was Rs. 95,36,000 and, according to

the

revised estimates for the current year, this amount was Rs 95,95,000.
The amount earmarked now for this purpose is Rs. 96,73,000. No
doubt, there has been some increase in the travelling allowances and
daily

allowances of

primary educatio
than before.

the officers, but actually

the expenditure on

during the regime of this Government has been less

Various speakers have put forward

For instance, Chaudhri Lahri Singh demanded that
should be built.

various demands.
a boarding house

But the position of the Government is that of the

b oy who was asked whether he h?d learnt to read and to strike-off and
he replied that he had learnt the latter thing. If the hon
Members
want the Government to close down ten primary schools, it would
readily do so, but there should be no hope o f getting new schools
opened during the Raj of this Government.

If

all any

be opened, they will be opened in towns such as ^imla and
An hon M ember:

;olleges will
Dalnousie.

But Tanda is not a big town.

Sardar Bachan S io g h : This Government will not open any
-•hools and colleges in the rural areas. The vernacular teachers,
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during the regime o f this Government,

are

treated as orphans as

compared to the English teachers. I think the education in our State
will flourish only when there is a change in our outlook and it becomes
tuly national in character.

Now-a-drys things are going on with the

momentum of the British regime.

There has been no change in the

methods of and approach to the work which is being done [now .; T h en /
Madam, a huge amount has been earmarked for direction and inspec
tion in this Budget. God save us from such a Government. Out of a
total amount of Rs.

1,93,00,1)00, earmarked for

education, no less'

than Rs.- 5,21,900 has been*set aside for direction and Rs. 9,05,00o for
inspection

How can we hope for any betterment in <the situation’;*

when so much is being spent on direction and inspection ‘ alone.

I can-

say, on the basis of the information that I have got, that the adminis
tration of this department now is more top-heavy' than it was in the
joint Puujab.

The fact is that this truncated State1 is 0'ver-burden6’d'

with huge paraphernalia. Y ou may look at any department. E very
where you find that the administration is top-heavy. <In the Engineer-;
ing department
Engineers.

there is an excessive number

of

Superintending.,

Similarly, in the Education Department, there is excessive

number of Divisional Inspectors

After all what is the need , of these

middle-category inspectors in this small State comprising
districts.

only

12

But the fact of the matter is that the Government must

help the big officers at the cost of low-paid teachers.

The vernacular

teachers are even today getting the same meager salary of Rs. 40 per.
mensem. How can they make their both ends meet with this . salary,
when the cost of living index stands today at 425 while in 1939 it was
100. Thev cannot get even sufficient bread to fill their bellies. It is.
due to this fact that they

cannot devote sufficient attention to the

education of our children.

Their education thus remains incomplete.

.-

Then, Madam there is one thing more about which a lot o f pro
paganda is being carried on these days.
in the forefront of this propaganda.

Our hon

Chief Minister is*

It is with regard to

the spread

ing of the basic education in the State. As a-, matter of fact, no
bigger fraud than this one under the name of basic education has ever
been committed on the people. After all how m any basic schools are
actually going on in our State. And then the basic education must
iuclude education in agriculture. In how many schools has this been
done? In how many schools arrangements have
been made for
games? There might be- just one or two schools of this type in the
S tate.

B ut on the whole, we do not find any such school in the State.
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It is said, “ We are the followers of G a n d h i/'

Only

just now a Par

liamentary Secretary was saying in his speech, “ It is gratifying to
note etc., etc.”

The fact is that he was gratified as soon as he

occupied that bench.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh:
gratified?
Sardar Bachan Singh :

When would the hon.

I shall be grafified

Member be

when our children

shall get the opportunity to receive education and when they will not
go about unemployed alter getting their education.
Sardar Shiv Saran Signh :

W as the hon. Member not gratified

when he was appointed Chief Parliamentary Secretary?
Sardar Bachan Singh : No, I was not gratified even then. Now,
Madam, I want to draw your attention to a matter which has become
scandalous

in our State.

It is the matter of text books.

I have

information that if the Education Department takes upon itself the
task of publishing text books, it can increase its revenues by no less
than Rs. 10 lakhs which can be utilized on the implementation o f its
schemes.

At present we hear various scandals in regard

publishers of the Education

Department.

to

the

If the Government really

wants that our children should receive education, it shall have to find
out means by which it can get more money without putting extra
burden on the people.

For this purpose, it shall have to take upon

itself the work of publishing text books.

If this is done,

the Govern

ment shall get more funds and the students will also be able to get
books at cheap prices.
Last of all, Mad im, I wish to submit that at present the condition
o f education in our State is such that more attention is pa;d to the
Urban areas and the villages are neglected.

It has been stated that

the Government intends replacing English by Hindi or Punjabi within
a period of fifteen years.

In fact, in the schools and colleges o f Punjab

there is no such difficulty in the way of bringing about such a charge
even now as there may be in States like Madras and Bengal.

Here

the Government can encourage the regional language and make it a
vehicle

of all

thought

and

expression.

As

a

matter

of

fact

it should be made to replace English at as early a date as possible,
because there is no reason why it cannot bo done ; n this State.

With
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these words I once again express the hope that our Government

will

take steps to introduce the language of the people immediately.
Shrl Buja Ram B h a g a t:
( Hindir.

Madam,

(Loharu, Dujana and

Pataudi States)

Mahatma Gandhi used to say that the national

Government will give utmost priorty to education in the rural areas
of the country.

It is a generally recognised fact that unless educational

facilities are extended to the villages, the freedom that we have
achieved after so much struggle is not worth the name and it cannot
be maintained in the presence of so much ignorance among the masses.
As a matter of fact

the people in villages are unable to speak for

themselves.
So it is the duty of the State to try to understand the
requirements of these people and to work for their uplift. In the
State of Punjab, Hissar is the most backward district and in Hissar
itself the Tehsil of Bhiwani is most backward.
schools are few and far between.

In that illaqa the

The difficulty is that left to

them

selves the poor people are unable to spend thousands o f rupees

on

raising buildings for schools. It is the duty of the Government to
look to the needs of the backwards areas in respect of education. Good
and honest teachers should be sent to such areas.

But

I am sorry

to remark that instead o f sending such teachers the Government sends
characterless teachers on the basis of recommendations and not of
merit.

Such

teachers

go about in the

villages and indulge in

activities which reflect upon their character.

How can such teachers

teach morals to the young pupils?
troubles,

This is the main cause of our

I would appeal to the Government to send only such persons

who are intelligent and of good character.

tThe three states* w hich

I represent, merged in the Punjab with high hopes for the betterment
and progress of their ignorant and uneducated people. But I am
sorry to note that our hopes have been belied
In some villages it
has become difficult ior us to justify the merger before the people
who say that they were better o f under the Nawabs.

The prevailing

sentiment against the Government is the direct outcome of the nonfulfilment of the promises neld out to the poor.

If we look to the

conditions prevailing in the districts of Gurgaon, Kohtak and Hissar,
we can easily come to the conclusion that they are not satisfactory
in any way.

Previously we were told by our leaders that the main

cause of dissatisfaction
Boards.

as the unsuccessful working of the District

The}' used to criticize and suggest that the District Boards
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.

'

should be abolished altogether because they served no useful purpose?
and were a needless burden on the people
• r - i

;■ .

..

•

no steps are taken to abolish them.

But now

we find that

■ '4

}

1 hope some steps will be taken

with a view to improve the present state of affairs.
; MinistBf f o r fil.i3a.tibi

(The* lion. *Thakiir

Pancham 1Chand) *

{Hindi): Madam, first of all I wish' to congratulate" you on y o u r '
occupying the Chair as Deputy Speaker. •AS -for myself 1 am thankfulto the hon. Chief 'Minister for the confidence he has reposed in me and I
shall .try d o discharge,my duties, with the best oLm y abilities.
Shri V irendra :

But please, dont take to ‘Sanyasah

'Minister for Education :

1 'am

'

not of that type.

Madam,' I

wdCome the criticism that has been directed against the Department
of Education on the floor o f't liis
'•

1

r

j

Bouse today
1\ .

4

i

and also" the useful

*

*

T

suggestions that some of the hon. Members have made.

As a matter

of fact, the hon. Members have lightened my burden to a large exten t/
I agree

with then/that there are some defects in

o f Education.

>

(

the present system ’

I am not-in favour of retaining it as it is,

.’ -t .....

needs radical changes.

V-!" 1...

Every

"

one knows

because it

that we have inherited

the

present system of education from our British rulers who, in order to
run the administration of the country and to keep it slave, needed
clerks and so. they evolved a system which no longer suits
’

s .

.

'

:. . . . . . . . . . J

I.-

•

J.

.

us.

.

■

Sir

•

Radha Krbhnan, Chairman of the University Commission, appointed
by the Government of India some time back, pointed out that the'
main defect in our system was that it is examination-ridden from top/
to bottom.

A s a matter

o f 1 fart, it would be in the fitness of

if we name our children as Mmtihan Chand’ '■ etc.

{Laughter).

things

Another,

defect which is inherent im the present system is’ that love for manuah
labour is conspicuous by its absence.' - In 1915 when I went to join a.
college af Lahore we used to say:

' v'

I

^

# Rr

H 3TK it

. ..

i

^
tr. c[.
; •

fr * ^

it i
>

cpr. «r.

i
1

'

.
t

r, . .
.
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But in actual practice our youngmen go to get education with the
idea of becoming, E . A. Cs’ , Tehsildars and Thanedars.
always after service.

They

are

I think, this type of education which Englishmen

started in India should go.

W hat is needed is the overhauling o f

the entire system and the introduction o f radical changes in it. Although
there are many defects in the present system, yet we cannot over-look
the

fact

that

it was this very system which produced emineiit

statesmen politicians, engineers, lawyers and doctors in India during
the latter half of the last century and the present century. As a matter
o f fact it was mainly

on account of the dem ocratic and national

sentiments aroused in our youngmen, educated on western lines, that
we struggled and

achieved independence.

But now that

free people, conditions have entirely changed and we stand

we are a
in need o f

a system of education which may teach us how to be good citizens of
India. W e need certain qualities of character, for example* punctuality.
I am constrained to remark that we are very deficient in this important
habit.

It is a common saying that whenever any one is late he says,

“ it is Indian time” .

We should inculcate the habit of punctuality

in our children so that they may become good and useful citizens
o f India.

Before I reply to the criticism made

this House

here on the

floor of

I wish to make certain submissions which will, to

certain extent, include such replies.

I

a

hope the hon. Members will

pay heed to my suggestions.
Madam, the House might be aware of the fact that the total
population o f our State is 1,26,97,000 at present.

Now I would like

to tell the hon. Members that the number of children o f school-going
age i. e. between six and eleven years is 18,90,000.

But you will be

surprised to hear that whereas the number of children actually at
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school stood at

7.61,328 on 31st March, 1950, it went upto 8,14.070

on 30th September,, 195.0. Although the increase in the number of
children of school-going age, both in towns and countn/side schools,
is heartening, yet if the.precentage is worked up, it is not so encourag
ing.

Tn other words, only forty per cent of our children are receiving

education while sixty [per ,rent remain illiterate on account of lack
o f any arrangement for imparting education or due to shortage of
educational f institutions. T, fully realize that it is the bounden
duty of i every good Government to make

adequate

for the education of all the children of the State
should be . no. illiteracy f in the rural areas

arrangements

1 admit
I know

that there

that in certain

backward areas, no htej ate person is found to read out letters or a
telegram -received b y

the villagers..

I feel and fervently desire that

every rpralite - should

be a liberate person.

I think an educated

farmer- can be of. more service to the country than an illiterate zamindar
who refuses to utilize improved agricultural implements which help
increase the produce.

The uneducated zamindar insists on using the

same old plough for cultivation of his land which his forefathers used
to employ.

The result is that he stands where his ancestors stood

in the matter of effecting any in provements in the methods of
cultivation. S o ; it is extremely necessary that illiteracy should be
liquidated

fr ,m amongst the rural people.

Not only this.

I think

«

a literate carpenter and a black-smith would be able to play a
better part in the rural economy than his illiterate artisan brother.
Keeping, these facts in view, whatever work the Department of
Education has been able to do in bringing about the light of knowledge
in the State bV opening higher secondary, secondary and

primary

schools during the last three years, it deserves commendation.

I

would jhst mention the progress that has been made in the field of
education, r The number of primary schools for b yes and girls on
61-st.’ March,

1948 stood

respectively at

2821 and 99<8 and t eir

number on 30th September, 1950 was 3127 and 1037 for
girls respectively.

boys and

Then the total enrolment in primary schools lor

boys and girls on 31st March, UG8 amounted to

176,757 and 67,616

respectively and on 30th Septem ber,1 1950 it stood
96,108 for boys and girls.

It will appear

at 278,289 and

from these figures that

there has been a considerable increase both

in institutions . as well ;

as in enrolment in the case of boys and girls primary schools.

Education

Sardar Bachan Singh :
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May I know whether the figures cited

by the hon. Minister include private institutions also ?
Minister for Education :

Yes.

These

figures

cover

all the

primary schools in the State.
\

Shri Virendra :

Mav I know whether Government will take the

credit of the.private enterprise also?
Ministe

for Education :

No.

Well, Sir, as I stated earlier, the

present system of education is not suited to us.

So we are trying to

replace^ it gradually by opening primary as well as high schools of
Basic Type. It has been wrongly stated by one of my hon. Friends
that

only four schools of Basic type have been established.

I may

point out that Government sanctioned the opening of 25 prim ary
schools of Basic Type during the year

1950 and proposes to open

the same number of such schools in 1951-52.
aid of the Central Government, it is also
junioi

Besides this, with the
propo ed to open 100

basic schools and convert the same number of existing Primary

Schools into Basic ones during the next year i. e. 1951-52.
Then, Sir, keeping in view

the

growing

demand for Basic

Education in the new set up of the country, a Refresher Course o f six
weeks duration for Vernacular Teachers was held at Jagraon

As a

result of this 44 teachers of both sexes successfully com pleted the
course.

These trained teachers

in

Basic

Education

necessity for the State because without them

are a great

we cannot succeed in,

our aim of imparting basic education to our children.
Then, Sir, it has.been stated that happy were those times when
our children used to get their education under tlie green trees and
in the open air. It would afford me great pleasure if the return of
of those times could be possible.

But

now the times have changed

and we shall have to keep abreast of the latest developments in the
educational field. So with a view to promote education in rural
areas, Government has relaxed the rule regarding the construction
of a pucca building befo.e opening the school.

Is has ordered that

if the school managements cannot construct expensive school buildings,
this will not stand in their way to get recognition to their schools
from the Government. On the other hand,
Education will be satisfied if they provide

the Department of
hutted or* thatched
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accommodation suitable from hygienic and sanitary points of view.
The hon. Members can well imagine from this the keenness of the
Government to promote primary education.
Now I would

like to make a

mention of the extension

of

educational facilities for secondary education provided by the Govern
ment to the people of the State.

So far as Middle Schools

are

concerned, their number for boys and girls respectively

stood at 923

and 85 on 30th September,

enrolment ' in

1950.

And the

total

M’ ddle Schools for boys and girls amounted to loz504 and 26279
respectively on the same date.

As regards high schools, their number

was 269 for the boys and 40 for the girls in March, 1948, and it
went up to 367 and 41 for boys
September, 1950.

and girls

respectively on 30th

As to the enrolment in High Schools the number

of boys and girls in March 1948 was 142426 and
and on 30th

September, 1950 it stood

13262

respectively

at 241492 and 19369

for

boys and girls respectively. It will appear from these figures that
there has been an all round progress in schools and scholars since
partition.

Whereas there has been an

increase in the i.umber of

high schools by 100, the number of scholars has gone up by almost
one lakh as compared with the figures for
Friends are interested in the development
areas, l would like to state the efforts
that respect.
like this.

The figures

Schools in Rural Areas.

1948.

Then, as m y hon.

of education in the rural

made by the Government in

regarding

schools

31st March, 1948.

in Rural Areas are

30th September 1950.

)
)
)

For boys

109

175

For Girls

1

1

)
Middle Schools )
i

For B oys

1037

894

For Girls

33

29

For Boys

2735

2814

For Girls

815

855

High Schools

Primary Schools
*

)
i)
9

Education
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Enrolment in schools situated in rural areas.
)
)
)

For Boys

41504

75930

For Girls

434

524

)
Middle Schools )
)

For Boys

128470

141006

4740

5855

)
Primary Schools )

For boys

140574

200556

For girls

43602

56543

High Schools

'lb

-

These

For Girls

1'

figures indicate that there has been

a satisfactory progress

in the number of s hools which were opened by

the Department.

The increase in the number of scholars is also very encouraging.
hope the House will agree with

me

I

that the endeavours o f the

Government in disseminating education in the rural areas are of no
mean order.

But I feel that if the intelligentsia extends its whole

hearted cooperation to the Government, the lot of the displaced
people can be improved consider ib ly in the field of education. I
quite realise that our people have suffered a lot in the domain of
education because all those premier institutions including our profes
sional colleges, like the Balak Ram Medical College, have been left
in West

Pakistan.

But despite this colossal loss, the vigour and the

fortitude with which our displaced brethren had tried to
those institutions, deserves commendation.
u

re-establish

It is a matter of history

that Punjab had been the victim of the ravages of the foreign invaders
for the last 700 years but every time Punjab recovered. The partit
ion dealt a stunning blow to the existence of the denizens of the
Punjab, but they are recovering gradually from that blow, since
they are almost rehabilitated, it is my firm faith that our Punjab

^

is alive and will ever remain alive

(Cheers.)

Budget figures for the last three years are as follows :
Year

Rs.

1948-49

—

—

1,92,02,750

1949-50

—

—

1,83,45,480

1950-51

—

1,87,07,770
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And the total amount o f distribution of the Budget

of this

Department under various heads for 195 -52 is Rs. 1,93,25,600. It is clear
from this that the percentage of expenditure on Education is steadily
increasing.

But all the same I quite agree that the amount set apart

for education . from the total revenues of

the State is not quite

sufficient and that it is not possible to work out the schemes with this
amount.

It is abundantly clear from the figures v quoted above that

the percentage of the Budget for Education
the State for the year 1951 -52 is 11.5

to the total Budget of

I have

no doubt that 11.5%

allocation out of the total revenue is not encouraging.

Some of my

hon. Friends have in the course o f their speeches pointed out that
the Bom bay Government is spending much more on its education
than we do. Perhaps they have lost sight of the fact that the revenue
of that State is as much as Rs. 55 crores and there is every
justification on the part of that Government to spend m o re on the
education of the people of that State. If we compare the revenue of
that State with our State we will find

that

our Government is

spending quite a reasonable amount on the ed ^cation of our
If we work out the percentage of the
Budget

for

Beneficent

Departments,

people.

Budget for education to the
my

hon. Friends will note

that the percentage of expenditure on Beneficent

Departments out

of the total Budget is as iollows ; —
1948- 49
1949- 50
1950- 51

46%

1951- 52

45%

It is interesting to obs -rve that in

1951-52,

26% of the

Budget will be spent on beneficent departments out of

total

which 45 %

will be spent on education alone.
Further, if we study the figures of expenditure on primary,
secondary and collegiate education oi our State, we will find that

the

percentage o f these expenditures during 19-31-52 is 5 0 % , 22 % , and
14% respectively.
My hon. Friend Mehta Ranbir Singh has stated that the Central
Government dq not afford any financial assistance to us for promoting

x
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education in the State. I would like to bring this point home to
him that the Central Government will resume its financial assistance
to the States on the basis of which 2 year, and 5 year plans are being
worked out. It is expecte l that our State will receive during the
next 5 years a sum of Rs. 65 lakhs out of which Rs. 45 lakhs w ould be
spent on the Basic Education and Rs. 20 Lakhs on the Social
Education.
Further my hon. Friend Pandit Jiwan Lai has made

a mention

about the Physical Training which he said should be given to all the
kstudents in the schools and coTeges. As a matter of fact it goes
without saying that Punjab is the sword-arm of India and the
imparting of physical education and military training to

the boys

during their school and college career is the crying need of the hour.
I would like to bring this point home to my hon.

Friends in general

[ and m y hon. Friend Pandit Jiwan Lai in particular that we are
[ imparting military training to boys in
colleges.

schools

as well as in the

Besides, we are also giving military training to girls.

hon. Friends will be pleased to learn that in

My

1950-51, 2398 students

have been trained in che colleges and 5430 students in the schools.
Besides, we have also given military training to 90 girls students.
am of the opinion that mere education is

I

not going to help our

students to serve their country in the true sense of the word.

In

fact

their education has no meaning at all if they cannot defend their
motherland. It was with this end in view that our Government incurred
an expenditure of Rs. 8 lakhs on giving military training to the boys
and girls of the State.
Further, our Government has rightly laid
a considerable
emphasis on the Physical Education. It was with this end in view
that in the last 3 years special courses have been organised in
co-operation with the B oy Scouts Association at Taradevi. So far
nearly 2 lakhs of rupees have been spent on the organization of the 3
courses. My hon. Friends will be glad to learn that 126 students
including 35 women have been trained and nearly all of them have
been absorbed.

,

My hon. Friend Master Gurbanta Singh has, in the course o f his
speech, complained that scholarships have not been given to Harijans.
I would like to make this point clear for the information o f my hon.
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Friend Master Gurbanta Singh that all Harijans and Sikh backward
class students, studying in recognized schools and affiliated colleges
from 5th class to M.A. are exempted from the payment of tuition fees
and examination fees for University and also departmental examinations
etc. Besides this, they a e awarded stipends. During the last thiee years
a sum of over 5 lakhs of rupees has been distributed to promote the
interests of these classes and over 37,01*0 students I at schools and
colleges have been benefited from it. But all the same I have no
hesitation in saying that my hon. Friend Master 'Gurbanta Singh is
to some ext nt justified in making the complaint. I may inform
him that the Government ol 'India have not yet decided as to which
of the castes are to be included amongst the Scheduled Tastes. As
and when this decision is taken by the Government, all those students
who would be included in the list of the Scheduled Castes and whose
fees have not been exempted, would surely be paid the arrears due
to them.
Further, some of my hon. Frienos have, in the course of their
speeches, complained that

teachers

and

particularly the teachers

of the local

body schools are paid at very low

What

the Vernacular teachers).

about

rates.

(Voices :

Since we have entrusted

the

task of shaping the destiny of our children to the teachers and if we
want our new generations to grow and produce more of Jawaharlals
and Lajpat Rais, it is but necessary to improve the status of our
teachers.

If

the teachers are paid adequately, there is no reason

why they should not work and work well in the interests of both
the State and the Government.

In sppite of the financial condition

o f our
State Government has decided that the teachers of the
Local Bodies should be paid at the same rate as the teachers of the
Government Schools

This is not all.

It has been decided to allow

the teachers of the Local Bodies to draw Dearness Allowance at the
same rates as is given to the teachers of the Government Schools.
has been decided by the Govern , ent to hx the lowest

It

grade of the

teachers in the grade of 40-2-100. My hon. Friend Sardar Bachan
Singh wants to know something about the vernacular teachers.
Madam, through Y ou, I would like to inform him and also my other
hon. Friends that for the present, Matriculate S. V. teachers would be
treated at par with J. A. V ’s and they will get the same grade of pay.
(Cheers). A> the Minister-in-Charge of Edueath n of the State, I
would like to make it clear in unequivocal terms that there was a time
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when we picked up foreign languages and picked them well.

Under

the circumstances, there is no reason why we should not study

Hindi,

and Gurmukhi, the former being our Federal

Language while the

latter is our Regional Language.
Now

about

the teachers in the privately managed colleges.

In fact these teachers have also represented to the Government to treat
them at par with the teachers of the Government Colleges. Govern
ment has decided that in the privately managed colleges teachers
would

get

institutions

the same grade of Pay

as those in the Government

They will start with a salary of Rs

170 with Dearness

Allowance at the Government rates. It has also been decided that
taking up of tuitions, writing books, or accepting examiner-ships
should be accepted as a teacher’ s privilege. More-over, it has
also been decided that college teachers should be enabled to serve
up to the age of 60 with the previous permission of the University.
Further, my hon. Friend Shri Virendra has in the course of his
speech suggested that the Agricultural College should be converted into
Industrial and Technical College. I am really constrained to remark
that educated }Oungmen are very much after Government service.
I do not want them to knock at the doors of the officials and the
Ministers in search of employment.

It goes without saying that after

completing their education they do not need pleasing anybody, w ho
soever he be, for arranging jobs for them, On the other hand their
education is a great weapon with them and they should not find it
difficult to earn their livelihood.

It is really a pity that our young

graduates prefer to work on meagre salaries in the towns and they are
averse to going into the rural areas where the people would learn a
lot from their scientific knowledge. They should go into the rural
areas and teach the people those very things which they have them 
selves learnt with a view to improving their conditions.

At present

they prefer working on Rs. 80/- or Rs. 100/- to working in the fields
in the rural areas. We will have to change this system. As a matter
of fact the boys should be made to understand that so long as they
do not learn to work with heir own hands they cannot make any
headway in any walk of life
W ith regard to the demand for writing off loans given to students,
the

Government has already extended the time-limit for repayment

of these loans to two years.

If after this period it is found that they

are unable to pay the loans the question will be re-examined and it
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is just possible that these loans may be written off

It has been said

that the Government should give adequate financial assistance to the
privately-managed institutions. I quite agree with my bon. Friend
• who made this suggestion and I may inform him that the Government
is rendering all possible assistance to these institutions as far as its funds
permit
It is not possible for the Government to open Government
schools everywhere to cater for the needs of the student community.
These institutions are doing useful work in imparting education to
the boys. It was also pointed out that there are no colleges in the
rural areas.

In reply,

I may

submit that if any scheme is worked

out for the opening of a college in any village, there is strong criticism
from all quarters against the Government.

The opening of a colleg e

at Tanda Urmar has been a subject of severe criticism by the lion.
Member of this House. It is said that there is no demand for colleges
in the rural areas and the colleges are being opened acc irding to the
desire of Mini ters to please their constituencies. Such a criticism
cannot do any good to the State. The Government has taken a
decision to start new colleges-one at Muktsar and the other at Tanda
Urmar wdh a view to promoting education in the rural areas and also
because people were offering to share the expenses and also offering
buildings

for colleges.

In case o f Tanda Urmar the people were

willing to contribute the sum of Rs. l,2 \ 0 U for opening a college
there. Then my hon. Friend .Thaknr Dalip Singh has complained
that education is'very expensive. I may inform him that the Govern
ment’ s policy is to make education as cheap as possible.

He lias

also complained that it is very difficult for the zaminck rs to send
their children
to cities
for receiving higher education.
But
I
do not know what my hon.
Friend can suggest to solve
this difficulty

It

is

not

possible for

the Government to

opm

colleges in large numbers in villages. , Moreover, I think that every
student is not fit for higher education. It is better that they
should perfect themslevesin the art of
weaving and
agriculture
Higher education should be given to those who are really intellectuals
and can afford to go to foreign countries for further studies.

My hon.

Friend Chaudhri Lahri Singh has remarked that there is no girls’
college in Ambala Division

'I hit

suggestion

of my hon. Friend

will receive due attention of the Government. I quite agree with
him that there must be at
least one girls’ college in a division. I
will put this suggestion before the
college in Ambala Division.

Cabinet for

opening

a girls’

He has also suggested that girls are
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agreeable to the idea

of co-education but there is no arrangement for

boarding houses. 1 agre^ with the suggestion of my hon. Friend that
boarding houses should
so that

girls may

have replied

be opened

in Jullundur, Ambala and Simla

have no difficulty in getting education.

I think I

to all the points raised by my hon. Friends during the

course of their speeches and 1 hope my hon.
if any of their point has escaped my notice.
ago that I took charge of this

portfolio.

if they bring to my notice any difficulty
their own ilaqas I will be

Friends will excuse me
It was only a few days

I assure m y Friends that
which they experience in

too willing to remove it.

With these

words, Madam, I re ume my seat.
Deputy Speaker :

I have a request to make to the

House,

Todays some hon. Members had expressed their desire to speak on
this Demand but I am sorry to say that I have not been able to call
them to speak in view of the limited t m e and also the large number
of Members who wanted to speak. I regret to say that some of the
hon. Members have not cooperated with me in transacting the
business of the House. I would request the hon. Members, intending
to take part in the debate, that they should S' nd their slips to me in
future during the question hour so that I m ay' be in a position to
give opportunity to all of them if possible. It is my earnest wish
that 1 should be fair towards all in the discharge of my duties.
Question is—
That

the Demand be reduced by Rs. 100.
The 1 motion was lost.

.

' ‘
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That a sum not exceeding Ra. 1,93,25,600 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that wil! come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52 in respect of Education.
7 he motion was carried.

The Assembly then adjourned till 2 P. M . on Wednesday,
1951 .

«
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PRESS, GHORA CHOWKI, SIMLA.
I

Punjab Legislative Assembly
.

Third Session

f the First Punjab Legislative Assembly

WEDNESDAY, 28TH MARCH, 1951.
The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla, at 2 p. m. of the clock.
ABSENCE OF HONOURABLE SPEAKER.
Secretary :

1 have to inform the House that the hon. Speaker

is unavoidably absent.

The Deputy Speaker will,

therefore, take

the Chair.
(Shrimati Shanno Devi, Deputy Speaker, occupied the Chair.)
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

With your permission, I would like to

ask a few supplementary questions to question No. 2880.J
Deputy Speaker :

Yes.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know how long will it take to

construct the bunds to protect the towns o f Narot Jaimal Singh and
Dera Baba Nanak ?
Minister For Public Works : As regards Dera Baba Nanak I
have already replied, and so far as the protection of the other town
is concerned, experiment is being made. When the result from the
Researcn station is received necessary action will be taken.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Does the Government intend to construct

the bunds in Narot Jaimal Singh before the rainy season sets in as it
had promised during the last session ?
*

Minister ;

The Government is trying its best to do so but it is

risky to undertake the work of constructing bunds beforeexperiment
is made in this behalf
In these days of financial stringency it is
necessary to make sure before hand that the proposed steps will achieve
the desired results.

t Vide Debates dated 27th March 1951.
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CHOS IN HOSHIARPUR DISTRICT.
*2881. Shri Prabodh Chandra : W ill the hon. Minister for
Education be pleased to state the steps the Government has taken or
comtemplates taking to save the villages of Hoshiarpur District from the
ravages of Chos ?
The hon.

Thakur Pancham Chand :

The Forest Department to

whom the work of protecting villages against damage by chos in the
Hoshiarpur District has been entrusted, are afforesting the catchments
of the chos and contouring cultivated lands With the run off of rain
water thus checked, the chos are being trained and canalised by
constructing spurs and planting grasses and trees along the banks of
chos. Where necessary, chos are also trained by constructing bunds,
dams, gully plugging etc.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
steps in this direction ?
Minister :

Has the Government taken any practical

Steps are being taken.

v

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Has the Government taken steps already
or the steps are being taken now ? What are the practical steps that
have been taken to protect the villages against damage by chos ?
Minister : The chos are being trained and canalised by
constructing spurs and planting grasses and trees along the banks of
chos.
Shri Prabodh Chandra: Has the Government considered the
report of the Forest Department to whom the work of protecting
villages was entrusted ?
Minister : The condition is better than before.
usually received by the Government.

Such reports are

b h a k r a a n d nangal pro ject.

*2882.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a)

the progress so far made in connection with Bhakra and
Nangai Projects ;

(b) how long will it take to complete these projects ?
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) The progress so far made in connection with Bhakra and
Nangal Projects is as under :—
*

*

(/)

Bhakra Dam.

The work on the Diversion Tunnels of the Bhakra Dam
is in progress. Approximately 40 % of the entire enlarge
ment on
to date.

>^

at

the

Diversion Tunnels has been completed

The township for housing the Construction personnel
Nangal has been
completed. R oad
and
Rail

communications from Rail head at Rupar to the Dam site
have been established.
(2) Nangal Dam.
70 %
^

of the work on the Nangal Dam has been

completed.

The Nangal Hydel Channel Head Regulator

has

completed

been

in

all

respects except for the

erection of gates and gearing, which is in hand.

The

work on the Nangal Hydel Channel is in full swing.
33 0 crores eft. of earthwork have been completed out
of a total estimated quantity of 70*0 crores eft.
The excavation

work on the

Power House No. 1

is in hand. Excavation upto R. L. 990 has been
completed
The ultimate foundation level is 960, which
is 65' below the sub-soil water-level.
•r
The

work

on

the exploration of

Power House

No. II has been completed and its design will now be
taken up.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I

know whether the progress of

the work is in accordance with the plan ?
Chief Minister :

It is not so.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May j know when this Nangal

Project

is likely to be completed ?
*
Chief Minister : The completion of this "project depends upon
sums of money advanced by the Government of India. It also depends
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upon the machinery which is required to carry out the works of
tunnels.

As the machinery has not been received hence the delay has

been caused.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Did not the Government foresee that
adequate machinery would be required to ensure that works are carried
out in accordance with the sanctioned plans ?
Chief

Minister:

The Government had considered the matter

and it atonce wrote to the

Government of India to order for this

machinery but the delay was caused there.

CONTROLLING COMMITTEE OF BHAKRA AND NANGAL PROJECTS.
*2883. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the Hon. Chief Minister
be plea-ed to state the reasons why the Central Government decided
to put its men in the Controlling Committee of

Bhakra and Nangal

Projects ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Ehargava :

The Government of India

decided that before advancing further sums of money for any river
valley project, they should be satisfied that adequate machinery
exists to ensure that the works are carried out in accordance with
sanctioned plans and programme ot work approved by the Govern
ment o f India, and that there is adequate control

over expenditure.

The Project is a multi-purpose scheme with ramifications in other
adjoining States.

In order, therefore,

to com ply

with the above

decision of the Government of India to provide a forum for resolving
various matters o f mutual concern regarding this Project, the Bhakra
Control Board

and

the

Bhakra

Advisory

Board

including

the

representatives of Centre and the States concerned were set up.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know whether the responsi
bility for incurring expenditure on Bhakra and Nangal projects lies
on the Punjab Government or also on the States which will get water
and electricly from these projects ?
Chief Minister :

The expenditure will be borne proportionately.

Shri Prabodh Chandra* :

Wnat is the proportionate ratio of

expenditure which will be borne by
other States like Bikaner etc.,?

the Punjab Government and
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Chief Minister :

I cannot tell the exact ratio.

The Punjab

Government will bear expenditure to the extent of 70 per cent.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Ts it not a fact that

the Government

of India took the control into its own hands as in its opinion th©
works were not carried out according to sanctioned plans ?
Chief Minister :

We had consultations with the Government

of India and it was considered necessary to do so in order to
the work.

organise

ISSUE OF LICENCES FOR FIRE ARMS.
*2906.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the lion.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the date since which the system of categories to be given
by

S. H. 0 ., Tehsildar and other

officials

has

been

introduced for considering the renewal of fire-arms licences
applications together with the reasons therefor ;
(b) the change that has been made in the policy and the
procedure in regard to the issue of
after the partition ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

fire-arms licences

The instructions

issued

to district officers are of a confidential nature and as such it is not in
the public interest to disclose them.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know whether these instructions

shall be applicable to all districts and all citizens uniformly or will
there be any exceptions ?
Chief Minister :

The question of exceptions5 does not arise.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

*

Will licences be granted under

these

instructions even to those persons whose names are borne on Register
No. 10 or who have some conviction for
ac:ount ?

robbery or theft to their

Chief Minister ; 1 he instructions in question
at this time and so I cannot give a reply.

are not with

me
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FUNDS RAISED FOR RED CROSS SOCIETY AND OTHER
GOVERNMENT PATRONISED INSTITUTIONS.
*2907.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Chief Minister
be
/

pleased to State :—
(a) whether it is a fact that certain funds of the Government
patronised institutions, such
are mostly raised
servants ; •

as the Red Cross Society,

through the agency of Government

(b) the names of such other institutions and societies in

the

State who e funds have been raised wholly or partially
through the agency of Government servants under the
instructions of the Government ;
(c) whether
,

the Government is

aware

of

the

fact that

in raising such funds Government officers and subordinates
have exerted pressure on the public : if so, the action
Government proposes to take in the matter ?

V

The hon. Dr Gopi Chand Bhargava:
:
'

(a) - There are
;

certain

funds

specifically

authorised

and

approved by Government and in the case o r such funds,
there is no objection to Government officers encouraging
collections.

(b)

1)

State B oy Scouts Association Fund ;
•y ■

(2) St: Joh|L*Ambulance Association Fund ;
(3) Red Cross Society Fund ;
(4) Lady Dufferin Fund ;
(5)

Lady Minto Nursing Association Fund ;

(6) State Girl Guides Association Fund.
(c)

No. If any complaint is received, it is attended to.

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalanka :

What is the nature of funds to

the collection of which by the Government
rvants tnere can be no
objection ? What is the basis of G overnm ent’ s approval of a fund ?
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Chie Minister :

I liave given the list of aj proved and specially

authorized funds. When application for approval of a fund is received,
the Government examines it and decides whether it should be put on
the approved list or not.
Shri

Amar Nath Vidyalankar:

Scouts Association

Are the funds of the Bharat

and the Girls Guides Association on the approved

list ?
Chief Minister : It is for the information of the hon. Member
that B oy Scouts Association and Bharat Scouts Association have been
amalgamated and now there is only one scouts organization and it is
on the approved list.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

May I know what are the aims

and objects of the Lady Dufferin Fund and Lady
Association F und?
Chief Minister:
Society P'und.

Minto

Nursing

Both the funds are analogous to Red Cross

Out of the former, scholarships

are given to students

studying in medical schools and colleges on the recommendations of
an Advisory Committee. Aid is also given to the hospitals out of it.
The latter aims at encouraging women to go in for training in nursing
and to give scholarships for this purpose. We have not yet received
our share of the Nursing Fund of the Joint Punjab. This Fund is the.
result of collection made after the partition.
■'
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

i

i s there any administrative manual or

rule under which non-official work can be entrusted to Government
officials?
Chief Minister ,

The Government has the authority to entrust

to its officers any special work that it considers necessary.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Under what rules?

Have the Government

framed any rules in this connection ?
Chief Minister:
subject.

There is no necessity of framing rules on this

The Government ,can

authorize

its employees to collect the

approved Funds.
Sardar

Sajjan

S in gh :

Have

collections for Rural Uplift Fund?

they

the permission to make
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Member gives notice, I shall let

W hat are the Government instructions

regarding collection of these Funds? Are the officers required 'to
make door to door collection or are they permitted to put pressure on
members of
purpose ?

the public who come to them lor some business for this

Chief Minister;

There are two or three methods of

making

collections, through the Lucky Bag, bv holding fairs, and by voluntary
donations.

RELIFF TO POLITICAL SUFFERERS IN THE STATE
*2953.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(al the steps, if any, taken by the Government to implement
the resolution about political

sufferers passed in the last

session of the Assembly ;
(b) whether

.any list of martyrs, political sufferers and their

dependents

has

been

prepared and

any kind of help

or concessions afforded to them by the Government ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a)

A “ National Workers Relief Fund” has since been
constituted to afford relief to political sufferers and
their dependants in veiy indigent circumstances.

Govern

ment have con t’ ibuted a sum of Rs. 30 0C0/-/-towards
this fund, in the first instance.
Donations from the
public are also being received.
(b) It is not possible to prepare such
necessary inlormation.

Relief

a list for want of the
is, however, being given

to political sufferers on applications, and so far
amounting to Rs.

15,l23/8/-have

been refunded

fines
to 60

persons; confiscated properties have been restored in
8 cases, grants amounting to Rs, 2 ,4 8 0 /-/'have been-given
to three political sufferers and two widows

of patriots

(1 7 )9
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in indigent circumstances.

A life pension of Rs. 36/-/-

per mensem has been given to the widow of a patriot.
Shri Prabodii

Chandra :

How much money has

so far been

received from the public in the form of donation towards this Fund ?
Chief Minister :

I don’ t remember the exact amount but it is in

the neighbourhood of Rs. 15,000/-.

RECRUITMENT OF HARlJANS IN SERVICES.
*3087.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

W ill the lion. Chief Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a)

the machinery, if any, constituted by the Government
for the recruitment of tlarijans in various services of
Government and the instructions issued by the Govern
ment in this behalf ;

(b) whether any branch in the Civil Secretariat has
created

to

deal

been

with the recruitment of Harijans to

services; if so, the-method of their work and the number
of Harijans that nave been recruited through this method?
The hon. Dr Gopi Chand Bhargava :
to

helping

Scheduled Castes in

(a) and (b).

With a view

securing suitable appointments a

Schduled Castes Employment Section has been set up recently in
the Civil Secretariat.
Its functions are to remain in touch, with
Scheduled Castes candidates seeking employments and maintain a
close liaison

with Employment Exchange and various departments

of Government with a view to

helping these candidates in securing

them suitable employments. A Press Note was recently issued inviting
applications from Scheduled Castes candidates.
These
are being
dealt with in the manner stated above.
Shri

Prabodh

Chandra :

May I know if any Harijans have

succeeded in getting employment through this agency so far ?
Chief Minister :

I require notice for this.

Master Gurbanta Singh :
this

time

How many applications have up till

been received from

Employment Section ?

Harijans

by the Scheduled Castes

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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If the hon. Member gives notice, I shall let

him know.

BAN ON THE PROCESSIONS AND DEMONSTRATION IN THE
CIVIL AREA OF LUDHIANA.
*3101.

Mehta

Ranbir Singh :

Will the 'hon. Chief

Minister

be pleased to state : —
(a) whether it is a fact that processions and demonstrations
were banned in the civil area of Ludhiana by the Deputy
Commissioner,
'

Ludhiana,

if so, the period

lor

on the 11th February,

1951;

ban

force

which the

was

in

together with the reasons therefor;
(b)

whether

it is a fact that some hon

Ministers visited

Ludhiana on or about the 11th February, 1951;
(c)

whether it is also a fact that certain citizens wanted
to proceed to place their grievances be ore the hon.
Ministers but they were stopped by the Police; if
the reasons therefor ?

so.

Ih e hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a)

N
i es, for one week only, as there was a likeihood of a
disturbance of the public peace and tranquillity.

; b) Yes.
(c)

No.

Shri Prabodii Chandra : May I know whether the public meetings
called and addressed by the hon Minist rs are exempt from the ban
imposed under Section 144 ?
Chief Minister :
representatives

Since the Ministers speak as spokesmen and

of the Government, no. ban is necessary in such

cases.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Doesn’ t the Government

leaders of other political organizations should also

think that

have the right to

prely to, criticize or contradict what the Ministers say in

public
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meetings and for tins reason they should also be allowed to

11

address

public meetings ?
Chief Minister :

It is an hypothetical question.

Shrimati Sita D e v i:

Is it not a fact that the ban is rem oved

when a meeting is to be held in

which the Government is interested

and it is enforced when other public meetings, which are much more
important from the point of View of public interest, are to be held ?
Chief Minister :

It is a vague and hypothetical question.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Should the people in these circum stances

secure the permission of the Police to see the hon.

Ministers if and

when they want to place their grievances before them ?
Chief Minister :

This supplem entary does not

arise

out of the

main question.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it for the Leader o f the House or for th
Chair to decide whether a particular supplem entary arises

out

o f the

main question or not ?
Chief Minister :

I have got every right to suggest things to you,

Madam.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

[

would

read out

and the Chair m ay kindly decide whether it
question or not.

my

supplem entary

arises sout o f the

main

My supplem entary is :

“ W hether it is also a fact

that certain

citizens w anted

proceed to place their grievances before the hon.
but they were stopped b y

the Police; if so,

to

Ministers

the reasons

therefor ? .”
Chief M n ister :

I have given the reply.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

The

hon.

Chief

Minister w as

pleased

to

remark that I should give some definite instance. May I ask as to
why Section 144 was enforced at Jullun.dur at night time when the
Peace Conference was being held, while the same section was not
applied to the Students’ Conference which was held a few days later
in that very town ?
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May be the Deputy Commissioner apprehended

some breach of peace from the activities of the Peace Conference and
he had no such fears in the case of the Students, Conference.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

I f the necessity for such a step was not

felt during the first two days of the Conference, why was this section

*

enforced when the last act of the drama remained to be performed?
'' '
Chief Minister :

*

I do not know the whole position but it is

possible that the last act related to Communist

propaganda and there

was a fear of breach of peace from it.

A
SALE OF MOTOR CARS IN THE STATE.
*2790.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will

the

hon.

Minister for

Revenue be pleased t * state :—
(a

whether

any restrictions were imposed on

the sale of

m otorcars in the State during the period 15th August
1947 to 31st

December 1950 ; if so, the

together with

the

f

nature thereof

period for which these remained in

force ;
(b j whether any of the hon. Ministers purchased any motor
cars during the period referred to in part (a) ; il so,
their names together with the following particulars :
**

(1)

the number of motor cars purchased
of f hem ;

(2)

by each one

,

the date of each such purchase ;

f
(3) the price paid therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a) No statutory restrictions were imposed on the sale of
motor cars in the State during the period loth August
1947 to 31st December 1950.

The Gentleman’s agreement

which had existed immediately before the partition was
continued with the motor dealers, under which they were
required to place 33 % of their quota of motor cars at
disposal of the Transport
♦

Department

the

for al otment to

*
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Government officers
This agreement remained in force
upto 6th May 1948 when it was rescinded, as the supply
position had generally eased.
scarcity

In view, however, of the

of Ciiev. cars, it was later on decided on 21th

December 1948 that the Chev. dealers would sell 25% of
their quota of the Government officers through the
Provincial Transport Controller, Punjab, which agreement
still continues.
(b) Yes.

The number, date and price of the cars purchased

by hon. Ministers is given below :— *

Serial
No. I

No. of
cars pur Month of
chased
purchase

Name

Price paid

Remarks.

5

6

2

3

4

1 1Hon. Sbri Prithvi Singh
A 2.ad

1

Sept., 47

2 Hon. S. Partap
Kairon

Singh

1

Novi-., 47 Rs. 12,870

3 iHon. Captain Ranjit Singh

1

,, S. Ishar Singh Mujhail

1

3 000 Second-hand
car (Requis
itioned)
Mari h ,48 Rs. 10,000

5 ,, S. Ishar Singh Mujhail

1

July., 50

6 ,, S. Partap Singh Kairon

1

Dec , 48 Rs. 9,576/8/-

7 ,, Dr Gopi Chand Bbargava

1

Octr , 48 Rs.9 84-3/15/

8 ,,Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava

1

June., 48

9 ,, S. Joginder Singh Mann

1

1
___ |.1

4

10 ,, Dr. Lehr;a Singh Sethi

1

11 ,, S. Kartar Singh

1

12 .,S.

Guibnchan
Baj wa.

* lh e

Singh

figures are not

direct to the firm concerned.

1

*

Feb , 48 Rs.

*

*

iJuly., 49 Rs. 9,050/-/*
|Novr , 49
July.,
|
i
j May.,

available

as

Direct
purchase.

Direct
purchase.
Direct
purchase.

50 Rs. 16,500/49

*

Direct
purchase.

the price hah been paid
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SPECIAL GROUPS UNDER THE ALIENATION OF LAND ACT.
*2908.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Minister for

Revenue

be pleased to State :—(a) whether it is a fact that the

Gaur Brahmins are included

in the special group B of agriculturists for purposes of

the

Alienation of the Land Act ; if so, the reasons therefor ;
(b) whether the Government

intend to do away with the

distinction between the ‘ A- and ‘B ’ groups of agriculturists
under the said Act ?
9

The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a) First part Gaur Brahmans of Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgacn,
Kama! and Ambala distiicts who were in “ B-Separate
Groups” have since been placed in “ A-Distri t Groups”
of these districts.
Second part

Does not arise.

ib) The proposal is receiving the attention o f Government buo
a decision has not been arrived at so far.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Js not this classification repugnant to

the spirit of the Constitution as has been pointed out by
ment

the G overn

of^India or tl e President of the Indian Republic to the Pm jab

Government ?
P arliam ents

Secretary

(Thakur Beli Ram ):

This

matter is

sub-ju dice.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Does the hon.

Parliamentary Secretary

understand what ‘ ‘sub judice” means ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

Being an LL B. I think I

understand

the meaning better than the hon. Member does.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it not a fact that only a few days

ago the hon. Chief Minister told this House that this matter was
subject 'o f correspondence between the Punjab Government and the
Government of India ? if it is so, how can the matter become subjudice?
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Parliamentary Secretary :
therefore, sub judice.

The matter is in the court and is,

ALLOTMENT OF HOUSES IN VILLAGE SHERPUR

KALAN,

DISTRICT LUDHIANA.
*3099. Mehta Ranbir Singh
Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—

:

Will

the lion. Minister

for

fa) the number of families, other than those of Hindus residing
in village Sherpur Kalan, Tehsil and District Ludhiana ;
(b) whether it is a fact that two houses No. 33 and 72 have
been allotted by the Naib Tahsiidar, Ludhiana for two
Gurdawaras in the village referred to above ; if so, the
reasons therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
(a)

62. •

(b)

House No. 33 has been reserved for Gurdwara with the
consent of the allottees according to principle for allotment
of evacuee'houses in rural area.

House No

72 has been

allotted to Gurdwara Bawa Budh Dass in lieu o; area
left by them in Pakistan.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know if it is the policy of

Government that houses should be allotted for religious institutions
in preference to the refugees who badly stand in need of them ?
Minister : Houses are allotted for these institutions when they
exceed the requirements and the refugees ask for such allotments.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Did houses in this p irticular village
exceed the requirements that two houses were allotted for Gurdwaras ?
Minister :

I do not know the exact position but

I can say

that this allotment was made in deference to the wishes
refugees.

of the
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REVIEW REGARDING ALLOTMENT 0 ? HOUSES IN
RURAL AREAS
*3103.

Mehta

Ranbir

Singh :

Will the

hon.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the Govern
ment has issued instructions to the District authorities, not to allow the
legal practitioners to appeaT in Review applications regarding the
allotment of houses in rural areas in the State; if so, the reasons
therefor ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :

No such instructions

disallowing the legal practititoners to appear in Review applications
regarding the allotment of houses in rural areas in

die

Slate have

been issued to the district authorities.

PUBLICATION OF BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS ETC. BY
THE GOVERNMENT.
*3104.

Mehta

Ranbir

Singh:

Will the

hon.

Minister

for

’Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) the

titles

of

the

booklets, pamphlets etc.

containing

instructions regarding allotment of Houses and land
(kuial) published so far by the Publicity Department,
Punjab Government, or by the Rehabilitation Department
from time to time ;
(b) whether copies of these publications were made available
^

to the District Rehabilitation authorities only or to the
allottees as wHl; if so, through the Publicity Department
or through the Patw aris;

(c)

if the p u b lica tion

referred to in part (a) above were made

available to the allottees whether this was done through
the Publicity Department or through the Patwaris ;
(d) whether the Government has

under

consideration the

publication of one volume consolidating all rules, orders,
instructions, enactments etc of the Central and the State
Government in conn ction with allotment; it so, by what
time such a volume is expected to be ready ?
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The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
(a) Two booklets namely :

v?.-

? . .

. ;

,v- v.--

(i) Instructions in Uurdu with regard to review and revision
of allotment of land and houses ;
(ii)

Pamphlet in English regarding the review and revision
of allotment of evacuee land anld houses; were printed
by the Rehabilitation Department. •

(b) Copies

of

instructions in Urdu were supplied to every

Revenue otiicial in Punjab "and Pepsu.

Patwans were

directed to read out and explain these instructions to all
the allottees of evacuee land in each village of their
circles and hang up a copy of the instructions outside
ev-ry Patwar-Khana.

Copies of this booklet were also

made available for sale to the pubhc through approved
booksellers @ /2/- per copyl

Copies of the pamphlet in

English were forwarded for guidance to all the Revenue
$
Offipers in Punjab and Pepsu employed on rehabilitation
% fWOrk.
(*c) Copies

./:■>- *.,<<•.of

Urdu Instructions ' vvere supplied to

all the

District Publicity Officers in Punjab for giving them
wide publicity and were also made available for sale to
the public as mentioned in (b) above.
4

(d)

Displaced persons Land Resettlement Manual containing
all the rules and instructions is under print and is expected
to be ready shortly.

Shri Prabodh Chandra':

Does the Government "not feel that on

account of frequent changes in the
has become out of d a te?
Minister :
. «

,, o n ,,

allotment rules, this publication
-

^

No, it has not become out of date.

■
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

~
' '*'-•!
... c
•■
May I know if no fundamental change

has been made in the allotment rules, after the publication of this
Manua 1 ?
Minister :

<
^
i
No fundamental change has been made.

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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DEMANDS OF GOVERNMET CLASSICAL AND VERNACULAR
TEACHERS IN THE STATE.
*2954.

Shri Ram

Sfrarma:

Will

the

hon.

Minister

for

Education be pleased to state: —
(a) whether any of the demands of the Government Classical
and

Vernacular

Teachers

have been accepted by the

Government since the last Session of the Assembly;
to what extent;

if so,

.(b) whether any action has been taken to meet the demands
of other teachers particularly of
Educational Service (A.V. Section) ?

the

Subordinate

The hon. Thakur Pancham (Chand :
*

(a) Yes, Government have agreed to the

following

other

demands of the Classical and Vernacular Teachers since
the last session of the Assembly :—
(i) Fixation

o f the

proportion

of 15% ,35%

and

50%

respectively in the three grades of the Classical and Ver.
Section for Women teachers ;
(ii) Reduction in the period of leave from six

to 2\ months

for the preparation of examinations; and
(iii) Their request for appointment as Superintendents and
Examiners in the Punjab University Examinations.
(b)

Yes, the following demands have been accepted :—

(i) Reduction in the period of leave from six to 2\
for the preparation of examinations, and

months

(ii) Their request for appointments as buperintendents
Examiners in the University Examinations.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

and

Which demand* of the Classical and

Vernacular teachers have not been accepted by the Government?
Minister: Theie were a large number of demands. As I have
stated in my reply many of the demands have been accepted. As the
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number of demands is very large,

I can tell the lion.

Member about

these on receipt of notice.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Has the Government accepted their
main demand that, their salary should be brought at par with that of
English teachers ?
Minister :

That is under consideration.

DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY TO PRIVATELY MANAGED COLLEGES
IN THE STATE.
*3100*

Mehta

Ranbir

Singh :

Will

the

hon. Minister for

Education be pleased te state : —
(a) the amount paid to each privately managed college in the
State out of the sum reserved for tbe purpose in the last
Budget.
(b) whether the amount has been distributed amongst these
institutions so far ; if not, the reasons th e re fo r;
(c) the manner in which the amount has been distributed ?
*
*
-

.

The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a) A statement showing the amount paid to each privately
managed college is laid on the table f .
(b) Yes.
(c)

The amount has been distributed to the institutions.

The amount was distiibuted in the following manner :
Rs.

(1) Colleges situated in border areas —

5,000 each.

(2)

Colleges situated in rural areas

—

a,000 each.

,3)

W omen’ s Colleges

—

3,000 each.

(4)

Three aided colleges which were — 63,000-the usual
on the grant-in-aid list.

fK -p t in the Library.

grant.
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(i) Khalsa College Amritsar — 45,000
(ii) Hindu Sabha College,
Amritsar.

—

12,000

fiii) D. M. College, Moga.

—

6,000

-

20,000

(5) S / W tblfege (Lahore)
Ambala Cantt.
The

balance' of

Rs.

2,14,000 was distributed to colleges

(excluding 3 aided college? and the' S. jJ. College, Am'baia
Cantt.) proportionately according to the deficit of
institutions,
* -- ;1

-• !

•

:

'>p' v ;j .>•

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

’ * * 7

' ' r

$ y ? {(}-.■ . . » ,f i.

?■,. v

these

r.

Have some funds been proved to the

Bhargava Municipal College, Simla ?
Minister :

No, it is not included in the list given by me.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Hs this reply incorrect or the item shown
in the Budget as having been allotted to the Bhargava Municipal
College is wrong ?
Minister :

Which of the two is wrong ?

Neither of these is incorrect.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

In th^ Budget quite a heavy amount

has been allotted for the Bhargava College while the hon. Minister says
that no amount has been given to the College ?
Minister :

My friend does not understand the question.

These

amounts are for the displaced Colleges.

SUPPLY OF M AIZE, JOWAR ETC. SEED TO CULTIVATORS.
* 3 102.

Mehta

Ranbir

Singh :

Will

the

hon.

Minister for

Education be pleased to state :—
(a)

the steps taken or proposed to .be taken

by the Govern

ment to supply (i; maize (ii; jowar and (iu)
seed purposes to the cultivators in the f tate ;

bajra for
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(b j the total requirements of seeds intimated by different
districts to the Government ;
(c) the stocks of these seeds, if any, with the Government as
at pr< sent ?
Th? hon.

Thakur Pancham Chand :

required informetion is laid

on

A statement

giving the

the table :— t
/

MACHINERY FOR BHAKRA AND NANGAL PROJECTS.
*2884:

Shri.Prabodh Chandra :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the names and designations of the officers who went
abroad to purchase machinery for the Bhakra and Nangal
Projects ;•
(b) the total amount of money so far spent by the Government
on buying machinery for these projects ;
(c) whether the purchases were made by inviting tenders or
otherwise ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) P rb r to partition of Punjab Messrs T. Fo r, then
Engineer, Irrigation

Works,

Punjab, and C. L.

Chief

Handa,

then Executive Engineer, went to U. S. A. to obtain
machinery
Valley

for Bhakra Nangal

Authority

proceeded abroad
rna hinery.

Since
for

the

the

Project from
partition,

purpose

of

Tennessee
no

officer

purchase

of

(b) The total amount of money so far spent by Public Works
Department, Irrigation Branch, on buying machinery for
Bhakra Nangal Project is Rs 3,20,05,938.
(c) As a rule, all orders for the purchase of machinery and
invariably when

•

the value exceeds Rs. One

lakh, are

placed on the D. G I. & S."except when the machinery is
obtained

from

the

Disposals

In

all

other

quotations are invited before the placing o f orders.
jK ep t in the Library.

cases,
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Shri Prabodh Chandra : The lion Chief Minister has stated that
after partition no Engineer was sent abroad by the Government for
purchasing m a ch in er/.

May I konw the purpose for which Sardar

Sarup Singh w is sent abroad ?
Chief Minister :

No Chief Engineer or other Engineer was sent

abroad for purchasing machinery.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

If Sardar Sarup Singh was not sent

for purchasmg machinery, for what other purpose was he sent abroad ?
Chief Minister :

H ' was sent abroad for studying designs and

for other purposes.
Shri Prabodh Chan Ira : T h ; hon Chief Mini-ter has st ted
that machinery w orthover three crores of rupees has been purchased
bv the Government

He has als > s dd that, according

to the ruLs,

machinery costing more than one lakh of rupees has to be purchased
in a prescribed manner.

May I know if all the machinery worth over

Rs. 3 crores was purchased according to the rules ?
Chief Minister :

Yes, this was purchased strictly according to

the rules.

MEDICAL AID.
*2886. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state the amount per head the Government is spending
on med-cal aid in the State ?
The hon
the year 1949
Shri

Dr. Gopi C^and Bhargava.

Re. 1/3/9 per patient for

Informati >n for 1950 is not yet

Prabodh Chandra :

The

available.

hon. Chief Minister has stated

that the Government is spending Rs. 1-3-9 per head on account of
medical aid in the State. May I know if the salaries of doctors are
also included in this amount or it represents the cost of medicines only?
Chief Minister :

The total amount spent

on medical aid has

been divided by the number of patients.
Shrimati Sjta Devi :

May f know if this expenditure

on the

patients includes both the expenses of medicines and their diet ?
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Chief Minister : I have already ieplied that the total medical
aid lias been divided by the number of patients.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

Mav I know if the medical aid given by

the Government is sufficient to meet the expences of medicines and
diet during these days of high prices ?
Chief Minister :

Yes, both are being supplied to the patients.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

My question is whether this medical

aid of Rs. 1/3/9* also includes the expenditure on the salaries of the
officers besides the expenditure on medicines and diet for the patients ?
Chief Minister :

This includes

all

the

expenditure

that

is

incurred on medical aid.

REPRESENTATION FROM GOVERNMENT SUBORDINA E SBRVICES
UNION.
*2923.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the

lion. Chief Minister

be pleased to state :
(a! whether the Government has received any representation
from the Government Subordinate Services Union ;
(b) their demands as set out in the representation and the
steps taken by Government to meet them ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes.
(b) The

following

demands ^were

put

forward

by

the

Federation :—
(a)

that any independent commission b eset up to examine
the present rates of pay of Civil Servants in this State and
to revise them Jto ensure their subsistence.

(b) That the existing rates of Dearness Allowance
least doubled and merged into pay.
That Simla Allowance be doubled.

be

at
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fd) That Temporary Allowance equal to two increments may
be allowed in the case of those drawing pay less than
Rs. 100/—
p m.
(e) That

the orders contained in the Punjab

Government

letter No. 445-FPW -50 1857, dated the 6th July, 1950,
be cancelled and Government Servants who had made
their own arrangements for accommodation, be allowed
to draw blouse Rent Allowance at the old rates.
(f) That an ordinance be issued, so that the House Rent pay
able to Landlords be paid by Government Servants in
monthly instalments instead of in half yearly instalments.
fg) A Welfare Fund may be established by Government for
needy Government servants who should be able to
draw loans in case of necessity and repay them in easy
instalments
(h) That separate room for recreation be allotted to Govern
ment Servants to sit during the recess hours.
While Government

fully appreciate the loyalty and devotion

shown by their Government Servants, in spite of

their difficulties,

in these hard days, they can not implement these measures in view
of the present state of finances.
As regards item (f) it will be appreciated
cannot in such
and others.

that Government

matters discriminate between Government Servants

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased

to state the contents of the letter to which he has referred?
Chief Minister :

I have given

the reference and I cannot give

the contents just now.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know if the Government after

receiving this representation from the Subordinate Services Union
a letter to it that it cannot approach any Member of the
this connection ?

sent

Assembly

in
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Chief Minister : There is a Civil Service rule that Government
servants cannot approach the Heads of Departments through any
outsider.

REPRESENTATION FROM* CHAPRASIS UNION.
*2924.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the lion. Chief Ministei be"

pleased to state :—
(a) whether

the

Government

has

recently

received any

repiesentation from the Chaprasis Union ;
(b) their demands as contained in their representation and the
stejs, if any, taken by the Government to meet them ?
The hon. i)r. Gapi Chand Bhargava :

(a) and

ib) Government

have received more tCan -one representation from the Punjab Peons
Association during the last year or so.

The last related to the grant

of increased dearness allowance to Class IV Government servants.
In view of the facilities that are being provided at Simla for supply of
necessities at cheaper rates, Government have been unable to accept
the demand.
Shri Amar Nath Vi jyalankar :

May I know

the percentage of

cheapness in the matter of rates at which Government servants

buy

things at Simla ?
Chief Minister :

I have no definite knowledge of rates.

I can,

however, say this much that the rate of wheat here is less by 4 annas
a maund and vegetables are being given at no profit no loss basis.
It" is also being tried that other commodities like Ghee may also be
supplied at cheaper rates.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

May I know if the cheapness

effected by the opening of cheap shops is sufficient to remove the
hardship of the Government servants ?
Chief Minister :

It is a question of opinion.

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

Ma}? r know if a deputation

wanted to wait upon tli Governnn nt on behalf of Class IV Govern
ment servants, but it was not granted permission to do so ?
Chief Minister :

1 have received no such communication.
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May I know if any representation

in this connection was received by the Chief Secretary or any other
head in the Secretariat ?
Chief Minister :

I require notice for this question.
0

Shri Pribodh Chandra :
G overnm ent

in

May [ know the steps taken by the

connection

with the numerous reoresentations of

peons in which they stated that they could not make their

both ends

meet with their meagre salary during these times of high prices ?
Chief Minister :

The grades of ( lass IV Government servants

were revised as recently as 1949.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

May I know if any

alio \ance for

clothes

is also given to the Government servants along with supplying

them

commodities at cheaper rates ?
Chief Minister :

It is a request for a ctio n /

Deputy Speaker :

1 would

ask Shrimati Sita L evi to put her

question after I have called her name.
Shri Virpndra :

W hy should she be

afraid when her own kith

and kin are ruling ?
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

W hy is it that the salaries of

the peons

or the Central Government are more than those of the peons of
Punjab Government ?
Chief Minister:

The

better then those given
State Government

grades of

the Central Government are

by any of the State

or for that

the

Governments.

Any

matter Punjab Government cannot

afford to give as high grades as are given by the Central Government.

REFUND OF FINES TO POLITICAL WORKERS IN THE STATE.
*2955.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the lion. Chief Minister be

pleased to State :—
(a)

the amount of fines refunded

to political workers in the

State since the last Assembly Session ;
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(b) the steps which the Government is tak’ ng to
fines of such political workers

refund the

whose records are not

available ;
(c) the reasons for not refunding the fine of Vaid Mangli Ram,
Jhajjar, in spi e of the orders of tha Government to this
effect together with the date of the order ?
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a) Rs. 4,000/-/-.
(b) The claims

of such political sufferers are

referred to

an adhoc committee for verification and report
(c ) orders for the refund of fine to Rao
issued

in

August,

1949.

He

Mangli ’ Ram

received

were

the payment

in January or February, 1951.
\

Shri prabodh Chandra :

While replying

to part

(b) of the

question, the hon. Chief Minister has stated that the papers are sent
for verification. I want to know the agency through which these
verifications are made for refunding the fines ?
/
Chief Minister : The verifications are made according to the
claims that are made. For instance, if it is a claim for the refund of
a fine, the claimant is asked to produce some documentary evidence
in support of his claim. But if neither any documentary evidence
is produced nor any records are available, the fines are refunded on
the submission of affidavits.

SALES TAX.
*2985.

Shri Ram Sharma

:

Will tluj hon. Chief Minister be

pleased b> state the changes Government contemplates to make in the
Saxes l ax under the new policy and instructions of the Central G overn
ment ?

/
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava : The East Punjab General
Sales Tax Act, 1948 is in accord with the new Constitution and policy
and instructions of the Central Government and does not call for any
amendment as a result thereof.
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May I know if this is a fact

that

sales tax is levied on a Tandur or Dhaba a country restaurant, as
soon as a few chairs are placed in-it ?
Chief Minister :
Shri Prabodh

It does not arise out of this question.
Chandra :

On a point o f

order, Madam.

Is it

for the Chair or the Chief Minister to decide whether a supplementary
arises out of the question or not ?
Deputy Speaker:

That was the opinion of the hon.

Chief

Minister.
Shri Amar Na h Vidyalankar :

I want your ruling on

the

point

whether it is for the Chair or for the Chief Minister to decide about
the relevancy of a particular supplementary ?
Chief

M inister:

The

main

question relates to the changes

proposed to be m >de in the Sales Tax Act,
the Central Government.

under the new

policy of

I have replied that whateve- amendm n;s

have been made in the Sales Tax Act, have been made according
the new Constitution of India.

to

The exemptions from Sales Tax are

given according to the policy o f the Central

Government.

Any

supplementary for further details does not arise out of this question.
Deputy Speaker :

Is the hon.

Member satisfied with the reply ?

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

No, Madam, I am not satisfied

at all, I consider the question
Sales fax.
Deputy Speaker :

to be in relation to the change in the

What do you wish to ask ?

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar:

I wish to kn w whether by taking

off the chairs and tables the hotels can be exempted from the Sales lax;

if so, does the Government, not feel the desirability of introducing
changes in the rules so as to exempt the hotels also ?
Deputy Speaker :

The hon.

Member should study the question

and think for hints If whether this supplementary arises or not.
Shri

Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

Madam,

supplementary dbes arise out of this question.

in

my

opinion

this
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Sardar Bachan Singh :

May 1 know
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whether the -Government

of Punjab is aware of the fact that it is a policy of the Government
of India not to impose any ^ales Tax on the necessities of life ?
Chief Minister :

No such instructions have been issued by the

Central Government.
prepared by

Of course, a list of such articles

is

being

the Government and wl enever such list is ready we will

consider it.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

May I know the views of the Government

on the matter whether sales tax should be imposed on

the necessities

of life or not ?
Chief Minister :

There are certain articles upon which sales tax

can be and has been imposed while there are others which

may be

and have been exempted.
Shrimati

Sita Devi :

Has the Government any

impose sales tax even on air and water ?
Chief Minister :

authority to

(Laughter, r

It is a question of opinion.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

Does the Government intend exempting

fodder from sales tax ?
Chief Minister :

It is a request for action.

Moreover, it does

not arise out of this question
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point *of order, Madam. May I
know whether it is for the Chair to decide whether supplementary
arises out of a question or it is for the hon
maintain the dignity of the Chair.

Ministers ?

I wish to

I want your ruling on this point,

so that we may not have to ask hon. Chiei Minister ag in and again.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should study

the question

in order to see whether a supplementary arises or not.
#

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Madam, it is only two days back that

you took the r sponsibility of occupying this Chair.

I beg to submit

that you should consult the Secretary on this point whether it is
the Chair to decide this issue or not.

{Hon.

Members :

for

W ithdraw,

withdraw.)
Deputy Speaker :
these words.

The hon. Member should

better withdraw
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I can only speak if the lion. Deputy

Madam, my submission was that vour dignity

is the dignity of the House.

That is why I wanted to have your ruling

on this point.
Deputy Speaker :

I don’ t want

'o enter into arguments here.

Even if l have to ask the horn Members I won’ t consider it below my
dignity because the hon. Members themselves have given me this
position.

T'.do not like to wa te the time of the House.

So I

would

request the hon. Members to speak to the point.
Sardar Bachan Singh : On a point of order. If it becomes
difficult for an hon. Member to decide whether a supplementary
question is relevant or not, is it for the Chair or for the hon. Ministers
to decide this matter ?
Deputy

Speaker :

Of course, it is for the Chair to see the

relevancy of a supplementary question

But I

would request the

hon. Members to put only such questions as are relevant.

I admit

that it is not the dutv ot the hon. Ministers to give their opinions on
the relevancy of questions!
Minister For Public Works :

On a point o f order, Madam.

Only

short while ago you asked the ho . Member to withdraw the remarks
he made
So far he has not withdrawn them.
to withdraw.
Deputy Speaker :
remarks.

Yes, the hon. Member should withdraw

Shii Prabodh Chandra :
them oven a hundred times.

Shri Ram

the

Madam, I am prepared to withdraw

[Laughter.)

S JC iiSSlON 0 / APPEALS, MEMORIALS, ETC.
DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
* '986.

He should be asked

Sharma :

TO THE HEADS OF

Will the hon. Chief* Minister be

; leased to state : —
(a) whether it is a fact that officers and

subordinates in

services are not allowed to submit advance copies of their
appeds.

memorials and representations to the Heads oi

their
Departments,
concerned ;
'

Government

and

hon.

Minister*

(b) whether it is a fact that in various instances such
memorials

and

appeals,

representations are either withheld

considerabty delayed by
of Deptts, who either deny

the

or

Heads o f offices and Heads

justice

or cause

harassment

by belated forwarding of such papers to Government ;
(c) whether it is a fact that under the existing Appeal and
Punishment Rules in cases where original punishment is
awarded by Government themselves, no further appeal
lies against such order by the affected Government
employee ;
(d) whether it is a fact that in the

Procedural

Rules for the

working of the Public Service Commission of this S tate>
'it is laid down

that in forwarding cases to the

said

Commission, the Government or the Punishing Authority
shall not make any recommendation or give any indication
of the proposed punishment,

the

idea being

not

to

prejudice the opinion of the Public Service Commission ;
(e) if the reply to part fd)

above

be in the

affirmative,

whether it is a fact that Assistants, Superintendents, and
Secretaries in Government Secretariat and Heads of
Departments
punishments

record their recommendations
on the
for the approval of the Public Service

Commission in all disciplinary cases ;
(f) in how many cases during the years 1948 and 1949, H<*ads
of Departments and Government themselves made their
recommendations of the award of specific punish awn t>
and submitted the cases to ihe Public Service Commission
merely for then' approval ;

(g) what a<'t?*ii. if any, d >es the G •wrnment p. noose to
take in the cases so deeded ?
The hon. Br Gopi Chand thar^ava :
(a) No
( ’G N
me

■i or l o; v.-.d su-'lic as He.ui >ol D :*> run. uts
i ouired to subnet to' Government haif-yearlv
o ,

•
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•

returns showing the duration of pendency o f such cases
in their offices and the details of the memorials with
held by them.
(c) Yes.
(d)

Yes.

(e) No.
(f) None.

*

(g) Does not arise.
EXTENSION OF JASRANA MINOR IN HARYANA

DIVISION.

*29.A. -Shrl Ram Sharma : ^Will the hon. ChieC Minister be
pleased to state :
(a) whether

(the

extension of Jasrana Minor in Haryana

Division has been sanction^ d by

the Government and

necessary provision made in the budget ;
(b) which villages are to

be benefited by this extension and

how much land is expected to be irrigated thereby;
•
(c) whether the zamindars concerned will be required to help
in this scheme; if so, in what way ?
The hon Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
(a) Yes.
(b)

4 villages viz.
Bhainsru Kalan, Dakora, Rohad and
Jaswar Kheri will be benefited by this scheme.
Area
likely to b~ irrigated is 1210 acr^s.

(c) No,

NEW CAPITAL AT CHANDIGARH
*3121.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be pleased to state the date by which the Capital at Chandigarh will
be ready for the shifting o f the Government oifices to the new Capital ?
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The hon Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:

It is not possible at present

to state the date by which the Capital near Chandigarh will be ready.
As already stated in reply to Starred Assembly Question N o.2555,
during the autumn session of the Assembly, the Government offices
will be shifted to the New Capital as soon as offices and residential
buildings are ready for occupation.

SHORT NOTICE QUESTION AND ANSWER.
'

/

____ ____

GOVERNMENT CENTRAL WORKSHOP, AMRITSAR
*3158. Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar : Will the hon. Chief
Minister be pleased to state with reference to answer to my starred
question N o.2669 put on 1-3-1951 :—
'a)

whether the fourteen gazetted holidays with pay allowed
to

^

the workers according to the new orders referred to in

that answer will or will not be deducted from the workers'
earned leave, under the Fac/ories Act ;
(b) the date when the order relating to the grant of 14
gazetted holidays with pay to workers in the Central
W orkshop at Amritsar was passed ;
(c) whether he will lay a copy of the order referred to above
on the table ?

v

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) T hey will not be deducted.
_ (b) On 26-8-1949.
i

c

(c) A copy of the orders is placed on the table.f
Shri ft mar Nath Vidyalankar :

The copy of the order that has

been laid on the table indicates that the rules were framed on 26th
August 1949. But since the representation by the workers of the
Central Workshop was submitted in the month of September, do I
r

take it that their grievances regarding the gizetted
remain unredressed ?
fK ep t in the Library

i

holidays still
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those rules which were in

force then. Afterwards, Government thought of making certain
amendments in them. As a matter of fact, certain amendments in
this connection have been iorwarded to the Accountant General for
approval. So, -s soon as his approval is received, the amended
rules will be enforced
Sardar Sajjan Singh

Will the

hon. Chief

Minister

kindly

tell us whether the enjoyment, of these'gazetted holidays is restricted
to the workers of the Central Workshop only or whether laboureis
working in the P.W .D.

or

Irrigation Department

can also avail

of the benefits ?
Chief Minister :

1 his question relates to the workers of the

Central Workshop, Amritsar and these facilities aie meant lor them
only.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

May

I know

how

long will it

take the Government io receive the approved proposals ;rom the
Accountant General and when will the amended rules be enforced ?
Chief Minister :

I cannot say how long it will

much I can say that

talo ; but this

we will request the Accountant General to

expedite
the
despatch
oi
his
approval
ol the proposed
rules. So, as soon as ihey are received, they will be put into
force.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know why invidious treatment is

being meted out to the laboureis, w orking on the roads and canals
under

the Government, in the

matter oi

enjoyment of gazetted

holidays ?
Chief Minister :

It is so because the labourers wmiking on the

roads are not permanent employees ot the Government,

llk -y are

em ployed on daily wages.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :
a section

Is the hon. Chief Minister aware

that

of labourers working on the ro*.ds is under the permanent

employment of the Government?

If so, may 1 know

laboureis will be allowed to enjoy the same privileges ?
Chief Minister :

For this I require a fresh notice.

whether thes^
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ADJOURNMENT MOTION
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Madam, before you permit the hon.

Chief Minister to move his Demand, J would like to make a submission
and that is this.

Last week tw o notices of an adjournment motion

regarding the embittered communal atmosphere in the
given to the hon. Chief Minister by
Shri Ram Sharma.

myselt

State were

and the hon. Member

The hon. Speaker was pleased to prom ise to fix

some time for its discussion on

+he floor of tj e House, after having

consultations with the hon. Leader of the House.

I would request

you to fix the time and inform the House so that the hon. Members
may prepare themselves for the discussion.
T eputy Speaker : I have the fullest sympathy with the hon.
Member and I quite agree that largest measure of time should be
allotted for discussion of the adjournment motion
But I regret
I cannot fix any time during the Budget Session for this purpose,
particularly to-day when an im portant Demand like the Rehabilitation
is going to be discussed. If the hon. Member wants me to accom pany
him and seek the advice of the hon. Chief Minister on this subject,
i will have no objection.

DEMANDS FOR GRANTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) :

I beg to

move —

That a sum not exceeding Rs>. 1 48,62,100 be granted to the Governor to
defray the chaiges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of Miscellaneous.
Deputy Speaker :

Demand m oved—

That a sum not exceeding Rs 1,48,62,100 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
* year 1951-52 in respect of Miscellaneous.
Sardar Sajjan Singh (Patti, Sikh, Rural)

(Punjabi) :

Madam, I

beg to m ove-

That the item of Rs. 25,34,460 on account of 57/- Miscellaneous— L.
Expenditure— on displaced persons, be reduced by Rs 100./-
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Madam, the work assigned to the Department of Rehabilitation is of
vital importance. Just as the duty of the Police is to maintain law
and ordeT in the State and that of the Civil Supplies Department is to
provide maximum facilities to the people in securing necessities of life,
the duty of the Rehabilitation Department is to resettle the displaced
persons. But I am pained to mention that this Department has
surpassed other departments in the matter of <vils like toriuplion.
Previously, the Police had earned a bad reputation for

taking bribes.

But when during the World W ar the Civil Supplies Department was
created,

it

outdid

gratification.

Then,

the Police in the matter of accepting illegal
after

the

partition,

the

Department

of

Rehabilitation came into existence, but it beat even the Civil Supplies
Department in the evil of corruption. (Laughter). J have serious
apprehensions that ii any other new department is established, it will
steal a march over the Rehabilitation Department in this matter. Pur
tne present, 1 am concerned with the Rehabilitation Department and
its working. Now the question arises as to why and how this evil
of corruption crept into this Department. I think that the main
cause of this evil is that the officers seiving in tnis department do not
feel themselves under any obligation to observe lan of the land. 1
have got proofs in my possession to substantiate this point. G overn
ment has framed a rule regarding rehabilitation of refugees to the
effect that a locality, having a population of at least 1S,UU0 peismis
and situated within a distance ol two miles from a certain tow;., wid
be declared a suburban area. This area will be all t eel to the displaced
persons coming from Pakistan. Now there is a village Bhaura’ in
the district of Ludhiana. I have visited that village. You will be
surprised that this village has not been declared as a suburban area
despite the fact that it is situated within the municipal limits of two
miles of the city of Ludhiana.
that a Head of the
belong to

This lias been done due

Department

Tehsil Chunian

wants

to be

I would like to illustrate the situation

his

own

resettled in

this

of that village.

to the reason
relatives,

who

village.

Now

Madam, you

will see that my seat and that of my hon Friend Sardar Baclian
are co-distant from the seat of the hon. Chief Minister.
seat of my hon. Friend is declared a suburban

Singh

Now,

if the

area and mine

is left

out, then this decision will not be based on any justice.

Similarly, the

village ‘ Bhaura’ has been separated from all the adjoining villages
which have been declared as suburban areas. This has been done,
because, as J have already stated, a high officer is iuterestsd and wants
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to benefit his relatives. I think this is most improper on the part of
the officer, who is no less than the Head of a Department, to do things
like that.

Such an act, on the one hand, results in injustice to the

people and, on the other, it brings Government into disrepute.
Now, I would like to throw light on some other irregularities
committed by the officials of this department

I had made a mention

of this fact during the discussion on the General Adminstration
would

like

to

repeat

the same now also.

The

and I •

Departm ent of

Rehabilitation changed its order six times which it had passed in
connection with the allotment of land to a refugee in village Bala
Chak, District Amritsar.

Ordinarily under the law, there are three

stages in which a case has to pass.

The first is the lower court,

the

second is the Appellate Court and the third is the authority which
reviews the appeal.

But it is a matter o f surprise that the departm ent

of Rehabilitation has changed its own order six times thus violating
the established practice in the State. I ask. how far it is fair and
proper to do so? But the matter does not stop here. After having
altered the order six times, the officer concerned has stated that the
final decision in the matter is yet to come and it will be taken on
review.

This is not a hypothetical example.

I

have stated

facts

which have been supplied to me by the Government itself in reply to
one of my Assembly questions.
In spite of there being no order of allocation in favour of Captain
Kartar Singh he was allotted land in village Verka district Amritsar.
Deputy Speaker : I may remind the hon. Member that a time
limit of 20 minutes is reasonable as I would like to give half an hour
to the'hon. Minister for replying to the debate.
Sardar Sajjan Singh:

On

enquiry, I

was

told

that

he was

allotted land as he is a local colonist and owns large immovable
property in Amritsar district.

But the real

fact is that his

son

Sardar Hardial Singh P.C.S.is holding the post of Additional Registrar
in the Rehabilitation Department and was posted prior to this as a
Magistrate in Amritsar. It appears that rules and regulations are
not strictly observed in this Dep irtment. Sometime back, I wrote to
the

Financial Commissioner, Rehabilitation,

that Sardar Rajinder

Singh, whose home district is Amritsar, should n ot be posted there
because there was every likelihood of various
committed if he remained posted there

irregularities

being

The resuLt of this was that
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he

showed

undue favour to his relatives and helped

them in the

allotment of land in village Ghariala, and thus broke all records of
irregularities. When I went to that village I noticed that the records
* were tampered with. I gave a notice of question during the last
session to know why land had been allotted to them and I was inform
ed that it was because of the fact that they were local sitting allottees.
When I enquired as to when they had submitted their applications for
allotment of land, then the Government gave a reply that the papers
were not traceable. Subsequently, I saw the list of sitting allottees
and found that their names were not contained in that list even. The
Rehabilitation Department has earned a bad name for not observing
rules and regulations. It appears that the hon.
Minister for Re
habilitation has given full autonomy to the officers of this department.
If such like irregularities are allowed to continue, then how can we
expect that this department can function efficiently and effectively?
How can the poor peoplex expect ju stice ? How can the law have
its course when the highly-placed officers of this department are
flagrantly violating it to gain their personal ends. This is not all. On
the one hand, general public is suffering from housing shortage but,
on the other hand, influential persons have been allotted housesonein a village and the other in an urban area. In order to remove
this irregularity, I gave a notice of question but it was postponed.
In this connection, I will cite an example.
Jathedar, Orara,

has occupied

Sardar Chanan Singh

four houses in village Patti.

These

houses were allotted to Sardar Buhar Singh, Member District Board,
who had also taken the possession of these houses through a local
Magis rate.

But the

Deputy

Commissioner,

order that the possession was illegal.

Amritsar, passed an

B y virtue of this order, Sardar

Buhar Singh had to surrender two houses which were again given
over to Sardar Chanan Singh.

I had a personal talk with the Deputy

Commissioner on this subject and brought to his notice that double
allotment had been made in several cases whereas many people had
not got even one house tor then to live in.
tory reply to

give me.

But he

had no s itisfac

Moreover, it is strange that the Government

has decided th.it the big
allottees should be given good houses.
Thousands of such allotments have been made though the possession
has not yet been

given.

But

I fail to understand the reason for

not following this rule in the case of Sardar Chanan
One

Sardar

Singh Orara.

Inder Singh, who owns 60 acres of land, has been allotted

a kacha house in village Daudpur, tehsil Patti.

Similarly, one Nand

Miscellaneo us
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Lai, who owns 55 acres of land, has also been allotted a kacha house,
while on the other hand, Sardar Bahai Singh and Sardar Chanan Singh
have been allotted pucca houses although they are owners of only 37
acres of land each.

To justify these allotments, the Government has

come forward with the plea that temporary possession of the allottees
has been taken into consideration.
issued

But the orders that have been

to this effect are that the possession of the houses will not

be taken into consideration.

It

only

shows

that favouritism is

rampant in this department and these examples

will make it clear

that no rales and regulations are being observed by this department.
Only those people who wield power

and influence can get benefit

from this department and the poor people aie hopelessly neglected.
I know of an instance where a pacca house had to be allotted in
village Talwandi district Ferozepore.

There were two brothers who

were jointly owners of 100 acres of land-

The district authorities

treated them as owners of one unit and promised to allot that house
in favour of two brothers by ignoring the interests o f another person
who owned 70 acres of land. In village Daudpur also, the area of
land possessed by two real brothers was considered as one unit and
they were allotted a good house on this basis although such a procedure
is contrary to the rules. It is obviously a case of favouritism. In fa ct,
law has these days become a pliant tool in the hands of the executive.
Besides this, there is another evil that I have noticed in the administra
tion of this State. So far as the appellate courts or the reviewing courts
are concerned, they always serve the parties concerned in a case that
comes before them with sum nons informing them" of the date and
place of hearing.
Deputy Speaker :

Please resume your seat

now.

Your time is

up.
Sardar Saji an Singh :

Kindly let me complet

the sentence.

Deputy Speaker :

No, please.

It would be better if you stop

Deputy Speaker :

Demand under consideration, motion moved—

here.
That the item of Rs. 25,34,460/ on account of 57-Misceallameous-LExpend ture on displaced persons be reduced by Rs. 100/-0

S ri

Bhagat

( Punjabi ) :

Ram

Madam,

Chodha

[

Jullundur

I am grateful

General,

to you for

giving

Rural ]
me an

opportunity to speak. The administration of our State is just so, so.

•
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If exists in name only. Practically speaking, it is doing nothing. If
it were worth its name, the State would not witness these quarrels
between Sikhs and Harijans and between Sikhs and Hindus.
arr‘ those at the helm of affairs, so are their subordinates,
persons in the services.

I

As

mean,

From patwari to the highest officer, no body

is prepared to work in an honest manner.

He will have to be offered

a bribe before he will be willing to do the smallest 1hing even though it
forms part of his officials duties. However qualified a person, he cannot
get any job without a recommendation from an hon. Minister. Even
then, many a time the head of the office has to weigh between the
recommendation of one Minister and that of the other while making
the selection
Mehta Ranbir Singh :
*57-Miscellaneous/
General

Madam, the demand under discussion is

Is the hon. Member relevant ?

Administration,

Police

or

the

general

Can he discuss
policies

of the

Government ?
The hon. Member should be relevant.

Deputy Speaker :

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

Madam, I am not saying anything

irrelevant I want to discuss the working of all the departments
which come under this head. Our Ministers are so hard hearted
that they refuse to see members of t h ' public who want to voice
their grievances before them. I don’ t know the stuff they are made
of.

As regards their ability and

qualifications,

I woul-j not say

anything except reciting a few well-known verses after
little alteration in them.
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I would ask those at the helm of affairs to rule in a just manner
or leave the ‘gaddih It is a matter for great regret that the admini
stration has gone worse than even the times of the British Government.
Corruption has increased to such an extent that one has to bribe
every official to get a thing done.

Favouritism is rampant in the bus

services run by the Government.

People who apply for posts of

drivers are asked to appear for Ust
After passing the test, they
are asked to work without pay for sometime but when vacancies
occur they are turned out and the nominees of the Ministers
appointed to the vacant posts.

are

Members of this House cry them

selves hoarse urging the Government to make the administration pure
but the Ministers ignore their

suggestions

considering them mere

nonsense ( bakwas).
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is the word bakwas parliamentary ?

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : Madam, I withdraw it. Formerly,
we had at least this hope that some action would be taken on matters
raised by us through questions.

But now this hope has also vanished

and our voice is a voice in wilderness.
Shri Virendr*
West

Multan,

(Ex-Member, West Punjab Assembly representing

Division',

General

Rural)-

{Hindi) :

Madam, the

demand which is before this House relates to a number of departments
and asks for a sum of rupees one crore and forty-eight lakhs.

As it

relates to so many departments, it is not possible to do full justice
to it in the small space of time which is at my disposal. Still I shall
do my best to place my views before the House about the various
d partnients as briefly as I can.
the

I wish

to draw the attention of

Government particularly to one department which forms part

of this demand and which can helps u in augmenting our revenues.
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But,

unfortunately, I find that a good deal of corruption, jobbery

and nepotism is prevailing in this department.
Deputy Speaker :
tion Department.

The hon. Member should speak on Rehabilita-

That is

the department which is to be discussed.

And then the hon. Member himself, being a displaced person, would
like to speak on it.

Shri Virendra :

I

wanted to discuss the Transport Department.

I came prepared for that.

Anyhow, I do not mind switching myself

on to the Rehabilitation Depatment.

To begin with, I must withdraw

my charges of corruption and jobbery as I never directed them towards
this department.

So far as this department is concerned, 1 can, on

the basis of figures before me, say that it has done very useful work
and has to a very great extent succeeded in its objects.

But this

should not be taken to mean that the rehabilitation problem has
satisfactorily solved and nothing more remains to be done.

been

I repeat

that the Government has done quite a good deal for our rehabilitation
and not to recognize this fact will tantamount to ingratitude on our
part.

But this does not entitle us to shut our eyes to what still remains

to be d o le .

W e have been faced with two varieties of rehabilitation,

namely, the rural rehabilitation and the urban rehabilitation.

So far

as the former is concerned, [ ain of the opinion that the Government
has done quite a good deal in this connection.

This shou d not mean

that I grudge anything fhat may have been done for the good

of the

rural people.

greater

On the other hand, I ardently

wish

that

facilities should be afforded to them so that they are enabled to bring
more land under the plough and make this State a granary not only
of this State but of the whole of the country.

What I wished to

convey was that the scheme of the rural rehibilitation had been more
successful than the scheme for the urban retiabilitatipn.

This thing was

admitted by His Excellency the Governor not only in his recent
Address but even in wo or three more Addresses which he delivered
in the past.
my point.

Here are some figures before me which will illustrate

A sum of rupees one crore and 95 lakhs has been advanced
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to the rural people by way of loans.

The details of these loans are as

follows :
Loans for building houses in rural areas :

—

1,00,00,000

Loans for power pumps

—

10,00,000

Loans for boring of wells

— ,

—

15,00,000

Loans for tubewells

—

—

30,00,000

Loans for tractors

—

—

20,00,000

Loans for purchase of bullocks

—

—

20,00,000

Total Rural Loans

—

1,95,00,000

This shows that the Government has sufficiently realized
duty towards the ruralites.

its

I shall be mighty glad if it does more

for them. But I may be forgiven when I say that it has given quite
a step-motherly treatment to the urbanites. They have been very
badly treated.
to them.

Even adequate living accommodation is being denied

I find that at some places three or four families have been

thrust in a room or two.

It really pains me to say that some days

a g o 'n in e or ten families which were living in a house in Garha, a
small village near Jullundur, were ordered to vacate the house as it had
been allotted to some other individual. The belongings of these
families were forcibly placed outside in the rain and about forty or
fifty persons of those families were put to trouble to please only one
individual or a fam ily.

This is the condition which

are in. And then nobody has any sympathy for
bold to register their complaints in an} quarter.
orders are orders and have to be obeyed. I may
that this state of things will not be tolerated

the urbanites

them if they make
They are told that
here tell this House
for very long. No

Government, whether it is the Central Government or the State Govern
ment, can keep itself in the saddle if it fails to solve the problems of
its people.

No Government should ever labour under a misunderstand

ing that it can carry on its affairs without the active help of the people.
If the

Government disregards the feelings of the people it is sure to

jeopardize its own existence.

At present I find that a vast number

of our displaced brethren are not getting a fair deal and I should not
be guilty of an exaggeration if I say that in case things are allowed to
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remain where they are, we may be heading towards a revolution which
might overthrow or liquidate all Governments, Ministries and Adminis
trations.
I am saying these things as a friend and well-wisher of the Govern
ment. This problem o f rehabilitation is so important that if the Gov
ernment succeeds in solving it satisfactorily, they will not only have per
formed one of their most urgent tasks but they will thereby enable the
people of this State to stand on their own legs

Most of the difficulties

of the Government will end with the solution of this problem. The
displaced persons today have neither any work nor houses to live in.
How long can they be expected to go

on living in these conditions?

Their patience is sure to be exhausted one day.

I f the Government

is anxious to gauge the real feelings o f the people, the hon. Ministers
should go among these people and hear their grievances. In this
connection, the thing which needs immediate attention of the Govern
ment is the acute housing problem.

Everywhere the displaced persons

complain that they hav^ not been given houses.
; he Government
on the other hand tells that thev h ive constructed houses but the
displaced

persons do not come forward to

purchase these.

recently a Bill was passed by the House giving permission

Only
to

the

Government to sell the houses constructed by it to non-refugees as
these could not be sold to the displaced persons. In the towns as well
as villages, people complain of scarcity - f houses. In the villages also,
three or four families are living in single rooms. When the men are
in the room, the women have to stay out and when the women are inside
the men have to keep out.
education
of

of children.

livelihood.

There is no proper arrangement

for

the

Most of the displaced persons have no means

I shall ask the

Government

to

pay

immediate

attention to this most urgent problem.
The" other thing which needs immediate attention of the
Government is the urban rehabilitation. Many people are still living
in the camps and they have nothing to do.

I am not in favour of free

.rations being given to these persons for long, but it is the duty of the
Government to provide some employment for these persons. If all
these people ate given some work to do, it will lead to prosperity of
the State.
•

The third thing to-which I wish to draw
Government is with regard to

the attention of the

the rural rehabilitaion.

Rural people
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have been g'veu lands and have also been given taccavi loans but
siiil there is wide spread dis-satisfaction among them.
cau^e of this dis satisfaction?

They complain that the Government

officers do not treat them properly.
v

not

been

able

to change

W hat is the

Unfortunately,

their mentality.

our officers have

Instead of

regarding

themct--Ives as servants of the people after the attainment of freedom,
they still consider themselves as rulers.

If our hon. Chief Minister

tabes pride in calling himself a servant of the people, why should
the Government officers also not behave

in the same manner?

The

displaced persons are entitled to more sympathy from these people
because they are faced with many hardships and it should be regarded
*

as the dutv of the Government to understand their hardships.
Then, M adim, as T said yesterday

also, the displaced students

were given loans bv the Government but in most of the cases they
are not in

a position to repay these.

In view of their dilficult es, I

shall request the Government to grant remission of these loans.
^

I

am thankful to you, Mad mi, for providing me an opportunity of
express'ng rnv views on this important, subject and in the end I

shall

again request the Government to tackle this problem sympathetically,
because if this problem is sol ed, most of the difficulties of the State
will be over.
Sardar Man Singh Jathedar (E x -Member, West Punjab Assembly,
represent u g

Sheikhupura West,

Sikh, Rural)

(Punjabi):

I beg to

subm t that a great injustice has been done to us in the matter of
renabilitation. Evacuee lands weie distributed tor various purposes.
On some of these, model towns have been constructed while others have
been s *ld as building sites
Some o f the displaced persons had to pay
—x

sixteen or seventeen thousand rupees

for purchasing houses.

Some

lands in the urban areas have been res rved by the Rehabilitation
Department, factories have been set up on some evacuee lands while
a quite large number of these have been distributed among Forest
Dr pa; t ment and Garden Colony

Department.

Must of the valuable

lands have been reserved by the Rehabilitation Department while
otheis have been sold to the people. In the cities and towns too, all
the good houses are being used lor purposes
r

other than

for dwelling,

On v tiie vV-jrt.iiess houses have bsen allotted to the displaced persons.
-

1 owned five houses in the West Punjab

These were

Ambu, Uiuhaikana, JS^nkana Sahio and other places.

V

situated at Chak
In this State
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*

I have not been allotted a single house for my residence. 1 am putting
up in the houce of another gentleman. The Government should
provide accommodation to all those persons who had to

abandon

their houses in Pakistan.
Then, Madam, various types of

cuts have been imposed.

Not

only has the Government imposed a cut in the matter of allotment o f
rural lands but evm our food

ration has been

reduced.

Not only

these cuts are unjustified, but 1 feel that we should be given houses
of the same type which we had to abandon.
Pandit Faqtr Chand (Fx-m em ber, West Punjab Assembly represen
ting West Lahore Division, General, Rural] (Hindi) : Madam, the
subject ol rehabilitation, which we are discussing today, is so important
that on its satisfactory solution depends

not only the future of this

State but of the whole country. If our displaced brethren, whose
number runs into lakhs, are properly rehabilitated, most of the diffi
culties of our Government • ill be over and the Punjab will have a
bright future. I agree with my hon. Friend Shri Virendra that
rural persons have been rehab litated to a large extent but I feel that
that work also is still incomplete. N T only huge sums have to be
offered in the form of illegal gratification in the matter of allottment
of lands, but I find that if one brother Ins been allotted land in Fero-zepur district the other has been rehabilitated i.i Hiss.r.
members of the same family have been

In this manner,

scattered at different

In spite of the fact that the Government engaged

place?.

thousands of person

in this Dep wtment, there are many defects in the work done by it.
A large number of displ >ced land-owners are roanvng about idly from
one place to another
Sometimes they go to the Patwaris, the., they
have to go to the Naib Tehdldars and again to rhe Tehsildars. If the
hon. Ministers willingly close their eyes to facts it is a different
but I am sure that if a proper enquiry is instituted, it wih
that a large number of persons connected with the
accep'ed bribes.

As a matter of fact, no

matter
be found

allotment of lands

body could get anything

done without greasing the palm of one person or another.
Through you, Madam, I want . o

point out to the Government

that it should enquire into this matter and the officials who have
exploited the miseries of the refugees should be punished. Those poor
people could not bring With them even then utensils

W hatever

hi tie
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amount of gold or silver they managed to bring with them has gone to
the pockets of public servants, nay, masters.

I m yself heard Patwaris

and Naib-Tehsildars talking among themselves that this was their most
lucrative season during the period of 30 years.
so much corruption as has been { practised
Rehabilitation.

There has never been
in

this

Department of

Besides this, I want to submit that if the appeals

which are now pending before this Department in connection with
the allotments ot land are not speedily decided, not only the refugees
will continue to go about from place to place but the food problem
will also become all the more serious.

Brothers who are now allotted

land in different districts should be allotted land in the same district
at the same places. The position.at present is that one brother has
been allotted land in Karnal district while the dther brother has been
allotted land in some other

district.

This has resulted in severe

inconvenience to the^people which should be removed.
./

^

then, Madam, it has been said that large amounts are being
exp* nded by way of giving scholarships and stipends to the refugee
children.

But the fact is that the aid

given in

this form really

amounts to zero. We find that refugee children are going without any
education to-day. These are the children whose parents had high
hopes of them at one time. But now those people cannot even make
their both ends meet.

How can they give education to their children ?

I, therefore, request the Government to spend money for this purpose
generously and to fix permanent scholarships for the refugee students.
The position today is that whatever aid has been given has gone into
the pockets of the managers and headmasters of the schools.
scholarships which were meant for the students did
them.

not actually reach

The Government should pay special atttention towards

matter.

The
this

Besides, the amount earmarked for this purpose is quite

inadequate.

If pur Government were to stop filling the pockets of its

big officers by giving them promotions, the money so saved could be
utilised for the rehabilitation of these poor people.

In this way, the

people will praise and bless the Government and the State will also be
able to go ahead.

There

are a number of

departments in which

promotions are unreasonably being given to the officers.

For instance,

there is the Transport Department.
i

O'} ,v ; 5])

.3;- : ; .«

,! •

should speak on the Rehabili-
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I want to submit, Madam, that there aie

officers who got only Rs. coO before the partition but who are now
getting Rs. 1500 per mensem. If this money had been sp-mt on the
rehabilitation of the refugees, it would have been m ch better
Minister for Revenue :

The officer to whom the hon.

Member is

referring was appointed during th time of Shri Bhirn Sen Sachar.
/
Pandit Faqir Chand :

Whether it wa- Shri Sachar

or Giaru Ji,

who did such a wrong thing, it was objectionable. Shri Sachar might,
have app )inted him on Rs. 1100 per mensem ; but Giani Ji confrnied
him on Rs. 1500 per mensem.
Deputy Speaker : I have not called von to speak on Shri
Sachar or Giani Ji. 1 have called upon you t<> speak on Rehabi Nation
De artment.
Pandit Faqir Chand :
another matter.

Then. Madam, I draw your attention

The refugees, when came to this •ode,

work at any cost.

This was commendable.

after giving high bids in the auctions.

to

wanted to net

Tney got the factories

But now they are

n

di 1 i ul y

became they cannot pay lvgh rents to the Government
I would like
to point out that the Government should n t make it a commerei l
proposition

Those

people are now being

otherwise they would be evicted
their allotments.

asked to p iv

from t hose facto; ie«. after cancelling

The Government should fix reasonable

they are in a position to pay.

the rents,

rents w..ich

The allotments should not b

so that they may continue to earn their livelihood in

canc

led

this wa\

How

are no;

them

can they fill the coliers of the Government when they

selves getting enough to make their
both
ends
meet
l ne ii.,ui.
Ministers should pay attention to this fac and redu e the rents wmcii
are too high lor the allottees.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh
rep»esenting Amritsar
(Hindi) :

(Ex Member

West

Punjab Assembly

and Sialkot, General, Rural,

Madam, so far as this Department

of

Reserved

:stdt)

K ehabihut on is

concerned, it lias been criticised a good deal by the previom^ m eake»s.
But all the lion. Members have left out
question o f iehabiiit..tion of relugees

one in ijoit.m t

cannot be declared innocent.

ul this

If an enquiiy is held mtu

conduct of the officers who have been responsible for
grnts of taccavi loans, vis a vis

aspect

Har ijan

the

the dbtiiou tion

refugees, 1 am sure tiiey

I v. oulJ like to ask

the Government as
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to how much financial aid in the form of loans and grants has been
given in the cities to the urban people, how much has been given to the
rural people and how much to the Harijans.
In my opinion, step-motherly treatment has been accorded to the
Harijans. They have not been given any appreciable help by the
Government
It is strange that while for businessmen and urbanites
there is need for giving loans amounting to ten

thousand

rupees for

building factories, etc., and for the agriculturists there is need for
providing them with houses, taccavi loans and grants etc., no atten
tion is being paid to the need of

the

poor

Harjans.

No grants or

housing accommodation has been provided to the Harijans, and even
those houses which they-occupied have b^en taken away from them
under the Rehabilitation rules.

It is stated that preference should be

given to the allottees and that the Harijans should be given open sites
and a grant of rupees one hundred each. This is
cruelty
to the
Harijans. How can they construct hpus3s with a paltry sum o f one
hundred ruoees ?

As a matter of fact, the Harijan refugees have been

put to a lot of hardship and unnecessary
approach the H trij in M. L. As. for help.

worry.
But it is

Such poor persons
regrettable

that

even the Harij m M. L. As are not in a position to render any help to
them on account of the attitude adopted by most of the officers
concerned. As a matter o f fact, such officers do not care for what the
Harijan M L. As. say, what to s«y of their attitude towards the poor
and helpLss Harijans. I have stated that it is a wrong policy which our
Government is following with regard to the allotment of houses in

the

rural areas. We carried on an agitation against this and the late Dr.
Lehna Singh Sethi sympathised with us and promised to change the
policy. He told us that the landless refugees would be entitled to get
houses of landless evacuees. Madam, I wish to submit that the poor
Harijans have no resources.

So, it is the duty of the Government to

render all possible help to them. That country and that Government
flourishes which look to the interests of the poor. In the end I wish to
s a y :—♦
Be of good cheer and believe that you have been selected by the
Lord to do things and you will do them. Hold yourself in readiness,
i.e., be pure and holy and love for love’s sake; love the poor, the
miserable and the down trodden. God will bless you.
Sardar Ajit Singh (Ex-member, West Punjab Legislative Assembly
representing South-west Punjab, Sikh, Rural) (P un jabi): Madam, I
wi&Yv to express m y views on Rehabilitation. So far as urban rehabi-
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litation is concerned there is no doubt that the Government of
has not been able to satisfy the displaced persons.

Punjab

The reason for this

is that the problem of urban rehabilitation has been taken by the
Central Government in its hands. AH the steps are taken in accordance
' with the decisions of the

Government of India.

In

the matter of

rural rehabilitation, we are proud of what our State Governm ent has
done for the displaced persons.

Deputy Speaker

:

• ■'

Is the hon. Member speaking on 'Rehabilit-

; ation or is he praising the Government ?

Sardar Ajit Singh
Deputy .Speaker

:

:

‘ making an enquiry.
' i. ■
r:..........

Sardar Ajit Singh

I have a right to say so.
I ; don’ t challenge your right.

I am simply

*
-,
. .
: t My submission is that what the Government

; of Punjab has done.for the rural displaced persons under the difficult
conditions prevailing in this "Mate, is sufficient for any one to raise his
. head in pride.

In Punjab [It, there was not sufficient land for the

. persons - coming from Pakistan. Moreover, the land which we left
1 was more productive than the land here. In West Punj ib, we had
' canal-irrigated land and here there is v e ry little of canal-irrigated land.
- The quality of land on this side of the border is

not as good

as

' in West Punjab.
What is more; the Muslim evacuees have left
• only sixty percent o f the land possessed by the non-Muslim evacuees
'

from Pakistan (Punjab).

I he total area of land possessed

by non-

Muslims coming over to Punjab (l) in Pakistan was forty lakh

acres.

Under these conditions, no Government caul 1 cope with the problem
'• in a better way than the present Government nas doiii. I c in
challenge that

the

rules

under

which

the

G overnm iiit

carried

• out rehabilitation were the best in these circumstances. It is
sometimes
said that these has been
corruption
and
bribery.
: But as far
as I
know the Government has
tried its
, best to
remove
corruption,
and if in spite of its efforts
; were cases of bribery the persons offering
bribes were as
to b ao>e for it as the corrupt officials themselves. On the
the Government is not to blame for this.

As a matter o f fact, we

are tortu late in having able administrators at
Thapar the Financial

level
there
much
whole

the top like Mr. P N.

Commissioner; Sardar Tarlok

Singh, the able

officer, who never got tired even after tw enty-tw o hours of work out
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of twenty-four

hms

but who has now left us Mr. M.S. Randhawa

the most practical officer in the Department. The golden principles
which were set by these officers are worth appreciating.
Then, Madam, m y hon. Friend Sardar Sajjan Singh has stated
that great injustice has been doi.e in the matter of allotment of lands
in the suburban villages. 1 am pained to hear these remarks from
the

hon. Member, who is fully conversant with the rules pertaining

to this subject, particularly when he himself has been instrumental
in

the resettlement of refugees of iiaqas of

Lahore.

1 am sorry

that he has forgotten the fundamental rules underlying this matter.
He should know that it was never provided undeJ the rules that an
area situated r,t a distance of two miles from a town will be declared
as suburban lands.

The provision

is that all those lands in the

villages adjoining a town will be considered as suburban lands, no
matter whether that village is situated at a distance o f one furlong
only.

So, on that basis, if village

Bhaura

has been declared as

a suburban area, there is nothing wrong in it, nor is Shri Thapar to be
blamed for this.

Sardar Bachan Singh

:

May I, know whether the Parliamentary

Secretary has visited this village ?

Sardar

Ajit

Singh

:

Yes,

I have.

I therefore, tell m y

hon.

Friend that no useful purpose will be served by raising such flimsy
objections, when he is fully aware of the rules on the subject.
Then, Madam, an objection has been raised that allotment of
evacuee houses to the Harijans has been made unjustly. I am
really sorry at the ungratefulness of my Harijan friends. They
receive the greatest measure of benefit and yet erv that they have
got nothing worth the name.

I may point out that in Jullundur

district the landless Harijans have been allotted such evacuee houses,
as have not been allotted to zamindars owning 100 acres of land.

At

some places, rllotment of a house worth fifty thousand rupees has been
made to a

Harijan, while a big zamindar has not been allotted even

a house worth 500 rupees, In this connection I would refer m y hon.
Friends to the allottments made in village Upara.
Now I would like to make a few
Minister-in-charge.

submissions to the hon.

I would request him to make early arrangements

■A ,* ■
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. for the, redemption of Muslim evacuee lands

mortgaged with

the

zamindars of the Sta/e, so that the same may be allotted to those
refugee zanvndars

whose

claims

for land have not so far been

satisfied; Then there are a large number of zamindars who had
‘ purchased lands in the Nili Bar Colony or in Montgomery before the
partition took place/

They had paid the prices of the lands in full,

‘ but the sale deeds of these lands could not be registered properly
due to partition.

Since complete records of

be made available by

their lands could not

the West Pakistan Government, they have not

been allotted their full share of lands by the Rehabilitation Authori' ties

Since Government has appointed a Special Officer and a Sub

Registrar to frame rules regarding claims o f lands, I would request
" the hon. Minister to see that this matter is also decided soon.
; Saidas

Qurbachan SJagh Bftjwa

(Ex-Member, W est Punjab

: Legislative Assembly representing Sialkot. Sikh, Rural) (Punjibi) :
. Madam* it affords us a little satisfaction that after all in ' the tria ter
of rural rehabilitation, the zamindars have got something in lieu of
the lands left by them in W est Pakistan.

Of course, there is no

- doubt about the* fact that those who possessed arid lands there have
been allotted good L nds here and

«V-

vice versa.

The result is that

those zamindars who were entitled to have fertile lands, but are being

■' '*

allQtted'banjai' lands, find
their lapd

thcmse ves in greit difficulty.

Neither

is cultivable, nor have they any means to fall back upon

or support their families.

B sides, th re is another difficulty which

is causing major headache to the zamindars, and that is this.
were under the impression that after
of land,

We

the quasi-permanent allotment

the zamindars will not be disturbed.

But the reviews on

the appeals made by the allottees indicate that it may not be possible
for the zamindars to see them in ' permanent possession of lands
during their life ime.

The element of uncertainty introduced by the

revision o f appe ils is proving detrimental not only to the zamindars
themselves but also to the State.
they

The zamindais are not sure whether

will continue in the present allotment of land or they will have

to shift to some other place.

The result is that they tight sh}

making any improvements in their lands.

of

They are chary of spending

any mony on sinking wells or building any houses

for themselves.

I hey are afraid lest they should be disturbed as a res ut of «K)me

M iscellaneous
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review of appeal against them

They do not know whether the new

allottees will be bound to pay for the improvements made by them.
I think the

Rehabilitation

Department

ought

to have carefully

considered this matter before giving final possession of lands to the
zamindars. The Government should have definitely made up its
mind t! at no zamindar would be disturbed once he had been allotted
some land.

This would have created confidence among the zamindars.

They would have tried their level best not only to improve the land
but also to increase the produce from it.
*affairs at present?

The sword of Democles, in the shape of being

disturbed any moment, prevents
ment in

the land.

Now whet is the state of

him from effecting any im prove

He is not aware as to who will be responsible for

this expenditure the outgoing or the incoming allottee?

I feel that

tnis uncertainty is creating great dissatisfaction among these displaced
z a m i n d a r I t is obvious that since their hearts are not set fully on
their lands, the output of produce cannot be satisfactory. H realise
that it has been provided in the rulrs that an allottee will be distur
bed under certain con d i‘ ions and not merely on an appeal by others
against him.

But what I want is that while deciding an appeal in

favour of an allottee

possessing

11 acres of Jand, an* allot tee with

12 acres of land should not be disiurbed.

B y this I do not mean that

glaring cases o f injustice should not be set .right.
justice to be administeied to all but
allottee.

I want even-handed

not at the cost of

a' smaller

I further wish to make it clear that the officer deciding an

appeal should definitely specify

that .the. incom ing-allottee will 'b e

responsible for the payment, of improvements made in the land by
the

outgoing allottee.

to frame clear-cut

I think Government would be well-advised

rules on

the

subject.

The

action

taken by

Government as suggested by me, would create confidence among the
zamindars. > As you are aware,

Madam,

certain zamindars might

take loans for the purpose of sinking wells, or building houses on their
lands. If they are disturoed and no compensation is paid to them,
then who would pay eff their debts, as they can neither carry the
wells nor the buildings to the new p ace of allotment.

So it is most

essential th it specific rules should exist to indi ate that the improve
ments made by the outgoing allottee will net b ‘ a liability on him,
and that the incoming allottee will be responsible for the compensation
to be p ii.l to the former

Th;

eliinkiitiart

of

this element of

uncertainty will have a very wholesome effect on the zamindars who
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will then do tiieir utmost to make their lands more productive than
before

I hope the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation will, during the

course of his speech, throw some light on this matter of
tance.
Shrimati Sita Devi :
to know why the hon.
it is 4*20 p.m. now.
debate.

On a point of order, Madam; I would like
Minister has been given so much time when

They always get half an

Deputy Speaker :

vital im por

I may tell my

hour to reply to the

hon.

Sister that an

hon.

MinisteT was usually allowed 1J hour to give a reply before I occupied
this Chair.

Now he has been allowed only 40 minutes as guillotine

has to be applied at 5 p.m.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point o f order, Madam.

Y ou had

told the House that you should be addressed as ‘ Shrimati’ ; then w7hy
is it that the hon. Lady Member has

addressed you as

4Speakra

Sahib a .
Deputy Speaker :

It is no point of order.

Minister
for
Rehabilitation
(The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh
Majhail) (Punjabi) : Madam, I would submit that the hon. Members
who have criticised the rehabilitation policy of

the Government have

. not kept in view the colossal task which our Government had to tackle*
a task which was quite unprecedented
They have also not taken in view

in the history of the

world.

the difliculties which the Govern

ment had to confront in dealing with.this new problem.

I had expect

ed that my hon. Friend Sardar S »jjau Singh who initiated the debate
today would make suggestions to the Government about

the rehabili

tation or those claimants who have not so far been allotted land.

A ry-

how, I am glad to say that out oi about five lakhs of claimants of land
my hon. Friend has been only able to find oat not more than 5 or 6
cases about which he could complain.

If a critic like Sardar Sajjan

Singh has been able to pick out only five or six instances of corruption
and nepotism out of this huge task,
regarded as an achievement

I should say that it should be

with wduch all of us should have the

reason to be generally satisfied.

It is very easy to pick up a few

defects and'failings in any individual but these few drawbacks pointed

Miscellaneous

out by mj' hon. Friend pale
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into insignificance as compared

huge and complicated task which we had

to

handle.

to the

If the hon.

Members were to compare the good effects of the allotment of land
with the food position of our State during the last three years, they
will find that our State was deficit in food in the year

1947.

Subse

quently in the yeai 1949 we were self-supporting and in the year

1950

we were surplus and spared 2 lakh tons of food-grains for other States
in India.

This independence in the matter of food

that

we

have

achieved is all due to the satisfactory rehabilitation of rural population

•

in our State.

Moreover, my hon. Friend Sardar Sajjan

raised an objection that the cases o f zamindars in regard
ment of land had to pass
inconvenience to them.

to the allot

through many stages which caused great
But, Madam, the provision of

and revision has been made with a view to avoid
upon the allottees that the allotment
time to come.

Singh had

appeal, review

creating impression

has been made to them for all

Those allottees who feel agrieved that the allotment has

not been made according to

the . rules

grievances at three stages, that

is,

ensure justice and fairplay to them.

can

seek

appeal, review

redress of their
and

revision to

If we keep in view the decisions

of the review applications ?we will find

that out of 90

percent of

allotments of land there are hardly a few cases in which justice has not
beert done to the allottees.

Many applications

for review were such

in which the allottees had made requests for the allocation of
particular village of their own

choice.

land in a

Under such circumstances, I

can say without any fear of contradiction that the work regarding the
rehabilitation of vast bulk of rural population

has been accomplished

satisfactorily.

interesting

I would now mention three

rural resettlement.

One is the setting

features of

up of garden colonies ; another

feature is the reservation o f villages for the settlement of military
personnel and the third is the scheme of model villages.
These schemes will be completed in due course of time and be a
great achievement which even the worst critics

will not deny.

The

future historians will give us due credit for accomplishing this huge
task in a short space of

time.

I may submit that every human

being has his own failings and he sometimes indulges in favouritism
and sometimes he commits acts of high-handedness but all the same

*

an error here and there by human beings, who

*

have

been entrusted

with a huge task, never known heretofore, can be easily overlooked.

I
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>*imay assure-the House that every effort is being made by the Government to administer justice to the people and to rid the Department of
| J

f *’^ 1

ill

the evils of corruption and nepotism.
v

, 4

I /

*

' *

I admit that we have not been able to do so much for urban
displaced persons; still whatever we have succeeded in doing t >wards
the solution of urban rehabilitation is not something to which it is
necessary for us t j r.ifer in apologetic terms. The complexity of this
problem lay in the vast difference in the status and position of the
urban people who have come Iron* West Punj.ib and those who have
migrated

from

East Punjab.

The former

belong

to an entirely

different strati of society, being businessmen, traders a id shopkeepers,
while the emigrants from East Punjab w re mostly artisans or
labourers, in the very nature of things, properties left behind by the
latter namely louses, shops and factories can bear no c mip irison with
those left in. West Punjab by the former.

The urban displaced persons

have therefore a natural cause to feel dissatisfied with what

we have

been able to offer, them, The number off evacuee hoaxes being small,
it has been the constant endeavour of the Government to construct
houses with a view to providing a c c o n n e d itio n to the displaced
urban people according to their status in life as far as possible.
Without going into details of the housing schemes formed and
implemented by the Government, I would like to make a brief
reference to the efforts m ule by the G o/eram eir, in this direction.
Though 'many an ho i . Vlemoerh is fou.i l fault 'with the sites, const
ruction and .the material u ,ed in building‘model townships, no one can
deny that they are a m >n i nent to the sin verity of the G overnm ent’s
desire to taekle the problem « of urban n-di ibilication
I have no
S

• ■ - x

\

-

hesitation in saying that by constructing these townships we have
o • i1
offered accom m odation— very healthy, hygienic well ventilated and
well-lighted provided with all amenities of modern life to even those
people who used to live i i vVeit Pa ij ib in mast unhealthy surround
ings. That the Government has so far spent to the tune of Rs. 2*5
crores on its housing schemes viz.,
8-m.irla

sites,

Model Townships, mud huts and

should not be lost sight of by its critics.

What

objection can be t iken to the construction ■of mud huts when it is
realised that this scheme has -provided far better accomm odation to
those displaced rural people who, before the partition, used to live in
hovels neyer visited by the rays of the sun and tiesh air except of
course when a storm blew but who have now settled down in urban
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areas owing to the nature of professions they have

taken to.

mud huts are thousand- times better than the hovels

These

they have

left

behind. Those who criticize the Government for its failure to
construct houses of better quality would be ignoring our financial
position.

Would it be an act of wisdom on our part to

go beyond

our means and cut our coat without looking to the cloth
disposal ?

at our

Besides constructing houses in Model Townships, the Government
has kept many sites vacant for those who want to build houses
according to their own wishes. In this connection, I am glad to cite
the instance of about one hundred and fifty families of Gujar Khan
who have acquired sucii sites with a view

to re-establishing the old

associations in new ‘ bastis’ similar to those that existed in their native'
town. Then there is the cheap housing scheme of building 8-marla
houses for urban displaced population. It is hoped that by 31st March
three thousand such houses will have been completed. I have no
hesitation in saying that when the whole of this scheme is completed
the housing problem in this State will have been to a very large extent
solved.
While giving such earnest consideration to the solution of the
housing proi lem, the Government has not neglected to fill the void in
our social and industrial life created by the migration of people of a
particular stratum of society, I mean the artisans and the craftsmen
employed in rural as well as urban areas. By opening no less than
21 work centres in this State the Government has made arrangements
to train the workless displaced persons in various trades and crafts
such as carpentary, smithy, weaving, hosiery, soap-making, oil-making,
leather-tanning, dyeing, calico printing etc. This scheme has two-fold
purpose. Firstly to bridge the gap created in our economy as a
result of the departure of Muslim artisans and secondly to enable the
uprooted Hindu and Sikh brethren, who are without any means of
subsistence, to earn their livelihood as respectable members of the
society. It is with these two objects in view that various crafts are
being taught in these work centres.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :
law-breaking ?

Have you also given

Minister for Rehabilitation :
hon. Member.

them training in

We have left this task for the

There is a world of difference between what we have

done for turning the unemployed, jobless and penniless people into
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respectable citizens capable of earning an honest living and what my
Friend is doing in his own way.

By opening these work centres we

have added to the number of useful members of our society and made
those who owned no land in West Punjab capable of earning their
living and standing on their feet.
In addition to these efforts on our part we have set up vocational
centres for

im p a lin g

vocational training to boys and girls

la m

pleased to tell the hon. Members that up till now we have been
successful in training about six thousand boys and about three
thousand girls and at this time about two thousand boys and girls
are receiving their training in these cent es,

Any ol my lion.

can go to these work and vocational centres and verify
himself.

Friends

things for

But the pity is that if somebody goes to these places,

he

goes not with a view to seeing things for making useful suggestions,
but to offer destructive criticism.

This is a very bad spirit and should

be deprecated by all right-thinking men and women.

I may lvre

add

that the Punjab Government has established industrial town-ships at
Panipat, Sonipat,

Bahadurgarh, Jagadhri, Jullundur and Ludhiana

and a large number of sites have
industrialist friends

already

been

given

to

my

We will also help them in running their factories

by arranging suppl es o f steel for them from the Government of

India.

I have every hone that in about a year’s time not only a very large
number of our population will be enabled to .find
town-ships
development

but

we

will

have

work in

made quite rapid strides

of industry in our Slate.

these
in the

Further, the House will be

pleased to know that, steps are being taken

by the Government to

start various industries at Khanna and Rupar.

So I think that all

this information which I have given will go a long way in convincing
my hon.

Friends that so far as we are concerned

stone unturned
people.

we have left

in bringing about the rehabilitation

of

no

the urban

If anybody feels like accusing us of apathy or negligence in

this direction, he has absolutely

no

justification

for these charges.

We have tried to do our best in the circumstances and we aie sure
that t obody

could have

should give us credit
number of limitations

done better.

for the fact

After all, my hon.

Friends

that wTe had to w'ork against a

Here I may give a few

more details of the

w'ork done by this Government in connection with

the rehabilitation

( 17)
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of our displaced

people.
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W e have opened women homes and at

present about 145 of my sisters are working

in them.

W e have also

opened centres where about six thousand spinners and about two and
a half thousand weavers are always at work.

Is not all this a

testimony to the good work that has been done by the Government?
Then, Madam, certain things have been said about the factories
left by the Muslims.

The number of these factories, I should say

so-called factories, is 1325.
have been allotted.
were

being

auctioned.

It will be recalled that when

these

factories

allotted a suggestion was made that they should be
The suggestion wa- adopted and accordingly

were auctioned.

But then nobody

of auction to offer high bids.
accord and
rents.

Out of these 1325 factories, 1131 factories

the factories

had been compelled at the time

People offered high bids o f thoir own

the Government should not be blamed for fixing high

The Government, on the other hand, extended a helping hand

to the people and advanced them loans for working the factories.
' must be witnin

the knowledge of some of my hon

It

Friends that we

gave loans to the tun* of tw enty-five thousand rupees for this purpose
to some of the displaced persons.

B y telling these things what I wish

to drive at is this that we may not have been able to provide houses,
shops, and factories to the urban displaced people to their satisfaction
but nobody can say that what should have been done has not been
done.

Here theie is another difficulty and it is this that nothing

definite can be said about compensation etc. of the urban
which has been left behind by the displaced people.
still hanging fire between the Government

of

property

This question is

India and the Govern

ment of Pakistan. Nobody can say as to what will be the solution of this
problem.

But one thing can be said and it is that the Government

of India wishes to solve this problem in its own way.

The Government

of India desires that the whole of evacuee property in India should be
pooled and then distributed in such a way that justice is done to all
concerned.

The Central Government or for that matter the State

Government is perfectly aware of its responsibilities in connection
with rehabilitation.

But then all what is desired cannot be done by

the Government and the society
its part.

or the public at large has also to do

As a matter of fact this problem of

continue to remain unsolved till the people
responsibility.

rehabilitation will

themselves realize theii

If I think aright, we would have succeeded in tackling
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this problem to a very great extent in
inhabitants of this' State— I
displaced

case some of the original

mean the inhabitants

other than the

persons— had not taken undue advantage of the situation

for occupying evacuee property.

If these friends had realized their

duty and had some sym athy for the refugees, they could have helped
us a good deal.

But unfortunately that was not to be and the whole

of the burden was thrown on the Government.

It has been said that

a long period of three and a half years has passed and the goal of
resettling the displaced

people is still not in sight.

I say that the

period of three and a half years may appear to be pretty long in the
life of an individual but it is certainly not
nation or a State is to be

resettled

a very long period if a

or rehabilitated.

not be rehabilitated overnight and a

period

years is only a moment in the history of

a State

A State could

of three and a half
I may here agree

with some of my hon Friends who might insist that some individuals
have not been reha ilitated to their satisfaction. It is possible that
we may have failed to do things for an individual as he desired but it
would be a wrong allegation

if somebody says that we have done

little

So far as the collective good is concerned,

for the general good.

I have given the figures and they speak for themselves.
In my opinion, if the experiment of running woik centres on
these lines proves a success in this State, it w 11 serve as model for
the whole country.
lines and at some

Other States wdl also Le able to

act

on these

stage it will be possible to run factories in this

manner. This will enable the co-operative 'w orkers to become
proprietors of the workshops or lactories in which they work.
Undoubtedly there is vast difference between the vocations of
urban ana rural people but the task of rehabilitation is such that
rural rehabilitation cannot be separated from the urban rehabilitation.
If we draw a lint between these, it will give ris. to various
complications. We should not say that tne ruralites, the urbanites
or the HarijanS have been given preferential treatment. In that
case, our attention will be diverted from the main task before us. The
Government, has to rehabilitate all the displaced persons i respective
of

the

fact

whether

they

are

urbanites, ’

agriculturists

or

Harijans. W e should examine the whole problem from the point o f
view of determining the degree of success achieved so far in rehabili
tating the displaced persons as a whole.

If we look at this problem

Miscellaneous

from a narrow point of view, it will
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lose its real importance.

Most

of my hon. Friends, who expressed their views on this subject, viewed
it either from rural or urban point of view.
been done.

This should not have

Some of my friends said that proper attention had not

been paid to the Harijans.

I, however, feel that if there is any class

which is entitled to special nriveleges, it is that of Harijans. W e are
most anxious to redress their difficulties. If they draw the attention
of the Government to any particular hardship sufferred by them, I
can give them an assurance that we will tiy to remove it. If,
however, som ebody wants one section o f people to be b en efited at
the^cost o f others, I have no hesitation in saying that in that case
the real purpose of rehabilitation will be defeated. I was submitting,
Madam, that most of the hon. Members have criticised this subject
from one particular point of view ar another. Unless we give up that
habit, I feei that we w 11 not succeed in attaining our target.

As a

matter of fact, the rural people can not live without the urbanites and
the latter are dependent on the former. Similarly the farmers can
not live without the Harijans and the latter can not live without the
former. All of them are dependent upon each other. If we do not
change our outlook, it will not be possible for us to rehabilitate Fkhs
of those displaced persons who were forced to leave their homes.

All

the same, I do not nesitate in saying that so far as rural people are
concerned, they have been rehabilitated to a large extent.

We have

to attend to the task of urban rehabilitation now.
The

Government has

chalked

out

certain schemes in this

connection, and if my hon. Friends give full
deal will be accomplished in that sphere too.
point out defects or weaknesses in our work, I
them and shall welcome their suggestions. The
on those suggestions,

as far as possible.

not be merely destructive.

It

co-operation, a great
If the hon. Members
shall be thankful to
Government will act

Critcism, however, should

should not be made with the mere

object of.condemning the. Government. It is not bad to point out
defects and shortcomings, because if our attention is drawn to these,
we will be able to remove them. I admit that the task of rehabilitation
is so gigantic that a large number of persons might not have received
the required nelp.

ft is possible that some officers might have tried

to derive personal gains or they might have helped their relatives or
friends, but in spite of all these things, if we examine the problem as
a whole, it will be realized that every thingh possible is being done to
accomplish this task.
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Has the Government taken action against

those officers, about whom it was pointed out that they were corrupt ?
Minister For Rehabilitation :

If my hon. Friend Sardar Sajjan

Singh chooses to call even those persons as guilty who in fact did
their work honestly, I am sorry that I can do nothing

If he brings

any particular instance or case to my notice, I shall certainly take
action

aginst

the

person

concerned.

It is not proper to

say

things about Jathedar Chanan Singh or others in this House, on
account of personal rivalries.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Zwdabad.

Minister For Rehabilitation :
Singh is saying ‘zindabadh

My hon. Friend Sardar Bachan

I wish to assure him that we want to do

this work in such a manner that he may be able to say
account of it.
oppositiotn.

on

Some hon. Members want to oppose for the sake of

In stead of offering destructive criticism, they should

make constructive suggestions. If my hon. Friends Sardar Sajjan
Singh and Sardar Bachan Singh point out defects in our work, I shall
surely try to remove them. If they have any complaint against
some officer or have some other suggestion to offer, I am always
prepared to discuss the matter with them.

At present, we

are faced

with the task of rehabilitating lakhs of our displaced brethren.
talk can not help us in accomplishing it.

Mere

In the end, I wish to

assure the House that every effort will be made to remove those
defeats and weaknesses towards which they have drawn my attention.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That the item of Rs. 25,34,460 on account of 57— Miscellaneous— L —
Expenditure on displaced persons be reduced by Rs. 100/-.
Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :

Madam, you are using a foreign

word.
Deputy Speaker :

I have already said that I

enter into any wordy discussion

I am in favour of a language which

should be the language of whole India.
all the languages, including

do not want to

It should include words from

English language.

There is no harm if

any English word is taken for inclusion in Hindustani.

I am not here

to represent Sanskrit, Hindi or any other particular language.

If the
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Miscellaneous

House will g ’ ve me some time, I shall be able to give translation of all
the words.

The question is—

That the item of Rs. 25,34,460 on account of 57—Miscellaneous— L—
Expenditure on displaced persons be reduced by Rs. 100/-.

The. Assembly divided.

Ayes : 5

Noes :

40.

AYES
Bachan Singh, Sardar.
Man Singh Jatnedar, Sardar.
Ranbir Singh, Mehta.
Sajjan Singh, Sardar.
Suraj Mai, Chaudhri.
NOES
Amar N ath,\idyalankar, Shri.
Badlu Ram, Chaudhri.
Beli Ram, Thakur.
Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.

♦

Bhim Sen Sacbar, Shri.
Bikram Chand, Dr.
Buja Ram Bhagat, Shri.
Dalip Singh, Thakur.
Dev Raj Sethi, Shri.
Faqir Chand, Pandit.
Gopi Chand Bhargava, The Hon. Dr.
Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.
Harbhaj Ram, Chaudhri.

^

Inder Singh, Sardar.
k

Ishar Singh Mujhail, The Hon. sardar.
Jagjit Singh Mann, Sardar.
Jiwan Lai, Pandit.

\
'
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Ke! ar Singh, Sardar.
Krishna Gopl Dutt, Chaudhri.
Lahri Singh, Chaudhri.
Matu Ram, Chaudhri.
Mehar Chanel, Chaudhri.
Narinder Singh, Sant.
Nar.)tam Singh, The Hon. Sardar.
Parkash .Kaur, Shriinati Dr.
Piara .Singh, Sardar.
Prem Singh Chaudhri.
Ran jit Singh, T h e Hon. Captain.
Sahib Ram, Chaudhri.

-

•

Samar Singh, Chaudhri.
Sher Singh, Chaudhri.
ishiv Saran Singh, Sardar.
Shiv Singh, Sardar.
Sita Devi, Shrinsati.

,

Sudarshan, Setii.

4

Sundar Singh, Chaudhri.
Tara Singh, Sardar Sahib Sarda
Ujjal Singh, Sardar.
Viiendra, Sind.
Waryam Singh, Sardar.

j

Deputy Speaker :

Question is :

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,48,62,100 b ^granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year 1q5 1 52 in respect of “ Miscellancous

T ie 'motion was carried.
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. 7 he following Demands were then put fro m the Chair and carried:

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 76,54,000 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52 in respect of “ Land Revenue

1

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 9,34,100 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ State Excise
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,30,607 be granted to the Governor to
•

♦

defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Stamps **.

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 48,73,300 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of " Forests
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 32,200 be granted to the Governor to

defray the charges that will ccme in course of payment for the year
^

1951-52 in respect of “ Registration” .
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 15,33,600 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Charges on account of Motor Vehicles Aots
and Other Taxes and Duties ’.
A

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 99,69,500 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Irrigation (Works)” .
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 8,98,83,300 be granted to

the Governor

to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
.

b

year 1951-52 in respect of “ Irrigation (Capital) *\

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 32,47,060 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of

*'

Administration of Justice ” .

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 41,05,200 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for

the year

1951-52 in respect of “ Jails and Convict Settlements".
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 2,66,56,800 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for

the

year 1951-52 in respect of “ Police
That a sum not exceeding Rs 11,39,400 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Scientific and Miscellaneous Departments".
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That a sum not exceeding Rs. 98,47,800 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘‘Medical and Public Health “.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 65,02,100 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Agriculture *\
Tha* a sum not exceeding Rs. 23,52,500 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Veterinary’.
*

That a sum not exceeding Rs. i6,62.000 be granted to the Governoa to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Co-operation’.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 33,80,700 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Industries4*.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 43,14,500 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Capital Outlay on Industrial Development.'
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 1,84,99,800 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Civil Works’.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 17,06,300 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Charges on Buildings and Roads Establish
ments’.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 27,68.400 be granted to the Gc vernor to
defray the charges that will come in c' urse of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of ‘Electricity Schemes— Working Expenses’.
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 56,25,800 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in rfespect of ‘Charges on El ctricity Establishment and
Miscellaneous Expenditure’.
That a sum not exceeding R “.4,79,55,100 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charge-; that will come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52 in respect of ‘Civil Works (Capital)* .
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 9,04,16,200 be granted to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for tha
year 1951-52 in respect of ‘Electricity Schemes— Capital Expendi
ture *.
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That a sum not exceeding Rs, 1,00,000 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of
jf

'*

Famine M.

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 41,25,900 he granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951 52 in respect of “ Allowances and Pensions
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 5,48,800 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the ear
1951-52 in respect of ” Commuted Value of Pensions—Capital
Expenditure” .

Jt

x

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 27 59,300 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of •* Stationary and Printing
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 4,81,400 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Extraordinary Charges
That a sum not exceeding Re. 10,0 1,000 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951 -52 in respect of “ Prepartition Payments #\
That a sum not exceeding Rs 35,38,000 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Agricultural Improvement and Research” .
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 8,08,800 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course ofpayment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Capital Account of Other Provincial Works
outside the Revenue Account” .
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 54,95,500 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of “ Capital Outlay on Provincial Schemes of
State Trading” .

r

That a sum not exceeding Rs. 4, 61,100 be granted to the Governor to
defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the year
1951-52 in respect of *' Advances not bearing Interest Advances
Repayable
That a sum not exceeding Rs. 3,58,36,300 be granted * to the Governor
to defray the charges that will come in course of payment for the
year 1951-52 in respect of “ Loans and Advances Bearing Interest” .
The Assembly then adjourned till 2 p.m. on Thursday, 2Qlh March, 1951.
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Punjab Legislative Assem bly
Third Session o4 the First Punjab Legislative Assembly.
THURSDAY, THE 29TH MARCH, 1951.

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla at 2 p.m. of the clock.
ABSENCE OF HONOURABLE SPEAKER.
t
Secretary :

I have to inform the House that the hon. Speaker

is unavoidably absent.

The Deputy Speaker will, therefore,

tako

the Chair.
(Shrimati Shanno Devi, Deputy Speaker, occupied the Chair,)

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE DRAWN BY DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
AND SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ROHTAK.
*2628.

Chaudhri Badlu Ram :

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state the total amount of Travelling Allowance drawn during
the last six months by (i) the Deputy Commissioner, Rohtak and
(ii) the Superintendent of Police Rohtak ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran S in gh ):
(i)

Rs.1079/3/-.

(ii)

Rs.996/5/-.

EJECTMENT OF HARIJANS FROM THEIR HOUSES IN THE STATE.
*2633.
Shri
pleased to state :—

Virendra:

Will the hon.

Chief Minister

(a) whether the Government have received
*

be

any complaints

from Harijans in various Districts in the State, that they
•
have been ejected from* their houses by some land-lords,
and in certain cases by officers o f the G overnm ent;
(b) the steps,
mat ter ?

if

any, taken by the Government in the
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Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singhj :
(a) Some

complaints

regarding

the

forcible

eviction-

Harijans from their houses by landlords were
. ’ from certain rural areas in the StatQ,
had unlawfully occupied
the authorities.

of

received

Some Harijans who

the houses were also ejected by

(b) The following instructions were issued to all Deputy
Commissioners in respect o f displaced Harijans
(i) H ousesj}f evacuee kamms should be

given to displaced

kamins pnlv.

■

(ii) No Harijan who is entitled to stay on in the house in
his occupation

according to the existing rules, should

be dispossessed.
(iii) Landless displaced persons who are anxious to live in
villages and are useful to vilLge economy should be
provided with housing accommodation.
(iv)

Efforts should be made to provide alternative accom 
modation to persons who are ousted from their houses
in the same village or in the neighbouring villages by
rationing accommodation

(v)

Houses of landless evacuees in villages must be allotted
to such landless displaced persons as want to settle in
evacuee villages in preference to the land allottees.

The Harijans ejected by

the authorities were given alternative

accom m odation.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know if it is nor the definite
and well-defined policy of the Government that the houses o f the landless
evacuees should be allotted to landless displaced persons ?
Parliamentary

Secretary :

Houses

have

been

and are being

allotted to the landless Harijans according to the instructions issued
b y the Government to the Deputy Commissioners wjiich I have already
mentioned in my reply above.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:
of

the fact

that in

Is

the Parliamentary Secretary aware

spite of these instructions in most of the villages
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Harijans who were living in the houses of the landless evacuees have
been forcibly ejected?
Minister For Public Works : The reply to this question has already
been given by the Parliamentary Secretary.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh : In view of the reply of the Parlia
mentary Secretary that the houses o f landless evacuees in villages must
be allotted to such landless displaced persons as want to settle in
evacuee villages in preference to the land allottees, may I know if there
is any rule under which landless displaced persons get houses of landless
evacuees; if so, does’nt the reply of the Parliamentary Secretary com e
into conflict with this ruki ?
Minister :

His reply does

come

into

conflict

with the rule,

referred to by the hon. Member, when a landless B arijan is already in
possession of a house. In that case he will not be ejected. Landless
displaced persons are to be given houses in preference to the land
allottees
Shri Virendra:

Is

the

Government

aware of any

instances

where Harijans have been ejected from their houses in the State ?
Parliamentary

Secretary:

Cases

.regarding

the

ejectment

of

Harijans in the districts of Ambala, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur, which
were brought to the notice of the Government have been set right
accordingly.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh:

Is it a fact that in certain villages of

the district of Gurdaspur. Harijans have been ejected from the houses
of landless evacuees ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
Shrimati Sita Devi :

I require notice for this question.

Is the Parliamentary Secretary aware of

the fact that in village * Dughana * of district Jullundur, H irijans
were ejected from the houses of landless evacuees which they were
occupying since a long time, and as a result of which they were forced
to live outside their houses for days together ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

A fresh notice is required for making

the required information available to the L. dy Member. My hon.
Friend Shri Virendra had asked a general question and a reply has
already been given to that. So far as the particular instance, referred
to by the Lady Member, is concerned, I require notice tomake the
required information available to her.
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Secretary aware of

the fact that in cert.tin villages of Jullundur District Harijans have
been ejected from the houses of landless evacuees?

Has the Govern

ment taken any acbon to stop these ejectments ?
Parliamentary Secretary: Enquiries have been made into the cases
of those Harijans who have not been allotted houses according to the
instructions of the Government and who have been ejected forcibly
from their houses.

Government has already set all these irregularities

right.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

Are there any such cases pertaining to the

Distiict of Jullundur within the knowledge of the Government where
Harijans who have been

ejected ,from their

houses

have not been

provided with any housing accommodation ?
Minister :
notice of the

May be so.

But if such cases are brought to the

Government, efforts would be made to set the matters

right.

HAILSTORM.
*2654

Dr. Sant Ram Seth:

Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to s- ate : —
•
(a) whether it is a fact

V
that hailstorms swept over some

villages during this winter in the State ;
(b) the number of villages affected by such storms together
with their intensity and

the

total

damage

done

by

them ?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a) Yes.
(b) Ten villages of the Jagraon Tehsil, in Ludhiana District
were affected.

As the size of the hails was very smal! no

damage was caused by them.

■Starred Questions and Ansvveis
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FLOODS IN THE STATE.
*2661.

Dr. Sant Ram Seth : Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state :—
m

(a) the total damage done by the last floods in the State ;
. (b) the total area so affected;
fc) the total c o d of damaged crops;
(d) the total amount of remission granted in the land revenue
and in the abiana respectively ;
,

(e) the total amount of taccavi (for

bullocks, houses,

wells,

tube-wells, seeds etc.) granted to the land-owners ;
(f) the number of villages where taccavi for houses was given
, to Harijans and Mazhbi sikhs ?
The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a) Villages affected:—

—

—

—

—

21OQ

Population affected :— 18,49,0'2 approxim ately. •
Houses affected or damaged :— 2,13,828 approximately.
Persons killed

—

—

—

. —

—

Cattle killed .

-

—

—

—

—

69
741

Government buildings damaged.
(a) Tehsil

buildings,

Tarn

Taran,

Pathankot and Ba ala.
(b) Civil

Hospitals,

Pathankot and

Ajnala.
(c) jails,

Amritsar

and Gurdaspur.

♦

(d)
Total area affected

—

—

R. M’s. court, Batala.

3,55,179 acres approximately.
I

Total cost of damage to crops— Rs. 2,09,18,469

— do—
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Food grain stocks of Govern-

3,150 tons approximately.

ment destroyed.

.

;

. (b) 3,55,179 acres approxim ately.
(c) 2,09,18,469 rupees approximately.
(d) Land Revenue.

The matter is receiving attention and
data is being collected for the purpose
by the Deputy Commissioners concer
ned and remissions will be given in all

' '

deserving cases.
.

Abiana :

Rs. 3,79,408/8) t

(e) Rs. 90,( 8,220

■•

This figure also includes taccavi loans
given

by

the Rural Rehabilitation

Lepartment except that of Ludhiana
.
•

( f) 205 villages

District.
The information regarding Ferozepo-e
and Gurdaspur

*

districts is sti 1 being

collected by the Deputy Commissioners.

TRAVELLING ALLOWANCE DBAWN BY HON. MINISTERS
PARLIAMENTARY
*2676. Shri Amar Nath
Minister be pleased to state :

AND

SECRETARIES.

Vidyalankar :

(a) the travelling allowances drawn

by

Will the hon. Chief

each of

the

hon.

Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries for each o f the
months from April, 1950 to January, 1951 ;
(b)

whether it is a fact that

the scales of

allowances of the hon. Ministers have
increased; if so, the reasons therefor ?

the travelling
recently

been

Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh) :
(a) A statement containing the requiste information
on the T ablef
j K ept in the Library

is laid
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(b)

Yes the scales of Traveiling Allowance in respect of road
journeys performed by the hon.

Ministers were recently

raised in view of the inertase in the cost of maintenance
of the cars.
Shri Amar Nath Vidylankar :

Does the omission of the salary

and travelling allowance of the hon. Labour Minister from December
onwards from the statement supplied to me mean that the hon. Minister
is not drawing his salary etc., from the time since some of the port
folios were withdrawn from him ?
Minister for a lblic works :

This supplementary does not arise

from the main question but I may add for the information of the hon.
Member that..............
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point of order, Madam. I request
you kindly to* give a definite ruling as to whether it is for the Minister
concerned or for the Chair to decide

that a particular supplementary

does not arise from the main question.
Deputy Speaker:

.

I am grateful to th e hon. Member for his

help, but 1^ may tell him that

I don’ t need any.

It would be very

kind of him if he does not unnecessarily interrupt and affords me an
opportunity of hearing what the hon. Minister has to say.
Shri Prabadh Chandra :

The hon. Minister has already said that

a particular supplementary did not a*rise out of the main question.
I wish to know your ruling, Madam, as to whether it was for him or
for the Chaii to say that.
Deputy Speaker : I have already told the hon. Member that it
is the duty of the Chair to say that but how could the Chair take a
decision without listening to what the hon. Minister had to ay. j
request the hon. Member that he should let me have the views of the
hon. Minister.
Minister : Madam, there is no doubt that it is for the Chair to
give the ruling but it is equally without doubt that the hon Members
and the hon. Ministers have also a right to put forth their points of
view.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point of order, Madam. Is the
hon. Minister within his rights when he criticizes the ruling given by the
C h a ir?
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Depu’ y Speaker : I may tell the hon. Member that if he continues
to interrupt unnecessarily, I may have to perform a very unpleasant
duty. I repeat that I don’ t stand in need of any help from any
quarter. I would request the hon. Member to have a little of patience.
Shri Prabodh Chandra ; Madam, you need not perform an
unpleasant duty, I bow to your ruling as my defeat before you is m y
victory.

{Laughter)

Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should withdraw the words

“ My defeat before you is my victory” . No wrestling match is being
held in this House and there can be no defeats and victories.
s

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Madam, 1 wanted to convey that it was
an honour for me to obey your ruling. I have no hesitation in with
drawing the woids to which objection has been taken
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Minister should also withdraw his

criticism on the ruling from the Chair.
Minister :

I never criticized the ruling of

the Chair.

I only

said that we had a light to draw the attention of the Chair to certain
facts.

That is all.
Shri Amar Nath

Vidyalankar :

May

I

know

whether

my

supplementary arises out of the main question or not ?
Deputy Speaker :

L :ke yesterday I am again prepared to put to

you to decide whether your supplementary arose out of +he main question
or not..

If I am to decide, I rule that this question does not arise out

of the main question.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

Shri Amar Nath VidyalaDkar :
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it a fact that...

On a point of order Madam.

to bring to the notice of the Chair that points of order have
over all other questions.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should know

I wish

preference

that I have

learnt all these things.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

Is it not a fact that the Retrench

ment Committee, the Estimates Committee and some other Committees
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have recommended that the rates of the travelling allowance should be
reduced.

If it is so, why have the rates of T. A. o f the hon. Ministers

been raise

?

Minister :
times before.

This question has already been replied to a number of

CASES OF BLACK-MARKETING IN THIS STATE.
*2679.

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

W ill the hon

Minister

for Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) the total number of cases of b ack-marketing offences and
of contravention of control orders launched in the State
during the years 194b and 1950 respectively ;
(b) the number of convictions during the same years for* these
offences together with the names of persons convicted with
their addresses ;
(c) whether th ; Government intend publishing the lists o f the
offenders with their addresses in the Government Gazette
to warn the public against them ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail:
*(a) (i) 1949- 23 !0
(iij 1950-2095
(b)

1444 and 989 ptrsons were convicted

in

1949 and *950

respectively. Lists showing the names and addresses of
the convicted persons are placed on the T able.f
(c) No.
CASES. OF CORRUPTION IN THE STATE.
*2680

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar .

Will the

hon.

Chief

Minister be pleased to state :
(a) the total number of cases of bribery and other forms of
corruption launched in the State during the vears 19^9 and
1950 respectively ;
|Kept in the library
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(b)

the number ol convictions for

these

offences

in

the

respective years together with the names of persons who
were so convicted with their full addresses ;
(c) whether the Government intend publishing in the official
gazette the names of the of enders along with their
complete addresses, in order to serve a warning to the
public ?
Parlimentary Secretary

(Sardar ShivSaian Singh):

(a) 303 and 203 respectively.
(b )

153 and 84 respectively.

A statement

containing

the

desired particulars is laid on the Table.t
(c) No, No useful purpose is likely to be served by their
publication in the official gazette.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

I wish to bring it to the notice

of the Chair that I have not been supplied a copy of the statement
which has been laid on the Table.
Minister For Public W orks : It is very much regretted but
it will be supplied to the hon. Member now.
Shri Virendra :
publication of

W hat objection has the

the names of

the

offenders

&
Government to
in

the

the

Government

Gazette ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
about

It

is a very long list consisting

of

COG or 700 names and no useful purpose will be served by their

publication in the Gazette.
Shri Virendra :

I f the number of these offenders is about 600

or

700, it will take not more then four or five pages of the Gazette to
publish these.

By their publication, the public will come

to know

about the names o f the black-marketers.
Parliamentay Secretary :
suggestion.

tKe.pt in the library

The

Government will considar

this
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POLITICAL OFFENDERS.
*2702. Sardar Sajjan Singh :
be pleased to state

W ill

the

hon. Chief

Minister

(a) whether the Government has issued any instructions
the

District

offenders’

Magistrates

defining

the term

to

'political

for the purpose of their tieatinent

in jails

after their arrest, conviction and detention ; if so,

the

copy of these instructions be laid on the Table ;
(b)

(i) whether any persons were arrested under section
14/22 of the Punjab Public Safety Act in connection
with the Sharnarthi Muzaiia Satyagrah Movement
during the year 1950 ; if so, their number ;
(ii)

whether any of them was c o n v ic te d ; if
number ;

so, their

(iii; whether any of them was put in ‘A ’ or ‘B ’ class
jail

after

his

arrest

in

or conviction ; if so, their

number ; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(iv) whether any of them was accused of using violence
after arrest or conviction ; if so, their names ;
(c) whether the convicting magistrate passed

any remarks

about the violence demonstrated or used by any of the
accused referred to in part (b) (iv) above ; if so, the copy
of the remarks passed be laid on the Table ;
(d) whether the persons referred to in part

(b)

(i) above

were taken as 'political dffenders’ and treated likewise ; if
not, the reasons therefor ?
Parliamentry Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh) :
(a) First part:— No.
Second 'part :— Does not arise.
(b)

(i)

First part :— Yes.

Second part: — 7 L
(ii)

First p a rt:— Yes.
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[Parliamentary Secretary]
Second p a rt: — 70.
(iii) First part : — Yes.
Second part:-* 'A 'c la s s :— None.
‘B ’ class :— 10.
r

/

Thirl part : — Does not arise.

*

(iv ) First part ; — No.
Second part : — Does not arise.
' ' — (c)

First p a rt: —N o .
Second part : — Does not arise.

(d) No.
"

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Since when has the Government decided

that there wil bemo^rhore political prisoners in this State and what
were the reasons which led to such a decision ?
' '

Minister For Public Works :
«

■ r

i

. . .

.

No such decision has been made.

,

Sardar S ajjai S ingh: The hon. Minister has stated that no
instructions defining the term ‘political offenders’ have been issued to
the District Magistrates.
abolished ?

Am I to understand that this term has been

; ° - ’■■ ■

Minister : In my opinion, my hon. Friend has not arrived
the correct conclusion.
Sardar Sajjqn Singh :

If a person adopts peaceful means

resorts to some form of Satyagraha for drawing the

at

or

attention of the

Government to certain difficulties, will he, if imprisoned, be treated
as a political offender or not?
Minister : If the offence is of a political nature, he w ill be
treated as a political prisoner but if it is comm itted for attaining some
personal gain, it will not be considered a political offence.
Shri Virendra :
the Communists ?

In which category does the Government include
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Minister : Generally they are treated as political prisoners but
if they are guilty o f an offence like that of causing derailment or of
murder they cannot be regarded as political offenders.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

W hat is the definition of the term 'political

prisoners’ from the point of view o f the Government ?
Minister :
dictionary.

Definition of this term can be found out from the

Deputy Speaker :

The lion. Minister must say what he considers

to be the definition of this term.
Minister : v I consider the term ‘political prisoner’ to
‘syasi’ in Urdu and ‘rajnaitik’ in Hindi.
Shrimati Sita Devi :
term.

mean

I have not enquired the definition of the

I wish to know as to whom does the Government regard as

political prisoners ?
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member is arguing now.

I can't

%

allow that.
Sardar Sajjan S ingh:

Were those persons who were arrested

during the course of Refugee Satyagraha in Hoshiarpur treated

as

political prisoners or not ?
Minister : This, depends upon the merits of each case.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

If a person is arrested for defying section

144, is he treated as a political prisoner ?
Minister :

It has to be decided on the merits of each case.

If

two parties come to blows over some dispute concerning land or theft
of some cattle and it becomes necessary

to enforce section 144 to

control the situation, the offenders will not be regarded
offenders.

as political

IMPOSITION OF COLLECTIVE FINES ON VILLAGES OF
URBAN LOCALITIES.
*2/1

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

pleased to State :—

Will the hon. Chief Minister

be
%

(a) whether the total amount of the collective fines imposed
by an order dated 6Vb November 1947 on the various

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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Sarda Sajjan Singh]
villages of Rohtak district referred to in statement given
by the Government in reply to unstarred qnestion No. 34
during the Budget Session, 1948 referred to in parts (v) (ix)
and (x) thereof has been calculated after ascertaining the
land revenue of the villages affected ; if so, the amount to
be realised ; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(b) the district-wise total amount
imposed ;
(c ) the district-wise

total

amount

of

the

collective

recovered

fines

up to 31st

December 1950 ;
(d) (i) the district-wise total amount of this fine yet to be
recovered ;
(ii) the reasons for the non-recovery thereof in each district ;
(iii)

the steps, if any, Government proposes to take for the
recovery of the arrears ;

(e) whether the Government has arrived at any decision for
the remission of these arrears ; if so, the reasons for
remitting the arrears due ;
(f) whether the Government proposes to refund the fine
already realised ; if not, the reasons therefor ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh)
(a) Yes, Rs. 22,513

(v

s. 9256/- VI X ) Rs. 8481/- (X ) Rs. 4776/- )

(b)

Y A sta tement is land on the l a b t e . f

V)
id) (i)
Ci)
(d)(iii)
te)
(0

J
J-lhe whole matter is under examination

J

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

According to the statement supplied by

* the lion. Minister a fine of Rs. 4,85,185 was imposed on Rohtak but
fK ep t in the Library

_

^
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not a penny has been realized so far.
fine amounting to Rs.
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As against this, collective

10,000 was imposed on Amhala District and

out of it Rs. 7,833 have been realized.

Similarly, fines amounting to

Rs. 14,600 and Rs. 26,324 were im posed on

Hoshirpur and Jullundur

districts respectively out of which Rs. 9,049 and Rs. 23,615 have been
realized. W hat is the reason of not even
case of Rolitak and Ludhiana Districts ?

realising a penny in the

Parliamentary Secretary : The hon. Member has not read the
last column of the statement. It is stated that recovery of arrears
has been suspended pending further examination of the whole
Representations

were

matter.

received from some districts that the fines

imposed on them should be remitted.

The recovery of fines in the

case of those districts has been suspended pending the examination of
their cases.
Sardar Sajjan Singh: These tines were imposed about three
years back and ever since then the Government has been telling us
during every Session that the matter is under consideration.

After all

how much more time will be taken by the Government to decide about
them ?
Minister For Public Works :

This is a

democratic

form

of

Government and it has to give proper consideration to the complaints
of the people.
Sardar Saijan c ingh :

I want to know as to how much more

time will be taken by the Government to decide about these "fines
when already
years have been taken ?
Minister :

As much time as is considered ‘ reasonable will he

taken in .this matter.

SUSPENSION OF GOVERNMENT OFFICERS IN THE STATE.
*2754. Shri Prabodh Chandra :
be pleased to state :—

Will the hon.

Chief Minister

(a) the number and names of Government Officers who have
been under
State :

suspension for more than one year in the
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[Shri Prabodh Chandra]
(b) whether there are any Government Officers who arc under
suspension since January, 1948 ?
Parliamentary Secretary Sard^r Shiv Saran bingh) :
(a) 27 officials.
(b) Yes.

It is not in public interest to disclose names.

One official.
>

Shri

Prabodh

Chandra :

May

I

know

from

the

hon.

Parliamentary Secretary the reasons due to which the names of ihe
officials who lieve been suspended, have not been disclosed ?

Swear

by your honesty and tell the truth.
Parliamentary

Seer tary :

At

present

conducted against t he suspended officials

enquiries

are

being

It is possible that charges

against some of them might be proved while against others they might
not be proved. It is, therefore, not in public interest that the
reputation of those persons should be vitiated by disclosing their
names at the stage of suspension.

Th^t is why the Government does

not disclose the names of the suspended officials so long as the
enquiries against them are not completed.
Sardar Bachan Singh : On a point of order, Madam. Shri
Prabodh Chandra, while putting his supplementary, asked the
Parliamentary Secretary to swear by his h'mesty and to tell the truth.
Can any Member say these words to another Member ?
Deputy Speaker : [ did not hear these words just at the time
when they were said. I would ask the hon. Member to withdraw
th em .
\

Shri Prabolh Ohanira :

[ w th ir iw the n.

I /aat to know why

the oT cer who vas suspended in 1948 a.ul against wh nn the enquiry
has been completed and the report of the Olficer, deputed to make
enquiry, submitted to the Government in September 1950, has not been
reinstated so far ?
Parliamentary Secretary : Whenever any co nplaint against
any public servant is made to the Government, it
conducts a
thorough
en uirv into it. It is only then that any decision is
taken

The Government wants to do justice to everybody even if
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there is a little delay in the disposal of the complaint.

It is not

proper for the Government to give summary decision against any
body.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know if the Government, before

suspending an official, satisfies itself that there is some

proof against

him ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

Unless there is some

prima facie proof

against any official of his haviug done anything wrong, he is not
suspended.

After he is suspended, enquiries are instituted.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

%

My question is as to why the officer

who was suspended in 1948 and

against whom enquiry has been

completed and the report submitted, in September 1950, and who has
been declared innocent, has not been reinstated so far in view of the
fact that according to rules no report can De withheld for more than six
months by the Government.
Parliamentary Secretary :
now enquiries

This matter is Sub-judice and up till

are being made in it.

better than myself.

May be the hon. Member knows

All that I am aware of is that the delay is being

caused only in the interests of justice.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
give

any

compensation

May I know if the Government would

fo the officer mentioned in my previous

supplementary in case it is established that the report of enquiry was
submitted to the Government in September, 50 ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

It is a hypothetical question; I cannot

reply to it.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

May I know if there are rules to the

effect that th.e officers must be reinstated within six months after the
report of enquiry against them is submitted to the Government ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
this point.

There are no hard and fast rules on

FILLING OF POSTS WITHOUT REFERENCE TO PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION.
*2761. Shri Prabodh Chandra : W ill the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state the number o f posts carrying Rs. 150/-or more per
\

month as pay which have been filled during 1947-50 by the Government
without referring them to the Punjab Public Service Commission ?
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Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh) : 9 j 4; but
all these appointments were made in departments recruitment to which
had been taken out of the purview of the State Public Service Commis
sion either before or ;ifter partition.

ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS FOP UNA SEAT.
*2763.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. chief Minister

be pleased to state whether it is a fact that in recent Assembly elections
for Una seat, the District Board teachers were made to work for one
candidate under of ficial pressure ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar S hiv'S aran S in gh ): Most of
the allegations have been proved to be baseless. A report from the
Deputy Commissioner has, however, been asked for and the result
shall be conveyed to the hon. Member when received.
Shri Prabodh

Chandra :

The hon. Parliamentary Secretary has

said that most of the allegations were found baseless

If I have rightly

followed him, his statement implies that some of the ^legations have
been found true.

May I know if any action has so far been taken

against the persons who, in spite of being in the service of the Govern
ment or the District Board, participated in the election campaign ?
Parliamentary Secretary :
rue correctly

The hon. Member

has not followed

or perhaps I have not been able to explain proper^.

What I meant was this, most of the complaints were enquired into
and were found baseless while others were still under investigation and
the reports of enquiry regarding them had not so far been received
by the Government.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Will the Parliamentary Secretary be

pleas d to state whether it is a fact that the President of the Punjab
State Congress, Sardar Partap Singh Kmiron, recently submitted a
complaint to the effect tin t the District Board teachers were made to
work in trie election under official pressure and he mentioned the names
of two pa; ticular teachers in this connection; if so, whether he was
consulted before any decision
matter ?
Parliamentary
Government

irom

Secretary :

was taken by the Government on this

The

complaint

the State Congress

which reached

the

Committee stated that the
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Committee was making enquiries into

the matter.

So how can

the

Government take any action unless the allegation could be establish
ed ?
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it not a fact that a com plaint was

lodged by the District Congress Committee, Hoshiarpur to

the effect

that while the twjo District Board teachers carried on the election
propaganda at places which were twenty or thirty miles from

their

school, they were marked present there ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

No c >mp!aiut from

District Congress

Committee has D en rece ved.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it not desirable tor the Government

to send for and hear a person making allegations before any decision,
one way or the other, is arrived at in such matters ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

I have already stated that the State

Congress Committee’s enquiry has not been completed, as is evident
from the com plaint.
(At this time Dr. Bikram Chand rose to ask a supplementary but the
Deputy Speaker called the next question).
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : Madam, this is an important
question. So the hon« Member from that constituency should be given
an opportunity to ask a supplementary.
Deputy Speaker :
Dr Bikram Chand :

Well, he is permitted to do so.
May I know the

names of those who

are

entrusted with the enquiry?
Parliamentary Secretary :

One of them is the District Inspector

of Schools.
Shri Virendra :

,
When did the enquiry start ?

Parliamentary Secretary :
time

I d on ’t remember the date at this

If the hon. Member gives notice, I can tell that.
Shri Virendra :

May I know whether the Government gives an

opportunity of explaining the allegations to a person making them,
esp cially when he is a responsible person of some political party ?

Punjab .Legislative Assembly
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Such evidence can be taken, if

considered necessaiy.
Dr

Bikram Gband :

May I know where such evidence is re

corded ? ,
Minister :
given.

If

a

particular

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
are charged.

case is stated the reply can be

In .the p esent case only

two persons

Is it not a particular case ?

Minister : On a point of order
supplementary ?
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
of order ?
Deputy Speaker:
(Laughter.)

Can two persons ask the same

On a point o f order.

Is this a point

Neither yours nor his is a point of order.

PARLIAMENTARY SEC 1ETARIES.
*2764.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Will the hon. Chief

Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a) the reasons for the recent increase in the
Parliamentary Secretaries;

number

of

(b) the work they have been entrusted with ;
(c) whether the Parliamentary Secretaries have work enough to
justify their appointments ?
Parliamentary secretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh) ;
(a)

Increase in Parliamentary work.

(b)

Parliamentary work and assistance to the hon.
in the effective discharge o f their duties.

Ministers

fc) Yes
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The hon. Parliamentary

Secretary has

stated in his reply that the number of Parliamentary Secretaries

was
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increased from seven to fourteen

(is;

21

because there was an increase in

work. May I know what work they have been doing for the last
six m ortlis, after October session ?
Minister for Public works :

The increase in number has been

necessitated by the work which has increased
Shri Bhagat Ram Cbodha :

1 - it not a fact that chaprasis and

stenos have been taken away from the Parliamentary Secretaries ?
Minister :

This question would arise only when decisions in this

matter are taken.
Deputy Speaker :
by the Governm ent.
Shri Bhagat

I am sorry that no proper reply is being given

The Member should repeat the question.

Ram Chodha

:

Has the Governm ent decided

to

take away chaprasis and stenos from the Parliam entary Secretaries ?
Minister :

No such order has been issued.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

I s it not

a fact that

the Parliam entary

Secretaries are meant only for giving indefinite replies in the absence
o f the hon. Minister ?
Deputy Speaker :

This is a question o f o p in io n .

Shri Virendra ; It has been stated that the work o f Parliam entary
Secretaries has

increased and therefore it has becom e necessary

increase their strength.
Minister :

-

M ay I know w hat w ork has increased ?

P arliam entary w ork.

Shri Virendra :
p

to

W hich parliam entary work.

--

Minister:

Of Punjab Assembly.

ShrPAmar Nath Vidyalankar :

M ay I know

whether

canvassing

is also included am ong their duties ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

I wish

hon. M em ber to the rules relating to the
P arliam entary Secretaries.

to draw

the attention o f the

duties and fu nctions o f

the

Shri P rabodh Chandra has read such rules

and he can tell that parliam entary w ork in cludes o ffice w ork and oth er
w ork.

An hon. Member :

What is this ‘other work'
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go

about

necessary, arrangements for the official tours of the hon.
We go before them, with them and after them.

and

make

Ministers.

Shrimati Sita Devi : May I know whether the work of the fourteen
Parliamentary Secretaries is confined to the work in the House or it
includes lobby work also?
Parliamentary Secretary :

They have to work everywhere, in the

c House, outside the House; in ihe lobbies outside the lobbies.
Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will the

hon.

Parliamentary Secretary

kindly tell.us what kind of effective help is rendered by the Parliamen
tary Secretaries to the hon.
;

Ministe s?

Par iamentary Secretary:

That help consists of

attending

to

important files and correspondence entrusted to them by the hon.
Ministers

Then they are required to prepare notes on certain im

portant matters as also about the speeches delivered on the floor of
the House by the hon.

Members for the use of the hon

Besides there are other multifarious duties which they
peiform but I cannot make a mention of them

Ministers.

are required to

Shri Prbaodh Chandra : The hon. Parliamentary Secretary has
stated that attending to files is also one of the functions of the
Parliamentary* Secretaries, fs he aware of the fact that the duties
entrusted to him do not include this?
Parliamentary Secretary :

1 admit that a Parliamentary Secretary

may not be able to obtain files from a department directly. But if the
hon. Minister wants his Parliamentary Secretary to go into certain
files, then the latter can do so.
Sard ir Bachan Singh :

Will the hon

Parliamentary

Secretary

kindly state whether any offh e or staff has been provided for the
Parliamentary Secretaries? If so, where and how much?
Parlia nentary Secretary :

Yes,

staff

has

been

provided

for

them.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha: Will the Parliamentary Secretary
please tell the House what private work do they perform in addition
to the duties a ready enumerated bv him?

(Laughter)
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The hon.
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Parliamentary Secretary has

stated that staff has been provided for the Parliamen ary Secretaries.
May I know how many clerks and stenographers have been provided
tor them?
Minister:

If the hon.

Member gives notice, necessary infor

mation will be collected for him.
Shri Virendra :

Will

the Parliamentary Secretary please state

the dilference between the functions of the Parliamentary Secretaries
and the Private Parliamentary Secretaries?
Minister:

The hon.

Secretar}/ tor s o u r
subject.

Member has himself

time.

bten a Parliamentary

I would refer him to the rules on the

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is the Parliamentary Secretary aware

that previously when there were seven Parliamentary Secretaries, each
Parliamentary Secretary was provided with a peon and a steno?

If so,

may I know whether any steno or a chaprassi has now been given to
the 13 present Parliamentary Secretaries or whether they themselves
do the work of peons? {Laughter)
Minister :

I have already replied to this question.

Depnty Speaker :

I would ask the hon.

Member to withdraw

the words 'whether they themselves do the work of peons’ .
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

There is no harm in saying that as

the work of a peon is not considered to be a mean work.
Deputy Speaker : I quite realise that the w'ork of a peon cannot
be considered to be a mean job. I rather think that every person is a
peon of his country and nation. But all the same I feel that the sense
in which these words have been usedv by the hon. Member, is a
reflection on the Parliamentary Secretaries.

I would ask the hon.

Member to withdraw them?
Shri Prabodh Chandra ;
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

I withdraw those words, Madam.
Is the hon.

Minister for Public Works

aware that the general impression among the hon Members and the
public at large is that the appointment of these 13 Parliamentary
Sacretaries has been

brought about with a view to

tottering fabric of the Ministry?

{Laughter).

buttress the
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This might be the impression of the hon.

Member

himseif, but there is no such thing prevailing in the public or the hon.
Members.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Will the hon.

Minister

kindly state

whether any arrangements have been made to provide Hindi or Gurmukhi knowing staff for those Parliamentary Secretaries who are not
conversant with the English language?
Minister :

Tliis is a tirst step towards popularising the Federal

language.
Shrimati Sita Devi ;

May I know whether any separate offices

have been provided to the Parliamentary Secretaries?
Minister :

This question has already been replied to.

TOUR BY HON. MINISTERS AND HEADS OF
DEPARTMENTS.
*2765. Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state the number of days the hon Ministers and the
Heads of various Departments remained on tour during

December,

1950 and January, 1951 ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Shiv Sar^n Singh) : A statement
containing the required information is Did on the Table.t
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point of order, Madam. I want to
draw your attent'on to the fact that it is stated by Government in
reply to thos* questions which reflect irregularities of the hon. Ministers
that either the answers are not ready or that the statement is laid on
the Table.

Similarly a statment is stated to

Table i t regard to this question
it has been passed on to me.

have been laid on the

But it was not provided to me

Now

I request you to permit me to go through

it and then put supplementaries.
Deputy Speaker :

I cannot grant such permission.

I have not got an / remedy tor the difficulty experienced by

I am sorry
the lion.

Member.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know whether it is not the
responsibility ot the hon. Minister or the Parliamentary Secretary
I Kept m the Library
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before giving a reply to thi question

on the floor of the House ?
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member's contention is right.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The statement which has been supplied

to me indicates that the hon. Ministers undertake tours in the plains
during the major part of the months of December and January when
May I know why their tours are

the winter isv at its peak in Simla.

few and far between during the Summer ?,
Minister For Public Works :

v

I cannot make any comparison since
-i'

I am not in possession of any statistics regarding'the tours undertaken
by the hon. Ministers during the summer season.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :. T can say w ith the fullest responsibility
that I possess figures regarding the tours of the hon. Ministers during
the Summer months!

I rnay state that the hon. Ministers hardly toured

three to seven days a month during the Summer.

But on the contrary

during the Winter, particularly in December and January during
which snow falls, the hon. Ministers tour twenty to twenty five days a month.

Do I take it that during Summer they tour sparingly simply

because they want to enjoy

the bracing climate o f Simla and

avoid

scorching heat of the plains ?
Minister: 'I f

an old man can work better in plains during the

W inter, where is the harm in undertaking tours during December and
January.

I don’ t think there is any im propriety in it.

D eputy Speaker :
-

like to continue with this list of postponed questions tomorrow or not?
Hon. Members :

’•

I want to know whether the House would

W e would like to continue with this very list.

Shri Virendra : But I - hope the short
continue to be taken up as usual ?
Deputy Speaker :
;] .
... .

Oj

:

’• ‘ " : ' ‘ : • # :
742.
^a)

J ? : 5'

qt
j

es noN3

a n d a ns w e r s

:

SALE OF OPIUM.

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

be pleased to s ta te : —

q u estion s‘ will

Yes, of course.
•
•. .

u ns r a a a bd
r

notice

Will

the
'

hon.

Chief

Minister;

r •

the quantity of opium purchased by the State Government
•

during the years 1948-49,-1949-50 and 1950-51 respectively
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(b) (i) the cost price of the opium during each year ;
(ii) the cost price of the opium per seer during each year ;
(c) (i) the quantity of opium sold by the State Government
during each of the years referred to in part (a) above ;
(ii) the selling price of opium per seer during each year ?
V

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava:
1950 51

Mds. Srs.

Mds Srs.

Mds. Srs.

(a)

1
o

1949- 0

w
00

1948-49

(b ) (i) Rs 6,08,557-8-0

348— 0

306 —30

Rs. 5,21,130-0-0

Rs. 4,57,388-12-0

Rs.37

Rs 37

Rs.39 5 0

(« )

(c) (i)

7 0

5 0

Mds. Srs.

Mds. Srs.

_ Mds. Srs.

434— 25

427—V
3

303__19
(up to the
31st January, 1951)

(ii)

Rs. 100 0 0

Rs. 100 0 0

Rs.100 0 0

RESTORATION OFJAGIR OF SARDAR BALWANT SINGH.
743. Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue
be pleased to state the final decision, if any, arrived at by the Govern
ment regarding the restoration of confiscated Jagirs of S. Balwant Singh
of village Malk Sukhi, District Amritsar referred to in unstarred
question No.

554 put by me during the Au umn session 1950 ?

The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :

The matter is still under the

consideration of Government

SALARY ETC. DRAWN BY HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS IN THE STATE
744. Sardar
pleased to state :—

Sajjan Singh

:

Will the hon. Chief

Minister be

(a) the salary per mensem drawn by each Head of Department
of the state Government during the year 1947 ;

Unstarred Questions and Answers

(b ) the salary drawn by
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each of them for

the month of

July, 1947 ;
(cj the travelling allowance drawn by each of them from
15th August, 1947 to 31st Dec mber, 1947 ;
^
(d) the special pay per mensem, if any, drawn by>each of them
during the period mentioned in part (c) above ;
te) the dearness allowance, temporary allowance, and other
allowances drawn by each of them per mensem respectively
during the period referred to in part (c) above ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava

:

The required information

is being collected and will be supplied to the hon. Member when ready.

SALARY ETC. DRAWN BY HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS
IN THE STATE.
745.

Sardar Sajjan Singh

:

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state—
(a)

(i) the salary, dearness, temporary and other allowances
respectively drawn per mensem by each Head of
Department of the State Government during the year
1948 and 1949 separately ;
■• •

;

!

(ii) the average travelling allowance drawn by each of
them per mensem during the year 1948 and 1949
separately ;
(b) the special pay per mensem, if any, drawn by each
of the officers referred to in part (a) above during
the y ars referred to above ?

The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava

:

The

information

being collected and will be supplied to the hon. Member when

is

ready.

GOVERNMENT OWNED MOTOR CARS ETC. IN THE STATE
746. Sardar Sajjan
be pleased to state

Singh

:

W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue

ta) the number of the Government owned motor cars, Jeeps,
m otor tnises and m otcr trucks separately on 1st January

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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Singh]

1948, 1st January 1949, 1st January 1950'and 1st January
1951, respectively ;
* (b) the humber o f the vehicles of each’ category, referred to in
.. .

.

.

part (a) above in the custody of the various Departments
of the State Government on 31st December 1950 ;

(c) (i)

the number o f the motor cars in each district on lst-

,,. , ’

March 1951 and tfie names and tank's of the officers
.

.,
■y'j.

:

in whose custody they were ;

(ii)
. -

. - (d)

the purpose, for which these vehicles have been given
't o them in each case ;
•

(iJ , the number of the jeep cars in each district on lstMarch l951 and the names of the - officers wiih their
ranks in who’se custody they were ;
(ii): the purpose* for which they were given to them :
(e)

,

;

.

whe hei any of the officers referred to in parts
and (d) above were also owning their private

(c)

cars in

addition to the vehicles referred to above ; if so, the
v ~ reasons lor giving them these vehicles ;

"•

(f) whether any jeep cars or motor cars have been placed
• _

..

at the disposal of the Provincial Officers other than
, those referred to in parts (c)

and (d) above ; if so

tvr(i h their list together with their ranks ;
The hoji. Sardar K aftaf Singh :

The required information

is

being collected and <vill be supplied to the hon. Member when ready.

ROAD JOURNEY PERFORMED BY COMMISSIONERS OF AMBALA
AND JULLUNDUR DIVISIONS "
•

‘ 74Y. Sardar Sajjah Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state the extent of road journeys performed by each of the
Cbmmissioners of Aiobala and Jullund.ur Divisions iespecti\ely during
each month of the years i948, 1949 and 1951) respectively.
The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava : The information is not
available. * The- - two Comniissioners were paid a fixed Travelling
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A low an ce up to the middle of 1950 and were not

required

tain a record of the road journeys performed by th em .

to main
Thereafter

they were provided with Government motor vehicles.
SUPERINTENDING ENGINEERS OF THE IRRIGATION
DEPARTMENT.
748. Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased
to state the average monthly pay, dearness allowance, temporary
allowance and T. A. drawn by each of the superintending Engineers
of the Irrigation Department during the years 1947-48 (from

15th

August 1947 to 31st March 1948), 1948-49 and 1949-50 and for the first
10 months of 1959-51 ?
The hon. Dr, Gopi Chand Bhargava :

The information

called

for

by the hon. Member will require to be collected from the local offices
and will not be commensurate with the time and labour invo ved,
and it would not be in the public interest to collect the iiwornsation.

SUPERINTENDING ENGINEERS OF THE PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT (B & R)
749.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for Public

Woks be pleased to state the average monthly pay, dearness allowance,
temporary allowance, and

travelling allowance drawn by each of

Superintending Engineers

of the Public Works Department (Building

and Roads) during the
3lst March 1948),
months o f 1950- 1 ?

ears 1947-48 (from
1948 49,

and

The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
Table.-

1949 50

15th August

the

1947 to

and for the first 10

A statement is laid on the

RESOLUTION.
PARTITION OF COMMON LANDS.
Deputy Speaker : I would ask the hon. Minister for Revenue to
conclude his speech on the resolution which was under discussion on
1st March, 1951 when the House rose.
i'Kept in the Library.
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Minister
( Punjabi) :

For

Revenue

(The

bon.
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Sardar

Kartar

Singh)

Madam, I have nothing more to say on it.

Deputy Speaker :

Question is :

[ That this Assembly recommends to the Government that early
steps be taken to see that common lands (sharniats) in the rural areas
in the State are not partitioned in a way which puts to great trouble
and hardship the non-proprietors, particularly Harijans, and the cattle of
such people )
The Assembly divided.

Ayes : 6,

Noes :

33.

AYES
Gubanta Singh, Master.
Mehar Chand, Chaudhri.
Ranbir Singh, Mehta.

Sajjan Singh, Sardar
Sundar Lai, Chaudhri.
Sundar Singh, Chaudhri.
NOES

Amar Nath Vidyalankar, Shri.

Na: inder Singh, Sant.

Badlu Ram, Chaudhri.

Narota-m
Sardar.

Singh,

The

bon.

Behari Lai Chanana, Shri.
Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.
Beli Ram, Thakur.
Piara Singh, Sardar.
Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.
Prabodh Chandra, Shri.
Bi agwan Dass, Shri.
Ranjit Singh, The Hon. Captain.
Bikram Chand, Dr.
Rattan Singh Tabib, Thri.
Dalip Singh Kang, Sardar.
Samar Singh, Chaudhri.
Durga Chand Kaushish, Shri.
Sant Ram Seth, Dr.
Ganga Saran; Seth.
Sher Singh, Chadhri.
Inder Singh, Sardar.
Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.
Ishar Singh, Mujhail, The Hon.
Saidar.

Slav Singh, Sardar.

Jagjit Singh Mann, S rdar.

Sita Devi, Shrimati.

Kabul Singh, Sardar.

Sudarshan, Seth.

Kedat Nath Saiga 1, Shri.

Tara Singh, Sardar.

Krishna Gopal Dutt, Chaudhri.

Vhendra, Shri.

Maim Singh Jathedar, Saidar.

Partitioning of Common Lands
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SCHEDULED CASTES (REMOVAL OF RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
DISABILITIES) BILL.
Chaudhri

Suniar

Singh

(Ex-Member West Punjab Assembly

representing Aimitsar and Sialkot, General,

Rural, Reserved .Seat) :

I beg to move :

That leave be granted to introduce the Punjab Scheduled Castes
(Removal of Residential Property Disabilities) Bill
Madam, in asking for leave to introduce this B i l l ...................
Deputy Speake- :

I cannot allow the hon. Member to make a

speech as nobody has opposed the motion.

He should introduce the

Bill without a speech....... {Interruptions) .
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:

On a point of order, Madam.

The hon. Member, Chaudhri Sundar

Singh, wanted to speak on his

motion and you did not allow him.

I submit that he should not be

robbed of his privilege to speak.
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Member, Chaudhri Krishna Gopal
Dutt, should know that I cannot give permission for anything against
the rules,

I appreciate that he is anxious to come to the rescue of

Chaudhri Sundar Singh but I can assure him that so long as I am in
the Chair, no injustice will be done to anybody in so far as his rights
and privileges are concerned.

I again repeat that no legislature can

hope to dispose of the business before it if its members chose to conduct
the proceedings. I, therefore, request Chaudhri Sahib to take care of
his health and let me conduct the proceedings of the House.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:
stood.

My point of order is not

under

1 respect the appeal which the hon. Deputy Speaker has made

to the Members of this House and I assure her that we on this side
are prepared to give her every cooperation in conducting the business
of the House. But - when a principle and a privilege are involved, it
is the duty of the Members of the House io draw the attention of the
Chair and point out that the privileges o* Members should not be
jeopardised. My point of order is this. At the stage when the mover
of the Bill was entitled

to make a speech, he was asked to sit down.

rThe point of order is that he rose subsequently when he had no right
to speak. But when he made the motion he was entitled to speak.
I only submit that it is not pr per to stifle discussion and if a mistake
has been made, it may even now be set right.
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The Secretary will read out the relevant rule.

Rule 92 lays down :—

If a motion for leave to introduce a

bill is opposej, the Speaker after }

permitting, if be thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the
membe who moves and from the member who opposes the motion,
may put the question without further debate.

It is only if the motion is opposed that the
explanatory statement.
Chaudhry Krishna Gopal Dutt :

mover can make a brief

The question of discretion of

the Speaker comes when the Bill is opposed.

Perhaps the Member is

not a loquacious Member. He is man of few words and should have
been allowed to place his case before the House. If Bills are going tc
be moved and passed without any speech, it would be a great reflection
on the rights of Members of this House.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member does not know that I am

still ignorant of the rules.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point of ord r.

✓
The proceedings in

this House are to be conducted according to ru es and regulations and
where they are silent, according to conventions set up by similar sovereg in dem >c;atic Houses.

The Cn dr

being the final authority in inter*

preting the rules, if the remarks made by the chair are factual, 1 think
either she should withdr iw her re n Hcs or vacate the Chair, because
otherwise she will n >t be doing justice when she does not understand
the rules and regulations.
Deputy Speaker :

I am very sorry that the hon. Member lias-use

discourteous and impolite language and that he does not know h w on<
should address one's colleagues. Does he think that because he doe:
not like I shall vacate the Chair and relinquish the honour that tin
House has unanimously conferred upon me?
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

Is it p rliamentary for the Chair to use th<

expression
Deputy Speaker :

The hon.

Member should not

try

to

ta^

advantage of my leniency. If I am lenient I can be stiict too
I am extremely sorry to find that my courtesy and politenes:
are being misunderstood by some of the hon.
Members. If
used the word “ Jahil" for myself it was only a way of saying

thing:

Scheduled Castes (Rem oval o f Property Disabilities) Bill
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I did not actually mean that I was a "J a h il” However, if my hon.
Brother Mehta Ranbir Singh means to suggest that I should vacate the
Chair, I am not going to do that.

I have been unanimously elected to

this Chair and it is the whole House who can remove me from this
place. S j far as my learned Brother Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt is
concerned, he should rest assured that I would be ever prepared to
rectify mistakes if any are com m itted by me

But I respectfully request

that my leniency should not be abused as l shall otherwise have to be
rather strict.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

suggested that the Chair is ‘‘ Jahil” .

I have not

I have only asked whether it is

parliamentary for the Chair to use this word for herself.
Deputy Speaker:

If the House permits me I may

couplet of which I am reminded at present.

(Some hon.

By all means. Some other hon. Members. No, no.)

recite

a

Members.

The couplet is as

follows.

'

?irnf ir
5*r Tnsv

rgmql %

Tfj ir fs g*rqmsi $

fes faara fevnar >r wsH
r

p

_____ n

zjvf uws

11
11
5

o? 75s rr
* s

* . .

i faruh MTar?5 «fl vwi a1

However, as hon. Mehta Ranbir singh has not liked the idea of my
using this word in respect of myself, I withdraw it.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

I mean to

say that if an hon. Member has introduced a Bill he should be afforded
an opportunity to explain that Bill. (Loud and incessant interrup
tions).
Shri Virendra :

On a point of order, Madam.

I wish to sa^,

that when a ruling has been given from the Chair, nobody has a right to
comment upon that ruling.
•_

Sardar Bachan S in gh :

O 11 a point of order,

Mad~ni.

\

1 wish

to know whether permission can be given to raise a point of order to an

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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lion.

(

[28th March, 195 \

:

Member when some other hon.

Member is already on his legs and

is explaining his point of order.
\

Deputy Speaker: I assure hon. Chaudhri Lahri Singh that
the w ork;,w ill not begin till ruling has been given on his point
*
i'
of order.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh : l wish to say that when hon. Chaudhri
Sundar Singh introduced the Bill lie should have been given some
to explain things.

time

(At this time D >puty Speaker was consulting the

Secretary of the Assembly) I shall have to discontinue my speech if
Madam Deput}^ Speaker must talk to the Secretary. (Secretary
I have to answer when hon. * Deputy
something from me)
Madam, 1 was

Speaker wants to know
saying
that the hon.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh should have been given some time to explain
his Bill.

I think it is for the first time in this House that opportunity

is not being given to an hon.

Member to explain the necessity of the

Bill at the introduction stage.

A rale has been quoted and on the

basis o f that rule it has been held that he could not be permitted to
speak
I think it was not fair to
hon
Chaudhri Sundar Si igh.
All things have not to be done according to the rules, .'iany times
rules have to be superseded by conventions and I am in a position to
say that an hon.

Member is always given time to .explain the necessity

for his Bill by convention.
Deputy Speaker :

My non. an 1 learned Brother Chaudhri Lahri

Singh has not only read law but has been applying it for a verv long
time
I wonder why he does not understand that when definite rules
are there how is it possible to acorn u jJate conventions.
begin to follow
w ork.

My

I think if we

the conventions we will not be able to transact any

hon.

Brother

Cl audlni

la h ri

Singh has a

verv

soft corner for hon. Chaudhri Sundar Singh at this time but it does
not appear to be a genuine sympathy.

If he wishes to give a positive

proof of it he should give his minister ship to him if and when he
gets it.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : 1 rise on a point of order. I want the
ruling of the Chair on the point that when a Member raises a point of
order should it be stated in very bnel and precise words or can there
be a speech explaining the point he wants to raise?
Deputy Speaker :

As regards the point of order i lised by

Mehta

Ranbir Singh, 1 agree with kim that while raising a point of order,

S c h e d u le d
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one should be very brief but here every one begins to make lengthy
speeches.

There is a saying in Punjabi :
% 75

^

err

5 2

%

sfm ?rr

%ir?r>

S3
fe ji

^

■a?1? f o r a ^ i

In this House, I find, that every hon. Member begins to make
long speeches in support of his point of order.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:

I submit that it is not within

the jurisdiction of the Speaker of the House not to allow the mover of
the Bill to make any speech on the subject of his B il1, while introducing
it.

The discretion is open

to the hon. Speaker only in ra es, as

stated in Rule 92, when the Bill is opposed by the Government or any
Member. The situation at present in the House is that a Member
moves a Bill which is not opposed by the Government or*any other
Member

of

the

House.

Discretion

of

the

hon.

Speaker

come to be exercised only if the m otion to introduce
opposed.

can

the Bill is

I will read the words o f the Rule :
-

•u--

If a motion for leave to introduce a bill is opposed, the Speaker after
permittirg, if he thinks fit, a brief explanatory statement from the
member who moves and from the member who opposes the motion,
may put the question without further debate.
My submission is that the discretion of the Speaker can

be exercised

only if the Bill is opposed,, in this case the Bill was not opposed, so it
was not open to the

Speaker or the Deputy Speaker to

stifle the

discussion on the subject by not allowing the mover of the Bill to
make a speech.

May I, therefore, draw the attention of the Chair to

the very important issue of

the rights and privileges of the Members

of the House involved in this case. I beg of her to protect the privileges
and rights or the Members so that they may not be victims even of the
Speaker of the House. I would again request the Chair to consider
tuU qu jU io i before giving

a ruling.

I

request the Deputy Speaker

to call upon Chaudhri Sundar Singli to exercise his right of speech on
the motion now before the house
Deputy Speaker:

1 admire the beautiful English spoken by hon.

Chaudhri ^rishna Gopal Dutt, but I am convinced that I have followed
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the

correct

procedure.

As

nobody

was opposed

there was no necessity of any speech on it.

to the

motion,

If Chaudhri Sahib wants

me to alter this procedure now, another hon

Member may some day

ask me to change it again'.' For these reasons I stick to the ruling
already given by me.
Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:

It is my duty to bow before

your ruling and I give niy respectful obedience to it. But the
House and the Chair should note that any subsequent proceedings
in connection with this Bill will be illegal and it will be open to any
Member of the House or any man in the State to approach the High
Court on this point.
. Deputy Speaner :

I have heard the arguments and given m y

ruling after full consideration.
Question is :

That leave be granted to introduce the Punjab Scheduled Castes
(Removal of Residential Property Disabilities) Bill.
The Motion was carried.
Deputy Seaker :

The hon. Member should

now introduce the

Bill,
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

I introduce the Punjab

Scheduled

• Castes (Rem oval of Residential Property Disabilities) Bill.

THE SIKH GURDWARAS [AMENDMENT) BILL.
Sant

Narindar

Singh

(Ex-Member

West

representing Montgomery East, Sikh, Rural) :

Punjab Assembly

I beg to move :

That leave be granted to introduce the Sikh Gurdwaras (Amendment)
Bill.
The motion was carried.
Sant Narindar Singh :

I introduce the Sikh Gurdwaras (A m end

ment) Bill.
Shri Bhim Sen Sachar :

Madam

Deputy Speaker, am i entitled

to make a speech on the motion for introduction of the Bill?

Scheduled Castes (Rem oval of Properly Disabilities) Bill

Deputy Speaker: W hat will the hon, Member
when nobody in the House is opposed to this motion?
Shri Shim Sen Sachar :
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speak about,

According to Rule 92 ‘ o f the Rules of

Procedure, if motion for leave to introduce a Bill is opposed, the mover
can make a brief explanatory statement.

When that stage is over and

the next motion introducing the Bill is m oved.......
Deputy Speaker :

That is not a motion.

Some hon. Members :
Deputy Speaker :

No speech can be made at this stage.

I don’t want help from so many sides.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

When a point of law is involved, the

hon. Deputy Speaker should have no objection to hon. Members giving
their suggestions with regard to it.
Shri Bilim Sen Sachar:

I was submitting that any proposition

which has to be decided on the basis of votes, is called a motion.
When an hon.

Member asks for leave to introduce a Bill, he has a

right to deliver a speech in support o f his motion, if the Bill is
opposed.

In that case votes are taken to determine whether the hon.

Member has the leave to introduce the Bill or not. After leave to
introduce a Kill has been granted, it has to be introduced. At that
stage also, the hon.

Member introducing the Bill has a right to make

a speech in support of his Bill.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh:
was asked for and

At first leave to introduce the Bill

it was granted

Member has introduced the Bill.

by the House.

Now the hon.

It is a mere act, it is not a motion.

We will be able to discuss the Bill when motion for its consideration is
moved.

At this stage, we can make no speeches.

PUNJAB HINDU DHARAM ASTHAN BILL.
(.Deputy Speaker called upon Chaudhri Karlar Singh to move the next
motion standing

in his name.

He was not present in the House.

Seth

Sudarshan rose to move the motion asking for leave to 1introduce the Punjab
Hindu Dharam Asthan B ill.)"
Seth Sudarshan :

As this Bill stands in my name also, I beg

to ask for leave to introduce it.
\
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Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

On
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point ' of

order,

Madam,

Chaudhri Kartar Singh is not present in the House, The Rules of
Procedure lay down that no Member other than that in whose name a
Bill stands can introduce it unless he has been authorised in writing to
do so.
Deputy Speaker :

As Chaudhri Kartar Singh is not

present, the

House should proceed with the next item.

RESOLUTION
Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore General, Rural)
{Hindustani):

I move :

"hat in visw of the prevailing high price level and the low purchasing f
power in the State, this iVssembly recommends to the Government to
take necessary steps to reduce the sales tax from Rs. 3/2/- per cent
to Re. t/- percent forthwith.
Madam, you are aware that from times immemorial taxes have been
imposed

by the Governments,

whether

they

democratic or any other forms of Government.

were

autocratic

or

In the old times,

if taxes were imposed on the people because the rulers considered it their
divine right to live in luxury by means of the money collected from
the people in the shape of taxes.

Gradually this outlook

underwent

some change, because the people began to feel that all human beings
are alike and nobody can be allowed to live in luxury at the cost of
others.

Coining down to the

modern

times the idea of taxation has

ceased to be regarded as a sort of punishment which is inflicted on the
people to enable the rulers to live in luxury. Taxes are now regarded
as the means for the welfare of the people. This is the idea of a
welfare

State.

If

the taxes are not

utilized for the welfare of the

society, the State cannot be called a welfare State.

Then naturally the

question arises as to who should pay the taxes. Capacity to pay
taxes is an important thing in this connection. Taxes should not be
levied on the people who are poor and hungry and who cannot a ’ford
to give any facility to

their children,

If

taxes are levied on such

poor people who are poor and hungry and who cannot afford to give
any facility

to

their children, and the rich are ahowed h o

roll in

luxuries- without having to pay any taxes, the State cannot be called
a welfaie State.
the Sales Tax.

It is from this point of view that I shall discuss

Hindu Dbaram Asthan

Bill
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* When sales tax was lirst levied in the united Punjab under
the regime of the Unionist Government, the idea was to make the
urbanites and the trader class pay something to the provincial
exchequer. The imposition of this tax was followed by a great
agitation against it and some of the hon. Members of this house
joined that agitation
It used to be said then that it was not proper
to remove the turban of

one man to be put on the head of another.

People used to say at that time that the basis
divide-and-rule policy of

the

British

of this tax was the

Government.

But now the

things are different. Although the hon. Chief Minister said in his
Budget speech that he wanted to spend within the income of the
Government, yet I find that real freedom has come to the people
who are connected with the Government, directly or indirectly, whether
they are in the services or depot holders or Government contractors
The people who are in services are getting many times higher salaries
today than they got before the paitition.

On the other hand, the

poor people who were groaning under the burden of taxes in the past,
hoped that they would get some relief after the advent of independence
o f the country.

But their hopes have been now belied.

Whenever

there is a question of giving any relief to the poor people, it is said
that the Government is faced with a crisis.

But there is no crisis w hen

there is the question of salaries of big officers and their travelling
allowances. After all what is the justification for such a high rate of
sales tax as Rs 3 2-0 per cent. This rate is higher than even the rate
of land revenue.

Besides in the case of land revenue the Government

allows some commission to the collectors of the land revenue such as
Lambardars.
allowed.

But in the case o f sales tax. no such commission is

And then the tax is imposed irrespective of whether any

body has the capacity to pay or not.
cloth to cover the body

of his child, he has to pay the sales

at the rate of tw’o pice a rupee.
the trader.
the traders.

If a poor man wants to purchase
tax j

Under these circumstances, he accuses

Naturally there arise conflicts between the consumers and
But the fact is that both are the victims of the tyranny

of the Government.

The trader gels no commission for the collection
✓

of this tax.

Not only that, the trader is regarded as dishonest

The

officers of the Government w'ho want to get promotions try to get the
maximum sales tax from the traders even unfairly. ( lhis tax not only
creates difficulties for the traders, but also puts extra burden on the
poor peasants and labourers.

They blame the traders and consequently
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there are conflicts. In this way, the energies of the people are. spent
on futile conflicts and not on constructive activities.
J u s t as there are black sheep among the services, there are^ black
sheep among the traders as well. Under present e rcumstances
when all the necessities of life have been taxed, the traders get impetus
to evade the tax. The price index today in our country stands a t
415 as compared with 3 D which was last year.

In spite of this rise

in prices, the rate of sales tax is being maintained at Rs. 3-2-0 per cent.
The result is t h a t the p 3opia get impetus to evade the tax which is
excessive. I have myse lf seen and the Government should also see
if it has eyes t h a t as compared with last year, no K h andsari sugar
has been sold this year in K h a n n a and Ludhiana markets. L ast year,
thousands of bags of Khandsari sugar worth lakhs of rupees were sold
in these markets
But this year not a single bag arrived in the m ark e t
for open sale. All tnis has been done to evade the sales tax. The
fact of the m atter is t h a t the policy of the Government is wrong.
People are made to pay 25 annas for the purchase of Khandsari
worth Rs. 50
the tax.

This rate is e xorb itant an d tem pts traders to evade

If the Governm ent does something solid for the people

n obody

would mind paying taxes. I wish to submit that the G overnm ent
should pay in 'reaped attention tow a rd ' the problems facing the -date
A bou t sixty lakhs of persons have com e over from Pakistan and they
are unable to stand on thee legs.
place are finding it difficult to

Even the original
make any

prevailing in this State are going
G overnm ent, instead of doing

from

of taxation

only.

tw enty six

lakhs

form s o f taxation

he population
while

the

is sixteen

bad

upon

o f onr

fact

of

worse.

B ut our

wav of im provin g
increasing

the

the

burden

one crore

lakhs.

that
State

If we

thorp

com pare

the population

is about

filly

five

that in ou« State we have lakhs of people w ho were

displaced from Pakistan and that we have
the sphere

The conditions

State is about

erores seventv

is six crores ten lakhs and the incom e of the
The

to

of this

incom e o f the G overnm ent from various

these w ith the figures o f thP. we will find

crores.

progress.

anything bv

financial position o f the people, is bent

resid nts

industry

not

m ade

any

progress

in

and agriculture, etc., as com p ared w ith U .P .,

leads to the conclusion that ihe burden ot taxa ion in our S ja te

is to o

h ea vy for the ordin ary people to bear. In spite o f the fact that our
p eop le have borne hardships a fte r partition
and have su ffered
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economically the taxation per head has increased ilmost to double ot
what it was before partition and it is Rs 13/- per head as against Rs. ty
per head in U.P.
Deputy Speaker:

Please be relevant to the topic under discussion.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Madam, what

1 wish to submit is that

the Sales tax is a burden upon the consumer whose back is already
broken.
Some of m y hon. Friends on the Treasury Benatfes have
stated that it is not possible for a Governm ent to run the administra
tion without resorting to taxation. My suggestion to them is that
all the unnecessary and extravagant expenses should be cut

down.

The top heavy administration should be reduced so as to effect savings.
The expenditure which our Governm ent is incurring on

the services

is too heavy as com pared with the capacity o f the tax payer to pay
taxes.

As a m atter o f fact the public is the master o f the house and

the services are in the position o f a servant.

If in a house the servant

is getting more than the master how can the house flourish ?
is the state o f affairs in our State that no attention
capacity o f the

tax*payer to pay

the

taxes.

If

is paid

to the

we look to

countries o f the world we will notice

that

so lavishly spent on adm inistration.

Here we.see that

departm ents are starved,

But such

nowhere are the

other

Finances

the beneficient

'the resolution urging com pulsory education

for all children in the State passed unanim ously by the H ouse has not
been im plem ented b y the G overnm ent.
G overnm ent

I dou bt the

honesty

of

our

because it does not w an . t \e masses to becom e edu cated

and intelligent. In m y opinion this is because persons o f dou btful ability
are at the helm of affairs and they are afraid lest the pow er m ight be
wrested from them

if people at large get education.

ta xa tion is that if taxes ar-i to
should also be increased.

The principle o f

be increased beneficent expen diture

Otherwise there is no ju stification for them .

B u t unfortunately, the p o lic y o f our G overnm ent appears to
the con tra ry.

It

A fier the achievem ent ot

d u ty

in pow er

the p a rty

m a y m ake rapid strides

tow ards progress

w eak shoulders o f the poor.

independence it

is the

to serve the peop le so that the c o u n tr y

o f the hour is that the burden

and

o f taxation

happiness.

should n o t

The need
fall on

the

O nly those persons and classes should be

ta x e d w h o are in a position fo bear the burden.
shou ld

q u ite

is b en t upon keeping the people poor so that their

chairs m a y be safe
of

be

W asteful expenditure

be reduced an d new sources o f augm enting the revenues should
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be tapped on an equitable basis.

In this matter it will not be out of

place to give s^me suggestions to the Government which may he useful
to it. About three years back a provision was made in the Budget
that a cemr nt factory should be installed
But I am sorry to note
that no steps have been taken by the Government in this matter. It
was, in fact, a very useful scheme. After two or three ySars it could
save the very cost of its construction and yield profits to the State.
I have a doubt in my mind that our Government is the agent of the
capitalists and it is getting perhaps commissions from them.
Otherwise why is it that it does not launch such useful schemes ?
Another matter which the hon.

Members should note is th a t

. for s menme past our weavers in the villages are sitting idle because
the}/ are not getting 'cotten yarn.
The Government ■should try to
supply cotten yarn to them so that their energies may not fritter
away.
Nationalization of Transport is another useful activity which
*-•r’ c
.
the State should undertake without any loss of time.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon.

Member is irrelevant

Madam, m> submission is that by
..undertaking such activities the Government can find enough of
i;-finances for running the administration and that :t n Jed not burden
the poor people..with unnecessary taxes like the sales tax.
Our
•0-neighbour, state, U.P. has m a d e experiments in such things -md it has
s.ucc eded to a large extent, in getting profits out of nationalizing
transport etc. Why should we not try to do so? It is regrettable
th a t instead of doing such things those in power are frittering away
‘ their en< rgOs on matters like sale of shares, in newspapers like the
Mehta

Ranbir

Singh:

‘Daily Ajit’, to the Transport Operators. I won’t be wrong in saying
t h a t instead of looking to tbe interests of those v h o have put them
in the saddle our Ministers are after their personal interests.
{At this Stage the Deputy Speaker vacated the Chair and it was occupied by
Chaudhri Lahri Singh, a member oj the Canel of Chairmen)

If it is our desire to make democracy a success in our country
we should try to win the confidence of the people, by doing such
things only which really save the interests of the poor.
Extravagant
. expenditure should be cut down and taxes should be imposed only
after studying the capacity of the tax payers. But our Government is
spending like a spoilt child.
Mr Chairman :

The hon.

Member is not relevant

Reduction oi Sales Tax in the State

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Well, Sir,
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the relevancy arises out of

this facts that the sales tax is an all pervading tax. It affects the whole
population of the State.

It is in fact a consum er’s tax and it is a

misnomer to call it by its present nomenclature. A peasant or a
labourer has to pay the sales tax on all the purchases that he makes
-in the m <rket.

Now mv submission is that there

would have been

some justification for imposing this tax on him if his income too had
increased ten times to that of which existed in 1939.

As a matter of

fact I would not have offered opposition to the imposition of this tax
at the present rate, had the income of the peasants and other poor
consumers increased considerably.

[ think it is the rich people and

the high officers whose incomes have gone up manifold.

But so far as

the other people in the State, whose number exceeds even a crore, are
concerned, they are suffering from acute poverty, because they do
not possess sufficient means of income, which may enable them to pay
the sales tax comfortably.
improper tax.

I, therefore, consider this tax as a most

Since the incidence of this tax is very heavy, 1 have

proposed in this resolution that in view of the prevailing high prices
and the low purchasing power of the people, the Government should*
take necessary steps to reduce the sales tax from Rs. 3/2 per cent to
Rs. 1 /- per cent forthwith.
Then, Sir, whenever we put forward any proposal for the
reduction of a certain tax, the Government at once comes with a
handy reply that l he reduction in the tax would render the Budget
into a deficit one and it would become well nigh impossible for it to
carry on the administration.

So what it says is, that it would accept

the proposal for the reduction of a tax, provided an altern tive source
of revenue is suggested to it.

So I would like to meet this objection

of the Government and suggest the methods by which a reduction- in
the sales tax could be effected, as proposed, and yet the Budget would
not become deficit. The first, thing is that Government should
bring about economy of expenditure in the departments
Then taxes
should be levied in such a manner that thev do not prove a burden to
the people.

Besides this Government should tap other sources of

income, for instance it should undertake *such profitable concerns,
like the setting up of a cement factory, as may bring prosperity to the
people of the ^tate and aUo good amount of revenues to it.
Mr. Chairman :
the subject.

Please state the relevancy of your argument to
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As you are aware, Sir, the reduction in

tax means decrease in the revenues or in other words the Budget

becomes deficit.

So with a view

to effect

a reduction in the sales

tax and at the same time to keep the Budget balanced, I must make
certain suggestions to achieve the desired object.
reLvancy of m 5' argument.

I may submit

So here lies the

that I am not op osi ng

the incidence o1 sales tax at R c. 3/2 per cent, simply for the sake of
opposition. But il I suggest its scaling down, I also want to make
constructive suggestions to balance the Budget by making good the
loss of revenues thus caused. So I was submitting that in the first
instance expenditure on the departments should be reduced by
judicious economy. Th n as I have already stated the Government
should start seme concerns on commercial basis Besides this, Govern
ment should ston spending on the proposed capital at Chandigarh
wh ch is not a productive scheme.
Mr

Chairman : The hon. Member is irrelevant. He should not go

into details.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Very well, Sir.

1 submit

that

* incidence of ihe sales tax is undu.y heavy and it must be lowered
afford relief to the consumer.

the
to

Besides, it s ' i >uld be imposed at such

a stage, where its collection is easy and at the same time its evasion
is not r.ossible. Now what happens is this. A clever person, be lie a
consumer or a trader easily evades the payment of the sales tax and
it is honest class of persons who i-< made to pay it, and it is proving a
great hardship to them

einc^ it is not levied

at one stage, certain

class of people have made it a regular source of income for them,
because they themselves do not pay

this tax while they charge it

from the consumers. I, therefore, teel that if sales tax is ieduced
according to my proposal, the people with smaller incomes will be
afforded a great relief and I think that in that case, the realisation
of this tax will be facilitated.

I a n sur-e that the proposed reduction

will not bring about a great fall m the revenues of the Governm ent,
but people with low income^ will ce< tai tly stand to'oen efit l l°t.
With these words 1 close my remarks, but if this useful resolution
meets with any opposition in the House, then I will h ive a. right of
reply for the reouttal of arguments advanced against it
Mr Chairman :

Motion moved :

That in view of the prevailing high price lev<\ andthe low nurchasing
power in the State, this Assembly reco:n nenjs to the Government
to take necessary steps to reduce the sales tax f.om Rs 3/2 per cent
to Re. 1/- per cent forthwith.
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Shri Behari Lai Chanana (Ex-Member West Punjab Legislative
Assembly representing South East Multan Division, General, Rural)
( Hindi) :
relation

Sip the resolution now before the House does not bear any
to the merits of the principle of the sales

tax.

I would,

therefore, be careful to confine iny remarks to the merits of the
a g r e e m e n t of this tax. Now this resolution
seeks a reduction
in tbe incidence o f sales tax from Rs. 3/2 per cent to Re. 1/- per
cent. Tn this connection I may point out that when this tax was
enforced in the United Punjab, a great agitation was started by the
traders to oppose it.

They presented their case in this way that so far

as imposition of this tax was concerned, they had no objection t o ‘the
extension

of their cooperation to the Government in this

provided

their difficulties arising

tax

were

tax

at a

in

a

removed.
reasonable

reasonable

concerned.
wibingly.

they

Now

their

rate
are

out of the enforcement o*
position

can

manner,

respect,

be

then

prepared

is this.

realised
so

far
to

the

If a reasonable

from
as the

contribute

the

public

traders

are

their

share

I submit 'that when the Sales Tax A ct was

passed in

October, 1918, I had made it clear that in view o f the shattered
financial condition of the State, the traders would not lag behind in
making their full share of contribution to the State and would be
prepared to extend their hand of cooperation.

Since the finances o f

the State had been depleted due to partition and huge responsibility
lay on the Government to rehabilitate la k ls of displaced persons,
and the economy of the State, the traders thought it advisable not to
offer any obstruction in the wav of the Government for raising funds
by means of imposition of the sales tax.
Besides, we put forward a
certain number of amendments to be incorporated in the Bill, when it
was being discussed on the floor of the House in October, 1918. Then
after its emergence from the select committee, the representatives of
the trading community in this House offered their general support to
it lest any opposition, however justified and genuine it might be
from their side, should be misconstrued by the Government or the.
people at large, as failure on the part of the traders to make their share
of contribution at such a critical juncture.
It may also be
mentioned m this connection, that the Bill, as passed by the Assembly,
did not contain any specific provision fixing the rate of sales tax.
matter of fact the present rate of sales tax

As a

at Rs. 3/2 per cent was

enforced by Hie Government through a notification after the General
Sales Tax Act was brought on the Statute Book.
{At this stage Deputy Speaker resumed the Chair)
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So far as the acceptance of the principle of sales tax is concerned,
there is no doubt th at this Assembly agreed to the levy of this tax
but it never committed itself in any way to accept its present rate.
We have, therefore, to see whether this rate is justifiable in viev\ of
the present economic condition of the people.
1948 th at it was equally

As I said in the year

the responsibility of the Members of this

House to see how this measure was passed as the incidence of the tax
was expected to fall mostly on the traders and the consumers. I will,
therefore, again repeat 1hat it is our duty to consider this matter
seriously as it greatly affects the interests of the consumers. We have
to see what attitu de the Government adopts in the party meeting
while discussing this resolution. It is just possible th a t this resolution
rnay be turned down bv the Government but some of the hon.
Member^ feel that they m u d raise their emphatic voice to persuade
the Government to reduce t h e rate in view of the prevailing high price
level and the Ho v purchasing power in the State. Keeping in view
these facts, I would like to make a few observations in this connection
without taking much time of the House. Firstty, the Government
fixed the rate of Rs 3/2/- per cent by notification without consulting
the Assembly when the situation in the Mate was abnormal. Now
when the financial position of the State is sound as mentioned by the
.hon. Chief Minister in his Budget speech 1 would appeal to the
Government to make substantial reduction in the rate of Sales 'lax.
Secondly, I would d raw the attention of the Government that this
question to lower'the rate has not been raised for the first time but as
soon as the conditions in the State became somewhat stable in the year
1949 the beoparis and the consumers made representations to the
Government to make 50 per cent reduction in the rate of sales tax.
So it cannot be said that this is an innovation at this stage as people
have been pressing their demand for reduction even before
this.
Without going into the his’ory of the origin of the sales tax the
Advisory Committee which was set up to go into vhe question and
consisted of official and non-otl’ici d members,' in its resolution dated
the 4th February 195 \ recommended that the matter should be
brought to the notice of the lion. Chief Minister lor necessary action.
This resolution is a F n g th y one and I would not like to take much
time of the House by reading its contents. The sum and substance of
this resolution is that which I have stated above. It is, therefore,
amply cle ir that the demand as envisaged in the presen: resolution is
not a new one but has been brought to the notice of the Government
from tune to time, it was the duty of the Government to have
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prepared the Budget for this year accordingly keeping in view the
pressing demand of the beoparis and consumers for reduction in the
rate of tax. I would submit Madam, that in view of the then
financial situation and abnormal conditions we did not

oppose

it

and in fact co-operated with the Government even at the risk of losing
our

reputation.

At

that

time even according to the Government

expectation the tax w is estimated to yield about 60 to 75 lakhs of
rupees. But now when the yield has amounted to 175 lakhs there
is a clear case for making substantial reduction in the rate of the tax.
I would, however, refrain from making any comments upon the
va'ious

irregularities that are* committed in the collection of this tax

and the tactics which are adopted to realize the maximum amount.
If I were to advance such arguments at this stage it would adversely
affect niy claim for reduction in the rate of tax. G a n rin g therefore,
that the collection has been made in a legal and proper way I would
request the Government that if the reduction demanded in the reso
lution cannot be affected in* toto it may be affected at least by 50
per cent.
Madam, there are such fundamental defects in the structure,
scope, range and the method and manner of collection of this taxation
as to make it almost impossible for any honest dealer to carry on his
business

The result is that they are going under and

those who are

dishonest are flourishing. The enforcement of the provisions of the
Sales Tax Act is such that no honest dealer can carry on his business
any longer. I admit that its amendment in a suitable manner will
require some time and it is for this reason that I urge the Government
to try its utmost to remove those hardships and difficulties which are
today standing in the way of honest and fair minded dealers continu
ing their business.

It is in the interest of the Government, the general

public as also the trading community that a reduction is made in the
rate of tne Tax.
. x
Another important matter to which

I would like to draw the

attention of the Government is that the present method of m ulti
stage taxation has resulted in considerable hardship for the

small and

petty dealers who were formerly outside the purview of this taxation.
The number of dealers in case of conversion from all stage t ix
to one point tax, should have been reduced to one fourth assuming the
number of stages to be fuur while actually what happens is that the
number of assesses for the portion of the hast

Punjab remains the
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same i. e. about 28,000, as was in t ie United Punjab when there was
multi-point tax.
Leaving aside the fact that

it

is a refugee province, that its

economy has been scattered as a result of the partition, that there is
not much business left here, th a t a large proportion of the* traders are
refugees, what 1 ask is, is it lair and just to entrust such a large
majority of dealers, almost all of them, big and small, with the work
of collection of this tax.

The number of dealers in case of a single

point tax in this State should not be more than three thousand.

But

at present the lumber of dialers- entrusted ^with its collection is in
the neighbourhood of 3 ^ 0 0 ). W hat I want to urge is th at fairness
demands that small traders should be exempted from this liability.
I d o n ’t tY b: it n e : j ; s i r y at this occasion to dwell on the other aspects
of toe question, namely, wrong administration, over-collections
and arbitrary assess nen -defects which tend to make even the most
reasonable taxation measure obnoxious.
Yet, from another point of view mv submission is- that it is
tmf hr for our Government to follow the Bombay model for fixing the
quantum of rate.
There is no comparison between the paying capacity and
standard of living of the people there and the people in this truncated
province whose economy h is been shattered
a whole as a result of
the partition and whose original .inhabitants a*e in no way in a better
condition than the refugees from West Punjab. This is in tact a
direct tax on the consumers and keeping in view the economic
condition of the people in our State. 1 doubt if the Government is
justified in continuing its present rate.
The standard of living at Calcutta and Bombay is much higher
than that of other place* m their re-pective States. For ex imp e in
Bengal barring Calcutta there is. hard.y a town where a dealer inquires
registration and therefore the imposition of sales tax in Calcutta at
these rates does not affect the rest of the

State.

But to apply the

Bombay or Calcutta rates in the Punjab affects the whole of the
State uniformly and it is not fair to compaie the standard of living
of the whole of our Stale with th at of the Pn± idenev Towns of
Calcutta and Bombay. In these circumstances I respectfully request
that the sales tax as'has been imposed at present he reduced without any
further dela>. . If it is not reduced I may be excused if 1 say that the
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d scontent among the traders v\ill increase so much
refuse the payment of the tax altogether.
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that they

may

In my opinion this resolu

tion suggests a very good compromise between the Governm ent on
the one hand and the consumers a d the traders on the other. The
acceptance of* this resolution will also greatly help in bringing back
the tr *de which is now being usurped by Delhi and Himachal Pradesh
for avoiding sales tax to this State

With these words, I invite the

Government to pay a serious consideration to the principle underlying
the demand made in the resolution.
Sardar

Dalip

Singh

Kang :

(E x

Member

W est

Punjab

Assembly
Representing
Lyallpur East, Sikh, Rural) (Punjabi):
Madam,
in
the
Constitution
of India
which
has
been
framed after the liberation of our country from the foreign yoke we
have aimed to establish a classless society in the country. In order to
establish this classless society and maintain the independence of the
country, I think it is incumbent on every citizen to contribute his
humble mite by way of some tax. My hon. Friends are wiong if they
suggest that the imposition of indirect taxation is uncalled for and
unfair. At any rate I have no doubt that imposition of indirect
taxation in the form of sales tax is very proper as every citizen of the
State is made to feel in this manner the duty and responsibility that
he owes to the country. And in case there are people who are not in
a position to pay large amounts by way of this tax they should not go
in for such goods in large quantities on which such tax is payable.
Thev should mostly make use of country-made things e. g. ‘ Khaddar”
etc. on which no sales tax is to be paid.
1 Madam, it has been remarked that the standard of living of this
State is not as higa as that o f some other States.

I do not agree with

this view.

of living is much

I am of the opinion that our standard

higher in comparison with that of other States.

We, unlike the citizens

of other States of *he country, do not begin to, show signs of age at
34 or 35. W e dress and eat much better than the people of other
States.. As a matter of fact people of other States feel envious of us
so far as our standard of living goes.
Madam, through you I wish to explain to the House the two
varieties of taxation and show as to which variety requires to be reducedThere ,are two varieties of taxation, namely, (i) the direct taxation
and (ii) the indirect taxation.

I am of the opinion that if taxes are
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to be reduced reduction should be affected in direct taxes e. gi. land
revenue.

If anybody deserves some relief it is the poor zammdar who

holds a small area of land.

The Government m ay reduce the land

revenue which he is called uoon to pay.

B ut this can only be done if

funds, can be raised from other sources. We all know that abiana had'
to be increased by 50 per cent as no funds could come forth from any
other source.

If we reduce the sales tax it means that we will not be

able to give relief to the poor zamindars and that is what nobody should
desire.
Madam, it has been suggested that we should be enabled to, use
our own cotton and that we should not sell it to the mill owners in
Bombay. I think that there is no necessity for us to set up more
cotton rr ills as we already have so many.
;
Mehta Banbir Singh : How many of them are to be found in
this State ?

On

Sardar Daltp Singh Kang : l a m talking of India as a whole.
an all-India basis I can say that we have less cotton and more

cotton.mills
My hon. Friends should know that the Bom bay millowners are prepared to pay us even a rupee or two more per maund
than what is being paid by them at present.

Mehta Banbir Singh :

My hon. Friend is a "Jat B o o t"’.

Sardar Dalip Singh Kang :
strickes his boot against him.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :

My hon. Friend will cry if the Jat

On a point of order, Madam.

The

hon. Member should withdraw his words.
Sardar Dalip Singh Kang :

I have no hesitation in withdrawing

mv words if hon. Mehta Ranbir Singh withdraws his words.
should view
of
to

We

this problem from the point of view of the economy

the State
get sales

and the vhole country. At present it is being tried
tax levied in Pepsu a.so, because its
absence in

that State is causing loss to the trade o f our State. It has been
imposed in Delhi also
In none of the States the rate of Sales Tax
is W e r

than Rs. 3-2 0 ner cent.

To

say that it shouldbe reduced

to one rupee per cent is nothing but an irresponsible demand.
Sales Tax can be either at one stage or at ah stages, hi the United
Punjab, sales tax was levied' at all stages. At the request of traders,
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it was levied at one stage only in this State.
benefit of the traders.
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This was done for the

In a democratic country like England sales

tax is levied at the rate o f twenty-five per cent while here we have
been asked to reduce it from Rs 3-2-0 to one rupee per cent. In
this connection, I beg to point out that most of the traders maintain
double accounts.
Sometimes they do not issue cash meihos for the
articles sold by them.

When a customer demands a cash merino, they

say that they had forgotten to include sales tax in it.
various means to evade payment of sales tax.

They adopt

1fhey d o not give up

their habit of making illegal profits but corine forward with the derated
th 11 the rate of sales tax should be lOWeVed. Ill support of this
demand, they say that it affects the consunVer.

While the consumers

are making no such complaint, the traders seem to feel mdte for them
Some

hon.

Members

suggested that

motor transport should be

nationalized and others recommended the setting up of a cem'eht
factory in the State.
Shri VTreftdra: On a pdint of order, Madam. I wish to draw
your attention to the fact that when such dri important subject is
being discussed, not a single Minister is ptesehti Is it not an insult
to the whole House ?
Deputy Speaker : Gan the hon. Member suggest any m ethod by
which I can compel the hon. Ministers to remain in their s£ats.
Shri Vireiidra :

You have every power to do that.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha :
nobody

in

the

House

I

wish to point out that there is

who may convey tire views of the hon.

Members to the Ministers.
Deputy Speaker :
the hon.

I beg to submit that it is not only the duty of

Ministers to be present in the House but it would be good

for them ds well as for the State, if they hear the vieWS of hon.
Members. I shall request them to remain ih the House.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh:
Chief Minister and the hon.

I beg {o point out that the hon.
Minister for Revenue have gone to

Ambala Where they had to meet the President of the tndiari National
Congress.
Deputy Speaker :

I shall request the Parliamentary Secretary

to avoid reference to the purpose for which the hon. Ministers have
gone out of Simla*,, because that might give rise tq further discussion.
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[Deputy Speaker]
It would, however, be good if the hon. Ministers remain present in the
House.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Some of them are in the lobbies where
they are obtaining signatures of hon. Members.
Deputy Speaker :

I shall request the hon. Member not to refer

to such matP rs.
Sardar Dalip Singh Kang :

I was submitting that the business

men do not perform their duty of realizing this tax and paying it to
the Government. As majority of the people are illiterate, they do not
issue cash memos in most of the cases. On the other hand they
chaige sales tax from the consumers even on those articles which are
exempt from it. Instead of helping the Government in the realization
of this tax they adopt ail possi ble means of avoiding it, even if they
have to apt nd an equal amount in that process. If such practices
are adopted in democratic countries, the administration cannot be
carried on. In a country like England, if the rate of a tax were
ninety nine per cent, the people would pay it to the Government.
In our

country, every attempt is made to evade its payment.

The

traders held a meeting at which those hon. Members who spoke in
favour of this resolution were also present, and they passed a resolu
tion requesting the Government to levy sales tax at one stage only.
The Government acceded to that demand.

It is not fair that those f

very persons who made a particular demand at that meeting should
sav other things here. T: is demand tor reduction of sales tax is
uncalled for and the finances of this State demand that such taxes
should not be decreased,
rf at some stage, the finance of the State
permit reduction of taxes, only those taxes should be reduced or
abolished which are a burden for
words, I oppo e this resolution;

the poor people.

With

these

Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural) (Hindi):
During f he reign of ttie Unionist Government, when tlie General ..sales
la x

was intioduced in the Unite.1 Punjab, Cliaudhri Tikka Ram

who was Parliamentary Secretary, moved an amendment on behali of
the Government
While moving that amendment, he stated that the
Government felt that the rate of lour annas per cent as proposed in
the Bill was too heavy for the petty shopkeepers and it was considered
desirable to reduce it to two annas per cent. He moved that—

if the turnover *xcei ds live
thousand rupees but does not
exceed ten thousand rupees
per annum

Two annas tor
every one hundred
rupees or traction
thereof.
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While speaking on the amendment, he said :—

•r
i <I . P•ii- t..!
<1
This amendment has been moved in order to meet the serious objection
raised by m y hon. Friends opposite with regard to the rate of tax.
I*
.j-' '-V t
L
It has been stated that the rate of tax as provided in the Bill is
extremely high and hence the small dealers would be hard hit.
Now with a view to give relief to the small dealers, Government
have proposed through this amendment that instead of levying a
flat rate of Rs 10 for turnovers ranging from five to ten thousand
*
rupees, a tax at the tate of two annas for turnover of every one
hundred rupees be imposed. This would result in making the tax
more equitable than before,
4

•••>W

.■ 1 ‘

::

V * !■■■■

Again, Sardar Ujjal Singh, while speaking on the amendment
l . ■<
■2

I

P

moved by Chaudhri Tikka Ram, said as follows :—
■**

^i x ft

.

^

*

I give my whole-hearted support to the amendment moved by my
hon. friend on this side. The objeet has been made clear by the
mover of the amendment. Ic gives, some relief to the, small dealer.
The clause as it stands^dqes not give relief to the small dealer which
it is desirable he should get.
b
«'w• •
'-> •' .f•
.» ’
At that time, even 4 annas per cent which dealers had to pay
was considered excessive. But to-day I am surprised to . hear from a
responsible Member of the Party that not to speak of Rs. 3-2*0 per
cent, the dealers, should^be prepared to pay^even^ 90, p er-cen t to the
Govern meat. Now, Madam, v u should imagine the difference
• t . .

•>

V .

•

<■>- , .

J

.

\,<

s

between the position which then was and now is.
in his speech at that time said as follows :
I

'

.

-,/'K

,j

..j

Rao Pohop Singh

may also submit that the pitch of the tax is not very high, but if my
hon. friend* over there impres*. upon the Government and convince
them that it is high, the Government may lower it, as qur hon.
Preui er has done
with
regard to the Urban Immovably Property
1
1
Tax. My hun friends opposite might remember that the hon.
Premier lowered the percentage from 20 to 10 on account of the
’
vt•}V
_
t *
'
•>-;
public opinion expressed through meetings held outside the Mochi
•!
i
<
•
. ) ... ;/•
and Delhi Gates,. I ad.nit that these public meetings are effective
enough and they have power to mould the Goverment’s view.
*■

*

<

*

‘

K

k

f-

fyt

At that time, the Unionist Government which was a Government
of zamindars

reduced the rate of

Urban Immovable Property Tax

from 20 per cent to 10 per cent taking into consideration }the public
opinion voiced through meetings held at Mochi Gate and Delhi Gate.
This is the regard that was given to public opinion then. What is the
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A
position now ? Some people think that this tax o f Rs 3-2-0 is levied
on the traders just as 4 annas per cent was levied on them during the
time of the Unionist Ministry.

This is a misconception.

The fact is

that this tax does not fall on the traders. I admit that it puts the
traders also to. some inconvenience and hardship. This Congress
Government has forced thousands of persons to work gratis for it
All
the world over, people are paid lor the work that they are called
upon to do
But here the shopkeepers have to collect this tax with
out getting anything in return for this work. Here is the case of the
man who employs a servant and gets maximum work out of him
without giving him food and clothing in return ; but when he asks
for anything he is dubbed as inefficient.

Similarly, the traders are

being accuced without paying them for the work of collection of this
Sales fax.
in

What was the position when this sales tax was introduced

the United Punjab ?

The late Sir

Chhotu

Ram

who

was

Development Minister at that time said as follows in his speech :

A responsible Government is now in power and will proceed according
to the dictates of the electorats. If the electorate comes to the
conclusion that it is to the best advantage of the agricultural
' 1 classes that land revenue^ should be ast>e-sed on the principle of
'ircome tax assessment, the Government of the day will have to
'‘i
' bow t !■it.. * ■ »
1
He said that if the electorate of the whole province would desire
that land revenue be asses-ed on the basis of the assessment of income
tax the Government would have to r.ct accordingly. What is the
position today ?

This tax is in fact levied mi the poorest among the

peasants and labourers and Harijans.

I h ive , got with me this

schedule of things which have been exempted from
the sales tax.

the incidence of

There are about 49 commodities such as wheat,

flour, maize, maize flour etc.

w,.eat

and finally the preparations on the

shops of halwcris, which have been exempted from

thi«

lax

H sales

tax were to be levied on these commodities, necessaiily the incidence
of the tax would iall on the consumers and not on

the dealers

At

present, in order to exem pt the big capitalists and industrialists this
sales tax has been levied on poor people. It has been levied on
all the

commodities

such

as

cloth,

irtn,

cement

which

are

manufactured in the factories. Now these are dungs which are daily
required by labourers, peasants and Harijan>. Naturally, the
incidence oi the tax tails on them. In this way, both the traders and
the consumers are put to hardship. It has been said that all sections
of people should pay the taxes, ll my hon. l<Tie..d had cared to
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study the principles of taxation, he would have known that the people
who got most of lhe facilities paid most of the taxes.

The less the

facilities provided by the State, the less the taxes. How can the
pec'ple of the rural areas where 80 per cent of the boys never go to
school pay the taxes ? How can the people who cannot get any
medical aid in sickness pay this tax ?

Then, Madam, 1 draw your

attention to the speech of Sardar Ajit Singh who has now become an
expert in making interruptions.

1

At that time, he said :

Before I proceed with my speech I regret to say that I could not hear
the speeches previously made by the hon. members of this
House. Now after having heard m y hon. friend Rao Pohop
Singh, I have concluded chat the Government is under the
impression that the zamindars will be greatly helped by this
tax and they will not be affected by this measure I am
extremely glad that this measure will help the poor peasantry.
But as a matter of fact, I do not think that zamindars will stand
to gain much by this tax.
Sir, even those who were in opposition had to admit that the

Bill which the Unionists passed was in the interests o f peasantry.
But to-day the state of affairs is such that the party in power and
it« leader who used to sa\

that land revenue should be charged on

agricultural income are unable to come up to their professions.

Today

the condition of the poor people in the State of the Punjab is very
bad. They are burdened with heavy taxes the like of which exist in
no other Mate of India. The question is whether the tax payer here
likes such heavy taxes or not.

My hon. Friends who are in the know

of such matters must be aware of the fact that one-fourth of the
population of our State consists of displaced persons. During the
last three years or so, they have had no alternative but to get taccavi
and other loans and to pull on with them somehow or other.

They

have, in fact, been making their both ends meet with difficulty.

What

is more, our Government goes on increasing the burden of taxation on
the already broken backs of such persons. No facilities are p ovided
to them for improving their economic status.

No arrangements have

been made for their welfare and betterment. Under these circumstances
the Government has no right to impose any taxes on them. If the
Government of today claims to represent the masses it should pay
heed to what the people say and should try to understand the causes
of dissatisfaction among the masses. , To-day the conditions are such
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that Beopar Mandals everywhere are passing resolutions to the effect
that the sales tax should be reduced as it is very excessive.

In this

connection, I would like to say that the rate at which the sales tax is
c h a fe d is so high that the consumers are reeling uncler its weight.
The sum of rupees one crore sixty-nine lakes which the Government
is expecting to get from this tax is excessive if we take into considera
tion the paying capacity of

the tax-payer.

The land revenue which

the people considered heavy was to be charged on the basis ox income
tax principles if the agitation started before partition had been succes
sful.

But whait'to say of that to-day we find strange things happening

4
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in the independent State of Punjab. Here^Sales tax has been imposed
on hotels and restaurants of the so-called Ertglish fashion.

If an

average hotel where labourers and clerks take their meals on tables
and chairs is to be taxed simply because it kept chairs and tables etc ,
I can duly say that this is the last thing that the people are going to
tolerate. If even the meals of the poor labourers and c.erks etc.,
are to be taxed what can such poor persons expect from the present
Government.
v ‘ j I,'! r r

-

Tlieif salaries are already low and they are hardly makt. .

<

ing their both ends meet:

too heavy for therii;

I

The tax which they are expected to pay is

'The rate isuRs. 6/2/-- per hundred.

A person

buying articles worth Us 20/- has to pay ten annas to the Government.
Thus \ poor man who ori'an aver ige buys articles worth Rs 20/- every
month pa vs a sum of Rs ■7/8/-. -annually *to the Government. This is
a heavy burden on the weak shoulders of the class o
are unable rp bear it.

persons who

As a matter of facts the incidence of taxes

should ordinarilwfall upon those having capacity to pay.

W hy should

it'fall upon the poor ?

Moreover, what is it that the State gives in

return to the

In fact, the poor stand in no need of police

protection

p o o r?

upon which the Government is spending so much.

ISo

body is going to takeaw ay th • huts and small belongings of the poor
The Government grants practically no educational, medical and other
such facilities to the poor. So why should it impose taxes upon
them. If we look to the last four years we find that taxes on the
poor are increasing every day undet the Congress Raj. Those very
persons who carried agitation against the imposition of four anna-tax
in Lahore are now themselves imposing Rs 3/2/-.

ire ) § tH3 XFS § W3, I w is 5 W3 I
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When such people were in opposition, they consideied four a n n ^ ,as
excessive but now when they are in power they do not look- upon
even Rs 3/2/- as excessive. If we study the figures for 1948-49 we
will find that; the income of our Government from this source was
only twenty-seven lakhs. But now it is one crore ,sixty-nine lakhs.
As a matter o f . iact.3this increase

Tims it has increased six times.

is ten times if we take into account the fall in the purchasing power
of the people since that year. The present Government which claims to
be trustee of the people has in fact no desire to sifeguard the interests
of the poor. Like, its predecessor, this Government is trying to get- as
much money out of the pockets ot the people as it can and in leturn
it gtves back practically nothing.
r

- ,• n

An hon. Member:

,-

••

v.« ■
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But where will it send the money ?

-, ,
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.-i « ->.; irs

Sardar Bachan Singh:

'•

■

'"■■,

These days there^are^..certain ,persons

who get three thousand, rupees per jn,onth, asv their salary apd ,>they
spend the amounts in England^ Japan,,, and other foreign countries.
They go on pleasure trips. It is ^regrettable That^whilq suqh persons
are living in India their hearts<are in othet:j^untries^i;,Thqyi sometimes
go even to the length of depositing their money outside because they
are afraid of the people in this country.
.

.

» »
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Madam* if you just peruse the structure of taxation as incorpora
ted in the General Sales Tax Act, you will find, that it is almost based
on traditional lines.

It appears as if the Government wants to fill its

coffers at the cost of

poor people.

I

would;

therefore,

suggest

that instead of crushing the people under the weight of such a heavy
tax, the Government should tap such sources of revenue as may afford
relief to the public and make the financial position of the State
i*'■
strong and sound.
Then, in this connection an hon. Member had remarked that the
incidence of tax in England was the heaviest. But may I ted him
that there taxes like the Death Duties, Income Tax. Super Tax etc.,
are imposed and the people are not burdened with a direct tax like
the one prevalent here in the form of a sales tax. In England/ the
principle underlying the structure of taxation is that the poor should
be taxed

to the minimum and benefited to the maximum by the

Government.

My hon. Friend should also bear this fact »n mind that

the Government running the administration in England is a govern-
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ment ol the labouring classes and it elaims to be the champion o f
the cause of the poor.
to pay.

I* levies taxes on the rich who can well afford

But what is the state of affairs here?

It is just the contrary

to what is prevalent in England. I ask the Government that if it has
any courage, let it tax the rich and find out such avenues of income
as may result in the reduction o f the burden of taxes on the poor?
May I ask, where fnve gone those loud claims of my hon. Friends
which they used to make while occupying Opposition Benches regarding
reduction in the rate of siles tax from 4 annas to two annas? Did they
only shed crocodile tears at th jt time for the poor? Now when they
are in power, we ask them to charge one rupee per cent as sales tax
instead of two or four annas, but they are not agreeable and they would
not accept less than Rs. 3/2 per cent. I have serious apprehensions
that if the increase in the rate of the sales tax continued in this
manner,
drive at
policy in
whether

then it might go up to Rs. 6/4 per cent. So what I want to
is, that the Government will have to formulate a clear-cut
this respect. It will have to decide one way or the other,
this t ax is to be levied on the poor or the rich and that

whether the proceeds of this tax will necessarily be spent for the
benefit and welfare of the poor. I am of the opinion that the masses
cannot be satisfied unless the Government brings about a re-orientation
in its policy of taxation, namely, th t the burden of this tax is to be
borne by those who are able to b<*ar it.

I think, so tar as sales tax is

concerned, it is wide of the mark to raise any question of bania versus
ZamiuJar. Mv hon. Friends who have put the case in this colour
are entirely mistiken. -Sales fax is a deadly weapon which cuts both
w a y s'; it affects both the zamindar and the bania class. 1 am of the
opinion that never in the history of the Punjab was the trader put to
such insults and indignities under any othere taxation
has been put to under the Sale- Tax Act
does it take begar

measure, as he

I ask the Government, why

Tom the trader in the matter of collection of the

sales tax and put him to unnecessary botheration of maintaining
accounts in

difficult forms ?

Why doe- it not utilise the official

machinery for collecting it ?

So, Madam, if one caivfully peru-es the

whole data regarding the incidence of sales tax, he will arrive at the
conclusion that this is a heavy tax and it mainlv falls on the poor.
Consequently, I would request the Government to change its policy in
favour ot scaling down
proposed extent and

the present

high ra'e of sales tax to the

thus earn the good wishes of lakhs of poor

people.
The Government should profit from the writing on the wall,
otherwise such a situation in the country will arise as a result of its
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taxation policy that it will become difficult for it to bring under
control.

Besides, I would not have objected to the levy of the sales

tax had it

been imposed on luxury goods and not on the poor people

whoce purchasing power has gone so low

that they cannot make

their b o ‘ h ends meet with the present slender means of income. W ith
these words, I would appeal to the House to pass the resolution
unanimous y and urge upon the Government the desirability of
reducing the rate of sales tax from Rs. 3/2 per cent to Re. 1/- per
cent.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : (Jullundur, General, Rural) (Punjabi):
Madam, when the General Sales Tax Act was passed during the regime
o f the

Unionist

Government, it was estimated that at the rate of 4

annas per cent, the income from the imposition of the sales tax would
not exceed three to four lakhs of rupees and yet there was a great
agitation for the reduction of the rate of sales tax, which was
ultimately reduced to annas 2 per cent.
this fact

At that time we had brought

the notice of the Government

tax will fall on the zamindars.

that ultimately the sales

Besides, the Inspectors appointed

under this Act would harass the traders and would themselves grab
major portion of the proceeds of the sales tax which the Government
wanted to realize through the agency of the traders
out that this tax would adversely

affect

the

W e also pointed
general

consumer

particularly the poor people, who would be hit hard by its imposition
But the Unionist Government failed to assess the strength of our
argument.

When tins Act was under discussion o f this Assembly, we

made everything clear to the Government on the subject. But this
Government which claims to be the champion of the cause of the poor
did

not pay any heed to our advice, which we tendered in respect o f

imposition of this tax
We told the Government in the clearest
possible terms th it it would not be possible forddie^tracler to maintain
the accounts and that he would be put to a great trouble. But the pity
of it is that the Government turned a deaf ear to all that we said.
Then I agree with my hon.

Friend^that if this tax at such a high

rate is to continue, then the method of collection should have been
devised in such a manner as would cause least botheration to the
trader and vet the return should be greater.

It is a fact that if proper ,

arrangements had been made by the Government for the realisation
of this tax, then the proceeds would have tar exceeded the pre ent
amount, which comes to about 175 lakhs of rupees.
the state of affairs here.

Now what is

On the one hand, the traders are unhappy
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because theyvare harassed by the Inspectors and they cannot maintain
the account properly and’ on the other hand the consumers are groaning
'under the crushing weight of the heavy incidence of the Sales Tax. Then,
the prices have risen to such a high level'and the purchasing power of
the people has gone so low, that 'it has become well-nigh impossible
lor them to make their both ends meet.

Under the circumstances, ho\v

can they pay the sales tax at such a high rate of Rs. 3/2 per cent
Then, I submit that the sales tax should be imposed at one stage
so that its collection may be easy. Besides, imposition of sales tax at
one stacje will render its evasion by the clever people impossibl . Now
what *hap’ ens is that honest consumers have to pay it while clever
people, be they Traders or others, dodge ’the authorities and evade
payment. In this connection, I may point out that the Inspectors
appointed by the Government to check the accounts of the traders are
also responsible for the evasion of this tax by the traders. Since they
extort lot of money from the traders, the latter resort to the evasion
of sales tax and thus make good not only what they pay to the
Inspectors, but also make it a source of regular income.

frequently

hear that at Ludhiana and in other towns- such a thing is being
carried on with the conniv mce of the Inspectors. In this connection,
I would like to lelate how traders in other countries take great c^re not
to evade the sales tax.

A friend of mirie went to J ip m to make

purchases of piece goods.

After having purchased the necessary textile

goods, he bought a pie .-e of woollen cloth for his own coat. He was
surprised, to see that the Japa *ese Merchant fully charged the sales tax
from him despite the iact that the former had purchased it lor his
i personal use and he naturally expected ibis concession from tlie latter.
When my friend complained of thi to the Japanese Merchant, the
latter told him that he could afford to charge less price, but could not
allow the his Government to be deprived of its taxes. If he did so,
■■r
he would be guilty of stealing the Government money.
I have no intention to dub the Government as thief but

1 am

soriy to say that its actions are nothing short of an attempt to fleece
the public. The sub-inspectors of the department indulge in corrupt
practices and have not the slightest intention to do good to anybody.
They seek to grow rich at the expense of the traders. Bv taking
recourse to malptactices, they do not help the Government in the full
realization of the sales lax. They shield the offenders and thus extort
mOney irom them which ordinarily has to go to the Government’s
exchequer. As a result of this, there are feelings of dissatisfaction and
hatred in the minds ol the public again t the Government*.
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Deputy Speaker ; I would ask the hon. Member to discuss the
esolutation that is before the House and not to say anything against
the Government.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : If the Government reduces the rate
of tax and insists upon the officers to make collection in a proper way
there will be no loss in the revenue

Moreover, if the collect on is made

properly it will liquidate blackmarketing in the State. Besid s this,
if the yield of the tax has been disproportionately larger than the
original estimate the Government should not overburden the people.
It should t ike steps to reduce the rate of tax with a view
relief to the traders and the consumers.

to

affording

It would have been better

if this tax had been charged at one stage. The imposition of this tax
has led to quarrels in several villages. If any com m odity is sold at
Rs. 10/-a maund and the shopkeeper charges extra amount as sales
tax there is altercation between the parties. Now the shopkeepers in
certain villages have begun to charge sales tax on every com m odity
even though it is exempted under the schedule.
Keeping all these
facts into consideration, the Government should make a reduction in the
rate of sales tax. It is reasonable if the tax is imposed on big business
men who have their shops on the Mall Road but it does not look well
that a pettey shopkeeper in a village should also be required to pay
this tax who is not in a position to keep regular accounts with him.
I would, therefore, appeal to the Government that it should exempt
pettey shopkeepers in villages so that they may feel that the Govern
ment is zealous to safeguard the interests of the ruralites.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh (Kangra and Northern Hoshiarpur, vSikh,
Rural) (Punjabi) :

Madam, I have listened to the speeches made by

the hon. Members. They have tried to appeal to the sentiments of
the Members of this H< use by pointing out the defects in the Sales
Tax Act. It so appears to me that they have misunderstood the Act.
They have not actually tried to study carefully the Sections of this Act.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I have been a member of the Select

Committee.
Sardar Shiv Saran Sin^h :

Madam, my hon. Friend who has been

a membsr of the Select Committee has himself laid emphasis that
this

tax

adversely affects

draw

the

attention

Sales

Tax

Act

of

which

the
the

interests
House

provid s a

of
to

the

poor.

Section

number

of

6

I

may

of the

exemptions.
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These exem ptions’ include wheat*" aita, rice, vegetables, eggs, fresh
fruits, flowers, oil, etc. There is no tax on agricultural implements and
hand-spun cloth. It would, therefore, be evident that all the necessities
of life have been exempted
intention of

fiorn the tax.

It has never been the

he Government to burden the poor.

To say that unfair

ness has been done to them is wrong and opposed to facts. The House
is fully aware and my lion. Friend the mover of the resolution himself
knows it full well that after the partition of the State our economy
has been completely shattered. Our financial position is not so sound
as it should be. We have, to make necessary arrangements for the
defence of the borders.

We have, therefore, to tap all sources of

income to save our State from becoming

bankrupt.

Th rafe of sales taxes in other States “such as We'st Bengal,
Bombay, Madhya Pradesh, Behar, Or ssa, Assam and Pepsu is also
Rs. 3-2-0 per cent.

In IX P

>t is Rs. 4-11-0 per cent.

In Delhi

also the sales tax has now been imposed at the same rate a s 'in the
Punjab. In some States such as U. P , Asj-am and' Madhya Pradesh,
the rate of sales tax on luxury goods is double the ra te' on other
goods
But here we have a uniform rate in respect of all commidities.
Then, Mddam, it is no use saying that the rate of this tax in
1941 was reduced from 0-4 o per cent to 0-2-0 per cent.
tions to day are entirely different.

The condi

What is the comparison

between

the resources of'the Joint Punjab and those of this truncated province ?
And then, Madam,

the present

is

the

The value of money has gone down.

period of great inflation.

The expenses of running

administration have increased manifold.

the

In view o f these facts, how

is my friend opposne justified in advocating a reduction in the rate
of the Sales Tax ?

there is not a single argument that can

be

advanced in favour of his resolution
Then, Madam, it is argued that the poor section of the

people

has to bear the brunt of this taxation, that its incidence falls on
persons of low-income g.ou p
I am afraid my friends are being
carried away by sentiments. Let them examine the matter in the
cold light of logic and they will be convinced that' it involves no
very great hardship or injustice

either for the persons belonging

to the low-income group living in towns or the people living in rural
areas. Persons with an income of say Rs. 100 or Rs. 200 p in.
hardly purchase in a month goods

wortli Rs. 50/- on which they
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have to pay sales tax.
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The amount that they have to pay to the

Government in the form of sales tax every month is very insignifi
cant.

As regards the ruralities, they hardly make purchases worth

Rs. 10/* a month for which they have to pay this tax
person purchase goods worth Rs

10 and

And if a

pays As. 5 as Sales Tax

every month, how is it a case o f oppression

as it

is

being made

out by iny friends opposite ? Cant’ t they afford to pay As. 5 per
mensem as Sales tax. I am of the view, Madam, that if the people
of a country have to contribute

50 or 60 per cent of their income

for the preservation of its independence, they should not grudge it.
{Applause). It is our duty to defend our motherland with all the
resources at our command. No sacrifice in this cause is too great.
I would, therefore, request the

Government

not

to criticize the

Government for the * sake of mere criticism and to oppose its every
policy for the sake of opposition

Such an attitude of mind will

prove detrimental to the interests of the State.
that

this tax is not in fact a

very

heavy

I can assure them
burden on the poor^

consumers.
My hon. Friends should also not forget the pains that the
Government has had to take to stabilize the finances of this almost
bankrupt State since the partition.

That in three years it has been

able to increase the revenues of the State to such an extent as to
balance its budget is no mean achievement. It is all the more
creditable that our Government has been able to achieve this financial
soundness and stability in spite of the fact that it has since its ince
ption been faced wiih the tremendous problems of rehabilitation of
refugees and the policing of thewborder. At the time of preparing
the budget estimates, we had expected a yield of rupees one crore and
forty-four lakhs from this tax in the current year but I . have to say
with regret that the actual yield has been of the order of rupees one
crore and -0 lakhs, and it has not so far been possible to realize Rs.
3,12,000 which is still due from the traders.
My Friend Shri Behari Lai Chanana has stated that almost all
the dealers come within the purview of this taxation and tfyat it is
causing great hardship to the small dealers.

Well, Madam, the total

number of dealers registered so far is 28,271, out o fj whom only
19,256 hav ' so far cleared their accounts. I wonder how my friend
has made the assertion that all dealers are within the ambit of this *
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taxation.

Is the total number of dealers in all the districts of this

State no more than 28,271 ?

This is manifestly a wrong statement

and so I need not dilate on it.

The number of those who are exempt

is definitely greater than those who are liable to it.
I here are many
who come within its purview but who have rot yet got themselves
registered. There are others who have vet to clear their account
Then, all that th se traders are doing is to collect the money fur the
Government.

(

Is it too much to expect this little service from them ?

Sardar Bachan Singh :

They are ‘begarish

Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

^

No, it is their duty to be of service

to the Government o f their State.

It is not the inten i m of the

Government to inflict hardship upon any body.

If any Sub-Ins ector

or Inspector harasses a trader, the latter c in lodge a complaint against
him to the Excise and Taxation Commissioner.

If in an

case, a trader

is not satisfied with the decision of the Excise and Taxation Cornmissionner, he can file an app< al against it in
hardship to the traders is out of question.

High Court.

So any

So I would request the hon. Members of this House not to be
carried away by sentiments or to oppose the levy of the Sales Tax
just for the sake of playing to the gallery or poking as the champion
of the interests of the poor masses. There is not a single valid and
convincing argument againstthe Salea Tax. It is quite in keeping with
the economic condition!- prevailing to day. With these words, I request
the House with all the emphasis that I can command to reject this
resolution. There should be no difference of opinion over this matter.
Sardar Sajjan Singh (Patti, Sikh Rural) (Punjabi) :
have

Madam, I

very carefully list< ned to the speeches that have been made by

the various hon. Members of this House.
Sbri Amar Nath Vidyalankar:
think that

On a point of order, Madam.

I

closure should now be applied as the Government has

given its reply and there cannot
tion.
Deputy Speaker :

e any more speeches on this resolu

I am prepared to apply

Member moves it

closure if the hon.
a

Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

1 move :

That the question be put now.
The motion wa< carried
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Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore-General, Rural)
(Hindi) : Madam, I am really pleased to find that m ajority of the hon.
Members who have participated in the discussion of this resolution
have supported it. Still there has been some opposition and my hon.
Friend who originally hailed from Lyallpur and now resides at Ambala
has mainly contribute 1 to it. Firstly, he was good enough to say that
we should pay taxes for maintaining our freedom. I may tell him
that we are not mere exploiters (doodh pite majnun) and realize our
duty towards the hard-earned freedom of our country. But the point
is that those in power are in the name of freedom of the country
conducting themselves in such a manner that the masses are losing
faith in them.

These people who occupy the position of vantage are

exploiting the people at large.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

On a point

of order,

Madam.

The

hon. Member is imputing motives.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

The hon.

Sardar Shiv S&rau Singh is not justified in raising his point of order
as the hon. Mehta Ranbir Singh did not direct his remarks against
any particular person.
Mehta Ranbir Singh : I wish to tell the House that if we want
to maintain the freedom of the country we should convince the masses
that they stand to gain by freedom. W e should show them that they
will not die of starvation in free India
If we fail to do that how
can we expect to have any support from them ? Here I am reminded
of a couple of lines of the late Dr. Iqbal which are as follows t
ebi

?r

itsft

f a n ^ 3 h s f u s i § v jx a t r a s i i

^3 3 zra Swi grew I w ?i
The second point which has been raised is this that land revenue
should be fixed on the bas;s of Income-Tax.
suggestion.

I agree

with

this

But this argument should not be extended to mean that

sales tax should not be reduced.

L submit that if a person owning
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a small area ot land is not in a position to pay land revenue how can
a person who does not own any land be in a position to pay sales tax
at a high rate ? My hon. Friends appear to be following a wrong
logic. They are perhaps under an impression that this tax is being
paid by the traders.

It is not so. ‘ It is being paid by the consumers.

The third thing is rather amusing.
in cotton or the establishment' of

I had asked for state trading

spinneries in the State.

But my

hon Friend >ardar Dalip Singh Kang suggested that it was

very

profitable to sell our cotton to the mill-owners of Bombay <it hign
rates

This was what the Englishman used to say ai out our raw

materials produce during his regime.

He always gave out that

it was

in the interests of India to sell its raw mat-rial to the* Europeans and
get the finished goods from them. Such things may have passed muster
in the old days but no Indian should suggest them in the present
circumstances if he has even a ludimentary knowledge of principles oi
Economics.

This

was

what

I

meant

when

f used rather ail

undesirable expression when my hon. Friend’ Sardar Da lip Singh Kang
was delivering his speech.

I never meant any insult to him or to

the

community of Jats.

N e x t; I wish to tell the hon. Members that I am not opposed to
payment of taxes. What T say L only this that when it is incumbent on
us to pay taxes the State or the Government has also a duly towards
us.

I am not opposed to all kinds of taxes but I feel that the rate of

sales tax is too high and people are not in a position to pay it.
number of

such persons is very large.

The

It even a beggar has to

•purchase soap for washing his clotues or oil for cooking his food, he
has to pay sales tax at the rate of Rs. 3-2-0 per per cent. One .has
to

pay this tax even while purchasing articles like gur and shakkar.

I f only the big businessmen or manufacturers had to pay this tax, I
would not

have objected

to it.

My complaTit is that it is charged

from those who are not in a position to pay it. rpr instance if .he
owner of an oil mill pu chases must .rd se als or toria, he has to pay
no sales tax, but when the poor consumer has to buv oil irom him,
he lias to pay it at a high rate. When .in agriculturist sells cotton,
no spies tax is charged on it but at the time of buying cotton seeds
he li«.s to pay it.

Those thing.', which the poor vdlageis have to buy

are subject to s«de.i tax winie tuose winch they sell are exempt from
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it.

Is it not a tax on the poor consumer thin ?

The Parliamentary

Secretary said that when the rate of sales tax was four annas per cent,
the prices were very low. I have not been able to understand the
soundness of this argument. If the prices have increased, the amount
of tax which is charged on the price of articles has incrased in the same
proportion
In that case it is a still greater burden on the consumers.
.As a matter of fact, the entire economy of the State has been shattered
by the imposition of this tax. It is not proper to compare the rate of
sales tax in this State with that prevailing in Bom bay or Uttar
Pradesh.

Econom i;ally our position is worse than that of those States.

On the one hand,

our Government says that it wishes to check

inflation while on the other hand the amount which the consumer has
to pay for purchasing an article has been increased by the imposition
of sales tax. For instance, when the price of mustard oil is eighty
•rupees per mauncl, the Government cannot claim to
inflation
consumer.

by

increa ing it by

be checking

Rs. 2-8-0 per maund for the poor

Under the existing conditions, a large number of persons

. re compelled to cut short their bare necessities even.

In reply to one

of my questions, it was stated on behalf of the Government that the
sales tax was likely to yield about fifty or sixty lakhs of rupees.
them that it was ikely to yield well above a crore of rupees.
time the hon.

I told

A t that

Chief Minister said that he was not aware if that was

the positson, but now we find that at the end of the year sales tax has
been shown in the Budget as having yielded about one and a half crore
of rupees
people.

Our Ministers sometimes say that they ate servants of the
I wish to tell diem that self-praise is no recommendation.

People will judge them from their actions and not from
They are in fact sucking the blood of the masses.

their words.

YVe are told that on

accbunt of its increasing expenditure, the Government needs revenues.
W ho acked the Government to increase their expenditure unnecessarily?
I shall aT< the Government to consult economic experts about the
economic condition o f the State.

They should find out if the masses

have the capacity to pay the sales tax.

The Government should not

act on the policy that it must have its taxes whether the people can
pay these or not.

This state of affairs cannot go on for ever.

can the masses go on being burdened beyond their capacity?

How
The

financial condition of this State is already very bad on account of the
refugee problem, unemployment and inefficiency of the Government.
Unless the consumers pay these taxes, they are not in a position to
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purchase even the ba*e necessities of life. Our State is making no
progress in the industrial field. Instead of imposing such taxes, the
Government should formulate constructive schemes.

I hope that the

Government will not keep ohlv their own need.s in view but will show
due regard for the wishes of the public who are their real masters. I
hope that for the reasons stated by me, this resolution will be passed
by the House.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh: <Kangra and Northern Hoshiarpur, Sikh,
Rural;: My hon. Friend has raised no new point in his speech. He only
read a couplet from Iqbal’s poetry and said that the Government was
exploiting the poor masses.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

Is the Parliamentary Secretary

entitled to speak on this resolution again ?
Deputy Speaker :

Yes, he is entitled to speak again.

called upon him to speak for the second time, I did so

W hen I

because he has

a rieht of reply.
two

Sardar
marlas

Shiv
Saran Singh : If a villager
owning even
of land has to pay taxes to the Government,

it is not fair to say that the sales tax is unjustified. Urban people
having income below a certain amount are exempt from the payment
of income tax, but a land owner has to pay land revenue, no matter
how small his holding is. Sales t&x is no doubt a tax on the consumer
but its incidence on the poor villagers is not much because they have
not the means to purchase many things. Only those who need a
large number of things such as costly clothes and toilet goods,

have

to pay more of it.
Then he has said that there has been no charge in the incomes of
the people. Is it n >t a fact that in 1941 a labourer got only 8 annas
a day7 wdiile now he gets Rs

2| to

Rs. 3/- a day ?

Similarly, the

offi ial who got o n l y Rs 40/- as his m o n t h l y salary in 1941 now gets
Rs. 100/ to Rs. 15J. A n d then the incidence ol this tax does not fall
on these people. It atfects only those who indulge in luxuries.
Under these circumstances, I see no weight in the arguments advanced
by the hon. Member sitting 'opposite.

I,

there!ore, appeal to the

House to reject this Resolution
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

In view of the prevailing high price level ai-d the low purchasing power
in the State, this Assembly recommends to the Government to
take neeessa.y steps to reduce the sales tax from Rs. 3-2 0 to
Re- 1/- per cent, forthwith.
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Ayes 3, Noes 33.
AYES
Sajjan Singh, Sardar,

Bac'nan Singh, Sardar.
Ranbir Singh, Mehta.

NOES
Atnar Nath, Vidyalankar, Shri.

Narotam Singh,
Sardar.

The

Hon.

Badlu Ram, Chaudhri.
Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.
Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.
Ranjit Singh, The Hon. Captain.
Bhagat Ram Sharma, Pandit.
Rattan Singh Tabib, Shri.
Bikram Chand, Dr.
Sahib Ram , Chaudhri.
Buja Ram Bhagat, Shri.
Samar Singh, Chaudhri.
1 ‘alip Singh, Kang, Sardar.
Sant Ram Seth, Dr.
Durga Chand Kaushish, Shri.
Sher Singh, Chaudhri.
Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.
^hiv Saran Singh, Sardar.
Gurbanta Singh, Master.
Shri Ram Sharma.
Harbhaj Ram, Chaudhri.
Sita Devi, Shrimati.
Ishar Singh Mujhail, The Hon.
Sardar.

Sudarshan, Seth.

Joginder Singh Mann, Sardar.

Sundar Singh, Chaudhri.

Kabul Singh, Sardar.

Tara Singh, Sardar.

Krishna Gopal Dutt, Chaudhri.

Ujjal Singh, Sardar.

Lahri Singh, Chaudhri.

W ary am Singh, Sardar.

Mohar Singh, Rao.
INDUSTRIAL LABOUR.
Shri Amar Nath
move :

Vidyalankar (Non-Union Labour) :

I beg to

This Assembly is of the opinion that in order to safeguard the legitimate
interests of industrial labour, and to effectively check the growing
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unrest in their ranks, it is absolutely necessary that their genuine
grievances in respect of theii; primary conditions of work should be
immediately removed.' With this object, in. .view, jthis Assembly
recommends to the Government to tak : ea ly steps to provide for the
following, either by an executive order, where it shoiild be possible
undVr the existing law or with the help of fresh legislation where
this becomes nece.sa y : —
(i) oompulsory recognition of the Workers Trade Unions bv the
employers,'' afters-their tegular registration under the Indian
Trade Unions Act ;
r* ?•’ r

r -*.'»■

‘

(ii)Prohibition jo f ,ah spdden and arbitrary retrenchments of
WQrkers inthe industrial establishments, making, it ?obligatory

V

for the employers to obtain prior sanction from the Labour and
Industrial departments of the Government before any largescale retrenchment is undertaken ;

/Ji} VOS^

(iii) prevention’ of arbitrary and unilateral reduction in the wagescales and
rat s of the, workers ;
*' ' ' '*•
r . ' yr C J f t y '
‘ ,
(iv) standa disation of wage-rates, ensuring uniformity of scales and
equal pay for equal work ;
(v) securing a minimum living wage for all categories of workers.
Madam, I. h&d prepared a very fine speech in. support of , my
re-olution.

However, my object

not to make a long speech only,
a nation of talkative persons,

is to get tins resolution passed and

^t is generally said of us that we are
We talk more and do little.

extermely more important than spey.'h.
speech.

Sol

Action is

want action and not

The time at our disposal is very short— it is hardly 12 minutes

to 6-30,rnand./iif we.,fail tto pass this resolution to-day, its turn might
never come again. On the other hand, almost all the hon. Members
appear to be in: .favour >.of, this resolution. I,, therefore, need not
*

.

rh -

v ;/-

a

r

attempt to convince those who are already convinced.
amount to wasting the precious lime of the House.

, ,j

That would
Without any

prolonged' discussion on this resolution, I fwo,uld request the hon.
Members to pass it. It is really in the inetrests of the poor labourers
to do so.

In fact, the poor workers in the factories outside

the House

are waiting since long .and* expect this^ House to pass this r soluticn.
They are not 1anging to hear our fine oratory but they are anxious to
get the substance with* ut

our

words.

If thg hon. Members of this

House are really anxious to se< ve the cause of those poor workers,
They ought t o save every ,rninutq. .. If, on the other hand, some hon.
Members try to prolong the discussion on this motion and not suppress

Industrial Labour
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th eit‘temptation to speak,*the clock will strike half past six and the
Assembly will adjourn without the resolution being passed
Sol
appeal through you, Madam, to the horn, Members to give their support
to this resolution without any discussion.

Mehta* Ranbir- Singh*:
M ^ b e ir -in

O n ? a point o f . order,.

Can

any hon.

an indirect way impute motives, that some o f the hon-

Metiorber^ do not- wish to pass this resolution ?

Depiity‘Speakers

He<has. only * madeu a n a p p e a l^ th a t the hon.

M^rribhrs,j should not'1 waste- an y , time on, th$, discussion of such an
uncontrovefsialresolution.*Sardar S h ivS aran S in gh :

W e,do. not oppose this resolution.

It

should be passed.
Sardar Baehan Singh: On a point of order. Can an hon.
Member speak before the m otion itself, is put to the House.
Deputy Speaker :

There are some hon. Members who are in the

habit o f speaking too much;

When, one rises up some others also do

the same.
■
Motion moved1—
That this Assembly is of the opinion that in order to safeguard the
legitimate interests of the industrial labour, and to effectively check
growing unrest in their ranks, it is absolutely necessary that their
getniine grievances in respect of their primary conditions of work
*
-J
should be immediately rerroved- With this object in view this
Assembly recommends to the Government to take early steps to
provide for the following either by executive order where it should
be possible under the existing law or with the help of fresh legislation
where this becomes necessary:—
*(i) compulsory recognition of Workers Trade Unions by the
employers, after their regular registration under the Indian Tr^de
Union Act:
;(ii) prohibition of all>sudden? and, arbitrary retrenchments tof ^workers
in industrial establishments, making it obligatory for the,empk>yets
to obtain piior sanction from Labour and ilndustrjal (departments
of the Government before any large scale retrenchment is under'
taken:
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prevention of arbitrary and unilateral reduction in the wage scale
and rates cf the workers,

(iv) standardisation of wage rates ensuring uniformity of scales and
equal pay for equal work,
(v)

secu ing a minimum living wage for all categories of workers.

Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural ( Pnnjabi)
Sir, I support the resolution moved by mv hon. Friend Shri Amar
Nath Vidyalankar, I am surprised to hear Sardar Shiv Saran Singh
saying that he does not oppose this resolution. May I know from
him as to who is responsible for the growing unrest in the ranks of
the labourers ? Is it not a fact that the Government has been sleeping
for the last three }^ears or so, so far as laDour is concerned ?
Sardar Shiv Saran S in gh :

The Government is not

sleeping.

It is going to introduce legislation on this matter very shortly.
Sar’ ir Bachan Singh : So far as legislation of this Government
is concerned the less said the better. No less than fifty Bills are
pending, yet no legislative business has been transacted up to this
time

during

this

session

After

the

passing

of the Budget, the

Government proposes to devote only two days for legislative business
r which includes the important Gaon Panchayat Bill comprising about
150 clauses. I am surprised that such an important Bill which was
submitted to the Select Committee during the Budget Session of 1650
and upon which the Selecf Committee submitted its report in
September 1950 has not been brought on the agenda upto this time.
Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :
Sardar Bachan Singh :

The hon. Member is irrelevant.

Sir, my submission is that the Govern

ment is not paying full attention towards legislation especially in
connection with the factory labourers. As a matter of fact, during the
last three years or so it has been following a policy of favouring the
capitalists at the expense of the labourers.
injustices upon

the poor workers.

It has been

Although in Punjab

heaping
we have

very few big industrial concerns employing more than one thousand
labourers, still the Government has
problem successfully.

not been able t - tackle their

I have been to

the

Central

Amritsar and Chaudhri Lahri Singh who was then

W orkshop at

Minister-in-charge

can bear me out that the conditions prevailing there are far from
satisfactory. There is discontent among the workers
1he real fact is
that the labour ;n Punjab is neglected and the Governm ent’.^ attitude
in this matter is unsympathetic.
The Assembly then adjourned till 10 a m. on Jriday, } 0 th March, 1951.
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
T hird Session of the First Punjab L egislative assembly*
Friday, 3Oth March 1951
The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simlay at 10 a.m. o f the
clock.

A B SEN CE OF T H E H ON . SPEAK ER AN D
HON. D E PU TY
S ecreta ry :

SPEAKER

I have to inform the House that the hon. Speaker is

unavoidably absent.

T he Deputy Speaker has not yet arrived and as

none of the members o f the panel

o f chairmen is present,

under the

Constitution it rests with this House to elect any other hon. Member to
take the Chair.
C h ief Minister

(T he hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava) :

I propose

that Chaudhri Surai Mai do take the Chair.
Sardar Shiv

Saran Singh : 1 second the proposal.

Chaudhri Suraj Mai occupied the chair amidst cheers♦
STA R R E D Q U E ST IO N S A N D AN SW ERS.
HARIJANS IN G U R G A O N D IS T R IC T .
*2775.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :
(a)

Whether 15% posts reserved for Harijans in the State

are

occupied by Harijans in the Gurgaon District ; if so, the names of such
officials including Patwaris, Kanungos and clerks separately.
( b)

the number o f Harijan Naib Tehsildars in Amb da Division ?

P arliam en tary S ecretary (Thakur Beli Ram).
(a) and (bf As the question smacks o f communalism, it is not in
public interest to give a reply on the floor of the House.
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P A R L IA M E N T A R Y A N D P R IV A T E P A R L IA M E N T A R Y
SECRETARIES.
*2783. Shri A m ar N ath Vidyalankar :

Will the hon. Chief Minis

ter be pleased to state :— .
(a)

the salary given to each one o f the Parliamentary and Private

Parliamentary Secretaries.
(b)

the travelling allowance, if any, so far charged

by each one of

them.
(c)

whether it is a fact that they are seldom or never allowed to

deal with official files and are not consulted in the administrative and
policy matters ?
The h on . D r. G opi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

The salary o f each Parliamentary Secretary was Rs.
P .M . and that of the Private Parliamentary
was Rs. 255

360

Secretary

P .M .

(b)

A statement is laid on the Table.

(c)

They are entrusted with both official

and parliamentary

work.

Statement showing the total amount of T . A. drawn by each o f the
Parliamentary and Private Parliamentary Secretaries since their appoint
ment.
P A R L IA M E N T A R Y SE C R E T A R IE S

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

S. Shiv Saran, Singh
S. Ajit Singh
Thakur Beli Ram
Ch. Jagdish Chander
Prof. Sher Singh
Pt. Bhagat Ram
Shri Dev Raj Sethi
S. VVfryam Singh
Late S Gut t>£chan Singh
Ch. Samar Singh

Rs. a. p.
180-12-0
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
200-4-0
Nil
488-0-0
Nil

P R IV A T E P A R L IA M E N T A R Y SEC R E TA R IE S

1. Ch. Harbhaj Ram
2. Ch. Matu Ram
3. S. Shiv Singh

Nil
Nil
Nil
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Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar

:

I

wish

to invite the attention

o f the hon. Chief Minister to part (c) o f •m y question which is as
follows :

Whether itis a fact that they are seldom or never allowed to deal with the offi
cial files and are not consulted in the administrative and policy matters ?
I want a definite answer whether they are consulted

in' administra

tive matters ?
C hief M in ister :

I have said that they are entrusted both with

official and parliamentary work.
Shri A m ar Nath Vidyalankar :

Should I take it that the official

and parliamentary work includes administrative work ?
Chief M inister :

If there is some such thing in which they should

be consulted they are consulted.

But sometimes there may be matters

in which only the Ministers are to be consulted and their services cannot
be utilized.
Sardar B achan Singh :

Have the Parliamentary Secretaries to

put in some definite hours o f work like the hon. Ministers and other
officers of Government ?
C hief M inister :

The hon. Member knows everything. Things are

proceeding in the same way as they used to in his time,
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

W hy have their salaries been reduced

during these‘days of dearth and scarcity ?
C hief M inister :

Their salaries were reduced in accordance with

the policy o f com pul.ory cuts.
M ehta Ranbir Singh :

In answer to a supplementary by Sardar

Bachan Singh the hon. Chief Minister has said that things were procee
ding in the same way as they did in his time.

May I know why he has

not thought it fit to enlighten the other hon. Members o f this House in
this connection as answers to questions are given for the benefit

o f the

whole House and not for the benefit o f one particular hon. Member ?
C h ief M inister : There was no necessity for the supplementary
asked by my hon. Friend Sardar Bachan Singh as he was in possession
o f the necessary information.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

It has been said that the poor Parlia

mentary Secretaries have been made a victim o f the compulsory cut
particularly when they form the main prop of

the Government.

May
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[ Shri Prabodh Chandra ]
I know whether the salaries of the hon. Ministers and other officers
have also been subjected to this compulsory cut like those of the Parlia
mentary Secretaries ?
C h ief M inister : I thank the hon, Member for the* sympathy he
has for the Parliamentary Secretaries.

My hon. Friend should know

that compulsory cut has been applied to all salaries except those of the
hon. Members o f the Assembly.

FO R M A TIO N O F D IS T R IC T D E H A T SU D H A R C O M M ITTE E S
IN T H E S T A T E

*2830. Sardar Bachan Singh :

W ill the

i
hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state : —
(a) Whether any District Dehat Sudhar
formed

in

the

Committees have been

various districts o f the State during the

period 15th August 1947 to 1st February 1951 ; if so, their list
together with the date

when each one o f them came into

existence ;
(b) the names of the office-bearers o f each committee for t^e 1st,
2nd and 3rd

years respectively together with their official

designation in Government service ;
(*> ( 0 the income from and expenditure on each committee till 1st
February 1951 ;
(it) the nature of the sources o f income of these committees ;
(d) (i) whether it is a fact that the Government officers and their
subordinates collect the funds for these committees
public ;

from the

if so, under what provision of law this is being

done ;
(it) the total amount collected for the Dehat Sudhar funds in each
district during 1950 by each gazetted officer ;
(e) whether the Government is aware of the fact that Government
employees collected funds for Red

Cross Society and fauji

melas during 1950 and Janury 1951 ; if so,

the amount so

collected for this purpose in each o f the districts during the
aforesaid period ;
(/)

whether the accounts o f Dehat Sudhar Committees and

those
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o f the fauji melas are audited by the Government auditors
or some other

authorised

auditors ;

if not,

the

reasons

thereof ;
(g ) whether any rules have been framed by the Government for the
disposal o f the funds referred to in parts (d) and (e)

above ;

whether copies o f the same will be laid on the Table ?
T h e h on . Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :

The information is being

collected and will be supplied to the hon. Member when ready.
DISM ISSAL E T C . OF PO L IC E O FFIC E R S IN T H E STA T E
*2891. Shri Rattan Singh Tabib : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state the names o f Police officers with their places o f posting
and home addresses, who were dismissed, reverted, censured or given
any other kind of punishment including punishment by the Law Courts
in the State for corruption or any other offence from 1st January, 1950
to date ?
T he hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :
Five statements containing the information are laid on the Table.*

C O N ST R U C TIO N OF B H A K R A A N D N A N G A L PRO JECTS
*2893. Shri Rattan Singh Tabib : Will the hon. Chief Minister
be pleased to state :—
*

(a) the progress so far made in the construction o f Bhakra and
Nangal Projects and the amounts so far spent by the

State and the

Union Governments respectively ;
(6)

the approximate time by which both these projects will be

completed ;
(c) the amounts spent by the Government on

the construction o f

the colonies at the sites of these project ;
( d) tlpv^mounts spent daily on the staff and the labour engaged
at the projects along with a list o f officers and the lower staff and the
salaries they draw ;
(e) whether the labour employed is on the basis o f monthly or daily
wages together with their rates ?

*Kept in the Library.
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The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(<r) T h e progress so far made

in

connection with Bhakra Nangal

Projects is as under t
(i) Bhakra D am .
The work on the Diversion Tunnels o f the Bhakra Dam
is in progress.
ment on the

Approximately 40 % of the entire enlarge*
Diversion Tunnels

has been

completed to -

date.
The Township
Nangal

has

for housing the construction personnel at
been

completed.

Road

and

Rail

com 

munications from Rail-head at Rupar to the Dam site havebeen established.
{ii) Nangal Dam.
7 0 % of the work on the Nangal Dam has been 'com pleted.
The Nangal Hydel Channel Head Regulator has been com 
pleted in all respects except for the erection o f gates and
gearing, which is in hand.
Channel is in full swing.

T h e work on the Nangal' Hydel
33*0 crores c.ft. o f earthwork have

been completed out o f a total

estimated quantity o f 70*0

crores c.ft.
The excavation work on the Power House No. I is in hand.
Excavation up to

R. L . 999 has been com pleted.

The

ultimate foundation level is 960', which is 65' below the sub
soil water level.
T he work on the exploration o f Power House N o. IT has been
completed, and its design will now be taken up.
{iii) Bhakra Canals an d B ranches.
About 5 0 % of earthwork has been done on Blnkra Canals
and its Branches.

Masonry work

has also been taken

in hand.
R s. 13*25 crores has been spent and all this s u ig ^ a s
loaned by the Union Government.

been

^

(b) T he Bhakra Dam is expected to be completed by 1957-58 and
the

Nangal Dam in the year 1952-53 provided funds are

available to the extent required
course o f their construction.

for each year during the

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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(c) Rs. 1,41,00,000.
(d) It is difficult to collect and check the information asked for.
Government regrets that it does

not consider the labour

involved is commensurate with the result to be achieved.
(ie) The labour is employed either on monthly
contractors.

basis or through

The rates of pay o f skilled and

semi-skilled

labourers vary from Rs. 55 p, m , to^R s. 200 P. M. according
to the nature of work.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : The hon. Chief Minister has stated that
some labourers are paid on monthly^ basis while others are paid on
daily basis.

May I know if the provisions o f the Minimum Wages Act

and other such regulations are applicable to all the labourers ?
C h ie f M inister : It will be applied to those in whose case the
Government has fixed the minimum wages.
Shri A m a r Nath
question,

the

hon.

V idyalankar :

Chief

In reply to part (c)

Minister

has

stated

o f the

that a sum

Rs. 1,40,00,000 has been spent on the construction of quarters.

of

While

small gardens have been provided and several other facilities have been
supplied in the quarters built for officers, is it not a fact that only one
room quarters with roofs o f corrugated sheets have been built for the
labourers ?

How will they be able to protect themselves from the rain*

and heat and are they not entitled to some minimum o f facilities ?
C hief M inister : Design of
to the

status

of

each house was prepared according

the person for whom it was intended.

An S. D, O.

is given lesser accommodation than the Assistant Engineer and the
latter

gets

smaller

accommodation

than

the Executive

Engineer.

Similarly, an Executive Engineer is given lesser accommodation than
the Superintending Engineer.
Shri Am ar Nath Vidyalankar : Was it not

necessary to provide

some minimum accomm odation in the designs prepared by the Govern
ment for constructing houses for the labourers ? Are they* not entitled
to protection from the sun and the rain ?
C h ief M inister : Some houses were constructed first and others
were constructed later on.

If bigger houses

were constructed for the

labourers, these would carry more rent as compared with the pay of
their occupants.

W ho will pay that high rent ?

(
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Shri A m ar N ath V idyalankar : Is it not a fact that while the
officers have been given rent free quarters,

the

poor labourers have

to pay rent for the small quarters given to them ?
C h ief’ M in is t e r : At first rent

was charged for all the quarters*

Later on representations were received from the officers that no rent
should be charged from them and the Government has. agreed to

that

request*
F A C T O R Y W ELFARE O F F IC E R ’ S RULES.
*2777 Shri A m a r Nath V idyalankar : Will the hon. Minister for
Labour be pleased to state :
(a) whether the Government has framed and enforced the Factory
Welfare Officer's Rules under the Factories Act 1948, if so,

the date on

v which such rules were enforced ; if not, why not ;
(b) the circumstances under which applications for the appointment
©f a Welfare Officer in the Government Central Workshops, Amritsar
have been invited ?
T he hon . Shri Prithvi Singh A z a d :
(a) The Factories Welfare; Officer's Rules under the Factories
A ct,

1948, have not yet been framed and enforced in

the Punjab, as the draft model rules are awaited from
the Chief Advisor o f Factories, Government o f India.
\b) Heretofore, alternative?- arrangements for the Welfare o f
workers at the Government Central Workshops, Amritsar,
have been carried out through other factory officers as
permissible under Section 50 (A) of the Factories A ct,
1948.

As an improvement on the existing arrangements,

it was considered desirable to relieve the factory officers
of these additional duties and

to appoint

a Welfare

Officer in the Government Central Workshops, Amrit
sar. Applications for the post of a Welfare Officer for
the Government

Central

Workshops,

Amritsar, have

therefore been invited.
Shri

A m ar N ath

V idyalankar ;

In the reply

it has been

stated that the Government has not been able to frame any rules for
the Welfare Officers, because they could not get model rules from the
Central Government.

If

other Governments like those of Madras,

(19)9
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Uttar Pradesh and Bihar could make such rules without waiting for m o
del rules from the Central Governm ent, why could our Government not
frame these before advertising lor the posts of Welfare Officers ?
C h ie f M in ister :
framed before long.

These rules are under consideration and will be

In order that the Welfare Officers might be recrui--

ted by the time these rules are framed, the Governm ent decided to ad
vertise these posts.
Shri A m ar Nath V idyalankar :

Is it not essential that at the time

of submitting applications for selection by the Public Service Commis
sion, the candidates should be aware of these rules ?
Chief M inister :

These rules will be ready by the time the W el

fare Officers have to start their work.

If some

one o f them does not

find it possible to work under those rules, he will be able to say so
before taking up his jo b .

^

C O N S T R U C T IO N

OF C A P IT A L A T C H A N D IG A R H

*2664 Dr. Sant R a m Seth : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be pleased
to state : —
(a)

Whether it is a fact that the State Government has finally de

cided to build its Capital at

Chandigarh ; if so, whether its construc

tion has started ;
(b)

the total area of land acquired for this purpose ;

(c)

the number o f villages so affected by this acquisition.

(d)

the number of

families

so

affected and whether they will

get land for land or compensation in any other form ;
(e)

the places where land is proposed to be allotted to persons

displaced from the site of the New Capital and the considerations

on

which land will be allotted to such persons ;
(/)

the number o f plots at the proposed Capital site

which

will

be available for sale to the public ; together with the maximum area o f
each such plot ;
(g)

the maximum and minimum price o f each plot;

( h)

whether the refugees will be given any preference in purchas

ing the plots ;
(i)

the total

number

purchase of these plots ;

of

applications

received so far

for the
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( /)

the procedure adopted by the Government to sell these plots

to the public :
(£)

the steps so far taken by the Government for the building o f

the Capital ?

The hon. D r. Gopi Chand Bhargava
(a)

Yes.

(b)

So far 2467*27 acres.

(c)

Ten.

(d)

871 families. 760 families have applied for land and they
will get cultivable land in compensation for cultivable
• land and cash compensation for houses, wells, trees,
other structures and uncultivable land. The remaining
111 families who have not applied for compensation in
the form of land will get cash compensation.

(<e)

Allotment will be made mostly in Kharar Tehsil and on
the same considerations on which allotment

was made

by the Rehabilitation Department.
(f)
(g )

•N

>• The matter is under the consideration of Government.

w

(o

33,611 applications were received for
land up to

the

543,750

plots o f

end o f January, 1951.

(/)

The matter is under the consideration o f

Government.

(k)

The preliminary work in respect of surveys and prepara
tion o f Master Plan has almost been com pleted.
paration of detailed

plans,

estimates and

important puplic buildings is in hand.
*

rials are

being collected.

Pre

design o f

Building

m ate-

Temporary accommodation

for residential purposes and offices for the ‘construction
staff’ has almost

been

erected.

The construction

various development

works and

will be undertaken

soon as design work and detailed

a9

important

of

buildings

drawings are completed by the Engineers and Archi
tects who are busy with this work.
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Shri P rabodh Chandra : T he hon. Chief Minister haa stated that
compensation would be paid to those whose lands or buildings have been
acquired by the Government.,

May I know if some representative o f

these persons, whose lands have been acquired, will be on that Committee
which will determine the amount o f compensation ?
C h ief M inister :

The lands have been acquired according to the

rules and the Committee will determine compensation which should be *
paid to theses persons.
Shri Prabodh C handra ;

I wish to know if some representative

o f the persons affected by acquisition has been taken onjthe Board which
has to determine the compensation.
C hief M inister :

The Advisory Board consists of those persons

whose lands have been acquired by the Government.

.

SU P PL Y O/

R E N T FREE Q U A R T E R S A T BH A K R A
A N D N A N G A L PRO JECTS.

*2671. Shri Amar Nath V idyalankar : Will the hon. Chief Minis
ter be pleased to state :
(a)

whether it is a fact that repeated representations were received

by the Government regarding the supply o f rent free quarters

to its

work-charged establishment at Bhakra and Nangal P r o je c t ;
(b)

whether it is also a fact that the Government informed the

Bhakra Nangal Mazdur Sang, that it]had agreed to this demand ;
(c)

whether it is a fact that the rent is still being charged in spite

o f several representations made to the Government pointing out the
severe hardship caused by the way the rent for the past months was be
ing realised ;
(d)

what action, if any, does the Government propose to take in

in the matter ?
T he hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :

The information is being

collected, and will be supplied to the hon. Member in due course.
Shri A m ar Nath

V idyalankar :

This question was postponed

previously also and now the Government says that it has not been able

*
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to collect the necessary information so far.

Is the Government not in a

position to say any thing in reply to my question ?
Chief M inister : I have nothing more to add to what I have already
stated.
S E T T L E M E N T W IT H T H E L A N D L O R D S AND TE N A N TSnOF
C H A N D IG A R H .
♦2696 Shri Prabodh Chandra : W ill the hon.

Chief Minister be

pleased to state whether the Government has arrived at any settlement
with the Landlords and tenants of Chandigarh regarding requisition o f
their lands for New Capital ; if so, the terms and how far they have been
implemented ?
The hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :
( a ) Yes. A settlement with the landlords and tenants o f the
land in the capital area has been made.
(b) A copy of the terms of settlement was laid on the Table
of the House in

reply to starred

Assembly Question

No. 2529 asked by Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar in the
October Session of the Assembly.
(c) Action is be'ng tak< n to

implement these terms in the

re-settlement o f oustees.
Shri P ralw dh Chandra :

On a point o f order. Madam.

T he

hon. Chief Minister has stated that a copy o f the reply to this ques'ion
was laid on the Table of the House during the last October Session.
That must have been supplied to some other hon. Member, who put
the question at that time.

Am I not entitled to a copy of the same now

when I have put this question to the Government ?
C h ief M in ister : All the

hon. Members are expected to be in

possession of the information which has been published.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : That reply, has not been published yet.
I want a ruling from the Chair whether I am
the reply which the hon. Chief Minister

entitled to a copy of

laid on the Table about six

months back.
C h ie f M inister : The hon. Member asked a question and I have
given its reply.

I f some information is available in the office which can
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be inspected by the hon. M embers, I considered it sufficient to refer to
that.
B O R IN G O F T U B E -W E L L S A T T H E C A P IT A L S IT E .
*2698 Shri P rabodh Chandra : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state :
(ia)

the number of tube-wells so far borea at the New Capital site

together with the total expenditure incurred thereon.
(b) whether the water output is the same as expected ?
T h e hon . Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
(a) 4.

One o f them was given up during construction and on
one pumping machinery has been fitted up and is giving
a discharge o f twenty one thousand gallons per hour.
In the other two pipes have been lowered but the pum p
ing machinery is yet to be installed.

The total expendi-

ture incurred on all the four tubewells is Rs. 62,544.
(b) Yes.
Shri P rabodh Chandra : May I know if the flow of the water of
the tube-wells is according to expectations ?
C h ief M inister : I have already replied that the flow is according
to expectations.
E L E C T IO N S TO M U N IC IP A L C O M M ITTE E S IN T H E STA T E .
*2738 Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Minister for Public Works
be pleased to state :
(а) (*) the date on which the last election to each o f the 1st Class
Municipal Committees in the State was held ;
(it) the total number of the elected and
separately of each of these

nominated members

Municipal Committees on 1st February

1951 ;
(б) (i) the date when the last election to savh o f the 2nd Class
Municipal Committees in the State was held ;
(ii) the total number
separately of each o f these
1951 ;

of

the elected aud nominated members

Municipal Committees on

1st February,
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(c)

when does the Government intend to hold the next elections to

these Committees ?
The hon. Captain R anjit Singh :
(a) and (6) A statement is laid down on the table.*
(c) Please refer to answer given to question No. 2630* part (&)f
Sardar Sajjan Singh : The statement laid on the Table shows that
at some places elections were held as far back as 1936 and
others the elections were held even before that.

1937 and at

May I know if

the

Government ever considered that new elections to the Municipal Commit
tees, to which the elections were held in 1933 and 1934, should be
held ?
M inister : It was due to this consideration that the Government
decided to hold elections to these local bodjes.

But the difficulty is that

the elections will be held on the adult franchise

basis and for this pur

pose we would require fresh electoral rolls.

The publication o f these

rolls involves huge expenditure which would be superfluous in vfew o f
the electoral rolls which are being prepared for the elections to the State
Assembly.

The sim e electoral rolls can be utilised for the elections to

the local bodies.

It was with this purpose in view that elections to the

Municipal Committees have not so far been held.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : If the elections could be held on the basis o f
old electoral roll; in Una and Zira constituencies, why was it not possible
i

to hold the elections to the other Municipal Committees on the same
basis ?
M inister : T he elections at those places were limited to single cons
tituencies while elections to the Municipal Committees will have to be
held throughout the Punjab.

If we had held the elections on the basis

o f the old electoral rolls, it would have been said that the same persons
had been re-elected to the Municipal Committees.

* Kept in the Library
t Vide page (5)8 supra.
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E L E C T IO N S T O D IS T R IC T BO ARD S
IN T H E S T A T E
*2739 Sardar Sajjan Singh : W ill the hon, Minister for Public
W orks be pleased to state :—
(a)

the date on which the last elections

to

each

of

the District

Boards in the State were held ;
(b)

the number o f elected and nominated members separately o f

each Discrict Board in the State on 1st January, 1951,
(c)

when does the Government intend to hold next elections to

the District Boards in the State
/ ?
T h e hon. Captain R anjit Singh :
(a)

and (b) A statement is laid on the table.!

(c)

Please refer to the

answer given to question N o, 2630

part (b).l
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it a fact that the Government removed
from membership some of the elected members quite unreasonably and
thus deprived them of their right ?
M inister : N obody has been unreasonably deprived o f his right.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it not a fact that in the issue o f the
Government Gazette of

16th March 1951, it was published that Mian

Narindar Singh had been removed from the Vice-Presidentship of the
Hoshiarpur District Board ?
M in ister : Madam, it does not arise out of this question.
-

i

Shri P rabodh Chandra : On a point of order, Madam.
Minister, while replying

The hon.

to my supplementary just now, said that no

body had been disqualified.

Now when I have pointed out a specific

case, he refuses to reply.
Deputy Speak^* : This is an argument and not a point of order.

t Kept in the Library.
t Vide Page (5)8 supra.
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* 2757* Shri P rabodh Chandra : Will the hon. Chief Minister be
pleased to state the expenses the Government has so far incurred in
connection with the preliminary survey, plans and other miscellaneous
works in connection with the construction of the New Capita] at Chandi
garh ?
T he hon . Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava.
The expenditure so far incurred in connection with the preliminary
survey, plans and other miscellaneous works (d e lu d in g the cost of land)
in connection with the construction o f the New Capital of the Punjab v
State is as follows :—
Preliminary survey

..

...

Rs.

1,61,897

Plans

...

...

Rs.

1/24,990

...

Rs. 26,50,256

...

Other Miscellaneous works

Shri Prabodh Chandra : While replying to the question, the hon.
Chief Minister has stated that Rs. 1 lakh has been spent on surveying
o f the site, Rs. 1 lakh on planning and Rs. 26 lakh on miscellaneous
works.

May I know as to what are the items which have been included

in miscellaneous works ?
C hief M inister : If the hon. Member wants details, he should give
notice o f a separate question.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know if the expenditure on police
which arrested, and lathi-charged persons on the site o f the capital, has
also been included in the expenditure on preliminary survey ?
C h ief M in ister :

The expenditure on survey was incurred on

survey and not on police.
C O N S T R U C T IO N OF C A P IT A L A T C H A N D IG A R H
*2894.

Shri Rattan Singh T abib : Will the hon. Chief Minister

be pleased to state : — •
(a) the amounts so far spent under the differentjieads in connec
tion with the construction o f the Capital at Chandigarh

and

the

progress made till now ;
(b ) the target date by which the Capital is expected to be com plet
ed according to the scheme;
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(c)
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the time by which the Government will be able to move its

Secretariat from Simla to the New Capital and hold the session o f the
State Legislature there ?
T he hon . Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava.
(a) The amounts of

actual expenditure so far incurred under

different heads in connection with the construction o f the
New Capital at Chandigarh are being compiled and are not
available.
T he information regarding the progress made in the construction of
the New

Capital was given in reply

to Starred

Assembly

QuestionNo. 2639. j
(b

The Project Estimate for the construction of the New Capital
is under preparation and no target date by which the Capital
is expected to be completed can be stated at present.

(c) As already stated in reply to Starred Assembly Question N o.
3121J the time by which the officers will be shifted to the
New Capital cannot be stated at present.
Shri P rabodh Chandra : Is it in the knowledge o f the hon. Chief
Minister that he or some other hon. Minister issued a statement some
time back that the next Session o f the
Chandigarh ?

Assembly would be held at

May I know whether that statement or the one given by

the hon. Chief Minister now is correct ?
C h ief M inister : I have not given any statement in this connection.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
*

May I know if it was brought to the

notice of the hon. Chief Minister by the Department o f Public Infor
mation that a responsible Minister had made the statement that the next
Session of the Assembly would be held at Chandigarh ?
M inister fo r P u blic W orks :
D eputy Speaker :

Yes, such a statement was made.

Before I call upon Shri Prabodh Chandra to

put his supplementary, I want to make a few general remarks.

I think

it would be better if Members other than the hon. Member in whose
name the main question stands, are given the opportunity to have any
information through supplementaries.

t Vide page (5) 36 supra.

t Vide page (17) 32 supra.
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May I ask the hon. Minister for Public

Works whether it is a fact that sometime back he issued a statement to
the Press that the next Session o f the Assembly would be held at
Chandigarh ?
' M inister :

Yes, I did.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Was that

statement

correct or the

statement now made by the hon. Chief Minister ?
M inister :

At that time my statement was correct.

But now this;

statement is correct {laughter).

A P PO IN T M E N T OF Z A IL D A R S IN TH E S T A T E
*2635. Shri V irendra :

W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue be

pleased to state :—
(a)

Whether the Government have decided to re-appoint Zaildars

in the state ; if so, when are the appointments likely to be made ;
(b)

the qualifications o f a person for appointment as a Zaildar ?

Parliam entary S ecretary (Sardar Shiv Saran Singh) :
(a)

First Part.— Yes.
Second Part. -W hen the rules regarding their appoint
ments have been finalized ;

(b)

the qualifications for appointment to the posts are under
consideration,

Shri V irendra :

May I know the time by which a* final decision

will be taken in this matter ?
P arliam en tary S ecreta ry : Very soon.
Shri A m ar N ath V idyalankar :

May I know whether they will be

known as Zaildars or as Ilaqadars ?
P a rlia m en ta ry S ecretary :

The reply has already been given.
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G R A N T O F E X T R A A L L O W A N C E T O REVEN U E O F FIC E R S
FOR R E G IS T R A T IO N PURPOSES IN T H E S T A T E .
*2833. Sardar B achan Singh : Will the hon. Minister for Revenue
be pleased to state :—
(a) (i) Whether any extra allowance is paid to the Revenue Officers
who attest the documents presented at the Tehsil Headquarters in the
State for registration purposes ; if so, the rate o f this allowance per
mensem ;
(ii) the procedure for the distribution o f this allowance amongst
them ;
(b) (/') whether any instructions have been issued by the Govern
ment to the Revenue Officers to fix a specific time for the registration o f
documents;
(fV) the maximum period fixed for the copying o f the

documents

of different categories in the registration office ;
(c) (i) the number o f the documents o f different categories present
ed at each o f the Tehsil headquarters in the Amritsar and Ludhiana
Districts during the period

1st April,

1950 to 31st January, 1951

respectively ;
(ii) whether all the documents presented for registration at the
Tehsil

headquarters referred to in part (c) (i)

above

were copied

within the specified time ; if not, the reasons therefor ;
(iii) the number o f documents of
in part (c)

each

category

(i) above which could not be copied

referred

to

within the specified

time ;
(d) whether the documents referred to in part (c) (i ) above were
returned very late to the vendees ; if so,

the

steps

Government

proposes to take to do away with the recurrence of this type of
delay ?
T he hon. Captain R anjit Singh :
(a) (») An extra allowance of Rs. 15 p. m. is paid to Tahsildars
and Naib Tahsildars for doing registration

work in

addition to their own duties.
(ii) The allowance is distributed proportionately between
the Tahsildars and Naib Tahsildars with reference to
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the number o f days spent on registration work during
a month.
(b) (i) Yes.
(ii) No maximum period had been fixed for the copying o f
the documents o f different categories in the Registration
offices.
(c) (?) Name of

ehsil.

Documents presented frorn
1st April 1950 to 31st January 1951.

Amritsar.

••♦

••

2730.

Ajnala.

♦♦♦

••♦

907.

Patti.

...

...

1691.

Tarn Taran.

...

...

2916.
t

Ludhiana.

...

..

2825.

Jagraon.
Samrala.

1572.
»•

♦♦♦

2176.

(ii) No time is specified for copying' the documents.

H ow 

ever, there was unusual delay in copying the documents
in Ludhiana District due to sickness of copjdng clerk who
ultimately died.

The copying o f documents in Amrit

sar District was also delayed due to very heavy registra
tion work.
[tit) Does not arise as noTiine is specified for

copying the

documents.
(d) As large number of documents were presented

the

time and labour involved in collecting information as
to whether the documents were returned very late to
the vendees will not be commensurate with any possible
benefit to be obtained.

Anyhow

adequate steps are

being taken to avoid unnecessary delay, if any.
Sardar Bachan Singh : The hon. Minister has stated in his reply
that the clerk concerned got sick and consequently died.
mean that the work of a Government office stops
is unable to attend to it ; if so,

Does it

when an individual

does the Government not realise the

hardship which the public has to face as a consequence of this ?
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M inister : W e do realise it.

But we have also our own difficulties.

When a person falls sick we cannot appoint another man from outside
for a period o f one or two days.

But, in fact, what we do is that

the*work o f his seat is ;iven to some other clerk o f the office who has
to do it in addition to his own work.

As a result o f this, naturally

sometimes delay does occur.
Sardar B ach an Singh : May I know for how many days this clerk
remained on sick leave and after how many days he died ?
M inister : This information can he supplied if due notice is given
for it by the hon. Member.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : The hon. Minister has stated that in Amrit
sar the delay was occasioned by the rush of work.
the esStablishment was not

May I know why

increased when there was rush o f work ?

M inister : I wish to inform
work was a temporary feature.

the hon. Member that the rush o f
Establishment

can only be increased

if there is a regular increase in work, otherwise the Government

will

have to discharge the new recruit after some days and there might be
Assembly questions on that.

R E C O V E RY OF DUES OF EVACUEE L A N D S
IN A M R IT S A R D IS T R IC T .
*2839. Sardar B achan Singh :
abilitation be^pleased to state :
(a)

Will the hon. Minister for Reh
^

With reference to answer to Unstarred Question No. 626 put

on 13h October 1950 by S. Sajjan Singh, M. L . A., whether the enquiry
which was being conducted by the Revenue Assistant, Amritsar, has
been completed ;
(6)

(/) if the answer to part («) above be in the affirmative
the action taken by the Government against the person
concerned ;
( « ) whether any case has been registered against them at
the Police Station ; if not, the reasons therefor ;

( c)

(/) the dates when the warrants o f arrest and attachment
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against the defaulters were issued till 31st

January

1951 ;
(ii) whether any o f the defaulters was arrested ; if not, the
reasons therefor in each case ;
%

(Hi) whether any amount due has been realised till now ; if
so, the amount thereof ; if not, the reasons therefor;
(d) the amount still due from each defaulter ?
T he hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a) Not yet.
(ft) (f) Docs not arise.
(ii) N o case has so far been registered at the Police Station
against the defaulters, as enquiries against them are.still
incomplete.
(c) Warrant o f arrest against Darbara Singh was issued on 8th
' March 1950.
(/) Warrant o f arrest against Chanan Singh was issued on
13th March 1950.
Warrant o f attachment against Chanan Singh was issued
on 1st April 1950.

v

Warrant of attachment against Sardul Singh was issued
on 6th April 1950.
' (ii) No.

T he enquiries are still pending against each o f

them.
(in) Yes.

The information in regard to the recoveries so far

made is laid on the Table.
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After the receipt of the reply to this question information has been
received that Sardar Chanan Singh was arrested and dues were realised
from him.

But the amount o f the dues is not known.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : In view

of

the

unstarred ques'ion No. G26, may 1 know
which could not b

Government's reply to my
the

nature o f the enquiry

completed in such a long period a^ six months ?

Minister : I do not wish to add

anything

to

what I have already

stated.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : M ay I know what

action

the Government

took in the matter ?
M in is te r : Reply has already been given.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : May 1 know the date when this default o c
curred ?
M inister : A fresh notice is required for that.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : Is th~‘ hon. Minister aware that this matter
h s been under investigation since April la9t and it is fo»- about a year
that no definite decision has been arrived at by the Government ? If so,
may 1 know how long will

the

Government

take to complete the en

quiry ?
M in iste r:

I have

already

stated

arrested and after that he paid a part

that
of

the

Chanan

Singh was

dues also.

Other

datails are not known to me.

C O N S O L ID A T IO N OF H O L D IN G S IN T H E S T A T E .
*2888. Shri Rattan Singh

T abib : Will the hon. Minister far

Revenue be pleased to state the number o f disputes regarding the con
solidation o f holdings when this work was done by the Co-operative
Department and the number of disputes when the work is being done
by the present Consolidation Department ?
T he hon. Sardar K artar Singh :
The required information in respect of the period from
March,

1950

(when

the

1st

Consolidation Department
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started functioning) to 20th February, 1951 is as under :—
Total N o. of
disputes.
Co-operative
Act.

N o. o f disputes
decided.

Pending

118

113

5

4

4

o••

New Consolidation
of Holdings Act.

T h e time and labour involved in collecting the information pertain
ing to the period extending over a quarter of a century when the work
of Consolidation was done by the Co-operative Department, will not be
commensurate with any possible benefit to be obtained.

D E C L A R A T IO N OF CERTAIN CASTES AS A G R IC U L T U R IS T S .
*2939. Shri A m ar Nath V idyalankar : Will the hon. Minister
fdr Revenue be pleased to state : —
(a) the names o f the castes declared as Agriculturists during

the

year 1950 ;
(b) the criterion followed in declaring a certain caste as agricul
turist ;
(c) whether any enquiry was made in respect of castes declared as
agriculturists before declaring them as such ; if so, the authority which
conducted the inquiry ; J
. (d) the approximate area of land owned by the following castes
and the number of persons belonging to these castes

who depend on

agriculture : —
N ait Sunar> K alaly Brahmins, Bawi, Sansi. (e)

the approximate area o f land in possession of the following

castes and the estimated number o f them who depend on cultivation :—
Agarwals, Khatris, Kayasths, Aroras.
T h e h on . Sardar Kartar Singh ;
(a)

Chamars,

Ramdasias

or Ravdasias, Ad-Dharmis, Mazhabis,

Balmikis, Kabirpanthis (including Julahas), Dhanaks, Batwals,
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/

Meghs, Sanhais, Sanhals, Sareras, Bhanjras, Dumas or Mahashas, Bawarias, Ramgharia,

Khatiks,

Ods,

Mehras, Kahars,

Jhiwar-*, Tank Kashatris, Labanas. Nais, Kumhars or Parjapats, Sun^r,

Zargar, Mair.

Raj bans, Saint, Godarias, Khatis,

Ahluwdias, Kalals, Kashyap Rajputs, Drains, Ghais, Udasins,
Gharit, Bahti, Chongh, and Khandelwal Brahmins.
(3) Those bodies of persons who follow the profession o f agricul
ture and mainly depend on it or belong to village artisan classes
and help in the operation of agriculture in the village, are dec
lared as agriculturists.
(c)

First Part
Second Part

( d)

* ...
...

No.
Does not arise.

It is regretted that the time and labour involved in collecting
the information will not be commensurate with any possible
benefit to be obtained.
-------------

/

R E C R U IT M E N T IN O M N IB U S SERVICES
*2979.

M aster Gurbanta S in gh

Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state : —
(a)

the number of conductors, drivers,' clerks

and Inspectors re

cently recruited in the Jullundur, Amritsar and Ambala

«-

Omnibus Ser-

vices respectively together with the number o f Harijans amongst them ;
(b) whether the 15 per cent ratio fixed for Harijans has been reach
ed by the recruitment of Harijans referred to in para (a) above ;

(c)

the total number of Harijans who had applied for the aforesaid

posts ;
( d)

the number o f drivers involved in road accidents while driving

the Omnibuses ;
(e)

the punishment, if any, together with the nature thereof, award

ed to the dtivers responsible for the accidents ;
(f )

the number o f buses being operated at Jullundur, Amritsar and

Ambala ;
(^)

the average daily income from these centres ?
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P arliam en tary S ecreta ry (Thakur Beli Ram)
(a)
Conductors
Total
No. of
appoint
ments.
Amritsar
Omnibus
Service.
jullundur
Omnibus
Service.
Ambala
Roa dways.

Drivers

Clerks

No. of
No. of Total No No. of Total
Hari of appoint HariNo. of Hari
jans ments
jans
appoint jans
ments

Inspectors.
Total
No.
No. of of Hari
appoint jans.
ments

54

4

55.

1

9

2

5

1

27

o

20

1

5

•♦

3

•■

45

5

44

1

11

.

126

11

119

3

25

2

*

3

. . .

11

1

(b)

N ot yet.

(c)

26.

(d)

15.

(e)

T w o drivers fined and sentenced to imprisonment, one fined,
ten acquitted and the cases o f two are pending in the Court.

(/)

167.

(^)

Rs. 15,250.

M aster G urbanta Singh :
.

Will the Parliamentary Secretary kind-

ly let us know whether the percentage fixed for Harijans has been reach
ed in the recruitment of Harijans in connection with the Omnibuses ?
P arliam en tary S ecreta ry :

♦

So far as the recruitment o f Harijans

is concerned, Government has issued instructions fixing their ratio in
the services at 15 per cent.
/

But there are other conditions attached to

it, which are to be observed at

the

time

of

recruitment o f

Harijans.

Firstly, the candidates must possess the minimum qualification prescrib
ed foT that job and secondly, they should be considered suitable for
Government Service.
♦

So all those

Harijans who were found suita-

ble and possessed the requisite qualifications were recruited.

Master Gurbanta Singh

: May I enquire from the Parliamentary
Secretary the number o f Harijan conductors, who got training in Jullunx

dur and were granted certificates o f competence ?
\
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P arliam entary S ecre ta ry :

I require

notice

for collecting this

information.
M aster Gurbanta Singh : May I know whether Government intends
to give full representation of 15 per cent in the services to the Harijans ?
P arliam en tary S ecretary : Most surely.

It is the genuine desire

o f the Government to give the Hariians their due share in the services.
But it is obliged

to keep the possession o f requisite qualifications by

the candidate and his suitability in view.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

May I know whether Harijans will ever

acquire suitability for service, as required by Government or is it only
an excuse pfut forward by the Government to deprive the Harijans of
their due share ?
M inister for P ublic W orks : They will certainly acquire suitability
for service.
M aster Gurbanta Singh : May I know if the number of qualified
trained Harijan conductors is found to be more than two, will the
Government take serious action againstJthe officer who

is responsible

for not recruiting the duly qualified and trained Harijan conductors ?
P a rlia m en ta ry Secretary : Government will certainly look into the
matter.
Shri P rabodh Chandra : May I know what are those qualifications
and experience required of the conductors and which the Harijans did
not possess ?
P arlia m en ta ry S e c r e t a r y :

If the lion.

necessary information will be collected.

Member gives notice,

I would, however, refer him

to the rules on the subject.
Shrimati Sita D evi : May I know from the Parliamentary Secre
tary whether apart from training

qualification, any other qualification

is also required o f the drivers and conductors etc.?
P arliam en tary S ecreta ry : I am not aware of any other quali
fication.
Shrim ati Sita D evi :

W ill the Parliamentary Secretary please

tell us the qualifications which were required of the candidates in
connection with the recruitment of drivers, conductors etc. for Ambala
Roadways ?

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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P arliam en tary Secretary : I would refer the hon. Lady M ember
to the rules on the subject.
S h rim ati Sita D ev i : Is it a fact that apart from being trained,
a candidate must also possess this qualification that his name must
appear in the list o f candidates approved by the hon. M inister-in
charge ?
Parliam entary Secretary : This is absolutely wrong.
M inister for Public W orks : This is an insinuation.
S hrim ati Sita D evi : W ill the hon. Minister kindly tell us whether
he is prepared to take action in the matter if it is proved to the hilt
that the recruitment of personnel for Ambala

Roadways

was

made

from the approved list o f candidates given by the hon. Minister-in
charge ?
M inister : This is not a fact.

It is the habit of the hon. Lady

M ember to make such insinuations both in public meetings as well as
on the floor o f the House.
Deputy Speaker :

I would tell the hon. Minister that his reply is*

not happily worded.
M inister :

I am

sorry that I was provoked to make such a

reply.
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Minister would have been justified
0

in making such a reply if the thing referred to had actually been

placed

before him.
M inister : But when an hon. Member exceeds certain limits, he or
she is bound to receive such a reply.Deputy S p e a k e r: I, however, wish to hear a reply given with
responsibility by the hon. Ministers.
M inister :

The

wishes

of

the hon. Deputy Speaker will be

respected.
Shrim ati Sita D evi :

On a point o f order, Madam.

Is it not

responsibility o f an hon. Minister to make a reply in such words as
do not reflect on the dignity o f the House and the prestige o f the
Government ?
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D eputy Speaker : The hon. Lady Member would not have raised
this point of order, if she had carefully heard what I said to

the hon.

Minister ?
Shrim ati Sita D evi :

But the hon. Deputy Speaker did not casti

gate the hon. Minister sufficiently.
Deputy Speaker :

I am sorry I cannot act upon the advice o f the

hon. Lady M ember. I am here to do justice to all and not unnecessarily
castigate anybody.

(Hear, hear).

M aster Gurbanta S in g h :

May

I know whether

non-Harijaa

candidates recruited as conductors or drivers, etc., were better qualified
than the Harijan Candidates ? If so, in what respects ?
M inister :

Non-Harijan candidates are expected to be in posses

sion of better qualifications than the Harijans.
Shri P ra bodh Chandra :

It is necessary that under the rules the

Harijan candidates should compare favouiably with the non-Harijan
candidates in the matter of requisite qualifications ?
M inister :

Yes almost equal.

But a little ^difference in the quali

fications of. Harijan candidates is ignored.
Shri P rabodh Chandra :

The hon. Minister has stated that the

qualifications in the case of Harijan and non-Harijan candidates should
almost be equal, but the other day the hon. Chief Minister had stated
in reply to a question of this nature, that with a view to giving 15 per
cent representation in services to the Harijans, the condition of quali
fications will be relaxed in their case.

May I know whether the state

ment o f the hon. Minister or that o f the hon. Cuief Minister should be
treated as correct ?
M inister :

1 put it to you Madam, whether my reply is in anyway

different from that of the statement made by the hon. Chief Minister ?
The hon. Member has kept in view only the first part ol my reply.
C baudhri Sundar Singh :

May I know whether the fraud which

has been played with the Harijans in this department is also being play
ed with them in other departments too ?
M in is te r :

N o fraud has been and is being played with

the

Harijans in any o f the departments. The allegations o f the hon. Member
are baseless.
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*2442.

Shri R a m

Sharm a :

W ill

the

hon.

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) the total number o f arrests made of the growers for not report
ing about their foodgrain stocks to the District Food Controller, as
required by the Government together with the number of convictions
and acquittals separately in the State ;
(b) the number o f such arrests and convictions in District Rohtak,
about gram stocks before its decontrol ?
T h e hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) Thirteen.

m

Three cases in which action was taken in Hissar

District were cancelled.
o f six in

the

The accused in two cases out

Karnal District were

acquitted and

the remaining cases are under investigation

by the

Police.
(b) Four cases were registered by the Police in the Rohtak
*
District and all these were discharged by the Court.

•

Shri Prabodh Chandra : In view o f the reply of the hon. Minister
that four persons were discharged after prosecution, may I know if the
basis of the prosecutions was wrong or they were discharged out of
favouritism ?
M inister :

i am sorry my hon. Friend has not understood the

reply which I have already given.
Shri P rabodh Chandra :

I am asking about Rohtak.

The hon.

Minister has in his reply stated that all the four persons were discharged
after prosecutions.

What I want to know is this whether the basis of

their prosecut ons was wroog either due to any weakness in the prosecu
tion or due to any wrong judgment ?
M in ister :

I cannot add anything more to what I have already

stated.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know from the hon. Minister

whether any action has been taken against those officers who submitted
wrong reports about the four persons who were ultimately discharged ?
M inister :

Neither the reports were wrong, nor was there any

necessity to taken any action.

1
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R E S E T T L E M E N T OF M U SLIM S
*2645. Shri V iren d ra :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabilitation

be pleased to state :—
(a) the number v>f Muslims, who left this State in the year 1947 and
have since returned ;
(b) the names o f the Districts in which they have now settled ;
(c) the facilities which the Government have given them to resettle
in this State ;
T h e jio n . Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
(a) 16,362.
(b) Ambala,

Gurgaon.

Karnal,

Hoshiarpur,

Ferozepore,

Rohtak, Juhundur, Kangra, Ludhiana and Hissar.
(c) They have been advanced

taccavi

lam s amounting to

Rs. 3,07,518 for the purchase o f bullocks, repair o f
houses, purchase o f seed, agricultural implements and
food.

Lands and houses have also been restored to

those

Muslim returners who were found entitled in

accordance with the provisions o f the Administration
o f Evacuee Property Act (Central) X X X I o f 1950.
A N T I S M U G G L IN G AN D ENFORCEM ENT O R G A N IS A T IO N
*2656. Eh*. Sant R am Seth :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabili

tation be pleased to state : (a) the number o f cases detected by the Anti-Smuggling and En
forcement Organisation under the Central orders in the State from Janu
ary 1950 to January 1951 district-wise ;
(b) the total number o f arrests made in this connection ;
(c) the number of prosecutions launched district-wise ;
(d) the nature o f articles seized district-wise together with their
approximate value ;
(e) the amount of fines realized from the offenders ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
A statement giving the required information is laid on the tablef.
fPlaced in the Library.
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G R A N T OF P E R M IT S FOR T H E M A N U F A C T U R E
O F V E G E T A B L E P R O D U C T S IN T H E S T A T E .
*2659.

Dr. Sant R a m Seth :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabi

litation be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the Government has
received applications from certain business magnates o f the State asking
for the grant o f permits for the manufacture of vegetable

oil, vanaspati

etc., in the State ; if so, the number o f such applications together with
the names o f the applicants to whom permits were issued ?
•

T h e hon . Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :

Yes ; two applications

have been received since partition one from the Amritsar
Company L td.,

Amritsar and other

from

Messrs.

Sugar

Mills

S. G . Vegetable

Products, Abdullahpur, but none o f them has so far been issued any
permit.
Dr. Sant R a m

Seth :

On what

grounds h ive

these

permits

been refused to them ?
M inister :

Permits were not given to the Sugar Mill Company,

Amritsar, as it had given in writing about its intentions not to receive
any such permits.

So far as the other M ill is concerned, the Punjab

Government had already recommended its case to the Central G overn
ment which did not find it advisable to issue any permits to it.
H O U SES OF M U SLIM EVACUEES.
*2660. Dr, Sant R a m Seth :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabili

tation be pleased to state :—
(a)

the total number o f evacuee houses left by Muslims in the

State ;
(b) the total number o f such houses rented out so far ;
(c) the total amount collected on this account by the Rent Con
trollers in the State district-wise ;
(d) the total amount spent on the repairs o f such houses ?
T h e hon . Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
It is regretted that it is not considered to be in the public interest
to collect and
Member.

make available the information asked for by the hon.
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detrimental to

the public

interest ?
•Deputy Speaker :

This is an argument.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Madam, I want to know the reasons as to

why it is detrimental to the public interest ?
M inister :

Lest the Pakistan people should come to know about

it.
SALE OF D A M A G E D W H E A T IN T H E S T A T E .
*2670. Shri A m ar Nath V idyalankar :

Will the hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(а) whether it is a fact that a certain quantity o f damaged wheat
was recently sold to a certain starch factory in the State ;
(б) the total quantity of wheat so sold together with the rate there
of ;
( c) whether the tenders were invited by the Government ; if so, the
names o f such tenderers ;
(d) whether the wheat was sold to the party that had submitted the
lowest tender ?
T h e h on . Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) Yes.
(b) Maunds 29,315-9-3 at Rs. 5 per maund.
(c) Yes.

The names of tenderers are :—

.

•.

\

(i) Messrs Bharat Starch & Chemicals Ltd., Abdullahpur.
(it) Messrs Krishna Flour & Oil Mills, Amritsar.
(Hi) Messrs

Sukhjit

Singh

Starch

& Chemicals

Ltd.,

Phagwara.
(tv) Messrs

S. N .

Industrial

Corporation

L td.,

Sanjeli

(Bombay).
(d) No.
Shri A m ar Nath Vidyalankar :

Is it a fact that instead o f selling

the damaged wheat to those who offered higher rates, it has been sold to
those who gave lowest quotations ?

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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Yes, it is a fact.

Shri Amar Nath V idyalankar :

May I know the reasons as to why

it has been sold to those who quoted the lowest rates ?
M inister :

Because th

Governm ent of India has fixed the ceiling

price o f the damaged wheat*

It was not, therefore, possible to charge

more than the price already fixed by the Government o f India.
Shri P rabobh Chandra :

Is the hon. Minister aware o f the fact

that the Food Ministry of the Government of India has issued a circular
to the effect that damaged wheat should be sold to starch factories
only ? •
M inister :

According to this circular, only that quantity o f wheat

had to be sold to the starch factories which was unfit for human and
animal consumption,

S H O R T N O TICE Q U E S T IO N S AN D AN SW ERS

Appointment of Deputy Transport Controller.
*3267.

Shri V irendra : Will the hon. Minister for Revenue be

pleased to state :—

*
>

(a) whether it is a fact that Shri Sita Ram has been appointed as
Deputy Transport Controller ; if so, the date o f his appointment ;
( b) the date when his case was referred to the Public Service
Commission ;
(c) the recommendations of the Public Service Commission, if any,
in his case ?
P arliam entary S ecretary (Thakur Beli Ram) :
(a) Yes, it is a fact that Shri Sita Ram was appointed as Deputy
Transport

Controller,

(Technical

and

Commercial)

with

effect from 27th September 1950 (afternoon).
(b) A formal reference has not been made yet to the Public Service
Commission in view of the fact that we are in correspondence
with the Government of India to settle the question of lien of
L. Sita Ram and the transfer of his services to Government
of India.
(c) In view o f reply at (b)9 question does not arise.
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May I know whether it is a fact that every such

appointment has to be referred to the Public Service Commission accord
ing to the Constitution ; if so, the reasons why this case was not referr
ed to the Public Service Commission ?
P arliam en tary S ecreta ry : It is not a question o f direct appoint
ment but o f promotion.

The matter is under the consideration of the

Government.

r

Shri V iren d ra : May I know when will the decision be taken
in this regard ?
P arliam entary Secretary : His services were lent to the Govern
ment of India and he has recently reverted to
We are
book.

collecting necessary

his post in this State.

information to complete

his service

Shri Virendra : May I know if his services were lent to Govern
ment o f India under an order of this Government ?
P arlia m en ta ry Secretary : Yes.
Shri V irendra : May I know whether this order was duly notified

H

in the Government Gazette ?
P arliam en try Secretary :

Yes.

Shri V irendra : When was this notification made ?
G O V E R N M E N T SER V A N TS IN R E L IE F CAM PS.
*3291. Shri R am Sharma : Will the hon. Minister for Rehabilita
tion be pleased to state
(a) whether it is a fact that Government servants serving in Relief
Camps on deputation are not getting the pays of the posts on which
they are serving, but are getting only their substantive pays ; if so, the
reasons therefor ;

>

(b) the ratio between those who are recruited direct and those
from other departments to serve in the Camps referred to above ?
T he h on . Sardar Ishar S ingh M u jh a il:
(a) (i) Under the present practice, no.
(ii) Does not arise.
(b) N o ratio has been fixed.

4
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Q U E S T IO N S A N D

ANSW ERS

D ischarge of Revenue Patwaris in district Gurgaon.
750. Sardar S ajjan Singh : W ill the hon. Minister for Revenue be
pleased to state :—
(a) whether any o f the Revenue Patwaris o f Gurgaon District
whose

services

were

terminated during the year 1947-48

handed over the charge of the revenue

records

to

their

successors according to the rules ; if so,*their list along with
the names o f circles in which they were working at the time
o f their discharge ;
( b) the date when the charge of Revenue Records was taken in each
circle along with the name of the Revenue Patwari who took
over the charge ;
(c) the list of the patwaris along with circles referred to in part
(a) above, who refused to

hand

over

the

papers which were in

their custody ;
(d) whether in any circle Revenue Patwaris were found missing along
with the records ; if so, the list of such Patwaris ;
(e) whether in any circle referred to in part (a)

above revenue

records in the custody of patwaris were found missing ; if so,
their list and the reasons therefor in each case ?
T he hon. Sardar Kartar Singh : The information is being collect
ed and will be supplied to the hon. Member when ready.

A SSE SSM E N T OF A B IA N A IN T H E STATE.
751.

Sardar

Sajjan

Singh : W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

pleased to state :—
(a) the total amount of abiana assessed in the State during the •
years 1945-46, 1946-47, 1947-48, 1948-49, 1949-50 and 1950-51,
-

respectively ;
(b) %the total amount remitted during each of the years referred to
in part (a) above ;

/
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(c) the total amount actually spent by the State Government on
the Irrigation Department including maintenance and repairs
of the canals during each o f these years ?
T he hon . Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava : The information is being
collected and will be supplied when ready*
R A T E S OF T R A V E L L IN G A L L O W A N C E AND CONVEYANCE
'•
752.

ALLOW ANCE.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the hon. Chief Minister be pleas

ed to state :—
(a) with reference to his statement in reply to my starred question
No. 2719, the rates of travelling allowance and conveyance allowance
respectively o f hon. Ministers, Heads o f Departments, 1st and 2nd
Grade Officers in each of the sister States referred thereto ;
(b) whether there is any difference between the rates o f travelling
allowance and conveyance allowance of Punjab State and other States ;
if so, a statement

showing the differences found regarding each State

be laid on the Table.
♦

T he hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava :
0 0 & (b) A statement ‘ A * showing the rates o f traveling allo
wance

and

conveyance

allowance drawn

by

hon.

Ministers o f this State as well as by the hon. Ministers
o f other States is enclosed.f
No separate information in respect o f Heads o f Depart
ments is available. The information available in respect
of 1st and 2nd Grade Officers is given in the enclosed*
Statements ‘ B * and ‘ C .’
PAPERS L A ID ON T H E T A B L E

Report of public Service Commission( 1949-50)
C hief M inister : (The hon. Dr.

Gopi Chand B h a rg a v a ):

Sir,

as required by Article 323 (2) o f the Constitution, I lay upon The Table
o f the House the Annual Report for the period

from

1st April,

1949,

to 31st March, 1950, presented by the Punjab Public Service Commission
to the Governor as to the work done by the Commission.
tVide page (9) 16.
*Ker*f *'n the Library.
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PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

I may inform the House that there is no case mentioned in this
Report in which the advice of the Commission has been ignored by
the Government.

The case mentioned at paragraph 25 o f the Report

has not been decided so far, though at present action in this behalf is
proceeding strictly on the lines o f the advice tendered by
mission.

the Com 

»
A P P R O P R IA T IO N A C C O U N T S (1948-49).

C hief M inister : Sir, as required by Article 151(2) of the Constitu
tion of India, I beg to lay on the Table o f the House the Appropriation
Accounts o f the State for the year 1948-49 and Audit

Report thereon.

The approval of His Excellency the Governor has been obtained.
A P P R O P R IA T IO N B IL L , 1951
C h ief M inister : Sir, I beg to introduce the Punjab Appropriation
Bill.
, Chief M inister : (Hindi)I beg to move.

That the Punjab Appropriation Bill be taken into consideration at once.
Madam, we have passed the Budget and according to the Constitu
te >n this Appropriation Bill has'also to be passed.

I,

therefore,

move

that this Bill be taken into consideration.
Deputy Speaker :

Motion moved—

that the Punjab Appropriation Bill be taken into consideration once.
Chaudhri Suraj M ai : (Hansi, General,7Rural) (Hindi) :
Madam, we have assembled here and have been carrying on our
deliberations for the last one month for the well-being o f our State.
You know that a regular discussion has been going o.n in this House
on the Budget and each demand has been discussed separately.
have

listened

to

the

replies given

by

who also holds the portfolio o f Finance.

the

You

hon. Chief Minister

First of all the hon. Chief

Minister while replying to the debate on the general discussion of* the
Budget remarked that during the pre-partition

days the Government

paid closest attention to the development o f the W est Punjab.

The

responsibility for this he said, lay with the previous Government and
particularly

the Unionist Government.

I agree with him that

the

Government’ s activities were then centred upon the systematic develop
ment of the West Punjab. But what do we see here ? The G overn
ment is liberally spending money on development schemes in some
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districts while it is stingy in the allocation o f funds for the welfare
of the people in other districts.

(A t this stage the C hief Minister left the

Chamber) I request the hon. Chief Minister to sit in the Chamber and
listen to my speech.

I wish to

bring

to

your notice, Madam, that

he has not been sitting in the House for some days and

has not been

giving attention to the speeches made in the House.
Deputy Speaker : It is better that he should be present in the
Chamber.

If he is not here you may continue your speech.

C haudhri Suraj Mai : Madam, my object in saying so is that the
whole responsibility of running the administration lies in fact on the
Chief Minister and it is not proper that he should attach no importance
to the proceedings o f this House.

You know that Budget Session is

very important and it is, therefore, essential that the hon.

Chief

Minister, who haS under his charge so many departments and is the
supreme head

of the Government, should occupy his seat in the

Chamber to listen to the speeches o f hon. Members.
he gets first-hand knowledge

of

the

It ‘ is better that

criticism that is made by the

Opposition instead o f depending upon the brief notes delivered to him
by his Parliamentary Secretary or other Ministers.

He should have

boldly faced the music but it appears that he has not the guts to
hear criticism o f the Governm ent.

He has of late been attaching more

importance to other affairs than the business o f the Assembly.

The

hon. Chief Minister had remarked that the Government o f united Punjab
had been allocating funds liberally for the development of West Punjab
but may I know why the present Government is following in the foot
steps o f that Government by spending money parsimoniously in Ambala
Division ?

I am not saying

so

with

a

view

to

suggesting to the

Government to pay little attention to the other districts as well.
I must say that if a limb of a body is weak the whole organism
suffer.

But
would

Similarly the policy o f the Government should be such as to

strengthen

the

may become

undeveloped and backward areas so that

a strong

unit

as

a

whole.

our State

Madam as you know

if any part of the body is weak or diseased it disfigures and deforms
the whole body.
State.

So is the case with a backward area in a country or a

This ugly spot not only detracts

body politic but weakens it as well.

from the magnificence o f the

It is with deep regret that I have

to say that sufficient attention has not been given while preparing this

(19)

APPROPRIATION BILL

Budget to the

need for

advancement o f

this State which comprise the districts

the underdeveloped areas of

of

parts o f Gurdaspur, Karnal and Hissar.

Kangra and

If we

what proportion of the total budgetary amount
on these backward areas, we shall come to
speak of giving extra attention to them,
being allowed to them.
and spending most

The

41

Gurgaon and

were to consider as to
is proposed to be spent

the conclusion that what to
even their due share is not

old policy of ignoring the backward areas

of the money on comparatively advanced areas is

still being continued.

I wish Dr. Sahib, who himself, while he was in

the opposition, used to feel

that injustice was being done to the back

ward areas, should not have repeated the same mistake

of ignoring these

parts of the State.
Madam, ever since the coming into power o f this Government, this
feeling has

been gaining ground among the people

they cannot expect a fair
doubts about the
been confirmed

of

Haryana that

deal from it in any matter whatever.

intentions of

this Government towards

by its latest schemes

waters that will be available

them have

concerning the distribution o f

after the com pletion

Since 1919 these people had been pinning
of water from Bhakra Dam.

Their

their hopes

of

Bhakra Dam.

on the

supplies

Madam, you can understand the bitterness

and the disillusionment they are
that very little quantity of water

experiencing on having come to know
is

proposed

to be supplied to their

districts which are thirsting for water.

All these years Haryana and

Bhakra Dam were mentioned together

so much so that people could

not think of the one'w ithout thinking

of

the other.

But what do we

find today—a repetition of the old story

so common in Joint Punjab of

waters being diverted to other districts

ig?ioring those who need them

the most.

Where are those maps

in which Haryana Districts were

for years together shown as they would be recipients of the benefits accru
ing from the Bhakra Dam ?

Where are those vaunted claims o f turning

the deserts of Hissar and Gurgaon into smiling fields o f wheat and cotton ?
Madam, this pamphlet on Irrigation published by the Government clearly
shows that barring some area in District Karnal and a few parts o f Tehsil
Hansi in Hissar, no other area will receive water for irrigation from the
Bhakra Dam.

No water is proposed to be given to tehsils Bhiwani, Sirsa,

and Fatehabad, nor to any part o f the Districts of Rohtak and Gurgaon. I
can understand the anxiety o f the Government to run the Irrigation D e
partment on commercial lines but as to why sufficient supplies o f water
should not be made available to Hissar, which by the way is the District
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having the largest cultivated area (about 23

lakh

acres), and another

Haryana District, which given the irrigational facilities can produce thou
sands o f tons o f foodgrains, is to my mind absolutely incomprehensible.
Madam, for all living beings two things viz, air and water are essential
We are grateful to G od that he has allowed all o f us to partake o f the first
in plenty and without any expense.

As regards the second, most o f us

are lucky in getting it almost without any expense or difficulty.

But there

are a number o f our unfortunate brethren who have not got an easy access
to it and have to undergo great pains to be able to reach it with a view to
quenching their thirst-

While in most other countries where such a

problem existed efforts have been made by the Governments concerned
to bring drinking water within the easy reach of all, such areas still exist
in our State where people have in order to fetch water for drinking
purposes, to traverse distances o f ten or even fifteen miles every day.
What a pity that such conditions should be allowed to continue by a
Government which calls itself popular and civilized !
several parts of the former states o f

People living in

Pataudi, Dujana and Loharu and

Tehsil Jhajjar are still faced with the problem o f procuring drinking
water and instead of making any immediate effort to relieve their distress
their long cherished hopes of ultimate relief through the waters o f Bhakra
Dam have also been dashed to the ground.
removed from

True, these areas are far-

the source o f supply but what Governments o f

other

countries have been able to achieve, surely there is no reason why with
all the modern machinery and the knowledge o f the method of * lifts 9
our Government cannot achieve.

I mean bringing the waters o f Bhakra

Dam within the reach o f these people who are daily faced with the
problem o f finding water

for drinking purposes.

I

am

certain that

according to the previous plans as much as three-fourths o f the water
supplies from Bhakra Dam were to b e made available to the Hariana
districts.

Let the hon. Chief Minister show me the old files and 1

shall prove the truth of what I am saying.
But now we find that

not even half o f this water will be given to

the Hariana Prant and that

quantity o f water which had been earmarked

for this area is to be diverted to
this Prant is.
ilaqa.

other areas which are not so needy as

I feel that it is a great injustice that is being done to my

M y ilaqa deserves much

I would certainly have no grouse

more than any other area o f the

State.

against the Government or any other
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person if water from this source is given to other ilaqas after our needs
have been met.

It is possible

that

the

Government may come forth

with the excuse that there had been no such decision about the distribu
tion o f water.

This excuse is not likely to satisfy anybody.

I am per

sonally aware that such a decision existed in black and white.

It was

decided that water from this source was mainly meant for my ilaqa and I
request the Government that that very decision should be implemented
as that is calculated to bring about the uplift of a very deserving part o f
the State.

Our hon. Chief Minister should be bold enough to stick to

that decision and should not care if anybody takes it into his head to
offer opposition.

He should show to the people by his actions that he

is their well-wisher.

Now times have changed and the masses cannot

be placated by mere talk.

T h ey want deeds and if somebody wishes

to convince them he should not fail in the performance thereof.
Here is another very constructive suggestion.

I am o f the opinion

that if we wish well by our State and wish to bring about the welfare of
our rural population we should take steps to encourage the co-operative
movement particularly when it is not possible for us to do away with the
evil of controls.
necessary.

Personally I am o f the opinion that no controls are

Our hon. Chief Minister has himself claimed that by virtue

o f the good offices of the Government a statement which I greatly doubt
— we are surplus in food.

He went on to say that being surplus in food

we had been sending lakhs o f tons o f food to other States.
like this spirit because
brethren
have
in

to

these

in

other
suffer

I feel
States,

that

if we are

we

should

some difficulties

circumstances

when

we

for
are

I very much

in a position to help our
help

them

sometime.
surplus

even
But

in food,

feel that there is no necessity o f controls in this State.

if

we
then

I

also

T he controls

on the inter-district movement of commodities are especially very
harmful and should be removed without any delay.
advantages o f taking such a step.

There are two

In the First place the people will be

saved from a great bother which they are being put to every day while
making purchases for their every day needs and secondly the huge staff
which is working for the Civil Supplies Department will be released for
doing some more useful work.

But, if it is considered that controls

cannot be done away with at present we should do all we can to put an
end to the black market which is a constant source o f

trouble to our

people. I think that it is not difficult to achieve t.us and if we make use
o f the co-operative societies which exist almost in every village.

As a

matter o f fact I do not understand the reason 'why the agency o f the
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co-operative societies is not being employed for eradicating black market
despite the fact that a resolution to this effect was passed by this august
House about a year ago*

The co-operative societies are sure to prove

very useful for distributing the controlled commodities in the various
parts of the State.

In the first place there being so many

Members

of a society there is no likelihood of anybody practising black market
and even if somebody is audacious enough to do that, that will be
for the good of all.

But here there is one thing^inore o f which

I must make a mention.

It is this.

When I suggest establishment

and use o f the co-operative societies for the good o f the consumer
I am" also in favour of establishing co-operative societies for the good
of the growers and the producers.

The procurement schemes o f

the

Government are not working properly and the Civil Supplies Depart
ment is rendering no useful service in this connection.
much better if

the

It would be

procurement schemes and the Civil Supplies

Department are succeeded by the co-operative societies o f the producers
and the

producers are enabled to sell their produce through these

agencies. There is another thing which I wish to submit in this connec
tion.

On going through the volume of New Expenditure, I find that

many un-necessary departments and posts have been created.
o f spending

money on the

masses,

salaries to Government officers.

it

Instead

is being spent in paying

It appears that if some officers ask

for a few more clerks or peons, the Government sanctions those posts
without examining whether there is actual necessity for creating addit
ional posts or not.

The Finance Department

concerned

to exercise

appear

and other departments

no control in such matters.

I feel

that instead of undertaking productive schemes for the effective gGod
of the masses, the Government is spending most of its revenues in
paying the salaries to its officials.

There are one or two more things to which I wish to refer.

It is

expected as we have been told in the Budget also, that general elections
would be held towards the end o f this year.

In this connection, I

wish to place certain facts before the House to show that the G overn
ment is not acting in a
this House

or

the

straightforward manner.

W ithout consulting

general public, the Government

people want the distinction between the rural and urban
to disappear.

says

that the

constituencies

If the people really desire that the rural and urban scats
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should be amalgamated, it may be done by all means, but I strongly
object to
object.

the

Our

backdoor.

adoption

o f underhand means

for

achieving that

Government is trying to do this thing

through the

I might point out that a Committee for the delimitation

o f constituencies was appointed four or live years before the enforce
ment o f Government of India Act, 1935.

That Committee thorough

ly examined the question and took a number o f years for completing
the delimitation work.
to

draw

the

Here, however,

attention

o f the

the hon.

Government

Speaker too had

to the necessity of

setting up a Committee for delimiting the constituencies for the first
general

elections under the new

did not care to do so one

Constitution.

or two

years

The

earlier.

Government

What is

done now ? W ithout taking this House into confidence or
the

public, our

Government has
the

people

constituencies.

This will do a great injustice to the

rural

It is an

amalgamation o f rural and urban

onslaught

on

villagers
and

has

this

adopted

It

a very

wants

rights

and

I have been always saying

Government is

and zamindars.

zamindars and

their legitimate

will considerably weaken their position.
that the policy of

consulting

to the Governm ent of

India that the
people

want

written

being

agiiust

the

interests

of

to deprive them o f their rights

clever and

underhand method

They wish the urban people to dominate the

ruralites.

to do so.*
It was

the

duty o f th^ Government to take the House into its confidence before
making any such

recommendation.

If the people really desired

the

amalgamation of rural and urban constituencies, there could be no
objection to doing so. Then arose the question o f delimitation o f con 
stituencies. In this connection also the Government has sent its own
proposals to the Government o f India. When a hue and cry was raised
that the

public

had

not

been

consulted a

sub-committee

was

constituted for throwing dust into the eyes of the public. Now I wish to
say a few words about the

treatment

sub-committee.

considered a

It

was

without caring to look at

which

was meted

useless

to

this

sub-committee

and

its proposals the Government

suggestions to the Government of India.
to give its findings in a very

out

sent its own

This committee was asked

short time, failing

ment would have to arrive at some decision itself.

which the G overn
The proposals o f

this Committee were treated as a worthless scrap o f paper.
not be surprised if some o f the hon.
about this matter.

I shall

Ministers even were consulted

All this has been done purposely with a view to
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weaken the rural people*
or a particular party in
ests o f the rural

Keeping the interests o f a few individuals

view, they have decided

people

by

underhand

to injure the inter

means.

This is not a fair

attitude and is sure to do great harm to the State.

I shall ask those

who are connected with the rural people to ponder over this matter.
They

should think

over the

according to the ruralites.

treatment which

the

Government is

It will be said that I think on communal

or sectional lines and am not a nationalist.

In

this

connection I

wish to make it clear that if the Government acted honestly we would
be prepared to

make any sacrifice.

N obody can object to making

sacrifices for the sake o f the country, but it is not proper to resort to
underhand means.
people.

It will

The Government is trying to weaken the rural

not be correct

to say that the Government

arrived at these decisions from the nationalist point of view.

has
It is

clear that they want to strengthen the urban people, whose number
is very small, at the cost of a large number o f the rural population.
This is highly un-patriotic and anti-national.
There are one or two things more to which

I wish to refer.

Last time also it was pointed out that a number of items of expenditure
incurred by the

Government were unnecessary.

has supplied ieep cars to the officials o f various

The

Government

departments.

It is

said that the officials of the Excise, Police, Grow More Food and some
other departments have

to tour the countryside.

1 shall ask the

Government to impress on the people and its officials the necessity
of making sacrifice for the sake o f the country.

II our funds do not

allow the purchase of a large number of jeep cars, we should be able
to do without these.
motor car.
country.

In America every family is said to possess a

That, however, is not possible in the case o f this poor
It is therefore not proper to say that because jeep cars

are used for certain purposes in other countries, we should also have
these

We have to look to our finances. Our forefathers have been of the

opinion that we should not spend beyond our income. If our pocket does
not permit we should not incur big expenditure just to imitate people
who are richer than ourselves. Even if it is admitted that the jeep cars
are necessary, I would suggest that instead o f providing a jeep to every
officer, a company in every district should be given permits for five
jeeps, which should be utilized by the Government officials whenever

appropriato In bill
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These five jeeps

should be used by the officials at the time o f need and not otherwise.
It is my personal experience that most of the expenditure on the jeep
cars has been improper and uncalled for.

They are so carelessly

used that for fifteen days out o f a month they remain out o f order.
N obody cares to get them repaired.

Besides this, the Government

has to pay salaries o f the drivers of these

jeeps.

This expenditure

ca n ' also be avoided if jeeps are withdrawn and instead arrangements
are made with local companies.

In that case, the Excise Department

officials or the police officers, whenever they have to go out on a raid or

/

some other Government business, can get the jeeps from the company
which is entrusted the task o f maintaining the jkcps for the Government.
The position at present is

that the

Government

officers

their private cars and are using Government jeeps for
work.

sold

every Private

For instance, if they have to go to cinema or to attend a party,

they go in Government jeep3.
jeeps.

have

Their children also utilise the same

All this expenditure on jeeps and the salaries o f the drivers is

going waste.

This waste can be avoided if in

every district five jeeps

are placed with a company on the conditum that they would be
by the officers only on Government basiaess.

Th^y c m

daily wage b \si3 from that company at the time o f need.

used

be hired on
In this way,

the expenditure on the salaries of the drivers and on the maintenance
of the jeeps can be avoided.

All this expenditure will be borne by

the company concerned which would earn something by using the
jeeps privately when they will not be required by thi Government
Officers.

The Government should take

this

step

unmindful

question o f false prestige and what the people might say.
want that our brethren
in big cars.
them.

o f the

I myself

should live in big bungalows and should ride

But we are helpless ; we cannot provide these things to

We should think along the line that ours is a poor State.

Our

State has suffered many hardships after the partition. . The G overn
ment as well as the people have suffered.
difficulties.

It has had to face many

We should act keeping in view the fact that we have

to build this State of ours.

I f we keep this thing in view, I think

the expenditure amounting to crores o f rupees, not to speak o f lakhs,
for which provision has been made in this big budget, can be avoided.
But this can be done only if the Government has a mind and necessary
guts to do so.

This can be done only if it pays no heed to what some

people might say against this move.

It should know that

it cannot
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impress the public at large by simply getting the Ministers photograph
ed and by publishing their photographs.

If the actions o f the Ministers

are good, they do not require any publicity and they can do without
the services of the Publics Relations Officers.

There are

at present a

Director and two Deputy Directors o f the Public Relations Department.
There is no harm in creating posts which are necessary.
have no objection in such cases.
that posts

We can

But there is a feeling in the public

are created only to provide for seme individuals*

The

Government should try to win the public by its deeds and not by
professions and mere propaganda.

It cannot remain in power on the

strength o f the opinion o f the Public Relations Department and its
officers.

I f the Government lacks real merit, the people will throw it

out unmindful o f its strength.
Government.

I

would,

They see the real

therefore,

work

urge upon the

follow the right path irrespective o f what

some

done

by

the

Government to

interested

persons

might say.
There is one thing more to which I want to draw the attention
o f the Government.

As I hive already pointed out, we should attach

greater importance to our deeds than to our professions.

Day in and

day out, we say that there is a scarcity of food grains in our country
and we should therefore try to save as much as possible.
are the Government Officers actually doing ?

But, what

Every day we find that

conferences and meetings are neld at Simla and Officers from the
Districts come to attend those meetings. This gives them an opportunity
to come here on pleasure trips and to see*their friends.

This curse o f

meetings and conferences can be done away with by sending instruc
tions to the officers

The Government should formulate its policy and

then it should be the duty of the officers to carry it out.
a lot o f unnecessary expenditure can be avoided.

In this way,

Again, Madam, there

is an order o f the Government that the number of persons
should not exceed 25.

at a party

But I know that in actual practice, theue have

been parties in which as many as 50 to 300 and 400 persons participat
ed.

It is said that for such parties Government permission i ; obtained.

But the fact is that those who get permission are Government Officers
and those who give permission are also Government
permission, therefore, must be given.

Officers.

The

If the Government wants to

impress the people with its actions, it shall have to put an end to these
parties.

We on our part are trying to do so,

In our District, we have

A
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decided that no marriage party should include more than five persons.
This decision is not merely on paper.

W e have put it into practice.

So much so that, at the time o f the marriage o f the daughter of our
friend, Chaudhri Badlu Ram, the marriage party included ten persons.
O n our request, five o f the party had to go back even after having reach
ed our village.
[ A t this stags the Deputy Speaker left the Chair and it was occupied
by Sardar Gurbachan Singh B ajwa.\
In fact they did not care

what their relatives might say*

T h ey

tried to stick to the principle that not more than five persons should
accompany a marriage party.

Unless we work with such a spirit and

by our own example show to the people that we really want the uplift
and betterment o f the State, nobody will have any confidence in us.
I have taken more than the allotted time so I will take my seat after
making one or two submissions more.

I will

not take much time in

saying them. *What I wish to impress upon the hon. Members is that
we need take practical steps only. Mere propaganda is not going to regain
the confidence of the public which the Government has lost.

I

have

stated my views on the Appropriation Bill and have put forward certain
suggestions.

I do hope the Government will consider them and take

necessary steps in the matter.

With these words I resume my seat.

Sardar Jagjit Singh Mann :

Sir, to-day being the last day to

speak on the Budget a large number o f hon. Members want to
an opportunity to express their views.

I would therefore suggest

have
that

some time limit should be fixed.
Shri A m ar Nath <V idyalankar : Sir, during the discussion on the
Budget I have spoken only for ten minutes. , I hope to-dny you will
give me sufficient time to express my views on the subject.
Mr. C hairm an : I would like to know, before I fix any time limit,
as to how many members want to participate in the debate ? (Thirteen
Members expressed their desire

to speak).

I

may

Members that guillotine is to be applied at 1-30 P.

remind

the hon.

M. and the hon.

the Leader of the House would require at least half an hour to reply
to the debate.

So we can go only up to 1 O’ clock and thus have an hour

and seven minutes. . . . .
C h a u d h ri

K rishna

G opal

Dutt :

Sir,

before

you give your

ruling, which will constitute a precedent also may I draw your attention
to the fact that the other day an hon. Member in the Parliament got
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up and requested the Chair to restrict the time o f speeches as a, large
number o f Members wanted to take part in the discussion.

Sir, I, draw

vour attention to the ruling given by the hon. Speaker o f the Parliament;
He said “ I want quality and not number o f speeches ”
[ ■

' Xi , - j

I

’ ■'

f

;

■'

n

■

•

and the hon.

■’

Speaker of the Parliament did not agree to restrict the time o f the
speeches

It is for you to give whatever ruling you think fit but I want

to submit that due to my illness I had had no opportunity to express
my opinion and would like to have time enough to put my suggestions
before the House.
a
.
Mr. Chairman : No doubt I also want
am o f the opinion that every hon.

quality

in

speeches but

Member is qualified to have his

say and that every member is expected

to

contribute

to the debate.

I fix ten minutes for every Member who wants to take part in the
debate.
Sardar Jagjit Singh Mann : Sir, may I make
your permission ?

a suggestion

with

Those M embers who have not spoken on the general

discussion o f the Budget or on General Administration should be given
Some more time.
Mr. Chairman : Every Member will get equal time and I call
upon Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt to speak.
Chaudhri
Assembly

K rish n a

representing

G opal

Dutt

(Ex-M em ber

West

Punjab

North-Eastern Towns, General, Urban) : Sir,

it is unfortunate that the Leader of the House, the Speaker of the House
and other hon Members of the House are after numbers.
The Appropriation Bill before the House has got, as any other
.

.

r' "

' ' • '

Appropriation Bill in any other legislature,
fundamental aspects.
aspect.

provincial or central, two

One is financial and the

Most o f the speeches

which

have

other
been

is

the political

delivered

on the

Budget and now on the Appropriation Bill, have dealt with, mainly, the
political aspect of the Budget.

I associate

myse f with some o f the

criticism that has been levelled from the political point o f view against
the present Government and I regret I have no time to dilate upon
criticism that has been levelled against

the Ministry,

Government and against its various departments.

the

against the

Since I have very

ittle time at my disposal I do not want to reitrate those charges against
the Government

which have already been made by the hon. Members
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I will try to concentrate on the financial

aspect o f

the

Budget, which has not been discussed fully or mainly on the floor of the
House.

So far as the financial aspect o f the Budget is concerned

from

my point o f vie'w, and I think I am in a position to form some opinion
on the financial aspect, after having to do something for a short while
with the finances o f the state, it is a matter o f sincere gratification
that the finances o f the State are in a sound condition.
through the Budget and I have

I have gone

carefully read the speech o f

the hon.

Chief Minister, who also holds the portfolio o f finance, and I have no
hesitation in saying that our finances are sound.

I must also warn the

House that our indignation, righteous or unrighteous on the political mis
deeds o f the Government should not debar us from studying the Budget
on its merits, or even go to the length o f congratulating the Government
or the Chief Minister on the achievement if there is any.
for gratification and, therefore, I congratulate
congratulate the

It is a matter

the Government and I

hon. Chief Minister that the Punjab is fortunate in

having a state o f finances which do not cause any anxiety, at least in the
near future.

Wh it will happen in the distant future

mine and the

is no concern of

Chief Minister because the future is moulded and guided

not by conditions in the State, not only by the conditions in India but by
conditions

in

far

distant

lands and

international

situation,

by

what happens in Korea, what happens in Western Germany and what
happens in Persia.

So far as our finances are concerned they are quite

sound and, therefore, we can look forward to happy days and m ould our
econom ic policy to set on foot new schemes and not only set on foot but
also

continue the development o f schemes that we have in

Mr. Chairman, there has

been criticism

the House, perhaps inside the

House

certain sections

outside

also that in view7 o f the loan

account position of the Budget, the Punjab
ruptcy.

in

hand.

is heading towards bank

The main argument advanced by that section of critics is that

loan account of the Punjab Government has gone very high, as high
Rs. 70 crores,

and

as

that the Punjab Government will not be in a

position to pay that amount and so it is heading towards bankruptcy
and disaster. I submit, Sir, that I respectfully differ from those
critics who hold this view.
M y view is that the very fact that the
Government has been able to raise Rs. 70 crores speaks volumes about
the credit of the Punjab

Government that it enjoys.

It should be

remembered that nobody is prepared to give a single pie to a bankrupt
Government.

M y own personal opinion is that not only the argument
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about the loan

«

account of the Punjab Government is in favour o f

the good credit of the Punjab but the Punjab is in a
pay back that loan.

I

position

to

have, therefore, not been able to see much

weight in the objection that has been raised against the

betterment fee

which is proposed to be levied in connection with the advantages that
are going to be accrued to the State as a result of the completion o f
Bhakra and Nangal Projects.

We should take pride where pride is due.

It is highly unpatriotic on the part of those Punjabis to go about and
sav that the Punjab is heading towards financial bankruptcy.

On tlw^

Other hand it is the duty of every Punjabi to raise the credit o f the
State so that in future, if

need be, we are able to raise loans.

It is

h ig h ly unpatriotic and most undesirable to do or say anything which
might in any way undermine the credit of the State.
Mr. Chairman:

I would ask the hon. Member to wind up.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal Dutt :

Just five minutes more, Sir.

is unfortunate .that the Government of India have
o f Rs. one crorel

It

stopped the subsidy

I wanted to dilate on this point at some length

but as the time at my disposal is short, I will only say that it is most
ungrateful on the part o f the

Government of

India to

this subsidy to a province which came to the rescue
in a period o f
with one

starvation, a

discontinue

o f the country

province which is in a position to part

lakh tons of food grains notwithstanding the fact

that

we

ourselves are in difficulties in the matter o f food grains. The stopping
of that subsidy of Rs. one crore,

in

my opinion, is tantamount

a reflection on the confidence o f the Ministry o f the State. It
as if the

Ministry have not been able to convince

the

to

looks

Government

o f India that our case is very strong and, therefore, this subsidy must
continue.
So far as the expenditure side is concerned
attention in a great hurry to the statement
Minister in his Budget Speech.

I have to draw your

made by the hon. Chief

T he statement which has caused a

misunderstanding in the Province and which I consider Sir, with due
respect to the hon. Chief Minister, a dishonest statem en t.....
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point o f order Sir.

Member has used the word "dishonest” .

I want to

on the point whether the word is parliamentary ?

The

hon.

have your ruling
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I said “ dishonest statement”

this is not an unparliamentary expression.

I call it a dishonest state

ment because it has appeared in the various newspapers and caused an
impression in political circles in the State and in Government o f India
circles t h a t .. ..

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
word “ dishonest” .

Sir, I again draw your

attention to the

My submission is that he should use the word

incorrect but he cannot say “ dishonest statement” .
Chairm na :

T he hon. Member will

be well advised if he

avoids using such objectionable words.

Chaudhri Krishna Gopal D u tt:

I will now draw your attention

to the statement I have referred above ; the Chief Minister says :
Heavy cuts in expenditure had also been applied in order to reduce, as far as
practicable, the anticipated deficit in the Revenue Account. Ordinary
expenditure proposed by the Department was reduced by Rs. 79 lakhs and
New Expenditure by over 1,25 lakhs.
Sir, the position is that in the year 1951— 52 our expenditure is
estimated at Rs. 16,70 lakhs.

According to the revised ^estimates,

expenditure for the year 1950—51 was Rs. 16,17 lakhs and in the year
1949- 50 it stood at Rs. 15,79 lakhs. The figures I have quoted have
i
i
been taken from the Budget speech of the hon. Chief Minister and it i9
quite clear froi» these figures that the expenditure today is greater than
the expenditure during the current year and the previous year. The lines
that I read from the Budget
that drastic cuts have

Speech o f the hon. Chief Minister say

been made in the expenditure and that the
\

expenditure
by 79
It

is

lakhs
clear

proposed
and
from

the
the

by

the

New

departments

Expenditure

lines

that

the

has

been

reduced

by over Rs. 1,25 lakhs.
reference is only to the

proposals which were made by the Government

departments.

In the

parlance o f the Budget this cannot be called an expenditure.

If the

departments propose an expenditure of 300 crores and Government does
not accept it, it cannot be said that the expenditure has been decreased.
W ith these few observations I resume my seat as the time given to me
is over though I had to say a lot on the subject.
Deputy speaker resumed the Chair)

(A t this

stage

the
*
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1951

(Karnal North, General, Rural, Reserved

Seat) ( Hindi) : Madam. oi:r Government is very inefficient. I will just
relate a story which will clearly prove my contention.

A poor man used

to earn his living by collecting wood from the jungle and then selling it
in the town.

This would give him only a few annas a day but he could

not make his both ends meet with this paltry sum. One day he approached
the Raja and related his woeful tale o f hunger and poverty to him. The
Raja took pity

on

him

and

gave him his garden

of ‘'Chandan’ *

wood, thinking that the sale o f this costly wood would make him rich.
The poor man felt happy but instead o f selling the Chandan wood
straightaway, he thought o f converting the wood into coal and then sell it.
He was under the impression that chare nl wnuld fetch more price than
the Chandan wo )d. (Laughter). He continued this process till excepting
one tree the whole garden was burnt down.
Raja

thought

very

rich.

that
He

that

sent

that he wis not well off.

for

poor
him

In the meantime the

man
and

must

on

have

seeing

becom e

him

found

He felt sorry at his foolishness and then

himself cut a piece o f wood from that solitary tree and asked the poor
man to go into the market and sell it.

This piece of Chandan wood

fetched two or three hundred rupees to him.
and wept bitterly.

Now he realised his folly

But what could be done now ?

His richness

would

have known no bounds had he not converted the Chandan wood into
charcoal.
In the same way our Government is inefficient. It is a matter of deep
regret

that

we

do

not receive just and fair treatment at the hands o f

the Government. It has not employed the resources judiciously.
Further, our Government which has made arrangements to extermi
nate locusts has not succeeded in putting an end to the Akali menace
which we are at present faced with. I take the opportunity o f appealing
to the Government, through you, Madam, to save us from this Akali
menace. It is high time that adequate steps were taken to
Akali swarms under effective control.

keep

these

The hon. Minister Sardar Kartar

Singh declared a few days ago, in unequivocal terms that Harijans should go
back to Pakistan and that there was no place for them here in India. Does
he feel in the heart o f his hearts that there is no place for us here in our
country in general and in our State in particular? On the one hand we find
colleges, well

maintained

roads, and adequate arrangements of water

supply from Bhakra in the-district o f Hissar from which we find three
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bon. Members of this House as the Members o f the Cabinet, and on the
other we do not find any such facilities being afforded to the people o f
my district t. e. the district of Karnal.
are

allowed

the

people

to
of

people
my

of

the

district.

In fact all the

oth ;r
If

districts

President

also hailed from the disrtict o f Hissar,

facilities which
are

denied

to

Rajendra

Prasad

had

which claims to have 3 Members

in the Cabinet, I am sure he would have founded some places in this very
district just like New Delhi and Lucknow.
colleges, and no Wall-maintained
District.

There are no schools and

roads in the rural areas o f Karnal

There are no bridges to be found within an area o f

for the people to cross the river.

12 miles

In the absence o f any bridge they

have to walk 12 mile? to c^o^s the river.

During the British regime

boats were provided to enable the people to cross the river and now that
we have our own Governm ent, we do not find any boats for the conveni
ence of the people of my district.
Further I would like to point out that the District Board of Karnal
has closed nearly all the primary girls schools. There is no high school
at Radaur.

As the population o f this district has increased due to the

arrival of our displaced brethren, the opening o f a high school is the
crying need of the hour.

In spite o f my oft-repeated requests to the

Government to make provision for a high school, no

action whatsoever

seems to have been taken by it so far.
Shri Prabodh

Chandra

#

(Gurdaspur, General, Rural)

Madam, I am very thankful to you

for

(Hindi) :

allowing me to speak on the

General Administration of the Government o f our State.

I am o f the

opinion thit the present Government is not the Government in the true
sense of the word.
does not arise.

Hence the question o f its general administration
•

Deputy Speaker :

It would be better if

the hon. Member speaks

on the General Administration.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
draw the attention

of

Madam, through

you I would like to

the hon. Members o f this House towards two

cases of mal-administration o f the Government.

M y intention in doing

so is to make the Members in general and

the

hon. Chief Minister in

particular feel

the

administration

for

themselves

whether

Government is really worth its name.

of

the
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First o f all I would like to place before you the case of Shri K . B.
Datta, Senior Vice-President o f the Ambala Municipal Committee,

He

was removed from the membership o f the Ambala Municipality simply
because he would not dance to the tunes o f the Government.
you will be pleased to learn that as

Madam,

the Senior Vice-President he was

bold enough to expose the weaknesses o f some o f the hon. Ministers
who in collusion with some Municipal Commissioners committed certain
irregularities. He was bold enough fo bring these glaring irregularities
to the notice o f the Government and was out to make thi Government
prosecute those Municipal Commissioners who by violating the Municipal
Laws had resorted to mal-practices.

Madam, I would like to submit

that I had given notice o f a question to the effect whether the G overn
ment removed Shri K . B. Datta from the membership o f the Ambala
Municipal Committee or the seat was declared vacant by it.

When this

question was asked on the floor o f this House, the reply that I got was
that Shri K.B.Datta was removed from the membership o f the Municipal
Committee. Here I would like to read out the order of His Excellency the
Governor about the same case as was published in the Government
Gazettee It is written therein :—
In exercise of power conferred by Section 14 (c) of the Punjab Municipal
• Act, Governor of the Punjab is pleased to direct that for reasons of
public interest the seat of Mr. K. B. Datta shall be vacated from the date
of this notification.
Madam, I would like to draw your attenion to the fact that a
Municipal Commissioner is removed from the membership o f a Municipal
Committee only when a notice under Section 16 o f the Municipal Act is
served upon him. Before removing such a member, charges are framed
against him and he is given a chance to defend himself.
Deputy Speaker:

Please

do not

refer to matters relating to

individuals. Better say something about the General Administration.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Since I

have only ten minutes at

my disposal, I shall only refer to two cases o f the maladm inistration o f
our Government. According to the conventions o f the Parliaments no
legislator can dare tell a lie ( jhoot)
(Voices :

on

the

floor

of any legislature,

The word " lie ” (jh o o t) is unparliamentary)

Deputy Speaker : The word “ lie” (jhoot) is
would ask the hon. Member to

withdraw it.

word instead, which is not unparliamentary.

unparliamentary.

I

He can use some other
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Shri Prabodh Chandra:

Very well, Madam, I

withdraw that

word. I will say that such statements as are not based on facts are made
on the floor o f this House. On the one hand, we find a notification in the
Government Gazettee to the effect that the seat o f Mr. K.B. Datta shall
be vacated and on the other in reply to a question regarding the same
gentleman it is given out that Shri K.B. Datta is removed from the
membership o f the Ambala Municipal Committee. According to the
provisions of the Municipal Act there is a great difference between
removing a member from the membership and declaring the seat o f
a member vacant* You might be aware of the fact, Madam, that even the
Tribune which has the largest circulation in

bur State, has

in its

editorial on 19th March, 1950 protested against the action o f the G overn
ment. In fact the vernacular papers too

have

expressed themselves

fully on this topic, with a view to'protesting against the uncalled for
action on the part of the Government. This is not all. “ Atom ” the leading
weekly o f Bombay has also expressed it in unequivocal terms that
members o f the Municipal Committees are harassed only to shield the
irregularities and mal-practices of some of the Ministers. Our

G oven-

ment has really denied freedom to the people o f our State. I am o f the
opinion that the Government which has denied Shri K.B. Datta, the Senior
Vice President of the Ambala M unicipal Committee, his right to defend
himself against the charges framed against him, can no longer be called
a Government in the true sense of the word, what to speak o f its
administration. Here I am reminded of
subjects o f the Czar o f Rus sia was

how the real ruler of

Rasputin. T he concensus o f

opinion in every nook and.corner of the State is that the
who

the

defacto person

runs the administration of the Government is not the hon. Dr.

Gopi Chand Bhargava but Shri Sharma

the astrologer.

It is * this

astrologer who is at the helm of the affairs o f the State and none else.
Mehta R anbir Singh :

On a point o f

order, Madam.

I would

suggest that the hon. Member should not address other members by
name but by the constituency they represent or by office.

Deputy Speaker :

It is a suggestion and not a point of order.

Shri Prabodh Chandra
prestige and confidence o f

:

T he Government which has lost all its

the public and cannot administer even-

handed justice to its people and is running with the help of an astrologer
can never remain in power for long.
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Deputy Speaker : I
such remarks.

would ask the hon.

Member not to make

He should make constructive suggestion to the G overn

ment.

Shri Prabodh Chandra

:

Madam,

I

think the very basis on which

the Budget has been prepared is wrong.

T he bulk

o f expenditure

during the last four years has been incurred on the rehabilitation o f the
displaced

persons.

It is fair and

proper

that we

Government of India to give extensive help for the

should ask the

rehabilitation o f

displaced persons as the top-ranking leaders who are at the helm of
affairs themselves approved o f the idea of partition. The Government
o f India should realise that it was all due to partition that the uprooted
humanity suffered untold miseries.

Sin:e the partition was forced

upon us, it is the duty o f the Government o f India to contribute liberally
for rehabilitation of the displaced persons.

If our Government had not

been weak and had full support o f the people and had not exhibited
narrow outlook of clinging to office then I think it would have been
able to put pressure upon the'G overn m en t o f India to solve all our
problems arising out o f partition.

We did not accept partition that

India should rise to glory on our ruins. We gave our blood and tears
and made sacrifices so that India may be free but we did not do so that
India should prosper at our cost.

It does not become o f India to

have a happy and prosperous journey while the ship o f our State is
sailing on dangerous seas.

It appears that our Government will take

long to rehabilitate the displaced persons properly.

But if the lion.

Chief Minister, Publicity Department and the Finance Department
continue to allow the officers to rob the poor people, then I think there
is a little hope for oui

welfare under this Governm ent.

T h e people

are anxiously looking towards the Government for solution o f their
problems and I should say that the Government should recognise its
duty towards them.

Sardar Gurbacban Singh Bajwa
Assembly

representing Sialkot,

(Ex-member,

Sikh Rural)

(

West

Punjabi) :

Punjab

Madam, I

will take very little time o f the Hotise as I know that this Appropriation
Bill will be passed today in spite o f our opposition.

I will, however,

draw the attention of the Government to the point that it should sp^nd
money in such a way that we may not at least cut a sorry figure before
the public.

The way in which the meetings of the Assembly are held

is most disappointing.

We come here to voice the grievances o f the
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people before the Government and express our views on important
legislative measures that are enacted for the good o f the people.

But

I am sorry to say that the experience o f the last four years has shown
that this Assembly has becom e a Budget Passing Assemby.

W e are

not given ample time to express our views and the business o f the
House is transacted hurriedly by fixing the time-limit o f ten minutes,
I do not think that such state o f affairs exists in any other Assembly
As a matter of fact we cannot in this way satisfy the people outside that
the money spent in connection with the holding of Assembly Session
is usefully spent by the

Government*

Moreover I

reason why the session is being held for a limited period.

do not see* any
The Members

should be given sufficient time to discuss the demand or any other item
before

the House instead o f allowing them ten minutes only.

The

Government will be well advised to hold session for a longer period
instead o f rushing through the business hurriedly in this way.

Our

Constitution is based on justice, liberty, equality and fraternity.

The

Government has no doubt guaranteed fundamental rights but it is
exercising

its powers

in such a way which is

rights guaranteed under the Constitution.
example in this respect.

You would

repugnant to the very

I will quote a concrete

have, M adam, read in

the

newspapers that in Hoshiarpur Sardar Narinder Singh who had been
a member o f the District Board for 14 years has been removed from
the membership without any reason or any formal charge being framed
against him.

It is an encroachment on his rights and also on the rights

©f his voters who had elected him as such.

Is this the way in which

the Government is being run on democratic lines ? It is strange enough
that the Vice-Chairman of a District Board should be removed from the
membership merely because he raised his voice, against somebody, in the
discharge of his official duties.
If we are really anxious that democracy should prove a success in
' our country, we shall have to allow equality o f opportunity and dignity
and status to all individuals.

In a truely democratic way o f life, every-

body must be allowed full scope to make efforts for his material and
moral welfare and develop his personality according to his potentialities.
But it is very unfortunate that actions are not in accordance with our
professions.

If a subordinate Government servant were to be dismissed

from service on the ground that since his younger brother is studying
in M . A. or that he is having a Radio set (which in fact he got from his
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parents-in-law) he is spending much more than the emoluments he gets
from the Government,

does

not

all

talk o f equality o f status and

opportunity sound absolutely empty ?

Has no subordinate employee

got the right to keep a radio set ?

W hy should anybody's honesty be

suspected if his younger brother happens to be studying in M . A.

Then, Madam, if we really want democracy to prove a success in
our country we will

have to

give thought to the reformation o f our

system o f education which as it is, is not conducive to the growth
democratic outlook.
the

education of

democratic

of

If we continue to move in the old ruts, so far as
our children is concerned, I see no future

institutions in

this

country.

Madam, it is time

for
the

Government took steps to ban all denominational schools and colleges
and assumed direct responsibility in the matter o f dissemination o f
education.

So long as the Arya, Khalsa, Mission and Islamia schools

continue to exist as the chief educating agencies, it is idle to hope for
the cultivation of a truly democratic outlook among the people.
want to ensure the future o f democracy, we will have
right

type o f education

to our

country's future administrators.

I f we

to give the

children who are going to be

the

We have to begin by removing social

inequality and snobbery from the field o f education.

All children when

at school should be made to feel that they are o f equal status a.*d that
nobody is superior just because he happens to have been born in,a rich
family.

What are the conditions today ?

There are children whose

parents cannot afford to send them to school and there are others who
do not even carry their books and are accompanied by a servant who
carries them.

As to the difference in the dress o f the son o f a richm m

and the son of a poorman, both studying in the same school, the less
said the better.

Such glaring differences in the modes of living o f

children should not be allowed to exist because they will hinder the
growth of democratic outlook in them.

At least in their schools the

atmosphere should be such as to obliterate all distinction o f wealth or
poverty.

Then let us take the case of the children o f the poor

after the School hours loiter about in the bazars and try to pick
or make a few annas in some other way.
material to which

we intend entrusting the
In connection

pockets

Is this the type o f human
task of preserving the

democratic institutions that we have adopted ?
becom e good citizens ?

who

Will such children

with the reform of educational

0
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system the excuse o f paucity of funds is irrelevant.
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We have to find

money for this purpose for without this reform this great democratic
experiment,

that

we have

launched,

is bound to end

in

a fiasco.

Heavens forbid, if democracy comes to grief in our country for want o f
proper education and we cut a sorry figure before the whole world. Why
should the Government not draw upon the resources and wealth o f those
who

are today financing the sectional and denominational institutions

by imposing suitable taxes on them and with the money thus collected
run such educational institutions as may be calculated to produce and
turn

out

good

citizens

on

whose

shoulders may safely

rest the

democratic edifice that we have created and which we so earnestly wish
to develop ?
Pandit Jiwan Lall (South West Gurgaon, General, Rural)
Sir, this is the final day o f discussion on
year 1951— 5

1 and, therefore, I

also

before the House.

the Budget grants for the

want to

opportunity to place my views about

(Hindi)-:

avail myself o f

this

the allocation o f expenditure

First I would like to mike a brief reference to the

defects in the administration o f our State which is notorious for the
absence o f justice and impartiality.

How can these two qualities exist

in our administration when the men at the helm of affairs, l

mean, the

Ministers, do not hesitate to interfere with its day to day working.

I

can cite scores of instances of the undue interference of the hon.
Ministers— instances o f compelling the officers to make wrong and unjust
decisions.

Any hon. Member who wants to hear them should contact

me outside the House because I am not going to dwell on them on the
floor of the House. It is a pity that our Government has so far failed to
find honest persons to fill two important posts, namely, those of the
Deputy

Commissioner and

district.

So

the Superintendent o f

Police in every

long as the incumbents o f these posts are not men o f

unimpeachable integrity, it is idle to expect any improvement in the
administration. T h e Government should make it a point to take prompt
action in the matter whenever it comes to know that any o f these
officers in any district has a bad reputation.

Then there is so much

corruption rampant in the services but there is no law to check it.
How can the corruption be put an end to when the conditions are such
that the officials indulging in it are allowed to escape scot-free and those
who lodge the complaints are vilified and harassed ?

Persons like me

who are anxious to start a crusade against corruption are not even
informed o f the result o f the inquiry

made in the complaints lodged

(19)
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by them.

So I would urge the Government to giv e’ top priority to

the question of eradication o f this evil because so long as it exists there
can be no improvement in the condition o f the people.
Now I want to say a few words about my own District.

We

were dismayed to learn sometime back that according to the latest plans of
this Government, no water would be made available from
Dam to the District of Gurgaon.
M r.

But recently we were assured by

Gadgil that Gurgaon District

from this Dam.

the Bhakra

will be given supplies o f water

Now I want to know the correct position from this

Government. Is it or is it not proposed to give water to Gurgaon District?
At present rainfall is the only source of water supply for us.
large part o f our

A very

District is arid and if water for irrigation is made

available it can produce thousands o f tons o f foodgrains.
There is another important suggestion that I want to make in this
connection.

Out of the electric

energy being generated at Faridabad

township surplus power should be made available to Ballabgarh so that
with its aid the people o f that ilaqa may be able to solve the problem
o f water scarcity by installing machinery to work
Then there are no industries, no factories, and
District.

the tube

wells.

no colleges in

our

It has always been unlucky and it continues to be so. As

before the partition it was ignored and allowed to

rot in solitariness

so is the

to be ashamed .o f

case now.

Our Government appears

owning it as a part and parcel o f its territory.
as belonging to U. P.

T he only industry

It is still being regarded
which was being taught

to the zamindars has been discontinued.
It is really sad to find that the Government does not think fit to
continue small favours that it conferred on the people and is withdrawing
the Party from Palwal.
Madam, I have drawn the attention o f the Government a number of
times to the fact that ’ he refugee Patwaris who are appointed* at Nuh
and Ferozepore do not give a good treatment to the Muslim population
o f these places.

These refugee Patwaris harass the Muslims and I have

been suggesting that they should be replaced by some local officials.
Unfortunately

the

Government has not paid any attention to

this

grievance o f the Muslims so far and the Government is again requested
to do the needful.
the

words

Next I wish to point out that distinction between

“ Agriculturist”

and

‘ 'N on-A griculturist”

should

be

(19)
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immediately
that those
have to

removed.
who

apply

To

earn their
for a

as agriculturists,

me

at any

rate

it

livelihood by tilling

declaration

that

they

looks
the

63

ridiculous

land

should be

should
treated

I want to say a few words about controls as well.

I am of the opinion that the controls are rendering no useful service.
T hey are, on the other hand, proving very harmful.

We have not been

able to eradicate black-market through the agency o f these controls as
we find that the public is buying its necessities in the black market
every day.

It is possible that some scope may be created for hones^

dealings if this evil is done away with.

A word now about prohibiting

the zamindars from removing earth and stones from
constructing wells etc.

I think that this

their fields for

practice has no justification

and the zamindars should be allowed to make use of earth and stones
from their fields for the construction of their wells.

Here is a very

useful suggestion, which, if adopted, will be o f a very great advantage
to the State.

It is found that cows o f the Hariana breed are

exported from the State.

being

I am led to think that if this export o f this

breed continues for some time it may go out of existence altogether and
the State may have to go without these useful cows.

I should not

forget to make a mention of the Muslims who have not gone to Pakistan
and are living in District Gurgaon.

It is a pity that despite the fact

that they are citizens of our State no heed is paid to their applications
for lands and they are being unnecessarily put to so much ot expenditure
on submission of applications.

I f no lands can be given to them they

should be told so so, that they know where they stand.

In the end I

wish to say that the low-paid officials o f the Government are not getting
a fair deal.

Their salaries are so low that it is not possible for them to

make both ends meet.

Their salaries should be increased because no

Government can run its

administration with

any

efficiency

if

its

subordinate officials are not contented. If it is not ordinarily possible to
increase the salaries of these officials I suggest that the salaries o f the
high paid officers should be decreased and some unnecessary high posts
should

be

altogether

Deputy Speaker

:

abolished to accommodate the lower officials.

I

may, for the information o f my hon. Brothers

on the Opposition, say that according to the suggestion of my hon.
Brother Sardar Bachan Singh one third of the total time was to be
given to the Members o f the Opposition and that 55 minutes were
taken by my hon. Brother Chaudhri Suraj Mai*
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Punjab

Women

Assembly

(Hindi) :

Urban.

Madam, I wish that the amount provided in the Budget which has been
passed and which is now to take the form o f an Appropriation Act
should be properly spent.
Government a

few

For achieving this end I place before the

constructive

suggestions.

I would urge

Government that it should try to satisfy the public.

the

But the public

will be satisfied only when it is shown some tangible results.

These

days it is not possible to please the public mind with beautiful speeches
and long articles in the newspapers.
the Government and they are
If

a

The public wants two things from

\i) food

and cloth and ( « ) a house.

Government is capable o f giving these two things to

the people,

it is only then that it can^call itself a popular Government. So I request
that in order to be called a popular Government the Government should
look to the requirements o f the people.

The second thing which I wish to discuss is very important.

It is

found that an evil is eating into the vitals o f this Government and this
evil is corruption and black market.
require immediate eradication.

But

Corruption and black market
unfortunately things are being

done by the Government just in the opposite direction.
give an example.

Here 1 shall

I believe that the Civil Supplies section o f Julludur

is corruption incarnate and if som ebody wishes to do some useful work
for that section he is not allowed to do so by the Governm ent.

It is

observed that during the last few /days three District Organizers have
been transferred one after the other.
the reason for that.

I may be asked as to what was

The reason was that in the first instance a District

Organizer desired to bring a dishonest Inspector to bo3k but the idea
was not favoured by the hon. Ministers and he was transferred.

His

successor also met the same fate when he tried to liquidate corruption.
The third man Mr. SuVi who is known for his honesty and integrity was
also not allowed to remain there.

This is the sorry state o f affairs

which to-day exists and which 1 must most respectfully submit, should
be got rid of.

.

T he third point relates to the reduction which has been
the rations.

made in

We are at present given only 4J chhattanks o f atta or food

grains for a day.

It may be argued that ration had to be reduced as

food had to be sent from this State to otlur parts o f the country.

I
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But I ask, is there a

person living in this State who lives on these 4| chhatanks o f atta and
does not buy more o f it in the y a ck market ?

When every one o f us is

going to the black market for food grains or atta should it not be
patent to every eye that black marketing is existing on a very large
scale.

But then does anybody bother to put an end to it ?

It is a pity

that it appears to be nobody’ s concern.
There is another suggestion, which I wish to make.

O f all the

problems before us the refugee problem is the most important.

The

Central Government has spent crores o f rupees for the rehabilitation of
displaced persons and it has done some good.
amount provided for rehabilitation in
properly.

We have to see that the

our Budget should be used

I feel that most of the money which is being spent on

rehabilitation is being wasted.

In this connection I wish to cite the

case of work centres and weaving centres opened in Jullundur.

These

are serving no useful purpose except being a source o f livelihood to
those who are employed in them.

Thousands o f yards o f Khaddar

manufactured at the weaving centre are lying unused for want o f
demand in the market.

It is priced so high that nobody likes to buy

it.

T o meet this situation, the Government asked the Civil Hospital

to

use it for

preparing

clothes for

the

patients.

The Hospital

authoiitics replied that on account of the high price o f that cloth, they
could not purchase it unless the Government increased the amount of
money placed at their disposal.

Our Government then wanted this

cloth to be used for binding the ledgers and registers used in the
Government Offices, b it it has not been used for that purpose either.
Money intended for rehabilitation should not be used in this manner.
The work centres have been opened for helping the rehabilitation o f
displaced persons.

In these only those articles should be manufactured

which can find easy market.

At present most o f the articles made in

these centres find no demand in the market.
it will be found that

If an enquiry is instituted

thousands of^chaplis are lying unsold in the

leather section of the work centre, Jullundur.

Their price is so high

as compared with the prices

prevailing in the market, that nobody

would like to purchase them.

The Government should avoid spending

money on such things.

Similarly, the Government has opened voca

tional training centres where training in different crafts
to men as well as women.
a period of six months.

I feel

is imparted

that one cannot learn anything in

After a person leaves the vocational train-
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ing

centre,

he is usually not in a position'to do any work on the

basis of his training.
another new thing.

In this connection the Government has done
They have ordered that scholarships should be

given to those ladies only who receive training in the
Industrial Schools.

Government

These should have been gi\en to widows living in

thevRefugee Camps and not to those who live with their guardians and
have got their homes.
so gigantic

that

I wish to point out that the refugee problem is

unless

this . is solved, we can not do anything else.

Refugee children deserve special attention
conies

of - the Government.

across these children selling baloons or.s sweets

Whenever I come

One

in the streets.

across such children,* I enquire from them as to

what they used to do before the partition

They generally say -that

they used to study in the fourth or fifth class,. Lut now their fathers
earn not more than twelve annas or a rupee a day and with
amount they can not educate them.
persons are still unsettled.
satisfactorily,

the

that small;

A large number o f displaced

Unless the

refugee

administration can not

problem

be carried

on

is solved
properly.

There is no doubt that the displaced Punjabia have not spread their,
hands before anybody but if nothing is done for the coming generation,
this State can make no progress.

It is the duty of the Government to

make suitable arrangements for

the education of refugee children.

No tuition fee should be charged from them in any school.

I f the

refugee problem is not solved no power o i earth can prevent the ,
advent o f communism, which is so much feared*
Sardar

Jagjit

Singh Mann (jullunditr

■
Division L andholders):

Madam, 1 th ink you for giving me an opportunity
I have been rather late; in catching your eye.

to speak although

It is really very un

fortunate that this newly born State is subjected to so many natural
calamities in quick succession, one bigger than the other in magnitude.
Some months ago, before we hardly set up the work o f quasi perma-'
nent allotment of lands, excessive*rains brought in their train lot of
floods which wiped out our standing crops.
o f rabi crop was also delayed.

As a

result, the sowing

Then in this winter throughout there

have been practically no rains except those which we have recently got.
As a result of this, according to my estimate, there has been a1 loss
about 25 per cent of the crops.

of

Madam, these things were still.fresh in

our minds when the locust swarms invaded our State and worked
the last straw on the camel’ s back.

They

have

caused very

as

severe
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losses in the State and particularly in the Hoshiarpur and Jullundur
Districts

I consider it my duty to express

my sympathies to

brethren who have been the target o f this invasion.
very mu'ch. attached to his crops.

those

A zamindar is

After sowing the seed he carefully

watches the progress o f the growth o f the plants, and if after maturity
those plants are destroyed before his very eyes, his feelings can better
be imagined than described.

The machinery o f the Government started

working rather late in this matter.

But when it started working, it

worked weM and with the full co-operation o f the public, I find that the
situation is now well under control.

Madam, I appreciate the

good

work done by the Government in fighting these locust swarms.

But

my charge against it is that though some months ago the anti-locust
Department o f the Government had made a forecast o f the locust
swarms visiting

certain States— if I am not mistaken our State is

one of them —the Government did not act promptly and take precautions
to meet the menace.

Valuable time was lost in making preparations

and meeting the enemy even at the outset.

However, I hope that

the

Government would take a lesson from this experience and fully equip
itself in meeting such an emergency in future.

On account of the

recent rains, I think these swarms and the eggs have been
great extent.

killed to a

But the danger is still there and I hope that the Govern-

ment would in^future fully prepare itself to meet such emergencies
prom ptly.
Law and order in our State have greatly improved, but I dare say
it is still not up to the mark.*

*

•

There are many tracts in the State

where it ,is impossible to tra\el at night and there are
where*one cannot travel alone even during day.
not reflect well on the administration.

certain parts

These conditions do

His Excellency the Governor

had said in his Address that many undesirable persons are holding
licences.

It might

be

so.

Probably His Excellency forgot to say

that thei e are also many desirable persons who, in spite o f best efforts,
are not able to get licences.-1 In fact I am at a loss to understand what
is the measure by which desirables and undesirables
If the yard-stick is the Subr Inspector

are separated.

o f Police, then God help, us.

I know there are certain instances where he is the over-lord.
who has incurred the wrath of
penalties.

Anybody’'

this over-lord has to pay very heavy

By a stroke o f the pen he would convert a desirable man in

to an undesirable one and get his licence cancelled.

His report is very

often endorsed by; the upper strata o f officers and District Magistrates,
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particularly the P. C. S class who are helpless to say * no * to the
stalwart Superintendent o f Police of*th e District.
machinery should bo improved.
cases.

I feel that this

I feel that justice is not done in many

I would suggest to the Government that, if possible, it should

take into confidence

non-officials

when

sanctioning or cancelling

licences.
The Rehabilitation, the rural side o f it, after about 3J years
almost complete.

Throughout this period, we have been

is

criticising

the department, not only criticising, but even rebuking it at times.
Now I feel that the time has come when we should forget and forgive.
The time has come when we should publicly thank the Department,
right from the peon to the Financial Commissioner.

When I ponder

over the picture as it was in 1947 and think o f the conditions when we
crossed the bordar, when we had no shelter to put our heads under,
when we had nothing to fail back upon, you can imagine my feelings
now when we have got
When I consider that in

shelter

and

something

to fall back upon.

normal times the settlement o f

a district

takes 4 to 5 years, this Department has done practically the settlement
of the entire State in a lesser time.

When

I ponder and see the

work of the Reh ibilitation Department o f the neighbouring State

and

compare it with that o f ours, we are shoulders above.

I do not know

what words o f praise I should give to this Department.

I feel morally

bound#to pay my tribute to the Head of the Department, Mr. Thapar,
who by his statesmanship and wisdom has. piloted this Department so
very well.

I should also appreciate the work of Mr*

Randhawa

who

: I would like to request the hon. Member

\
that

has also taken a lot of trouble in the refugee problem.

Deputy Speaker

the five minutes I got out o f the time of the
already over.

hon. Chief

I hope he will not press for more

Minister

are

time and will, thus,

enable me to keep my promise held out to the hon. Chief Minister.
: (T he hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava)

(Hindi).

Madam, some o f the speeches that have been delivered to-day

are the

Chief Minister
same which

were delivered during discussion on the Budget.

still, certain things which have been said, require reply
T he Appropriation Bill includes all the
been passed.
be passed.

But

on my part.

demands which have already

Under the rules, it is necessary that thi9 Bill should also
If the position had remained as

it was before, we would
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•have passed the Budget after having passed the demands.
Friend Chaudhri Suraj

Mai

has

laid great stress

My

on the

hon.

work

of

delimitation of constituencies which he said, had been done against
the interests of the Zamindars in the Purjab.
work

is

the

proposals

responsibility

of

I may submit that this

the Central Government.

Whatever

were made, were made by the Sub-Committee appointed

for this purpose by the hon.

Speaker o f

this House.

W e forwarded

the recommendations o f this Sub-Committee as well as the proposals
received from outside sources to the Parliamentary Committee.

T he

Parliamentay Committee in turn will place its recommendations before
the parliam ent which will finally decide about them.

I

stand

rural

how

the

romoval

of

distinction

between

fail to under
and urban

constituencies under the new Constitution, can go against the interests
o f rural people ?

Previously the urban constituencies used to extend

over 20 to 50 miles.
contiguous

But now after the constituencies have been made

units,

if

any

body

thinks that the

have been put to some disadvantage,

it can

is not in the interests o f the country

urban

people

be understood.

But it

that

we should continue the

distinction of urban ahd rural constituencies.

I f facilities are provided

to only urban people and not to the rural people, the State as a whole
cannot

flourish.

Similarly, the

State

cannot

make

if facilities are provided only to the rural people.

T he

any

progress,

State can be

said to be progressing only if facilities are provided to all sections o f
the public.

And then, under the new

got the right o f franchise.
t i o n of the country.

Constitution every adult has

He can have

his

say in the administra

The purpose o f delimitation o f constituencies

is to enable every area to have representation in the Government.
M y submission is that everyone should have an opportunity o f being
heard.

It is the right o f all citizens, irrespective o f distinctions based

on urban and rural residence, to have a say in the running o f a dem o
cratic form of Government.

In fact, there should be no consideration

whether a person belongs to the urban area or to the rural area.
should be treated on an equal footing.
rem irked that the Government

One

All

o f the hon. Members has

does not spend liberally on backward

areas and districts.

I am unable to understand how he has arrived at

such a conclusion.

Had he given any instance to show that we don't

spend on such and such areas, I would have understood it. N obody can
say that we r ake any distinctions districtwise while making allotments
and schemes.

In fact, we look to the needs on their merits and decide
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upon various schemes in the interest o f the people o f the State as a
whole. Does the hon. Member want that all work in other districts should
be stopped till the backward districts come to their level?
sound policy.

It is not.a

As a matter o f fact the advanced districts

should

be allowed to continue advancing ard the backward districts should be
encouraged and helped so that they may come up to their level.

The

hon. Member h'r.s not been able to give any instance showing where the
Government failed to be just towards the backward districts.
Another matter towards which the attention o f the Government has
been drawn is the scarcity of drinking water in Kangra and in Bhiwani
Tehsil of Hissar district.

These are the two places in our State where

the problem of drinking water presents a difficult ' solution.
even possible to dig canals in these areas.

It is not

Even then the Government

has made a scheme in order to remove the difficulties o f the people
residing in these parts of the country.

It has 1 een estimated that isuch

a scheme involves an expenditure of about five crores. * In view o f this
the Government is tiying. to solve this problem by and by as the funds
permit.
Sir, an objection has been raised against the big volume o f New
Expenditure of our State.

For the information o f the hon. Members

I wish to state that the volume containing New Expenditure has in it
two types of schemes.

In the first place, there are schemes which are

purely tempo!ary in nature and on which expenditure is incurred only
•(

once.

..'5

In the second place, there are certain schemes which continue

year after, year but which cannot be made permanent because some
times it becomes necessary to discontinue expenditure on them.

If we

were to include all the items of New Expenditure in the Budget itself
it would become impossible to retrench the staff when once it comes
in the permanent list.

So it is necessary that whenever a new scheme

is undertaken it is first brought in the New Expenditure list and on the
completion of the scheme the staff .which
retrenched.

is in excess of the needs is

All new projects are started in this way.

As regards private cars the Government has decided that it would
not give such cars in future. Those officers who have such cars at present
will be asked to put them in a comm on pool.
Another matter which requires our consideration is that o f publi
city.

It has been stated that the Government should not waste public
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money on publicity.

M y submission is that in all the progressive

countries o f-th e world the need for spending on publicity has been
realized because it is the only Means by which a Government can app
roach the public and explain its programmes and activities.
Sir, there are some hon. Members who like to bring in the names'
o f such persons
House.

who cannot defend themselves on the floor o f this'

Government should protect all persons arid therefore I stated

some days back that the convention o f not attacking such persons here
should be followed.
convention.

I wish that the hon. Members will respect this
r

Another thing which has been said, is that the Government ofPunjab

is spending large amounts on the displaced persons.

It is

argued that because it was the Central Government which agreed to the
partitioning of the country, it should bear the burden for their rehabili
tation.

I am quite at one with the hon. Members that the Central

Government should bear

all such expenditure.

But if the Central

Government does not find it possible to do so, does it mean that the
State Government should also stop helping them ?
While referring to the equality o f status and opportunity provided
for by the Constitution of India, it has been said that no such equality
ekists in our State/ In fact the Constitution lays down the broad princi
ples by which the future policy o f the State is to be guided.
to

follow such principles as far as we can .

We try

But this does not mean

that we should not move forward on the road o f progress.

N obody can

say that we do not follow the broad principles o f the Constitution. Some ;
one might say that we do not give the fundamental right o f equality o f
opportunity to men in the matter of their appointment in girls s ch o o ls 1
and women hospitals.

A day m ight come when Such persons may

approach the High Courts aiid say that the Governments are making
distinction on the basis of sex in the matter o f appointing only lady j
doctors in women hospitals.
absurd.

Such arguments are on their very face

As long as we do not think on rational grounds we can not go

::z,\\/J

into the spirit of the Constitution.-

Then, Madam, objection has been taken by my hon. Friends t o J
the

grants-in-aid

made to certain

denominational

institutions,” for

instance, run by Arya Smajists, Sanatinists, Sikhs etc.

It is contended

that making o f these grants to such institutions tantamounts to giving ,
an impetus to the flourishing

of communalism in the State.

I may
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tell the House that if these institutions are closed,
disastrous to the people o f the State.

it

will prove

It goes without saying

that the

main burden o f imparting higher education both in High Schools and
Colleges is being shouldered by the denominational bodies.
are aware, Madam, there are about sixty colleges which
to the Punjab University.

Out of them six or seven

As you

are affiliated

belong to

the

Pepsu Government and nine or ten including professional Colleges are
being run by the Punjab Government.
manageed by denominational bodies.

The remaining Colleges are all
I think we should feel grateful to

the private enterprise which is carrying on the work of dissemination
o f education on such a large scale in the State at its own cost.

We

should not feel unnecessarily apprehensive o f these denominational
institutions because the system o f education prevalent in them is the
same as in the Government institutions.

The same books are taught

there, which have been prescribed for the Government Colleges or
Schools.

In other words these denominational institutions carry on

the same educational policy which the Government wants them to do.
I am, therefore, o f the opinion that there is no harm if the Government
continues to subsLlise these institutions by making grants-in-aid.
Besides this, it has been complained on the floor o f the House that
the hon. Minister too much interfere with administrative work.
far as this allegation is concerned, I may

tell

the

not fair on the part of the hon. Members, who

House

So

that it is

have said so.

The

fact o f the matter is that when representations come from these very
hon. Members that a certain matter should be decided in a certain
manner and when they bring pressure to bear upon the hon. Ministers
in that connection, then it becomes difficult for the latter not to respect
the wishes of the former.

If the latter resist the desires o f the former,

then it is complained that
wishes o f the popular leaders,
frantic

preparations

Government.

to

the Government
and

pays no

heed

to the

they make themselves busy with

bring a no-confidence

motion

against

the

Under the circumstances, how does it lie in .their mouth

to charge the hon. Ministers W'ith

interference in the administrative

work.
Then, Madam, it has been advocated by my hon.

Friends that

Governm ent should remove the distinction between an agriculturist and
a non-agriculturist.

I have already stated in this connection in reply

APPROPRIATION BILL
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to certain Assembly questions that a . Committee has been formed to
review the Land Alienation Act so that it may be
Act.

replaced

W hen that measure is brought on the Statute

tion between an agriculturist and
As a matter

Book, the distinc

a non-agriculturist will disappear.

o f fact, under the existing Land

Government has declared

by, a new

Alienation

all those castes and classes

agriculturists, who had even the

of

Act,
people

the
as

remotest connection with land,

i

hope the new Bill will remove even the last vestige o f distinction.
Then some hon. Members have criticised the action o f the G overn
ment in not permitting the zamindars to excavate stones from any
quarries found in the lands o f the

zamindars.

I may point out that

under the existing law on the subject, it has been provided that any
quarry or mine found in the land o f any person will be deemed to be
the property o f the Government, and the latter pays compensation to
the owner o f the land, which is thus
point of view.

rendered waste from cultivation

Under the circumstances, the hon. Members w ou ld

agree with me that it has n *t acted wrongly if it has refused to perm it
the zamindars to excavate the quarries found in their land;
Then, Madam, Government came in for criticism for its failure to
put a ban on the export o f milch cows.

I may tell the House that in

the case o f inter-State Commerce and Trade, a State Government cannot
place any restrictions.

But so far as this particular case is concerned,

the hon. M embers would recollect that Government had issued an
ordinance on the subject in consultation with the Government o f India.
But when the. Government wanted to bring

in a Bill banning the

export of milch cows, majority o f the hon. Members offered vehement
opposition to it.

Obviously we

of,India for this purpose against

could not approach the Government
the

wishes

of

the hon. Members.

So in this matter, no blame can be hurled at the door

of

the

G overn

ment.
Now I would like to refer to the remarks made by an hon. Member
regarding the advance o f Communism in

our State.

the hon. Lady Member has openly come in
Communism.

the

I

field

am glad that
to

propagate

In the past whenever I would obliquely hint about her

inclination towards this cult, she would challange me.

Now it has

become obvious and I think if she firmly believes in Communism, she
should not be afraid o f anybody and make propaganda openly in its
# favour.

I know the object of the questions sent by her was to bring
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the Government into disrepute, while her leanings towards Communism
became apparent.

But I may tell her that this Government is strongly

opposed to Communism and it is its bounden duty to stem its advance,
if any, with an iron hand.

Not only this.

Even those who want to

bring about Communsim will be severely dealt with.

I repeat that

Government will do everything in its power and use all its might
stop Communism taking roots in this country.

to

I know what is happen

ing in other countries where Communism has established itself.
Shrim ati Sita Devi :

On

a point

of

information,

Madam.

I

may inform the hon. Chief Minister that he has completely misunder
stood me.

What I said was

that

Communism

would

come

in the

country if the Government failed to improve the econom ic condition
of the masses.
Sardar

Sajjan

Singh :

Will

the hon.

Chief

Minister

kindly

clarify the position in the" case of Mian Narinder Singh ?
C hief M inister :

I am sorry I cannot say anything on the subject,

as the officer against whom allegations hive been made,
to this House

to

defend

himself.

the hon. Member has forgotten my

I am

Constrained to remark that

appeal

should conform to the convention of

not

has no access

so

soon

making

that

the

allegations

House
on

the

floor of the House against oflfbers who could not offer any defence here;
W ell,

Madam,

determined to

I

was

combat

submitting
the evil

assure the House that the present
never lead to the

spread

of

that

this

Government

o f Communism, if

is

it came.

fully
I may

working

of

the

Government

Communism

in

the

State.

provision, you may see in the Budget,

Whatever

you will find that it indicates

an effective step towards defeating Communism.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is :

That the Punjab Appropriation Bill be taken into consideration at once.
T h e m otion was ca rried .

Clauses 2 and 3
j

Deputy Speaker :

can

Question is :

That Clauses 2 and 3 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion w as ca r rie d

•
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Deputy Speaker.:

Question is :

That Schedule be the Schedule of the Bill.

T he Assembly divided : Ayes 34, Noe6 4,

AYES

.Amar Nath, Vidyalankar, Shri.

Krishna Gopal Dutt, Chaudhri.

Behari Lai, Chanana, Shri.

Lahri Singh, Chaudhri.

Beli Ram, Thakur.

Matu Ram, Chaudhri.

Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.

Mehr Chand, Chaudhri.

Bhagwan Dass, Shri.

Narotam Singh, The

Dalip Singh Kang, Sardar.

Honourable

Sardar.

Durga Chand Kaushish, Shri*

Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.

Ganga Saran, Seth.

Piara Singh, Sardar.

G opi Chand Bhargava, T he H onou

Ranjit

rable Dr.

Singh,

T he

Honourable

Captain.

Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.

Sant Ram Seth, Dr.

Gurbanta Singh, Master.

Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.

Ishar Singh Mujhail, T he Honour

Shiv Singh, Sardar.

able Sardar.
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[ C lause 1 ]
Deputy Speaker : Question is.
That Clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
[ T itle ]
Deputy Speaker : Question is.
That Title be the Title of the Bill
The motion was carried
Chief Minister : I move.
That the Punjab Appropriation Bill be passed.
The motion was carried.
The Assembly then adjourned till 2 p.m. on
Monday, 2nd April, 1951.
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Punjab Legislative Assembly
- uhd Session of the First Punjab Legislative Assembly

MONDAY, 2ND APRIL, 1951.

7 l.e Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber, Simla at 2 p . m . of the elock

ABSENCE OF THE HONOURABLE SPEAKER.

Secretary : I have to in'orm the House that the hon. Speaker
is unavoidably absent. The Deputy Speaker will, therefore, take
the Chair
‘
^
(Deputy Speaker, Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal, took the Chair.)
STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
DISPOSAL OF DAMAGED.WHEAT BY THE GO ERNMENT
IN AM ITS AR AND GURDASPUR DISTRICTS.
/

*2690.

Shrimati Sita

Devi :

Will

the

hon.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(at the quantity of wheat damaged during

the

rains

in

September, 1950 in the godowns in Amritsar and Gurdaspur
districts ;
(b) the manner in which the damaged wheat was disposed
of by the Government ;
(c) the names of persons or firms who submitted tenders for
the purchase of such damaged wheat t gether with their
rates ;
.
(d) the tenderer to whom the whole lot of wheat was sold and
at what rate ?
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i'2nd April

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh MujliaiL

Mils. Srs Ch.
(«) Amritsar
Gin das pur
Total
(b)

—

19 , 600 - 32-5

—

8,084-12-9

--

—

-

59,325 4-14

Damaged wheat wliic.i was unfit for human cosumption
as well as cattle feed was sold to starch factories and the
wheat Vi hich was unlit for human consumption but fit for
cattle feed was auctioned.

(c) the questi >t of inviting tee.-lets for d imaged wheat which
.was auctioned d u n not arise. . Tenders or the sale of
damaged wheat which was sold to starch factories were,
ho a ever, received from the following parties —
Name o 'p a r t y .
1- M/s

Bharat v larch

Name of place where
wheat was damaged.

Bate per maund.

Tarn Tarau

Rs. 5/- book weight.

and Chemicals Ltd.
Abdullah pur.

Ha tala
Amrits.u*
B .tala and
Ta an
i

-• AT s Kri-hna Flour
and

Od

Mills,

Amritsar
3. M's. Sukhjir Singh

darn

Rs. 6/- book weight.

Batala.

Rs. 2/- book weight.

Amritsar.

R<. 6/- book weight

Tarn fa ran

Rs 4/- book weight

Starch & Chem cals
Ltd.,
Fhagwara.
4. M's. S. N Industrial
Lop oration, Ltd.,
Senjeii (Bombay)

la ran

Tarn

Rs. 21- book weight.
Rs. 3/ book weight.
Flat rate Rs. 4/- book
weight.

less 10%.

Batala.

Rs. 2/- actual weight
without any inference
to moisture.

(d) '1 he whole lot of damaged wheal was not sold to a single
pai iy.

A b l a t e ' under (i>) above damaged wheat vvhica
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was unfit for human
was auctioned.

consumption

but fit for cattle feed

It was delivered to several parties, who

outbid others at different places.
place to place.

Rates also varied from

The da uaged wheat which

human consumption a

was unfit for

well as for cattle feed was sold to

the following parties : —
Name o
1.

Party.

«
Rate per maund.

Place.

M/S. Bharat Starch &

Tarn Taran.

.Chem icals Ltd.

Rs 5/- book weight

and Amritsar

Abduullahpur.
2.

Mis. S. N. Industrial

Batala

Rs.2/- actual

weight

Corporation Ltd.,

without any reference

Senjeli (B om ba}7).

to moistiv7e.

Shrimati Sita D e v i:

Is it not a fact that tenders offering

higher

rates weie al o received bv -he Government ?
Minister :

Yes, it is true.

Shrimati Sita D e v i: If this is true, why did the Government not
accept the highest tender which would have yielded more money ?
Minister :

Firstly,

the Government of

India had fixed the

ceiling rate oi damaged wheat at five rupees per maund.

Secondly,

the firm which offered higher rate was already entrusted with the task
ol grinding wheat for the rationed areas and it was feared that if tt»ey
were given

the damaged wheat, they might mix it with the wheat

intended fur the consumption of the people.

Thirdly, the firm had

laid a condition with their tend r, that they should be permitted to
extract maid a and fine atta from ' the damaged wheat.
reasons that tender could not be accepted.
withdrawn.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

For

these

Moreover, that tendtr

was

What steps h iv e the Gbvemnent taken to

ensure that the firms to which the damaged wheat was sold would not
mix it with the lationed wheat ?
Minister :

j'nese firms are not ' vj i

nor are they engaged in that ferule

he work of grinding

wheat

(.20) 4
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

What steps have the Government taken
to prevent the resale of damaged wheat through blank m a i k e t ?
<•

\ .

.

If some such civ* is brought to the notice of the
Government, it wdl take action
Minister:

#
ALLOTMEN

OF LANDS OF VILLAGE BHAURA, DISTRICT
LUDHIANA.

*27 0

Sardar Sajjan Singh:

Will

the

lion.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state: —
(a) whether die villages Ling within a radius i f two miles of
Ludhiana city have been declared suburban area for land
al'otimmt. purposes under t he q msi-permanent scheme ; if
so, the list of such villages;

(b) the distance of hmls of village Bliuira iron* th^ .municipal
lirn'ts of Ludhiana;
.
(c) whether there D any evacuee area in the village referred to
in part (b) above ; if so, whether this village has been
included in the list of suburban area for allotm nt of
lands

under the aforesaid scheme; if not,

the leasons

therein!;
(d i (i) what areas in the Stab* have

been fixed

for allocation

to the land-ow-.ing displaced persons of Ciuinian halivil
of Lahore District ;
(ii) whethei any part, of Ludhiana district lias been declared
as an allocation area for the displaced perso. s referred
to in part icb (i) above; it so, details thereof;
(e)

(i) whether any persons referred to in part (d) (i) above
have been allotted lands in the village referred to in
part (b) above; if so, their list together with their full
heme.addresses in Clmmrin Tchsil ;

(ii) whether the persons referred to in part (e) (i) above
*Aere owning any immovable property in the district
of Ludhiana before loth August. 1947; if so,

the nature

Starred Questions and Answers

of the property held by
where it was situated;
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each of them and the place

dii) whether any of these .persons has been allotted land out
of their allocation, if so, the reasons therefor;
The hon. Sardar lshar Singh M ujhail:
(a) No. According to the quasi-permanent allotment of

land

Rules only those villages of which the boundary immedia
tely adjoins the municipal boundary of a town are reckoned
as suburban villages.

The list of suburban villages of

Ludhiana is placed on the Tablet of the House.
i'b)

hrom nearly a mile to over two miles.

(c) (it) Yes.
(b) This village is not included in the list of Ludhiana

City

suburban villages as the boundary of this village does not
touch the municipal limits of Ludhiana City.
( d ) '(i) (a) The area of allocation of colonists of Chunian
Tehsil is their home district in East Punjab.
(b) Non-colonists of Chunian

Tehsil are eligible for allotment
of

land

Amritsar

in ; Tehsil Patti
District,

of

Karnal,

Pepsu (excluding Bhatinda),
Ferozepore-Bhatinda
(Sirsa
area).
(ii)

All colonists ol Chunian Tehsil under (d) (i) whose
home district is Ludhiana can receive land in
Ludhiana district.

(e) (i)

Yes The names with addresses in Chunian Tehsil
are placed on the T,thief of the House.

(ii)

No, but immovable property was at one time held
in Ludhiana City by their father and grand-father
and is even at present held by their collaterals and
blood-relations.

fiii)

No. The land allotted to these persons is within
their area ol allocation.
f Kept in the Library
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

When did the Government charge the
definition of the term ‘colonist? formerly, only those could be
regarded as colonists beloging to a certain district, who owned
immovable property in th at district.
Minis er :

I am thankful to the hon
tion supplied by him.
Sardar

Sajjan S.ngh :

Member for the informa

I wish to know as to when

did t-he

Government change this definition?
v

Minister :

I shall be able ta give the exact date on receipt of

notice for that.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Minister has stated th a t only
those areas are declared as suburban areas which adjoin the municipal
limits of a to ' n . Ls he sure that the bound tries of village Bhaura
adjoin the municipal limits of Ludhiana?
Minister:

Th • ho .

Yes, I am satisfied about it.

the production of revenue or
municipal records, I prove that this village does not adjoin Ludhiana,
will the Government be prepared to review their decision?
Sardar Sajjan Singh:

If by

Minister: If that is proved,
willing to review the case.

the Government will surely be

ALLOTMENT OF VILLAGE GHARYALA, DISTRICT AMRITSAR.

*28’7. Sardar Bachan Singh:
Rehabilitation be pleased to slate :—

Will

the

hen.

Mini ter . for

(a) whether there is any banjar qadim and poor class of
evacuee areas at village Gharyala, tehsil Patti, district
Amritsar, if so, their total area> in acres respectively;
(b) whetlie" the ;.I otment of this village has
if so, wheth r the areas referred P ’ in part
L e n propoi tionately allotted to e v iiy
the quasi-permanent allotment scheme; if
therefor;

been completed;
ua) above have
allottee under
not the reas ns

Starred Questions and Answers

(c)

(20) 7

whether Sardar B arjirdar
Singh,
Revenue Assistant,
Amritsar and other persons referred to in unstarred
■Assembly Question No. 6"9 put on 12th October 1950*
were the temporary allottees of village Gharyala; if not,
how

they were allotted lands there under the quasi-per-

man nt allotment scheme;
(d) (i) whether any temporary allottees of this village were
ousted during the quasi-permanent scheme; if so, for what
reasons together with their number and

the area they

were entitled to*
(ii) w hdher the persons referred to in part (d) p) above were
allotted lands temporarily without any applications; if so,
under what pruvision of law this allotment was sanctioned
together with the name of the authority which sanctioned
the allotment?
The han. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail.
(a) ( i) Banjar Qadim and Banjar Jadid.
(ii) Barani land.

.

360

SA

148

SA

(b) (i) Yes.
.

(ii) No.
(iii) Proportions of cultivated and uncultivated area to be
allotted to each person in this village were originally pre
pared incorrectly by the Patwaris. The mistake was,
however, brought to light when the khasra number of
the whole of the poor class of land had actually been
allotted.

It

was not considered feasible to re-allot

khasra number of the whole of the village at that late
stage
The service of both the Patwaris responsible for
determining

the proportions and

for

allottment of

khasra numbers have since been dispensed with ;
(c) Witii the exception of persons at Nos. 1 and 8 mentioned
in the Assembly Question No. 609 put on Pith October
1950 (copy enclosed) all others were the temporary
allottees of the village. Numbers 1 and 8 were the
occupancy

tenants

of other

allottees of village

Qila

1
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Lahore and they weie, therefore,

allotte i land along wPh their former owners
fd) (i) Yes. 370 temporary allottees were ousted during the
quasi-perm m eat adottm ent scheme, as some of them
were not eligible and the others c >ul 1 not be accommo
dated for want of parcha olaiin-;
*

(ii) They duly applied lor temporary aiiottmem.

a l l o t m e n t o f l a n d a t v il l a g e g h a r y a l a d is t r ic t

AMRITSAR.

f'O ).

Sardar

Bachan

Singh :

Will

the

hon.

Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state : —
(a) ti e names of the displaced land-owners of village Q la
Jiwan Singh, Tehsyl Lahore who have been allotted land
at village Gh ayala, Tehsii Patti, District Amritsar, under
the quasi-pei rrurnen t scheme ;
( i ) ‘the date when each <me of (hem applied for the
temporary allotment of land at vill .ge Gharyala referred
to above ;
(hi) th date when tin' temporary allotment was sanctioned
in each case ;
(iii) the total area alio1ted to each one of them temporarily ;
dv)<i e

total area actually crd th a te d

by each of t h a n

alter li e temporary allotment ;
(c) whether any of them was assessed rent of the and
temporarily allotted; if so, the total amount of rent paid
by each oi them upto 31st August PJ.n) ?
i he hon Sardar Ishar Singh Mu4hail :

Copy of memorandum No.

R R /2 4 M dated 7th O ctober 1950 Hor n the Deputy ( on missionor,
Amritsar to the Under secretary (PR) to Government Punjab. D e p a i t mt n t of Rehabilitation, Jullundur.
Subject :

Assembly Question No
Singh M . L. A.

609

(unsaved) aske I

by S

Bachan

Starred Questions and Answers

Reference

your

memorandum

No.
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4601/R, dated

the 29th

September, l (),5o.
(2) The reply is given below :—

1.

2.

Question (b)

Question (a)

Serial
No.

(i)
Shrimati Atma Devi widow
of Kanshi Ram Brahman.

(iii)

(iv)

Not a
Nil
temporary
allottee.

Nil

(h)

Nil

Balwin ler Singh son of
S. Rajinder Singh.

29-3-49

T3.

-do-

S. Jagjit Singh son
S. Rajinder Hngh.

4.

S. Jatinder Singh son of
S. Dhian Singh

5.

Dhian Singh
son
S. Fateh Singh

6.

S. Saroop Singh son of {
S. Kehai Singh.
j

29-3-49

Narinder Singh son of jj
S. Kehai Singh.

29-3-49

10

S. Labh Singh son of Buta 1
Ram Brahman.
J

Not a
temporary
allottee.

Nil

8.

of

■

Sardar

Sajjan

Singh :

7/49
Not
avail>|able

i'
In

7/49

Nil

22

acres
-do-

3.

7.

of

Question (c)

Rs. 12/14/-

Not
avail
able.

10

acres
*

o Rs. 9/11/co
Q
oS3
CO
Ui

Nil

Nil

i

reply

to

question

No.

60

in which I wanted to know the date on which those people applied for
temporary allotment of land, I was told that the papers were not
traceable. I want to know if temporary allotments of land are made
to any persons without their applying tor the same ?
Minister :

I shall reply to this question at the time of replying .

to another question on this subject later on.
*

ALLOTMENT OF LAND AT VILLAGE BOOH DISTRICT AMRITSAR.
*2818.

Sardar B achan Singh:

Will

the hon.

Minister

for_

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) the total evacuee area of land at village Booh, tehsil
district Amritsar, in standard acres ;

Patti,

Punjab Legislative Assembly
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[Sardar Bachan Singh]
(b)

(i) the number of the sitting allottees of this village and
the area to which'they were entitled

under

the quasi

permanent scheme ;
(ii, the area allotted to the allottees referred to in parr
(i)

above

under

the

quasi-permanent

(b)

allotment

scheme ;
(iii) whether

any of them were ousted

from

this village

together with the area they were entitled to under

the

quasi-permanent scheme and the reasons for their being
ousted ;
(c) (i) whether any of them were oide.ed

to be brought

back

if so, their number together with the- area they were
entitled to ;
(ii) whether the orders of Lirector-General Rehabilitation
referied to in part (c) (i) above were carried out ; if not,
the reasons therefor ;
(iii) whether it is proposed that all the disturbed

sitting'

allottees will be allotted lands in this vilh ge in the course
of reviews
provided
they had put in
their review
applications ;
(d* whether any groups of refugees from the villages of

the

Lahore tehsil were seltied in this village under orders cf
the Financial Commissioner, Rehabilitation under
the
quasi-permanent scheme ; if so, their number and the area
allotted to them ?

i
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
(a) The total evacuee area of

this village is 1313 standard

acres and \ unit.
(b) (i) There are 213 temporary allottees of this village.

The

collection of figures of their to al net allottable area will
not be commensurate with the labour and time involved.
(ii) An area of 582 st. acres and 5| units was allotted to 7-t
sitting allottees only.

(20) 11
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(iii) 139 temporary sitting allottees could not be accom m odat
ed in this village because their parcha claims were not
traceable at the time of allocation of this village. The
collection of figures of their total net allotable area will
not

be commensurate

with

the

labour and time

involved.
(cl (i) No orders dated 8th May, 1950 by Director General
Rehabilitation (Rural) for the restoration of any of these
tem porary allottees were received in Deputy Commis
sioners office and the record of Director General
Rehabilitation (R u ral’s) office also does not show the
despatch of any such orders dated 8th May, 1950,
(ii) Roes not arise.
(iii) Efforts u ill be made to accommodate all the disturbed
sitting allottees in this village in the course of review in
accordance with the instructions on the subject provided
they have put in review applications.
(d) Yes, a group of 29 allottees has been provided with 318
standard acres of evacuee land in this village.
Sardar S a jjin Singh : May I know whether in the contest th a t
is likely to ensue, the Government would prefer the sitting allottees or
the persons who were temporarily allotted land in th a t village?
M inister:

Decision

would be taken on

the

merits

of

the

cases.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :
ment.

The whole

I want to know whether

case is now

before the Govern

th e original allottees or the sitting

allottees would be preferred in the m atter of allotment now.
Minister :

Preference will be given to those who deserve it.

Sardar R? chan Singh : May I know if the Government recognises
the right of a
person
whose
part ha claim is once lost and then
found ?
Minister : The allotm< nt of a village cannot be withheld
simply because of the loss of parcha claims of a person. T h at has got

(20) 12
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[Minister for Rehabilitation]
to be completed. But if afterwards when the p.ircha claim is found,
it is found that land has been allotted to some undeserving person, be
is ousted and the land is allotted to the right person.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Supposing the parcha claim of a person
* A ’ is lost and then the land is allotted to somebody else, but after
wards the parcha claim o r the previous person is found, will he be
given preference over the person who has already been allotted
land ?
Minister : 1 cannot reply on the basis of suppositions.
would be taken on the merits of the cases of the two persons.

Decision

Sardar Bachan Singh :

It has been stated th a t 139 persons were
ousted from th at village because their pa rc h a claims had been lost.
May I know if this was the fault of the persons concerned or of the
departm ent ?
Minister : *The responsibility for the loss

of the parcha claims
can be ascertained after enquiring whether it was lost in the head
office or in the tehsil office. But I think the persons concerned are not
to blame for the loss of their parcha claims
Sardar Bachan Singh

May [ know whether the persons whose

parcha claims are lost are to blame for the loss or not ?
Min ister :

I have already replied to this question.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : I know what is the a ttitu d e of the
Government in the cases in which the Tehsildars, in order to allot the
land of a village to their relatives, misplaced all the parcha claims
pertaining to th at village ?
Minister ; If any case of this natures is brought to the notice of
the Government, the decision thereon would be taken on its merits.
Mehta Ranb£r Singh :

I'he lion. Minister has stated th a t the
responsibility for the loss of parcha claims can be ascertained after
enquiring whether it was lost in the head of lice or in the tehsii office.
May I know why the person concerned should be penalized lor the
loss of his parcha-claim ?

There is no question of penalizing the person
because he has to be given the land in any ease.

Minister ;
cerned

eon-

Starred Questions and Answers
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Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it in the knowledge of the hon. Minister

th a t Sardar Harbans Singh, Naib Tehsildar misplaced the parcha-claims
ofall the allottees of village Verka, in order to allot the whole of the
land to his own father ?
Minister :

This is not correct.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is it not a fact th a t the Director General

Rehabilitation, wrote to the Government th a t this Naib Tehsildar hnd
deliberately
village ?

misplaced the

parcha claims of all the allottees of th at

Minister : ••There was no question of the loss of parcha claims in
th a t case.
Is it not a fact
th at
the DirectorGeneral, R ural Rehabilitation, Mr. Kandhawa, wrote to Mr. Thapar
th a t Naib Tehsildar H arbans Singh had misplaced the'claims of all the
allottees of Verka in order to allot the land to his father ?
Shri Prabodh

Chandra :

Mini ster : The Gov* rnm entn has not received any complaint
regarding the loss of parcna claims against Sardar H arbans Singh.
ALLOTMENT OF LAND IN GARDEN COLONIES, IN AMRiTSAR
DISTRICT.

*2819.

Sardar Eachan

Singh :

Will

the hon.

Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) whether any landowners of the State have been allotted
. land in the Garden Colony area at P a tti and other places
in District Am ritsar; if so, their number together with the
to tal area allotted to them a t each place ;
(b) whether any lands in exchange thereof have been taken
from them ;
(c) whether any have been allotted any evacuee house at the
places of garden colonies referred to in part i a) above ;
if not, their number ;
(d)

whether any houses have been taken over from them in
exchange for the houses referred to in part
not, the reasons therefor ;

(c) above ; if
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(e) whether any basic principles for the exchange of land
and the houses of the persons referred to in part (a) above
with the evacuee property have been framed, if so, a copy
thereof may be laid on the Table?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Muj hall :

'

(a) Yes. Khankot. Two v ith an area of 10 S. A. 9-1/
P atti. Six with an area of 132 S. A. 3 Units.
(b

nits.

Yes. Possession has since been taken in respect of Patti
while at is being taken over in respect of Khankot.

(c) They are n ,t entitled to an v houses.

(d) Does not arise in view of (c) above.
(e) The Eas* Punjab allottees are required to; surrender an
equivalent area in lieu of the garden colony sites , allotted
to them.

They are, however, not entitled to the allotment

of houses.
An extract is placed on the l able.

E x tra ct from the Press Note, Date.i 31st January 1948.
The Scheme is open both for local peisons, refugees from West
Punjab, preference being given to the refugees who possessed gardens
in West Punjab. Every settler, who is allotted land in the garden
colony, will have to surrender to Government an equivalent area of
land of the same quality from his property. In the Case 'of refugee,
the area of land given in a garden colony would be deducted out of
the land to which he would be entitled when he is given land vacated
by muslims on a perm anent basis,

if the allottee i s va local man, he

will give up an area equivalent to the area given in the garden colony
out of his personal property.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is it a fact that houses have also been

allotted to such persm s it Patti and no h > i jjs have been taken
them in exchange ?

Iron;
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Minister :

It is not in my knowledge.

Sardar Bachan Singh : May I know why no possession o f land
has no far been taken by the Government from those persons whose
lands have been acquired on account of the fact that

they have

been

allotted land in Garden Colonies ?
Minister :

No such cases have come to our notice.

The r ^ s o n

for delay in taking possession may be pressure o f work.
Sardar

Bachan Singh :

Is

land revenue charged from

such

persons ?
Minister :

The question of land revenue does not arise.

Sardar Sachan Singh :

There are areas in which the Government

has allotted lands to certain
they continue to hold their
the advantag s ?

persons in the Garden Colonies while

other lands.

How can they have both

Minister : They cannot enjoy both advantages and if there are
some such cases they should be brought to the Governm ent’s notice
for consideration.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the Government

take any action

against those officers who have comm itted such irregularties ?
Minister :

[f such irregularities are proved

Government will

certainly take action.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

No other land has been given to those

displaced persons who have been given lands in the Garden Colonies ;
why is it that the local inhabitants continue to enjoy both the
advantages.
Minister :

R eply can be found in the extract.

ALLOTMENT OF LAND
*2820.

USUBURBAN

Sardar, Bachan Singh :

AREAS OF THE STATE.
Will the hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a)

(i)

whether

displaced landowners who

owned land in

Pakistan in rural areas are being allotted land in
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suburban area in the Punjab S ta te evacuee area ;
if so, under what provision of law ;
- (ii) the copy of the same be laid on the table ;
(i:i) the date of issue of such o rd e rs :
(b)

(i

whether a displaced landowner who was owning land
in rural area in Pakistan will be considered tor
allotment of land in a suburban area on the ground
th a t he holds a g dlantary a ward ; if so, -under what
rules ;

(ii) the copy of (he rules referred to in p a rt (b) (i)
above be laid on the Table ;
(iii) the date of issue of these rules ;
(c) whether a displaced political sufferer k given the same
concessions which are allowed to the gallantary award
holders and the soldiers fighting on Kashmir front in the
allotment of lands ;
(d) (i) whether the displaced soldiers fighting oi. the KiiTinvr
front are considered for allotment of land in the suburban
area in l.eu of the area ihey were holding in the rural
sections of Pakistain ; it so, under w hat rules ;
(ii) the copy of the rules be laid on the table ?
The ton . Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :

(a) (i) According to the departmental instructions suburban
area is to be allotted to a suburban claimant. After

'

meeting the demands of the suburban claimants, the
balance of the area in the suburban villages is to be
allotted to claimants ol rural area after irnp>sition
of a fixed premium in ac ordan.ee with departm ental
instructions contained in (R-45).
(ii) A copy of the instructions is placed on the Table.

(iii ) 29th Julv 19-19.

v
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lb )

(i) Yes, under instruction R -45 referred to in (a) (i) above.
(ii) A copy of the instructions is placed on the Table.
(iii) 29th July 1949.

(c) No.
(d) (i) Each case is consideied on its merits.
(ii) In view of (a) above, it does not arise.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The list contains two

names-General

Tara Singh and Brigadier Manak S h a h .' May I know the rules
according to which allotment has been made to them ?
M inister:

I

am sorry the

hon,

Member is not

asking a

supplementary on this question.

ALLOTMENT OF LAND IN VILLAGE GUMTALA
AMRITSAR.

*2821.

Sardar Bachan

Singh :

DISTRICT

W ill the hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state : —
(a) whether the

allotment of village Gum tala, tehsil

and

district Amritsar has been completed ;
(b)

the list of persons to whom the lands have been allotted
in this village under the quasi-permanent allotment scheme
till now with the following particulars :—
x(i) names of the allottees ;
(ii) area of land allotted to each of them ;
•~v
(iii) whether they were owning lands in suburban or
rural areas in Pakistan ;
(iv)

the reasons for allotting them lands in this suburban
.village ;

(v) the date when the allotment in each case

was

* sanctioned ;
(c)

whether any

persons

village under

the

who were allotted lands in this

quasi-permanent

scheme' have been
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again,

disturbed

; if

so, their list together with the

following particulars;
(1) their names ;
(2) the area allotted to each of them ;
(3) the d te of allotment ;
,

(4) the date of cancellation ;
(5)

the reasons of cancellation in each case ;

f6) whether they were holding land in urban, suburban or
rural areas in Pakistan ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:
(a) No.
(b ) , 0)
(ii,
,
;-

,

1
!
I

-

'

(iii)

L is t ‘ A ’ is placed on the T able.t
I ;
(iv ) |
I

„(v) J
(c)

Allotment of only one man was subsequently cancelled
because he was not found to be entitled to

the allotment

made in his favour.
(1) S. Sukhdev Singh.

I

(2/ Only 14 units.
, , ,

(3,

30th March 195(1

(4) 9th October 1950.
(5) It was found that he was not entitled to any suburban
area.
(6) Urban.
•f Kept in the Library.

•
•
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Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know the rule according to which
land has been awarded to persons, belonging to the rural areas in
Pakistan, in the suburban area here ?
Minister :

I have already replied to that question.

Sardar SaJJan Singh :
How is it that land has been allotted to
persons, serving in Kashmir without any regard bd n g paid to the rules ?
Minister:

I don’ t wish to add to my previous reply.

Sardar SaJJan Singh: Is there any rule according to which land can
be allotted to such persons, as a gallantary award, in suburban area9 ?
Minister :

There is no special rule for such persons.
/.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

If there is no such rule, is the Government

prepared to cancel such allotments ?

v

M inister:

:„

I have only said there is no 'special' rule for them.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know what

other rules exist for

giving them this concession ?
Minister : I am sorry the hon. Member does not understand the
difference between 'gallantry awards' and 'defence services’ .
Sardar
difference?

Sajjan

Minister :

Singh :

Can the hon.

Minister explain the

This is not the place to do so

Sardar Sajjan Singh :
of Rehabilitation.

I received a letter from the Department

It runs as follows :

Please refer to your letter No. 1217 dated 1st September 19SO to the late
Dr. Lehna Singh H. M. K. R. regarding allotment at village
Gumtala, Tehsil Amritsar.
The case of allotment of land to Major General Tara Singh and
Brigadier Manak Shah in the suburban area of village Gumtala wai
placed before the Emergency Committee of the Cabinet sometime ago
t and it was decided that these two persons who had distinguished
service in the Army to their credit be allowea to receive allotment
there. In this respect this is not a solitary instance Quite a number
of persons who were entitled to gallantary awards have been given
allotments in the suburban area of Ferozepur where considerable
surplus area is available.
:
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Will the hon. Minister kindly tell us whether the decision of
the Cabinet, referred to in the letter which I xhave quoted just now,
was taken in accordance with a certain rule or law ?
Minister : I may tell the hon. Member that the decision of the
Cabinet on a certain matter c irries in itself the force of law. So nu
question of any rule or law arises.

ALLOTTMENT OP LAND IN VILLAGE POHUWIND, TEHSIL PATTI.
*2822.

Sardar

Bachan

Singh :

Will

the

hon. Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state : —
(a) whether the allotment of village Pohuwind, tehsil Patti,
has been completed ; if so, the list of the allottees together
wPh the following particulars :—
(1) the total evacuee area in the village ;
(2) the names of the allottees ;
(3) the area of land to which each of them was entitled ;
^4) the area allotted to each one o f them ;
(5)

the place where they have been allotted their surplus,
if a n y ;

(6) whether the allottee owned any land in the place
v referred to in part (a) (5) above ;
(7 ) v whether they were local colonists ; if so, the land
each one of them owned in this village ;
(8)
(b)

whether any of them was a sitting allottee ;

(i) whether any sitting allottees who were also local
colonists were ousted from this village during the
quasi-permanent allotment scheme ; if so, the reasons
therefor in each case ;

%

(ii) the area of land each one of them was owning
own village ;

in his
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(c) whether any of the persons referred to «in p a rt (b) (i)
above made representation to the Financial Commissioner,
Rehabilitation and the Director General Rehabilitation,
about his case ; if so, the decision arrived
m ent in the m atter ?

at by Govern

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :

(a) Yes.

A list is placed on the Table.f

(1) 80 standard acres and 6 units.
(2) A list is placed

on the Tfible.f

(3) A list is placed

on the T able.f

(4) A list is placed

on the Table.!

(5) A list is placed

on the T a b le .|

(6) Yes.

S. G urbux Singh mentioned at S. No, 1 of the

list placed on the Table owned 17 acres in village
Virum only b u t he possessed no property in village
Narla. Information relating to Ferozepur District
is not available.
(7) All

the

allottees are local colonists and held the

follow ing land in this village.
(i) S. Gurbux Singh.

147 acres.

(ii) S Balwant Singh.

5 acres.

(iii) S. Thakar Singh.

5 acres.

(iv) S. Sadhu Singh.

5 acres.

(8) Yes. S. Thakar Singh and S. Sadhu Singh are sitting
allottees. S. Balwant Singh is their real brother,
while S. Guibux Singh was co-sharer in the evacuee
land.
fb)

(i) Yes. The following local colonists and
sitting
allottees were ousted from this village during the
quasi-permanent allotment scheme in
order to
accommodate S. Gurbux Singh, a bigger allottee,

fK ep t in the Library

i
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because he had a joint Khata with the Muslims who
had since migrated to Pakistan and as such had
preference over others :
S. Mangal Singh.
S. I.a< hhman Singh.
S. Lehna Singh.
S. Mangal Singl).
S. Lachhman Singh*
S. Lsehna Singh.

5 acres
5 acres.
Nil.
(c) Unless lull particulars of the representation are specified,
it is not possible io locate if any representation had at all
been made eicher to the Financial Commissionei, Relief
and Rehabilitation or Director General, Rehabilitation
(Rural). The case will be decided by Deputy
Commissioner, Amritsar, in review.
(ii)

Sardar Sajjan Singh : Will the lion. Minister he prepared to
take action against the officer of the department, who has given
wiong information that the representation is not forthcoming,
because I can produce acknowledgment receiptsindicating that the
representation was received by the Department ?
Minister : I have not denied the receipt, of the representation
concerned. What I have said is that “ unless full particulars oi the
representation are specified, it is not possible to locate it.” It tins
is done, then Government wiU see its way to take action in the
matter.
#
: Since it can be proved that the file on
the subject contains the represenation concerned, may i k ow what
action does tiie non Minister propose to take against the official
responsible for providing this reply without studying the file ?
Sardar Sajjan Singh

Minister : I may assure tire hon. Member that I would not
have given this reply if the representation concerned could have been
located. Then the reply would have been different.
: May 1 know whether any lear
instruction exists to decide the case m lavour of a bigger allottee
Sardar Bachan Singh

Starred Questions and Answers
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where smaller allottees in th at land are also interested ? II not, w hat
action does the Government propose to take with a view to
administering justice to the smaller allottees ?
Minister :

No injustice was done to the small r allottees, as the
bigger allot tee had a joint khata with the Muslims who had since
migrated to Pakistan and as such had preference over others in the
allotment of th at evacuee land.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister kindly tell us

whether in the opinion of the Government a smaller allottee will have
preference over a bigger allottee, with joint khata in the evacuee land,
or the latter over the former ?
\

An allottee with a joint k h ata in an evacuee land will
have preference over others.
Minister:

Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :

May 1 know whether it is the
declared policy of the Government th a t any refugee allottee who has
any interest or joint khata in a Muslim evacuee land, will be given
preference over other allottees in the m atter of allotment of th at land ?
Minister : If he holds a joint khata in th at evacuee land, he
certainly be given preference over others.

wih

Sardar Gurbachan Singh Bajwa :

May I know whether an ow m r
of a land, who had Muslim occupancy tenants, will be given
preference in getting that land over other allottees ?
Minister : On the face of it, he should leceive preference, but
I require notice for providing accurate information on the point.
Sardar Sajjan Singh

:

May I know whether Government has

framed any rule that a bigger allottee with a joint k h a ta should be
given preference over smaller allottees ? If so, will he kindly read out
that rule ?
Minister; I assure the lion. Member th at tnis allotment of land
was made to the bigger allottee with a joint kh ata according to rules.
I am-sorry I have not got th a t rule in my possession at present,
otherwise I would have read it out to him.
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ALLOTMENT OF LAND IN VILLAGE SAHARI HARDO.

*2825. Sardar Bachan Singh :
ilitation be pleased to s t a t e : —

Will the bon. Minister for R e h ab 

(a)

1he grade in which village Sahari Hardo of tehsil Ka^ur,
district Lahore has been placed uy the Government for
rehabilitation purposes ;

lb)

(i) the total area of each kind of land in this village in
the Autar and the H ithar sections respectively ;
(ii) the total land r e v e n u e asses>ed in each of the sections
referred to above ;
(iii' the valuation of land in each of the sections referred
to above for gradation and allotment puj poses
respectively ;

(c) whether A utar area <>f this village can be put in grade I
according to the valuation o* the lands ;
(dj

(it whether S. Sajjan Singh, M. L. A.
representation bj' 237 heads of the
families of this village vide Ids letter no.
26th August 195') (Registered) which was
the Hon. Minister for Rehablitation on
1950 vide postal acknowledgement.

forwarded a
land owning
H81 dated
received by
28th August

(ii) whether in this representation t i e owners of the
village expressed their willingness to forsake their
rights in their lands in the H a th ar Section provided
their village was tieated as 1st Grade village for
allotment purposes ; if so, the decision, if any, arrived
at by the Government in the m atter ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :

(a) Village Hardo Sahaii in tehsil Kasur,
has been placed in grade II.
(b)

district Lahore,

(i) Annexure 1 shows details of the area of each kind of
soil in this village in its Majha and H ithar portions.
(ii) Rs 7,56:? 3/- have been as-es.-ed as land revenue on
Majha portion and Rs. 1,827; l3/-on H ithar portion
respectively.

k '
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(iii) Single

valuation

rates

of
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various

kinds of soil

applicable to both the sections o f the village are :—
Chahi

—

-

-/12 /-

Chahi nehri

-------- /1 3/-

Nehri non-perennial

—

-W -

Nehri perennial

-

l/l/-

Barani

—

-/5 /-

Sailab

-

‘ /&h

( c ) In such large scale operations gradation was possible on
whole village basis and not according to any sub-divisions
of villages or according to individual assamis

The whole

o f the B et Bangar assessment circle in which this village
is situated, has been placed in grade II. A ccording to
the standing instructions, a section o f the village cann ot
be put in grade I.
(d )

(i) Yes.

(ii) No charge can be made in the grade of a section of
this village on the grounds given in the representation.
CLAIM

FOR ALLOTMENT OF

LANDOWNERS FROM

*2832.

Sardar

OF DISPLACED

bahaw alpur

Singh :

Bachan

LAND

Will the

s t /Ct e .

hon.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state : —
(a)

whether instructions were issued by the Director General
Rehabilitation to the District Resettlement Officers on
8th August 1948 or 8th August 1949 to the effect that
displaced land-owners from Bahawalpur s tate and from
areoS

declared

B

Grade for allotment purposes were

entitled to allotment of Lnd in their own villages even if
^

lands there were of A Grade; if so, the copy of these
instructions be laid on the Table ;
(b)

whether these inst unions were acted upon in any village*
of Tarn Taran Tehsil; if so, the li&t of such villages ;

(c) (i> whether any local colonists sitting allottees of village
Palasaur, tehsil Tarn Taran who weie holding lands in
B Grade villages were allotted lin d s in their own villages
according to these instructions; if so, their number and
the area they were allotted ;
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(ii) whether some of the local colonists sitting allottees of
B Grade villages were ousted from this village during
_ the quasi-permanent allotment scheme ; if so, their
number and the area they were entitled to ;
(iiii the reasons for their being ousted in each case ;
(d) whether allotment orders of any of the persons referred to
x in part (c) (i) above have been canc lied recently; if so,
their number and tlie reasons therefor in each case ;
•

(e) (i) the total evacuee area in the village referred to in
part (c) (i) above which has been declared suburban and
rural for allotment purposes respectively ;
(ii) whether any area la s been allotted to displaced land
owners who were holding lands in suburban localises of
Pakistan; their number and the total area, allotted to
them and the names of the localities in Pakistan where
they were owning their lands ;
(hi) whether any area lias been allotted to displaced land
. owners in suburban section who were owning land in A
Grade villages; it so, their number and the total area
allotted to them ;
(iv) whether any A Grade sitting allottees were ousted from
this village during the quasi-permanent allotment; if so,
the reasons theiefor;
(t) ( i ) whether any displaced persons from villages in the
Lahore Tehsil have been allotted lands in this village
though it was not their area of allocation; u bot their
number and the area allotted to them ;
(ii) the reasons for this allotment ?
The hon.

Sai’dar Ishar Singh M ujhail:

(a) Yes, on 17th August i 949.
Annexuro

“ c\” ,

A copy of the instructions,

is placed on the [Table. (These instructions,

however, do not apply to 1 Grade sub-urban villages iu
which suburban claimants have piior claim over all
others.)
■
’[ K e p t in the Libr ary.
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(b)

Yes, in village
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Palasaur and Kadgil, Tahsil Tarn Taran,

District Amritsar.
(c) (i) Yes.

Eighteen

persons were allotted 222 S. A. and

15J units.
%

(ii) 17 local colonists sitting allottees of ‘B* Grade villages
were ousted from this village during the quasi-permanenfc
allotment scheme.
(iii) Thev had obtained double allotment in Hissar District
and had gone.there according to their own choice.
(d) Yes. Allotments of nine persons with an area of 89 S. A. 1 4 f
units who were B Grace land owners of other villages were
cancelled.
(e) (i) The entire evacuee area o f the village is 1510 S. A.
this 413

S. A

Of

12 Units has been declared as ' ‘ Suburban”

and 109 S. A. 4 Units as “ Non-suburban” .
(ii) Yes. Twenty-one persons who were owning land in
Pakistan have been allotted 440 S. A. 3 units vide
Aimexure “ B ” placed on the T able.f
(iii) Yes. 150 persons with an area of 1295 S. A. and 6| units.
(iv) Yes.
Because of their being either bigger allottees or
for holding temporary allotment in Hissar District.
(f) (i Yes.

Two persons with an area of 8 S. A. 9| units.

(ii) One of them being a local colonist a n d ‘ sitting allottee
while the other being colonist of Tarn Taran proper and
sitting allotted of this village.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : J n view of the instructions contained in
part 2 of the Aimexuie “ A ” to the effect that similar concessions will
be extended to colonists in grade II may I know as to why the iScal
coloyists of the villages Palasaur and Kadgil Tehsil Tarn Taran were
ousted during the cpaasi-permenafit allotment scheme?
Minister : They were not ousted but they went according to their
own choice. Their previous allotments have been cancelled.
fK ept in the Library.
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May I know if the allotments of those

colonists have also been cancelled who did not go there according to
their own choice.

Is the Government going

to consider the cases of

those who have not gone there of their own accord ?
\

Minister :
Government is prepared to consider their cases
subject to the condition that they have not so far made their choice.
ALLOTMENT OF LAND AT VILLAGE GHARYALA, DISTRICT
AMRITSAR.
*2837

Sardar

Bachan Singh:

Will

the hon.

%

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to State : —
(a;

whether S. Sajjan Singh M. L A. submitted a complaint
to him vide his letter Mo. 1 ?84 dated 10-9*1959 (Registered)
which was received in the office of the hon

Minister for

Rehabilitation on or about 12-9-1950;—
(b)

whether

in this

omplaint,

S. Sajjan Singh

M L. A.

levelled charges against a responsible Rel.abilitati'ui Officer
of having broken “ radeef” of the khasra number, of village
Gharyala, District Amritsar while alloting la id to himself
and his family members under the quasi-permanent
scheme;
c)

if the answers to parts (aj and .b) above be in the affir
mative whether any enquiry was made; if so, the result
thereof ?

The hon Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail :
i a)

Yes.

t>)

Yes.

(c)

Oil enquiry the allotments have been found to have been
made in accordance with the standing instructions. How
ever, th se al.otments are subject to the decisions on
applications for review.
EVACUEE HOUSES IN RURAL AREAS.

*294?0. Chaudhri Sundar Singh:
Reh bilitation be pleased to state :—
(a)

Will the hon. Minister

for

the numbers separately of houses ol the landless evacuees
and the landowner evacuees in the rural areas of the
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dibtricts of Gurdaspur, Amritsar, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur
dist rict-wise;
(b)

the number of the allottees of the land and number of
the landless refugees in the villages in the above mentioned,
district* wise;

(c)

the number of the landless refugees to whom no house
or open plot ha<* been allotted district-wise in each of the
districts referred to above ?

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail.
(a), (b) & (c) The required inform ition is given in the state
ment which is placed on the Table, f
Chaudhri Sundat S in gh :

Is it the intention of

the Government

to allot the houses of landless Muslim evacuees, which are at present
occup:ed by the landholders, to those landless displaced

persons who

are without any shelter ?
Minister:

Yes.

Master Gurbanta Sin:h : In view of the reply of the hon.Minister
in the affirmative, may I know how these houses would be allotted
to landless displaced persons particularly the Harijans ?
Minister : Houses would be allotted to them if and when Govern
ment will come to know that they have net been allotted any houses
so far or in other words if they are without any shelter.
Master Gurbanta Singh : Is the hon. Minister aw are of the fact
that they have already informed the Deputy Commissioners that they
have not been allotted any houses so far.

Has the Government devised

any other way to allot houses to them ?
M inister: I cannot say whether or not they have informed the
Deputy Commissioners about their not having been allotted any houses.
Again I cannot say whether they informed the Deputy Commissioners
verbally or in writing. However, if the hon. Member brings any such
cases to my notice. I shall certainly consider them.
Sardar Dalip Singh Kang :
to oust those Harijans who
zamindars ?
fK e p t in the Library

Is it ths intention of the Government

have forcibly occupied the houses o f
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Government will surely oust those who are not entitled

to such houses
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

Is the Government aware of the fact,

that so long as the landless disptaced persons are not allotted houses
they are not given any grants what oever, if so, is it a fact that many
Harijans of District Gurdaspur who have not been allotted houses,
have not been given any grants by the Government ?
Deputy Speaker :

This question does not arise out of the answ( r

given by the Government.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

May I know whether the landless dis

placed persons who have not been allotted any houses are given any
grants ?
' .

Minister :

' v•
The question of the allotment of

houses lias nothing

to do with the question relating to the grants.
Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

Is it a fact that grants are not made

to those displaced peisons who have not been allotted-any houses ?
Minister :

I cannot sav th <t.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

Is the lion. Minister aware of the fact

that the landless displaced persons of village Gadhla*

whom

hous s

have not been allotted have not been given any grants ?
Minister :

I cannot sav that off-hand.

Shii Prahodh Chandra :

Is it the policy of the Government

allot Hit.- houses of landless evacuees in the villages to

to

the displaced

zamindars or landless displaced peisons ?
Minister:

It is the policy of the Government to allot evacuee

houses to landless displaced persons.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Is the lion, A inister aware of the fact

that in spite of the policy of the Governm nt as referred to by him,
thousands of landless displaced Harijans have not been allotted evacuee
houses in the rural aieas of the districts oi Jullundur, Ludhiana and
Gurdaspur ?
M inister:

I have no knowledge about it.

1
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Sbrimati Sita Devi:
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In view of the reply of the hon. Minister

that he would be prepared to consider the cases of those landless
displaced Harijans who have not been allotted any houses, is it the
intention of the hon. Minister that those Harijans whose applications
have not been favourably considered by the Deputy Commissioners
should institute appeals to him for favourable consideration ?
Minister: If they have not been allotted any houses even after
submitting applications to the Deput) Commissioners then there must
have been some reasons behind it.
Shrimati Sita Davi : Is the Iron. Minister prepared to hear the
appeals of those landless displaced persons .whose cases are quite
genuine and who have not still been allotted houses by the Deputy
Commissioners in «pite of their oft-repeated requests both verbally
and in writing ?
Minister: I have already stated that there must have been
some rerasons for which the Deputy Commissioners may not have
considered their cases favourably.
ALLOTMENT OF EVACUEE HOUSES.
♦2441. Chaudhri Sundar Singh :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state
-

Will

the hon

Minister for
0

(a)

the number of evacuee houses belonging to landless owners
in villages of Gadaryan, Rampur, Nabipur, in tehsil
Gurdaspur and Taragarh and Daulatpui in tehsil Pathankot separately;
*

(b)

the number of the landless refugees and allottees of land
in each of the villages mentioned in part (a) above separa
tely together with tlv respective number of those who have
not so far been given possession of any houses;

(c)

whether it is a fact that the allottees of land have taken
possession of the landless evacuee houses ('in the afore
said villages while the landless refugees in these villages
have not been given their possession ?

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail:
(a)

A list giving the necessary information is placed on the
Table, f

tK ept in the Library.
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(b )

The information is given in the list mentioned at above.

(c)

No.

AMOUNT OF MONEY DISTRIBUTED AS LOANS AND GRANTS.
*2942.

Chaudhri Sundar

Singh:

W ill the hon.

Minister

for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—
(a)

the total

amount of money distributed

amongst

the

refugees settled in the rural and urban areas of the State
district-wise from 1st April, 1950, to 1st March, 1951, *s
loans and grants;
(b)

the amount o f money distributed amongst the members
o f the scheduled castes district-wise out of the whole sum
distributed as f ans and grants
tioned in part (a) above ?

to the refugees as men

The hon Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh ail:
(a)

*i) Rural Loan*.

A sum of Rs 88,43,923 has been distri

buted from I t April

1950, to 15th February

as rural loans and grants to allottees who
given quasi permanent allotment of land.

had

1951,
been

District-

wise figures are given in column 3 of the annexuref
Figures up to the 1st March

.951, are not available

hence the figures up to J5th Februa y 1951 are given.
(ii) Urban Leans. A sum of Rs: 13,52,392 bus teen sanc
tioned as urban loans under the East Punjab
Refugees Rehabilitation (Loans and Grants) Act
1948. A district-wise statement showing the total
amounts sanctioned to displaced pejsens and to
been scheduled castes is attachedt. As for urban grants
no amount has been sanctioned as no provision for the *
same exists during the current financial year.
(b)

(i) Rural Loans.

A sum o f Rs 1,41,593 out of the amount

of Rs. 88,43,923 was given to Harijans who had receiv
ed quasi-permanent allotment, of land.

District-wise

figures are given in column 4 of the attached state
ment.
fK ep t in the Library.
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(ii) Urban Loans.

A sum of Us. 23,330 out of Hie total

amount of Rs. 13,52,392 was sanctioned to the schedu
led castes
District-wise figures are given in column
d of the statement attached.!
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The hon. Minister has stated in his reply

that out of the sum of Rs. 13,52,392, sanctioned

as urban loans, the

sum of Rs. 23,350 only was sanctioned to scheduled castes. May I know
what is the percentage of Harijans among the refugees ?
Minister :

I require notice to answer this question.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : May I know the reason for giving
1.6 par cent loans to the Harijans when their number is very large ?
M inister: Grants or loans are advanced to deserving persons
and not in accordance with any ratio. I can’ t say that the ratio as
given by the hon. Member is right or wrong.
Shri Prabodh Chandra:

The Government has

sanctioned

the

sum of Rs. 88 lakhs for rural areas. Is the Government aware of the
fact that this loan is ordinarily not given unless 10 per cent of it is
given to the N.-db Tehsildar, Qanungo or Patwari ?
Minister :

If the hon. Member can say this

with his personal

experience then I can make enquiry, other-wise it is wrong.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

May I know the reasons why a meagre

sum has been sanctioned for Harijans ?

Is it because of the fact that

they are riot deserving or otherwise influential?
Minister: This loan has been given according to the area of
land allotted to them. Considered from this point of view I think the
loan is not

meagre.

ALLOTMENT OF HOUSES IN DISTRICT GURDASPUR.
*2950.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh:

Will

the hon.

Minister for

Rehabilitation be pleased to state:(a)

the number of landless refugees ejected from their houses
in the villages of District Gurdaspur from 1st October,

1050 up to this time;
/
(b) the number of such persons who have not been given any
alternative shelter;
tK ept in the Library.
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the number of landless evacuee houses that have been
allotted to the landowner refugees in the villages of District
Gurdaspur ?

The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail.
(a)

403.

(b)

Nil.

(c)

95.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

The hon. Minister had stated in reply

to a question that it is the policy of the Government to allot and less
evacuee houses to landless refugees. Is the Government aware that
about 400 such refugees weie ejected from the houses occupied by
them; if so, the reasons therefor ?
Minister :
question.

The question

does not arise out of the original

There is no landless refugee who has been ejected from

any

landless evacuee house.
TACCAVI LOANS GIVEN BY GOVERNMENT.
*298l. Master Gurbanta Singh :
Rehabilitation be p eased to state :—
(a)

Will the

hon. Minister for

the amount of taccavi and grants given by G o v e r n m e n t
in Jullundur, Hoshiarpur, Amritsar, Gurdaspur,

1

udhiana

and Forozepur districts since April, 1950;
(b) The amount of taccavi and grants given to Harijans in
each district out of the sum mentioned in part (a) abo\e .J
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh Mujhail ;
(a)

The following amounts have

been advanced as

loans and grants in the rural are.is of the

taccavi

following six

districts from 1st April 1950 to 15th February 1951: —
SI. No.

Name of District.

Sum

advanced

as loans &
grants district-wise.
Rs.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jullundur.
Ludhiana.
Hoshiarpur.
Ferozepore.
Amritsar.
Gurdaspur.
Total :

09 , 24,480

St;u i t'd Guest ions and Answers
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No urban gran Is Were disbursed alter 1st Apiil 1950.
(Id Out of the sum of Rs. 69,24,480, the following amounts
were given to Harijans as tacoavi loans and grants in
each of these six districts :—
Rs.
1

Juliundur.

5^,775

2.

Ludhiana.

29,795

>.

Hoshiarpur.

Nil

4.

Ferozepore.

18,654

f>.

Amritsar.

12,355

6.

Gurdaspur.

*

1,1 00
1,17.679

Total :

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

May I know the reasons for giving

only Rs. 1100/- to Harijans bv wav of taccavi and grants ?
Minister :

i regret that I cannot give a reply to this question.

ALLOTMENT OF HOUSES TO HARIJAN REFUGEES IN
THE RURAL AREAS OF JULLUNDUR DISTRICT.
*298 L Master Curbanta Singh :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state —
'

Wiil the honT Minister for

(a) the number of houses so far allotted to Harijan refugees
in the rural areas of Juliundur District ;
(b) the number of houses from which Harijan refugees have
been ejected ;
(c) the number of houses previously occupied by

Harijan

refugees, which have now been allotted to others ;
(d)

♦

the number of Harijan families occupying Muslim evacuee
houses in rural areas who have not been allotted the«t
houses so far ;

(e) the number of houses belonging to Muslim ‘ Ramins’ from
wh ch Harijans have either been ejected or are going ' to be
ejected ?
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The hon Sardar Ishar Singh M ujh ail:
(a)

5330.

(b)
(e)
(d'i
(e)

430.
519.
NIL.
27.

•

Master Gurbanta Singh :

May I know whether the houses from
which the Harijans have been ejected will be re-allotted to them ?
Minister :

I have already replied to this question.

GROW MORE FOOD STAFF EMPLOYED IN ROHTAK DISTRICT.

*2626. Chaudhri Badlu Ram
Education be p'eased to s t a te : —

:

Will

the hon. Minister for

(<•>) the n .mber and details of the staff appointed in connection
with the- Grow More Food Campaign in the Rohtak
district ;
(b)

the salary drawn by each member of the staff ;

(cj the amount of work done by the staff during the year 195051?
' '
^
The hon. Thakur Panchaxn Ciiand :

The reply is laid on the Table.
(a) & (b) The number and datails of the stall appointed in
connection with the 'Grow More Food’ campaign
are given below
Sr. No.

Designation.

Pay including allowances P.tn.

1. Naib Tahsild; .r Grow More Food Rohtak
-do2.
-do*
Gohana
-do-.
3. • -dojhajjai;
1
4.
-do
^Ol.Cpil \
■ >•
5. Grow More Food Assistant Rolitak
0. Moharrir to Naib Tahsildar Gruw More ! ood Rohtak
7.
-do-doGohana
-do-'
-doJh a jja r
8.
-do-do9.
-do-doSonepat
-do
_ 10. 4 peons i. e. one peon attached to each Naib Tehsildar.
Grow More Food in each Tehsil
Salaiy drawn by the above staff including
alloWances from 1st April 1950 to* 31st January 1951
Two drivers, one attached to jeep No. t>8i)
& the other to No. 688 at Es. 95/ p. m. each)
;c

252 18/247/8,262 8/242/8/185/-/105/-/100/-/04/-/-

10ft/-/-

196/-/-

other travelling
Rs. 18 866P
Rs. 190/-

Salary dr wn from 1st April 1950 to 31st J a n u a ry 1951 Rs. 1900/-
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STAFF FOR DOMESTICATION OF WILD CATTLE.
One Campaign Organiser at Rs. 400/- p. ni
One Overseer

at Rs. 200/- p. m.

One v e t e r i n a i y Asstt.
surgeon

at Rs. ISO/- p. m.

One Accountant-cum -typist at Rs. 85/- p. in.
Seven cattle catchers at Rs. 75/- p. m. each.
One peon

at Rs. 20/- p. m.

Salary including other allowances & other T.
above staff .from 1st April

195

to 31st January

(c) The amount of work done by

A. drawn bv the

1951

Rs.363v.yi5/;

the staff during the year

1950-51.

SPECIAL LEGISLATIONS.
7. Well Sinking Scheme.
Number of wells i lotted in 1948-49, 49-50 & 59-51 js as'under
1948 49
1949-50
Total
1950-51
Numb-r of wells allotted
164
482
178
140
Number of wells completed 161

111

40

312

Under construction

67

100

170

3

•

2 Seed & Seedling Act.
10 villages have been notified under this Act and an area of about
5806 acres has been put under pure wheat C 591 in all these villages.
3 Conservation of Many re Act.
Whole of the district has been notified under this Act and the work
of digging modern manure pits is being carried out on cent per cent
basis. Up till now 3,54,?36 pits have been duly dug and 35,436 pits
have been repaired.
4. Insect pe ts and Diseases and Obnoxious Weeds A rt.
(a) The work of pohli eradication was taken in hand and'an area
of 39,503 acres of land has been cleared of this weed in this district.
(b) Domestication of wild cows.
246 wild cows were captured and disposed of by the Cattle
Campaign Organi/.er after domestication.
5. Utilization and Reclamati<>n ofnaste land
17,385 acres or culturable waste land were reclaimed & brought
under cultivation.
6. Plantation of trees.
l,lh ,2 8i trees were planted in connection
of Van MahanUay.

with the celebration

•
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7. Model Farms.
A target to convert 10 per cent of the totai villages of the
district into model farms has been fixed and upto this time 35 model
farms have been ccmpleted and the iest will be done so after the
harvesting of the present crop.

BRAYNE MEO HIGH SCHOOL, DISTRICT GURGAON.
*2524. Sardar Bachan Singh :
Education be pleased to state :—

W ill

the

hon.

Minister

for

(a) whether the teachers of Brayne Meo High School, Nuh
Distirict Gurgaon struck wcrk during the last quarter of
I9o0 ; if so, the reasons tlierefor ;
{b) (i) whether this strike still continues or has been
ofT ; if so, when ;

called

(ii) whether any information about the contemplated strike
was received by the dist ict authorities of Gurgaon or
the Government ; if so, the date thereof ;
x

(c) (i) whether any reports about the financial affairs of the
school was received by him from S. Sajjan Singh
Margindpuri, M. L. A., vide his letters No. 896 dated,
2nd July 195D (Registered) and No. 1565, dated 30th
October 1950 (Registered) ; if so, the copies of the
letters be laid on the table ;
(ii) wherher any enquiry was made by the Government in
view of the facts contained in these letters ; if so, with
what result ;
(iii> the action, if any, so far taken
the matter ;

by the Government in

(d) (i) whether any grant in-aid was awarded to this school
by the Government during the period 15tn August 1947
to 31st August 195') ; it so, the amount thereof ; if not,
the reasons therefor ;
+
• Mi ) whether

the managing committee o i 't h e .school was
allowed to operate upon the banking accounts of the
school with the co-operative Bank, Gurgaon before 31st
January 1951 ; if so, when ;

(iii) the extent to which this committee was allowed to
withdraw the money from the said bank ; if not, the
reasons therefor ;
(e) the total amount given by the Government as grant-in-aid
to each of the aided High Schools in the Ambala Division
between 15th August 19 47 and 31st July 1951 ?
The lion. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a) The teachers of the Brayne Meo High School, Nuh struck
work from 5th December 1950 to 19th December 1950, as
they were not paid their salaries for the last 14 months.
(b* (i) The strike was called off on 20th December 1950.

Starred Questions and Answers

(ii) Yes.

A
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notice was sent to the Depu y

om i i-signer

Gurgaon, on 9th September 1950.
(c) (i) The said letfers do not appear

to have been received.

Getter No 897, dated 2nd July

1950 from S. Sajjan

Singh, M. L. A. was, however, received last year, a o m y
of which is laid on the Table. J
(ii) S. Sajjan Singh, M. L. A., was apprised of the position
that the Inspector of Schools, Arab da, had been
directed to contact the Deputy ( ommissioner, Gurgeon,
with a view to having the Managing Comma Ov
reconstituted so that the grant of the school may be
released.
(iii) The Managing Committee of the School has since been
approved by the Government.
(d) (i) No grant was sanctioned to the school during the
period from 15th August 1947 to 31st August 19.-0, as
the Managing Committee of the School had not
reconstituted and approved by the Government

been

(ii) No.
(iii) As owing to partition, the amount at the credit of
the school in the Co-operative Bank Gu-gaon was
shown as payable to Punjab (Pakistan) in the tentative
bal.inee sheet the Committee could not withdraw any
amount o* that even if permitted to operate the ac ount.
(e)

A statement giving the required information is laid on
the Table.!

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

M iy 1 know why the Managing C >u mtteo

of the school was not reconstituted and approved by the Government
and also reasons for not sanctioning the grant ?
Minister

The grant could not be sanctioned.

The Government

has sanctioned the-sum of Rs. 3,000 now to the school.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

When the Government was apprised of

the fact that the linancial position of the school was not satisfactory
and that the teachers of the school went on strike, may I know what
steps the Government took to stop this crisis ?
t Kept in the Library

*
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Minister: The Government took tiie necessary steps according
to the Rules. The fact of the matter i; that this amount has to be
paid by the Pakista i Govsrament an i as soon as the amount is
received it will be paid to the school.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

In case no reply is received from the

Pakistan Government, may j know if the Government will be prepared
to sanction the grant for the previous years ?
Minister :

The giant will be sanctioned according to the Rules.

Sardar Sajjan Singh ;

If no reply is receive

from the Pakistan

Government and e\ en no grant is sanctioned by our Government then
mav I know how t .is school will be able to function ?
Minister :

Negotiations are ' in progress on dominion level and

unless decision is taken, the amount lying at

the credit of the school

in the'Cooperative Bank, Gurgaon cannot be paid.
Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know the reasonsfor which the
Managing Committee could not be reconstituted and approved bv the
Government within four years ?
Minister :

I require notice to answer this question.

UNSTARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

EVACUEE HOUSES IN M a ULVI IHAFA, SIMLA.
753.

Sardar Sajjan Sfngh :

Will the hon. Minister for Public

W orks be pleased to state
fa)

the number of the ev -.cuee houses in Maulvi Ihata, 5imla ;

(b) the number of the occupants of the houses who applied to
the Executive Engineer, Simla Provincial Division, A ml a
for the impairs of these houses during the vear 1950 ; if
so the list, of applicants and the date of receipt of each
application i ; the office of the aforesaid officer ;
(c)

the number of the applications approved for repair and
the amount sanctioned in each case upto 15th March 1951;

(d) the number of the applications rejected
therefor in each case :

and the reasons
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(e)

whether more

than

three

months were taken for the

di posal of any case ; if so, their list and the
the delay in each case ?

reasons for

The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
(a) Eight houses were with P. W . D. in the year 1950.
was as a whole and seven were in part only.
number of P. W. D. oc upants were 69.
(b)

One
Total

Six occupants of these houses applied to this office for
repairs duiing 1950.
lie particulars of the occupants
and dates of receipt of their applications in this office are
as under :—

Serial Name of Occupant.
No.
j

Departme. t,

For repairs
to House

Date of receipt of
application in the
office of Executive
Engineer.

j

Director of Health Prim Rose
Services

Shri Lai Chi.nd

1.
1

2.

Shri Ujagar Singh

3.

>hri L. Danniel

4. j Shii Didar Qingh
5.

Shri ^haram
Singh

Bir

6.

Shri Tarlok Nath

6-2-5J, 23 3-50 and
21-4-50
(3 applications)

Buildings and
Roads Branch

Prim Rose

18-4 1950

High Court

Rose Villa

3-10-1950

Punjab Assembly

Fay Lodge

Civil Sec;t.

•
Fay Lodge

13-2-50, 1-7-50 and
28-7-50
(3 applications).

Govt. Printing

Fay Lodge

1 7.50 and 9.7 50
(two applications).
6.7.1950-

,c) Out of the above, repairs to house at item 2 were very
minor
nd were carried out out of two months’ runt.
Applications at item 1 and 3 were approved and estimates
for Rs 3 0 3/- and Rs. 766/- have been sanctioned.
Estimate for works at

item 4 to 6 was sent but has not

been received back fiom
after sanction
(d) No application was rejected.

the Assistant Custodian, Simla
Petty items were got done

and for abnormal repairs, special repair estimates were

sent to the Assistant Custodian.

Work was got done in

the case of e ti nates received back from the Assistant
Custodian

after approval.

n pairs to Fay Lodge

But in the case of special

and Violet Cottage, the estimates

have not yet been received back so far.
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(e) No such delay in the disposal of references took place in
this office.
✓

MAINTENANCE OF ROADS AT SIMLA.
754.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for

Public

Works be pleased 'to state : —
(a)

the total amount spent by the
Government for the
maintenance of the roads within the municipal limits o f
Simla during the years 1S46-47, 1948-49 and 1949-50
respectively ;

(b)

whether any amount was given by the Central Government
in connection with the expenditure referred to in part (a)
above : if so, the aid received during each of the years
referred to above for the purpose ?

The hon. Captain * an jit Singh :
(a)

The

to^al

amount

m aintenance

of

spent

by the

roads within the

Government for the
municipal

limits of

Simla is%
as under :—

1916-47.

Rs. 37,941/-

1948-49.

Rs. 26,781/-

1949 50.

Rs 32,685/-.
/

(b) Yes,

the

Central

Government gave amount onlv for

Kalka-Simla Cart Road
of

falling within

Municipal

limits

Simla and the aid received for the purpose is as

beh»w :—
1946-47.

Nil.

1948- 49.

Rs. 6,381/-

1949- 50.

Rs. 8,345/-

MOTION UNDER RULE 12 (3) (b ) OF THE ASSEMBLY RULES.
Deputy Speaker: 1 have to inform the House that 1 have received
a written request from Shri Prabodh Chandra that half an hour

should

be allowed to him under Rule 12 (3) (b) to raise debate on the

matter

M otion U n d er R ule 12 (3) (b ) o f the A sse m b ly R u les

which was the subject of Starred Question No 2813 asked
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today

as he thinks that he has not been able to elicit sufficient infonnatation
f*om the Government about it through supplementaries. W h a t I have
to say about it is this. I have had the privilege of conducting the
proceedings of this House since Monday last and I think I have been
giving more latitude to ask supplementary questions to Shri Prabodh
Chandra than to any other hon. Member on almost every question.
So far as this particular question is concerned, I have allowed him to
ask sufficient supplementaries especially because its subject m atter
was the rehabilitation policy of the Government. I, therefore, regret
th at I cannot ag**ee to his request for alloting more time.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

But, Madam, if a Member is not satisfied

with the replies given to his supplementaries on a m atter of urgent
public importance he can have more time set apart for discussing it
and it is one of his cherished rights. As for your other favours, I am
really grateful.
Yes, a Member has the right to ask for more
time for this purpose but the Rule to which I have referred leaves it
to Speaker’s discretion whether to allow this thing or not.
o I
exercise my discretion and allow no more time for discussing the matter.
Deputy Seaker;

1 he demand relating to Rehabilitation has already been discussed.
\

MOTION RE-GOVERNOR’ S ORDER RELATING TO THE FUNCTIONS
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.

Rural) {P u n ja b i) : I moveThat th e supplementary order of the Governor of the Punjab dated
11th December, 1950 whereby the Public Service Commission has been
Sardar Sajjan Singh:

f Patti, Sikh,

deprived of its rights of consultation in disciplinary and ether matters
under clause (3) (b' (c) and (d) of Article 32° of the Constitution of
India pertaining to the posts specified in the Governor's order dated
13th September, 1950, be hereby repealed.
Madam, this order ha? resulted in depiiving the Public Service
Commission of its rights of consultation in disciplinary and other
matters such as promotion etc., in respect of the posts in the filling
of which it has not been given any say. Now the past conduct of our
Government is not such as to assure us th a t the powers th at it has
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assumed through this order will be exercised in a r-ght
manner. It is for this reason that l am against vesting such
powers in. the Government The Pub ic - S rv.ce Commission
is an institution created by the Government itself and
harpilv it is the only one in the State whose honesty
and integrity is above all question and suspicion Even in the last
session, such a high opinion about the working oi the Commission was
expressed by many an hon. .uembei of this House. I, therefore, see
no reason wh itever why the Government should not trust it to per
form its functions properly in matters relating to these posts and
try to deprive it oi its legitimate rights. While seeking the
approval of the House to the order depriving t e Commission of its
r'ghts of consultation in the matter <f filling of these posts, the Govern
ment had put forward the excuse that the Commbsion would have
to face very great difficulties if it were to be -entrusted with the task
of recrui’ment to these posts. B utt wonoer what excuse can it t r-»t
f rth for its unwillingness to consult the CominGsiou in de iding
disciplinary and other matters such as promotion e*c., pertn.ning to
the incumbents'of these posts. i here is nothing in its past conduct
which c m sfnnd the gaze of an impartial eye It c.mnot however
much it may try, absolve itself of the charges of favouritism
nepotism and inefficiency. One has only to cast, a careful gin nee at
its past thrt-e years’ conduct and working to be convinced that it is
a supporter and protector of black market and nepotism and a corpo
ration of doers of illegal thii gs. I have got solid facts to prove the
truth of what I am saving. Anybody who reposes trust in it in future
would be lending h»ms«lf to become a vicTm ot gross mibunderst.aiding.
The facts that I shall place before the House will prove the truth oi
my contention that it neither observes any rules or regulations nor
i- it prepared to work in an uptight manner. Lust, 1 give an instance
which will m ate it clear as to why the powers aiming at bypassing
the Puol.c Service Commission should not be vested in it. 1his is tiie
story ot how a person who was only a short time ago Aorking as rsliop
Inspector has been promoted as Laluur Inspector at a pay of Es 18h
p m. At first, the siaitmg pay <f the post of 1 ahom inspector was
fixe 1 at Rs. 150 p m but when th > Ministers came to know' that a post,
carrying this pay could n *t be filled up without c nsulting the Public
Service < o.omission it was decided to reduce it to Rs.MO p.rn. When the
starting pay was again raised to Rs. 18U p m., the i ase oi rtciunment
to t.iese [> -‘Sts was referred to the Commission who selected eleven
candidates and forw irded tiieir names to the Government but the
c ise of the person who was promoted from the post ol >hop Iuspectoi
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was not at all referred to it and he was given the new grade with a
starting pay of Rs. 180 p.rn. because he happened to be a favourite.
Tt ings did not end even here.

Re was then made senior to all others

whose appointment had been appiovecl by the Commission Madam,
what 1 ask is, do such irregularities and malpractices add to the presige
of the Government ?
( A t this stage the D epu ty S p ea k er left the Chair and it w as
Sardar

Gurbachan

S ingh

.

R ajw a,

a

m em ber

of

occupied

by

the t*anel

o f C hairm en).

I would now like to place befere the House another incident which
may cause a good deal of surprise. This incident will illustrate as to
what this Government has been doing in the past and what may be
expected from it in the future. The hen. Members will kindly listen
t<> what the A. D. M. of Amritsar, Shri Ved Parkash Gautama, says
in a judgement.
Mr Chairman: The hon. Member should kindly confine his remarks

only to those things whirh should have been sent to the Public Service
Commission but have not. been sent. He should not be irrelevant.
a

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Sir, 1 am examining the conduct mf the

Government.
Sardar Bachan Si n g h :

The hon. Chairman should give

his

ruling aftei hearing what the hon. Member has to say on a particular-

point.

Mr. Chairman: If the hon. Member is allowed to say all he
v ishes to say, theie is no sense in giving a ruling after he has finished.
Anyhow it is clear that the hon. Member is irrelevant.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The matter will become crystal clear if
l a m alloweu to speak a little on the conduct of the Government. Sir,
five wagons of rock s d t have been smuggled.
Mr. Chairman; T h u matter has no concern with Public Service
Commission. This is absolutely irrelevant.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

I am discussing the past conduct of the

Government.
The hon Member should speak on his own
What has this thing to do with the Public Service Commiss-

Mr. Chairman:

motion.
ion.

m
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

My submission is th at this order of the
Government should be annulled as the past conduct of this Government
has been very blameworthy
%

Mr Chairman :

The hen Member cannot discuss all the draw
backs of the Government by meat s of this motion. The lion. Member
should only speak of tnose things which should have gone to the Public
Service Commission but have
t been sent to them.

n<

that these powers
shoud be dlowed to remain with the Public Service Commission. If
these powers are exercised by the Government they are sure to be
misused. The past (onduct of this Government shows that it has not
been using its powers properly, (j.
.,
Sardar Sajjan Singh:

I wish to point out

Interruptions

*

t

Mr. Chairman ;

The hon.-Member may pro. eed with his speech.

Sardar Sajj n Singh : I wa.- referring to a judgement dt liven d in
a*law court. 1 only wished to point out that the Police register* d a
case against the Manager o the b. P Chen.icaTW orks Ltd., Chheharta
for havi ng smuggled live wagons <1 r< tk salt into this countrx Iron.
Pakistan
Whe the case went to Shri G d itam a A D M , he remarked

t h a t there was n<> reason why the case should not have been started
against all the directors of the firm A cording to him the following
gentlemen should have been proceeded a g a i n s t :—
1.

Sliri Satyaf al & Co., Calcutta.

2.

Seth S atvapil Virmani, Jawala Flour Mills, Amritsar.

3.

Thakur Ripudaman Singh.

4.

Capt. Keshnb Chandra, Amritsar.

5.

R.B Sardar Wasakha Singh, Village Muchhal, Distiict
Amrit ar, now' at Delhi.

6.

Shri Pran Nath Loomba.

«

At this the prosecuting Inspector desired to withdraw’ the case.
I would read out the judgement before the lion. Members in this
connection.
P. I requested permission u/s 494 Cr. P C. / to withdraw from the
prosecution and he was asked to say why tl:e court should consent
and to give the reasons for the court to come to a proper judicial
* \
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decision on the request fcr withdrawal. All that he sa^s is that he
wants the consent of the court to withdraw on grounds oi ‘‘public,
policy’'. As this is recorded he wants to amplify it further by saying
that it is on grounds of “public policy” as laid down by Govern
ment.
The attempt to bring the Governmental order in judicial matters is to
be deprecated and it is this sort of things that makes the separation
of judiciary and executive imperative, at an early date. However,
it cannot be a matter of public p »licy to encourage smuggling or to
protect smugglers and it ha$ to be noted that in this case it is alleged
that 5 wagons of rock salt we. e smuggled into India from Pakistan
without a permit It is only fail to all concerned that there should
be a judicial trial and that the names of the accused should be with
drawn If they are innocent but ifthey are guilty they should take the
consequences like other citizens. A court is not to consent to the
withdrawal of a case merely because the Crown wants to with
draw it........
Shri Virendra :

On a point of order. I beg to submit th a t what
the hon. Member is reading has nothing to do with the motion before
the House.
Mr. Chairman :

I have already asked the hon. Member- to be

relevant.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is it not relevant for the hon. Member
to point out t h a t since the Government has misused its powers in
other cases, it may misuse them even in this case.
Mr. Chairman :

1 have already said th a t he is

not relevant.

The ruling is there and there is nothing to argu .
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

I wish t o vsay th at the Government should
not have done like >hat. As a matter of fact it should have petitioned
for a revision of the judgement in question or filed an appeal. I t did
nothing of the kind. It hit upon a different plan. I t was this. One
of the culprits was made to send in an application to the District
Magistrate for transler ot the case to some other court and t h i^
application was accepted on 1-1-49. Along with this the Presecuting
D.S P. was also made to ask for the withdrawal of the case. The
District Magistrate accepted his request and released the accused.
That was the end of the case ^
N

%

I submit th at when this Government is pursuing such public
policies, how can it inspire confidence in \he mind of the public. We
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should not give any powers to a Government which is bent on encou
raging smugglers in the country. I t is a very bad Government.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

Is there a presumption that it is a very

bad Government ?
The very fact th at no confidence motions
are tab ed during every session shows that it is not a good Government.
Sardar Sajjan Singh

I wish to submit that our Government is so weak th at when it
has to deal with a strong man, it yields bef >re hi n, whih it takes
strong action against a weak person. I want to give another instance
to prove that when it has a weak pecson under its grip it acts strongly,
but if the person n strong, it yields before him. The Cabinet issues
orders for legalizing the illegal acts or its subordinates. In a democrntic
form of administration, the Government must follow some rules and
regulations. It can not assume those powers which have not been
given to it by the legislature. If it exerci-es powers in that manner,
it will amount to violation of the trust reposed in it by this House.
In this connection I v\Lh to quote an instance. An influential person
was elected P resident of Municipal Committee, Tohana. The VicePresident said that so long as the election of the President wras not
notified in the Government Gazette, he could not take charge of t h a t
office. The President, however, assumed charge before that notification
and as he was an influential person, the Government supported his
action.
On a point of order, Sir. The rain
water is leaking through tire roof and it is falling on my seat.
Sardar Jagjit Singh Mann:

Sardar Sajjan S in gh :

You. will be surprised to hear th at the
Government is abusing the trust reposed in it. I am mentioning
these things in order to show that we should not give the powers which
« the Government has demanded. In a murder case an accused be
longing to village Gholian Kalan, district 1 erozepore, absconded. The
Government confiscated his land measuring 713 Kanals.
Mr. Chairman :

The hon. Member got an opportunity of saying
atl these things at the time of general discussion of ihe Budget and of
the Governor's Address. Only those tilings can be referr d to now,
which have something to do with the Public Service Commission.
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Sardar Sajjan Singh : ^1 wish to refer to the past conduct of

the
Government. Unless I place the past decisions of t h e Government
before the House, how can I say th at it should not be vested with the
powers d< manded by it now. Our past experience shows t h a t the
Government has been misusing its powers.
( A t th is sta g e the D ep u ty S peaker resum ea the C hair)

I was submitting t h a t the Government confiscated 713 Kanals
of land.
Chief Minister :

On a point of order. Madam.

Mr. Chairman, who

was occupying the Chair a few minutes back,, gave a ruling t h a t
the hon. Member could refer to only those m atters which had some
connection with

th e Public

Service Commission.

He pointed

out

to the hon. Member t h a t reference to cases of the kind he was mentioning
now, was irrelevant.
I shall request the hon.
regard to Mr. C h a i r m a n ’s ruling.
Deputy Speaker:

/ Sardar Sajjan

Member to pay due

✓

Singh :

My submission is t h a t the Government
should not be given the poweis asked for by it. In~ order to su p p o rt
this contention of mine, I wish to refer to our experience of th e last
three years.
I can prove t h a t it has been m ak in g im proper use of its
powers. By referring to this case, 1 wish to p n ve t h a t the G o v e rn m e n t
has not been actin g properly.
Deputy Speaker:

Che G o v e r n m e n t can be changed b u t it is not

pro p er to sa y t h a t these powers can not be given to it.
♦

Sardar Bachan Singh:

The G o v e r n m e n t h~s asked for certain

po wers from the House, which it does n o t ordi narily possess.
o b tain ed powers for th e a p p o i n t m e n t

When it

of some officers in d e p e n d e n t l y

of

th e P u b lic Service Commission, on the last occassion, it did n o t o b t a i n
th e po wer of p r o m o t i n g t h e m or of ta k i n g disciplinary actio n ag ain st
them .

Now th ey wish ro get th ese powers.

May I k n o w if we are n o t

within o u r right to p >int out by giving instances from its p a s t co n d u ct
t h a t it sh uld not be e n t r u s t e d with th e p o w e rs it h a s now d e m a n d e d ?
Deputy Speaker :

I was pointing out that if Mr. C h a ir m a n gave

some ruling in this Connection, it should be followed.
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1 was submitting th at as the Government

' had been abusing its powers in the past, it should not be given more
of these. Past coudurt of the Government* is highly o jectionable. I
was placing some facts before the House to show th at it did not make
fair use of its powers
<

Chief Minister :

i

On a point of order, Madam. Mr. Chairman gave

a ruling that only those cases could be referred to, which had some
'connection with the*Public Servi e Commission, 'lhe hon Member can
not refer to those subjects which have no c:nnection with it.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Memher must have heard the things
point d out by the hon. Chief Minister. If Mr. Chairman gave some
ruling on-the subject, it should be strictly observed.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

It is dearly stated in my motion th a t the
Government should not be( granted the powers asked for by it. »t warns
the power of promoting or taking disciplinary action against the ofhcers
employed by it in connection with the Capital Project, without reieu nee
to the Public Service Gommission. It wants to acquire the pow er ol doing'
those things which should ordinarily be done by the Public Service
Commission.
How much time would the hon. Member’require
for finishing his speech ?
Deputy Speaker:

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

hour more.

I slundd be permitted to speak for half an
I shall finish my speech in that time.
The hon.# Member has already spoken for a
He should finish his speech in fifteen minutes.

Deputy Speaker:

pr etty long time.

Shri Virendra :

On ?< point of order, Mad.im. So f ir as the
general policy of the Government is concerned, it has already been
discussed in detail during the general discussion of the Budget and the
Governor’s Address. • At this stage, the hon. Member can refer to only
those cases, if any, which have some connection with the recruitment
made by the Government independently of (he Public Service Commis
sion, The hon. Member is re eatedly referring to those cases, which
have nothing to do with (he resolution under discu-s;on.
Deputy Speaker:

May I know it the case to which hon. Sardar

Sajjan Singh is referring has any bearing on the subject ? •
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Sardar Bachan Singh :

On a point of order, Madam. May I

know if the A sembly is empowered to discuss the past conduct of
the Government if it wants to deprive the Public Service Commission
of its right of consultation in the matter of appointments

under

Article 320 of the Constitution of India ?
Deputy Speaker :

I want th a t the hon. Member should confine
himself to the discussion of Government conduct v is-a -v is Public Service
Commission and he should not beat about the bush just as Shri
Virendra pointed out.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

My point of order is whether we can
discusss the past conduct of the Government when it wants us to give
it more powers ?
Deputy Speaker :

I would , like to point out to the hon. Member
th at he is challenging the ruling of the Chair.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Madam, I want to submit th a t the past
conduct of the Government is none the good. It has given over 741
Knnals of this land just for one thousand rupees. There are a number
of other cases also of this nature. After all what are the reasons due
to w hich the Government should withdraw certain powers from the
Public Service Commission when its members are quite honest and
efficient
But still the Government does not trust the Commission.
In the matter of recruitment, the Government gave out the reason
th at for these posts, relaxation of the rules was necessary. The
Gov ernment has to refer the case of a Government official, if he is
found guilty of any misconduct
The Government .can punish him
only if the Commission recommends that, otherwise not. But now
the Government wants to have all the powers to itself. While replying
to the discussion during the last Session, the h m . Chiei* Minister said
th at the Public Service Commission was also the creation of the
Government. But the fact is th at even the bad Government does
some good things sometimes inadvertently, f think the Government
by mistake, appointed good persons on the Public Service Commission.
Now the Government have taken it info their heads the Public Service
Commission, in spite of its being an honest institution, is not capable
of deciding about promotions and other matters pertaining to these
posts. If the Commission is empowered to decide such matters
regarding other big posts, then why is it t h a t their powers with
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regard to these posts are being withdrawn. I t appeals th at the Govern
ment has now ceased to trust one ol its own institutions. This shows
that sorr e thing is wrong in the matter. If all had been right, why
should there have been any distrust.
If the Government had
confidence in its own institution, it would
not have asked for
more powers for j t s If. The Assembly has already given powers
regarding the appointments to the Government
Now it wants to
have still more powers regarding these posts.
When it has no
. confidence in its own institution, why should we have any in it.
I clearly see that some thing is wrong in the matter. Every intelligent
person can judge from the p st conduct of the Government t h a t - out
of nepotism it has given the post cai rying a money the salan/ of Rs. 500/per mensem to a person who was worth only Ks. 50/-.

There are a

number of instances of this nature before me. Ju st for nepotism, the
Government gave promotions to certain persons before the appointment
of the Public Service Commission. Even my han. Friend, Shri Virendra
pointed out that a man who was getting only Rs. 30U/-per mensem
has been appointed in the LYanspo; t department on Rs. 1300 or Rs.
1500/- per mensem. The Public Service Commission does not permit
such things. Such irregularities are committed only when there is
nobody to question them. I want th a t the Government should avoid
such irregularities. Whatever po^\ ers are given by the Assembly to
the Government are not properly used. We would luve no hesitation
in giving it more powers omy if it were to use them properly. 1 think
it is a grave high-handedness to withdraw poweis Irom the Public
Service Commission
It is so grave an excess t at it will imperil the
democracy itself. I, therefore, want that the Government should not
become Fascist. It has now ceased to have Conlidence in its own
institutions. We cannot congratulate it if it cannot trust its most
popular and efficient institution. So many things are done by force
in the world and the Government will also by force succeed in
approving this order. But in spite of that, it is my considered and
honest opinion th a t more powers should not be given to the Coverninent since it is abusing the powers which it has already got. How
can we give it more powers unless we are convinced that it is not
absuing its previous powers. Under these circumstances, there
devolves upon this House a heavy responsibility while discussing this
Resolution. We would be doing a grave injustice to the Public Service
Commission if we give these powers to the Government. In this
connection we see, and I for one am fully convinced, that the
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Government abuses its powers.

If these powers are also given to it, a

new process of irregularities would set in. Our Government is as quick '
in doing irregularities as it is slo v in doing good things. With these
words, Madam, l resume my seat.
,
Deputy Speaker :

Motion moved—
*

That the suppl mental y order of the Governor of the Punjab, dated
11th December 1950, whereby Public Service Commission has been
deprived of its rights of consultation in disciplinary and other
matters under clause (3) (b) (c) and (d) of Article 320 of the
Constitution of India pertaining to the posts specified in the
Governor s order, dated 13th September 1950,be hereby repealed.

Shri Virendra (Ex-Member, West Punjab

Assembly representing
West Division, Multan, General Rural) (H in d i) : Madam, although I
don’t support the motion moved by oardar Sajjan S :ngh yet I wish
to support the spirit which it embodies. Cases have come to the
notice of the public where appointments have been made in which the
Public Service Commission was ignored altogether. The hon. Members
are aware and it is a general complaint th a t there is favouritism an d
corruption in the services. Such persons are appointed to the posts
who are not fit for them. That is why later on they prove corrupt
and inefficient. In my opinion so far as the Public Service Commission
is concerned, it is an institution which can be employed for the service
of the State in the matter of appointments and promotions on merit.
The Government should take advantage of this impartial institu ion
and make appointments oiry w i t h ’ ts recommendtaions. If we stu d y
the causes of present discontent and dissatisfaction in the services we
" ill find that they have their root in the fact that in many cases the
Government does not se k or follow th e advice of the Public Service
Commission in the matter of promotions and appointments. If all
these things are forwarded to the Public Service Commission for advice
the dissatisfaction will vanish in no time and the administration can
be purified. We are fortunate in having a Public Service Commission
whose members’ honesty and integrity are bevond doubt. We are
proud in having as it* Chairman an officer who has won the confidence
and respect of the common man by his experience, honesty-, integrity
and impartiality. If such a,Public Service Commission is ignored by
the Government, it is very unfortunate for the State. That is the
reason why our Government has lost the confidence of the sei vices and
t h e people at large. Some days back in a reply given to my question,
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asked on the floor of thirf House, the Government was quite vague on
this point. It was on account » i this fact that the lion. Speaker
had to'remark th at the replies of the Government are generally vague.
I had asked about the appointment of Deputy Transport Controller
which was made about seven months back* According to the
provisions of the constitution, the appointment should have been
referred to the Public Service Commission belore the expiry of six
months for approval
But I am sorry to note that no such refe ence
has been made in the prescribed period. The Government has no
reasonable explanation to give in this case. The person, who has been
appointed as Deputy Transport Controller, was working in 1947 in
the Rehabilitation Department of the Punjab Government. After
working there lor some time he went aw .y to Delhi and there he
worked for some time in the Transport Department. He has come
.back to the Punjab after about two or two and halt \ ears' service
there.

He had no lien in the Punjab.

So in matters of appointment

he could be considered only as an outsider. As such, it was the duty
ol the Governmrnt to submit lus ease • to the Public Service
Commission. But, unfortunately, this regular procedure was not
followed simply because some person were interested. Seven months
have elapsed but still his case has not been referred to the Counnission
for approval. In this connection I would draw the attention of the
hon.
Members to the la t th at the Chief Sec:eta*y, the Home
Secretary, Public Service Cl rnmission, and even the late
Lelma
Singh held^ the view that in this ca<e justice had not been done.
Deputy Speaker :

It would be better if no names are mentioned

because such reference might pur them to trouble.
Shri Virendra :

Mad an , n y submission is that in spite of consen
sus of opinion in favour of such matters being referred to the Public
service Commission,
of fact, all rules are
interested persons.
appointment of the

the Government Day.' no heed to this. As a matter
broken by the Government simply o please certain
Another instance <>f this kind can be noticed in
third Deputy Transport Controller only a few

days back. The Personal Assistant to the Minister for Tarnsport has
been promoted to this post.
His case also has not been sent to the
Public Service Commission. My submission is that if p rom o1ions are
to be .given they should be bv stages only, and they should ! ot
depend upon the s ^ eet will of the hon. Ministers.

Same rules should
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in all such cases.

Applications should be invited and

interviews held in order to give a

chance to the Public Service

Commission to find out the suitabili'y of the candidates for the posts.
If such a procedure is followed in all cases, the prevailing dissatisfaction
in the services and the consequent inefficiency and corruption will be
removed. I have cited two instance^ from the Transport Department
where two Deputy Transport Controllers have been appointed without
any regard being paid to the rules and regular proceedure. In this
way the rights of many officers are t rampled under foot. The proper
procedure in such cases should be to declare the posts open and invite
applications and the best candidate shouM be selected.

In this way

no one will have any cause for complaint. Although we will give the
rights demanded by the Government b u t I would appeal to the
hon Chief Minister to exercise such rights in a reasonable and proper
wa}'. .If it is the desire of the Government to remove inefficiency and
corrupti >n from the services, it should act in a way which is according
to the set rules and regulations.
I hone the Government will take
the advice of the Public Service Commission in all s . c h matters. If it
does so, it will find that the Public Service Commission will give them
the best men for running tue administration.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

(Gurdaspur, General,

Rural)

{H in d i):

Madam, whenever we think of the past, we a re prone to remember
the B' itish regime in India. In this connection, a venerable old man
told me th at if the British gave India the best military, they gave
it the worst civil administration
Similarly when wS talk of the
present Government, we are told that if there is any inst:tution
worth the name in the Punjab, it is the Public Service Commission.
With the exception of this department, all other departments are
more or less not free from'bad reputation
I am constrained to remark
th a t this Government has the temerity to put forward a motion
which aims at depriving the Public Service Commission of its rights
of consultation in disciplinary and other masters regarding appoint
ments to be ma le in connection with the administration of the
Capital project
1 am of the opinion th at the Government does not
deserve these po vers Not only this.
Even this hon. House and
the public a t large do not approve oi the ac ion of the Government
in this regard. Well, Madam, when I was just going to speak on
this motion, my hon Friend on my right told me* to refrain from
making this speech. He reasoned out th at no useful purpose would
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be served because while I would be speaking against the Government,
I will have to vote in its favour. \ told him th at 1 would speak
frankly whatever I felt in my heart of hearts but so far as giving of
vote is cone rned, since I was bound by party discipline, my vote
was at

thcom m and

of my Leader.

I may tell the hon.

Chief

Minister that ny vote ;s at his beck and cail,^ because [ have pledged
fealty to the Congress Party, but 1 would request him that he should
refrain from making such demands on us as go counter to our convi
ctions. The motion now belore the House needs to redress the
wrong which had been done by the order of the Governor regaiding
appointments connected with the Capital Project. Then, while
speaking on this motion, my hon. Friend Shri Virendra remarked
th a t the hon. Mimsters did whatever they liked according to their
own sweet will and pleasure but they created difficulties for the
hon. Members, who ha l got this tail {dam ) of M L. a .
Deputy Speaker :

word

(dum )

The hon.

Member

should

withdraw

the

tail, as it is unparliamentary ?
%

S’a ri Prabodh Chandra :

I bow to your ruling but may I request

that I may be told th at in wha*. dictionary i s ‘the word ‘tail’
given as unpailimentary ?

(dum.)

I would tell the lion. Member that though
this word may not be unparliamentary, yet it is not appropriate to
belittle the dignity of a Member of this Legislature.
Deputy Speaker:

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

If that is the view of the Chair, I
withdraw it. MTU, Madam, a lew days ago I had an opportunity
to visit the Punjab Civil Secretariat. A responsible officer told me
th at the demand for I ) O papers by the hon. Ministers during the
present regime was much greater than wh; t it used to be during the
regime of the Sacliar Minbtiy. He remarked th a t at that time the
D.O paper was in demand very sparingly, but now no less than
ten D.O. papers weie used by each of the hon. Ministers. The matter
dpes n o t stop here. The other da}/, when I purchased a ‘p an ’
to my great surprise I found th at the paper in which it
was wrapped by the shopkeeper was nothing else than an old D.O.
letter by one of the members of his Ministry. ( L a u g h ter )
(b e te l),

Saidar A j It Singh :

Sacliar Ministry.

It must be pertaining to the time of the
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Deputy Speaker :

No interruption, please.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The Chair need not take any notice

of his interruption. The hon. Member wants to justify t h a t he is
rightly being paid Rs. 360/- p. m. as Parliamentary Secretary.
Deputy Speaker :

in such remarks.

I won’t allow

the hon. Member to indulge
He should withdraw them.
Chandra :

my remarks, Madam. I
will obey your order and I am prepared to withdraw anything which
Shri Prabodh

I have not even spoken of.

I withdraw

Well, I was going to submit th at some

days back, the hon. Chief Minister, while replying to a question told
us th a t a sum of rupees one and a half lakhs would be spent on the
planning of The Capital Project. But apart from this another colossal
amount to the tune of 25 lakhs of rupees had been provided for
miscellaneous expenditure. I think this House as also the people
’at large have the right to know the method and the manner in which
this amount is going to be expended. But so far no specific items
of expenditure, intended to be met out of this amount, have been
revealed to us. So far as the reason for this not having been done
by the Government, is concerned, I leave it to the House to draw
its ov n conclusions. Whenever I go to the Civil Secretariat, I meet
a lot of persons, hanging about the rooms of the hon. Ministers. I h i s
state of affairs really does not redound to the credit of the Ministry.
«

I would request the hon.
Chief Minister^ that he should not
exploit our weakness of our having been bound by party discipline
and should refrain irom taking undue advantage of the comfortable
majority at his back for obtaining approval of the House for all his
irregularities. I may sound a note of warning th at the people of
the State have lost their faith in his leadership and th at his Ministiy
will not last long as a result of the incieasing dissatisfaction prevail
ing in the public against his administration. 1 would appeal to him
not to compel us to do anything for which we may have to hang our
heads in shame before the public. The motion now beiore the House
is sjuch on which I cannot vote without qualms, but as I have already
stated, I am under obligation to the paity and must vote for it as
and when commanded by our Leader.
Then I would like to submit th at two years ago Government
wanted to appoint Inspectors of Labour of their own choice through
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the agency of the Public Service Commission. But this institution,
which is reputed for its integrity, re m e d to be guided by the Govern
ment in the selection of the Inspectors.
I he result was th at the
Government had to drop this scheme. This indicates th at it is
afraid to face the Public Serivice Commission and that is why under
tlie present case, it is making'an attem pt to deprive this body of its
powers by bringing in the order of the Governor of the Punjab m
connection with the appointments regarding administration of
Capital project of the State

the

This action of the Government will not

be commended by any bod\ . Then, Madam, it is stated by Govern
ment t h a t these appoinsments are being made by it without consulting
the Public Service Commission because of the temporary nature of
the posts. This argument does not carry conviction with me. Our
experience in regard to appointments made in the Rehabilitation and
Civil Supplies Departments is not happy. The Government appoints
an afticet at the firs' instance for six months and then it continues to
extend the period of appointments year b}/ vear till t h a t officer is
absorbed .in the permanent cadre' Through this back door, or by this
device Government avoids to face the Public Service Commsion. 1
am therefore, strongly of * the opinion th at this body should not be
deprived of its powers because appointments made by it command
great respect and confidence in the pu lie. It is a different matter if
the Government i> not satisfied with the present Public Service
Commission

ft should have the courage to c o n s t itu te 'a n o th e r Public

Service Commission, comprising of men of ability and unquestionable
integrity, and th n make appointments in consultation with it. Ours
is a poor State and as .you are aware, Madam, c.rores of rupees are
going to be spent on the Capital project at Chandigarh, i think the
Public Service ComnrrsGon is the most suitable body to select personnel
for the planning and construction of the Capital. In this collection
I mav also point out that sometime ago, a Financial ( mmissioner
having no technical qualifications or any knowledge of Engineering
Science, accompanied a member of the Public Service Commission to
foreign countries with a v ew to recruit Architects or a Master Planner
for rhe Capital
May ! ask whether it would not have been better
and in the best interests of the State if an Engineer ot the Government
had accompanied him ? It is a pity that the Government showers
its favours on certain officers by allowing them to enjoy free pleasure
trips to foreign countries t the cost of the poor taxpayer. So what
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I want to drive at is th at the powers of the Public Service Commission
should not be taken away by the Government in the matter of
appointments in connection with the administration of the Capital
project.

I would, therefore, request the hon.

Minister to withdraw

that order. But so iar as we are concerned, we have not to question
why, we have to vote and die. We will vote v\ith him, but 1 am sure
this will not only sound the death knell of us but also of you and th at
of the Congress which will not be able to face the electorate. With
these words, 1 resume my seat.
(Ludhiana and Ferozepor, General, Rural)
(H in d i): Madam, I rise to support the motion moved by my hon. Friend
Sardar Sajjan Singh. The Public Service Commission, which is
Mehta Ranbir Singh:

functioning here in our State, has comparatively less work than theone which existed in the United Punjab. If wewere told t h a t the
nature of the work of the Commission was such
that
it
could not cope up with it and that it vould cause much delay if more
work w is entrusted to it then of course, the action of the Government
in not consulting this Commission could be justified. Madam, I think
you remember th a t during the last session of the Assembly powers for
apppo intment of technicians and experts were .taken from the Public
Service Commission on the ground th at the work in connection with
the Capital project was being delayed. At that time Government was
empowere < to make the appointments in connection with the Capital
Project as it was felt that the construction of the new capital was very
essential and the sooner it was completed the better it would have
been in the interests of both the estate and the administration. At that
time powers were also given to the government because it was
experienced th at by keeping its adminUtrative offices at Simla it was
not running its administration satisfactorily. Now t h a t the appoint
ments have already been made, I really fail to understand as to what
has necessitated the Government to take more powers from the Public
Service Commission for dealing with the officers in the matter of
discipline etc. Why should the Public Service Commission be deprived
of giving its opinion? In fact there could have been some justification
on the part of the Government to take these steps if the

officers wiio

have already been appointed by the Government had expressed their
intention to give u p their jobs for not getting increments and pro
motions in tj rn e.
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Further, I tor one am not going to accept the position th a t the
Public Service Commission cannot commit any mistakes. After all, the
members of this Commission are also human beings and to err is
human. But all the same I have no hesitation in saying that
the members of the Commission, who happen to belong to the per
manent services, can be depended upon more than the hon. Ministers
in appointing the right type of people. Again, it is an open secret
ih at so far as the members of the Public Service Commission are
concerned, political considerations do not weigh much with them.
They follow the principles and regulations slrictly and they have
*
always in their minds th at they are there to exercise their powers
with a view to doing even-handed justice to one and all This is not
ah. The leaders of public cannot dare intluence the members of this
Commission to do a certain thing according to their wish* s. But in spite
of all these good points in them it cannot be said th a t they cannot
commit any mistake. I t is an open secret that, in comparison to our
hon. Ministers, they commit less mistakes. For instance, fthe-e is
hardly any di-cussion on the floor of the House in which gross and
glaring blunders of the Government arc not brought to light by the
hon. Members in the course of their speeches.
Madam there is yet another point to which I would like to draw
your attention and t. at is regarding tiie expenditure on the Public
Service Commission
You n.e already aware of the fact that if we
compare the work of'the Public Service Commission oi our State with
th at of the joint Public Service Commission for the United Punjab
and N. W F P. which existed before the Partition, we will find that
the latter had to perlorm much more work than the former. Now the
position is th a t in our State which is con prised of 12 districts only
the Public Service Commission is Jett with very little work to do.
I he hon. Ministers have been very kind to this Commission by offering
their sei vices for doing a little bit for it in the matter of making
appointments in connection with the Capital Project. If we take the
number of appointments which are filled by it from time to time we
will find th a t the Government is not justified to incur such a huge
expenditure on it as is provided in the Budget
1f the Government
feels lhat the Public Sei v.ce Commission is incapable of exercising its
pv>wers in the maMer of making appointment- and that its existence
is a burden on the Slat • Exchequer, then why does it not -abolish it.
It will not be out of place to mention here t h a t none of my lion
Friends who proceeded me ha- opposed the motion, now before the
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House
It is really strange that the Government has not placed its
viewpoint before us so far, as the question relating to depriving the
Commission of its lights of consultation in disciplinaiy and other
matters regarding the officers already

appointed by the Government

for the construction of the Capital of our State is concerned.
Government would really have been justified in taking these steps if
we were told that the hon. Ministers are

more efficient and tech

nically more expert than the members of the Commission.

As a matter

of fact, it could have gone one step further by saying that the opinion
of the hon. Ministers is more valid and authoritative than the members
of the Commission.

But I am of the opinion that though the members

of the Commission do not happen to be techinical experts, yet they
can prove better than the hon
Ministers. It goes without saying
that the former have already much more administrative experience
than the latter and that the former have their own personal way of
thinking and doing things.

Madam, there is still another point towards which I would like
to draw your attention and that is, that during the last session of
the Assembly, the hon. Chief Minister had declared in unequivocal
terms about his determination to build the Capital as soon as possible.
In fact we found this heartening news being flashed in all the news
papers. It will not be out of place to mention here that while replying
to a question relating to the contruction of the Capital the hon. Chief
Minis'er went

to the extent of saying that he would do so even if he

of

had to beg, borrow or steal. It is really a matter
great surprise
that the disciple of Mahatma Gandhi should have thought of stealing
money.
Deputy Speaker :
that.

What does the hon.

I have not heard him fully.

Member mean by saying

I would ask him to repeat what

he has said.

Mehta Hanbir Singh:

Madam, what I said was that the hon.
Chief Minister, during the last session of the A sembly, stated that he
would go even to the extent of stealing money for building the Capital.
Madam, it is an open

secret that the hon. Chief Minister is

the

disciple of the Father of our Nation. What I wish to point out' is this
th it it is a matter o f deep regret that this disciple should think of
stealing money.

♦
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Member that while

speaking he should maintain the dignity of the House.
Mehta JRanbir Singh :

Madam, I did not say anything against

the dignity of the House. The hon.. Chief Minister wanted to steal
money and I think it is not a sin to tell a person who wants to steal
money not to resort to such a foul practice. Madam, it is not
expected ot the hon. Chief Minister to make such remarks. He has
been entrusted with the work of running the administration and aim
dealing with the finances of the State.
‘ Deputy Speaker:

Again repetition.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

regret t h a t (he hon.

Madum, it is really a m atter of deip

Chief Minister, who is determined to build the

Capital of our State, has failed to give any factual details fo the
effect th at the Public Service Commission is so much over-woikeel that
it cannot find time to advise the Government regarding the disciplinary
and other matters of the officeis already appointed by it. it is
crystal clear from this th at he cannot find time to give such n e c t a r y
details as he is veiy busy with other matters

hon.

With these words, Madam, I support the Motion moved by my
Friend Sardar Sajjan Singh and resume my seat.

(Ex-Member, 'West Punjab Assembly
represe nting Lahore C t}’, Ger.eial, Women, Urban { H i n d i ) : Madam,
I had every hope that the hon. Chief Minister would be present in his
seat a t sthe time I make my submissions. However, I would like to
submit that in one of the meetings of the R e o u r c e s and Retrenchment
Committee in connection with tlie reduction in the salarie of highlypaid officials of different departmen ts, the. lion. Chief Minister was
pleased^to remark that, no reduction whatsover should be made in the
salary of the Chairman oi the Public Service Commission
I brought
this point to his notice that the high salary of the Chairman was really
a great burden on the State Exchequer and again he remarked that
we shouldmot truch.his salary is lie was so ^strict and honest in the
m a tte r of. making .appoinl ments that lie would not be partial at any
cost to anybody whosoever he may be. In fact he we it to the extent of
Shrimati

Sita

Devi

saying t h a t very few persons of his honesty and integrity were available
in t h e ; whole of our country. He impressed upon all the members of
the Committee not to make any reduction in his salary in the interests
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of the administration.

In fac. I brought this fact to the notice of

the lion. Chief Minister th a t since our State comprised o, only 12
districts, there was no justification to pay a huge salary to tne
Chairman of the Public Service Commission as the work had consider
ably decreased due to Partition. After hearing the arguments of the
hon. Chief Minister for not reducing the salary of this officer, I also
subscribed to his view because I thought t h a t there was no objection
if at least the salary of this officer, whose judge merit in the m atter
of appointments is always impartial, is not reduced in the interests of
the administration. This is how praises were showered on the Public
Service Commission at th a t time. But today T a m really surprised to
see th at Government wants to take to itself powers which are in fact of
the Commission. During the last session of the Assembly Government
made a demand for special powers to make a p p intments in
connection with the administration of the Capital Project without
consulting the Public Service Commission. I am really at a loss to
know as to what stood in the way of its getting permission from this
Commission. It- goes without s lying th at the members of the Public
Service Commission are available at any time and no . time, would,
therefore, be lost in seeking its advice. To me it appears th at the
Government is afraid of something which stands in t h e . w a y o f i t s
approaching the Public Service Commission for getting permission etc*,
af out the officials already appointed by it.
The Government should not feel embarrassed to refer the case of
'such appointments to the Public Service Commission. The way in
which it manipulates things is indicati e of the fact th at it wants to
ignore the Public Servic Commission. By managing the affairs in
<uch a way the Government ;s misusing the public money and cannot
keep itself clear of the charge of indulging in nepotism and favouritism.
The public dub the Government as a great sinner in this respect as
there is a general cry among the public that nepotism and favouritism
are the order of the day in the Government’s administration. There
is little regard for merit and the jobs are offered t<> persons who can
get recommendatory letters from the Ministers.
The hon. Members
would be wonder-struck to know that even lor recruitment of drivers
and conductors I n Omni-bus Service the cand'dates had letters of
recommendation from the hon*. Ministers. I know of a case, when
recruitment had to be made in connection with the Arnbala Roadways
and the Provincial Transport Controller had to make selection of the
candidates. Hundreds of candidates with high qualifications and
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experience had swarmed before his office in the hope oi getting a job.
B u t imagine the pity of it when it was known t h a t the Controller had
already with him an approved list of candidates to whom the offers
had to be made. The persons so selected were of ordin ary qualifications
but had valuable recommendations from the Ministers which in fact
served as a passport to success. I can say without fear of contradiction
th at such practices are a common feature in the Governments’
a dm in’stration. I assume lull responsibility for
making such
allegations as I know of a gentleman who was also a candidate for one
of the j >bs. He told me th a t the interviewing officer only saw the
faces of the candidates and did not put any question to the candidates
to know whether they were fit for the job. He hardly took a minute
or so and did not examine in detail any individual condidate before
selecting him for the job. Tt would, therefore, be amply clear t h a t
whenever an}' recruitment is made by the Government it is always
influenced by considerations
other than merit. Even in the
Rehabilitation Department posts carrying a salary of Rs. 500/- - p m.
or more were tided by the Government without any reference being
made to the Public Service Commission. In that case too extraeducational qualifications came into play and if the persons so selected
were to appear before the Public ^ei vice Commission they would not
have been found fit to hold posts cariying Rs. 100/- p. m. There is
hardly any case in which recruitment has been made purely on the
basis of merit. The previous record of the Government in this
respect is most disappointing as it has always been making undue
interference in the m atter of recruitment according to personal feelings
and desires. I would, therefore, resquest the Leader of the House t h a t
when such matters are being discussed in the House he should not stifle
our opinion by issuing party whips.
Chief Minister :

the floor

Pa rty w'hip or decision cannot be discused on

of the house.

Deputy Speaker :

I he lion.

Lady Member should not

make

mention of p arty whips here.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

Iwould ask the hon. Chiet Minister, who
is a veteran leader of the Congn ss, that he should be anxious
to raise the prestige of the Congress and the Government.
The Government should accept the proposal that is before the house
th at in all matters pertaining to the filling up of posts the Public Service
Commission must necessarily be consulted. The public has full
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confidence in the Public Service Commission and the Govenament
shou d delegate all powers of making recruitment to it. The Govern
ment should not reserve all powers to itself and th u s cause
dissatisfaction among the public. I hope t h a t the hon. Chief Minister
will attach due weight to my suggestaion.
Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh

Rural), {H in d i) :
Madam, we have to see whether such powers of making
recruitment should be given to the Government or not. In this
connection, I would refer to the order of the Chief Sacretaiy to
Government, Pun jab dated the 13th September 1950. I t says t h a t —
In pursuance of the powers conferred by the proviso to Clause ( 3 ) j O f
Article 320 of the Constitu ion the Governoi of Punjab is pleased
to order that in all matters pertaining to the posts specified in the
aforesaid order it shall not be necessary to consult the Public
Service Commission.
Now, we have to see how the Government is empowered to make
these appointments without consulting the Public Service Commission.
I would draw the attention of the House to subsection 3 of Article
320 of the Constitution of India which lays down t h a t —
The Lhiion Public Service Commission or the State Public Service
Commission, as the case may-be, shall be consulted—
(a) on all matters relating to methods of recruitment to civil services
and for civil posts ;
(b) on the principles to be followed in making appointments to
civil services and posts and in making promotions and transfer
from one eivice to another and on the suitability of candidates
for such appointments, promotions or transfers ;
(c) on all disciplinary matters affecting a person serving under the
Government of India <r the Government of a State in a civil
capacity, including memorials or petitions relating to such:
matters ;
(d) on any claim by or in lespect of a pe'son who is serving or has
served under the Government of India or the Government of
a State or under the Crown in Indi.. or under the Government
of an Indian State, in a civil capacity that any costs incurred
by him in defending legal proceedings instituted against him in
respect of acts done or puiporting to be done in the execution
ot his duty should be paid out cf the Consolidated Fund of the
State ;
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(e) on any claim for the award of a pension in respect of injuries
stuoained by a peison while serving under the Government of
India oi the Go\ernmei:t of a State or under the Crown in India
or under the Government of an Indian State, in a civii capacity,
and any question as to the amount of any such awaid.
Now let us suppose for argum ent’s sake that the Government
was justified in making these appoin tm ents of Architects and Town
Planners on account of the immedidate necess'ty of tilling these posts.
But since their appoint mi in s have bi en made the Government wou d
then give such persons accelerated promotions
T hen on a matter of
claim in respect of such persons the Government will also take a
decision without consulting the Public service Commission. It would
thus appear that by doing one wrong at the initial stage the Govern
ment would continue to act in contravention of the provisions laid
down in ti e Constitution. I fail to understand the urgency wT ich
necessitates the Government to ask for powers of making recruitment,
promotion and transfers without consulting the Public Service
Commission.

Supposing, an architect is in the good books of the Chief Minister
to-day and is promoted but tomorrow he incurs his displeasure.
Then what is the safeguard that he will not be demoted.or dismissed
from service. Is there any organ-zation to which lie can look up for
the protection of his rlgh's ? What I mean to stress is th a t if the
Public Seivice Commission is deprived of its 1 ights of consultation
in respect of any posis, their incumbents would be left at the mercy
of th e whims of the Ministers, if in the matter of pro notion any
technician feels th at his claims have been ignored, is there any foium
except the Public Set vice Commission, from which he can expect fair
dealing? If the posts in question were to continue for a lew months
only, it would be a dilferent matter. But as we know from Govern
m ent’s own statements the completion of the Capital Project will take
at least 5 years. This means that these posts will conti i. ue to exist
for* at least 5 years. I, therefore, see no reason why the poor
(beehare) incumbents of these posts should be denied access to the
Commission for the protection of their legitimate rights.
Deputy Speaker :

Why do y o n call them ‘beehare’ ?

Sardar Bachan Singh :

How else should we dub those employees
who are subject to arbitrariness and who are denied the protection ot
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law applicable to other public servants? Is it not fair and just to give
them the right of appeal against the decision of the Government to
the Public Service Commission whether it is question of promotion or
claim of pension in case of injury or some other claim.
The hon. Members of this House will recall* the opposition and
criticism th a t the Government had to face when it had placed before
the House the proposal to send abroad a delegation of officers to
recruit technicians from foreign countries
At that time the Govern
ment had managed to get the approval of the House to their recruit-^
ment without reference to the Public service Commission on the
ground t h a t the whole Commission could not be sent abroad to recruit
technicians as it would entail a very heavy expenditure. Without
reopening the matter pertaining to their recruitment, as Chaudhri
Lahri Singh had in a very impulsive manner done the other day,
(when he said th at a J a t Member should have been sent abroad instead
of a ‘Lala’), wha.t I ask the Government i , why does it want to
bypass the Public Service Commission even in disciplinary and other
matters relating to the incumbents of the e posts? Why is it so
anxious to debar these technicians from the protection of rules and
regulations? What is after all the raison d 'eU e of the Public Service
Comn ission? Are not cases referred to it to see th at nobody is made
a victim of nepotisim, injustice or personal grudge borne against him
by some high-up? When under the rules all other Government
servants can have their cases referred to the Public Service Commission
why should these technicians be debarred from this precious right?
Then, it is just possible t h a t while some of them will acquit
themselves well, others will prove of no worth. So in the m atter of
demotion, promotion or termination of services there must be some
check on the Government. If it has a Iree hand, it is possible it may
give undu e promotion to a person who least deserves it simply because
he succeeded in pleasing a certain Minister. In any case, deprivation
of the Public Service Commission of its rights ol consultation would
make their pos.tmn totally insecure and they would have to act like
puppets in the hands of the Ministers or face dismissal. So far as my
information goes, no public servant would like to forego the right of
having his terms of service governed by rules and regulations and of
having his case, if he so desires, sent for the opinion of the Commission.
But there can be another possibility also which is equally bad. I
wonder if the incumbents of these posts are themselves insisting
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th at they want to remain immune from the rules and regulations which
govern the terms of service of all1public servants. But I doubt if this
is so because no public servant can have any sense of security in such
a case. Any way, my contention is that they should not be left to the
mercy of the Ministers and the rules which apply to other Government
servants should also apply to them.
1 am of

the considered opinion that such steps are sure to

affect the efficiency of Government services. These things could have
been understood if there had been some emergency which was to last
fo i a few months or so.
But that is not the case at present. These
appointments, which have to be made in connection witn the construc
ting ot the Capital, are to continue for a p r e tty long time and it will
be an act of great injustice to these Government servants if their
promotions, transfers, pension claims etc are not considered by the
Public Service C > u nissi >i
These are bad precedents and are
likely to have far-reaching and harmful effects. We should refrain
from creating them. W j should, on the other hand, like the English
Parliament establish such traditions which may be followed and
emulated by the other countries of the world.
Chief Minister (The hon.

Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava.)

{H in d i)

:

Madam, I am not surprise 1 to hear the discussion that has taken place
on this motion.' As a matter of fact, the question was quite
a simple one but it ha s been unnecessarifr given a complicated form
by general remarks. Some hon. Friends have remarked th a t sanction
had been given last time to the taking out of some services from thepurview of the Public Service Commission as the work in connection
with the Capital was to be done with gre it promptitude. But I
may remind these hon. Friends that they never agreed to the taking
of this step. Even at that time they tabled a motion t h a t the order
of H. E. the Governor should be repealed
Now again, they have
moved t h a t the order of the Governer deprives the Commission of its
light of consultation under Article 320 of the Constitution in
promotions and other m atters of the persons appointed under the
previous order and it should therefore be repealed. I can understand
the language of the motion all right but one thing that* passes my
comprehension is this th at how can the order of the Governor mean
an aspersion on the honesty and integrity of the Commission ? It
has been argued t h a t the Public Service Commission was not consulted
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when

recruitment

was made in the Transport' Department.

The

appointments in the Transport D e p a r t m e n t J i a d not to be made by
Public Service Commission and so the matters which have nothing to
do with the Cornmiss’on cannot be sent to them.
*

But what has happened to the colleagues
of the hon. Chief Minister ? .Nobody is to be seen on the Treasury
Benches except the hon. Chief Minister.
Chaudhri Suraj Mai :

Chief Minister :

It is not a m atter with which I am concerned.
I don’t think th at such a question should be permitted. I was saying
th at matters which had no concern with the Public Service Commission
cculd not be referred to this Commission. Accrding to rules
recruitment is made by the Commission only to posts which are new,
permanent and carry a salary of more than rupees one hundred and
fifty per mensem. If and when somebody is to be promoted to a
post carrying a salary of more than Rs. 150 per month, his case is
cent to the Public Service Commission for considering his suitability
for that post. These are the rul s. It is useless to say as to why
all posts should not be advertised and appointments made by the
Commission directly. We have never departed from the rules. It
will be recalled th at or\]y the other day I placed on the Table of the
House a report about the work of the Public Service Commission in
4

which i was stated that the Commission could not give even a
instance where we had not made use of their consultation.
altogether a different matter th a t at times we may not be able
on their recommendation. But in c;ises where we cannot
accordance wit! their recommendations we bring them to the
of this House according to the provisions of the Constitution.

single
I t is
to act
act in
notice
Here is

an illustration of what ! have stated. The order of the Governor has
been placed <n the Table of the House because certain powers in
connection with some posts had been taken out of the purview of the
Public Service Commission. So far as a p p o i n t m e n t » to lower services are
concerned they are made by a Board which has been constituted for
this purpose It is possible th a t this Board has not accepted the recom
mendations of some individuals and it is b cause of this t h a t t h e
Government is being so mercilessly criticized
After all, the Board
cannot please everybody. If there are 20 appointments to be made
and 10,l'( 0 candidates apply, 9,980 candidates have to go disappointed.
Now these 9,980 candidates can take it into their heads to challenge
Hie government saying th a t great injustice has been done to them
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and th a t the work of the Government is far from satisfactoiy.

I t is

obvious th a t we cannot aC(Smn odate all the ten thousand applicants
(Chaudhri Suraj Mai : What a hollow argument.) Madam, I said
t h a t I shall beg, borrow or steal for building the Capital. By stealing
I did not mean ^ h a t one of my hon Friends meant. I believe in the
definition of the word'■stealing” which has been given by Mahatma
Gandhi—the Father of the Nation
According to that definition I
am sure th at I am not a greater culprit than m^ hon. Friend.
It was said th at a sum of about fifty crores of rupees was going
to be spent on the Capital Project. I wonder how these figures were
arrived at. It without examining the financial aspect of the Project,
someone chooses to quote figures which are five hundred per cent or
four hundred and fifty per cen of the actual figures, it would serve
no useful purpose. The arguments based on such wrong presdmptions
have no foundation
*
I t was said that we did
out th at there are definite
services recruited through the
ment cannot take disciplinary

not follow any rules. I wish to point
rules, according to which in the case of
Public Service Com nissson, th • Govern
action without referring the m atter to

the Commission, if the punishment proposed to be given is for more than
one vear.

The Government has ^ull power to suspend

or award

punishment for less than one year without reference to the Public
Service Commission. Some hon. Members pleaded on behalf of some
Government servants that they should not have been suspended or
proceed: ! arainst. In the case of these Government servants, I can
only say that Go l sive us fro n such friend*. J n this connection one
or two cases were referred to
It was said th at in 1948, some persons
were recruited in the R habilitation Department without reference to
the Public Service Commissi m. It is true t h a t the Gove* nment did
so, bu t.it did not act improperly because the recruitment was made
for temporary posts only. It was decried th at only displaced persons
should be appointed on the posts for which suitable’ persons from
among them were availab'e. E v ery body was not considered for those
temporary posts. D'.solaced persons on ly were appointed on those
posts
In the case of Civil Supplies Department or other departments,
the question of transfer of those persons who are holding temporary
posts does not arise
Permanent Government servants only are
transferred to other departments in certain cases. The members ol
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temporary staff are not ordinarily transferred in this manner. I t
was said th at the Government wanted o obtain power for transferring
the persons employed on Capital Project to other departments. I
might point out th at the question of their transfer does not arise at
%
all Senior and junior architects for the Capital Project have been
appo int d on the basis ol contract for a period of three years. The
question of their prnnotioo or transfer has to be decided on the basis
of the contrac* of their employment.
Chaudhri Suraj Mai :

If th at is the case, where was the necessity

for the order?
Chief Minister: The argument th at the Government would suspend
or transfer these pars ms aibitrarily, without caring for the terms of
the contract, is meaningless. In this connection, I v. ish to add th at
if the Government considers the work of some olficer, whether he was
recruited through the State Public Service Commission or the Union
Public Service Commi-s’an, to be unsatisfactory, it can suspend him.
After that the Government can institute an enquiry. The Public Service
Commission has to be referred to for obtaining its sanction to the punish
ment proposed to be imposed I'he question of referring to it the cases
of those ofticers who have been appointed for a period of three or five
years on the basis of contract, does not arise. These contracts can-not be
altered by reference to the Public Service Commissien.

In Article

320 (3) (b) of the Constitution, it is laid down th a t “ 1he Union Public
Service Commission or the State Public Service Commission, as the
case may be, shall be consulted on the principles to be followed in
making appointments to civil services and posts and in making
promotions and transfers from one service to another and on the
suitability

of

candidates

for

such

appointments, promotions or

transfers.” In the present case, the question of their t r a n s rer does not
arise at all. Their appoint merits having been im d e mi the basis of
cantract, everything in their case has to be decided according to the
terms of those contracts.

With regard

to

ordinary

Government

servants, it is further laid down in the Constitution th at the Public
Service Commission shall be consulted ‘ on all disciplinary matters
affecting a- peison serving under the Government of India or the
Government of a State in a civil c a p a u t y . ” In the case of these
architects, iiowever, everything has to be decided in terms of the
contract of tluir employment. If the work of someone of them is founh
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unsatisfactoiy, he can be asked to go av\ay. Most of them have come
from France ;md Fngland and h ,ve been recruited through big and
responsible otficers
It is, therefore, not correct to say th at the
Government can act arbitr. rily in th J r case
I t was complained that, in reply to a question, I stated that the
survey had cost so much and the miscellaneous expenditure amounted
to twentyfive lakhs of rupees, but f did not give the details. If I had
been asked to furnish details of t h a t amount, l would have certainly
done so. It is true that detailed acoounts cannot be given in each
case* but in this particular case it was possible to supply the details.
I was submitting th at it could not be pioper to say lhat the case of
these persons employed on the basis of'contracts should be referred to
the Public Servie Commission. They can not be regarded as ordinary
permanent Government servants
It has been said that the members of the Public Service
Commission are honest. No >odv has any doubt about that. Of
course, I know that an hon. Member, some time back, had the
xaudacity to speak i.gainst the m e m b e r of the Public Service
Commission as well. I, on my part, have nothing to sav against the '
m°mbers of the Co omission
I admit that t.iey have a good deal of
administrative exp rience to their credit
The Chairman and another
member of the Commission have also got the experience of long
Government service in administrative capacities. Hie C h a in n u i is an
experienced man and he has handled the work of recruitment aiso
very efficiently. I cannot overpraise him. I admit that he has more
experience than ourselves and 1 am glad hat our recoin n endatioii
to his Fxc dlency the Governor for his appointment has been vindica
ted. But at the time of recruitment, the Public Service Commission
lias to consult the head of the department also. The Government
usually accepts the recommendations of the Commission. If it cannot
accept those recommendations, it refers them back to the Commission
for its reconsideration. But if there is disagreement even after that,
the m atter is referred to the Governor. In that case, it is brought for
discussion before the House. I wonder why it has been said t h a t the
members of the Commission are more experienced than the Ministers.
T admit that they are more experienced in the work they are called
upon to do. But our critics should know that the Ministers have
also got more experience than before
They have to go into all
aspects of a m atter before any decision is taken thereon. The decision
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to spend Rw 5 0 lakhs, for instance, is not taken just by saying t h a t it
is to ; e spent.
Sardar Bachan Singh : May I know, Dr. Sahib, if you have
gi"-en up 'h a t [dan of 100 square miles ?
Chief Minister :

Mr learned Friend-ha* raised the question of

100 square miles I . may tell him th at the scheme of !i)0 square
miles was not in existance even when he had bee the Minister for a
few days. There have been changes since then in t h a t scheme. The criti
cism of Government adminis*ration is done without ascertaining the
actual tacts. At first, we gave permission for the recruitment to those
posts but not conditions of service pertaining to those posts
This
was a mistake on our part. At that time, we were advised th at there
was no need of permission for the conditions of service since it was on
contract basis. Now we are told th at permission is necessary even in
that case.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

Dr. Sahib, you need not engthen the
discussion because we would vote for you.
Chief Minister :

I do not want to refer to partv matters.

But

still, I would like to explain one thing.
On a point of order, Madam. If any
Memb r refers to any party matter it is caid that it is a private affair
-and hence cannot be discussed
Is the hon Chief iVinister entitled to
Shrimati

refer to party

Sit a Devi :

alters even alter saying th at he does not want to

do

so ?
Deputy Speaker : It would hive been better if the hon Member
had the patience to listen wuether the hon. Chief Minister actually
said anything or not,.
Chauihri Suraj Mai: Madam, her point of ord >r is th at, if
one thing is said from one side, it is considered irrelevant ; but if it is
said by the other side, it is not irrelevant.
Deputy Speaker : L would like to point out to the hon. Member
th at even when I w..s an ordinary Member, l was in favour of one
Member speaking at a time. I do not like that, when an hon. Member
is speaking, another should interrupt
I would again point out that
if I did not permit Shrimati Sita Devi to discuss any party m atter in
the House, l would likewise not permit Dr. Sahib to do so.
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say anything to which

I had

It has been said here that the Government should

not do tilings which would be death o f the Congress. I would like
to point out that no work of the Government can be the cause of
death of the Congress.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is :

That the Supplementary Order of the Governor of the Punjab dated
11th December, 1950, whereby Public Service Commission has been
deprived of its rights of consultation in disciplinary and other
matters under clause (3) (b) (c) and (d) of Article 320 of the
Constitution of India pertaining to the posts specified in the
Governor’s Order dated 13th September, 1950, be hereby
repealed.
The Assembly Divided :

Ayes 6, Noes 45.
AYES

Bachan Singh, Sardar.

Rattan Singh, Sardar.

Man Singh Jathedar, Sardar.

Sajjan Singh, Sardar.

Ranbir Singh, Mehta.

Suraj Mai, Chaudhri,
NOES

A jit Singh, Sardar.

Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.

Amar Nath Vidyalankar, Shri.

Harbhaj Ram, Chaudhri.

Badlu Ram, Chaudhri.

Ishar Singh Mujhaii, The
Honourable Sardnr.

Behari Lai Chanana Shri.
Jagdish Chander Chaudhri.
Bhagwan Dass, Shri.
Jagjit Singh Mann, Sardar.
Dalip Singh Kang, Sardar.
J'iwan Lai, Pandit.
©alip Singh, Thakur.
Jogirider Singh Mann, Sardar.
Dev Raj Sethi, Shri.
Kabul Singh, Sardar.
Durga Chand Kaushish, Shri.
Kartar Singh, Chaudhri.
Gopi Chand Bhargava, The
Honourable Dr.

Kariar Singh, The Honourable
Sardar.
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NOES - concld.
Rattan Singh Tabib, Shri.

Kehr Singh, Sardar.
Kedar Nath Saigal, Shri.

|

Samar Singh, Chaudhri.

Lahn Singh, Chaudhri.

Sant Ram Seth, Dr.

Matu Ram, Chaudhri.

Sarmukh Singh, Sardar.

Narinder Singh, Sant.

Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.

Narotam .Singh, The Honourable
Sardar.

Sita Devi, Shrimati.
Swaran Singh, Sardar.

Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.
Sudarshan, Seth
Piara Singh, Sardar.
Sundar Lai, Chaudhri.
Prabodh Chandra, Miri
Tara Singh, Sardar.
Prithvi Singh Azad, The
Honourable v hri.

Ujjal Singh, Sardar.
Virendra, Shri.

Ranjit Singh, The Honourable
Captain.

Waryam Singh, Sardar.
Rattan Singh Giil, Sardar.

THE PUNJAB DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGED AREAS BILL.
Minister For Public Works (The lion. Captain Ranjit S in gh );
beg to

I

present the report of the Select Committee on the Punjab

Development of Damaged Areas Bill;
Minister For Public Works :

Madam, I m ove:

That the Punjab Development of Damaged Areas Bill as reported by the
Select Committee be taken into consideration.
Madam, during the riots in Amritsar most of the buildings were
dam iged by tire. Lakhs of rupees have been spent in removing the
debris. For the last three ye irs and a half the Municipal Committee,
the citizens and the Government have been feeling the necessity of
erecting houses according to some scheme. But for the purpose of
acquiring lands th >Government has no data as to the ownership o f the
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places and buildings. Some of the persons have left for Pakistan and we
have no knowledge of their property here. A Development Board has
been constituted and in order to remove the difficulties in the
acquisition of the property in the damaged areas this Bill has been
brought before the House. In the beginning of this session a Select
Committee was constituted and th ‘ Bill was referred to it for advice.
Some of the hon. Members who were expected to have knowledge of
this matter were taken in this Committee. The Select Committee has
submitted its report and has suggested some changes in the original
Bill.
I, therefore, think that since this Bill is not of a controversial
nature, it would be passed by the House without much discussion.
Then, Madam, two things ..ave come to my notice. One is that
the residents of Katra Jairnai Singh have requested for the inclusion
of their representative in the Development Board.

The hon. Members,

Dr. Sant Ram Seth and 'Shrimati Dr. Park ash Kaur, have pleaded
their cause. I assure them that since it is possible to co opt an
associate member of the Development Board at any time, Government
will recommend to it for associating a representative of the residents
of Katra Jairnat Singh when the scheme regarding this Katra is
executed. # The other thing is that a number or amendments to the
Bill have been suggested at this stage by my hon. Friends. They are
with regard to taking or leaving a certain port ion of land required for
widening the roads.

I think these amendments are too late to be

incorporated in the Bill. Besides, if they are accepted, they will
defeat the very purpose of the Bill. I quite realize the difficulties
of those persons who want to build their houses on th :ir own lands.
Government will try to help them in every possible way, but it is not
possible for me to aqcept their demand in toto and
which they have

put it

before me.

I,

in the form in

however, assure them that

Government will t *y their level best to accommodate all those

persons

whose houses have been totally damaged or a portion of the structures
of whose houses are still standing.

With these words I commend

the

Bib to the'House for acceptance.
Deputy Speaker :

Motion moved :

Tftat the Punjab Development of idamaged Areas Bill as repotted by
the Select Commitee be taken into consideration.

1he Fun ;:ib Development of Damaged Areas Bill

Shri Amar Nath V i'lydankar

(Non
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Union Labour) (Hindi)'.*

Madam, I am very gratel’ul to the hon. Minister for* holding out
an assurance that every ef.ort will be made by
accommodate

all

those

persons

whose 1 mds are to

under tlm provision of this Bill . a n d
receive

his

that

sympathetic consideration.

their

But

aware

whether

Members came to
the hon.

Minister

be

to

acquired

grievances

will

I am constrained to

remark that he has thought of doing so only
tabled by the hon

Government

when amendments

his notice.

Then,

I am not

has ever taken the trouble

of

visiting the area to be developed, or has heard the grievances of the
people owning lands or residing in that dim iged arei.
he had gone there and met a deputation of

1 feel that if

these people then after

hearing their views, he would not have said that the amendments
were to > late to be incorporated in the Bill. In this conn ction I may
bring this fact to his notice that in July last the property owners in
the damaged area of Amritsir, held a joint meeting with Shri P C .
Bhandari, the Executive Officer of the Amritsai Municipality, and
other officers representing the point of view of the Improvement Trust.
At this meeting both sides arrived at an agreed solution, it was agreed
that the Government will fulfil the following four conditions before it
acquired lands from the owners.

The first

condition was that only

that area of land would be acquired as would be necessary for the
construction of the roads. Secondly, the person from whom a certain
area of land is acquired, will be paid its price at m arket' value or an
effort will be made bv the Improvement Trust to grant him the same
area of land of the same type near that area as far as possible.
Thirdly, while acquiring land for the purpose of widening the roads
on both sides, it will b j endeavoured by the authorities to cause the
minimum

possible* displace ment to the owners

owner* w ho would
acquired frc m

not like to

In other words, those

receive cash payment of the land,

them would T e gi\en land for land at some other

contiguous place.

Fourthly, the unit of the houses to be constructed

around this area wou'd be fixed at two marlas.

Besides, if as a

result of acquisition of land mom a certain person, his remaining land
falls short of tins unit, he will be granted land sufiicient to complete
the unit of t.v\o marlas.

Besides this, as the scheme is to be under

taken by the Government on ‘no profit no loss basis’ the Government
would net. derive profit

cut of the sale of the plots subsequently,

moreover it was also agreed that sufiicient time would be afforded to
the owners of
lands

required

the wooden structures t > remove the same from the
for widening the roads, wherever it is possible.

All
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these things were conveyed to the Government and the owners are
yet in the dark as to what happened to those terms o f mutual agreement
J wonder if the hon. Minister-in-charge of the Bill is aware of the
conditions mutually agreed to between the property owners of the
damaged areas in Amritsar and the Municipal arid Government officers.
If not, I think the hon. Minister should
bringing this Bill before the House.

have

known them before

Have the officers concerned kej t

him in the dark? Have they played a hoax on the pcor land owners
whose property was destroyed
durirg disturbansces ? Since I
am intimately connected with Amiitsar, I have lull knowledge of the
difficulties of the people residing in these areas.

The mam difficulty

of these people is with regard to the fixation and paj'ment of
compensation to be made to them in lieu of their lands and certain
structures built on them. The Bill indicates that it will take three
years for the Improvement Trust to submit to the Government a*
statement regarding the actual cost of the scheme and other particulars
about the estimated value of plots and structures etc. made on them.
It is not known how long will the Government take to notify the
details of the said statement.

This means that this

will

have the

effect of delaying the payment of compensation to the persons for a
very considerable period.

From

economic* point of view, th-s long

period of suspense will adversely effect the people doing some business
under the temporary and improvised structures.
their earnings because they are never certain

They cannot improve

as to when they would

be fequired to vacate these wooden structures or remove them.
Obviously tuey cannot make any large investments is their business
because ot the Democles sword, m the form of danger of ejectment at a
short notice, hanging ever their head. May 1 know from the Government
as to what its intentions are by introducing this Bill ?
to ruin the

Hoes it want,

already ruined people or doe§ it intend to improve their

hard lot and at the same time convert Amritsar into a city ot guldens?
But what are the gardens for it the people are groaning lor w ant ot
means for their livelihood? I am of the opinion that the approach of
the Government in this matter is utterly wrung.

The criterion shou.d

have been that the people are put to the least trouble and that
are displaced to the minimum possible extent.

they

But on the contrary,

the Government cares more for its own convenience or that: of the
Municipality rather than that of the people. The hon. Minister does
not go deep into the n atter. He puts his seal of acceptance on any
scheme that the ofiicers prepare and submit to him.

1 would, there-
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fore, request

him

to visit

personally all those areas, which come

under the purview of this Bill
consequently be affected.
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and contact the

people who would

Tie should hear their difficulties and then

come with a legislative mea >ure.

I may assure him that tlie people of

Amritsar fervently desire that their city should be

so beautified as to

become the envy of other citu s in the State and they are prepared to
cooperate wit ' the

Government

to any

extent it likes.

But what

they want is that Government should pay some heed to their most
reasonable requests and try to evolve some such solution as may
prove satisfactory to both the parties. But I am constrained to
rem irk th\t the Government would accept what ver proposals would
be sent by the officers and the cry of the people will remain a cry in
the wilderness

%

Madam, it is provided in the Bill that the Collector shall assess
the value of the structures at he ti ne of delivery of p^sseshon of the
1 ind to the Trust. There is no c : terion by which the Collector is to
assess the value. Under the provisions of the Bill the Collector is free
to assess the value as he pleases
A t least some rovision should have
been made lor the criterion by whicu the assessment is to be made
by the Collector, so that the people concerned may know about the
c unpensatio i they would receive at the hands of the Government.
What I wish to point out is this that iu should not be left to the
Collector to assess the value according to his sweet will.
Further, it is also provided in

the Bill that the Trust shall, as

soon as after, but not later than 3 years from the date of the

sanction

of the scheme, submit for the scrutiny of the State Government, the
necessary particulars.

In my opinion this period of 3 years will result

in great hardship to those people who have been reduced to poverty
for no fault of theirs.

I would

like to suggest that instead of 3 years

it should be at the most 6 months. If this B done, I do not think
Government is going to suffer any loss. It would, therefore, be in the
fitness of things if the Government takes the people concerned into its
confidence and tjius takes adquate steps accordingly. 1 would like to
submit that the present Bill concerns only a few pe sons.
be out of

place to

It will not

mention hwe that some of my hon. Friends

including the Minister himself raise great hue and cry when
question of granting proprietory rights to tenants is raised.

the

They can

not brook the owners of landed property being dispossessed the least,
or their proprietary privileges being touched in any way. W ill they
exhibit the same enthusiasm to protect the rights of those miserable
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fellow citizens, whose all belongings had already been consumed by the
fuiious fires kindled by the communal fury, and who are now being
driven out of their hearths and homes, and being deprived of their
remaining sources of livelihood ? Their residential and business areas
have already been declared as damaged areas by the Government, they
have already lost their property.

Those people who were earning

fhousands as rent of their shops have been reduced to poverty. I am
really constrained to remark that decisions are being taken here with
out consulting the people who are deeply concerned with it.

This I

would say is criminal neglect of duty on the part of the Government.
It is therefore hjgh time that attempts should be made to take the
people-concerned into confidence, with a view to making the necessary
amendments in the JBill. I would urge that the House should refuse
to pass the Bill in its present form,

[f the Government really feels

for the people it should lose no time in postponing the consideration
of the present legislative measure with a view to removing its serious
defects. This can only be done if the Government is really anxious to
do some good to those people who have already suffered a lot and
whose grievances are quite genuine.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Xaur (Amritsar, Sikh, W omen) {Punjabi) :
Madam, I rise to make a few submissions with regard to the Bill, now
before the H 'u se, which concerns thos? unfortunate people who being
the residents of this side of the Punjab now known as Punjab (Lidia)
have also suffered in some way or the other during the disturbances
caused by the Partition-. Tins Bill concerns those people who can
neither

call

themselves as displaced persons nor can they be deemed

to be within their rights to make any demand in that capacity. On
the other hand, it concerns those who owned property worth lakhs but
who are now reduced lo poverty so much so that they can hardly make
their both ends meet 1

am really constrained to remark that nothing

has been done to improve their lot.

It will not be out of place to

mention here that This matter was already brought to the notice of the
hon. Shri Prithvi Singh Azad, the then Minister-in-charge. But it is a
matter of deep regret tha* the agreement arrived at, has been totally
ignored by the Government It has not taken those people into confi
dence w h oliav e been ruined for no fault on their pait. But on the con
trary they have been accuse J of hampering t ‘ie workof the improvement
Trust, iiis said about them that they wain to lealize maximum amounts
of rent and that the rent which they rea.ized before was quite unreaso
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nable. On the me hand, we find our displaced brethren, who have lost
their everything in Pakistan, making demands after demands for their
speedy rehabilitation and, on the e ther, those people who have also been
reduced to poverty and do not know how to put in their demands for
ameliorating their condition. The e is none to'listen to their genuine
grievance*.

The\ move from door to door but all in vain, as Mobody,

neither the bon. Minister-in-charge nor even the department concerned,
pay any heed to their tales of woe.
So far as the Bill, now before the House, which affects these
people is c ncerned I am not in a position to say whether or not it
should be pissed into Law

However, the hon.

Minister has already

held our an assurance to the effect that the representatives o f the
people concerned would be taken on the Board which i$ to decide how
compensation is to be paid to them. It would really have been in the
fitness of things if the Central Government were approched to afford
some help to those unfortunate people, in the form o f loans etc., It
is really a matter of deep regret that our Government lias not devised
any ways and means to help these people whose property has been
damaged as a jesult o f which they have lost all the sources of their
livelihood. These people have been ruined and still our Government
has not taken any steps to afford them any facilities even for their
subsistence, what to speak of advancing them loans for reconstructing
their houses.

Under , toe circumstances I would request the Govern

ment in general and the hon. Minister-ia-charge. in particular not to
rush through this legislative measure,

it

would have in the fitness

of things if the session were extended so as t o lla b le us to make
necessary amendments in it. 1 would also request the hon. Ministerin charge of the Bill to take the affected people into confidence and
thus devise ways and means in consultation with them with a view
to improving their conditions
If the Government make necessary
charges in the Bill, now before the House, and thus come to their
rescue. I am sure, the people concerned would not be found wanting
in making every sacrifice to accomm odate it in the interests o f our
State.

It has been stated that according to the agreement reached

between the Government and the people concerned, the latter would he
given

land to

land.

But I do not find any such provision in the

Bill, now before the Hou-e.
Further the scheme regarding the payment of compensation is
very unsatisfactory and vat the same time discouraging.
criterion for assessing the value of compensation.

There is no

It has been stated
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that since the building, the price of which was about one lakh of rupees,
has already been burnt or damaged, therefore, the question

of paying

compensation at the same rates did not arise. Perhaps the Govern
ment has lost sight of the fact th it in Amritsar the vaiue of buildings
has depreciated. For instance, a house which cost Rs. 75,<>00 before
partition can these days be had for less than Rs. 20,000. As a matter
of fact it goes without saying that the market value Shas gone down
and is maintaining the same tendency even now.

It is not clear from

the provisions of the Bill as to how much amount, they are going to
receive as compensation.

There is no provision An the Bill according

to which they are going to receive the compensation of their land.
These unfortunate people entertain fears lest all their land should be
acquired by thq Government.

,

.

Further our Government is not going to compensate these people
for lemoving the demolished.material. They have grown doubtful lest
>the sum of Rs[ 26 lakhs vyhich has been spent on removing the
demolished material would be deducted from the payments which they
would receive as compensatipn.

/ *

W hen1 land is acquired by the Trust for purposes

of street

lighting it should be acquired from both sides of the street instead of
from one side.' Imease it is proposed to acq lire land from one side
only, it will adversely affect the interests of the owners of such land
as, after surrendering land for. '■*his purpose, their area of land will be
consider ibly reduced. I Would suggest that in such a case land lor
land snould’ be given to the affected persons, a q if the area of land is
reduced, the owner will not be able to erect the building according to
the plan Givi ig of land for land will create confidence among the affected
persons that the Government is not-acquiring their land for any other
purpose but to put them on their feet,
doubts in their minds that the
land, may auction it a higher
able to buy: that land for lack
is to give them land for land.

Government, at£,er acquisition of this
price
In that case they will not b*
of funds, Tnerefore, the light course
This scheme ^will come into force in-

three areas viz. Katra Jaimal Singh,
Slier Singh

rhese people* are enterraining

Pasham.vala Bazar and Katra

The affected persons should be given sufficient time to

remove the structuies standing on

the 1 nd of evacuees.

I would

suggest that this scheme should first be made applicable in the areas
where eeacuee property exists

After buildings have been erected in

this area the sh >ps in Hindu localities s.ioul t be shifted to thi^

area
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force in the Hindu

In this way large number of refugees will be rehabilitated.

In ttie damaged area there are some h mses which are mtact and are
leased out on rent according to the previous standard.

Such people

are mainly d ‘pendent upon the income realised from

the rent and

are hardiy eking out their subsistence.

If these buildinzs are also

demolished according to the d-velopinent scheme these people will be
put to great h udship and trouble. They will have first to incur
expenses on the demolition of their houses and then

bear the cost of

removal of malba and in this way they will not be left

with

any

capital to rebuild the houses according . to the sanctioned scheme.
There is no doubt that on account of rise in the price level these houses
will fetch higher price but under this scheme the owners of such houses
after demolishing their houses will be deprived of their means of
livelihood

The Governm ent’s plea that the owners can easily b#ear

the cost of demolition and removal of malba in view of the fair price
they would get for their houses, does not appeal to them because they
are afraid that they may be deprived of their property under this
scheme
Besides, under this development scheme the Improvement
Trust proposes to build 17 feet wide shops. Such big shops will not be
found suitable as people would not be in a position to piu large stock
in these shops for want of capital.

Business market is already very

dull in Amritsar on account of its close proximity to the border and
nobody is willing to make big investment in any business.

It will be

remembered that sometime back the Municipal Committee Amritsar
constructed six feet wide shops at Chowk Fawara. I think there seems
to be no sense in building such spacious shops in Amritsar where
people are shy to invest big capital.

I would suggest that these shops

should not be more than 10 or 12 feet wide and this dimension w,mld
be found quite enough to put up a good show. The people are already
under financial embarrassment and the fact that the Improvement
Trust will also take 3 years to give

compensation will .aggravate their

difficulties,
i h^ Government will be well
advised to enforce thisscheme within the period of six months and take steps to give the
payment of compens ition as early as possible. If iand for land is
given they should be advanced loans to enable them to take up the
v^ork of construction n hand. They will
be able to refund this
amount of loans as soon as they begin to derive income from the rent of
these houses

They should

be supplied bricks and other material on

controlled rate. It is no use bui.ding inagniiicent buildings in a to wn
which is very close to the border. Such buildings should be^built in
big cities uk

Bombay and Calcutta.

But imagine the pity of it that
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the Government has thought fit to enforce the Development Scheme
in

a town which has lost ifs importance

proximity to

the border.

on account of its close

However, I do not oppose

this scheme

but would make this suggestion that the Government should not levy
betterment fee when this scheme is completed. The Government
should give extensive financial assistance to these people in the form
of loans so that they maj’ be able to stand on their own

legs.

•

I also want to urge upon the Government to have inquiries made
into cases in which the debris has been r m oved s i that the owners
may be able to get some compensation for it. In the end I repeat that
the Government should treat the people of Katra Jaimal Singh with
special consideration and t*y to relieve their distress as far as possible
by giving them land for land, by giving them loans and thus helping
them

to stand on their feet once again.

They will ever remain

grateful to this Government, if this much is done for them.
Pandit

Faqir

Chand

(Ex-Member,

West

Punjab Assembly

representing West Lahore Division, General, Rural) tH in d i) : Madam,
I am quite in agreement with the views expressed by Pandit Amar
Nath and Bibi Parkash Kaur on this Bill.

It would

be a grave

injustice to the people, to be affected by it, to pass this measure
without giving public opinion adequate opportunity to express itself
clearly on it. So I urge the Government not to show undue haste
to put this Bill on the Statute' Book and agree to its circulation for
eliciting public opinion.

It ■appears that my

suggestion

has found

favour with th* hon. Minister-in-charge since he has noted it do >n.
It is a matter for deep regret, Madam, that neither the Central
Government nor our own Government has so far cared to give •any
help to the victims of 1^47 riots of whom a very large m ajority
belongs to

Amritsar.

These people have been rendered shelterless

as a result of their properties having

been

burnt down and are in

no better condition than the refugees from West Punjab, instead of
giving grants and loans to them for reconstructing their houses, it is
proposed to deprive them of the land on which once stood their*
ancestral houses.

No doubt the provision lor compensation has been

made but it is to be paid after three years
Can anyone, who
possesses a sympathetic and ieeiing heart, give his approval to this
sort of treatment

towards tli r people who

shelter lor the last ‘three and a half years ?

have been without any
I endorse

the suggestion
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of Bibi Parkash Kaur that representatives of the sufferers o f Katra
Jaimal iingh, Katra Sher Singh and Katra Shradhanand should be
called and given a hearing before enacting this measure. If the
Government is really anxious to alleviate their suffering and respect
their feelings it must defer the consideration of this Bill and circulate
it to elicit public opinion.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : (Gurdaspur, General, Rural) (Hindi) :
Madam, the object of this Bill is to vest in an Improvement Trust
powers to acquire properties in-the damaged areas of Amritsar which
were the scene of rioting in,

947 witn a view to developing those areas

by reconstructing houses according to new plans.

The Improvement

Trust to be created under the proposco A ct will have the power to
execute the scheme by selling away the total land and the debris
available and the money thus realized will constitute the income of
the scheme. In this connection I am reminded of an anecdote about
Sir Harnam Singh of Jullundur. One day when he was sitting in the
lawn of Ins bungalow he saw a stranger sweeping and cleaning his
premises.
He asked him about the where-abouts of the old sweeper
who had been working for his family for a very long time.
That
fellow gave an evasive reply and told Sardar Sahib that the old
sweeper would return in a few days’ time. After two or three days,
when Sir Harnam Singh noticed that the old sweeper was not to bt
found and the same man was working in his place, he sent for him and
directed him to disclose the truth of the matter.

That fellow told

Sardar Sahib that his house had been sold by the old sweeper to him.
On being asked how much price he had paid, *he replied that he had to
pay Rs 500 as the price of Sardarji’s house.

Madam, this is exactly

what is happening in the case of these damaged houses.

W ithout

their owners being aware of it, the houses are being sold.

W ithout

consulting the persons concerned, it is being proposed to dispose of
their properties.
Tt is laid down in clause 13 (i) that 'after the statement has been
notified under the preceding section, the collector shall make an award,
apportioning compensation, in the manner hereinafter prescribed,
among all the persons known or believed to be interested in the land,
* of whom or of whose claims he has information whether or not they
have appeared beiore him. This clearly shows that against the decision
of the officer whom the Government w 11 appoint to assess compensation
there cannot be any.appeal nor can the persons interested secure the
services of a ‘ Vakii’ . The Government will itself be the purchaser as well
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as the arbiter <.f

the price.

Moreover, Madam, the Constitution of

India enjoins that no body shall be deprived oi his property without an
adequate and proper compensaiion.

But in the pioposed Bill there is

no provision for an appeal to the law courts against the decision of the
Collector.

I have read the posters that have be, n published on

behalf

*

’ of the owners of these damaged aieas. One thing is explicitly expressed
iheiein that the pet pie have no longer faith in the professions and
doings of this Government.
Past experience shows that they are
justified in holding this view-. Out of the shops ot the market
our Government

had built in Annitsar on American model, 75% are

still lying vacant.

Amritsar is not a shadow of her pie-partition self.

Then,

Madam, it is just possible our Government is arxious to

send abroad some officer like Mr

P. N.

Thapar on the pretext of

finding technicians for rebuilding the damaged areas of .Amritsar
would not be surprised if seme lawyers of Amritsar

might

I

have

approached it for this purpose, thinking that the scheme in question
would give them ;n apportunity to visit foreign countries free of cost.
The provisions of the Bill relating to the acquisition of all
properties in the damaged ae as ai d those a mtd ' t e n t it lin g the
Improvement Trust with the work of plannin and constiuctmn of new
buildmgs aie most unfair.
'1 he right of the people to construct
houses of the type

ermitted by their means should on no account be

taken aw; y from

them

The In.provenx nt I rust might build houses

too cosily for their financial position.
T he difference: in the income
and the cost of the scheme will, under this Bid, have to be met by the
people themselves
Government

They

have made many representations to the

again.^t the ‘ loot’ that is proposed to be legalized thiough

this Bill.
There is another matter to which 1 want to draw the at emion
of the Governm ent.
of victims

of

if it s really eh sirous of improving the condition

liots in

Amntsar,

it

should make a piivasion tor

conpen satirg them out of 1 he evacuee property for the land that is
taken away from tin m lor constructing roads, parks etc
Out o f the
total propertv in Katra Jaimal >ingh, 40 % be longs to evacuees.
Ibis only shows that the Government

wishes to beimiit at the

cost of the distressed people, some iavuurites who may be woiking as
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It is a very bad

motive

very well understand that if and when due to some

misfortune the buildings of a city get demolished steps should be
taken by the Government to improve and reconstruct the ch y accoiding
to a regular plan.

In such a circumstance the Government is

in acquiring lands for public gardens and
and streets.

justified

widening the public roads

It has every right to ask the people

to construct new

and beautiful buildings according to the plan given by the Government.
But all this should not be done through the expensive and top-heavy
agency of the Government but by affording facilities to the people
concerned by providing them

with

necessary

building

materials.

These distressed people rrc not in a position to pay any expenditure
that may be incurred by the Government for them. They do not
approve of this iuea of the Government. Here is a poster published
by these people in which it is stated that this Government is following
in

the

footsteps of the Englishman

Government.

and

is

no

better than his

They feel that the ways of this Government are exactly

as bureaucratic as those of the old foreign Government.

It has no

sym pathy for the public and no value

They are

for their money.

under the impression that the Government is not giving them a fair
deal when it makes them expend so much on the reconstruction of
Amritsar without giving this place the privilege of being the Capital
o f the province

According to them money is to be wasted on this

bolder town as this moi ey is to come from the people and not from
the Government
1he Government does not like the idea of spending
its own money on budding the Capital n< ar the border and is building
one at Chandigarh. I would therefore request that the feelings of
these people should not be disregarded ana they should be asked to
do things

ccording to their means and conditions.

If they

cannot

pay for the service of the American experts and architects and the
high salaries ol big officers, they should not be forced to get tilings
done by these people
to construct

They may be given a plan and may be required

buildings according to that plan.

act according to the

instructions,

may be pulled down by all means.

If somebody fails to

the building constructed by him
But it is certainly not fair to ask

him to pay the amount that the Government may

spend for him.

There is a good deal of waste of funds whenever any work is got done
by the Government and the public should not be made to suffer for
that.

And then

what is the use of spending

money at Amritsar?
are lying vacant.

such colosial sums of

I find that after the partition so many big shops
1 am

afraid

the

fate

of

this

Government
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endeavour is going to be the same as that of the Dharam Singh
Market. Here the distressed people have another grievance and it
should not be brushed aside in a careless, manner.

The hind on which

the people have made their “ tharas" is being acquired for widening
the roads and it is said that the compensation would be given to
deserving cases in course of six or seven

years.

This is a

very

unjust act on the part *>f the Government as the distressed people
cannot wait for years^for compensation.
Madam, I feel that nothing definite has been placed, before us.
We have been only told that plans would be made, an improvement
trust would be set up and such and such things would be don * but
nothing cut and dried is placed before us for our consideration. To me
it looks as if we are being befooled. I, therefore, submit that this Bill
be withdrawn for the present at any rate.

The Government may

think over it once again in case it survives the party meeting which
to be held to morrow at 7 P M.
Sardar Bach in Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh,
Madam, this

is

Rural) {Hindi) :

Bill which is before us is a replica o f the Ordinance that

was promulgated by H E. the Governor.
This Bill also provides
that all acts done by the Governme t under the Ordinance, should be
validated.

I

think that this is not lair to the people.

The people

should not be made to put up with any treatment that may be meted
out

to them

This Bill does not Care for the public feelings at all ai.d

gives full protection lo the Government, the Trust and the Collector.
If the Government officers were honest and had impressed the people
with their good intentions things would have been different. But
unfortunately

the people do

not think well of them and are full of

complaints. In such circumstances there is no justitication for giving
any protection to them or lor that matter to the Government which
is behaving like a dictator.
Madam, I have not been able to understand the position that
the Government has taken up so tar as removal of debris is concerned.
As a matter o f'fa ct one who removes the debris should enter into a
contract with

ihe -owner of the place.

If I am the owner oi a house

and I ask a Mazdoor to remove the debris from my premises I am to
agree to i he compensation that is to bj given To the AJazdooi.

Here

the Government performs the function of a Mazdoor in so far as u
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arranges the removal of debris but then it does not even consult me
about the question of compensation. It is some thing very strange
and quite unheard of. Here is a contract the terms of which are
be ins imposed on one of the parties.
In this case, the Municipal Committee or the Government which
will gain in a way by the removal of debris, will not contribute any
thing towards the cost of its removal. Those poor persons whose
buildings were damaged by fire or on some other account, will be called
upon to pay all the expenses. This will be the case of a labourer
dictating terms to his master.
Then, Madam, it has been provided in this Bill that the amount
of compensation fixed by the Government will be final and it can not
he questioned in a court ui law. Now-a-days it is noticed that the
Governments pass defective or illegal Acts. The affected persons have
to go to the High Courts or the Supreme Court to obtain their ver'dict
about their legality, in many cases these courts have held the Acts
to be ultra vires of the Constitution. In ordtr to prevent the people
from obtaining the verdicts of these courts there is a general tendency
these days to lay down in the Buis that their provisions can not be
questioned in a court of lav. During the Martial Law days, late
Pt. Moti Lai Nauru used to say that trie Rowlatt Act denied the right
ot argument, chi ngnc of an advocate 10 appear in a case and the
right of appeal, ouch thin's could be understood during the period
of foreign rule, but cuese days, when the papular Governments are in
power, the public should be give 1 cue maximum facilities of questioning
the legality of Acts. If the Government or its Officers Act in an
illegal manner, it should be open to a person to move the High Court
or the Supreme Court. In this Bill may I know whether the proposed
development of damaged are is is intended for the benefit of the
Government or the people of Amritsar, whose buildings were damaged
or burnt during the riots? If it is intended for the benefit of the people
the Government should have been more sympathetic towards them.
Some of my hon. Friends have narrated the feelings of the people
on this matter. A deputation met me too. .Respectable persons, who
constituted that deputation told me that when they called at the
residences of hon. Ministers at Simla, they were told that they could
do what tiiey liked but the Government would effect no alteration in
this Bill. On hearing such things I begin to think whether this
Bill is intended for the benefit of the people or the Government., I know
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that those people whose properties the Government propose to acquire
or requisition under this Bill are very much perturbed. To justiiy
such acts, the Government usually put forth many reasons which are
in fact far removed from the truth. If the hon. Minister had per
sonally visited the affected areas, he would have realizt d that the
information supplied to hirn by his officers is not based on facts. In
that case a much better Bill than this would have been brought
forward. In an explanation to one of the Clauses of this Bill, it has
been provided that the Government would assess the cost ot removing
the debris or demolishing the structure and it shall be recovered from
the owner thereof. Before acting in thG manner tie person concerned
should have been consulted. No valid contract can be executed unless
it is based on the consent of those who are parties to it. In the
present case, it has been laid down that the award given by the
Government will be final.. Nobody will have the right to question the
propriety or otherwise of the compensat;on determined by the award.
I have not been able to understand the object which the Govenment
wishes to accomplish. Does it want to provide wider roads or better
houses? In my opinion this Bill will merely provide employment to a
few person^. Imp >rvement Trusts have been entrusted with the execu
tion of such work. I have personal knowledge about the work done by
the Improvement Trust, Ludhiana. They do nothing except preparing
schemes on paper. 1 undestand that Government propose to dissolve
the Ludhiana Improvement Trust. What work will these Trusts do
under this Bill? Instead of doing any good to the public or developing
damaged areas, these will provide employment to a few more persons.
In this case, I am reminded of an old saying. It says that a
clever money lender, while settling accounts with some poor man, said
that 3 multiplied by 1J was equal to 7 |. The poor man was not in a
position to challenge the statement of the money lender. This is the
position of the Government vis-a vis the property holders. Like that
money lender, it would tell them that 3 multiplied by 1\ is equal to 7£.
It can even make it equal to 15 if it so desires. It has been provided
in this Bill that the compensation tor the property would be given
after the assessment of its value and scrudny thereof by the Govern
ment. I am afraid the assessment wi 1 go against the property holders.
For instance, if a pioperty is worth Rs. 10,0JO, the Government would
show expenses amounting to more than that sum. It would say that
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Rs. 2,000 has been spent on the removal of debris, Rs. 2,000 spent on
the Trust etc., etc. \ n this way, the property holders will actually
have to pay something to the Government in stead of getting an v
tiling from it. f am reminded of an instance of the united Punjab. In
1946 or 1947 an officer was asked to assess the value of a motor car
whose model was of 1937. The officer calculated the d predation in
value at the rate of 10 per cent per annum and thus he arriv d at the
conclusion that after ten years, its depreciation was 100 per cent and
hence the car was not worth anything at that time. But he was told
that since the body of the car was still intact, some price must be fixed.
This is how the assessment of this property would be made. What I
am afraid of is that some poor people will be victimised for the sake of
some influential persons. We hear that the value of the properties
will be assessed less than their real value and the expenses of the
removal of debris will be inflated. At that time, the poor people will
be victimised. Ours is a verv clever and shrewd Government. During
the last October Session, it introduced Municipal (Amendment) Bill.
But since it was not desired to hold elections, the Bill was shelved at
the last stage. Similar was the case with regard to Distiict Boards
(Amendment) Bill. Now in the present case, the Government is acting
in a differr nt manner. I know that people outside are putting great
pressure on the hon. Members belonging to Amritsar, namely Shri
Amar Nath Vidyalankar, Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur and Pandit
Faqir Chand. We have also been approached by the people in this
matter. They say, “If you want to pass the Bill, do it tor our good
and not to our detJiment.,, I, theiefore, submit that, even if the Bill
has been introduced by mistake, the Government can rectify the wrong
by some other way. For this purpose, it should call a round-table
conference of the affected property holders of Amritsar, me hon.
Members belonging to that place and the representatives oi me
Government. At that conference, some formula which should be
acceptable to all, should be devised. If such a formula is devised, we
shall support the measure. I want that Amritsar should regain its
importance and it sh >uld flourish. But the method envisaged in this
Bill would only prejudice its importance all the more. This Bill is
not a political issue. I, therefore, suDmit that we should not pass it
in haste. The Government can call the affected property holders
telegraphically and then, within t \ o or three days, a conierence can be
held to dv vise some ^atisfatory solution. It wou.d be better if this
Bill is passed after that, in this way, the Government would not
acquire a bad name, and the people will be benefitted.
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(Ex-Member West Punjab Assembly
representing South-East Multan, Division General , Rural) {H in d i) :
Madam, so far the discussion on this Bill has been carried on the basis
that it will apply only to Amritsar. But this is a misconception. As is
evident from this Bill, it will extend to the whole of Punjab. From
this point of view, I think, greater amount of attention should be paid
to this Bill than has so fai been paid. At present, there are two Acts
regarding the acquisition of property in the State. First is the
Land Acquisition Act under which the owner whose property is
compulsorily acquired is paid 15 per cent premium along with the
value of the property. I do not want to go into other sections of
this Act just now. I want to point out only this that the Collector
under that Act assesses the value of the propertv on the basis of the
value during the previous year. The-e buildings in Amritsar which
are now damaged were grand buildings previously Thus their owners
can, as a matter of rk'ht, el im under the existing law their value
plus 15 per cent premium. The second method of acquisition of land
is that of the Improvement, Tru-t Act. This Act is meant for
the improvement of big cities. Under it, the Trust has to pay the
full value of the building which is acquired by t1e Trust, in the
public interest, such as the widening of a road etc. Now I think,
the rights and privileges of the property owners guaranteed under
these two Acts are sought to be b}7passed by passing this Bill.
Under the Land Acquisition Act, the owners can take the matter
to the. High Court, for judicial decision. But under this Bill, they
have been deprived of the right of any legal action.
Shri Behari Lab Chanana

In this connection I wish to draw the attention of the hon.
Members to the fact that this Bill tends to deprive the people of their
right to seek the protection of normal laws ot the land and in this
respect it is hard to them. The second thing is that those who are
affected by the present legislation are unable to find anything useful
in it. No provision has been made which ma}^ be called advantageous
to them. As a matter of fact this Bill has been conceived at on a
unilateral basis. The powers that the Improvement Trust Act bestows
in the normal course are going to be by passed. Such persons who
suffered damage have been waiting for help for the last four years but
even on moral basis no h lp has been given to them. They have now
been asked to go on waiting for three years more. This mean* that
for seven or eignt yea/s they remain without any help from the
Government. Another thing which the hon. Members must have
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noted is that the people who have suffered in such areas would like to
have compensation in accordance with the provisions of the contract
law.

They, in fact, want specific enforcement and not cash com pen

sation.

In accordance with the principle of

compensation can be had on a decree basis.
mention of specific performance.
a specific
were

specific

performance,

In this Bill there is no

There may be an opinion of getting

performance but it was necessary that the enforcement

made mandatory and not merely optional.

case and it should

This is a special-

have received sympathetic consideration at the

hands of the Government.

Another

thing which I would like to

point out is that the definition of 'damaged areas' is too wide. Its
scope can be extended to any part of Punjab. It has not been confined
to such areas only as have been actually damaged
riots.

If this Bill

by the communal

is passed in its present form it would mean by

passing the Land Acquisition Act and the

Improvement Trust Act,

With these words I resume my seat.
Mehta Ranbir Singh. (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General. Rural)
( Hindis Madam, every one knows the destruction that buildings and
houses suffered at Amritsar and Lahore during the riots about four
years back. After about two or three years the Government thought
of promulgating an Ordinance and now, at last, it has deemed it proper
to bring in a Bill on that matter.

Still if a person lost in the morning

comes home in the evening he cannot be considered as lost.

Thank

God that after all our Government has realized the predicament in
which the sufferers in the damaged areas were placed.

Still we must

consider what steps our Government is going to take in this matter.
It has been stated by the hon.
records how can

we know

and the local persons?

Minister that so long as we have no
the property owned by Muslim evacuees

It is my considered

opinion that even if the

Municipal records have been destroyed by fire, we can find out by
other means the ownership of such property and can gather other
relevant data.
I am inclined to think that the Government itself is
not sincere in its efforts otherwise it is not difficult to get the necessary
imformation from other sources.
designs.
Deputy Speaker :

No insinuation please.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
intentions of the

I think the Government has evil

Madam, my submission is

Government are not proper.

that

the

As far as this matter
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is concerned, some of the hon. Members have said that in Amritsar
there were only forty per cent Muslims and sixty per cent non-Muslims,
while in fact there were about eighty per cent Muslims. In Lahore
the Government of Pakistan undertook to re-construet the damaged
areas long ago. As a matter of fact it has built beautiful buildings.
It is only after seeing them that our Government thought of foil >wing
suit. In Lahore, every one knows, not eighty but ninety five per cent
hou-es belonged to the non-Muslim evacuees. Of course the attitude
of the Pakistan Government is tran=igent in its dealings with India
on evacuee property. But so far as its work in reconstructing the
damaged areas is concerned it has given a lead to our Government.
As regards evacuee property issue every one knows that the attitude
of the Government of Pakistan is not based upon any just and fair
principles. Their point of view is quite wrong and our Government,
should not try -to follow in their footsteps in this matter It is only
in other spheres that we should learn the good points of Pakistan.
At present the real problem that required careful consideration is
how best to render real help to those whose houses have been
damaged. But I am sorry to note that this Bill fails to render any
material he^ to them. In this connection I am reminded of a story.
A person carrying a bundle of glass bangles on his head met a friend
who gave a mild lathi blow on his bundle and asked him whit it
coitained. The person canying the bundle replied, "please, give one
blow more and the bundle will have nothing left in it” . Similar is
the case with those living near the border. They have already
received blows and the Gov rnm 'nt is going to give them another.
Singh : I think the lion. Me nber himself must
have given such blows to them.
Sardar Ajit

Bach an Singh : No, lie being an urbanite is unable to
do so. It must be persons like you and me.
Sardar

The Assembly then adjourned till 2 p .in on Thursday; 3rd. Abril 1951.
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PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
T H IR D SESSION of the F irst PU N JAB L E G ISL A T IV E ASSEM BLY

Tuesday, 3rd April, 19 5 L

The Assembly met in the Assembly Chamber at 2 p.m. o f ike Clock.'

ABSENCE O F T H E HON. S P E A K E R .
Secretary:

I have to inform the House that the hon. Speaker

is unavoidably absent.

The Deputy Speaker will, therefore, preside.

Deputy Speaker (Shrimati Shanno Devi Sehgal) took the Chair.

S T A R R E D Q U E S T IO N S A N D A N S W E R S .

PURCHASE OF JE E P CARS FOR G R O W M ORE FOOD
CAMPAIGN IN T H E STATE.
*2831

Sardar Bachan Singh ;

Will the Hon. Minister

for E du

cation be pleased to state :—
(a)

(i) whether any jeep ears were purchased by the Government

for the Grow More F ood Campaign in the

State ; if so, their number

together with the date o f each purchase ;
(ii)

the number of these Jeep cars in each district ;

(iii) the cost of their maintenance and repairs in each district till
31-1-51 and the total mileage run by each jeep car till 31-1-51 since
its being put on the roads ;
(iv)

the dates when each o f these jeeps was first put on the road

in each d istrict;
(b) (i) the period for which each jeep was used for the grow
more food campaign till 31-1-51 and the total mileage run by i t ;
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(ii)

the period for which it was used for other purposes and the

total mileage run by it ;
(c) (i) the strength of the Grow More Food Campaign staff in
each district in the State
(ii)

the expenditure on this staff for January, 1951 in the State ;
•

(iii)

i

whether it is a fact that the officers o f this Department are

permitted to do revenue work ;
(d)

the total expenditure on the Grow More Food Campaign De

partment in the state for December, 1950 ?
The hon. Thakur Panchain Chand :
(a) (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv)...

Yes Statement No. I is laid on the
Table*.

(b) (i) and (ii)

Statement No. II is laid on the
T able1.

f
(c) (i) (ii) and (iii)

Statement No. I l l is laid on the
Table.1

(d>

Rs. 50,811-0-6 were spent in dis
tricts

during December,

1950.

This includes the pay and Tra
velling Allowance o f the Grow
More Food Staff in districts.

P R IM A R Y SCHOOLS O PEN ED IN TH E STATE.
*2909.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

W ill the Hon. Minister for E duca

tion be pleased to state the number o f new Primary Schools opened in
the State during the year 1950-51 ?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
Schools opened during the year 1950-51:
1Kept in the Library.

Number o f new Primary
178.

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Shrimati Sita Devi :
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May I know whether the Government has

an y idea o f opening more Primary Schools in the State in view o f the
fact that the number disclosed by the hon. Minister is inadequate ?
M inister :

The Governm ent wants to increase this number.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

May I know

if the Government has any

scheme under consideration regarding the number o f new Schools to
be opened each year ?
Minister :

I hope ..

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
separately the number o f

Will the hon. Minister be pleased to state
schools opened by the local bodies, the

number of private schools and the number of Government Schools ?
M inister :
moment.

I am sorry this information cannot be given at the

I f fresh notice is given, I will supply the information.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

H ow m uch time will be required, at the

present speed o f opening new schools, to provide one primary school
within every area o f 5 square miles according to the policy of the
Government ?
M inister :

■
It is a question of Mathematics.

Shrimati Sita Devi :

My question was as to how many schools

were proposed to be opened next year, but the hon. Minister replied
that he h op ed ........... Will he be pleased to tell me the exact number of
schools to be opened next year ?
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Member should herself see whether
her supplementary has any connection with the main question.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Will the hon. Minister be pleased to state

the number o f aided and unaided schools opened in 1950*51 ?
M in ister:

I require fresh notice for this question.

P R O V ID E N T FUNDS OF TEACH ERS OF P R IV A T E SCHOOLS
FROM PA K ISTA N .
*2911. Shrimati Sita Devi : Will the Hon. Minister for Educa
tion be pleased to state the steps, if any, taken by the Government in
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getting back the Provident Funds o f Teachers of the Private Schools
from Pakistan Government ?
The

hon.

T hakur

P anch am

Chand :

The

Provident

Fund

Accounts o f displaced teachers fro m the West Punjab were lying in the
following Banks :—
(1) Post Office Savings Bank.
(2) Co-operative Banks.
(3) Imperial Bank of India,
The amounts in the Post Office Savings Banks have been withdrawn
by the persons concerned in almost all the cases.
As regards the accounts in other banks, the Government o f India
in the Ministry o f Rehabilitation, are taking steps to have the amount
realized from the authorities concerned in the Punjab

(Pakistan).

The Provident Fund Accounts of Teachers in the Co-operative Banks
in the Nankana Sahib Tehsil of Sheikhupura District (Pakistan) have
been transferred to Punjab (India) and payments are being made
to the teachers concerned who apply for the same to the Inspector o f
Schools, Jullundur Division.
Shri Prabodh Chandra

May I know as to how much time will

be taken by the Government in getting back the Provident Funds of
our teachers from Pakistan ?
M inister :

It is very difficult to say.

Shri P rabodh Chandra :

Is it a fact that a number o f teachers

have represented to the Government that so long as their Provident
Funds are not received from Pakistan, they should be given some
interim relief ?
M inister :

Government is trying to get m oney from Pakistan.

D eputy Speaker :
Ministers direct.

The Hon. Member should not address the Hon.

He should speak to me, and get m y permission before

putting his question.

(21)5
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Sliri P rabodh Chandra :

May I know whether the Government

has received any representation from the teachers for the giving of
some interim relief to them ?
M inister :

Yes.

D eputy Speaker :

I cannot allow the Hon. Member to address

the Hon. Ministers direct.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

I thought Madam, that the hon. Chief

Minister was going to reply to m y supplementary.

But now the hon.

Minister for Education has stated that he has received representation
from the. teacheis. I want to know when this representation was
received b y the Government and what action is proposed to be taken
on it ?
C h ief M inister :

No interim relief can be given so long as the

claims o f the teachers are not verified from Pakistan.

SCHOOL AN D COLLEGE B U IL D IN G S L E F T B Y MUSLIMS IN
T H E STATE.
*2912.

Shrimati Sita D evi :

W ill the Hon. Minister for Educa

tion be pleased to state :—
(a) the names and number o f school and college buildings
left b y the Muslims in the State ;
(b) the number of those taken over by the Government for
its own purposes together with the reasons therefor ;
(c) the number o f those school and college buildings which
have been handed over to the Private Societies
basis on which this has been done ?
T h e hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
1.

Islamia College, Jullundur.

2.

T. I. School, Qadian.

3.

Islamia High School, Jullundur City.

4.

Madrassatul Binat, Jullundur.

and the
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5.

Islamia High School, Jullundur Cantt.

6.

Islamia High School, Nila Mahal, Jullundur.

7.

Islamia High School, Nawanshahr.

8.

Islamia High School, Ramdas.

9.

Muslim Feroze-ud-Din Girls High School, Amritsar.

10.

Hanfia Islamia High School, Ferozepur.

11.

Islamia High School, Ferozepur Cantt.

12.

Islamia High School, Fazilka.

13.

Islamia Primary School for Boys, Nurpur.

14.

Islamia Primary School for Girls, Nurpur.

15.

Islamia Primary School for B oys, Dharamsala.

16.

Khaliquia High School, K ot Abdul Khaliq including residen

tial buildings.
17.

Islamia High School, Mahilpur.

18.

Islamia High School, Mastiwal.

19.

Islamia High School, Bhagala.

20.

Islamia High School, Mukerian.

21.

C. M. R . High School, Kalanaur.

22.

Bryane Meo High School, Nuh.

23.

Islamia A. V. Middle School, Kaithal.

24.

Islamia A. V. Lower Middle School, Shahabad.

25.

Muslim High School for Girls, Ambala Cantt.

26.

Muslim High School, Sadhaura.

(b)

The following buildings have been taken over by Government

l‘or its use :
(i) Islamia College, Jullundur for the Rehabilitation' Depart
ment.

STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(ii) Islamia High
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School, Jullundur— a part o f the College

Building
(iii) Madrassatul Binat, Jullundur, being used as W idow s'H om e,
(iv) Islamia High School, Fazilka— occupied by the Military.
^v) Khaliquia High School, K ot Abdul Khaliq— being used as
a Training School.
Due to acute shortage of buildings for official use, the above-m en
tioned evacuee buildings are being used for the purpose as indicated
above.
(c)

No such buildings have been

handec^ over to the private

Societies, except the building of the defunct Madrassatul Binat, which
is occupied by private persons.

Government is already taking action

to get it vacated and to allot it to a displaced school from the West
Punjab.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know the reasons due to which the

Government has taken over those buildings for its own use when there
was acute need ot these buildings for the educational institutions ?
Minister ;

They were required for official use.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is it a fact that the Government has paid

no attention to the fact that at those places there was acute need of
these buildings for the local educational institutions .1
Minister :

This thing has been kept in view.

So far as Jullundur

is concerned there are many other institutions in that city.
Deputy Speaker :

Next question (iinterruption).

Shri Ram Sharma : I want to know, Madam, if it . is parliament
ary to say that the attitude o f the Deputy Speaker is dictatorial ?
Deputy Speaker :

I f these words were said by^ Mehta Ranbir

Singh, he should repeat them and if he did not say these words he
should say so,
Mehta Rahbir Singh :
reasonable supplem ental!es.

W hat I meant was that you did hot allow
I did not mean to make you a dictator.
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Deputy Speaker :

When the Hon. Members ask too m any supple-

mentaries on a single question I have to stop them.

But it is not

proper to say that b y doing so I become a dictator. When there is need
for a dictator I shall becom e a dictator. {Hear, hear.)
Sardar Bachan Singh : On a point o f order. You are saying
that you will become a dictator if there is need for that. Where lies the
difference when an hon. Member says the same thing ?
Deputy Speaker :

This difference lies in the way in which the

hon. Member has said this. I don’ t mean that I wish to become a
dictator in the Assembly. But if there is need for dictatorship outside,
I repeat that I will becom e a dictator in Punjab.

FE E CONCESSION TO H A R IJA N STUDENTS IN THE STATE.
*2990. Master Gurbanta Singh :
Education be pleased to state :—

Will the

hon. Minister for

(a) the number o f Harijan students receiving education at the
Cantonment Board High School, Jullundur Cantt. :
(b) the number o f students enjoying full fee concession under
the Harijan W elfare Scheme ;

•

(c) the names of those schools in the State wherein Harijan
students are not enjoying full fee concessions ;
(d) the action, if any, the Government proposes to

take

against the school authorities who are not allowing full
fee concession to Harijan students ?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a) 43.
(b) 4 3 ;
(c) Nil.
(d) Does not arise.
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SC H E D U L E D CASTE STU D EN TS IN COLLEGES OF T H E STATE.
*2993.

Chaudhri Sundar

Singh :

W ill the

hon.

Minister for

Education be pleased to state :
;(a) the total number and names o f

scheduled caste students

who joined the 1st year class in private as well as Govern
ment Colleges of the State during the year 1950 ;
(b) the categories o f students referred to in part (a) above
who have not received the scholarship o f Rs. 15/ p. m.
fixed for students belonging to the scheduled castes ;
(c) whether he is aware oi he fact that S. Swarn Singh
scheduled caste student of 1st year class of Khalsa
♦
College, Q.tdian, District Gurdaspur is being called upon
b y the college authorities for the payment o f college
fees, etc. ;
(d) if the answer to part (c) above be in the affirmative, the
steps the Government intend to take in the m atter ; if
not the reasons therefor ?
T h e hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a)

Statement is laid on the table1.

(b)

The following categories o f students have not received the

stipend of Rs. 15/- p. m. fixed for scheduled caste students t—
(1) Science students, as they receive financial assistance from
Government of India.
(2) Students belonging to other States.
(3) Students who are already in receipt o f other stipends.
(c)

Yes.

(d) No, Swam Singh being a Science student is ineligible foir
fee concession under the scheme.
1 Kept in the Library
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M IDDLE CLASSES IN TH E D IST R IC T B O A R D SCHOOL,
D H A R A M K O T R AN D H AW A.
*3006. Chaudhri Sundar Singh :
Education be pleased to state

Will the hon. Minister for

(a) whether he is aware*of the fact that representation was
made to the hon. Chief Minister for restarting middle
classes in the District Board
School,
Dharam kotRandhawa, when he visited Dera Baba Nanak two years
back and he promised to do so ;
(b) whether he is also aware o f the fact that many times re
presentations were made to the Divisional Inspector o f
Schools, Jullundur Division and
Gurdaspur in this connection ;

the District

Board,

(c) if the answers to parts a) and (ty above be in the affirm
ative, the action taken by the Government in the matter?
The hon. Thakur Pancham Chand :
(a)

Yes.

(b)

Yes.

(c)

The representations leceived in this respect were forwarded to

the local authorities for consideration.

Due to financial stringency,

however, the District Board could not re-start the Middle Classes there.
Shrimati Sita

Devi :

The

hon

part I and part II are under consideration.

Minister has

stated

that

May I know the time by

which any decision in this matter will be arrived at.
Chief Minister :

When the question of revision of grades is con 

sidered the Government has to see many things.

It has to take into

consideration the views of others who are affected by such revision.
This takes time.

It is only when all the aspects o f the matter are

considered that any recommendation is made to the Finance Depart
ment for final consideration. I, however, assure the hon. L ady Member
that the matter will be decided as soon as possible.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

Representation was made long ago.

May

I know any definite date by which the Government will decide this
m atter ?
Chief Minister :

N o definite date can be given.
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M EETIN G TO BE A D D R E SSE D B Y SH R I JA I P R A K A S H N A R A IN
A T SIM LA.
*3122.

C haudhri Sundar Singh :

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister

be pleased to state :—
(a) how m any days before the date o f the

last visit of Mr.

Jai Parkash Narain to Simla was an application made
by his party for permission for him to address a public
meeting at the R idge Maidan, Simla ;
(b) whether the application was rejected, if

so,

the reasons

therefor ?
T h e hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :
*

(a) The application for peimission to h old a meeting on the
Ridge on the 3rd December, 1950, was made on the 20th
Novem ber, 1950.
(b) The permission was refused as the meeting was likely to
be attended by a large number of persons and thus would
have blocked the thoroughfare and dislocated the traffic.

R E V ISIO N IN T H E G R A D E S OF PR O V IN C IA L EXCISE
IN SPE C TO R A TE STAFF.
*3139. Shrim ati Sita D e v i :
pleased to s ta te :—

Will the hon. Chief Minister be

(a) the details o f the latest demands put forward by the
Provincial Excise Inspectorate Staff with regard to the
revision of their grades ;
(b) whether any assurances were given to the Inspectorate
staff referred to in part (a) above in the pre-partition
days and whether the same have been implemented ;
(c) whether it is a fact that the Excise Staff has been given
the same status as the police staff and Naib-Tahsildars ;
if so, whether the grades of the form er have also been
revised as th ose o f the latter ; if not, the reasons there
for ?
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T he hont. D r, G opi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

The latest demand of the Excise Inspectorate Staff in regard

to the revision o f their grades of pay is that these m ay be iaised to the
- level of the scales o f pay o f Tahsildars and Naib-Tahsildars.
(b)

Part (i)

...

There is nothing on record available
with this Government to show that
any such assurances were given in the
pre-partition Punjab.

(c)

Part (ii)

... Does not arise.

Parts (i) and (ii)

... The matter is under consideration.

Part (iii)

... In view of the answer to parts

(i) and

(ii) this question does not arise.

R E TU R N FROM P A K IS T A N OF R E LA T IO N S OF MUSLIM
N A T IO N A L S.
*3133. Sardar Bachan Singh :
pleased to state.;
(a)

W ill the hon. Chief Minister be

whether any representations were received by

the Govern

ment from the heads o f certain Muslim f amilies residing in the State
whose relations had migrated to Pakistan during the years 1949 and
1950 praying that they may be allowed to fetch the migrated members
of their families from Pakistan ; if so, the number o f such applications
received from each district o f the State during each o f the years re
ferred to above ;
(b)

(i) the number o f the applications sanctioned by the Govern

ment permitting permanent settlement of the separated members
o f the families o f the Muslim nationals referred to above during each
of the years mentioned in part (a) above and the number o f permits
issued ;
(ii) the number o f the applications rejected during each o f the
years referred to above together with the reasons therefor ;
(iii)

the number of the applications still under consideration ;
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(c) (i) whether the application of Maulvi Laqa Ullah Usmani
of Panipat was sanctioned tor the permanent settlement of the m em 
bers o f his family with him at Panipat, vide Chief Secretary's letter
No. 2522-G B -9/65188, dated 2 -1 0 -1 9 4 9 ; if so, whether the required
permits have been issued ; if not, the reasons thereafor ;
(ii)

whether form 'C* for the return o f his two younger sons

from Pakistan was sent by Ch. Rahman Bakhsh, Member, District
Board, Gurgaon and resident o f village Oath, Tehsil Ferozepore Jhirka,
to the Chief Secretary of the Punjab State Government on or about
14th January, 1951, if so, what action was taken in the matter and
whether the required permits have been issued ; if not, the reasons
therefor ;
(d)

(i) the number o f the applications forwarded to the Govern

ment o f India by the State Government for granting permits for the
return and permanent resettlement in India o f the relatives o f the
Indian Nationals during the years 1949 and 1950, respectively ;
(ii) the number of applications sanctioned
of India ?
1

by the Governm ent

T h e hon. D r. G opi Chand Bhargava :
(a) Yes ;
One in 1949 from the Karnal district and one in

1950

from the Ludhiana district excluding those

that

given

India

to

the

D eputy

High

Commissioner,

are
in

Pakistan according to the procedure prescribed by the
Government o f India.

(b)

q)

A s regards the application received in 1949, the State

Government were o f the view that

the

wife o f the

applicant only should be permitted to com e to India as
the other members o f the fam ily were not dependant on
the head o f the family in India.

As regards ‘the appli

cation received in 1950, the wife and children o f the
applicant were permitted to com e to India.
#

As the permits are issued from the offices o f the High/Deputy
High Commissioners for India m Pakistan the State Government are
not aware of the exact number issued by them.
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(ii)

Nil.

(iii)

N iL
(c) (it Yes ;
Not yet because the case is still under consideration
o f the Government of India.

"

(ii)

Form ‘Cr in duplicate for the return o f the wife and
2 sons of Maulvi Laqa Ullah was received in the
first week o f December, 1950 from Maulvi Laqa
Ullah and not from Ch. Rahman Bakhsh.

(d) (i) None in 1949. Two in 1950.
(ii) One. The decision on the other is still awaited.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

There are certain Muslims living in our

State whose families are in Pakistan.

May I know whether the word

dependants includes wife only or does it include
C hief M inister :

children also ?

It includes what it means.

Sardar B ach a n S in g h :

May I know the definition o f depend

ants ?
C h ief M inister :

Those who depend for their living on the head

of the family are dependants.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Does the Government want such Muslims

to remain separate from their families ?
C h ief M inister :

Madam, it is a hypothetical question.

Unless

there is a definite case I cannot give a reply.

SUSPENSION OF LICENCES OF ARMS D E A L E R S IN T H E
D IS T R IC T OF A M R IT SA R .
*3134.

Sardar Bachan

Singh :

W ill the hon.

Chief Minister

be pleased to state
(a)

the names o f the licenced arms dealers in the District o f
Amritsar between 1-1-1948 and 30*6-1950 ;

(21)15
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$>) (i) whether the licence o f any o f them was suspended
during 1950 ; if so, their list together with the date o f
and reasons for suspension in each case ;
(ii) the name of the authority who suspended the licences
in the cases referred to in part (b) (i) a b o v e ;
f(c) (i) whether a n y notice o f charge-sheet was given to the
licencees referred to in part (b) (i) above after the
suspension orders ; if so, the nature o f the charge-sheet
so given ;
#
(ii) when it was given
*(d) (i) whether the persons referred to in part

(b) (i) above

were given any chance o f putting up their defence ; if
n ot, the reasons th e re fo r;
(ii) whether their cases have been decided ; if so, when and
the decision arrived at in each case ?
¥he hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :
%

(a)

(i) S. Sapuran Singh.
(ii) S. Jaswant Singh.
(iii) Shri Parshotam Lai Sud.
(iv) M/s. C. L. Jaura and Sons.
(v) S. Narain Singh.

(b) (i) Yes, the licences of S. Jaswent Singh were suspended
on 8th August, 1950 for reasons o f security.
(ii) State Government.
(c) (i) No.
(ii) Does not arise.
(d) (i) N o.
(ii) No.

It is not necessary under the law.
I f S. Jaswant Singh makes an application it will

be considered by the Government.
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is it a fact that after cancelling the arms

licence of Sardar Jaswant Singh he was not allowed to dispose of

fire

arms in accordance with the rules ?
C h ief M inister :

When application is made for that purpose he

will be allowed to do so ?
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Is it not a fact that he was not allowed to

dispose o f the arms here and he had to go to Bom bay ?
C hief M inister :

An order has been ^passed and whenever an

application is received he will be given pernfission.

R E N E W A L OF TH E F IR E ARMS LICENCES IN D IST R IC T
A M R IT SA R .
*3135. Sardar Bachan Singh :
.be pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Chief

Minister

(a) the number o f applications for the renewal o f the fire
arms licences received by the District Magistrate, A m 
ritsar every m onth during the year 1950 ;
(b) the number o f the applications which were accepted for
renewal within one and two months o f their receipt in
each month ;
(c)

(i) the number oLthe applications which were accepted
within three, four and five months respectively o f
their receipt and the reasons for delay in each case ;
(ii) the number o f the applications
period ranging between 7 and

accepted within a
11 months o f their

receipt and the reasons for delay ;
(d) the steps, if any. Government propose to take for the early
disposal o f the renewal applications ?
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hon. Dr.* G op i Chand Bhargava :
406

(a) January
February

—

March

280

April

418

May

....

229

June

193

July

186

August

>»*•«

185

September

*•••

221

O ctober

261

N ovem ber

585

December

1152

\b) January

'* ••

•••

W ithin one

W ithin two

month.
327

months.
40

...

239

35

...

233

24

April

326

35

May

190

25
8

February
March

C (i)

304

June

«« •

179

J^y

♦♦•

171

August

...

162

11

September

»•» •

194

17

O ctober

*«•

231

13

Novem ber

w«

409

82

December

•» •

1073

99

167, 83 and 41 respectively.

.

io

Firstly the applications for

renewals which were o f prohibited bore weapons were sent to the Senior
Superintendent o f Police for his report and secondly failure on the
part of the licencees to present the treasury challans in support of their
having paid the renewal fees.

' ;
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(c)

(ii) 18 and 13.

Those £iven in part C(i).

(d)

There is no immediate delay.

However, Government have

issued instructions to District Magistrates that the applications for
renewal of licences should be given receipts on presentation of applica
tions and a date should be fixed for disposal. It has been impressed
upon District Magistrates that decisions should

be given punctually

by the dates fixed for the purpose.
DEPOSITIN G O F F IR E -A R M S IN T H E M ALKH AN A O F
A M R ITSA R D IST R IC T .
3136.

Sardar Bachan Singh ;

pleased to state
(a)

Will

the hon. Chief Minister be

*

the number o f fire-arms which were desposited in the
Malkhana of Amritsar District by the licencees after

the

cancellation of their arms licences during the years 1949
and 1950 respectively ;
(b) whether any o f the persons referred to in part (a) above
applied to the District authorities for the handing over
of his fire-arms for safe custody to any arnis-dealers
during each pf these years ; if so, the number o f these
applications accepted in each year ?
.V *

T h e hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava ;
(a )

1949

...

292

1950

..

414

...

None.

(b) Pait I
Part II

Does not arise.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the hon. Chief Minister kindly tell us

whether the Government is prepared to consider the application o f a
person who requests for permission to deposit his fire-arms for safe
custody with an arms-dealer instead o f depositing the same in Mal
khana ?
C hief M inister :

It is a request for action.

'STARRED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

( 2 1 )1 9

POSTING OF POLICE D U R IN G T H E CONGRESS ELECTIONS
O F A M R IT SA R D IST R IC T .
*3137. Sardar Bachan Singh :
pleased to state :—
(a)

W ill the

hon. Chief Minister be

(i) whether any police remained engaged on d u ty during
»«.

'

•

. .

f

: :t

v (li 

the Congress elections of Amritsar District between
9-2-1951 and 17-2-19d 1 ; if so, the strength of the
‘

■

-)

1

.

‘

>

>

. y

• <•r

police force which remained on du ty at each o f the
polling booths ;
f.
(ii) the actual dates on which the police force was em
ployed at each p la c e ;
(b)

whether any request was made by the Amritsar District
Congress Committee ter the District authorities o f
Amritsar to post the police" force at the polling booths ;
if so,' when ;

(c)

(i) the provision o f law under which the police force was
d e ta ile d ;

'

(ii) whether any costs of this police force have been
charged from the Congress Committee ; if not, the
reasons therefor.
T h e hon. Dr. G opi Chand Bhargava :
(a)

(i) Yes.

The Police Force remained on duty as under

M ajith a: P. S. Majitha

... I A SI, 1 HC and

\

10 FCs in

cluding 1 HC and 8 FCs o f
the Armed Reserve from Lines.
Vil.

Chiwinda Devi (P, S.
Kathunangal)

..1

SI, 1 A Sl and 7 FCs.

Jandiala : P. S. Jandiala

... I ASI, 1 HC and 5 FCs.

Vil.

,.. 1 HC and 4 FCs.

Rayya, P. S. Beas

(ii) 17-2-1951, 13-2-1951, 16-2-1951 and 16-2-1951, respectively.
(b) No, except that an application for the posting o f Police
F oice at Chiwinda Devi, P. S. Kathunangal was made by Th. Balwant
Singh, Secretary, District Congress Committee, Amritsar.
(c)

(i) Under Section 31 of the Police Act.
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(ii) No, because the Police was employed fo r the maintenance o f
Law and Order.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :
W ill the Chief Minister kindly state
whether he is aware that the Secretary o f the Amritsar District Com
mittee twice brought to the notice o f the authorities concerned that
the law and order at the polling booths was in danger o f being dis
turbed and, therefore,, he made a request for the posting o f the police
there ?
C h ief M inister :

I require notice for this.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know whether the report regarding

the breach of law and order was lodged in the police station or was it
submitted to the Deputy Commissioner or the hon. Minister ?
C h ief M inister :

I think, if any report was sent in this regard,

then it must have been submitted first to the District Authorities who
will forward it to the Government in due course.

BOATM EN A T H A R IK E AN D O TH E R FE RR IE S*O F D IST R IC T
AM RITSAR.

/
*2796.

Sardar Sajjan Singh ;

W ill the hon. Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state : —
(a )

the maximum limit of working hours fixed under the
existing rules for the boatmen at Harike and other
ferries in the Amritsar District ;

(b)

the time fixed for their daily working at Harike ;

(cl

(i) whether these boatmen are included in the list o f
work charge establishment ;
(ii) the wages fixed per m onth for each

of

them

at

. Harike ;
(d)

whether they are entitled to any pension or gratuity on
retirement ;
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(e)

(i) whether it is a fact that they are made to work as
watchmen of the boats o f the boat bridge during
nights at the Harike ferry on alternate days ;
(ii) if the answer to part (e) (i) above be in the affirm
ative, whether they are paid extra wages for their
night duties, if not, the reasons therefor ;
(iii) the nightly hours of duty referred to

in part

(e) (i)

ab ove ;
(f) whether the boatmen are supplied any uniforms at Govern
ment cost ? #
T h e h on . Captain R an jit Singh :
(a)

The m axim um limit of working hours for each boatm an
is 8 hours, but in addition to such duties, each

b o a t

man is required to sleep at the ferry site on alternate
-

days, so that in case of emergency,

the chowkidar

might awake them.
(b)

In summer from 7 A. m. to 12 p. m. and 2 p.m, to 5 p.m.
I n ’winter from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
i

(c)

(i) Yes.
(ii) Rs. 60/-* p. m.

(d)

No.

(e)

(i) No.
(ii) Does not arise.
(iii) Does not arise.

(f)

No.

Sardar Sajjan

Singh :

Will

the

hon.

Minister

kindly

state

whether these boatmen are paid for the overtime which they are re
quired to put in during the night at ferries ?
M inister :

No over time or extra duty is taken from them.
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Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know from the hon. Minister
whether the duty required of the boatm eh at night at ferries is inclu
sive o f th6 8* hours work, which is usually ftaken from all sorts o f
labourers working in P. W. D. and other Departments ?
M inister :
them at night.

I have already stated that no extra duty is taken from

Sardar Saijan Singh : The hon. Minister has stated that the boatmen
are not allowed to go home at night lest some emergency should arise
and their services might be required.

May I know whether the hours

which they spend at night on the ferries,
included in the usual du ty hours. ?
is paid in lieu of that ?
M inister :

though in sleeping, are

I f so, whether any compensation

No payment can be made to the boatmen for sleeping

at night at the ferries.
••' :■■■*£•;
ft *r.

UNIFORM S OF O C T R O I C H APRASIS OF M U N IC IPA LITIES.
t

■■ ■ ' * ' • '

*2797.

' - ' y '

A,-. T ?

j

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

VI • iflVv

OT

.**?

:

W ill the hon. Minister for Public

Works be pleased to state :—
•

i

i* ;.:

«.

i i-

.•*?=

.

s

-

(a) whether the Government is aware o f the fact that octroi
•
chaprasis of certain 1st and 2nd grade municipal com 
mittees are supplied with uniforms and belts as marks o f
identification during their duty* hours ; if so, the names
o f such municipal com m ittees ;
(b) whether the Government proposes to introduce a uniform
policy in this matter throughout the State ; if not, the
reasons therefor ?
Parliamentary Secretary (Shri D ev Raj Sethi) :
(a) Many Municipal Committees provide the uniforms and
belts referred to by the hon. Member.
(b) Government do not propose to impose any policy in this
connection, but prefer to leave it to the Municipal Com
mittees to decide whether their octroi Charpasis, etc.,
should wear uniforms etc., or not.
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the Parliamentary Secretary please

tell us, if a quarrel takes place at an octroi post, between the octroi
peon and the public, how will the latter recognise the former, if he is
not wearing a uniform ?

Is the Government in a position to ask

the local body concerned to provide uniforms to its peons ?
Parliam entary Secretary :
Local bodies are independent and
autonomous in their internal matters and Government cannot interfere
or impose any rules upon them.
• v ,

M ehta R anbir Singh : May I know whether any uniforms are
being provided to the peons of the Municipalities ?
Parliamentary Secretary :

I f the hon.

Member giyes notice re

garding a particular case, necessary information will be collected.

V IL L A G E P A N C H A Y A T S IN A M R IT S A R D IST R IC T .
*2798.

SardarJSajjan Singh ;

W ill the hon. Minister for Public

W orks be pleased to state ;—
j

‘ l i t J * •.

;

(a) the number

of

-

•

Village

Amritsar District

on

L

Panchayats

in each tehsil

of

15-8-1947 and 1-2-1951, respec

tively ;

(b) the number of Villlage Panchayats o f which elections

were

held more than three years ago in each tehsil referred to
above together with the reasons therefor ;
/

j*

(c) (i) whether any o f the Panchayats in the Amritsar Dis
trict continued functioning even after 3 years o f its
election ; if so, the names o f such Panchayats ;
( A .( i t • '

ft :

—

(ii) the provision of law under which these were allowed to
function after the lapse o f 3 years ;
(d) whether the Government proposes to hold new elections
for the Panchayats referred to in part (c) (i) above ; if
not, the reasons therefor ?
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T h e hon . C aptain Ranjit Singh :
(a) Name of the tehsil

on 15-8-1947

1-2-1951

Amritsar

99

117

Ajnala

66

71

107

97

Tarn Taran
Patti

Not known as before
partition it formed

77

a part o f Lahore
District.
26

Am ritsar
Tarn Taran

...

18
5

Patti

The elections became overdue as those were due at a time
staff was inadequate.

when

Election work is now in full swing and it is

hoped that the same will be completed within the next quarter.
(c) (i) Yes, 49 Panchayats, whose names are laid on the
T able1, remained functioning

beyond

three

years

after previous election.
(ii) Section 6 (5) o f the Punjab

Village

Panchayat

Act

1939.
(d) Yes.

Election work is in progress.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

Will the

hon. Minister kindly state the

reasons for an increase or a fall in the number o f village Panchayats
o f the Amritsar District ?
M inister :

This is a normal phenomena.

Sometimes the number

o f panchayats increases and sometimes it falls.

But

if

the

hon.

Member wants any information in regard to a particular panchayat
in a certain village, then I can procure it for him.
1Kept in the Library.
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Sardar Sajjan Singh :

May I know what has been done by the

Government during the last three years to establish

more panchayats

and popularise them in the State ?
M inister :

This question does not arise out of the main question.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

W ill the hon. Minister kindly state the

steps taken by the Government to bring about an increase in the
number o f panchayats in the Amritsar District ?
M inister :

*
I think only the increase in the number of panchayats

in the district does not add to the efficiency o f the Department. But
if the present panchayats carry out their duties honestly and efficient
ly in providing facilities and justice to the people according to the
powers vested in them, then I think they have played their part well
and it does not matter if the number does not increase.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

The hon. Minister has stated that steps

have been taken to increase the number of the panchayats in the
State, m ay I know as to what steps have been taken in this direction ?
M inister :

Steps have been and are being taken to improve

the

working o f the panchayats.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :

In what respects has the working o f the

panchayats been improved ?
M inister : Efforts are being made to impress upon the panchayats
to carry out all the duties which they are required to perform.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

May I know whether or not it is the

policy o f the Government to spread a net-work of panchayats in every
nook and corner o f the State ?
.

M inister .

Yes, it is the policy of the Government to set up as

many panchayats as possible.
D eputy Speaker :

Before I call the next question, 1 would like

to request the hon. Members not to do any cross-examining while asking
supplementaries.

They should not lose sight o f the fact that it is not

a court but a Legislative Assembly.
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' APPLICATION FOR REFU N D OF R E N T A T SIM LA.
*3120.

Chaudhri

Sundar Singh :

W ill the hon. Minister for

Public W oiks be pleased to state :—
(a) the number o f applications pending for refund o f rent
realised by P. W. D ., Simla Provincial Division ;
(b) the date of the oldest application ;
*
(c) whether some time limit has been fixed for the' disposal o f
such applications ;
(d) what steps, if any, have been taken for their early dis~ posal ?
The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh :
(a) None
(b) D oes not arise
(c) No time limit is fixed.

The refund is allowed to the in

dividuals concerned without even receiving application
for the same.
(d) The hand receipts are prepared for the refund of the
excess amounts recovered and sent on to the Sub-Divi^

sional Officer concerned duly passed
for payment.
Necessary refunds are also allowed in m onthly rent rolls.

N ON -PAYM EN T OF IN CREM EN T Etc. TO A N A IB -T A H S IL D A R .
*2956.

Shri Ram Sharma :

Will the hon. Minister for Revenue

be pleased to state : —
(a) with reference to m y starred question No. *2061 regarding
the outstanding dues to Shri Bhagwan Sahai, NaibTahsildar, Loharu (Hissar) whether the payments due to
him have since been made ;
(b) whether it is a fact that the said Naib-Tahsildar was
asked by the authorities concerned

to explain,

question about his dues was asked in

the

and why he should net be punished for that ?

why a

Assembly
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The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
(a)

Yes, partly.

Attem pts are being

made to clear off the

arrears as soon as possible.
(b) Y es.

He was asked to explain in the light o f Government

instruction issued in this connection.

M OTOR STAND, JU LLU N D U R .
*3119.

Chaudhri

Sundar Singh :

W ill the hon. Minister for

Revenue be pleased to state whether it is a fact that the area meant
for the Ludhiana m otor stand near the Railway Station, Jullundur
City, is prohibited to the ordinary man
coolie ; if so, the reasons therefor ?

wanting to work there as a

The hon. Sardar Kartar Singh :
Yes.

This was done as a large number o f thefts occurred in the

premises.

N E H R I A R E A OF LAND OF C E R TA IN VILLAGES IN A M R IT SA R
*
DISTRICT.
*2794.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :

habilitation be pleased to state :

Will the hon. Minister for Re*

/

(a) the Nehri area o f land o f villages Mastgarh, Nurwala,
Tehsil Patti, District Amritsar, respectively before and
after the partition ;
(b) whether any part of this area o f land was irrigated by the
water courses passing through territory now in Pakistan ;
if so, the total of such areas of each of these villages ;
{c) whether it is a fact that the water courses passing through
the Pakistan territory have been stopped by the Pakistan
authorities ; if so, the steps if any, taken by the Govern
ment for the irrigation o f this area ;

\
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(d) whether the area o f land referred to in part (a) above was
valued as irrigated area at the time of allotment under
the quasi-permanent scheme ;
(e) (i) whether any representation by the allottees of village
Mastgarh which was forwarded bv me vide my letter
No. 100, dated 24-1-1951 (registered) to the DirectorGeneral Rehabilitation, Jullundur, was received by
him ;
(ii) whether in this representation the allottees complained
that the area referred to in part (a) above has turned
Barani but was wrongly classed as

irrigated

for

allotment purposes ;
(iii) the action taken by Government in the matter ?
The hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a)

Name of the
village.

Nehri area before

Nehri area after

partition.

partition.

1.

Mastgarh.

809 acres.

809 acres.

2.

Nurwala.

131 acres.

131 acres.'

(b) No.
(c) In view o f (b) above, does not arise.
(d) Yes.
(e) (i) The representation is not traceable.
(ii) Does not arise in view o f (e) (i) above.
*
(iii) The last date for the receipt of such representations being
11th of November, 1950, the representation dated
24-1-1951 was obviously time-barred and as such
ought normally have been filed.
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DEM AN D S OF PU N JAB TECH NICIANS ASSOCIATION.
*2957.

Shri R am Sharma :

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabili

tation be pleased to state :—
(a) the demands in brief put forward by the Punjab Techni
cians Association ;
(b) wheth er they were considered by the Government ;
with what result ?

if so,

'

T h e hon . Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a)

Briefly stated the demands

put

forward

by

the Punjab

Technicians Association are as follows :—
(i) Scales o f pay of the Technical Staff em ployed in the In
dustries Department m ay be revised.
(ii) 33^% temporary increase granted to technical staff may
also be granted to persons who were not granted this
increase in ordinary course.

’

(iii) Certain incumbents in the Department who have put in
10 to 15 years service m ay be confirmed.
(iv) Technical posts in the Industries Department m ay be
'

treated at par with the clerical staff, and
(v) A gradation list o f all the technical employees in the
Department m ay be prepared and all the prom otions
in the Department may be made according to that list.

(b) Yes. All these demands were considered by Government
and following is the result in respect o f each o f these demands :—
(i) The question o f the revision o f the scales of pay of
Technical staff in the Industries Department is under
the active consideration o f Government and all possible
efforts aie being made to arrive at a decision as soon as
X

possible.
(ii) Government are not aware o f any specific case in which
the

temporary

increase o f

33J per cent granted to
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technical staff in lieu of the revision o f grades was not
being given.
*
(iii) Since the posts iii . question Were tem porary only, the
incumbents working against them could not be con
firmed.
(iv) When the grades of Technical posts in the Department
are revised, it will bring these posts at par with other
clerical posts.
(v) Since recruitment to technical posts in the Department
was made on merits and special qualifications were re
quired for various posts, it was not practicable to pre
pare a gradation list o f the Department and to make
prom otions in accordance with it. For example a Tailor,
howsoever senior m ay be, could not be appointed to
the post o f a Mechanic and vice versa.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

In view o f the demand already

referred to by the hon. Minister to the effect that certain incumbents
in the department who have put in 10 to 15 years’ service may be
confirmed, may I know if it is a fact that according to the standing
orders o f the Government regarding the industrial workers the techni
cians who have put in* 10 to 15 years’ service should not con
tinue to remain temporary for a long time but should be confirmed
instead ?
M inister :

I have already stated in my reply that since the posts

were temporary the incumbents working against them could not be
confirmed.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar :

May I know if it is a fact that

according to the definition given in the Industrial employment A ct for
the workers classed as “ Temporary *' only those can be deemed
as temporary, who do work of a " Temporary ” nature. Does the
Government expect this House to understand that all these technical
men have been doing work o f a temporary nature for the whole
period o f 10 to 15 years ? Can you call such a task as temporary
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that can be continued for such a long duration, and which is still
continuing ?

LAND BELONGING TO MUSLIM EVACUEES IN POSSESSION
OF LESSEES AN D M ORTGAGEES
*3097. Chaudhri Sundar Singh :
Rehabilitation be pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Minister for

(a) the total area of each grade of land belonging to Muslim
Evacuees and in possession o f the lessees and mortgagees
in each district in the State ;
(b) the amount o f money for which the land referred to in
part (a) above is mortgaged in each district ;
(c) whether the Government has so far taken over all or any
portion of land specified in part (a) above for allotment
to the displaced landholders ; if not, the reasons therefor
and the steps the Government propose to take in this
connection ?
T he hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) A statement showing the total evacuees area mortgaged
with possession or under usufructuary mortgage with
local residents in each district o f Punjab State is en
closed.1
(b) as given in the statement referred to in (a) above.
(c) A scheme for the redemption of evacuee land mortgaged
’

with possession with local residents is under consideration
of Government.

1Kept in the Library.
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QUASI PERM AN EN T ALLOTM ENT.
*3098.

Chaudhri Sundar Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for Re-

habilitation be pleased to state : —
(a) whether the consolidation of blood relationship is one o f
the grounds for the Review or Revision o f quasi-perma
nent allotment ;
(b) whether it is a fact that only th ose blood relations are
being consolidated who applied

before 30th November

1949 ; if so, the authority therefor ;
(c) the authority under which those who did not apply before
30th of November, 1949, are to be refused consolidation
together with the reasons therefor ;
(d) the procedure to be adopted in respect o f those bloojdrelations who came to know of their allotment or separa
tion after 30th o f November, 1949 ?
Ttie hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) Yes.
(b) As a result o f the decision taken by Government and
notified

by

means

o f a press note of Rehabilitation

Department, dated 17th October, 1949, only those blood
relations are to be consolidated, who applied before 30th
November, 1949.
(c) As in (b) above.
'

(d) Does not arise.
tion

have

However, Revenue Assistants Rehabilita

been told that where areas are available,

blood ielations be consolidated.
G R A N T OF LOANS TO A LLO TTEES FOR B U ILD IN G OF
HOUSES-IN TH E STATE.
*3108.

M ehta Ranbir Singh :

Will the hon. Minister for R e

habilitation be pleased to state :—
(a) whether it is a fact that allottees with less than two
standard acres of land or non-allottees are not entitled
to get loans for building o f houses in the state ;
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(b) whether it is a fact that a big allottee who had acquired
landed property by purchase or inheritance in Pakistan
and who did not own any residential bouse or did not
a t any time live in Pakistan will get a big evacuee house
on the basis o f his lands according to Punjab Govern
ment letter No. 5166/LRC, dated the 29th July, 1950 ;
(c) If replies to parts (a) and (b) above be in the affirmative,
the action, if any, taken by the Government to protect
the smaller allottees and the non-allottees against forcible
ejection ;
(d) whether it is a fact that a refugee is not entitled to the
allotment o f more than one evacuee house ; if so, whether
it is within his knowledge that several allottees have
been allotted

more than

one

house

while

some

are

occupying evacuee houses both in urban areas and in the
villages o f their allotments :
(e) if the answer to part (d) above be in the affirmative,
whether instructious have been issued to the District
Rehabilitation Authorities not to allot more than one
house to any refugee ; if not, why not ?
T h e hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M u jh a il:
(a) Yes.

They are, however, eligible to get free grants.

(b) An allottee whether big or small owning land in Pakistan
is entitled to a house according to the formula as laid
down in Government letter referred to in the question.
(c) Smaller allottees are entitled to housing accomm odation
according to the principles o f allotment of evacuee houses
in rural areas.

The question o f

tion therefore does not arise.
instructions

their

forcible

ejec

As regards non-allottees

have already been issued

that houses o f

landless evacuees must be allotted to landless displaced
persons. Besides, instructions have also been issued that
in case o f eviction alternative accom m odation should be
provided to the oustees.

v
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'

No data is available at headquarters and it will

take a long time to collect the material from the sub
ordinate offices. There is of course no bar to the allot
ment o f a house in urban area in addition

to the allot

ment of a house in rural area to a land allottee who
possessed a house in the rural area as well as in the
urban area

in Western

Pakistan as provided in this

Department memorandum No. 4750 (R), dated the 10th
October, 1950 which is placed on the table.1

Moreover,

an extra house can also be allotted as a cattle-shed
to allottees where extra houses are available.
(e) Does not arise.
M ehta Ranbir Singh :

Persons who have been allotted less than

2 acres o f land have been sanctioned grants but no loans have been
advanced to them, may I know the reasons for not giving them loans ?
M inister :

I f the hon. Member will refer to any particular case, I

will be in a position to give reply after makiug the necessary enquiries.
M ehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know whether it is a fact that the

Government did not advance them any loans on the consideration
that they will not be able to refund the amount o f loan advanced to
them ?
M inister :

It is generally observed that allottees o f small areas

o f land do not stick to one place and are engaged in other occupations
elsewhere.
M ehta Ranbir Singh :

May I know the number o f such persons

who have been allotted houses in cities as well as in villages ?
M inister :

I require notice to answer this question.

M ehta R anbir Singh : In view o f the fact that these persons
have been allotted houses at more than one place, may I know whether
the houses are in surplus in the state ?
M inister :

I have already replied to this question.

1Kept in the Library.
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A LLO TM E N T OF HOUSES TO H A R IJA N REFU G E E S
IN T H E STATE.

*3109.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

W ill the hon. Minister for R ehabi

litation be pleased to state :
(a) whether it is a fact that Harijan refugees have been
treated as ’‘ Ram ins’ for the purpose 'o f house allotment
in rural areas.
(b) the effect o f the classification o f Ramdasias, e t c ., as agri
culturists in the matter o f allotment of evacuee houses ?
T h e hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) No. Only the displaced Kamins have been treated as
‘ R am ins’ for the purpose of allotment o f houses of
evacuee Kamins in rural area.
(b) There is no effect o f the classification of Ramdasias and
s

Harijans, etc., as agriculturists in the matter o f allot
ment of evacuee houses.

The rural houses belonging

to evacuee land owners are to be allotted to the allottees
o f land irrespective of the fact whether they are statutory
agriculturists or not.
Houses belonging to landless
evacuees

are to be allotted to the landless displaced

persons.
Mehta R anbir Singh :

May I know the reasons for

ejecting

Harijans from the houses o f Kamins ?
Minister for Rehabilitation :

«
It is the policy o f the Government

to allot the houses of Kamins to the Kamins.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Is it not a fact that the Harijans who

were not owners o f land have been ejected from the houses which were
allotted to them ?
M inister :

No, it is not a fact.

x
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QU ASI-PERM AN EN T ALLOTM EN T IN V IL L A G E S H E R P U R
K A LA N , D IST R IC T LU DH IAN A.
*3110. Mehta R anbir Singh :
habilitation be pleased to state

W ill the hon. Minister for R e

(a) whether Sherpur Kalan, Tahsil and District Ludhiana is
an " A " grade village ;
•
(b) whether it is fact that the father of the Naib-Tahsildar,
Consolidation of Holdings, Ludhiana, (now transferred
to Karnal) and about 14 other relations of the said NaibTehsildar were entitled to quasi-permanent allotment in
a “ IP

Grade village ;

(c) I f the reply to parts (a) and (b) above be in the affirm
ative whether the father, uncle, etc. of the said NaibTahsildar were allotted lands in the village referred to
in part (a) above ; if so, the reasons therefor ;
(d) whether a r y other party 'B ' grade land-holder and a sitt
ing allottee in the said village was considered for quasi
permanent allotment in the village ; if not, the reasons
therefor ?
T h e hon . Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) Yes.
(b) Unless names, parentage and other particulars of these
persons are supplied, it is not possible to elicit necessary
information.
(c) In view o f the answer against part (b) above, it does not
arise,
(d) No second grade allottee has been fitted in village Sherpur
Kalan.
^
M ehta R an bir Singh :

May I know the name o f the Naib-Tahsil

dar who was posted there ?
M inister :

I do not know his name.

'
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Mehta R anbir Singh :

Is it not a fact that this Naib-Tehsildar,

Consolidation o f Holdings, represented to the Financial Commissioner
against his allotment in 'B ’ grade ?
M inister :

I do not know.

W E L F A R E OFFICERS IN TH E
*3129.

Shrimati Sita D evi :

STATE.

Will the hon. Minister for Labour

be pleased to state :—
(a) whether the rules prescribing the qualifications and duties
of Welfare Officers under Section 49(2) o f the Indian
Factories A ct 1948 have been framed and notified so far ;
(b) the number o f such qualified officers employed in the State
so far ;
(c) w hetter an}/qualified Welfare Officer has been em ployed
for labour working in connection with the ‘Bhakra Nangal
Project ?
T h e h on Shri Prithvi Singh A zad :
(a) Rules under Section 49 (2)

of the Factories A ct,

1948,

have not yet been framed in this State.
;

(b) In view of (a) this does not arise.
(c) One Welfare Officer was appointed through the Punjab
Public Service Commission on 25 th July,

1949 and is

working as such.
Shrimati Sita D ev i :

In view o f the reply given to part (a) of the

question that the rules have not yet been framed, m ay I know the
reasons why delay has been caused in the framing o f the Rules in this
behalf ?
M inister :

After the partition, the question o f prescribing the

qualifications and duties o f Welfare Officers was under the consider
ation of the Government.*

Now a decision has been taken and the

rules are under preparation.
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When the appointment o f Labour Commis

sioner was made soon after the partition and

there

is no reason to

believe that he is over-worked, m ay I then know why the rules have
not been framed during this period o f three and a half years ?
M inister : Before this, the work was under the charge o f the
Chief Inspector of Factories. But now both the department have been
amalgamated and step"'will be taken to frame the rules as early as
possible.

I hope the hon. Member will excuse me for the delay

caused

in framing these rules.
Sardar Sajjan Singh :
that

such

and

May I know when this decision was taken

such work

should

be

entrusted

to

the

Labour

Department ?
M inister :

In the first week o f February, 1951.

Sardar Sajjan Singh :
to frame the1rules now ?
M inister :

May I know when the Government propose

As early as possible.

Sardar Sajjan Singh : May I know whether the Government would
take early action as in the case o f Municipal elections ?
M inister :

The rules will be published without any further delay.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

Should we hope that the rules will be

framed by the end o f April ?
M inister : I have stated that I can’t specify the exact date
though I hope the framing of rules will be complete in a m onth or a
m onth and a half.

C E N TR A L CRAFT IN ST IT U T E FOR G IRLS, SIM LA.
*3132. Shrimati Sita D evi :
tation be pleased to state :—

Will the hon. Minister for Rehabili

(a) the total amount spent by way o f salary, honoraria, con 
tingencies, stipends and scholarships on the Central Craft
Institute for Girls, Simla in the year 1950-51.

starred

q u e s t io n s

and
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(b) the amount spent in the year 1950-51 on the following
schools in the Punjab which prepare candidates for the
Diplom a : —
(1) Amritsar, (2) Jullundur, (3) Ludhiana, (4) Ambala
City.
(c) the total number of students who are on the roll o f the
schools referred to in part (b) above in the year 1950-51 ;
(d) the number of students who appeared in the final Diplom a
since 1948 from these various schools ;
(e) the number of students who have got the teachers* train
ing between 1947 and 1950 from the Schools referred to
above ;
(f) whether it is a fact Government had issued orders in 1948
v

and 1949 for the transfer of the Institute at Simla to
Ambala or Amritsar ;

(g) whether it is a fact that the Head-mistress, Government
Industrial School for Girls, Jullundur City has stopped
admissions to the school since October 1950 ; if so, the
reasons therefor ?
T h e hon. Sardar Ishar Singh M ujhail :
(a) Rs. 69,052/- from the 1st April, 1950 to the 28th February
1951.
(b)

(1) Amritsar, Rs. 14,108/-

(2)

Jullundur, Rs. 24,918/-

(3) Ludhiana, Rs. 16,959/-

(4)

Ambala,

Rs. 19,104/-

(From the 1st April, 1950 to the 28th February, 1951).
(c) Simla

...

Ludhiana

160

Amritsar...

105

113

Ambala

105

...

62

Am ritsar...

50

Ludhiana

49

Ambala

57

(d) Simla

(e) Simla

9

Other Schools Nil.

-

Jullundur...

127

Jullundur...

71
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(fj Yes. But as there was no suitable accom m odation avail
able at Ambala, the Institute was allowed to function
at Siirila till such time as the Department was able to find
necessary accomm odation.
(g) Yes. This was done due to two reasons, viz., admissions
are made only in the months o f April and October each
year ; and the School is already over crowded because
there aie 127 students on roll as against the sanctioned
strength of 90.

Also since the number o f teachers in the

school is limited, it was considered that it would not be
desirable to admit more students than what could be
controlled by the limited staff.
Shrimati Sita D evi :

May I know the reasons why the money

spent on the Central Craft Institute for Girls, Simla is more than the
money spent on each o f the industrial schools functioning at Amritsar,
Jullundur, Ludhiana and Ambala City ?
M inister : The number o f students in this institution exceeds
the number of students in any other institution.
Shrimati Sita D evi :

Is it not a fact that the real reason for

greater expenditure on the Simla School lies in the grant of more
allowances to its staff ?
M inister :

This is also one of the reasons.

Shrimati Sita D evi :

It has been stated in reply to part (f) that

the Government has not been able to shift the Institute to Ambala or
any other place for want of suitable accomm odation. But is it not a
fact that in a Press Conference held on 19th August, 1948, the
hon. Chief Minister had stated that though the school had been started
at Simla because the Principal was living there it existed for the
benefit of the whole province and would soon be shifted to the plains ?
Shri Bhagat R am Chodha :
address ?

(Laughter),

Is the hon. Lady Member giving an

ADJOURNMENT OF THE ASSEMBLY

D eputy Speaker :

The

hon.

Member

had

(21)41
promised

not

to

mterrupt when the L ady Member was speaking. He should at least keep
his promise for sometime.
Shrimati Sita D ev i :

I was not

reading

an

address.

I

just

wanted to know as to why the Government is continuing this Institute
at Simla and spending so much m oney for the benefit o f girls o f Simla
only contrary to its promises.

A D J O U R N M E N T OF T H E A SSE M B L Y .
C h ief M inister (The hon.

Dr.

Gopi Chand Bhargava) ;

I beg to

m ove :—
*
That the Assembly at its rising to-day shall stand adjourned
sine die.
D eputy Speaker :

Motion m oved—

That the Assembly at its rising to-day shall stand adjourned
sine die.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

(Ludhiana Central-Sikh-Rural)

(Hindi).

Madam, I am really very much surprised to find that this motion has
been made by the hon. Chief Minister. On the one side His Excellency
the Governor, says in his Address that this Assembly has not been
able to transact sufficient legislative work and that a good deal has
to be done by it in this field and

on

the

other

hon.

Friends

like Shri Amarnath Vidyalankar, who represents the Labour Constitu
ency, evince a desire to sit for long hours to pass legislation for the
good o f the people but the Government comes up with this motion
that the Assembly be adjourned sine die though no work has been
done.

I am sorry to say that a Bill which, if passed, would have been

o f very great

advantage to the rural people of our State has been

given a treatment which should not have been accorded to even the
most undesirable form o f legislation.
Gaon Panchavat Bill.

Here I am referring to the

This Bill was introduced during the last Budget

Session and was referred to the Select Committee.

The Select Com

mittee submitted its report in the end o f August or beginning o f
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September and we expected that this Bill as reported on by the Select
Committee will come up for consideration of the Assembly during the
Autumn Session.

Unfortunately, nothing o f the kind happened despite

the fact that H. E. the Governor in his Address Told us that
that Bill was to come up for consideration during the Autumn Session.
The Bill for reasons best known to the Government was put
cold storage.

in

Similarly there was another important Bill which should

have been placed on the legislative anvil long ago.

This Bill was

a very comprehensive Bill and related to matters o f health.
waited for this Bill for a very long time but it would not come.
very fate was met by one Bill after the other.

We
This

The Government has

been publishing scores of Bills in the official Gazette and has been
giving us the impression that they would come up for consideration
before the House but all our hopes stand falsified. This year H. E
the Governor remarked in his Address that if and when the sug
gestions regarding the liquidation of the system o f the occupancy
tenant wera finalised a Tegular Bill would be placed before the House
to achieve this end. We asked our Friends on the Treasury Benches
as to when that Bill should be expected to com e up and we were
told that the Bill was being prepared by the Legal Remembrancer and
it will come up before the Assembly as soon as it was received from
him.

Nothing is to be heard o f this Bill.

Here I have a very long

list o f the Ordinances which should have been given the form of
regular legislation b y a popular Government as the Ordinances lapse
six weeks after the Assembly meets.
But these Ordinances will
continue as Ordinances without the approval of the House.

I f and

when the Assembly is not in session the promulgation o f Ordinances
is understandable but to continue them after the Assembly has met is
beyond m y comprehension.
Madam, this Government promulgated an Ordinance and it gave
rise to numerous complaints from the public.

This Ordinance was

published in the form of a Bill in the official Gazette and there was
every hope that it would receive the attention and consideration o f
the Assembly during this session but this Bill is also not coming forth.
C h ief M inister :

W hich was that Ordinance ?

ad jo u rn m en t

Sardar B achan Singh :

of the
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That is Ordinance No. 1 and relates to

the contracts o f the local bodies.

B y virtue o f this Bill the local bodies

i.e.y the District Boards and the Municipal Committees will be enabled
to charge as much rent for their buildings as they like when the
private individuals are barred fiom charging anything more than the
fair rent.
D eputy Speaker :

As we have verV limited time at our disposal

I would request the hon. Member to speak to the point.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I am

to

the

point.

I say that the

Assembly should not be adjourned as so much work still remains
undone.
Sardar Swaran Singh ;

A session may be held in June again.

Sardar Bachan Singh : I would have been satisfied if this remark
had come from the side of the Government. But I am .afraid the con 
dition of m y hon. Friend Sardar Swaran Singh is the same as that of
the Great Emperor Shah Jahan when he was in the Agra fort as a
prisoner.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

My hon. Friend is also having the sweet

dream o f his 10 days' rule.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

The story goes

that Shahjahan was put

in the Agra fort by his son Aurangzeb as a prisoner.

Shahjahan felt

lonely in the castle and asked his son to allow him to hold classes there
for the benefit of vsmall boys.
Aurangzeb said that the old man
could not be given such a permission as such a wish on his part
evinced a desire to rule. I think that my hon. Friend Sardar Swaran
Singh is in the same condition and I have sympathy for him.
Madam, what I was driving at was that it was a matter o f shame
to ask for adjournment sine die of the Assembly when so much work
is pending.

Not only those Bills which were published in the offic ial

Gazette for consideration during this session have not

been

dis

posed of but about 50 Bills which were meant to be passed during the
year 1950 have not been dealt with.

A t any rate, those Bills which had

been reported on by the Select Committees and those which were not
controversial should have been passed
But who cares!
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The Government neither brings those ordinances before the House
in order to convert them into BiJTs nor

does

it

care

to

finish

other important Work before adjourning.
I f all the important
work cannot be finished to-dav, why should we not meet tomorrow
as well as the day after.

W hat

is

that

special

reason

which

compels the Government to bring this session to a close to-day ?
People have great expectations from their representatives. It is the
duty o f the Government to amend defective Bills and to legislate
fresh measures regarding important subjects. The Assembly is a
sovereign body.
house.

The Cabinet is a kind o f E xecutive Committee o f the

I f this House does not discharge its duties towards the public,

it will be failing in its duties.

If it is decided on the m otion oi the

hon. Chief Minister that the Assembly be adjourned sine die at the
-lose of its meeting to-day, the public will not hold a high opinion
about us. I shall feel ashamed when people tell me that we get our
allowances as members of the Assembly but fail to discharge our duty
towards our constituents.

In his address to this House, the Governor

pointed out that we did not pay proper attention to
legislation.

the task of

W hy should we leave a large part o f important Assembly

work unfinished and run to the plains ?

It is our duty to sit here

for fifteen or twenty days, if necessary, in order to dispose o f the
important work. A few days back when this State was under
invasion by locust, I could understand if we had been asked to m ove
to the plains in order to fight the locust. Now, however, ninety
per cent o f locust has been destroyed. During the months of
December, January and February, the Ministers remained on tour
for twenty five or twenty-seven days in a month but now the reaping
of rabi harvest is to commence and there is no scope for visits to
villages. It would be a graceful act if our Government decides to
hold ten or twelve more sittings o f the Assembly
in order to
com plete important work. The public will then realise that their
representatives are serious about their work.

I offer to the hon.

Chief Minister to move that we should meet for three days more with
a fixed agenda for each day which must be com pleted on that daybefore the meeting is adjourned till the next day.

The people laugh

at us that we draw our travelling allowance for each off— day and get
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our com pensatory allowance but

do

nothing more than pass the

Budget. They think that if it were not essential to pass the Budget,
we would perhaps not do that work even. Legislation is one of
the most im portant duties o f the Legislative Assemblies.
not discharge that duty also, what

are

we

here

I f we do

for ?

In

the

present transitional period, when so many social aud econom ic changes
are taking place in the world, we should register our

decisions about

these ; we should

used

not shirk our

responsibilities.

I

to

hear

that this session would be brought to a close on the 30th March and
when I received lists of business for the 2nd and 3rd April, I could
not understand the reason.
say that these

I .d o not agree with those people who

things are done after verifying

the auspiciousness

of a particular day, but I do not understand how can we explain to
the people about our running away when so much important work
remains unfinished.

An important piece o f legislation like the Gaon

Panchayat Bill would have needed at least five or six days for its
consideration.

W hat faith can the public have in a Government which

does not attend to its duties.

In the G overnor’s address, it was said

th at....................

D eputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should place his own views

before the House instead o f referring to the "views expressed in the
Governor’s address.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

I am referring to the observations made

b y His Excellency, because the views o f the Head o f the State have
far greater weight than the views o f a Member of the Opposition.
There can be n o more responsible person than the Governor.

People

had high expectations that such and such measures would be enacted
during session of the Assembly and their hardships would be thereby
alleviated. What will they think about us when we tell them that
after passing the Budget, we passed only one or two Bills ? Some hon.
Members told me to-day that as the session was going to end to-day
they had their beddings, ready for returning to their homes. When
this is the condition of the hon. Members, how can they be expected
to seriously attend to the work to-day, which is going to be the last
day o f the Session ?

v
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I was pleased to read in the papers only yesterday that Bom bay
Legislative Assembly had passed no less than 25 bills in the budget
session. Not only thus, it is Bom bay Government to which goes
the credit o f actually putting into practice

the

prohibition pro

gramme o f Mahatma Gandhi whose followers many others over hdre
claim to be.

That Government has successfully put into practice

complete prohibition in their State.

Even in the matter of the safe

guard of civil liberties, that Government, follow ing the example o f
Madras Government, has separated the judiciary from the executive.
But Madam, what is the position in our State ? Some hon. Members
s£y that they would borrow those Bills from those States at the time
o f need.
\

t

Deputy Speaker :

Punjab will always be an "A g w a " (leader.)

Sardar Bachan Singh : I thought you meant that the Punjab
would be abducted (Aghwa) !
There has already been enough ©f
abduction in the East and West Punjabs. We do not want any more o f
it.
D eputy Speaker :

I meant

that

Punjab

would

always be a

leader.
Sardar Baclian S ingh : If Punjab is to be a leader, we should
be able to say that such and such Bills have been passed here for
public good. For instance, there was the Bill of our poor sist< r who
wept and cried for it but it could not be passed.
Shrimati Sita D evi :

I am not poor ; I have been fighting for the

passage o f «the Bill.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
passage of her Bill.

She says that she has been fighting for the

But still this Bill could not be passed.

This

militant (Laraki) sister o f ouis could not succeed in getting the proud
distinction o f having a private Bill passed although it was in the final
stage.
Shri Bhagat R am C hcdh a :
"L a ra k i'' (militant) ?

Is it parliamentary to call a Member
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(Laraki).
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Bat she is pleased when she is called m ilitant

W hat can I do ?

All the same, ^1 would ask the hon.

Member not to call her either poor or militant (Laraki).
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Similarly Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar

wanted to get his resolution on industrial labour passed.
sorry to say that he could not succeed in that.

But I am

He requested me not

to make any speeches on that resolution so that it could be passed on
that day, otherwise the Government would not give any other day for
non-official Members’ business.
D eputy Speaker :

He engaged you as his counsel.

That is why

his resolution was not passed*
Sardar Bachan Singh :
his counsel.

N o, Madam, he did not engage me as

He only wanted me not to make

any

speeches

so

that the resolution might be passed. Only to-d a y, we were told by
the hon. Minister that so far no rules and^ regulations had been
made for the labour welfare.

For all this long period o f

years,

the govern m en t has been only sleeping over this matter. If this
session were to be ended to-day, I would not have made any speeches
on that resolution of Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar so that it could be
passed, although I know that it would have remained unimple
mented even after its passage.
(At this stage, the hon. Deputy
Speaker repeatedly rung the bell to show that the time o f the hon.
Member was over.) I think, you should strangle me, i£ you do not
want to give me opportunity to express my views.
D eputy Speaker :

N obody can strangle a good man like you.

I

only wanted to impress upon you the limitation o f time. I have
to point out again and again that the time at our disposal is very short
and the work to be transacted much.

That is why I

requested

the hon. Member to finish his speech.
Sardar Bachan Singh ;

Madam, time has no significance for

the Assembly which will be shortly adjourned sine die.
significance for those who work.

Tim^ has

For idlers, the rising and the setting

o f the sun have no significance.

I, therefore, want to submit that

the treatment which is ineted out to the legislators here and the public
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outside, does not behove a popular Government. A popular Govern
ment should give sufficient time for the meetings of the Assemblv and
it should get maximum legislative work out of the Assembly so
that the hon. Members m ight be able to justify their allowance.
D eputy Speaker :

This is repetition.

Sardar Bachan Singh : Madam, I want to submit that the
problems which we are facing, demand that we should at least finish
the work that is before us.

I would

like

to

request

the

hon.

Chief Minister that he should not bring a blot on the fair name
o f this Assembly by adjourning it to-day.

He should at least

bring

the ordinances which have been promulgated, before the Assembly.
They should either be passed or rejected by this Assembly.

I f those

ordinances are not brought before the Assembly, people would laugh
at us. W ith these words, I oppose this m otion. It would be better
if it is withdrawn by the hon. Chief Minister.
so, it should be rejected by the House.

But if he does not do

Shri Am ar Nath Vidyalankar ( Non-Union Labour ),
Madam, I know that while recording m y vote

I

will

(Hindi) :
be

found

under the Party discipline to cast my vote in favour o f this motion, but
mj^ conscience compels me to give vent to m y feelings against this
motion. I strongly feel that we are creating bad precedents in the
Assembly. I f we are to successfully run the Government on true
dem ocratic lines it is necessary that we should scrupulously avoid
creating such utterly w iong, undesirable and dangerous traditions that
will curtail dem ocratic rights o f the people, and make its working a
farce. The Assembly is the healthy channel, through which public
opinion and public feelings get their expressions. This channel should
be allowed a normal flow, and no interference should be allowed to
impede the exercise o f this most important function of the Mem
bers. We are here as Congressmen, we hold the powerful majority.
But that m ajority of votes must not be used to stifle the discussion
on
for

public
the

matters.

future.

We

In m y

responsibilities in view.

are

here

to

set

up

healthy

precedents

humble opinion we have not kept these

It is scandalous that during the course of

the last three years this Assembly should have had only ninety-one
sittings.

In some o f the other States o f India and in the Central
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Parliament the hon. Members are paid daily allowance o f Rs. 40/- per
sitting, or som ething near about.
D eputy Speaker :
Bachan Singh also.

This matter has been discussed by Sardar

I think it need not be repeated.

It casts a re

flection on the hon. Members and it does not look nice if it is repeated
tim e and again.
Shri Amar Nath Vidyalankar : Madam, I am giving vent to m y
strong feelings on this point and I hope that such an introspection is
sure to be beneficial to the hon. Members themselves. In the Central
Assem bly and in other State Assemblies where allowances are given for
each sitting

it can be understood if the Government decides finishing

the business in the least num ber o f sittings.

But for our Assembly

where Members are getting monthly allowances it does not look nice to
reduce the number o f sittings and finish of business abruptly. As a
matter of fact it is a wrong tradition that we are sitting up.
this session we have had twenty-nine settings only.

During

This may be the

last session o f this Assembly because the elections are going to be held
soon.

It does not bring any credit to this House that it m ay have only

four months sittings in aggregate during the last four
am saying

these

years or so.

things not from the consideration o f

any

I

party

feelings but I have before me the higher interests o f the State and the
dem ocratic form of our institutions. ^I strongly oppose this motion
because my conscience revolts against it.

I have given expression to

m y views on the point and I hope that the hon.

Chief Minister will

withdraw the m otion as it is not in the interests o f the State.

With

these words I resume my seat.
Shrimati Sita D evi
(Ex-Member West Punjab Assembly
representing Lahore City, General, W omen, Urban) [Hindi) : Madam, I
know that the header o f tne House will find it easy to get this motion
passed by issuing a party whip but the people will say

3 3 *3 oil

Upto

30th

of

March

oil 3H H

'RR ^T5T5nsr #

of}

we have been discussing the budget now

only two sittings have been devoted to legislative business.

There are
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many important Bills

pending but

no attention is paid to them.

This might be the last session ; we cannot say whether there will be
another session or not.

Even if one is held, it will only be a session

o f eight or ten days.
No one knows why the Government is
going to finish this session so abruptly. Is it because the hon.
Ministers aie feeling tired or is it because some trouble has arisen ?
The expenditure of the Government will not increase by prolonging the
session because the Members are paid m onthly allowance.

As a matter

o f fact the hon. Members are prepared to sit for some days more.
M inister for P u b lic W orks :
booked their luggage

(laughter).

Shrimati Sita D evi :

But some o f them have already

Madam, m y submission is that the hon.

Members are prepared to work

They have not submitted any repre

sentation asking the Government to stop the session as they did in the
case o f the Holi holidays.

So m y submission is that there is no ground

for adjourning the Assembly sine die. If not longer, the Government
should extend the session for at least one week more so that all
the necessary legislative work may be disposed of. The Government
which claims to be a popular Government should realize the feel
ings of the common man on this point and in the interests o f the poor
it should withdraw this motion. Of course, the leader o f the House
will guillotine the desires o f the hon. Members by issuing the party
whip

But I wish to point out that it will bring no credit to the

Government and to the House.

So I would most humbly request the

hon. Chief Minister not to be obstinate in not accepting all the
good suggestions. I am pained to note that the present Govern
ment o f ours has no desire to pass such Bills which try to safeguard
the interests o f the poor.

I have been trying to get a private Bill

passed but somehow or

other it has not been allowed to be passed.

I don’ t want to have any credit for that Bill.

I f the Government so

desires it can have credit for itself but I do want that it should be
passed
But unfortunately our Government has the misfortune o f not
getting credit for anything good
In this case the feeling o f the House
is that there is no reason why the session should end now.
some astrologer asked the Government to end it ?

Has

My submission is
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that the Government should first look to the interests o f the State
and then decide whether there is any necessity o f continuing with our
work or not ?

The interests of his people should be our first concern

W ith these words I request the hon. Chief Minister to withdraw this
m o tion .
M ehta R anbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore,
{Hindi) :

Madam,

General, Rural)

I may point out at the very outset

that the

m otion, put forward by the Leader of the House, goes counter to the
best interests of the people. I am surprised that it has emanated
from no less a person than the hon. Dr. Gopi Chand himself, who has
always claimed to have service o f the people foremost in his heart.
I think this m otion has presented him in his true colours because
it belies his professions.

Before I proceed with my speech, I would

like to assure the House that I would refrain from indulging

in

repetition of the arguments which have already been advanced against
this m otion.
(Hear, hear). W ell, Madam, I am of the opinion that
the foremost duty o f the House is to legislate measures ior the benefit
o f the people.

The hon.

Members are not here for their

selfish

ends or for interfering with the administration o f the Government.

It

is no business of theirs to aggravate the communal feelings in the State
or to attend th e Assembly Session for doing the
friends.

Their, main job in coming to this august

jobs

of

House

their
is

to

improve the legislation o f the State with their considered views. Keep
ing this fact in view, we should see as to what the achievements
o f the Government are in the matter o f legislation passed for rehabili
tating this

economically-shattered

in this respect is not encouraging.
ations.

State.

W e find that its record

It is much

below our expect

As you are aware, Madam, the Central Governm ent loaned

out crores o f rupees to this Government for purposes o f giving loans
to the displaced persons to rehabilitate themselves.

It goes without

saying that the recovery of these loans will not be possible unless
some effective legislation is made in this connection.
4

D eputy Speaker :

Is it necessary to legislate for the recovery of

loans ?
M ehta Ranbir Singh :

Most surely, Madam.

It is a pity

that

the hon. Members are not giving due attention to the responsibility
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that falls upon their shoulders in this respect. As I have already
stated, their main purpose is to pass legislation for the good o f
the State.

I would ask them to make

an introspection as to how far

they have succeeded in discharging this responsibility. I think they
would be considered to have acted their part well, even if they give
one anna in a rupee of good legislation to the people at* large.
I feel that the party in power will be failing

in its duty if the

Assembly session is brought to a close so soon without transacting any
legislation
bills are

work
on

to an appreciable

today’s

agenda,

which

legislate in haste before dispersing.

extent.

I know

the

Government

But

I

m ay

that

some

want

point out

to
that

our past experience in respect of legislation enacted in haste, has not
been very happy.

The hon. Members would remember that Govern

ment had to bring in

amending bills

to

the parent

Acts,

not

once but four times to set right the lacunae, which were left on account
of indecent haste with which the same were enacted
Now very
important legislative measures are waiting to be brought on the
Statute B ook— I need not repeat them— and yet the hon. Ministers
are running away

without caring

to enact them

into law.

We

read from the newspapers that a crisis has overtaken them and they
want to escape it by adjourning the

House sine die.

But I think

now that the crisis has passed, no emergency exists which necessitates
the early adjournment of the House.
D eputy Speaker : But an emergency has arisen.
M ehta R anbir Singh :

Not to our knowledge.

It m ay have

arisen in the Cabinet but Government has not told us that it is danger
ous for the hon. Ministers to continue the House in

session

any

longer, and therefore it is necessary for them to run away from the
House by adjourning it.

Well, Madam, I was going to submit that

not only in m y opinion but also in the opinion of

the m ajority

of the hon. Members, a lot of important legislation was pending before
the Government for disposal. In this connection, I m ay point out
that during the last session of the Assembly, an important Bill on
Co-operation was brought on the agenda, but was not passed. I
thought that it would be enacted during the present session, but it is
conspicuous in the Agenda by its absence. I feel that when these
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Minister cannot bring about co-operation in the Cabinet, how can

they

legislative on the subject for the good of the public ?
M inister for P u b lic W orks :
people withhold co-operation.
D eptuy Speaker :

The main difficulty is th a t you

No interruption please.

Mehta Ranbir Singh : W e are ever prepared to extend our hand
o f co-operation in any noble work which the Government may want to
do. But we cannot be a party to the loot which the hon. Minister and
members o f his like are carrying on.
D eputy Speaker :

Please withdraw the word Toot^as it is un

parliamentary.
Mehta R anbir Singh :

I bow to your ruling, Madam, but I

respectfully submit that the equivalent o f the word Toot' in English is
'exploitation’ , which has never been declared as unparliamentary and
in fact I have used the word 'lo o t’ strictly in the sense of the word
'exploitation ’ .
M iniste for P u blic W orks :

The hon. D eputy Speaker need not

ask him to withdraw it, as he himself is equally guilty of it.
Deputy Speaker :

I don’ t want any suggestion from any side.

I know m y job very well.

L et tehhon. Member proceed,

M ehta Ranbir Singh : Well, Madam, I was submitting that the
Government had killed the Bill on Co-operation. But there is yet
another matter o f vital importance, which was included in the Agenda
of Monday, but has now been deleted. Y ou will remember that I
moved an adjournment m otion on the worsening of communal as well
as crime situation in the State. The hon. Chief Minister was pleased
to hold out an assurance that the matter would be discussed on Monday
from 10 A. m. to 12 noon. The agenda distributed for M onday did
include this item for discussion. Now this important matter has been
left out o f to-day’s agenda and the House is adjourning sine die. I
submit that the hon. Members coming^ from the rural area know full
well the importance of this matter and feel that
it should
be

discussed

before

the

session

ends.

I

may

tell

the

hon.
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Chief Minister that he should not shiily shally in this

matter as there

is no escape from it. He should know that the life of Harijans
being made difficult in the rural areas.
D epu ty Speaker :

is

This has no connection with the motion under

discussion.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

I f a matter

like the discussion o f the crime and communal situation in the State
comes on the agenda and then it is put off, may I know whether its
reference is relevant to this m otion or not ?
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

I must say that I am not irrelevant when

I allude to the crime or communal situation in the State.

I would be

failing in m y duty if I do not ask the hon. Chief Minister to shake
off his com placency and face the representatives o f the people in this
House boldly in this matter. I feel that this situation is the creation
of my hon. Friends on the Treasury Benches.
M inister for P u blic W orks :

It is friends like the lion. Member

who fan the fire o f communal discord.
Mehta R anbir Singh : It is m y hon. Friends who are solely
responsible for the worsening communal situation in the State. They
are following in the footsteps o f the Britishers who used

to

act

upon the p olicy o f 'divide and rule'.
D epu ty Speaker :
•

Please address the Chair.

M ehta R anbir Singh :

I may point out that I come in contact

with the masses very frequently.

I do not m ove about under the

protection o f the police.
D epu ty Speaker :

The hon. Member is indulging in taunts which

have no connection with the m otion now before the House.
M ehta R an bir Singh :
prevailing in the State.

Madam, I am submitting the conditions
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D eputy Speaker :

I wish just as a considerable number o f hon.

Members had signed a request

to the hon. Chief Minister fo r per

mission to be away for celebrating the H oli festival, similarly they
should have made a request under twenty or thirty signatures for
the extension

o f the sittings of the Assembly,

done, then things would have been different.

I f this

had been

B ut now there is no rule

under which Government can be stopped from adjourning the House
sine die.

It is, therefore, no use indulging in taunts.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :
regard to the Bill.

Madam, I would not say anything with

But I feel that discussion o f crime and communal

situation in the State is o f vital importance.

W hy should the Govern

ment back out when the matter had been brought on the agenda
and a time had been fixed for its discussion.

I still believe that these

worsening conditions in the State are the creation o f no other persons
except my hon. Friends on the Treasury Benches. They are res
ponsible for vitiating the communal atmosphere in the rural areas,
as a result of which people find it hard to pass their days peacefully.
As I have already stated, they have adopted the policy o f the
Britishers to keep their gaddis intact.

I am pained to remark that

m y hon. Friends occupying Treasury Benches, used to deliver sermons
on dem ocracy.

And the spirit o f dem ocracy which they are demons

trating is that they arc flouting the almost .unanimous
House not to adjourn the House sine die.
o f them.

verdict of the

So, what more can we expect

Madam, I think you remember that a resolution regarding the
com pulsory primary education moved by me was unanimously adopted
by this House.

But you will be surprised to hear that the* Govern

ment instead o f bringing in any legislative measure slept over it
and did n of take any action whatsoever.

I take this opportunity

of asking the hon. Chief Minister as to why he has failed to fulfil
the promise which he held out to us a few days ago to the effect that
he would fix a day for discussing the crime situation in the State.
After all, what emergency has arisen to justify the adjournment o f the
House sine die ?

What special circumstances have forced the hon.

Chief Minister to take such

a

step ?

Madam,

I have

just

now

received a letter in which the writer has given a vivid picture of the
conditions obtaining at present in every nook and corner o f the State.
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May T know as to what sort o f calamities have befallen the hon.

Chief

Minister to adjourn the House sine die ?
M inister for P ublic Works :
D eputy

Speaker :

Nothing o f the sort.

Order, order.

The hon.

himself reply to the points raised by the hon.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :

( Interruptions)

Chief Minister will

Member.

Madam, I have just now received a letter

in which the writer has given a vivid account about the conditions
obtaining at present in the length and breadth o f the State. He
writes to say that Harijans are being harassed in the rural areas and
that their womenfolk are subjected to a very humiliating treatment.
I would like to read out the contents o f the letter.
D eputy Speaker :
that letter.

I do not want the hon.

M ehta R anbir Singh :

Member to read out

Very well, Madam, I will not read it.

You

are fully aware of how much money o f the State Exchequer is
being spent on the C. A. and T. A of the hon. Members o f this
House.
D eputy Speaker :
the same thing.

The hon. Member is again and

M ehta R anbir Singh :

again repeating

Perhaps you remember that in replv to

the question regarding the number o f days

each

month

the hon.

Ministers are usually on tour, it was given out by the Government that
they are away on tour for 25 days in a month.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member is not relevant.

M ehta Ranbir Singh :

Madam, what I wish to

this that if the House is extended for some

point out is

time more I am sure a

great saving o f T. A. which the hon* Ministers otherwise draw, would
thus be effected to the State Exchequer.
Thakur B eli R am :

Question may now be put, Madam.
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Shri Bhagat Ram C hodha (Jullundur, General, Rural) ;
I have no intention to repeat what m y hon

Friends

preceded me have said in the course o f their speeches.
to say one or two things.

Madam,

who

have

I have

only

I would like to bring this point home to the

hon. Members that whatever is happening here in this
already known to the public outside.

House

is

I f m y hon. Friends continue

making speeches in the manner they have been

making

for

the

last few days, then you can yourself imagine what impression the
people outside will form about us. The way the business o f the House
is transacted will, I am afraid, make the people in the galleries feel
that they have com e here just to see the fun.

( Voices :

No reference

to galleries) (Noise and interruption).
D eputy Speaker :

Order, order,

t o speak to the M otion.

I would ask the hon.

N o reference to thej^alteries.

Shri Bhagat Ram C h o d h a :
that some o f the hon. Members

Madam, what I mean to say is this
by

using

created an unhealthy atmosphere in the House.
Friends

particularly

Member

occupying

the

dilatory

tactics

have

I know why m y hon.

Opposition

Benches are using

dilatory tactics. As a matter o f fact th ey do not make any contribu
tion to the discussion o f this House in the interests o f both the
people and the administration. It is really a pity that the hon.
Members are not serious about their jobs. Under the circumstances,
there is no reason why the people outside should not form a very bad
opinion about us.

Perhaps my hon. Friends do not remember that

on certain occasions there was hardly any quorum in

the House.

This shows how much interest they take in the business of this House.
Further, there are certain important Bills which if placed on the
Statute B ook will go a long vjay to improve the condition o f the people
o f our State. For instance, the Panchayat Bill which, it is said, would
establish Ram R ajya o f our Bapu’ s d r e a m s ..............
Mehta R anbir Singh :

Here the conditions are worse than those

prevalent during ‘Ravan R a jy a /
Shri Bhagat Ram C hodha : So far as the Bills which will remain
pending are concerned, the provisions o f these Bills can be enforced
by promulgating ordinances, and I do not think there should be any

^
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objection to adjourning the House sine die. Moreover, the Leader o f
the House, who also happens to be a doctor, has felt the pulse o f the
hon. Members and I quite agree that no time should be lost in adjourn
ing the House.

Under the circumstances, I would request the hon.

Members not to waste the time o f the House by making lengthy
speeches and also by using dilatory tactics.
Shri Kedar Nath Saigal (Amritsar, General, Rural) : Madam,
before I proceed with my speech I would like to read out a couplet
in Urdu which is—
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Madam, you must have noted that I have not made any speech
so far during the current session o f the Assembly.

I have my ow n

reasons for that.
Madam, you must have also noted that excluding the seven hon.
Members who are occupying the Opposition Benches, all the hon.
Members belonging to one and the same party, namely, the Congress
Assem bly Party have not spared any pains in advancing scathing
criticisms against the Government and also against each other.

I

do not think that the hon. Members occupying the Opposition Benches
have passed such remarks and made such scathing criticisms against
the Government as Las been done by the members of one and the same
party, namely, he Congress Party.
But the speeches o f the hon. Members of this House have little
effect upon the hon Ministers. They do not'pav any heed to whatever
is said and are not amenable to our advice. I think the time is not
far off when the hon. Members and the Ministers who are
responsible for such deplorable state of affairs in the State will not be
able to escape the wrath of the public.
Sardar Ajit Singh :
speech in Mochi Gate ?•

Madam, is the hon.

\

Member making

his
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Y ou m ay imagine that this m eeting o f

the House is a Mochi Gate meeting
Chaudhri Kartar Singh ;

I would draw the attention o f the Chair

to the remarks made b y the hon. Members.

They should be asked to

w ithdraw their remarks.
D ep u ty Speaker :

The hon. Member,

Sardar A jit Singh, should

n ot have used these words and I would ask him

t o withdraw these

remarks.
Sardar A)it Singh :
D ep u ty Speaker :

Madam, I withdraw these remarks*
The hon. Member, Shri K edar Nath Saigal,

tfad m erely retorted to the remarks m ade b y Sardar A jit Singh and
there is n o need for him to withdraw.
Sardar

A jit Singh :

On a point o f order,

Madam.

My horn

Friend Shri K edar Nath Saigal had remarked that he considered this
august H ouse as M ochi G ate.
D e p u ty Speaker :

This is n o point o f order*

Shri K edar N a th Saigal :
Sardar

A jit

Singh

is

how ever, I w ithdraw

The»*e is no dou bt that m y hon. Friend

in the h a b it o f
my

remarks.

days the Unionist G overnm ent

so far.

February,

1951

and there

The hon. Chief Minister should

as he has been able to

D uring

interruptions,

the

bu t

pre-independence

gave p rio rity to the legislative w ork

but here the p osition is quite different.
the 28th

m aking

This Session com m enced
have been h ardly
n ot now

not k n ow w h y he has brou gh t forw ard

a

the A ssem bly sine die, w hen so m uch w ork

22 sittings

entertain

retain his m ajority by

any

fou r votes*

m otion

on
fear

I do

for ad jou rn in g

is still pending.

He

should not sense a n y danger to him self and

his p a rty 's position

now .

There is no urgen cy

the

w hich

necessitates

adjournm ent

A ssem b ly w ithou t tran sactin g im portan t legislative business.
therefore, ask the
that

th ey should

hon.

of

the

I w ould,

Ministers and p articu larly the Chief M inister

not feel

upset

and

address

them selves

to the task o f disp osin g o f legislative business and show

to

seriously

tne pu blic
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that they are paying serious attention to their work.

Public opinion

is growing now-a-days against the persons who wear Gandhi caps
like the one which Captain Ranjit Singh is putting on and to-day
it is difficult to go about with .Gandhi cap on.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

On a point o f order, Madam.

I would

draw the attention of the Chair that the hon. Member is not speaking
to the motion.

(Noise and interruptions).

#
D eputy Speaker :

Order,

order.

I would appeal to the hon.

Members that it is the duty o f the Chair to reply to a point of^order
raised by an hon. Member

T hey are requested to observe decorum and

maintain the dignity o f the House and leave behind good impression on
the last day. When any hon. Member is on his leg? nobody should
interrupt him It is for me to see whether the hon. Member is speaking
to the m otion or not.
Shri Kedar Nath Saigal :
and was submitting

that

Madam, X was speaking to the m otion
there

is

necessitates the adjournment o f the
legislative work.

no

such

emergency

which

Assembly without transacting

X do not see any reason why an important Bill like

Gaon Panchayat Bill has been postponed.
other Bills which have not been passed.

Similarly there are so many
X may submit,

Madam, that

even the leaders o f the High Command are feeling very much unhappy
over the deplorable state o f affairs in the Punjab.
how to put an end to this state o f affairs.

They do

not know

It is generally observed

that if in any fam ily a son or a younger brother commits any wrong
the responsibility for it lies on the head o f the family . Similarly,
the whole responsibility for this state o f affairs lies on the hon. Chief
Minister. I cannot even absolve m yself from this responsibility as I
also earn a bad name if there is an unsatisfactory state of affairs
in the State.
I f no efforts are made to im prove the state o f affairs,
danger will soon overtake us.

the ‘ R ed '

Already Communism and Socialism are
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gaining ground taking advantage o f our weaknesses and omissions.
No one can to-day deny that danger from Communism is real and
apparent.

It is time those who are having large incomes and are

living a life o f com fort and luxury in their nice bungalows without
doing any work realized that they will not be able to continue in this
manner for long.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :
hon. Member relevant ?

On a point o f order, Madam.

Is the

The motion before the House is that the

Assembly at its rising to-day shall adjourn sine die.

W hat is the

connection of m y friends's arguments with this motion ?
D epu ty Speaker :

The hon. Member has merely repeated the

point o f order raised just a while ago. I might request the hon.
Members tnat they should, instead o f trying to guide me, perform their
own duties and while raising points o f order they should not start
specifying themselves.
•

Shri Kedar Nath Saiga) :

I want to tell my hon. Friend that they

are fiddling while the whole Punjab is burning.

He and his co l

leagues cn the Treasury Benches are blissfully ignorant of what is
h appen ing in the State.

I would ask them and especially the hon.

Chief Minister to m ove about incognito among the people to see the
true state of affairs. Let them not remain under the illusion that
‘ God is in His Heaven and all is right with the w o rld / W hy do m y
friends shirk sitting for a few days m ore and dispose o f the business
properly ?

W hat

is

the

need

of

racing

like

a

fire engine ?

W here was our hon. Chief Minister when women and
men
were
being
insulted
and
harassed
by
the
Police in
a
certain town of this very State ?
He should have reached that
place immediately and not m oved from there without making a proper
enquiry into the complaints o f the people.

Sardar Swaran Singh is

laughing. Yes, he has no worry since he is earning a thousand
rupees every month. And why should Chaudhri Lahri Singh w orry
now that he has started a dairy farm. Tw o or three days back when
I met Babu Parshotam Dass Tandon and Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru
I was asked as to why I was still wearing black garments. I told them
fjankly that this dress was the touchstone of the Congress Govern
ment on which its administration was being tested by me— and that
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I wobld* tear it off and burn it the very
improvement in it.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
Deputy Speaker :
Member as m y 'Guru.'

day

I

felt

sufficient

Are these remarks relevant ?

I am in no case prepared to regard the hon.
In fact, he doesn't want to hear anything

serious.
Shri Kedar Nath Saigal:
Minister thrice.

Yes, being a rustic he has been a

Why should he bother about anything ?

Chaudhri Sahib Ram : On a point o f order, Madam.
any restriction on ruralites becom ing Ministers ?

Is there

Shri Kedar Nath Saigal : Madam, I wish and pray that these
persons sitting opposite should do such work as m ay make it possible
for them to cont'nue to grace the Treasury Benches for* a very long
time to com e. I f they move about and after having a correct picture
of the conditions prevalent in the

State

start

working

honestly

for im proving them, I shall be the first person to congratulate them.
In the end, I would request the hon. Chief Minister not to insist
upon adjourning the Assembly sine die so long as pending legislative
work is not finished even though it might take two or three or six
months more.

I need not remind him that in the Unionist regime

_the Assembly used to sit for five months in a year.

It is strange that

he has already started yawning.
Chaudhri Kartar

Singh:

(Hoshiarpur

West, General, Rural)

(Hindi) : Madam, m y hon. Friend Shri Kedar Nath Saigal
opposing the m otion for adjournment sine die has put forth
weighty arguments.

He has been pleased to say

that

the

while
some
session

should be continued till such time as the leg:slation work is not
finished.

But unfortunately he appears to have forgotten that some

incidents which happened during the last few days in the villages
' of the State have greatly endangered public peace and tranquillity.
Under these circumstances, the Government wishes that

it should
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be enabled to examine the situation on the

spot with

the

help

o f some Congress workers so that this situation m ay be brought under
control. So far as the legislative work is concerned, I am in a
position to inform m y hon. Friends that ^he Government would soon
be calling another session o f the Legislative Assembly.

I was grieved

to hear hon. Shri Kedar Nath Saigal remarking that in fact

the

w hole o f the State was on fire and that the hon. Chief Minister
was not taking the trouble o f going out in disguise to see things
for himself. My hon. Friend Shri Bhim Sen Sachar while speaking
on the General Administration made Shri Kriplani's speech-that he
made on the policy o f Prim e Minister Nehru— fade into insignificance.
Shri Kriplani said that corruption had reached at the top in the
Centre and the same has been said by hon. Mr. Sachar in respect o f
the State Governm ent.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member appears to be going astray.

He should be relevant.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I hope you will be good enough to give

me the same latitude as you gave to hon. Shri Kedar Nath Saigal
in the matter of relevancy.
D eputy Speaker :

Has the hon. Member any doubt that I shall

be unjust to him ?
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :
Shri B him Sen Sachar :

I have absolutely no fears.
On a point of order.

I am sure the

hon. Gentleman has indulged in a reflection o f a very grave type on
the Chair and on the dignity o f the House.
to withdraw his words.

He should be called upon

W e must observe the dignity o f the Chair

at all costs. x
Deputy Speaker :

I have asked the hon. Member in the presence

of everybody to say if he has any doubt that I am not doing him
justice and he has said that he has none.

I would ask hon. Shri Bhim

Sen Sachar not to take the words o f Chaudhri Kartai Singh very
seriously as he belongs to a class which does not attach much value
to words.
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On a point of order, Madam.

I am

to say

that the words of hon. Chaudhri Kartar Singh constitute a reflection
on the Chair.

He has said that he should be given the same latitude

in the matter o f relevancy or irrelevancy as has been given to others.
This clearly means that in his opinion justice is not being done
to him.

He has no right to cast aspersions on the Chcir and he should

be asked to withdraw his words.
Deputy Speaker :

I am sure that the hon. Member is putting

meanings in his words which he never meant.
Chaudhri Kartar Singh :
graced by m y hon. Sister.

la m

proud that this Chair ,i$ being

I am proud that the Chair of the Punjab

Legislative Assembly is being occupied by a capable add an honest
Sister who will maintain the dignity of this House.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should speak to his motion.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I was saying that during the Budget

session the hon. Members have been wasting time in the lobbies on
useless discussions and we have been seeing all this with our own
eyes.
D epu ty Speaker :

The hon. Member should speak to the m otion.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

My hon. Friends have remarked that

the Government should not have brought this motion for adjourning
the Assembly sine die as so much o f legislative work is still pending.
I wish to say that when the Budget Session
Members were wasting time in the lobbies.

was being held the hon.
And then it has been

said that no law and order is to be found in the State. In this
connection I beg to submit that if we see things for ourselves in the
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, we will find that the standard o f adminis
tration in this State is much higher than what is to be found in
other States.

W e are really proud of the fact that we possess such

capable and honest officers who have solved our problem o f rehabilita
tion and resettlement in a wonderful manner.
Shri Ram Sharma :

On a point o f order. T wish to know whether

this speech is in any way connected with the m otion.
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Deputy Speaker :

E very thing can

be

relevant

if

the

hon.

Members co-operate.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh : I was submitting that if those hon.
Members who saw the displaced people com ing from the West Punjab
after partition in their bullock-carts

now go to see them in the

villages, they will find that they have been resettled most satisfactorily.
I have m yself toured
Jullundur and

in

Ludhiana

the
and

villages
I

of

Districts

can say that

Hoshiarpur,

about 80 per cent

zam indars are satisfied with the allotm ent,

Mehta Ranbir

Singh :

How can this self-praise be

regarded

as relevant ?

Deputy Speaker: I f the
point o f order raised by
Member is relevant then this speech should also be relevant.

the

hon.

c-

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I wish to say that we are getting a bad

name simply because of the policy that is being pursued by m y hon.
Friends,

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

I say, is the hon. Member speaking to

the m otion or sim ply praising the officers for their work ?

Deputy Speaker :

I think the maps o f ’ the hon. Chaudhri Lahri

Singh have infected the hon. Member as well.

(Lamghter).

*
Shri Ram Sharma :

Are these rulings being recorded ?

Deputy Speaker : Yes, they are being recorded and shall be pub
lished in the form of a book.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I was submitting that the administra

tion of our State is excellent.

No doubt some people are not satisfied

with it but they will not be satisfied till they hold the reins o f the
Government in their own hands. My hon. Friends say that the
Assembly session should not be adjourned

as

the

administration

o f the State is not satisfactory and because the hon. Chief Minister
does not go out in disguise to see things.
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My hon. Friend

Shri Kedar Nath Saiga! said that the police

committed atrocities.

I wish to tell him that hon. Sardar Sajjan Singh
">
and Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur met the Chief Minister in connection
with a happening in District Amritsar.

He at once ordered that the

police officers concerned should be suspended. When the wishes of
some o f m y hon. Friends are not fulfilled they begin to complain.
Before finishing m y speech, I wish to submit once again that it is
essential to adjourn the House so that the deteriorating conditions
of law and order in the State might be set right. On the on e
hand letters are read out to show that Harijans are being subjected to
great hardships, on the other hand objections are raised when a
certain step is suggested for setting the matters right. We should
fully realise our responsibilities.

W hosoever be the Chief Minister,

all o f us are members of the Congress party and it is our duty
its prestige.

to raise

According to m y hon. Friend, who raises points o f order

again and again, the Congress party was very

good

so

long

as

he was a Minister but it ceased to be such when he did not occu py
that position.

During

his

Ministership,

bungalows

belonging

to

Muslims were taken into possession by some o f m y hon. Friends.

Deputy Speaker :

No reflections please.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh ;

We decided to put persons like mv hon.

Friend behind the bars.

D eputy Speaker : I have already asked the hon. Member to
refrain from making personal remarks. When I am here to plead the
point o f view o f Chaudhri Lahri Singh, why should
point out these things to me ?

he rise

and

I shall request the hon. Member to

withdraw the remarks made by him about the bungalows belonging to
Muslims.

Chaudhri Kartar Singh ;

I can prove all these things.

I have

not named anybody and I am saying these things with full sense
of responsibility.
by

giving

the

If anybody doubts their veracity, I can prove these
names

withdraw these remarks.
withdraw them, I do so.

of

persons

concerned.

I, therefore, cannot

But as this is your ruling that I should
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On a point o f order, Madam.

Is it

open to

tlie hon. Member to refer to those matters which he says he can prove
to be true ?

I want your ruling about it.

Deputy Speaker :

I asked the hon. Member to withdraw those

remarks. If som ebody has the courage to say that he can prove
certain things, he cannot be prevented from saying so.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

On a point o f order, Madam.

When once

the Chair has ruled that the hon. Member should withdraw certain
remarks, is it open to him— whether he is a Parliamentary Secretary or
a Minister— to say that he can not withdraw them .?

Deputy Speaker :

I f any member, whether he is a Minister, a

Parliamentary Secretary or an ordinary Member, makes some unpar
liamentary remarks, he will have to withdraw those. I have already
asked the Parliamentary Secretary to withdraw his remarks and he
has done so.

Hon. Members :

He has not withdrawn those remarks.

Deputy Speaker :

W hen I say that he has withdrawn those

remarks, I should be believed. I shall, however, request the Parlia
mentary Secretary to withdraw those remarks again.

(

Sardar Swatan Singh :

I f he has already withdrawn those words,

how can he be asked to withdraw them again ?

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :
remarks have pained

I have not named anybody, but if

my

some o f my hon. * Friends, I withdraw those,

though I have withdrawn them once before also. I wish to request
the hon. Members once again to make a joint effort for raising this
State.

We should settle all our differences ourselves and instead o f

going to Delhi we should settle these here.
m y hon. Friend Shri Kedar Nath Saigal.

Sardar Swaran Singh :

I have great regard for

The hon. Member should

to these feelings outside the house.

give

expression
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I wish to point out to him that if he

thinks that time has not vet come for his removing his black clothes,
he should tell us what changes he desires.

He will be justified in

complaining if his instructions are not carried out.

Shri Kedar Nath S a ig a l:

W hy were steel eases withdrawn ?

Chaudhri Kartar Singh :

I wish to give a reply to this question

o f m y hon. Friend.

In accordance

with the action taken by the

previous Ministry in this con n ection , these eases are proceeding in the
courts o f Special Magistrates.

Deputy Speaker :

The hon. Parliamentary Secretary has said

that action is being taken according to law. Before replying to
uncle Shri Kedar Nath Saigal, it would have been better if

his
he

had consulted the hon. Chief Minister about the appropriate time for
his changing the black clothes. That would have been more appro
priate.

Such a serious matter should not be treated lightly.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
rulings o f late Mr. Patel.

D eputy Speaker :

This ruling from the Chair surpasses the
r

*

I had an opportunity o f listening to Mr. Patel

before Chaudhri Sahib was even born— I mean born politically.

When

the Central Assembly used to meet in this Chamber, I used to sit in
the Visitors Gallery and listen to the rulings given by Mr. Patel.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh ;
from him.

Y ou appear to have learnt these things

Shri B him Sen Sachar r On a point of order, Madam.
X
respectfully want to submit that the dignity o f the Chair is the dignity
o f the House.

Y ou should try to maintain the traditions o f the Chair.

I, therefore, most respectfully request you to spare the hon.

Members

the remarks which you made just now.

D eputy Speaker :

I respect your sentiments and

my remarks have hurt your feelings.

I am sorry if

But I shall be grateful to you

if you keep a check on the hon. Member on your right.
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Sardar Swaran Singh :

She means Chaudhri Lahri Singh.

Chaudhri Kartar S ingh :
good people.

We can be

Kedar Nath Saieal

I was submitting that

still

were

to

Government to uplift this State.

better
help

if

hon.

us.

are

quite

Members

like

Lala

should

help

the

They

we

In the end, 1 , would

request

the

House to accept the Motion of the Government for the adjourn
ment of the House so that the hon. Chief Minister may be able to
tour the State.

Shri Buja R am Bhagat
(Hindi) :

(Loharu, Dujana

and

Pataudi States)

Madam, J have stood up to oppose this

Assembly is adjourned to-d a y,

many

useful

m otion.

Bills

which

If

the

are now

pending before the House will not be taken up. For instance, there
is the Gaon Panchayat Bill. I f this Bill is passed, rural people will
be saved from the curse of

unnecessary litigation.

is the Bill o f Co-operative Societies.

Secondly

A nd then there

is

Bigamous Marriages Bill which is pending before us.
^

there

the

Anti-

There

is

yet

another important Bill named Anti-D ow ry Bill which is yet pending
before us.

(Interruptions).

I think this Government is incapable o f

passing any measure which m ay be for the betterment o f the lot o f poor
people. When Mahatma Gandhi said that he wanted to bring
about Ram Raj over here, he meant to
people.

im prove

Now this Gaon Panchayat Bill is

for

the

the

lot o f rural

benefit

of

the

rural people.

D eputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should speak to the

motion.

Shri Buja Ram Bhagat : I was submitting, Madam, that Gaon
Panchayat Bill, Co-operative Societies Bill and Anti-Bigamous
Marriages Bill are Bills which would benefit the
villages.

poor

people

of

These Bills should, therefore, be passed before the House

is adjourned sine die.

/&-

Secondly, I want to submit that Ram Chanderji exiled Sitaji for
twelve years on the basis of the opinion o f a Dhobi.

But here

the Government pays no heed to what the public is saying.

The

poor people who suffered many hardships during the regime of the
British Government, are even now growning under the weight o f
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poverty and hunger.

They are dying of starvation.

I f steps are not

taken to satisfy their hunger, a revolution is inevitable.
Raja
Bhoj used to go about incognito during night time to know the hard
ships o f the public.

But our Government

the difficulties o f the poor people.

does not care to know

As our hon. Chief Minister pointed

out, 85 per cent of our population lives in villages.

But I am

sorry to say that this Government is not doing anything for the benefit
of the rural people.

If justice is not done to the poor people,

they would become uncontrollable.

In one Tehsil, Bajra is selling at

Rs. 8 a maund and in another people are dying o f
am a poor man and I represent poor people.

hunger.

I

I, therefore, request the

Government to do something for the poor

people.

It should also

pay attention to the hard lot o f peons living at Simla.

Sardar Swaran Singh :

On a point of order, Madam.

I want to

draw your attention to the fact that there is no relevancy in what is
being said by the hon. Member.

It is not relevant to the matter under

discussion.

’

Deputy Speaker : 1 am thankful to you for drawing my attention
to this fact. But still I think Bhagat Buja Ram has been in the right
to draw the attention o f the Government towards these things.

Hon. Members :

Question may now be put.

Deputy Speaker :

Question is —

That the Question be now put.
The motion was carried.

Chief Minister

(The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava)

Madam, I d on 't wish to answer all the criticism that

(Hindi) :
has

been

levelled against this m otion because I consider some of the points
to be trivial.

I would like to confine m yself to the im portant issues.

In fact, it is either through the Government or through the private
members' Bills

that

legislation

is

generally

passed.

Whenever

Government considers that some laws are desired and some changes
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are

required,
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it brings in a Bill to that effect.

I

can say with

confidence that ever since this Assembly came into existence, the
Government has brought in as many Bills as were required.

It has

been stated that the Assembly should pass more Bills. But I am
at a loss to understand that when the Government does not feel the
necessity o f passing any Bills, what Bills the hon. Member expects
it to

bring

in ?

As

regards

private

Members’

Bills,

without

casting any reflection I wish to bring it to the notice of the House
that once it so happened that only one such Bill was received and after
sending that to the Select Committee,

no other Bill was received.

This shows what interest those hon. Members,

who generally indulge

in all sorts of criticism against the Government, take in this direction.
So far as the resolutions o f this House are concerned, I don’t find any
resolution which was actually passed b y this House and upon which
the Government did not take any action whatsoever.
The hon.
Memb ers are aware of the procedure with regard to such Bills and
resolutions in the House and I would like to point out that all
steps are taken to follow it. It has been stated b y one of the hon.
Members that nothing is being done by

the Government towards

compulsory primary education in the State.
H ouse

I wish to inform the

that the Government has as earnest a desire as the hon.

Members themselves to achieve this objective, but it is handicapped
by lack of lunds.
W e are not alone in this matter. Even other
States o f India have not been able to spare funds for this important
activity.

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

W hat about Bom bay ?

' Chief Minisrer : In that respect we have also got a law by
which local bodies have been empowered to introduce compulsory
primary education in their respective jurisdictions if they so desire.

Mehta Ranbir Singh : On a point of order.

I wish to inform the

Government that in Bom bay Compulsory Primary Education is going
to be introduced by stages. It has been made compulsory for all those
villages having a population o f more than one thousand.

Deputy Speaker .
of

This is

not a point of order.

fact the Chief Minister o f a

information.

State

is expected

As a matter
to

have such
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Madam, I was saying that in Punjab

Education is undertaken by local bodies, such as

Primary

District Boards and

Municipal Committees. The Government gives grants to them. There
are certain Municipal Committees which have introduced Compulsoiy
Primary Education.

But so far no District Board has done so.

For

the information o f these hon. Members who say that the Government
does not give effect to resolutions passed by this

House, I wish to

point out that it was at the initiative of the Government itself that
this resolution was brought before the House. As a matter of fact
when they approached me I suggested them to pass . such a
resolution. But now they wish to take credit for this and to discredit
the Government itself.

Another criticism which has been made is with regard to the
ordinances. Many things have been said in this connection. It has
been alleged that the Government does not want to bring the
ordinances before the House. In m j opinion the criticism regarding
ordinances is not

based

upon

a

proper

understanding

of

the

procedure and I am sorry to note that some of the hon. Members do
not know

as to which ordinances are brought

before

the

House

and which are not. For the information of such hon. Members I
would like to state that if an ordinance is not brought before
the House in the form o f a Bill it automatically lapses after the expiry
o f six weeks from the date o f the meeting o f the Assembly.

So,

if it is the intention of the Government to enforce the provisions o f an
ordinance even after that date, it has to bring it in the form o f a Bill,
before the House.

If the Government does n ot want

to keep an

ordinance alive it is not placed before the House and it automatically
lapses.

So m y submission is that the hon. Members should

worry on that score.

not

I f the Government considers that a law should be

enforced and it deems it necessary to resort to legislation for that
purpose, it never fails to

act.

But the Government never wants to

waste the time and energy of the House on unnecessary and unim port
ant work.

We are quite vigilant in this regard because we know that lapsing
of an ordinance due to carelessness is bound to land the Govern
ment into difficulties.

It

is

a

pity

that my hon. Friends

hurl

accusations at the door of the Government without going deep into the
matter.

I think they have failed to make out a case because the
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argument they have advanced

against the

adjournment o f the House

on this ground, does not hold water.

Besides this, it has been stated that the hon. Ministers want to run
away

from the House and that is why they are bringing the Assembly

session to a close.

May I enquire, where will they go ?

I m ay tell

the hon. Members that the hon. Ministers cannot afford to sit idle.
have to

discharge their

onerous duties, whether they go

They

down

to

the plains and work in the fields or they attend the Assembly session.
But so far as my hon. Friends are concerned, they have to

work only

as long as the House remains in session, otherwise they are free
to do anything. As regards Ministers, the matter does not stop there.
D o the hon. Members think that during the Assembly session the hon.
Ministers cease to do any office work and make themselves busy with
the Assembly work only ? No, that is not the case. They continue
to perform their official duties side by side with the legislative work,
n view o f this it is most uncharitable on the part of m y hon. Friends
to make allegation against the hon. Ministers that they cannot face the
House and so they want to run away by adjourning the House.
Then, Madam, on the one hand a serious charge is levelled against the
hon.

Ministers

that they go on tours

with

a

view to drawing large

amounts of travelling allowance and on the other it is said that they want
to play the truant. I have no mind to speak in the same language in
which m y hon. Friends accused the Ministers for drawal o f travelling
allowances, for I have the highest respect for the dignity o f the House
as well as that of theirs.'

I would only say that the hon. Ministers

do not undertake tours simply for the sake of T. A. It is their bounden
duty to see things for themselves in their true perspective and contact
the masses with a view to hearing and redressing their grievances.
connection my hon. Friend over there remarked

that

the

In this
Ministers

were fiddling here like Nero, while our rural areas were burning like Rome.
He hinted that the Ministers were cosily snugged here and did not
care to see that a conflagration had overtaken
State.

the

rural areas o f the

He was o f the opinion that so long as we did not

go there, we

would not be in a position to assess the acuteness of the situation.
with that

very object we want to adjourn the

House

so

that

Now
the

hon. Ministers may be enabled to go to the plains. I fail to understand
how they reconcile their own conflicting views.
If we proceed on
tours, then our bona-fides are suspected. But if we stay here, we are
taunted that while we enjoy the bracing climate o f Simla, the people in the
plains are suffering.

I may point out that on two occasions I have tried
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to do m y
the State,
was when

duty.
Last year when the floods had caused havoc ,in
I visited the flood-stricken areas. The other occasion
the
locusts invaded -a
number
o f districts
and

devastated our lands to a considerable extent.
the work for destruction o f locusts in the

I personally went to visit

districts o f

Hoshiarpur and

Jullundur. I can assure the House that my visits had a very salutary
effect on the work as it was carried out by the officers with greater vigour.
But

despite this,

it is said that we do

not

put ,in . any work and

enjoy life unmindful of the difficulties o f the people. They try to judge
our work by the amount o f legislation passed by this House. I think
that this is a mistaken notion.

Government is quite wide awake and it

enacts ali those important measures which are necessary for carrying
on the administrative

work o f the State and

im prove the hard lot c f the people.

are

also

intended to

I feel, it is unfair on the part of m y

hon. Friends to say that we shiik work and therefore we are adjourning
the House.

Then, Madam, it has been remarked that the Government has failed
to introduce prohibition in the State.

What

I

want

to

say

in

this

connection is this.

Sardar Swaran Singh :
discussiou is with regard to

On a point of order.

Since the motion under

the adjournment of the House sine die, I

think the hon. Leader o f the House need not reply to the irrelevant
things mentioned in the debate, because this reply is as irrelevant to the
m otion, as were those irrelevant charges, which he is trying to rebut.
The policy o f the Government regarding prohibition has no connection
with the m otion under consideration.

D eputy Speaker ; I endorse the desire o f the hon. Member regarding
the quality of speeches. I wish that the speeches and the replies were
more coherent and suitable. I expect from the hon. Chief Minister that
he would give best replies couched in the shortest but most suitable
words.

Shri B him Sen Sachar :
Member,

On a point o f order, Madam.

Sardar Swaran Singh

has pointed out

M inister was not relevant and so the Chair should

The hon.

that the hon. Chief
have given ruling on
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this

point and not expressed
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its desire regarding the coherence and

suitability of the speeches and the replies made thereto.

Deputy Speaker: I f the hon. Member Shri Bhim Sen Sachar had heard
m y reply, he would not have raised this point o f order.

W hat I meant

was that I appreciated the feeling of the hon. Member, Sardar Swaran
Singh, that it was not necessary for the hon.

Chief

Minister to make

a reply to all the irrelevant things said in the debate.

Sardar Swaran Singh :

And

that a

reply

to such

things also

becom es irrelevant to the m otion under consideration.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

Deputy

Speaker ;

It

W hat is' the ruling o f the Chair ■?

is,

that

irrelevant

things

should

not

be

mentioned.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

The ruling is needed on the point whether

the hon. Chief Minister is irrelevant or not ?

D eputy S peak er:

He is not irrelevant.

I am hearing him

with,

rapt attention.

Chief Minister : I f my hon. Friends had exercised a little patience,
they would have realised that I would be the last person to mention
irrelevanf things. You will perhaps remember, Madam,N:hat at the very
outset o f my speech I made it clear that I would not be able to reply to
most o f the irrelevant things said on the floor of the House. My hon.
Friends had advanced this argument that they opposed the motion
on the ground that Government failed to bring certain Bills for enactment
into law.
make

That is a relevant argument and it is m y duty that I should

a reply to it.

Just as it was relevant to make

to Ordinance No. 1, similarly it is essential

a

reference

and I feel called upon

to reply to the point raised regarding prohibition.
But before I
proceed with that, I would like to make a mention o f one im portant'
thing, and that is this.

I think, while making speeches, we should refrain

from bringing in the names o f revered personages, like

the

Father

of the Nation, because most o f the criticism is made by making a
reference to them. I f the reply is given in tho same strain, there is a
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likelihood o f a reflection, derogatory to their dignity, being cast.
should take care not to make frequent references to them.

Now

We

taking

up the thread, it has been stated that prohibition has been introduced in
the States of Bom bay and Madras.

They have also separated Judiciary

from the Executive, while we have utterly failed in this regard.

My hon.

Friends have raised these objections without thinking whether it

is

possible for us to separate Judiciary from Executive and to introduce
total prohibition in the State.
Shri B him Sen Sachar r
Deputy Speaker :

Is he relevant ?

Yes, he is relevant.

were a little attentive.

I wish the hon. Member

He is in a m ood different from that o f mine in

which I am hearing the speech
Shti B him Sen Sachar :

I must be permitted to record m y very

humble but strong protest against the aspersions that th£ Chair has been
pleased to cast on me.

It is absolutely not within the province o f the

Chair to cast reflections on an hon. Member o f the House, and to say that
an hon. Member is not in a particular m ood to listen.

This shows that

the Chair willingly and knowingly wants to cast aspersions
hon. Member of this House.
I hum bly but very strongly

on an
protest

against the remarks of the Chair.
D eputy Speaker :

I want to draw the attention of the hon. Member

to the fact that when the hon. Chief Minister was making his speech,
he was busy talking to Sardar Swaran

Singh.

He

not

hearing

it

attentive,

while

I

was

relevancy of the subject.
Minister was relevant.

attentively

was,

therefore,

and marking the

That is why I ruled that

the

hon.

Chief

Shri B him Sen Sachar : Madam, I am afraid you have again been
pleased to cast aspersions on me by saying that I was not attentive. I was
all attention, and I was hearing the hon. Chief Minister when

he

was

speaking. I only raised the point o f order that he was not relevant
and the Chair was pleased to make certain remarks. My hearing or
not hearing has nothing to do with it.

May I hum bly submit that the

Chair will be so kind as not to cast aspersions
against any hon. Member unless

he

deserves

and
those

conduct o f an hon. Member is not in order, the

use

any

remarks.

Chair

is

remarks
If

perfectly

the
in
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order to name the Member and to ask him to leave

the

House.

But

Member

Shri

I am entitled to m y rights so long as I sit in this House.
Deputy Speaker :

I would like to infoim the

hon.

Bhim Sen Sachar that if he has misunderstood me and

he

takes

objection to what I ha*ve said, then I have no hesitation in
ing those words.

But all the same I would like

to

any

withdraw

inform

the

hon.

Member that he addressed the Chair in a different tone.
Shri

B him

Sen

Sachar :

I

must

protest

against

this

remark.

(Interruptions.)

D epu ty Speaker :

Chaudhri Lahri
protest*

Order, order.

S ingh :

But

No interruptions please.

Shri

Sachar

is

not

sweet

in his

(Noise and interruptions).

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

On a point

of

order,

Madam.

I

want

t o ..............

M inister for P u b lic

W orks :

On

a

point

of

order,

would request you to ask the 'cow from Gurdaspur’
She' is making noise.

D eputy Speaker.:

Madam.

I

to maintain order.
✓

I would like to draw the attention o f the

hon.

Members to the fact that the points o f order raised on the 19th instant
b y some o f them on m y ruling were not right. The ruling which I
had given at that time was right while the hon. Members who said
different things through points of order were wrong.

The hon. Members

know it full well that whatever is said and done here on
this House becomes known to the

people

outside

the

through

the

I would request the hon. Members not to make this House a
stock o f

the

world

outside

by uttering

derogatory

floor

remarks

of

press.

laughing
against

each other.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

D epu ty • Speaker :

I

N obody laughs at us.

would request

the

hon.

Members not

interrupt while the hon. Chief Minister is already on his legs.

to
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of

order,

Madam.

I.

would like to submit that if you will talk less than you have been
doing, things will surely go through easily and *hus no one will get an
opportunity to langh at us and nor will the
opportunity to publish any bad reports about us.

pressmen

get

any

Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : On a point of order, Madam. I would
request you to ask the hon. Member, Sardar Joginder Singh Mann, to
withdraw the remarks made by him just

now

as

these

remarks

cast

serious reflection and aspersion on the dignity o f the Chair,
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :
expressed by m y

hon.

Madam,

Friend

I

Sardar

also
Shiv

subscribe
Saran

to

Singh.

the

view

The

hon.

Member should be asked to withdraw these remarks.
Sardar Joginder Singh Mann :

I would like to submit that if

my

hon. Friends are of the opinion that m y remarks are not in keeping
with the dignity o f the Chair, then I have no hesitation in withdrawing
what I have said. (Noise and interruptions).
Minister for Public Works :

On a point

of

order,

Madam...........

(Afo&e).
Deputy Speaker :

Order, order.

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

On

a point of

order,

Madam.

May

I

now if it is the privilege of the hon. Minister to challenge vour ruling
and whether it is his privilege to be rude and obstinate

towards

the

orders o f the Chair.
Mehta

Ranbir

Singh :

On

a

point

of

order,

Madam.

Is

it

parliamentary to use the word ‘she’ for a male member as has already
been done by the hon. Minister for Public W orks ?

I want your

ruling

if it is the privilege o f the hon. Minister to make such remarks.
Minister for Public Works :

I never said that.

the word 'she’ for a cow from Gurdaspur.

I have only used

However, if the hon. Member

thinks that it was meant for him, then I am prepared to withdraw it.

C h ief M inister :

Madam, I have no intention to refer

Bills one by one which it

has

been

stated

under discussion with a view to placing them

have
on

not
the

to

been
Statute

all the
brought
B ook.
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Since I want to reply to the objections raised by my

hon. Friends

the course o f their speeches, I am afraid, I m ay not get time to
to these Bills at this stage.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
referred
(

to

by

Interruptions).

His

What about those Bills

Excellency

the

Governor

which
in

refer

have

his

in

been

A ddress?

C h ie f M inister : There is no doubt about it that certain Bills
which were intended to be placed on* the Statute B ook, during the
current Session have not been enacted so far. It was not possible to
do so due to certain reasons.
/

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

On a point o f Order, Madam.

know the ruling o f the Chair on

the

protest

made

by

I do

Shri

not

Sachar.

I would like to know your ruling.
D eputy Speaker :
speak on his beh alf?

Has Shri Sachar authorised the hon. Member to
Please resume your seat.

Chaudhri L ah ri Singh : * Is that your ruling.

{Laughter),
»

D eputy

Speaker :

Order,

order.

Please

allow

,

the

hon.

5

Chief

Minister to proceed with his speech.
C h ief M inister :

Madam, I would like

to

submit

that

we

have

placed those Bills which we considered necessary on the

Statute B ook.

There are certain Bills which have been dropped simply

because

it

is

not our intention to force our successors after the next general
elections to adopt our measures. I would like to make this point clear
for the information o f the hon. Members that it is not

the

intention

o f the Government to place some o f the Bills on the agenda
passed into law may be repealed by
and defective.

our

That is why the Gaon

successors for

Panchayat

Bill

which

being

if

faulty

has not

been

✓

taken up.
It

has

been

stated

that

the

Bill

been placed in the cold storage. I
pifoim ation of the hon. Members
operation
public

Co-operation

has

would like to submit for
that the Bills regarding

the
Co

and

Public

Health

have

opinion.

After

eliciting

public

be referred to select committees.
the select com m ittees,

regarding

been

published

opinion

these

for

eliciting

Bills

would

After the receipt o f the

these Bills would be

placed

before

reports
the

of

House
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and passed into law.

I may also add here that

since two

Bills were

very important it was necessary to elicit public opinion thereon.
Further some mention has also been made about the Gaon PanehaVat
Bill.

So far as this Bill is concerned, I would like to point out that

some o f my hon. Friends are o f the opinion that this is not the opportune
time to effect any drastic changes through this Bill and that it wculd
be better if we wait for some time more. It is because of this fact that
we dropped this Bill.
Further it has been stated that the legislation is more important
than the Budget.

Here I would like to submit for the information of

the hon. Members that it is the statutory obligation o f the Government
to present the Budget but there is no such obligation with regard to
legislative business. As a matter o f fact we bring forward such Bills as
are deemed to be necessary.

It has also been stated b y some of m y

hon. Friends that Government is doing nothing and that it has no value
of time.

Does it mean that the Government

is wasting time simply

because it does not bring forward some Bills for the consideration
H ou se?

ot the

After all the Government has not only to bring in legislation

but has also to run the day to day administration of the State.

It is not

the function o f the Government to enact legislation only ; it has to look
to the other administrative affairs as well.
As a matter of fact the value of time is greater to him who has to
work more.

Otherwise, Madam, I may say with your permission that the

House has taken about 2J hours for this ordinary motion which should
have been disposed o f in a few minutes.
Besides this, it has been
pointed out to me that we should have disposed of to day's agenda.

If

m y hon. Friend had waited a little longer he would have known
that all the important Bills will be discussed and passed today. I am
bringing forward a motion for non-stop sitting of the Assembly till the
business on the agenda is com pleted.

It has been said that the Hindu

Bigamous Marriages Bill sponsored by Shrimati Sita

Devi

is

pending

and the Government should have taken credit for passing this Bill.
hon. Lady

Member seems to 'have

as her Bill has not been passed.
that the Government may or

The

a grouse against the Government

In her private talk with me she told me

may not pass this Bill and in case it is not

.passed she would show to the world that such a reformative measure has
not been passed by the Government.

I think the hon. Lady Member

wants to take credit for this Bill if it is passed or otherwise to expose the
G overnm ent.
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Shri Prabodh Chandra: Madam, I would draw your attention

to the

remarks made by the hon. Chief Minister that the hon. lady Member
wants to take credit for herself if the Hindu Bigamous Marriages Bill is
passed.

I think this is a reflection on the hon. lady Member.

Sardar Swaran Singh : Relevant remarks are always permissible.
Deputy Speaker : The hon. Chief Minister has referred to the private
talk which he had with the hon. Lady Member. It is better that he
should avoid making such remarks.
Shrimati Sita Devi :

On a point o f order, Madam.

Y ou have always

been stressing upon the hon. Members to maintain the dignity o f the
House. If any Member makes any remarks against the Ministers he is
asked to withdraw them. Now when the Chief Minister has imputed
m otives againstme he should be asked to withdraw these remarks.
Chief Minister : The hon. Lady Member m ay take credit for
and if the Government has not

been able to achieve credit

herself

and

earn

popularity by passing this Bill, I think our reputation will not be at stake
in the eyes of the world on this account. -T h e n , Madam, it has been
remarked

that I

should have

reached Amritsar on the

information with regard to police excesses was passed
it is not humanly possible to visit the spot
and provide a solution there and then.

where

on

to me.

crimes

When any

such

day when
I

think

are com m itted
happenings

take

place it is the duty of the officers on the spot to take necessary steps to
control the situation. It is also objectionable for the Chief Minister to
go to the spot and make necessary enquiries himself. I f according to
the suggestion o f m y hon. Friend I

had

have levelled a charge

for interfering in the administrative

matters.

The

against

police

within two days.
the case is sub

me

officers

were

made

suspended and put under arrest

Necessary steps have been
judice.

The

enquiries then he would

taken

Government

machinery

promptitude and took very little time to challan
guilty of the offence.

Then, Madam, it has

in this

the

been

behalf and

worked

persons

with

who

remarked

were

that

the

Gaon Panchayat Bill has not been passed and for this reason the price
o f bajra in the Hissar district has shot up. I really fail to undeistand
how this situation has any connection with the legislative business.
I see n o ’ logic in the argument advanced by m y hon. Friend that as
Gaon Panchayat Bill has been postponed the price o f bajra in Loharu
State has gone up.
Co-operative

Supply of foodgrains is ordinalily made

Societies.

If

Co-operative Societies are

supplies are not obtained through them
not be blamed for this.

then the

I know there is

a

through

the

not formed

and

Government

general

tendency

should
among
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the people to throw the entire blame at the

door

of

the Government

whenever anything tends to go amiss and without realizing their own
responsibility, they blame the Government. If my hon. Friend really
feels the shortage o f bajra in Loharu, then co-op erative societies should be
formed for distribution of food-grains. T he Government took steps to
send

wagons of bajra but in spite o f this

criticism against the Government, that by

m y hon.
bringing

Friend

has made

forward

a motion

for adjournment o f the Assembly sine die, delay has been caused in
supplying bajra at Loharu. I have not been able to understand the
queer logic o f my hon. Friend. It would have been better if he had
studied the Bills before entering into such discussion.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On
Chief

a

point of orde r, Mr dam.

Minister has remarked that the hon. Member should

the, Bills

before-hand.

This is

a reflection on

the

have

The hon
studied

hon. Member.

He

should be asked to withdraw these words.
D epu ty Speaker : This is no point o f order.
4
attributed

Shri Buja R am B h a g a t; Madam, The hon. Chief Minister has
to me certain remarks which I never said. I did not say

that the price o f bajra has
been postponed.

increased because

What I said was

also said that there is people's

that

Gaon

this Bill

indignation and

Government because they feel that

Panchayat

has

should be passed.

resentment

the Government

Bill

is

towards

becoming

I
the

more

and more indifferent towards them.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : ' Madam, may I know
Chief Minister is prepared to withdraw his remarks ?

if the

D eputy -Speaker : I don’t think he has
he should be made to withraw.

remark which

Shri P rabodh Chandra :

made

H asn’t he said that

any

the

make speeches without first reading the Bills or making
tion ? Is it not a reflection on the House as a whole ?

hon.
any

hon.

Members
prepara

D eputy Speaker : The hon. Member must admit that some of
the hon. Members do make speeches without any previous preparation.
Shri P rabodh Chandra :
D eputy Speaker :

But not all.

I d on ’ t allow your point of order.
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C h ief M inister :
though m y hon.

I

Friend has very

give it this interpretation.
House

can

have not cast any reflection
cleverly

The very idea of

never enter m y

mind.

stretched
casting

on the House
my

remark to

reflections

on

the

N ow , Madam, I want to make

only one more submission and after that I shall resume m y
venerable and old colleague Shri Kidar Nath has stated that

seat. My
if I ac

upon his suggestions, he would not
only favour me with his good
wishes but his support also. I want to assure him that it is m y most
heartfelt desire
I

have

the

to

follow

the

greatest respect

path shown by
for

their

m y revered seniors and

advice

and

opinions while

discharging the duties assigned to me. It is a matter o f deep regret
to me as well that he is not yet so much satisfied with the state o^
affairs as to doff his black garments which

originally

be had

a

mind to

do away with
on
the achievement o f independence. I assure him
that if he indicates what
we should do to make him put off these
garments we shall do our utmost
to accomplish it. As regards his
other objections, I don 't think it is the right

occasion to

reply

to

them.

I don't say they were not relevant since you have-ruled otherwise.
W ith these words I request the House to pass the m otion that is now
befoie us.
Deputy Speaker : Question i$ :

That the Assembly at its rising today shall stand adjourned sine-die
The Assembly divided*

A y e s : 44.

N o e s: 3

AYES
1.

A jit Singh, Sardar.

10.

Dalip Singh, Thakur.

2.

Amar Nath Vidyalankar, Shri.

11.

Gopi Chand jBhargava,
Honourable Dr.

3.

Badlu Ram, Chaudhri.
12.

Gurbachan Singh Bajwa, Sardar.

13.

Ishar
Singh
Mujhail,
Honourable Sardar.

The

4.

Behari Lai Chanana, Shri.

5.

Beli Ram , Thakur.

6.

Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.

14.

Jagdish Chander, Chaudhri.

7.

Bhagat Ram Sharma, Pandit.

15.

Joginder Singh Mann, Sardar.

8.

Bhagwan Dass, Shri.

16.

Kabul Singh, Sardar.

9.

Dalip Singh Kang, Sardar.

17.

Kartar Singh, Chaudhri.

i

The
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18.

Kartar Singh, The Honourable 31.
Sardar.

19.

Krishna Gopal Dutt, Chaudhri.

20.

Lahri Singh, Chaudhri.

21.

Matu Ram , Chaudhri.

22.

Mohar Singh, Rao.

23.

Narinder Singh, Sant.
0
Narotam Singh, The
able Sardar.

24.
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Rattan Singh Tabib, Shri.

32.

Sahib Ram, Chaudhri.

33.

Samar Singh, Chaudhari.

34.

Sant Ram Seth, Dr.

35.

Sarmukh Singh, Sardar.

36.

Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.

37.

Shiv Singh, Sardar.

38.

Sita Devi, Shrimati.

Honour

25.

Pancham Chand, The Honour
39.
able Thakur.

26.

Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.

40.

Sudarshan, Seth.

27.

Partap Singh, Sardar.

41.

Sundar Lai, Chaudhri.

28.

Prabodh Chandra, Shri.

42.

Tara

29.
30.

43.
Prithvi
Singh
Azad,
The
Honourable Shri.
Ranjit Singh, The Honourable 44.
Captain.

Swaran Singh, Sardar.

Singh, Sardar.

Virendra, Shri.
Waryam Singh, Sardar.

NO ES
1. Bachan Singh, Sardar.
3.

2.

Ranbir Singh, Mehta.

Sajjan Singh, Sardar.

MOTION U N DER RU LE 12 (3) (c)
C h ie f M inister :

I beg to m ove :

That the proceedings on thpfoilowing items of Business appearing on the list
of Business for today be exempted at this day’s sitting from the provisions of the
Rule “Sittings of the Assembly” :—
(1) The Punjab Development of Damaged Areas Bill, 1951.
(2) The East Punjab Utilization of Lands (Amendment) Bill, 1951.
(3) That the order proposed to be issued in regard to the increase in the
existing rates of entertainments duty levied under the Punjab
Entertainments Duty Act, 1936, which was laid upon the Table of
the House on the 7th March 1951, be taken into consideration and
passed.
(4) The Punjab Forward Contracts Bill 1951.
(5) The Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Bill
1950
(6) The East Punjab Ministers' Salaries (Amendment) Bill.
The motion was carried.
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Mehta Ranbir. Singh :
{Hindi).

(At this stage

(Ludhiana and

Deputy

Speaker

Ferozepur,

General, Rural)

vacated the Chair and it was.

occupied by Shri Ram- Sharma a member o f the

'panel o f Chairmen). Sir,

I

was stating yesterday that Amritsar was a border town and that this border
town suffered a great damage owing to the communal disturbances.
In
addition to the evacuee property, numerous buildings of the citizens o f this
State were also unfortunately burnt down. These people whose property was
destroyed

deserved some sym pathy from

the

Government.

But

fact is that this Government has no sym pathy for anybody.
concerned with its own enjoyments. This Government has,
matter of

fact, tried

to

derive

benefit out

the

It is
as a.

o f the miseries

of the

distressed people. It
has appropriated some valuable materials for
example, girders etc. which have been found from the debris- This is
not all. A white elephant in the form o f the
Improvement Trust is
being thrust
on them. This Improvem ent Trust will consist of a
number of officials who will work not in the interests of the public but in
their own interest. ~The creation of this Trust is tantamount to creat
ing a vested interest. The officials o f the Trust will do their level best
to prolong their periods of service. And then the Government will also
not be very careful in supervising their work as their salaries are t o
com e from the pockets o f the public and are
Government coffers.
time.

not

to

So any number of these officers

A Punjabi adage says :

2^

*rf
wa

urii

will

fwi?r ft

i

si?
*5rr
fa»reT 3

H
£ l

w-

y? a w

be paid from
have

a

the

happy

m

For these reasons I suggest that all the expenditure that is

to

be

incurred in this connection should not be realized from the distressed
people. The second thing that
I
wish to point out is this that
compensation should be paid to

the

owners

of

the damaged buildings

for the structures that remain and have not been burnt down.
The Government says that it wishes to enforce this
benefit o f the people o f Amritsar and that it
of the prices

of

land and other property

will

Their views have

been

in

situated in

people who will be affected by this Bill have not
connection.

result
been

completely

scheme

for the

appreciation

that city.

The

consulted in

ignored.

Some

this
hon.

Members spoke about Ram Rajya. It was said that on account o f the
views o f one person, Ram exiled Sita for a number of years. Here,
however nobody cares for the views o f

the people.

than Ravan R ajya even, because in that R ajya
were not treated so badly.

This R ajya
also the

is

human

worse
beings
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The hon. Member should be relevent.
f

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

I was saying that those who

do not

the human beings properly are called demons.

I

ment

whose properties

to give better treatment to

those

was asking

the

treat

Govern
would be

acquired by it.
Then, Sir, I wish to point out that in the note

o f dissent appended

by me to the report o f the select committee on this Bill, there is a
misprint.
Clause 13 has been misprinted as Clause 3. This is an
important

matter

because my

hon. Sister Shrimati Dr.

Parkash Kaur

and I were unable to agree with the explanation to Clause 13..
W henever some person's property is acquired

by

the Government,

he has to be paid its market value. The Government has agreed to pay
compensation for the property to be acquired by it, but what it will pay
with one hand it will take away with

the

other.

At the time

o f com put

ing the amount o f compensation, the cost o f removal of debiis and
demolition o f the structure will be deducted from the market value of
the property. I f these buildings are being put to some use, why should
not

the

owners

thereof

be paid full market value ?

that they should get it in full.

If,

however,

do some other thing and wants to recover

Justice demands

the Government

the

cost

o f that, nobody

prevent it from acting in that manner because it believes in
o f votes and not in principles.
who have already
expenditure.

This would

suffered heavily

not

wishes

the

can

strength

be fair and just.

should not be

to

Those

burdened with

more

Another thing which I wish to point out is this that those whose
properties are acquired should be paid the amount o f compensation at
once.

It is not

fair

to postpone

its payment for

D o not the finances of the Government permit
compensation prom ptly ?
M r. Chairman :

I

request the

it

hon.

to

two or three years.
make payment o f

Members

not to

and talk with each other in the Chamber, they should go to
M ehta

Ranbir

Singh :

I

was

submitting

properties are acquired by the Government should
for the same.
more,

The Government will perhaps say

but the market value at least

should

People know that the Government holds out
fulfils them.

They

will not

that

be
be

false

the lobbies.
those

paid market

that

they
paid

promises

be satisfied with false

hopes.

stand

wish

whose
value
to pay

immediately.
and

never

A cting

on

ordinary principles o f justice, the Government should pay the market
value o f the property acquired by it, at once. It should not use this
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measure as an election stunt and tell people that
determine the amount
never done
ment

of

com pensation as it

in dem ocratic countries.

to demoralise

the

public.

It

it

has

pleases.
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the power

Such things

does not become

I hope that

to

a

are

Govern

the Government will give

a proof of its sincerity by accepting the principle referred to by me.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh
Mr.

Chairman,

the

(R ohtak

people

of

account o f the damage done to
arson, during the

riots.

them and it expressed
suffered by

them.

North,

Amritsar
their

suffered

properties

The Government
a

Now

desire to
I

General, Rural ) {Hindi)
incalculable losses on

by

had

compensate

incendiary bombs or
great sym pathy
them

find that instead of

with

for the losses

com pensating them^

they are being burdened
w ith more
expenditure.
The people o f
Amritsar who will be affected by this measure have made several
representations and have pointed out various difficulties to which the
Government

must

pay

proper

attention.

committee to which this Bill was referred.

I was a member of the select

In

that

committee

when

we

enquired from the officers concerned as to which areas of Amritsar
would be affected by this Bill, they told us that mostly the evacuee
property would be covered

by

it.

There

was nobody to

repair or look

after that property.
Shri Bhagat R am Chodha :

On a point o f order,

Sir.

The

House

is not in quorum.
Mr. Chairman

The House is in quorum.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

We were given the assurance

that

m ost

o f the property affected, by this Bill was evacuee property and since
there was nobody to look after that property, it was sought to be
improved by the Trust. But now when we go through this Bill, we
com e to the conclusion that the people whose houses have been burnt
during the disturbances and now only their sites are left, are not in a
position to
bear the expenses o f the improvement o f those areas.
Naturally

the

damaged

areas

Government

would get

done through

this work

contracts.

expenditure than that which would be incurred
the individuals themselves.
o f debris is done

by

the

This

would involve

if

the work is done

For instance, if the
Government, it

of improvement o f

work

of the

more
by

removal

would em ploy big machinery

such as bulldozers etc., which means heavy expenditure. The Govern
ment has no other means o f getting this work done except through
contracts. The Government has not sufficient labour. It will have to
get it done through

contracts. I

on the removal of

debris and

think,

a

that amount

huge amount will be spent
might not

be

recovered
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even after the sale o f the sites. There is very little hope o f any profit
out o f the sale o f these sites. And then the Government did not
consult the owners before removing the debris o f the damaged houses.
H ow can it now be justified to put the burden o f that expenditure on the
owners.

The Government thought

during

the days of

it advisable to

disturbances.

remove

I am certain, no

the

debris

owner is in

a

position to pay the expenses of the .removal o f that debris.
Moreover,
the Government has no right to charge
this expenditure from the
owners in view o f the fact that it was incurred without consulting
them. Even if it is adm itted that some houses which are damaged
should
be demolished, the owners who have already suffered a lot
during the disturbances cannot pay for the removal of the debris.
When so much is being spent on the rehabilitation of displaced persons,
I see

no

reason

why the

improvement o f damaged areas o f Amritsar

should not be done by the Government under

the

Rehabilitation scheme.

Besides this, the Government should draw plans o f the roads and parks
o f the city. I f any owner of a site is prepared to build his house accord
ing to that plan, he should be allowed to do so. His land should not
be auctioned and he should
the plan.

Such

be allowed

an amendment will

least in the case o f Amritsar.

to build
have

This is not fair.

It is also

who

work

They would be

unfair

that

an

Bill, at

are living

These people will have

matter o f improvement o f their houses, if the
the Public Works Department.

house according to

to be made i n the

There are people

rents of their houses over there.

his

is

no

on

say

the

in

the

done directly

by

only helpless

spectators.

individual who has already

suffered much should be forced to pay a certain sum. Under these
circumstances, I want that more unnecessary burden should not be pu^.
on the people

of Amritsar whose houses

were

damaged during

the

disturbances. I f the Government wants to get land from them for
roads and parks, they would not mind that. But whatever land is
acquired

for these purposes should be paid

market value.
them and a
charged from
matter o f

for

after determining

its

It is not proper that their land should be got from
huge expenditure for the removal of debris should be
them.

I want

acquisition

purpose, public should

of

that

the Bill should

properties by

be taken into

be simplified in the

the Government.

confidence.

Some

For this

comm ittee

of

the affected property holders should be consulted. If conflicts are
reated in the towns of this small State, the things would become veiy
difficult. I, therefore, want that the Government should give reason
able facilities to the people in

the

matter of acquisition o f

their

by the Government.
{At this stage Deputy

Speaker resumed the chair.)

houses

THR PUNJAB DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGED AREAS

M inister for
{H indi),

(The hon.

Captain

Ranjit

Madam, as I submitted yesterday the object of

carry out repairs
with a

P u blic W orks

of

the damaged

set scheme.

I

this

areas like Amritsar

am surprised to
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Bill

in

hear the points

Singh)
is to

accordance
of

criticism

that have been raised against this Bill, on the floor o f this House.
W hat is most surprising is the view expressed b y the hon. Membeis
from

Amritsar

itself,

that this Bill

opinion thereon and that for
poned.

This is the

refer here.

the

be circulated for eliciting

present its discussion should

most important matter

to which

On this point I should give expression to

public

be

post-

I would like

the

views

held

to
by

the Government. The hon. Members are aware of the fact that this
Bill was the first item on the agenda. But only half an hour is left for
its discussion, according to the usual time o f
Much of the

time

has

which were irrelevant.

been taken

adjournment

the

by the Members on other

What is more disappointing is

hon Members who levelled criticism

of

against

this

that

Bill

House.
matters

none

of

the

is actually present

now when the discussion is going to start clause by clause.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

On a point o f order.

The

hon.

Minister

is making a mis-statement. The facts are that Pandit Faqir Chand,
Sardar Bachan Singh and I made speeches and all o f us are present in the
.

House.
D eputy Speaker*.
are

a thin

Pamdit Faqir Chand is com ing in just now. You

and lean person and the hon. Minister might have

missed

to

see you. (laughter)
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

If the hon. Minister is unable te

see

me

it would be better for him to resign.
M inister for P u blic W orks : Madam, I was going to say that
while on the one hand it is alleged that these persons have not been
provided facilities for settling down during the last three years or so, on the
other hand when any steps are taken in
is opposed by these very persons. As
not appear to realize the difficulties
in the matter o f acquisition of land

this direction, the Government
a matter of fact such critics d °

which the Government has to face
etc. The hon. Members are aware

that in 1919 during the days o f martial law in Punjab the
Municipal Committee Amritsar
left without any means o f

were burnt

ascertaining

and

records

of

the

the Government

was

facts^ about property.

We

have

no records pertaining to the property o f those who have left for
Pakistan and those whose property has been damaged by fire etc.
during the riots.

In the absence of such records

some other, than the normal
be adopted.

procedure

of

it

is

but natural

Land Acquisition

The main object of bringing in this Bill

is

to

that

Act should
enable

the
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Government to follow such a procedure for acquisition etc. so that the
difficulties that the
Government face m ay be reduced. Therefore I
think that the suggestion o f postponing this Bill is not a happy o n e
because it is not in the interests o f those who have suffered on account
of their properties being in these areas. In fact the interests o f such
persons demand that
this scheme should be taken up as soon as
possible.

So this Bill has been brought in with

ing some

such

schemes for their benefit.

the

intention

The proposal

of

of

execut
postpone

ment is not a sound one and if the hon. Members who~ have put
forward were to reconsider it they will themselves find it out that
does not serve the interests of

those persons.

only practical method o f settling

such

for the losses they .suffered during
raised

against

In

persons

the

this B ill

is the

and compensating

them

riots.

fact

An

objection

has been

the provision of three years’ period during

Improvement Trust

can submit

it
it

its statement

to

which

the

the Government.

don’t think this time limit to be excessive because we

have

no

lamp

I
of

Allah Din with which to erect buildings overnight. A fter all it takes
time to accomplish such things. We are not in a dreamland. Still I
would like to assure the hon. Members that after the passing o f this
Act it will not take long for the Government to

put

such

schemes

into

actual practice. Besides, some other things have been said by the hon
Members, regarding the construction o f roads and such other matters.
In this connection

it will not

be* out

of

necessary provisions have been made in the

place
Bill

to

mention here that

itself dealing

with

such

matters. The Government will take all such things into consideration
while implementing the schemes. Relevant complaints and objections
will be heard sympathetically on such schemes and the points of view
of the persons concerned will have a due influence
such schemes.

I have already submitted

to take into confidence the hon. Members

that

in

also in

to be

awarded to them.

there in the Bill.

But as a

It requires

only

in

matter
a

bit

the

the

matters
will
has

matter

of

fact

of

careful

The persons affected are given an opportunity

m oulding

the Government

Improvement Trusts and any suggestion from them
Shri Prabodh Chandra has stated that no provision
know the views o f the people concerned

the

of

will

of
try

concerning

be considered.
been made to
o f compensation

such

provisions

study o f the

putting

forward

are
Bill.
their

objections, if any. It is for the Collector to assess compensation and the
owners will have even a right to approach the Tribunals if they so'lik e.
In the presence o f such a provision how * can

the

hon. Member say

in the matter of awarding compensation due regard
to the views of the persons to be compensated ?

has

not

been

that
paid
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Shri P rabodh Chandra :

May

I know
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the clause which makes

such a provision ?
M inister for P u blic W orks : Clause 14 provides
the
procedure
for the filing o f the award o f the Collector. Clause 15 refers to the way
in which the Trust may make reference

to

it has been provided that the

interested

persons

the Tribunal.

In

clause

may require

19

reference

to Tribunals.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
such reference.

But clause

M inister for P ublic W orks :

I

19

(2) restricts the

shall reply

scope o f

to such points when

the clause itself comes under discussion.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That the Punjab Development of Damaged Areas Bill as reported b> the
Select Committee be taken into consideration.
The motion was carried.
D epu ty Speaker :

The House will now consider the

Bill clause by

clause.
CLAUSE L.
Sub-clauses 2 and 3.
Question is :
That sub-clauses 2 & 3 of clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point o f order, Madam.
The
Members should be given an opportunity to raise discussion on the
clauses of the Bill before they are put to the vote o f the House.
D eputy Speaker :

There

could

be no discussion o f these Sub

clauses as there was no amendment put forward by any Member.
Shri P rob odh Chandra :

May I request you

to

give

your ruling

on the point whether an hon. Member can speak on any clause irrespec
tive of the fact that he has given notice o f any amendment or not ?
Deputy Speaker :

Yes, any hon. Member, who desires to

oppose

a

speak

on

certain clause, can oppose it.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Then I should be permitted to

the sub clauses to Clause'No. 1.
D eputy Speaker

I am sorry, I cannot grant permission,

have already been carried out by the House.

as

they
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Clauses 2-11.
Question is :

D eputy Speaker :

That clause 2 to 11 stand part of the Bill.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :

On a point o f order,

Madam.

I

had

given notice o f amendments on these clauses and I request that I may
be permitted to m ove them, before these clauses are put to the House.
D eputy Speaker : I am told that you had withdrawn

those

amend

ments and that you had no intention o f m oving them.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur : Madam, the position is that yester
day when I gave notices of m y amendments to this Bill, I told the
Secretary of the Legislature that I intended

to

m ove them

consulted the hon. Minister in charge o f the Bill.
out any assurance that the amendments would
spirit of these amend nents would

That

is,

be accepted

be incorporated in

after

the

if
or

having
he

held

that

Bill,

the

then

I

m ight not m ove them. But since I could not have an opportunity to
have a talk on the subject with the hon. Minister, I could not definitely
decide and inform the Secretary whether
drawing them.

But I understand that

the permission of the hon. Minister

to

I would
it

m ove

is

be m oving

or w ith

not necessary to

these

obtain

amendments.

Under

the rules, I have a right to m ove and speak on them.
D eputy Speaker :

The hon. L ady Member would be

permitted

to

move her amendments under the rules.
Shri Prabodh
your

ruling

it becomes

on
the

Chandra :

On a point o f order,

the point that when an amendment is
property

Madam.

I

want

before the House,

of the House and that any hon. Member

can

speak on it.
D eputy Speaker :
order.

I

have

already

There was no need o f raising
permitted

this point

the hon. Lady Member Dr. Parkash

Kaur to m ove her amendments. When they are m oved, obviously
hon. Members will be permitted to participate in the debate.
Shri P rabodh Chandra :
was

under

I had to raise this point o f order

the impression that the hon. Lady Member

draw her amendments.

As a matter

of
the

as

I

intended to with

o f Tact, I m yself wanted

notices o f amendments of this nature, but seeing that she had
given notice o f them, I gave up the idea as I thought I would

to

give

already
get an

opportunity to give expression to m y views on these amendments.
Now since these amendments have com e on the agenda for
today's
meeting, I dont think the hon. Lady Member
at her own desire.

can

now withdraw

them
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D eputy Speaker :

The amendments are not yet

before

the House

but it is in the discretion of the Chair to allow them to be m oved
I have,

however,

ments and

permitted

if she wants

the hon.

or not.

Lady Member to m ove her am end

to withdraw them, she can do so

with

the

permission o f the House.
Clause 2.
Shrimati Dr. Parka sh Kaur :

I m ove —

That in sub-clause (a) , line 14, between the words and figures “ Act 1922”
and “ as the case” , the following be added :
*as amended by this Act’.
D eputy Speaker : Clause under consideration, amendment m oved —
That in sub-clause (a), line 14, between the words and figures “ Act 1922”
and “ as the case” , the following be added :
‘as amended by this Act’ .
M inister for P u b lic W orks :
Member

not to

I would request

press her amendment as, in

my

the

hon.

Lady

opinion, the clause,

a

it stands would prove more useful.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :

I beg leave to withdraw

the

am end.

ment.
Leave to withdraw was not granted.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is —

That in sub-clause (a), line 14, between the words and figures “ Act 1922”
and “ as the case” the following be added :
*as amended by this Act*
The motion was lost.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :

I m ove —

That at the end of sub-clause (e) the following be added :
‘as amended by this Act’ .
The motion was lost.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is —

'

That clause 2 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Clause 3
Dr. Sant Ram Seth (Amritsar City, General, Urban) I m ove —
That the following be added as proviso to the existing clause : —
Provided that the Improvement Trust shall not acquire land as a whole
in the case of street schemes- Only as much piece of land or property
of Hindus* Sikhs will be taken as is compulsorily needed for widening
the road. The rest of the land will be left with property owners. The
piece of land acquired for road will be exchanged primarily with land of
the same value, site and area in the same locality if possible or sufficient
compensation is given to the owner of land so acquired for widening
of streets-
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[Dr. Sant Ram Seth]
Madam, my purpose in m oving this amendment is to consider
case

of those people whose property or

widening

the streets.

the

land would be acquired for

The Improvement Trust proposes to acquire

the

land of those people, whose houses have either been damaged or burnt
for widening the streets. What I want is that
the piece of land
acquired

for road should be exchanged primarily with land

of the same

value, site and area in the same locality. And in case it is not possible
to give land in exchange in the same locality, then sufficient compensa
tion should be given to the owner.
Further I want that only as much piece o f land should be

acquired

by the Improvement Trust as is compulsorily needed for widening the
roads and streets. In case the hon. Minister-in-charge is prepared to
give

assurances

suggestion,

to the effect that he would be prepared to consider m y

then I

will have no objection to withdraw m y am endment.

D eputy Speaker :

Clause under consideration

amendment m oved.

Provided that the Improvement Trust shall not acquire land as a
whole in the case of street schemes
Only as much piece of
land or property of Hindus, Sikhs will be taken as is
compulsorily needed for widening the road.
The rest
of the land will be left rwith the property owners. The
piece of land acquired for land will he exchanged primarily with
land of the same value, site and area in the same locality if
possible or sufficient compensation is given to the owner of land
so acquired for widening of streets.
Sardar Bachan Singh

(Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural):—

Madam, the amendment
Ram Seth :s

replete

with

m oved by

my

glaring defects.

hon.
Madam,

Friend Dr. Sant
if

you

closely

study the amendment, you will find such defects in it as wculd result
in unnecessary litigation. It is mentioned in the amendment :—
Provided that the Improvement Trust shall not acquire land as a whole in
the case of strt et schemes.
Further it is mentioned therein :—
Only as much piece of land or property of Hindus, Sikhs will be taken as
is compulsorily needed for widening the road.
If this amendment is accepted by the House it will be
discriminatary legislation. Suppose the land o f a Christian
acquired

by the Improvem ent Trust for widening the

passing a
is to be

Streets..................
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Shri Prabodh Chandra : ^On
know if an
specially

a

point

hon. Member o f this House can

reserved for the press.
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of order, Madam. May I
sit in the gallery which is

I want to know your ruling if an

hon.

Member can sit in the press gallery ?
D eputy Speaker :

Is this a point

might as well be raised by the hon.
Chaudhri Lahri Singh :

o f order.

This point o f order

Member, Chaudhri Lahri Singh.

On a point

of

Order, Madam.

like

to

submit that the more respect you show

the

more will it add to the dignity o f this august House.

submit that
me.

you have no business to refer to

Madam, you

to withdraw
o f the

House.

are

perfectly

right

any words that you deem
I

to the hon.
I

Members

respectfully

m y name just to ridicule

in ordering an hon.
are likely

strongly protest against m y name

unnecessarily. Again
House is lowered if

I would

Member

to lower the prestige
being

brought in

I respectfully submit that the dignity of the
you pass such remarks. I would request you

to pay due respect to the hon. Members

and

not to pass any remarks

which

hon.

Friend

may offend any hon. Member.

My

vSachar had also made a request to you in
the dignity of the House.
D eputy Speaker :
attitude

I would leave

o f Shri Bhim Sen Sachar.

Shri Bhim Sen

this behalf in order to maintain

to

the He use to judge

I had only remarked that if

the

I were

to give my ruling on every point of order that is raised by the
Members than it will form a book of m y rulings.

hon

Shri Prabodh Chandra : On a point of order, Madam.
We have
elected you as the Deputy Speaker. It does not look well that you
should leave any such matter for the House to decide. I f you think
that any o f us has made some objectionable remarks you should ask us
to withdraw those remarks and we shall withdraw any such remarks
m ost willingly. W e have given you a power o f attorney. (interruption).
Y ou

should not delegate your powers to the House.

before

that if the House does not like you we m ay

Y ou had

remarked

elect st m ebody else

o f our own choice as Deputy Speaker. I may subnrt that the House
has already elected you unanimously. W e would, therefore, request
you not to give this high position to anyone else which you
enjoy by unanimous vote o f the House.
Deputy Speaker :

Thanks for these remarks.

Chaudhri Lahri Singh : I would submit that if any
makes
he

at present

any remarks which in the opinion o f the Chair are

should be asked to withdraw those

remarks.

hon.

Member

objectionable

But I must

protest
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' f

the Chair’s remarks which

are sometimes offensive.

no right to pass such remarks against

the hon.

Members

She has
I

would^

therefore, request the Deputy Speaker to avoid making such remarks.
Deputy Speaker :

I would request the

House most respectfully

that m y respect is in fact the respect of the House. It rests
hon. Members to maintain the dignity o f the House. If
points o f order

are raised one after the other and m y

for on every point or order,
my rulings.

t

then I think a book

I may, however,

...

point

out to

upon the
so many

ruling is called

will be written about

the hon.

Members that#

I have not the least intention to offend anybody.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

My

hon.

Friend Chaudhri Lahri

had remarked that the Chair has no right to
the hon. Members.
as I

I beg to differ from

think the Chair has every right

Chair is an order
better if the
remarks.

pass any remarks against

my hon. Friend

to do so.

in this respect

In fact the ruling o f the

to the hon. Members o f this House.

Chair would ask the hon.

Singh

Member to

D eputy S p ea k er: I would ask the
hon.
interrupt but help in transacting the business o f
orderly manner.

It

would

withdraw

be

these

Members
not to
the House, in an

Sardar Bachan Singh : Madam, I was referring to the amendment
to clause 3 m oved by Dr. Sant Ram Seth which provides that only as
much piece o f land or property o f Hindus, Sikhs will be taken as is
com pulsorily needed for widening the road. In this connection,
I
may submit that
and the Indian

our State is an integral

Union is a

secular

State.

part o f the

Indian

Union

In the secular State there

shall not be any discrimination on the ground

o f race, religion

caste

cr

creed. Equality before law is guaranteed for all whether one may be
a Muslim,
Bengali or a Parsi. Ih e amendment is defective because as
much piece of land or property

of

Hindus, Sikhs will

compulsorily needed for widening the road.
left with property

owners.

The rest of the

be taken as is
land will

be

Such a proviso will be repugnant to the

provisions of the Constitution. I would now refer to the concluding
poition o f this amendment which says that ;
The piece of land acquired for road will be exchanged primarily with the
land of the same value, site and area in the same locality if possible or
sufficient compensation is given to the owner of land so acquired for
widening of streets.
It

would

mean that the land o f

Hindus

and Sikhs

which will be
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acquired for road will be exchanged primarily with the land of the
same value, site, and area in the same locality,
and if,
land o f
persons belonging to any other Community is acquired they would not
be accorded
the same, treatment which the Hindus and bikhs would
be accorded. It would, therefore, be am ply clear that if this amendment
is carried out then our State will not be a secular State but a State
ruled by Hindus and Sikhs.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Madam, I would draw your attention to
the remarks made by the hon. Member that this is not a secular State
but a State ruled by Hindus and Sikhs.
SardarBachan Singh : It appears that m y hon. Friend has not
paid any heed to what I said. I would, therefore, like to repeat the same
for the information of the hon. Member. I said that our State is an
integral part o f the Indian Union and the Indian Union is a secular State.
There cannot be any law in this Stat which makes discrimination on the
ground of religion, race, caste or creed. So if this amendment is passed
it would mean that this is no longer a secular State but a State ruled by
Hindus and Sikhs.
*
.

Madam, there is another
notice

of b y

Mover

of this

amendment on

this very subject given

Dr. Parkash Kaur, which is free from any defect.
amendment reads it carefully, he will agree

it will serve his purpose all right.
if he withdraws his amendment.
Dr. Sant Ram Seth :
that the next amendment
prepared to withdraw it.
Deputy ,Speaker :

In view o f

this,

with me

Dr. Parkash Kaur will

that

it would be better

If the Minister-in-Charge gives
of

I f the hon

an

assurance

be accepted,

Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur may

also

I am

m ove

her amendment and both the amendments will be discussed together.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur (Amritsar, Sikh,

Woman)

(Punjabi)

I move.
That the following be added as Proviso to the existing clause:

Provided that the lmpiovement Trust shall not acquire land as a whole
if the owner of the property agrees to develop the site according to
the plan approved by the trust, only as much piece of land or
property being taken as is compulsorily needed for widening the road,
the rest being left with the owners. If the area of the property is^
less than that required according to the approved plan the trust shall
provide the additional area from the adjacent land.
Provided also that the set-back may be applied equally on both sides of
the road.
Madam, in m oving this amendment,
Fiistly, I want that land should be given

I have

two objects

to the owners

in

lieu

in view.
o f land
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l e g is l a t iv e a s s e m b l y

[Sh. Dr. Parkash Kaur]
•taken from them
land

which is

for street-widening

about 40%

etc.

For

o f the total area or

this purpose

evacuee

land o f those who d on ’t

want houses to be reconstructed for them and are prepared to accept
cash compensation should be utilized. This is essential for safeguarding
the interests o f those sufferers who are anxious to have their houses
reconstructed. Secondly I want that set-back may be applied equally
on both sides while widening the roads.
D eputy Speaker :

Clause under consideration, amendment m oved :

That the following be add 'd to Proviso to the existing clause :
Provided that the Improvement Trust shall not acquire land as a whole
, if the owner of the property agrees to develop the site according to
the plan approved by the Trust, only as much piece of land or
property being taken as is compulsorily needed for widening the road,
the rest being left with the owners. If the area of the property is less
than that required according to the approve 1 plan the trust shall
provide the additional area from the adjacent land.

*

Provided also that the set-back may be applied equally on both sides of
the road.
Now there are two amendments of the same purport before the
House though the wording is different. Both of these may be discussed
together.
Mehta Ranbir Singh

(Ludhiana and

Ferozepur, General,

Rural)

(Hindi) : Madam, I have
risjn to support the amendment
m oved
by Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur because
I think it will go some way
towards
will

giving

be no paucity

implement
land

consolation to the victims of riots.

the

o f land , and, therefore,

I am

it will not be difficult to

proposals embodied in her amendment.

will prove

more than sufficient
whose

for the objects

So those

persons

land is acquired

must be

given

evacuee land in lieu o f

had not

made

a correct

sure there

The

she has

evacuee
in

view.

for laying streets and bazaars

it.

statement about

The
this

hon. Minister-in-charge
matter in the meeting

of the Select Committee. As regards the principle involved in the utilization
o f evacuee land for such purposes, it has already been accepted in the
case o f
Capital
land for
welfare.

land

owners

dislodged

is proposed to be built.

the

So these

area over which the new
owners should also

land, if the Government is really anxious to

Government has accepted
property for the public good.
property

from

the

principle

prom ote

of acquiring

It m ay be argued that

be given

acquiring

their

evacuee
evacuee

for purposes o f improving the city o f Amritsar is not utilizing
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evacuee property for the public good.

I do not agree with this argument.

When the city is to be im proved, parks have to be laid, schools have to be
established, roads have to be widened ; all this work is meant for the public
good.

In these circumstances I think that the hon. Minister

concerned

should not insist on his own proposal and he should accept the amendment
of m y hon. Sister Dr. Parkash Kaur.
Shri Prabodh
Madam,

Chandra :

I have

no mind

connection

as

discussed.

I learnt

acquired
to

by

to take

General, Ruial)

thereare so many clauses of this Bill
the

that 60

per

Improvement

cent

wnich have to be

of the land which is to

the

local

people

to the

evacues.

evacuee property and in case some land

think it

I

request

should

agree with my hon.

useful suggestion and

that

be taken

is acquired from

they should also be compensated from the evacuee
is a very

be

Trust in Katra Jaimal Singh belongs

land wanted for parks, widening o f streets etc.

from

(Hindi)

much time o f the House in this

the local people and 40 per cent

the

I

(Gurdaspur,

should be

adopted.

the

lands

I

wholly

Friend Mehta Ranbir Singh in this respect.

Sardar Bach an S in g h :

(Ludhiana Central,

Sikh,

Rural).

(Hindi):

Madam, towards the end o f clause 3 "it is stated that “ any scheme
already framed or sanctioned in respect of a damaged area under th
provisions of that Act shall be deemed to have been framed or
sanctioned under this A c t.'’ This means that by virtue o f this Bill all
the schemes which
be

validated and

have

been

put through.

so far framed

by

the Government will

But these schemes may

not

be finding

favour with the public at large. For example, if it is said that the
property owners should not be allowed to develop their properly and
that this

work should be

objection

to it as such a scheme is not calculated to bring

good

o f the people
come

requests of
com e

to

be . schemes which

forth

the

with

public

make these

harm is done to any

Improvement
about in

officers and

may

require

reasonable requests.

requests should not be

th^t no

a

people

should be accommodated and

that

such

the

some

suggested
city,

Government,

in general but only o f a few

And then there m ay
people

done by

dubbed

Improvement Trust should

suggestion

Tjust is to

accordance with

property

should

be

adopted.

improve the city
the

and if

wishes of the

take

about

the

contractors.
alteration if

All

the

reasonable

persons who

rogues.

proceed in

owner

will

I f it is

such a way

while im proving tb e
The

aim

of

the

this can be brought

Trust without

any harm

being done in any quarter, such a proposal should be accepted without
delav. E v eiy attempt should be made to satisfy the property owners
by

telling

them that

they

are

in a position to

develop their property
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[ Sardar Bachan Singh ]
under their own supervision and that

no

decisions would

which might militate against their interests.
i

intention of the Government is
take

possession

of

it.

to

As a

matter

develop a certain area

In case

the

desired

be

taken

o f fact the
and not to

improvement

can be

brought about b y the people concerned they should be allowed to
have their own way. The hon. Minister-in-Charge has himself admitted
in

so many

words that the Government wishes to afford

to the people to
amendment
accepted.

improve

according

property,

the
to

been

circumstances

such

the buildings are to

people

a

are

asked to

be

a

any

such

result should be

observed that whenever a new

Improvement Trust always gives

which

opportunity

if that be so,

which is calculated to produce
It has

established,

their

an

town-ship

is

plan to the people

constructed.

In such

set apart

some lands for parks,

schools, streets and roads etc., and they do
Amritsar too who
have met us in the form

that.
The people of
o f deputations have

assured us that

they are prepared to

accordance

the wishes o f the Trust.

with

should agree to
undeitake

this

offer.

construction

set aside lands for

However,

work

in

I think that
if there

accordance

public use in

the

Government

are people who cannot
with

the

advice

of

the

In provement Trust for want o f funds, their lands may be acquired by the
Government and nobody will object to it.
Shri Bhagat R am Chodha :

On a

point o f

order.

Is there no

time-limit for speeches ?
I f no tim e-lim it is fixed, we may
able to finish the work even by 12 o'clock in the night.
Deputy Speaker :

The hon.

not

Members should themselves

be

realize

that the time o f the House is not to be wasted.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
though
rules.

he

is

an

old

Deputy Speaker :

facilities

acquires
in

six

such

or

repaired

to

proof

they accept m y

a

the

hon.

cared

I was submitting that

some

the
years.

year.

prospect of
If,

The owners

as early as possible.

if

repairing

to

Member,

consult the

are

getting

rent

they
which

the

Government

it would

be repaired

anxious

I shall request

o f their goodwill towards

the Government

their houses,

however,

property there is no guarantee that

properties
If

that

has not

to the house-owners for

get for

months

give

sorry

No reflection, please.

would be immensely pleased at
they could not

am

parliamentarian,

Sardar Bachan Singh :
provided

I

the

the people

amendment, the} will be providing

to

get their

Government
of

Amritsar.

a great facility
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to the
repair

people.
and

A ccording to it, if the

owner o f

develop it himself, he can d o so.

If

a

property wishes to

he

does not do so, the

Government can acquire that property and develop it.
Dr. Sant Ram Seth:

The

suggestion

which my

hon.

Friend

Sardar Bachan Singh has made before the H ouse....................
Deputy Speaker :

The hon.

Member has

already

spoken

on

this amendment.
Mehta Ranbir Singh :
Member,

who

On a point or order, Madam.

spoke on an earlier amendment

speaking on a subsequent amendment,

be

Can

an

hon.

prevented

from

I want jmur ruling.

Deputy Speaker : I have already pointed out
that both
the
amendments are to be discussed together. When Dr. Sant Ram Seth
stood up, he could raise any objection that he had. I shall ask the
hon.

Member not to prolong the discussion unnecessarily.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Member

wishes

On^ a point of

order, Madam.

to make a suggestion with regard to

amendment and

he is

prevented from doing so,

If

another

some

Member’s

is it not open

to

us

to raise a point of order ?
Deputy Speaker :
again,

the

hon.

By referring to the

same

Member appears to be bent

matter again and

upon

prolonging

the

discussion.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I strongly object to these remarks.

Deputy Speaker : I said that I had already answered Dr. Sant
Ram Seth. I f the hon.- Member wished to raise a point o f order
with regard to it, this would only amount to more time being taken
up in discussing those things.
Sardar Bachan S in gh :

As Members o f this House,

are

we not

within our right to raise points o f order ?
Deputy Speaker :
right,

but I

request

The hon.

Member has

certainly

got

that

are raised

the House that if such points o f order

again and again, it would prolong the proceedings.
Sardar Bachan Singh: On a point o f order, Madam.
point out that •when Dr. Sant Ram Seth spoke, another
was under discussion. Is he not entitled to speak on the
ow under discussion ?

I

want

to

amendment
amendment
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Sardar Bachan

Singh has

second amendment.

amendment moved by m y hon. Sister Dr. Parkash Kaur
I wish to ask for leave to withdraw my amendment.

As

the

has wider

Deputy Speaker: Has the hon. Member the leave

scope

of the

House

to withdraw this amendment.
The amendment was by leave withdrawn
Minister for Public

Works

(The hon.

Captain

Ranjit Singh)

(Hindi) : Deputy Speaker Sahib ... .....
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The hon. Minister

should say

D eputy

Speaker Sahiba.
Minister for public Works :
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

Sahib includes Sahiba.

No, it does not include Sahiba.

Minister for Public Works :

If

‘ Sir*

includes 'Madam*

'Sahib*

includes 'Sahiba*.
I agree with the feelings voiced by those of m y
m oved

amendments

or spoke on them.

hon. Friends

There is no need o f

that amendment which has been withdrawn, but in lines
amendment now under discussion, it is stated that —

who

referring

3 and 4 of

to
the

only as much piece of land or property being taken as is compulsorily
needed for widening the road, the rest being left with the owners.
If the area of the proporty is less than that required according to the
approved plan ........
In

order

Clause
be

of the

published

objection
I f some
again.
it

to achieve this object, it has been provided

would

for information of ail concerned.

If

it

will

som ebody has

any

scheme, it will be considered before

amendment to the scheme

is accepted it

it

is sanctioned.

would be published

Government only wants the power o f framing

be always prepared to hear the objections o f the

a Government
suffer.

subsequent

Bill that when the Government prepares a scheme,

to that
The

in a

schemes
public.

of the'people and it they would never like to

Shri Prabodh Chandra :

see

and
It

is

people

The Government itself is a big disease.

Minister for Public Works :

It appears disease to the hon.

because he will never be able to becom e a Minister.

Member
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Shri Prabodh Chandra :

The hon. Minister will be out o f

office

within two days.
M inister for P u blic W orks :

Let the hon. Member please

himself

with such thoughts. It is a dem ocratic form o f Government and whosoever
is incharge of it, he has to see that the people are subjected to least
inconvenience.

I leel that if this amendment

possible to prepare any scheme.

is carried,

it will

not

be

The hands of the Government will

become so tight that various kinds o f objections would be raised when
t acquired any property.
Shri

Prabocfh

Chandra :

The hon. Minister should address the

Chair.
M inister for P u b lic W orks : It is not for the hon. Member to point
out these things to me.

I am not prepared to receive such suggestions

from a b oy .
D eputy Speaker :

He is not a boy.

He is an hon. Member o f this

House.
M inister for P u blic W orks :
able complaint,

he should address the Chair.

any thing from the hon.
submitting,
m oved by

Madam,
the

hon.

areas.

notification
be

of

Member.

there

person,

people.

I

the

will

area.

there

be

schemes

of

him.

I

was

for the improvement o f

the

representatives

could

admit that

I

scheme.

that

five

are

looking towards

away

Bill

regarding the

Under that provision any area can

application

of view of this
there

snatch

I have taken notice o f this matter and

framing

also on the Improvement Trust.
one

by

did not

is also a provision in the

damaged

excluded from

7Besides,

while

There
a

Member

I

that I agreed with the purpose o f the amendment

it will be kept in view
damaged

I f the hon. Member has any reason

of

If all the

Improvement

the
powers

Municipal
had

Scheme

Committee

been

vested in

have been some scope for injustice

to some

have not examined this area from the
But I have

my

department

to ten undamaged houses in this area.

Effort will,

however, be made to fit them

in

the

been told
scheme

by

point

without pulling

them

down. I f anybody can be conveniently given a plot o f land in exchange
lor his plot, he would be accommodated. But if the hands of the
Improvement Trust are

tied

and

it is not allowed any free hand, the

scheme cannot be put through.
to withdraw the amendment.

I, therefore, request the hon. Member
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Madam, my amendment

has

(Amritsar Sikh

perhaps

created

o f the hon. Minister to the effect that its
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Women)

some doubt

(Punjabi) :

in the mind

purpose is to create hind

rances in the way of the improvement scheme. I assure him that
there is no such intention behind this amendment,
The affected
persons also met the hon. Chief Minister and the officers of the department
concerned. They say that if the Government wants to acquire land for
widening roads, they are prepared to give it, provided

they are given

plots in the same area. But I must say, that if anybody wants to rebuild
Amritsar on the model o f New York, he cannot do so because the persons
w ho'have to pay for that are without the requisite money.
this amendment has been introduced.

That is why

I would submit^ that the Govern

ment should introduce as much o f this improvement scheme, as would be
palatable to the people. If people are prepared to develop the area
according to the scheme, they should be allowed to do so. Besides this,
they are prepared to give land for widening the roads.
purpose that I introduced this amendment.

It was with this

I hope the hon.

Minister

would accept it.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is —

That the following be added as Proviso to the existing clause :
Provided that the Improvement Trust shall not acquire land as a
whole if the owner of the property, agrees to develop the site
according to the plan approved by the Trust, only as much piece
. of land or property being taken as is compulsorily needed for
widening the road, the rest beiDg left with the owners- If the
area of the property is less than that required according to the
approved plan the trust shall provide the additional area from
the adjacent landProvided also that the set-back may be applied equally on both sides
of the road-

^

The Assembly Divided :

Ayes 3, noes 25.

AYES
\

1.

Bachan Singh, Sardar

3.

2.

Ranbir Singh, Mehta

Sajjan Singh, Sardar
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NOES
1.

A jit Singh, Sardar.

13.

Krishna Gopal D utt, Chaudhri.

2.

Badlu Ram , Chaudhri.

14.

Narinder Singh, Sant.

3.

Behari Lai Chanana, Shri.

15

4.

Bhagat Ram Chodha, Shri.

16.

Narotam Singh, The Honourable
Sardar.
Parkash Kaur, Shrimati Dr.

5.

Bhagat Ram Sharma, Pandit.

17.

Prabodh Chandra, Shri.

6.

Buja Ram Bhagat, Shri

18.

7.

Dalip Singh Kang, Sardar.

19.

Ranjit Singh, The Honourable
Captain.
Rattaln Singh Tabib, Shri.

8

Gopi Chand Bhargava,
Honourable Dr.

9.
10.
11.
12.

The 20.

Samar Singh, Chaudhri.

21. 'Saiit Ram Seth, Dr.

Jagdish Chander, Chaudhri.
22.

Sher Singh, Chaudhri.

23.

Shiv Saran Singh, Sardar.

24.

Swaran Singh, Sardar.

Kabul Singh, Sardar.
Kartar Singh, Chaudhri.
Kartar Singh, The Honourable
25.
Sardar.

Siidarshan, Seth.

D epu ty S peaker: Question is :
That clause 3 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
CLAUSE 4.
Shri
Madam,

Prabodh

Chandra (Gurdaspur

I beg to submit

should

be given

nearly

all the hon. lu m b ers.

General,

Rural)

that from 8 to 9 p.m. the

a recess for taking their meals.

It is

hon.

(Hindi) .
Members

the desire

of

Y ou may ask it from them.

D eputy Speaker : It was decided that the House will sit
till
all the business on the agenda is disposed o f. It is not in m y power
to change the decision o f the House after such a short time.
Shri Prabodh C h a n d ra :
the

hon.

Madam,

my

submission is that

Ministers have their cars and they can easily go

and

while
take

their meals, the hon. Members have no cars. So I would request you
to very kindly accede to my request for recess as we have no m otor cars.
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D eputy Speaker :
clause under discussion.

Please don’t talk o f cars etc.,

Shri Prabodh Chandra :
provided
Trust
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that “ when the

Madam, in

scheme has been

shall publish a notice in the official

this

speak only on the

clause

framed

it

has

been

under this A ct, the

Gazette and two newspapers"

The objection o f the people is that the procedure to be followed fo^
publication is not proper. M y submission is that the publication should
be wide and that it should be done at least through one English, one Hindi,
one Gurmukhi and one urdu paper so that all the persons concerned may
have an opportunity of reading the notice.

I f this is done, personally 1 will

have no objection in accepting this clause.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clause 4 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Clause 5.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clause 5 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Clause 6.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur

:

(Amritsar, Sikh,

'
Women)

(Punjabi) :

Madam 1 beg to m ove :

that in sub-clause (2), in the Proviso, line 5 for the words ‘two
weeks’ the words ‘ two months’’ be substituted.
>

Madam, on account o f the acute shortage
Amritsar
two

it is necessary that the

weeks

to two months.

o f houses and shops

time limit should be extended

Even the district officers

arrangements

for accom m odation

that, keeping

in view the difficulties o f

cannot

within such a short time.
the people in

So

from
make

I

hope

the m atter

finding accom m odation, this amendment will be accepted.
D epu ty Speaker :

in

Amendment m oved :

That in sub-clause (2) in the Provisodine 5, for the words ‘two weeks*
the words ‘two months’be substituted.

of
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Saidar Bachan S ingh :
Madam,

if you just

(Ludhiana Central, Sikh,

peruse clause t> as it stands in
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Rural)
the

[Hindi)

original

:

Bill,

you will find that it is laid down there as fo llo w s :

Provided that possession of any building or part of a building shall not
be taken unless its occupier h ts been given at least forty eight hours’
notice or such longer notice, as is considered reasonably sufficient to
enable him to remove his moveable property from such building
without unnecessary inconvenience to himself.
It appears as if the framers of the Bill were very optimistic that no
difficulty would be experienced by the persons on whom notices would
be

served for

vacating the building within fo r ty

eight

hours.

They

thought that there was no dearth of 'houses which could be let out
to the persons requiied to vacate their premises in the damaged areas. But
when this Bill was referred to the select committee, it was

realised by

the

members that two days* notice was too short a period during which
a person could search out a house and shift there along with his
movables.
two weeks.

So they did well to increase the period from two days to
The question is whether this period is sufficient for a

person to find out a house in the face of the acute scarcity o f residential
buildings available on rent.
Now,
Madam, the provisional
figures
regarding
the census of houses in A nritsar, indicate that there are
only 41,000 houses in

the whole o f the

city.

But according to the

census of population we find that the number o f the inhabitants o f
this city is 3,19,000. This means that owing to shortage o f houses,
the average number of persons living in a house comes to 8, which
is undesirable and most unhygienic in view of the fact that it has been
accepted by the authorities concerned that ordinarily not m ore than
five

persons should occupy a house. But the reason o f

congestion
houses

in

were

the city is

that one seventh of

this

the total number o f

burnt down during the disturbances of 1947.

that where acute
Government

scarcity o f houses,

should,

notice rather

it

is

fix a longer

Then, Madam

you just consider

such longer notice*, they

comm ittee

under the impression that the notice o f 15 days*

would

not

be

circumstances,

it

longer duration
in

the

the

for

finding

out

out

as

find it

very

to m ove
for them .

the

house.

would enable the occupier or the owner

possible

that

a

that even

is desirable that the period o f notice should

damaged areas, to find out another

minimum

point

sufficient

connote

if

period o f

the words, 'or
was

inconvenience.

in various

cities

house,
In

o f the

difficult to get a house on

obvious

presents a' form idable problem,

after a careful thought,

than a shorter one.

extraordinary

rent

District Magistrate to requisition

the select
period

Under

th c

be o f suc^
of a

house

and shift there with

this

connection I may

Punjab,

even high officers

and invariably they have
some

residential building
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certain places certain

officials possess

even two houses, while others cannot get even one.
Sardar Bachan S in g h : The number o f such
black sheep is very
small.
I am talking of the general position obtaining in , the cities
regarding dearth of houses. I was submitting that even officers cannot
get houses easily, without resorting to the device of requisition. In
this connection I am constrained
to remark that this bugbear of
requisition had a very adverse effect on the construction o f new houses.
Consequently Government had to make an announcement in the press
that the newly built houses would not be requisitioned for ten years.
This was by the way but this also indicates that the scarcity o f houses
exists in the State in the acutest form . I would, therefore, request the
Government to increase the period o f notice, as the present provision,
is not enough to enable the occupier of a building in the damaged 'area
to find out another house and shift there.

It is

argued

that

he

can

apply for the extension of the period o f the notice but I may submit
that he will have to experience a lot of difficulty in this matter. I f the
officer

concerned

ap plica tion ;
official to

happens to be a gentleman,

he would grant

otherwise he will be forced to grease the

get his work done.

should

lead

period

o f notice

palm

his

of

So if the Government wishes that

the

people

an honourable life, then I think it is most desirable that
should be reasonably extended.

Minister 'in-charge

I hope

of the Bill will see his way to accept

the

the

the

hon*

amendment

r o w before the House, and will thus secure the goodw ill o f the

people o f

Amritsar.
M inister for P u blic W orks
(Hindi) :
to

Madam,

frame the

scheme.

It

is

for

Then it

will be

completion.

Captain

the

area,

will

careful consideration the

no

scheme that

areas.

the

This means'
damage^

possession o f the
will

it.

long tim e

in a particular

taken from him ; and by the time the notice

So

year

objections

considerably

It is after the notification o f the

be knowing it long before the actual

will have

about a

Government will notify

occupier or the owner o f the house

he

Singh)

objections, the* Im provem ent
Trust
the same to the Government
for

will’ begin to acquire land in the damaged

that

Ranjit

published and

obvious that all these processes will take a

Trust

is

After

hon.

I m ay tell the House that it will take

invited.
After considering the
will approve o f it and forward
sanction.

(The

house

be served on him

arranged

for an alternative accom m odation for himself.

difficulty will be

experienced by him while shifting to the new

house
and
removing his moveables within the period o f
prescribed in the notice.

two weeks
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It is not so easy to find out a

house,

as

the hon. Minister thinks it to be.
M inister

for

P u blic

W orks :* Well, Madam, the object o f this

clause is that the occupier o f the house is in possession of the knowledge that
a particular house is required to be vacated, and he must
removal of his moveables etc., from it.

arrange

for the

In this connection I m ay point out

that when this clause was under consideration in the select com m ittee,
m over o f the amendment, who was

also

a

member

of

this

the

com m ittee,

pleaded for the extension of the period o f notice from two days to seven
days, but the select com m ittee was very considerate and it extended the
period to 14 days. Besides tbis, Madam, if you peruse this clause, you will
find that the provision is not inelastic. It is laid down there that if the
owner or the occupier o f a house wants an extension o f the period of notice,
the officer concerned can allow him more time on application.
Dr. Sant R am Seth :

He will have to undergo

a lot o f

botheration

before he will be able to get it.

the
it

M inister for P ublic W o r k s :
But if a longer notice is g iv e n >
possibility is that the owner o f the house might say that he forgot
or ask

the

for a fresh notice under one pretext or the other.

opinion

comm ittee
expedite

that the

report,
a certain

period

of

notice as

is quite reasonable.

So I

suggested

want

to

to prolong

it.

But where Government wants to take some time particularly in
matter of notification o f a scheme,-and payment of compensation to
owners

etc.,

it is complained that an inordinate delay will be

compensating them

of

in the select

It is a pity that if we

matter, then my hon. Friends want

am

the
the

caused

and that expeditious action should be taken by

in
the

Government in the matter. I fail to reconcile the conflicting attitude of
my hon. Friends. Under the circumstances, I am unable to accept the
amendment.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur

(Amritsar

Sikh,

W o m e n ):

it is really too kind of the hon. Minister for Public W orks to
2

weeks'

notice for the occupier

to remove his movable

the meeting of the select committee
hon.
the

In

I had made a suggestion to

the

as is clear from the clause

House, but he did not accept my

adamant that

15

at least be

two

months

under consideration

suggestion.

days’ notice was sufficient to enable

remove his movables.

provide for
property.

Minister that the notice period should

instead of two weeks

Madam*

In

fact

of

he was

the occupier

to
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[Sh. Dr. Parkash Kaur]
Madam, since I happen to live in Amritsar,
position

regarding the

housing accomm odation.

I

know the exact

I do not think any hon.

Member will be o f the opinion that a person can succeed in securing
housing accom m odation within 15 days. I know how difficult it is these
days to get any accommodation. In fact it was in view o f this difficulty
that I had icquested the hen. Minister to make prevision for two
months instead
of 2 weeks. Here I again take the opportunity o f
requesting

him to accept my demand

with

a , view to do justice to the

people concerned. It is difficult, rather humanly impossible, for them
to vacate their premises overnight. It is abundantly clear from the
provisions
complete
fact we

of

the Bill

that it

will take the Government about 7 years to

the

scheme

through the Improvement Trust.

are not certain how much time it

will

take

Under

the circumstances, I do not find any sense in asking

vacate

the premises

beforehand.

ment will, I am afraid, result in
which

they

localities.

get

They

in

Such a step on

As a matter Of
to complete
the

people

it.
to

the part of the Govern

depriving these people

o f their

income

the form of rent etc., from their premises in such

will

thus

be reduced

to poverty.

Under the circum

stances I would request the hon. Minister to accept m y amendment.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

'

That in sub-clause (2) in the Proviso, line 5 for the words ‘two weeks’ the
words ‘two months' be substituted.
The motion was lost.
Dr. Sant R am Seth (Amritsar City General, Urban) :

I m ove :

That for the proposed Proviso to sub-clause (2) the following be
substituted :
Provided that the possession of any building shall not be taken unless its
occupier has b^en given two month, notice or such longer notice as is
considered reasonably sufficient to enable him to remove his moveable
property from such building without unnecessary inconvenience.
Provided further that the owners and occupiers ol temporary wooden
structures will be allowed reasonable opportunity to set back or
remove the same.
Madam, I think the hon. Minister should not have any hesitation in
accepting the amendment
Parkash Kaur.
concession
on

the

to

But
the

m oved

it seems
people

by

that

the
he is

concerned.

Lady Member Shrimati Dr.
not

prepared to afford any

Madam, I am in a position to say

basis o f m y personal experience that

it

is hum anly impossible
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for the people concerned to vacate the

premises

and find

some

accom m odation elsewhere. During 1946-47 when I was
in the capacity of a tenant a notice was served upon me by
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alternative

myself living
the landlord

to vacate the premises in m y possession. It took me about 2 years to
search a suitable accom m odation.
As I was direly in need o f some
accom m odation there was no other alternative left with me except to
buy a house.

I bought a house which was already occupied by

It was with great difficulty that
tenants.

This

m y household

succeeded

in ejecting

little accom m odation was

hardly sufficient

effects.

be surprised

took me

about one

What

wish

I

I

to

Madam, you
and a

will

absence
be

at

It
of

a

for

keeping

to learn that it
tenants

point out is this, that keeping in view the scarcity o f

would .tantamount to
any alternative

loss

one o f the

half years to eject the rest o f the

housing accom m odation at present prevailing in the
it would not be fair to ask the people
concerned
premises.

6 tenants.

grave

injustice

accom m odation,

city o f Amritsar,
to vacate the
to them.

In the

the people concerned would

to know what to do and where to go.

A fter all the

proposed period o f two months is not a very long period.
In fact the
people concerned are prepared to accept the notice period of two months
during which time they may try their best and struggle hard to secure
some accom m odation.
D eputy Speaker :

Amendment m oved :
v

That for the proposed Proviso to sub-clause (2) the following be
substituted.
Provided that the possession of any building shall not be taken
unless its occupier has been given two months notice or such
longer notice as is considered reasonably sufficient to enable him
to remove his moveable property from such building without
unnecessary inconvenience.
Provided further that the owners and occupiers of temporry wooden
structures will be allowed reasonable opportunity to set-back
or remove the same
M inister for P u blic W orks (The hon. Captain
Ran jit
Singh)
. (H indi) : Madam, I do not find any difference between the previous
amendment,

moved

by

the

Lady Member, and

the amendment

now

before the House, which has been moved by my hon. Friend Dr. Sant
Ram Seth. I would like to submit that the remarks which I am going
to make in respect o f this
previous amendment.

amendment

are also

applicable

to the

The provision regarding the extension of the notice period already
exists in the Bill. I f at the time o f the execution o f the scheme it is
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[Minister for Public Works]
felt
as

necessary
provided

to extend the notice period, then the period o f

in the Bill, can be extended so

that

two

the people

weeks

concerned

m ay not be put to any unnecessary inconvenience. There will,
there
fore, be no difficulty to give this concession, as and when it is felt
necessary to do
concession

so,

can be

this Bill into Law.

given under the executive instructions.

ircumstances, I do
facilities

after the passage o f

not find any necessity to provide

for

This

Under

the

any further

as adequate provision has already been made with a

view

to

saving the proprietors from any unnecessary hardship.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That for the proposed Proviso to sub-clause (2) the following be
substituted :
Provided that the possession of any building shall not be taken
unless its occupier has been given two months notice or such
longer notice as is considered reasonably sufficient to enable
him to remove his moveable property from sue building with
out unnecessary inconvenience.

Provided further that the owners and Occupiers of temporary wooden
structures will be allowed reasonable opportunity to sot
back or remove the same.
The motion was lost.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clause 6 stand part of the Bill
The motion was carried.
Clauses 7 to 10
D epu ty Speaker :

Question is :

That clauses 7 to 10 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Clause 11.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur

(Amritsar,

Sikh,

women)

(Punjabi) :

I m ove :
That at the end of the clause the following Proviso be added
Provided that the Collector shall determine the market value of the
property from the present rental value on which the House Tax
and Property Tax are charged.
Madam, Amritsar is today just on the border.
property
house
is

in this

which

hardly

The value

town has considerably dwindled down.

I know

of
that

valued at rupees one lakh during the pre-independence
worth

rupees

twenty

thousand.

Previously

the

there

a

days
was
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increased

demand

agricultural
buy

land

for land and the

people who

b y paying Rs. 1,500/- per big ha are

that land even at the lowest price.

btill

Although the value o f

there is

Moreover,

were keen
today

the property

the

worth lakhs o f

build

is significantly

rupees

get
to
any

Indo-Pakistan

no demand on behalf of the public to purchase

property

to

reluctant

No one is prepared to

house in this town on account o f its close proxim ity to
• border.
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low

but

any property-

was? burnt

during

the

disturbances
some areas.

and there is nothing but vacant sites left in Amritsar in
The value of these sites has also gone down considerably^

The

of such

owners

land

still attach the same

swollen value

though

they realise that no buyer is forthcom ing to purchase their land on
account of its being situated in the border district.
The
Municipal
^om m ittee
p revious

is charging house tax and property tax on the
market value.

The object

Collector should determine

the market

of

my

basis

of

amendment is

the

that the

value o f the property

from

the

present rental value to avoid any injustice being done to them.
D epu ty Speaker :

Amendment moved :

That at the end of the clause the following Proviso be added :—
provided that the Collector shall determine the market value of the
property from the present rental value on which the House Tax
and Property Tax are charged.
Dr. Sant R am
Madam,

I have

Seth

Parkash

the

pre-partition days
was

people

City,

General,

stood up to support the amendment

Dr.
days

(Amritsar

Kaur.

It is quite obvious that
was very high.

very cheap but on account o f

nobody could afford

Urban)

m oved

by

the value o f

The building

{Hindi)

material

Shrimat

land

during

in

those

the low purchasing power

to purchase

it.

Today

we

value of the property has dwindled down 'and the
b a ld in g material have gone very high. In view of the

of

the

fin d , that

the

prices
of the
tremendous rise

in the prices it has becom e very difficult for the average man to
build
any house.
A house which could be built at Rs. 10,000 before the
Partition

would cost

Rs. 30,000

according to

the

present standard

of

P^ces. Under these circumstances I would appeal to the hon. Minister
for Public W orks to accept quite a reasonable amendment of Shrimati
Dr. Parkash Kaur. The fault does not
lie with
the persons whose
property

has been burnt.

It

was in

fact the fault o f

the

Muslim

Leaguers or the Congress, who approved of the idea of Partition.
As a
matter o f fact it was the duty o f the Central Government to' construct
houses for them but it has failed to render any assistance to these
People who have suffered huge loss of property. I would,
therefore,
suggest that the market value should be determined from
the present
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rental value on which the house tax and property tax are charged. The
matter should not be left to the discretion of the Controller to assess the
rental value but an advisory committee should be
controller.

W ith these

remarks I will

this harmless amendment and

thus

set

up to

assist the

request the Government to accept
extend its sym pathy towards

these .

people.

*
Minister for P u b lic W orks

(The hon.

Captain

R anjit

Singh

[Hindi) : Madam, I admit that the principle underlying this
amend
ment would prove helpful in the assessment o f the com pensation and I
think that the Collector will be guided by

this

assessment o f compensation

acquired by the Im provem ent

Trust.

of

the

But if this is considered,

think it

may

correct to

operate

as

land

principle

the sole determining factor then I

harshly to the interests o f many people.

say that the award o f

the

Collector will be

provision has been made according to which
to the Tribunal against the amount awarded
Collector.

It has been said

has considerably dwindled
Indo-Pakistan border.

while making

that the value
down

been

final but

a

a reference can be made
as compensation b y the

of

the

property in Amritsar

on account o f its close

It has also

It is not

ureed

that

proxim ity to the

on account

o f'th e

tremendous rise in the price o f building material it is very expensive to
build a house. Though the Act will come into force at once in the
local area of Amritsar but
in other areas.

It is

it will take suffiicient time to enforce this

also just possible that this A ct may

be

Act

repealed

by another legislature. But at the same time it is also possible that the
legislature may not touch this Act for another .0 or 30 years. I am o f
the view that the legislative measures
times and all

places.

I quite

should

agree with

contairfted in her amendment should serve
Collector to assess
the

point

raised

be

broad-based to suit all

my hon. Sister
as

a

guiding principle

the amount o f compensation. • But
by

the hon.

that the idea
for the

I cannot agree

to

Member that due to inefficiency in the

administration the Collector may comm it any
the assessment o f the value of the land

and

thus

error

which

prove

may affect

detrimental

to

the interests o f the owners.
Madam, movers of all these amendments were themselves members
o f the select comm ittee which has approed this Bill. When it was being
considered
proposed.

in the meeting

of

the committee no such amendment

I know these are the outcom e o f

last-minute thought

on

was
the

part of the hon. Members. I admit that I had assured them that i
would examine amendments even on the floor of the House in case I
found them acceptable but I regret that I

cannot

accept this amendment

I would, therefore, request Dr. Parkash Kaur to withraw her amendment.
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Shtimati Dr. Parkash
Madam, the hon.

Minister

Kaur

in

(Amritsar Sikh

charge has stated

the select com m ittee we should have
Bill was under its consideration.

W omen)

that

proposed

amendments

how this Bill was approved by the select com m ittee,
for

( Punjabi) •

being members o f

But he knows, as well

for time, how we were getting late
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as

how

our meals

when

we do,

the

as

to

we were pressed

like

today

and how

all o f us were anxious to finish its consideration. My signatures are no
doubt appended to the report o f the select comm ittee but it
is ou r
combined responsibility.

I f the hon.

Minister

is not

prepared to

agree

I withdraw my amendment.
D eputy Speaker :
ment be withdrawn. ?

Is it the pleasure o f the House that the amend

The amendment was by leave withdrawn.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clause 11 stand part of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
Clause 12.
Sardar Bach an

S ingh

(Ludhiana

Central Sikh

Rural) ( Hindi):

I move :

That in sub-clause (2), line 3, for the words " three years” the words ‘‘one
year” be substitute!.
Madam, it is laid down in clause 12 that ‘ the Trust shall, as soon
after— but not later than three years from the

date o f the sanction of

the

scheme, submit for the scrutiny o f the State Government an accurate
statement which shall contain the following particulars etc., etc., This
means that so long as the statement in question is not ready, a work
which is not to take a period longer than three years
giving any compensation to the persons concerned will
one

year is

taken . b y

submitted b y

the Government

in

the question

not

Of

arise.

Now if

sanctioning the

scheme

the Improvement Trust and another

three

years

are

taken by the Trust in submitting an accurate statement o f the actuae
cost of the scheme, the income derived from the scheme etc., it is
obvious that the people whose houses were burnt down during the riots
some four years ago and who have been in great distress all this time with
have to wait
properties.

another five years to get any

compensation

In this way a goodly part o f their lives

wTill -have

for

theif

been

spen^.

in vain hopes. As this matter involves their future, T would submit that
the Government should reduce the period in this clause to one year.
Already the victims o f riots have suffered a lot and
them waiting for such a long time.

The conditions

are not at all abnormal as they were in 1947— 48.

it is
in

unfair
the

to

State

keep
today
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M in ister
complim ent.

for P u b lic W o r k s :

Sardar B achan Singh :
these days are abnormal.
cruel

to keep

[3RD

Thank you very
'

m u ch . for

I have never averred that
was

the

this

conditions

saying, Madam, that as it

would

be

the thirsty people without water for 4 days, so it

would

be

to deny these people

I

APRIL, 1951

compensation for 4 years.

Keeping

their

part

Offerings in view, they should not be kept in suspense any longer.
I am o f the opinion that in case no obstacles are jxit in the way o f
the local people and if on the other hand they are given necessary
facilities, as promised, the Government will be relieved o f a great deal
of botheration.
In such a circumstance the Government will be able to
put through
its schemes of awarding compensation to the people
concerned

in

necessaiy

for this

that

is

a much shorter time than they

distressed

date and,
work

time will result

should

in

if a

one

b e 7reduced

two great

great promptitude.

three years
to one

year-

Firstly*

no distan1-

will be urged

I sometimes hear people

say

a war footing.

scheme deserves being treated on a war footing

which relates to

will be

advantages.

the staff of the Improvement Trust

such schemes should be executed on

that

of

people will be in receipt of the compensation at

secondly,

with

and

So I request that the period

being fixed for these schemes

This reduction o f
the

purpose.

at present think

to

that such

But
it is

I think
certainly

the resettling o f the distressed people.

If

this

scheme is to be treated on a war footing the Government should require
v its officers to work with the greatest possible speed. In case they are
given more time they will work at leisure.

Bnt if they are

asked to

show

the desired results in one year in stead of in three years they will work with
all their energy and that will result in a good deal of saving for the
Government. And then if the people of Amritsar know that they are going
to get compensation in a short time they will soon*change the shape o f the
city and transform the ruins into beautiful buildings.

In a few months we

will find that there will be no dearth of shops and houses at that place.
Mehta R anbir Singh :
them

Sardar Bachan Singh : All the officials are not alike. Some o f
are very honest and well meaning persons. Anyhow I wish to

suggest

that the

prestige.

It

Government should not have any false

should rest assured that its prestige will

making slight alterations
period
of

But then how will the officials be fed ?

in

not

the Bill that it has brought

However,

if certain

ing

can be brought and

Bill

easure.

I

think

to

the

cases cannot be decided in a year’s time,
the

House will pass

that 99 per cent of the work can be

unnecessary time should be spent on it.

of

suffer by

forth.

o f three years is reduced to one year, I am sure that it

very great advantage to the people as also

notions

will

If

the

prove

Governm ent.
an ' amend

that with

great

accomplished in
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D eputy Speaker :

Motion m oved :

That in sub-clause (2) line 3, for the w >rds “three years” the words “one
year” be substituted.
Deputy Speaker :

Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur may also

move %her

amendment so that both the amendments may be considered together.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur :

(Am ritsar/ Sikh, w o m e n ):

I m ove —

That'in sub-clause (2), line 3, for the word 'years’ the word 'months’be
substituted.
Madam, I have tabled this amendment for the sole

purpose

of

expediting the work o f giving compensation.
Deputy Speaker :

Amendment moved :

That in sub clause (2), line 3, for the word ‘years’ the word ‘months’ be
substituted.
M inister
(Hindi) :

for P u blic W orks

Madam,

Bachan

Singh

prestige.

position

So

to say

Government,
proposal

I am extremely grateful

raise

along
has

also

that
for

to him

made and T shalldo m y

Friend

Sardar

at

all

affected

by the Government.

for some very
best

If

some

by doing

realise
are
have

I am in

a

period of

as he

wrought
here

should

not

a
the

of

that

Bachan
ideas

Singh

He

says

compensation

have been surprised

one month in place

thing

may here say

and houses should be reduced from three years to
o f fact I

of

such a

the time fo r executing the schemes or for payment o f

suggested

to benefit

useful alterations are

some useful suggestions m y hon. Friend Sardar

As a matter

of

by making any alterations-in the

placed before the House some impracticable

lands

notions

that our prestige, or for that matter the prestige

our prestige in the eyes o f the public. I

with

Singh)

far as the question o f prestige is concerned,

is not

made

he has

suggestedwe shall be too glad to accept them as
we

Ran jit

that the Government had absolutely no false

However,

them.

Captain

through you I wish to assure m y hon.

useful suggestions that
from

(The hon.

one

}ear.

if he

had

one year.

He

should

has, after all, been a Minister though for a day

that

things

in time an 1 cannot be achieved by

a

magic wand.

to make roads, arrange water supply and do so

many

We

things.

How can all this be done without taking the necessary time.
Then Madam, this is the democratic
is acquired,

he will approach the

to decide the matter quickly.

I

age.

I f som ebody's

Government and it will not
am sorry to

officers did not treat certain persons properly.

learn
It is

that
our

be

property
possible

some of m y
duty t o

hear"
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[Minister for Public Works]
the complaints o f the
Three years is

people but their disposal

the maximum period

in

surely

which

will have to submit the statement o f accounts.
it must take three years and not less.

They

If m y hon. Friends

co-operate with

It

does

not

scheme

I shall

ask

mean

required
has

the

to

that

submit

been sanctioned.

the Government,

the schemes as quickly as possible.

time.

the Improvement Trust

will be

the statement as soon as possible after the

takes some

we

will

execute

department,

which

has to build the roads, to do the work as early as possible.

In

that

case

the Improvement Trust will have to submit statements

account

at a

very early date.

If I pay a visit to Amritsar, as some

desire me to do, it would be said that
allowance.

I

did

Still I would go there when my

Madam

Deputy

admitting

that

Singh

Speaker,
some

of

have felt happier if he had

am

this subject.

on

invite

me.

In

the Governm ent

will

try

to

considered

the

whole

On the one hand

he

I don't

agrees
I

work on war-footing.

these schemes

within

a

wish

of the scheme.

this

suggested to
If

he

to

refer
he

to his

mentioned

is the

the

dem ocratic

hon. Minister to

orders his officers to sanction

will relate

The roads to

I would

to execute these schemes as

certain period, they

period o f one year suggested by me
sanction

Minister for

m atter dispassionately

the Ministerial benches, though

age and such things take time.
this

the hon.

our suggestions were very valuable.

early as possible, on the other hand he says that
place

travelling

Central Sikh Rural ) (Hindi):

thankful

and accepted some of these suggestions.
good luck in being

for getting

hon. Friends

( Ludhiana

I

o f m y hon. Friends

so

the end, I wish to assure the House again that
to execute,the schemes as early as possible.
Sardar Bachan

of

will surely do so.
to

the period

be built

The

after the

in Amritsar are not

thousands o f miles long.
M inister for P ublic W orks :

Will possession be given

within

one

accept

my

or two months ?
Sardar Bachan Singh :
suggestion
at least.

in

The

that connection.

Government

They

should

I am saying these things on b e h a lfof

whom this Bill will affect.

As

did

accept this
the

people

amendment
of

Amritsar,

we are their representatives, we

act in a manner which is liked by them.
Bill is being passed for their benefit.

should

The Government says that

I f that

is

the

ment should act according to the wishes o f the people
the scheme practicable.

not

I f this is the dem ocratic age,

said, it is all the greater reason that the Government

case,
in
as

this

the Govern

order

to

make

the hon. Minister

should

act

as

their

THE PUNJAB DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGED AREAS BILL

real

masters

gnored.
minor

desire.

be

paid

it

wants

The views o f those whom we represent

They are not ,making any m ajor demands.

nature.

One

early.

of their demands is

that

with

W hat objection can the Government

be actually

the

principles underlying those

conceded.

In

cannot

These are

be
of a

the compensation should

the co-operation o f the people, it should

agreeing
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have to

not

this ?

confine

demands.

If

itself to

These should

order to protfe its regard for the wishes o f the

people, the Government should accept this amendment.
M inister for
(H indi) :

If

the

will

have to be

that

we rushed

were

feeling

for

P u blic

with it.

(The hon. Captain

accounts are not received

brought forward.

Singh)

an amending Bill

In that case m y hon. Friends will

hungry and sleepy.

The

Government

a suitable *Bill.

amendment is

Ranjit

in time,

through this measure at a time when

not having passed

lying this

W orks

concerned,

say

the hon. Members

will then be

So far as the

blamed

principle under

the Government has no dispute

Practical difficulties, however, should not be lost sight of.

D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That in sub-clause (2), line 3, for the words “ three years" the words “ one
year" be substituted.
The motion was lost.
D epu ty Speaker :

Question is :

That in sub-clause (2), line 3, for the word “ years" the word “ months" be
substituted.
v

The motion was lost.
Shrim ati Dr. Parkasb Kaur

(Amritsar Sikh

W om en)

(Punjabi) .

I m ove —
That at the end of sub-clause (2) the following proviso be added :
Provided that any expenses incurred for demolishing and removal of debris
under the Punjab Damaged Areas Act, XI of 1947, or the Punjab ‘
Development of Damaged Areas Ordinance, XVI, of 1950, shall not be
included in the actual cost of the scheme.
Madam, those people who suffered
millionaires,

but now

their misery,

it is now proposed to put

26 lakhs *on those people.

not

be incurred by
incurred

and

that

the disturbances were

they have been reduced to nothing.

Rs.
been

during

aggravate

the expenditure amounting

I demand that

those people.

To

The fact

this expenditure

should

is that whatever loss has

has been incurred on account o f the division

was decided and accepted* by the

to

Government.

of the
The

State
people
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[Sh. Dr. Parkash KaurJ
are

not

responsible

for

expenditure amounting to
ment itself.

Noc

compensation

the

loss.

I, therefore,

submit

that this

Rs. 26 lakhs should be incurred by the Govern

only that,

for

this

I want that those people should

debris

of

their

houses.

W hat

be given

has

actually

the Government not only removed the debris,

but has

happened

is that

also

the burden of expenditure for the removal o f the debris

put

owners.

In fact,

debris

the owners should have been paid

and it should

Actually

this has

have been

removed

the

with

on the

value

their

of th£

concurrence.

not been done and that is very deplorable.

We

that the Municipal Committee has greatly im proved the value o f
its
I

property b y filling
also know

the pits with the debris

remove

were actually paid

Rs. 12 a day while Rs. 25 were got

ment.

o f the property foi*the removal of whose

26 lakh

had been spent,

requested
be

the help of

I

heed

the

to

requests

for the

to pay

owners

should not
The

houses

of

those

people. Instead

for building

If

other houses, why could it not be

old sites.

of

that

those

not have

debris such as bricks and girders,

for the removal o f the same.

with

If

am sorry to say that the Municipal Committee

compensation

the

The

Rs.

have fallen in hundred years, were pulled down

not been pulled down, the people would

displaced.

at

imagined.

Govern

debris

bulldozers and sixty to seventy labourers at a time.

houses had

used

from the

But nobody paid any heed to their requests.

would not

asked

Very well be

the debris,

the authorities that the debris such as bricks etc.,

removed.

which

can

some of

of the damaged houses.

that the trucks which were employed to

The value

know

been

paid

giving
they

them

are being

material

could be

used to build

And them the Municipal Committee

no

houses

used this

debris

A

for filling the pits
nut

paying

bricks

and thus it levelled land worth lakhs

anything

is paid

expenditure

for

for

to

the

Owners.

by the kiln owners.

Even

I, therefore,

worth lakhs

o f rupees, and

are made to

bear this expenditure, it will tantamount

expenditure

of

submit

the removal o f debris should either be

or by the

victim to

Municipal Committee which

that

borne

Rs. 26 lakhs should

the
damaged houses. Ihope
amendment m oved by me.

the

I,

has made

not becharged
Government

from the
w ill

the

property
If

to a dacoit

therefore, submit

for

by t h e

not by the owners of the houses.

carry the booty for him.

with

the earth required

Government,

his

of rupees,

they
asking

that this
owners of

accept

this

D eputy Speaker : Clause under consideration, amendment m oved —
That at the end of sab-clause (2) the following proviso be added :
Provided that any expenses incurred for demolishing and removal of debris
under the Punjab Damaged Areas, Ac*-, XI of 1947, or the Punjab
Development of Damaged^Areas Ordinance, XVI of 1950, shall not be
included in the actual cost of the scheme.
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Dr. Sant Ram Seth
I

have stood up

Parkash
of

Kaur.

the

But

those people
valuable
Singh

General Urban)

to support the amendment

m oved by

I do not mind if expenditure for the

rem oval of debris

tnis expenditure of Rs. 26 lakhs is nothing but a

fine on

fault

o f their own.
such

These

charged

from

expenses

them.

then such

in

those were

now
to

a course will not behove
and

of hearts.

by

the

people.

but they would

expenditure for the removal of debris.

so that they
request

was ignored

not be

would

pay B .
is of the

They

would pay this

abuse

the Government

people should not be given another blow

burnt

use it at the time of building new

and

currency

in the

shape

those

people

remove the

debris

In 1948-49,

Municipal Committee to allow them to
may

therefore,

valuables, clothes, and even

of

the

thes"

rents for

I,

In the first place, their houses were

destroyed their

Sher

lost

a Government which

Now these

requested

have

1,000 as m onthly

notes.
this

they

Katra

for the removal o f debris should

if forced to do so ;

their heart

people owned

No doubt, under compulsion, they

the people

in

know these

But now they have - become paupers.

that these

expenditure

But

people got Rs. 500

submit

for

I

as K atra Jaimal Singh,

Bagh Shardha Nand.

buildings.

people,

Shrimati Dr.
by the

property in areas
and

(Punjabi) :

is incurred

for no

properties.

But

City

houses which will henceforth be demolished,

owners.

their

(Amritsar

houses.

and the debris was used to level the

But

their

pits ot the

land

in front of Sharif Pura.
Madam, in m y opinion the

Municipality

can earn

thousands of

rupees in this way.
The debris can be utilized in a useful manner. I
think it improper to put the burden o f Rs. 26 lakhs on the people. But I
know

that

these suggestions will not be accepted by the Government.

wish

that

the Government shouid do

those

who

have suffered on account o f the riots.

the Government
It

will

hope

proposes to do

things which may be

Still I am

Government will consider it proper to

useful t o .

manner in

things will not rehabilitate

in fact, put them to more troubles.

that the

The

I

which

such

people.

hoping

against

look to the

interests

of the poor house owners in such damaged areas.
M inister for P u blic W orks
(Hindi):
would

Madam, I
themselves

Ministers

because

in it can be

doubt whether
have

accepted

(The
the
this

hon.

Captain

hon. Members
amendment

it involves a lot o f expenditure.

Ran jit
from

had

The

Amritsar

they

money

met either by contributions from the State

Singh
been

involved

exchequer,

the

central Governm ent, b y the Municipal Committee,

by the owners

the

houses or

There is no

way

to meet

expenditure.

by the persons who will buy the plots.
this expenditure.

After all some

one has

by
of

other

to pay the
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It has been alleged that the bricks have been taken away
So

far

hon.

as the Public W orks Department is concerned

Members that
I

Committee.

has been

and

Shrimati

made property
facts

o f the

am not aware of

the facts regarding

stated by m y

hon. Friends

taken on

the

Municipal

Dr. Sant Ram Seth

Dr. Parkash Kaur that the

Municipal

worth lakhs

o f this.

o f rupees out

been

Committee has
I don't know the

case and so I cannot say whether the Committee

payments for
the

can assure the

the bricks made use of by it have

payment only.
It

I

and used.

the twicks

structures

or not.

made any

But, any how, the cost o f

or removing the debris has to be met

demolishing
in one

way

other. We are prepared to approach the Qentral Government
in t^is
matter but the}/ will not accept the argument that the
responsibility
for

ttiis payment lies with the centre because o f

consequences.

In m y opinion the arguments

iccst by their decision
going to be
spirit.
to

the riots

has

Dr.

of communal frenzy,

approach

Dr. Parkash Kaur has in
In this connection, I hope

Sant

Ram

Seth

us in some respects.

is more

them

has

sorry

that the

supporters

she will

excuse me for

It is not possibe
meagre funds.
try to

I

I

assure

Parkash

district.

by

I

am

is out o f

some

of

her

oppose this amendment.

for the Government to spend money out o f
But

as such

Dr.

the hon. Lady Member

With these words

another

experienced and he has

more connection with the rural areas of that

themselves.

are not

quite

He belongs to Amritsar city and

amendment moved by

let

the amendment refererd

order because it has not even been supported fully

will

in

also a knowledge o f the conditions in tnat city while

Kaur

and its

India and such like reasoning,

We should

Sister

o f 1917.

that

supported
he

effective.

My hon.

saying

to partition

the partition

its

already

the hon. Members that the Government

do whatever it can to alleviate the sufferings

of

these people

in accordance with the provisions o f this Bill.
Shri Prabodh Chandra
Madam,
ment

I wish to

in a few

during

the

sympathetic
ignored.

In m y opinion, such persons vfho

have not

manner.

In spite

General, Rural)

place my views before the House and before

words.

riots

(Gurdaspur,

been

treated

In fact, their

by

[Punjabi) :
the

have

Govern_
suffered

the Government

interests have

altogether

of all the speeches delivered today on the floor

of

in a
been
this

House, I regret to say, that the Government does not appear to change
its attitude. It is like throwing water on the sand, without any effect
whatsoever.

If in spite

Government

shows

o f the

losses

suffered by

its inability to render them any help

such persons the
in

this respect

or the
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I can
W

only say

one

1 whose

that such a Government does not deserve to

day.

I would request the hon.

Ministers to

bricks have been taken away.

bring pressure

to bear

property

worth

required

by

Committee
fall upon
. m y seat.

L

crores

this
or

Bill

upon
of

the Municipal Committee

should

either

the Government itself.

those

be

Deputy Speaker :

matter.

by

W ith

try to

who has made

The

borne

even

persons

should

expenditure

the

It should in no case

who have already suffered.

exist

help such

The Government

rupees in this
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Municipal
be

made to

these words I

resume

Question is :

Th^t at the end of sub-clause (2) the following proviso be added :
Provided that any expenses Kncurred for demolishing and removal of debris
under the Punjab Damaged Areas Act, XI of 1947, or the Punjab
Development of Damaged Areas Ordinance, XVI cf 1950, shall not be
included in the actual cost of the scheme.
The motion was lost.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clause 1- stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
Clause 13
M ehta R anbir Singh

(Ludhiana and Ferozepur,

General

Rural) :

I m ove —

That in explanation to sub clause (3), in lines 6-9, the words “and deduct
from such value the cost of demolishing them and removing the
material from the sites” be omitted.
_
Madam, the principle underlying this provision,
ment

has sought to put in this Bill in the

quite

a

novel one and I

think it

In

such

matters the practice is this.

or

building,

by

the latter at the market value.

in this Bill,

assess the market value of
value

form o f

A ny person whose

the cost of

compensation

the Government

should

that land and

can

adduce any other legislative measure passed

feel

that the

deduct

If the hon. Minister in charge
I would withdraw

land
except

material

such a provision,

property,,

to be found,

the

containing

anywhere.

full compensation

the property but should

demolishing any structure on

from the site.

is paid

It is nowhere

Govern

an explanation, is

has never been accepted

is acquired b y the Government,
that in computing the

which the

my

by

any

from such
removing
of the Bill
other State

opposition to it.

very basis on which this provision in the

form

of

I
an
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explanation
owner

of

has been made, is wrong, as
the

land

have

been incurred

such

law

the

burden

the

with unnecessary expenditure, which in fact should
by

the Government

exists in this

country.

West Pakistan might

before

itself.

I am confident that no

It is possible that the Government o f

have enacted

of Jurisprudence, but such
country.
Madam,

it is intended to

such laws as go against the law

a thing is

not expected

in any civilised

partition, we used to hear from the Police that this

was Punjab and it had ways and practices different from other* provinces.
But now we find that this Government of ours is vigorously trying to
live

up

to

this claim in

its own way.

It is establishing a principle by

which an owner o f the house in a damaged
meet the cost

o f removal

charges of structures on

o f materials

area

is

from the

the land acquired

by

made responsible

to

site and demolishing

the Government.

May I

ask as to what is the fault of those people whose houses were burnt down
during the disturbances ?
why

should

they

Again, if some

amendment

the - interests

were

left

unburnt

be made to pay for their dem dition and removal

material from the sites ?
the

structures

put

I am, therefore, strongly of

forward

of the

owners o f

the

opinion

of
tha*

by me is most necessary for

safeguarding

land in the damaged areas.

They should

not be burdened with the additional expenditure as envisaged in the
provision, which I want to be amended. I hope the hon. Minister
would see reason and give a proof of the same by accepting this amend
ment. if would also expect from him that he would carefully go through
the provisions o f the Bill and consider its implications before bringing
3t

before

Ministers

the
put

House.
the

It

seal

framed by the officers.

is a pity that more often than not the hon.

of their approval on all the legislative measures

I would again request him

to

see

his

way to

accept this amendment.
D eputy Speaker :

Clause under consideration, amendment m oved —

That in explanation to sub-clause (3), in lines 6-9, the words “and reduct
from such value the cost of demolishing them and removing the material
from the site” be omitted.
M inister for P ublic
Madam,
this

I

matter

have
and

already
I

I have already said.

Works

(The hon.

Captain

Ranjit

Singh);

made the position abundantly^clear in regard to

do not feel called upon to add anything more to what
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D eputy Speaker :

Questi<*n is —

That in explanation to sub-clause (3), in lines 6-9, the words “ and deduct
from such value the cost of demolishing them and removing the
material from the site” be omitted.
^
The motion was lost,
Shrimati D r.

v.

Parkash Kaur

\

(A m ritsar, Sikh, women):" I m ove—

(I) Th; t in the Proviso at 'the end. of the clause, in lines' 6-8, the words
‘minus the cost of demolition and removal incurred by the Trust* be
omitted.
(ii) That at the end of the clause the following further Proviso be added
Provided further that if a person desires land in exchange forTand acquired „
by. the Trust the Collector shall assess the value of his interest ia,terms ,
of land from the scheme lands perferably those in which he had any
interest or adjacent to his land keeping in mind the principle that those
who desire ro be accommodated should not be uprooted.,
1

Madam, it is abundantly clear from

the provisions

of

this Bill

that any

structures or buildings left
in the damaged areas coming under the
scheme o f the Improvement Trust, will be demolished and it is intended
in the proviso to which I have m oved this amendment, that the ownerg
o f the same will be made responsible for meeting the cost of demolition
and removal of material from the sites, as th e Trust will deduct such
costs

from

the market value of the land so acquired.

I think

that

this

is - most _>unfair on the part of the Government to burden these people
with such additional costs, as they already stand ruined on account of their
houses having

been destroyed

by fire during

the disturbances.

thaicom pensation at market value be paid to them and

no

costs

I

feel

of

any

kind, as laid down in the clause should be charged from them.

Besides the demolition o f their houses, these people in
areas
of

would

demolition

receive the payments of the compensation minus
and

will

affected
the

cost

removal incurred by the Improvement Trust.

The

enforcement of the provision, as
House,

the

it stands

in

the Bill, now before the

result in a great hardship to the people

concerned.

If

my

amendments are . not accepted I am afraid Government will be doing
grave injustice to them. The people o f these affected areas should in
no case be asked ' to stand the expenses which may be incurred by the
Government in demolishing the houses and also removing the debris.
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There is one thing more towards which I would like to
attention

of

the Government in general

and

the

hon.

draw

the

Minister

in

particular and that is this that the Improvement Trust can com e to the
rescue

o f the

area o f land
to be

as is required

for widening

the

not be found

ing to the
I am

afraid these

camps

fact the people

wanting in im proving the

instructions of the Trust

acquiring only as much

streets and leave the rest

improved upon b y the former. * In

would

fault

people in the affected areas by

rest o f the land

I f m y suggestion is

people will also be forced

theirs.

I

not

accordaccepted,

by circum stances

and hutments,' like our displaced brethren
of

interested

t o live

from Pakistan,

in

for no

would, therefore, request the Government to.

give

them land in exchange for their own either in the same locality or some
where else. But all-out efforts should be made to give them land for
land.
Government should also give them the
demolished material so that they m ay be able to
I f at all they
will
for

com pensation
construct their

are to be given the compensation, I do not know

for the
houses.
how

it

be possible* for the Government to do so as it is already hard-up
money.
In view o f this fact I really fail to understand how it is

possible

for

the-

Government to

improve

the

damaged

areas

of

Amritsar City. I once again request the Government not to * charge the
cost o f the demolition and the rem oval o f the debris from the people
o f the

affected

adequate
they
have

loans to

may

Minister

areas.

will

have

On the*other hand it should

be ready

to advance

them for constructing their houses

and shops

something

I

to

have no hesitation

fall

back upon.

hope

so that
the hon-

in accepting m y amendments which

m oved after caieful consideration in the interests o f

the

affected

people who have already suffered a lot.
Deputy Speaker:

Clause under consideration, amendment m o v e d :

(i) That in the Proviso at the end of the clause, in line 6-8, the words
‘minus the cost of demolition and removal incurred by the Trust' be
omitted,
(ii) That at the end of the clause the following further Proviso be added : Provided further that if a person desires land in exchange for land acquired
by the Trust the Collector shall assess the value of his interest in
terms of land from the scheme lands preferably those in which he
had any interest or adjacent to his land keeping in mind the principle
that those who desire to be accommodated should not be uprooted.

The motion teas lost.

I
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Deputy Speaker:
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Question is—

That clause 13 stand part of the Bill.

. ' \ ■,

;.

>■ :

The motion was carried.
CLAUSES 14-17.
Deputy Speaker: Question is—
, .
■v
• •
*’’’
That clauses 14 to 17 stand part of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
CLAUSE 18.
Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural) : Madam,
it is provided in clause 18 that no appeal shall lie in any court against
the award of the Tribunal.
It is mentioned in this clause :—
' '
•' 5?' ' ! : *
No award under this Act shall be called in question in any court or in any other
manner except as provided hereinafter.
,

It means that if a person feels that

-v -fe

the Tribunal has not

been fair to

him, then according to this provision o f the Bill, he is not entitled to
challenge its award in any court o f law. As a matter o f fact it appears
that the right to seek justice in the higher courts o f law has been denied
to the affected persons. It will not be out of place to mention here that
according to ,the provisions o f the Constitution any person detained under
the order o f the Government is within his rights to seek justice in the High
Courts and in case he wants to challenge the judgement o f the High
Court,

then he is

entitled to approach the Supreme

Court.

This is not

all.
If the Government acquires the land o f any person' while enforcing
the provisions of the Land Acquisition A ct, then the latter is perfectly
within his rights to m ove higher courts against the action of the former.
But so far as the present bill is concerned, it seems as if the Govern
ment has com e to the rescue o f the people living in the affected areas o f
Amritsar City, who, having suffered heavily during the disturbances,
would not ^be required.to
any

appeal against the award o f the

court o f Jaw., even though it may not be fair

to ihem .

Tribunal in
In view of

the provisions o f the Constitution to
the effect that Ihe executive
powers can be challenged in a Court o f Law, our Government has failed
to make any provision in the Bill to enable these unfoitunate people
to seek justice in a court o f law against the award of the Tribunal. I
. / • .V 1 4

•S

*

‘

J
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realty fail to understand the reason

why

particular to have these powers.

appears

It

the

Government

to me that

the

ment has intentionally avoided to -p ro v id e for any reference
courts lest the award o f the Tribunal be questioned.
Minister For Public Works :

is

Govern

to

Does the hon. Member want

very
higher

that

the

appeals against the award of the Tribunal should be referred to the High
Court ?
Sardar Bachan Singh :
person

naturally

If

the award o f the Tribunal is against a

he would not

be prepared to appeal to the High, Court

due to his financial difficulties. W hat I wish to point out is this that if
justice is Dot done to a person, at least he should not be debarred from
seeking justice in any Court o f law. As a matter of fact I do not
want
that everybody should approach the High Court or the Supreme Court.
What I personally want is that tne award of the Tribunal should be fair
and just.
In fact I have experienced that if a person instead of
receiving Rs. 20/- as his due share receives Rs* 18/- only, he .will* prefer
to
he

lose Rs. 2/- rather than file a suit in a court o f law-for this petty sum as
knows it full well that the time and labour involved in seeking justice

would be incommensurate with the results achieved. I do not
the award will not be fair but there is every likelihood of
unfavourable

to

the interests o f these unfortunate people.

I

say that
its being
want

justice should not be denied to the people who are not satisfied
award of the Tribunal.
I f the Government makes this provision that no award

that

witl* the

under

this

Act shall be called in question in any court, the result would be that the
Government would entrust unfettered
powers to the Collector who
would exercise it in the manner he may like. Courts are the guardians '
o f the people's rights and they are established to administer evenhanded justice to the people.
It is the duty o f the courts to see that the powers are
by

the officers o f the Government.

So far as this Bill is

there is no such clause which provides guarantee that the
not be misused.

not

misused

concerned,
powers

will

Let it be supposed that justice is administered in 99

out o f 100 cases but even then we will have to provide adequate safeguards
o ensure justice to the one to whom justice has been denied. He must
exercise his full rights to go to higher courts in order to protect his
rights.
that

The
every

Congress

leaders used to make high sounding

one will have full opportunities to

protect

his

declarations
rights.

But
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m ay I know what remedy
done

under this

the

Bill

that

Act ?

the

has

If

been provided

courts

any

injustice

it is said provision has been incorporated in

Collector will make reference to the Tribunal in such

cases, then I will say it is no ^remedy at all.
military

against

function which

pass an

This

is

the way

how the

order o f court martial in

war

time.
M inister for

P u b lic

W orks :

Even in normal times the offenders

amongst the personnel of Arm y are court-martialled.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
Works has
we

enough

I know that

experience o f the

are here governed by civil law

the

Army.

Minister for

Public

But he must know that

and not by the military law.

wants to enforce military law he should go to
can be enforced.

hon.

I f he

the Arm y where martial law

We have to follow here that law which

is

consistent

with the provisions of the Constitution.
Chief Minister :

There

Sardar

Singh :

is

nothing against the Constitution

in

this

any

law

Bill.

it

says

but

Bachan

When

the

Government

that it is not repugnant to the

the decisions

o f the High Court have

makes

provisions o f the Constitution
been against

the Government.

Madam, you will remember that the arrest o f Master Tara Singh
was declared by the High
Court as against the provisions of the
Constitution
although
the Government
had made
out a strong
case

against

him.

Similarly in Bihar

and Uttar Pradesh the decisions

o f the Government have been held null and void by the High Courts
or the Supreme Court. Merelv making a
tall claim
does not mean
anything unless it is

accepted by the law courts.

exercises

and they operate against the interest o f any person

its powers

he should have full right to seek
the

remedy

in

judgment o f the court is against him he

appeal

in

the higher court.

If

the law
should

the

courts.

I f no compensation is paid to the persons

Chief Minister : The hon. Member has nothing
this clause in terms o f the Constitution.
Singh :

In case

have a right of

even then the Government m ay justify its course and
act is not against the provisions o f the Constitution.

Sardar Bachan

Government

I

think it

should be

to

left

say

that its

say against

to the

High

Court or the Supreme Court to decide the question of compensation
payable for any land acquired under
this A ct. If the Collector
arbitrarily

gives an

award for the payment of Rs. 10/- or Rs. 20/- as
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compensation instead of Rs. 2,000/- then the aggrieved person
must
have a right to go to the courts to seek redress. It is clearly provided
in the Constitution that no property movable or immovable shall be
taken possession of or acquired unless reasonable compensation is paid
for the property taken.

The matter of determining the compensation should

not be left with
the Government
but such decisions should be
taken by the courts.
In case this Bill is passed as it is then it will
give rise to manifold
difficulties.
I would, therefore, respectfully
suggest to the Government that it should consult m y
hon. Friend
Sardar Swaran Singh who fully understands the intricacies of law and
will be able to guide the Government in this matter. If the Government
does not pay heed to my suggestion and

allows this

clause to remain

as it is then I think that this Act when passed will die an inglorious
death and be considered as inconsistent with the provisions of the Indian
Constitution.

It

consult

legal adviser and get his

some

is,

therefore,

necessary

mental rights enumerated in the
Government in passing this Bill

that

the

Government

opinion in

should

view of the funda

Constitution so that the efforts o f the
may not eventually go waste. If the

Government remains impervious to my suggestion and does not amend
this clause then I am suie the people will knock at the doors o f the
courts and no one will be able to prevent them from doing so.
M inister for P u blic W orks

(The hon. Captain Ranjit Singh)

(Hindi) :

Madam, I appreciate the fact that m y hon. Friend Sardar Bachan Singh
has put in considerable time and labour to examine the various clauses o f
this Bill and has made good suggestions with regard to some of them.
He has just now stressed that provision should have been made for filing an
appeal in a Civil Court against the decision o f the Tribunal to be constituted
under this Bill. In tuis connection, m y submission is that there is no scope
left for miscarriage o f justice since provision has been made for appeal
ing to the Tribunal against the

decision

of

the

Collector.

Now

in

revenue cases appeals against the decision of the District Collectors can
be made to the Commissioner and then to the Financial Commissioner.
Since no appeal lies in such cases in the Civil Courts, m y hon. Friend
cannot say that the ends o f justice are not being met.
case with

disputes

arising

out

of

elections,

authority is the Elections Petitions
not

so

Tribunal

lightly
to

do

doubt
justice

the
in

Tribunal.

com petency
cases

in

which

and
will

After settling a few cases, the members of

which

Same is the
final

appellate

So I think we should
ability
come

the

o f the
to

it

Tribunal

proposed

for

review.

will

acquire
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such a high proficiency

as

called upon

one or two

to decide

will specialize
If the hon.
in

the

in this

Member

Bill,

he

131

cannot be expected o f a Court which may
stray

w >rk and will,
had been

would

(21)

cases.

Moreover, the Tribunal

therefore, administer better justice.

so keen on getting

have

be

asked

this amendment made

som ebody

to press

for it in the

meeting o f the Select
Committee. Notwithstanding the
fact that
he has become such a good speaker as to be able to speak on any
subject
clause.

off-hand, I would request him

Shrimati Dr.

Parkash

Kaur

Madam, I feel that the proposal

not

to

continue

(Amritsar, Sikh,

embodied

Women.) (Punjabi) :

in clause

18

great hardship for the persons concerned. It is this
owners of properties in the damaged areas doubt the
Government.

It

is

this that gives them a

to be forcibly

deprived of

that provision

for

being made.
from time to
entrusted
value

a scheme

that makes the
bonafides o f the

feeling that

ownership.

It

will result in a

they are going

is not for the first time

for the development of

damaged

areas is

Im provem ent Trusts for this purpose have been created
time in the past also but never before have they been

with such
of

their

to oppose this

wide and

properties

in

extensive powers.

Amritsar

has

gone

Already
down

the market
considerably.

Then
it
is
proposed
to deduct
from
it the
expenses
incurred
in connection
with
the dem olition
work and the
removal
of debris. I doubt if any o f
the riot-sufferers will be
lett with enough money to purchase the houses that will be built
under the new scheme and sold by auction.' They do not see a single
ray o f hope so far as the solution o f their accom m odation problem
through this measure is concerned. Their financial postion is already
on

the

verge o f

accrue from
receive any

insolvency.

It appears to them that no

the scheme provided for in
compensation

lor

this

their land which

Bill

profit

will

and so they will not

will be acquired by the

Trust.
As if to add insult to injury, through this clause 18 it is proposed
to debar them
even from the right of appealing against the award o f
the Tribunal to any court
This is really an innovation. In no other
similar scheme the right of appeal to a law court was banned. This
clause will entail a great hardship on them. They will not be able to
get justice from the Tribunal which is to be constituted under the Punjab
Towns

Improvement A ct,

1922.

According

to its definition given in the

said Act, it is to consist o f a chairman nominated by the Government
and two assessors, one to be elected by the Municipal Committee and
the

other to

be

appointed

by the State Government.

powers o f the chairman, I may quote from this A ct itself;

As regards the
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Notwithstanding anything contained in the foregoing clause, the decision
on all questions of law and title and procedure shall rest solely with the President
of the Tribunal and such questions may be tried and decided by the President
in the absence of assessors unless the President considers their presence
necessary.

Madam, it

is, therefore, clear

that

the President or the Chairman

o f the Tribunal enjoys absolute powers
to consult the assessors or not.

and it is left to his discretion

Is it not possible that being a human being the chairman might
com m it
an error of
judgement or unwittingly give a wrong award
resulting in hardship for the innocent people who have already suffered
unspeakable miseries for no fault of theirs ? And when in murder and
other cases of serious crimes a Division Bench consisting of three judges
sits in judgement why should these people not be allowed the ordinary
right of

appeal

to

a

Court o f

law ?

W hy should

a single person be

given the powers to decide the fate
of so many distressed people ?
With these words I request the hon. Minister-in-charge to agree to
the deletion of this clause.
D epu ty Speaker :

Question is —

That clause 18 stand part of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
Clauses 19 to 34
D eputy Speaker :

Question is —

That clauses 19 to 34 stand part of the Bill.

The motion was carried.
Clause 1
Sub-clause (1)
D eputy Speaker :

Question is —

That sub-clause (1) of clause 1 stand part of the till.

The motion was carried.
Title.
D epu ty Speaker :

Question is —

That the Title be the Title of the Bill.

The motion was carried.

THE PUNJAB DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGED AREAS BILL

M inister
I m ove —

for

P u b lic

W orks :
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(The hon. Captain Ran jit

Singh) : —

*

That the Punjab Development of Damaged Areas Bill be passed.

D eputy Speaker :

Motion moved —

That the Puniab Development of Damaged Areas Bill be passed.

Sardar

Swaran

Singh

( Jullundur

West, Sikh, Rural )

(Punjabi) :

Madam, this Bill which is in its third stage is being passed to meet an
emergency and, therefore, its passage places a heavy responsibility on the
shoulders o f

the

enforcement

o f this Act does not result

of the

town.

should not

Government.

What

check

I

The Government

mean

in hampering the

to suggest is

ing about
the

people.

a w a y that

natural

the growth o f the population of the town.
o f the

Trusts and I am in a position to say that

any

improvement

I, therefore,
the

the

growth

Fortunately

working of

instead

of

the

bring

they put numerous obstacles in the way

of

suggest that the Act should be enforced in such

improvement

possible trouble

that

this that its enforcement

or unfortunately, I have some personal experience
Improvement

should see

of

to the people

the town

concerned.

is effected with the least
In this

connection, I would

like to bring two things to the notice o f the Government. The first
thing is this that while making the various schemes and plans, the
practical

point

o f view should not be lost sight

o f and

the construction

o f buildings on the western style should not be insisted upon as these things
are not suited to our conditions o f life. The schemes should be prepared in
such a way that they cause the least possible trouble to the owners

of the

property.
The second important thing is this that the mere passing of this Bill
does not provide for a compensation to the people concerned. The question
o f fixing compensation calls for two important considerations. Firstly,
the compensation that is to be fixed should be fair. The Collectors should
be told through executive instructions that at the time o f assessments they
are to fix such compensation which is regarded as suitable and fair by the
people.

Unfortunately, it is found that the officers of the Government

while making assessments, instead of erring on the side o f the people err
on the side o f Government as according to their notions they serve the
Government

by

doing

so.

Such an

act

on their part

numerous complaints inside as well as outside this House.

gives

rise

to

Therefore, they

should be definitely told that at the time of assessment they should try to
favour the people and not the Municipal

Committee

or

the Trust.

After
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this comes the question o f paying the compensation. Arrangements
be made to pay the compensation without unnecessary

delay.

should

I have to

place two or three things before the Government in this connection.
will be recalled that some aerodromes were

built by

It

the Government some

nine or ten years ago but no compensation has so far been paid to the
people concerned. In addition to the building of the aerodromes, the Army
has acquired a number o f places for constructing temporary buildings and
depots and no compensation has been paid Jto the zamindars for their lands
and their crops. So far as the question o f our new townships is concerned
land has been acquired and buildings have been constructed on them but
the compensation has not been paid. I think this non-payment o f
compensation is a slur on this Government.

The m oney after all has to be

paid and if it is paid at the proper time it gives a good impression to the
public. But at present people think that this Government is a very bad
pay-master. I f it acquires houses, no rents are paid and when lands are
acquired people are not given any compensation.

So in these circumstances

I would request the hon. Minister concerned that he should issue
instructions to the officers for arranging the payment o f compensation at
once.
The third point on which I wish to speak is the Tribunal which has
to fix the compensation and which is to be constituted b y the Government.
The Government should include such persons in this Tribunal
actually capable o f inspiring confidence in the public mind.

who are

I mean to

say that this A ct in place of the ordinary law courts provides for an
alternative forum which has to perform the important work o f assessment
and that the Judges on

this Tribunal should be persons

of acknowledged

integrity so that nobody can have the courage to question their findings.
With these words I support the
Sardar

Bachan

Singh

motion which is before this House.
(Ludhiana

Central, Sikh, Rural)

Madam, while this Bill was being discussed clause by
hon.

Friends who

four or five

represent Amritsar,

points before the House.

(Hindi) :

clause some of m y

particularly attempted to place

I feel that

they have

done so as

the people of the affected area must have apprised them o f their grievam es.
It is a matter of some satisfaction to
me that
in deference
to

our

enough
will

not

that this

united
to hold
be

requests the
out a

observed

hon.

promise
with

promise should

Minister-in-charge has

that

any

go some

the

provisions

undesirable

been
of

strictness.

way to satisfy

the

good

this
I

public.

Bill

think
But
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still

one

thing is there.

This

Bill and it is about to pass it.
the officers.

Assembly has the power
The enforcement of

the
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to

A ct

I submit that after the Bill is passed into

Governm ent should be vigilant enough to

see

that

pass

the

this

rests
an

with

A ct

the

officers enforce

this m easure in the way in which it is desired to be enforced.
In this

connection,

if

the

Government

detail the suggestions made by those who
amendments and acts on the

principles

decides

m oved

or

underlying

In practice, as

the ruler takes one egg by

his

force,

has always been
do.

seen

that

the

the hon.

Minister-in-cha rge.

He

to
gave

polite manner becoming of a Minister
however, not accepted any o f the
the

reply

suggestions,

Amritsar
Saadi

said,

orchards.

act

their

as

to

the

m ade

greater

necessity

It

officers

criticism in a

by

H e has,

us.

If he had

A

time will

pleasure.

of

if

was the attitude of

o f a dem ocratic country.

still

will

all the

today

suggestions

done so, it would have given me
com e when he will realise

plunder
note

the

roast all the available

subordinates

One thing that I was pleased

of

Sheikh

subordinates

hens, and if he plucks one apple, they

supported

those

I feel that apprehensions and doubts of the people
be removed to a large extent.

to examine in

accepting such helpful

suggestions. He accepted the principle underlying these but did not
incorporate them in the Bill. He said that he was thankful for some
of the suggestions made by us.
gratitude o f the
their doubts.

I feel

that

he

people o f Amritsar if he

A fter this Bill

has

would

had

have earned the

attempted

been passed, the hon.

to

Minister

have to take personal interest to see that its provisions are
to the detriment o f the people of Amritsar.

As

Swaran Singh pointed out, the m entality
has no doubt changed, but in
quite unchanged.
under

which
have

admitted
towards

that

more alert
some

of
who

for

a

and

long

the

his officers

concerned

are changed, the difficulties
that case the Bill as it stands

officers

to

time.

In

the

conditions
order

to

Government

not behave

them
regret
task.

o f the people
will

the

it is

The Minister-in-charge

did

approached

of

people,

vigilant.

Instead of simply expressing his

taken' the officers

used

the case o f a m ajority of them

they had to serve
be

not

Government

i t is perhaps due to the effect

those persons

difficulties.
have

to

will

hon. Friend Sardar

o f some

avoid giving any cause o f complaint to
will

my

rem ove

for

properly

explaining their

about

it,

Unless the

cannot

be

he should
conditions

removed.

In

add

to

the difficulties o f the people

o f Amritsar instead of removing these.

If

the

an assurance about three things, it
In

the first place those who

will

wish to

give

Government

can

give

satisfaction to the people.

develop

the

damaged

areas

•
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themselves

should be given maximum facilities.

Secondly, a sufficiently

long notice should be given before a property is acquired. Thirdly, a
very liberal policy should be adopted
at the time of determining
the amount of compensation.
also pointed out, there

As my hon.

are instances

long ago but compensation has
altitude is adopted in
development it will

the

where

Sardar

the

of

this

reverse

so

Bill,

effect.

Swaran

Singh

property was acquired

not been paid

case

have the

Friend

far.

If

the

instead o f

The

same

effecting

Government

should

not make this question
affecting the ruined
people of Amritsar
one of their prestige. As the hon. Minister accepted the spirit of our
suggestions, though he did not choose to adopt them
hope that

the

Government will

pay

due

in

the

Bill,

attention to the

I

things

pointed out by me and thereby help the development of Amritsar.
C h ief Minister

(The

hon.

Madam Deputy Speaker,
do

the work

Dr.

Gopi

Chand

Bhargava)

the

Town

Improvement

ordinarily

connected with

the

In

Trusts

development and improvement

towns, but it became essential to bring forward
reasons.

(Hindi) :

order to meet the situation

this Bill

created

by

a

of

for

certain

large

number

of houses being damaged
during
the
riots,
at first the Damaged
Areas A ct 1949 was passed. Under
that A ct, the Municipal Com
mittees had
and removal

to pay the cost
of

debris.

of

demolishing the

Dom olition

of

some

because these were in such a condition that
debris was removed,
houses would

be

these

would

damaged.

fall

It was,

the

that

neighbouring

decided to
to

remove

demolish

the

debris.

rules,

Department
of
Committees were

the Punjab
Government. When
the
Municipal
asked to
pay the expenses, they expressed their

these expenses.

Then

the

was done by the

when

According to the

inability to do so.

work

was feared

therefore,
and

buildings

houses was necessary

down and

such houses with the help of machinery
this

it

damaged

Public Works

question arose as to who

This burden had to be borne by

the

owners

would
of

pay

houses

which had to be demolished and whose debris had to be removtd.
This matter
remained
under
Governm ent’s consideration
for
several months.
We also
approached
the Government o f India to
shoulder this expenditure because
the

disturbances.

partment carried
India

The

Secretary of

on some

but we could

not

these

the

correspondence
succeed in

houses

were

damaged

during

Local Self-Government
with

persuading

the
the

D e

Government

of

Government

of
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•
In d ;a to bear
matter.

this

expenditure.^

There

The map of Amritsar city

is another difficulty

was destroyed

office of the Municipal Committee was gutted
days.
where.

Now it is
A

property.

very difficult

number

of

during

to ascertain as to

houses

Under these

in

among

circumstances,

those
the

in

this

fire when

the

the

martial

law

whose

house

was

houses

were

Improvem ent

not issue notice to the owners for the payment

of

the

evacuee

Trust

expenses

could

incurred

on tbe removal of debris. This expenditure in ’ the case o f individual
owners could not be assessed for want of records. The Im provem ent
Trust wanted
a new Bill

special
has

powers

been

the

develop those areas.

considered

the owners of the damaged
according to

to

necessary.

the

build

which is to be improved under the
maximum number of houses should
Government

has

executive order

declared

Act

to

we want to pay that as soon
be able to

destroyed, the

Government

to it after disposing o f

to give compensation to
soon as possible.
comoensation
This

the

been
also

not to

question

land.
the

should

acquired,

of

then

will pay the
the

that under

an

asked not to requisi

Custodian.

the local owners of

excess

Whenever any land is
for it.

Communique

At the same time, we want

no

any
that
The

the

Custodian

When

houses ^outside

as possible because

realise our charges from

have been

Trust.

houses

scheme. I m yself want
be built
at Amritsar.

a press

As regards

to build

area

for some time and

them.

that

the

Deputy Commissioners have

tion n^wly— built houses
Restriction

in

allowed

Im provem ent

scheme is framed, people are free to

is why

It has been said

houses should be

scheme of

That

apply

compensation
we

Since

committed

the

Government

also

houses

expenses o f

damaged

be

will

the

Similarly,

that

Rent

while
against
pays

we

the
want

houses

as

giving

the

anybody.

compensatian

compensation is paid out o f the income derived from that

land. I admit that some delay has been caused in the giving o f com 
pensation. In the matter of requisitioning o f property, rent is paid to
the owner, but in the case of acquisition of a property, no rent is paid.
Instead o f that, compensation for the property is paid after assessment
o f the value of that property. Some delay is no doubt caused in the
fixation of compensation. I admit that delay has been caused some
times even after the compensation has been fixed. In this connection,
we have written to the Deputy Commissioners to send us reports about
the land acquired in each district by them and whether they had got the
money from the Government or not and whether the compensation had
been paid or not.
still more.
able

to

W e shall try to expedite the giving of

If the owners are given the compensation
build

houses

compensations

soon, they will be

in other areas and thus be able to help solve the
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housing

problem.

harass people.

It

This

is not correct that we have brought this
is not

the

purpose

of

this Bill.

Bill to

Due to certain

complications, this special Bill has been considered necessary.
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That the Punjab Development of Damaged Areas Bill be passed.

#

The motion was carried.

EAST PU N JAB U T IL IZA T IO N OF LANDS (AM ENDM ENT; RTLL
Minister For Development (The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh; : I
introduce the East Punjab Utilization o f Lands (Amendment) Bill.
Minister : I m ove :
That the East Pu.ijab Utilization of Land;.
consideration at once.

Amendment) Bill be t .k n into

Deputy Speaker : Motion m oved :
That the Fast Punjab Utillization of I ands (A nendment) Bi 1 be taken into
consideration ot once.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

(Ludhiana Central, Sikh,

Rural)

(Hindi) :

Madam, this East Punjab Utilization o f Lands (Amendment) Bill is the result
of a mistake o f the Government. So far as our Government is concerned,
it brings Bills without giving any thought to them. And then, it wants to
rush them through. The

result is that when they are put into force,

there appear defects in them and hence the amending Bills.

The amending

Bills brought by the Government after 1947 are in themselves a record.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

It means the legislature is progressive.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

Y ou may call it progress.

But I must say that

our Government is successful not in writing new things on the slate but
in wiping off what is alread}^ written on it. Our Government has tried to
give some land on

lease for two years.

Where a barren land, having

weeds growing on it in abundance, is offered for a lease o f two years even
a man having very little o f wisdom in him can see that nobody will be
willing to take it for such a short term.

Had the Government taken the

advice o f the D irector o f Agriculture or the hon.
Sardar Ajit S in gh : I
think they should
Member’s advice in this matter.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Had

h tve

the Government

would not have felt sorry for all that
tw o years no agriculturist

Members.

...

taken

the

hon.

taken m y advice it

has happened.

For a period o f

or^arm er is prepared to take any lease of such

waste land, because by the time it will give them anv crops its period of
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lease will expire and it will go out o f their possession.
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No farmer will

put any manure in a land unless he knows that it will remain with him
to yield crops for his benefit.

I am glad that the Government appears

to be in a m ood to realize its mistake in this matter and is going to rectify
it.

A t this time in our State there are som e lands which are lying un

cultivated for some time in the past.

The area o f such lands which are

lying uncultivated for some years is more than twenty five lakh acres.

One

way of bringing it under cultivation was suggested by the Director of
Agriculture in his report some

time back.

In his opinion if the Central

Government could afford to provide land for th e purpose, the State Govern
ment could bring five lakhs of acres under cultivation in a period o f five
years.

This would

that the farmers

bring income to the Government.

themselves m ay be encouraged to increase the area of

cultivated lands with

their own efforts.

This Bill is not a good one and

in fact a better Bill could be brought forward.
people are

Another way is

Now-a-days the m oneyed

not prepared to sink their capital in agriculture and farming.

Most of them invest their capital in wine shops, manufacture ornaments
and in other industries o f the like nature but they don 't like to invest it
in farming and operations pertaining to agriculture.

Y et another m ethod

o f bringing such lands under cultivation is by providing facilities to the small
farmers and encouraging them to do so by resorting to co-operative far
ming.

Had tiie Government drafted this Bill in such a manner as to give

preference to Co-operative Societies in it, the problem would have been
solved to a large extent.

A reply to an Assembly question has shown that

in many districts of the State notices o f ejectment have been issued to
the tenants.

My

submission is that it would have been better if twenty

five lakh acres of lands— Nazool land— had been given to such people on
co-operative basis. A Bill should have been brought with this object in
view.

It would have solved this problem.

Loans should have been given

in order to help such persons in bringing this land under cultivation.

As

a result of this, the shortage of food-grains which we have in our country
would have been relieved to a large extent. But I a m «o rry to note that our
Government has

failed to tackle this problem in a satisfactory manner.

The experiment of two years is another failure. I f the Government is
really sincere in its efforts to bring this land under cultivation it should
immediately declare that any person who does not do so will be deprived
of his land.

If a p.*rson does not cultivate his land the Government should

give notice to him to do so and if he does not cultivate it for one year
he should be asked to leave possession o f it.
the Government

Moreover it is the duty of

also to provide all possible facilities to the cultivators.

There are persons who are unable to afford spending on tube wells,
tractors and such other implements which are necessary for cultivation on

/
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a large scale.

The Government should enable such persons to buy these.

I have studied figures regarding agriculture in
that in the districts o f Hissar, Gurgaon,

our State and I have noticed

Ferozepore or, as a matter o f

• fact, in the belt extending from Gurgaon to Fazilka there is a scarcity of
water and arrangements should be made to overcom e it. W ithout water
such lands cannot be brought under cultivation. In this Bill at least
eight years have been mentioned but the maximum limit has not been
placed.

1

Sardar Ajit Singh :

For that there is a notice of an amendment.

Sardar Bachan S in g h : Madam, I was submitting that Government
should first use its influence and bring pressure to bear upon those persons
who have not brought their lands under cultivation and are keeping them #
fallow.

Secondly, it should lay down a condition that if the

landholders

failed to put their lands under the plough within a certain period, which
should be prescribed to the minimum, it will take over the possession o f
the same and lease out to those zamindars who are ready to till these for
purposes o f producing food-grains etc. Then, there is another thing which
I want to bring to the notice of the Government. The period of lease as
provided in the Bill is not enough.

The lease period should be sufficiently

long.

w

Sardar Swaran Singh : This will be from seven to twenty years
according to an amendment intended to be moved by the Government.
C h ief Minister : The hon. Member opposite has not himself made
any suggestion regarding the length of lease period.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I have not specified

any period because my

apprehension is that any wholesome or useful suggestion put forward by
me will not be acceptable to the Government.

So I have merely alluded

that the period of lease should be sufficiently longer than what has already
been provided under the Bill. Then, Madam, it goes without saying that
we need every inch o f land, that is available, so that displaced tenants
m ay be rehabilitated.
made available

I may point out that according to the statistics

by the Government, the number of such tenants is no

less than 41,090 at present.

Even those

tenants who had been provided

with land, are being ejected, thus swelling the ranks of the unemployed.
Last year the Government

assured us that it had sufficient lands to

offer to the displaced tenants,

but now we are surprised to find that a

very large number o f them are without land.

I am of the opinion that if
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those zamindars who had been allotted lands but had not taken possess
ion of the same last year simply because it was a temporary allotment,
had taken over these lands, the result would have been a still greater
increase in the number of tenants having no land.
matter can be

put off ?

Now

But how long this

that quasi-permanent allotment has been

accomplished, these zamindars would naturally take possession o f the lands
and a lot

o f poor tenants would be rendered wort: less, as their ejectment

is sure.

They will then be at a loss to know what to do.

becomes

insumbent

upon

the

It, therefore,

Government to see that at the time o f

leasing out lands, it should give

preference to those persons over the

others, who are displaced tenants at the first instance and that their only
profession or

the means o f livelihood is agriculture.

But I have serious

apprehensions that these lands would be made over to those people who are
connected with some Minister or some high officer of the State. I, there
fore, suggest that Government should frame rules under this Bill and as
I have already stated, should provide for the allotment oi leasing out of
lands preferably first to the displaced tenants and then to those who entirely
depend upon agriculture,

particulary those tenants o f this side,

being ejected from lands, by the new allottees.
to those people who want to till

who are

Third preference should go

the land with their own hands.

The rules

should also contain a provision and a specific provision that any landholder
possessing an economic holding comprising

12

acres o f land, will not be

eligible for the lands to be acquired by the Government under this Bill.
There is a cogent argument for debarring them from getting more lands,
and

it

is

this.

If these zamindars, who possess economic

holdings,

get more lands on lease from the Government at some other places, they
will not be able to devote their undivided attention to the-tilling o f lands
at either place.

I f they succeed in having good crops at one place, they

are bound to lose in produce' at the other place owing to the fact that
one man can attend to one job at the same time and place.
ment

is in right

earnest to call another session

I f the Govern-

o f the Assembly in the

month of June ...........
Sardar Swaran Singh :

I f the hon.

Member speaks

less, a session

will certainly be held.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
"a

categorical

I am prepared to curtail my speech, provided

assurance is held out by the Government that a session

will be called in the month of June.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

On a point o f order, Madam.

Member is not relevant to the motion.

The hon.

When the m otion is for the con 

sideration of the B ill, then the discussion should be confined to the broader
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principles

underlying

it.

The hon.

Member is

going

into

the details

which cannot be discussed at this stage.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I seek the protection of the Chair

and also"

want its iuling whether any hon. Member has a right to force me to restrict
my speech or make^it in a certain manner ?
D eputy Speaker :
o f the

hon.

Member

A sa matter o f fact I wanted to draw the attention
to

the fact that he w >s somew .at going wide o f

the mark in discussing the
his say.

Bill.

But I, however, allowed him

to

have

Now I would ask him to wind up his speech.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

I bow to your ruling and

would finish my

speech by m iking one or two observations. I would request the Government
to base the Bill on two principles.

It should see that the land acquired

under this Bill is definitely brought under cultivation so that we may be able
to make up the deficit in food-grains prevailing in India. Secondly the
lands should be allotted or leased out to those displaced tenants or tillers
of

land, w io

have

so

far

not got

any land.

I feel

that the general

principles underlying this Bill are such as command the praise o f one and
all.

(Hear, hear).

Since the scarcity o f foodgrains is a national problem,

I think it is the imperative duty o f everybody to put in every endeavour
not only to make India self-sufficient but also to convert it into a sur
plus country in food-grains. (Applause). So far as utilisation o f land is
concerned,
should
the
and

I am

strongly of

remain

fallow

in

Government

to

bring

foodgrain crops

in

the
this
all

order

opinion
State.

that not
If

the

available

to

attain

an inch of

it is the intention
land

under

self-sufficiency

land
of

fodder
in

the

matter o f food, then it should lose no time to provide land to all those
persons whose main profession is agriculture. What I wish is that the
passage of the proposed Bill into law should result in doing maximum good
to the poor people rather than the rich.

It will not be out of place to

mention here that the rich and the influential persons who have taken large
tracts of land on lease have already earned a lot. If tlfe proposed Bill
is passed into law then the rich lessees would be greatly benefited
particular^/ due to the extension of the lease period.
of the Government to

If it is the intention

help the rich people only then I have no hesitation

in saying that this policy will have very bad repercussions on the poor
masses. If it is the intention of the'Governm ent to bring all the available
land under foodgrains cultivation, then it will have to look to the interests
ol those people Mho have not been provided with any land and whose

t
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m

On the one hand, our Government wants to

afford all possible facilities to those rich people who have been given large
tracts of land on lease with a view to bringing all the available land under
cultivation and on the other it is making matters more com plicated by
ignoring the poor people whose main

source of livelihood is agriculture.

I would ‘like to submit that the Government should make it a point to
remove the defects in the Bill, now before the

House. * It should make

all-out efforts to improve this Bill in such a way so as to satisfy those
whose main source o f livelihood

is agriculture.

If this is done, I am sure

this will go a long way in easing the present acute food situation in our
country in general and our State in particular.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That the East Punjab Utilization of Lands (Amendment) Bill betaken into
consideration at once.
The motion was carried.
D eputy Speaker :

The House will now consider the Bill clause by

clause.
CLAUSE
D epu ty Speaker :

2.

Question is ;

That clause 2 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
CLAUSE 3.
Parliamentary Secretary (Sardar Aj It Singh) :

I m ove :

That for the existing clause the following be substituted :—

3. Tn sub-clause (1) of Section 3 of the said Act for the words “two or more
harvests by serving on the owner a notice to the effect that he has decided to take
possession of such land in pursuance of this Section” there shall be substituted the
words “six or more harvests after serving on the owner a notice that, if he does
not cultivate the land within such reasonable peiicd as may be specified in the notice
th<^ Collector may take possession of such l_md for the purposes of this Act.
The motion was carried.
Sardar Bachan Singh [Ludhiana Central, Sikh, R u ra l]

(Hindi) : I

move :

That in line 2, for the quotations and word “ six ” the quotations and word
“foul” be substituted.
/
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Madam, I wish to

submit that the Government by making provision

for two or more harvests in the original Act has failed to compel the
lessees to conform to their conditions o f producing two or more crops.
Now it is the intention o f the Government to provide for six or more harvests
with a view to bringing all the available land under foodgrain cultivation. It
is also clear from the amendment m oved-by my hon. Friend Sardar Ajit Singh
that if the lessee does not cultivate the land within such reasonable time as
may be specified in the notice, then the Collector 'm ay' take possession o f
such land for the purposes o f this Act.

It seems that it is the intention o f

the Government to give ample powers to the Collectors to take possession
o f any land they like. Now the question is that if we want that land'
should not remain uncultivated or fallow, then why should we leave it to
the Collectors to take possession o f this fallow land according to their
sweet will.
the

However, I have no doubt that a lessee who does not cultivate

la i a within a reasonable time should be dispossessed o f it.

do not

But I

find any reason why a lessee who has been cultivating fallow land

for the last two years snould be dispossessed of it by the Collect, r w ith
out any rhyme or reason. I know the Government has brought forward
this Bill with a view to benefit the rich and the influential persons.
M inister for

Public W orks :

I think the hon,

Member is not sure

of what he is saying,
Sardar Bachan Singh :

l a m quite sure about it. I have experienced

it in the district o f Hissar. 1 have piactical experience of the fact how
big landlords after ejecting their tenants have continued keeping their
land uncultivated.

I have also experienced it that some big landlords

who d id not bring their land under cultivation succeeded in getting it in
writing from the Patwaries that the crops had failed. It is abundantly
clear from the amendmenc moved by m y hon,
on behalf o f
o f the

my hon.

Friend Chaudhri Sher Singh that it is the intention

Government to benefit a chosen few.

mention here that

Friend Sardar Ajit Singh

there are

It will not be out o f place to

certain loop-holes in the provisions o f this

Bill.
Madam, it would, therefore, appear that an effort has

been

made

to create a loop-hole in the provisions of the Bill to enable the Government
to do what it likes.

Similarly when the Consolidation o f Land Holdings

Bill was introduced in the
shrewd

House

the Minister-in-charge, who is very

also tried to incorporate such a provision in that Bill according

to which the Government could exempt any person from the paym ent of
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the expenses incurred in connection w th the consolidation o f land holdings.
But we should never allow such loopholes to remain in any of the provisions
o f the Bill.

Even then the Assembly did not agree to the retention of

such a clause in the Bill and the desired amendment, that every one should
bear the necessary expenses incurred in connection with the consolidation
o f his land, was carried.
/
Sardar Swaran Singh : It is just to set a thief to catch a thief.
•

Sardar

Bachan Singh :

I think there should be

in the Bill to enable the Government to misuse its

absolutely no scope

powers.

The Collector

should not be invested with such powers that he may or may not acquir
any land.

I do not approve o f fixing six harvests and would suggest

that the word ‘ four’ be substituted for the word ‘ six’ ,

ft is with a view

to avoiding undue hardship to the cultivators who may not be able Lo sow
their crops for want of rains.
D eputy Speaker :

I would ask

the hon.

Member to cut

short

his

speech.
Sardar Bachan

S in g h :

I am trying m y best

not ^to take

much

time of the House and am not making any repetition. I may submit that
there is no time-limit on the discussion made on the Bills. However,
I will try to finish m y speech wichout taking much time o f the House.
think that the amendment

m oved by Sardar A jit Singh on

Chaudhri Sher Singh is defective.

I

behalf o f

It says that—

In subsection (1) of Section 3 of the said Act for the words “two or more
harvests by serving on the owner a notice to the effect that he has decided to take
poss°ssion of such land in pursuance of this Section” there shall be substituted
the words “six or more harvest after serving on the owner a notice that, if he does
not cultivate the land within such reasonable period as may be specified in the
notice the Collector may take possession of such land for the purposes of this Act.”
I have therefore, suggested in my amendment that for the word 'six' the word
'four' be substituted. If the Government is serious in the effective enforcement
o f the A ct then it should accept m y amendment so that the cultivator m ay
not keep his land uncultivated for a long time.
Deputy Speaker :

Clause under consideration, amendment m oved—

That in line 2, for the quotations and word “six” the quotations
word “four” be substituted.

and

Minister For Development: (The hon.
Sardar Narotam Singh)
(P un jabi): Madam, my hon. Friend has raised two points. Firstly, that
fcr the word ’six’ the word Tour’ be substituted and secondly that the word
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‘m ay’ should not have been used.

For substituting the word ‘ four’ he

advanced the argument that it would

avoid undue

hardship

to

the

cultivators who may not be able to cultivate their land for want o f rains.
Some time-limit should be given to them for this purpose. I quite agree
with m y hon. Friend and we would like to give time o f six harvest so that
they m ay not have any cause for complaint. We have afforded more time
so that the present Act may not operate harshly to their interests. The
second objection raised by m y hon. Friend is on the use of word m ay'.
As the Government has to give adequate compensation for taking possess
ion of land by it,

the word m ay has to be retained.

If the word ‘shall'

is substituted for the word ‘m ay’ then the Collector shall take possession o f
all such lands and this will give rise to difficulty of giving compensation
for such land. I may assure the House that all available land in the State
will be brought under cultivation in order to attain self sufficiency in the
matter o f food.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is—

That in line 2, for the quotations and word '‘six" the quotations and word “four*'
be substituted.
The motion was lost.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is—

That clause 3, as amended, be passed.
The motion was carried.
Clause 4.
Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural] : Madam, I see no
reason why the Government should not make a positive provision in this Bill
that whenever it will acquire land on the ground that it is not being properly
utilized it will assess the compensation to be paid to
the owner
in accordance with the provisions o f the Land Acquisition A ct, 1894 as
amended in its application to

the State and the rules, made there-under.

My objection is to the use o f the m odifying phrase ‘ as far as practicable''
used in Clause 4 o f this Bill.
the provisions o f the

I see no justification whatever for by passing,

Land Acquisition Act, 1894 in any case what-so-ever.

This m odifying phrase has dangerous implications as it may lead to action
being taken in an arbitrary manner in the matter o f fixation o f compensation.
Moreover, under the Land Acquisition A ct, 1894, every

owner whose land
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is acquired by the Government has the right to institute proceedings
against the decision of the Collector in a Civil Court. As a final resort,
he can file an appeal in the High Court if he thinks he has not been able
to get justice from

the lower court.

This m odifying phrase ‘ as far as

practicable’ appears to me intriguing.

I want that in the name of justice

and fairness no loop-hole should be left in the proposed measure for
departure from the provisicns o f the Land Acquisition A ct winch already
exists on the Statute B ook to govern the assessment o f compensation for
land acquired by the

Government.

This m odifying phrase will defeat*the

object of the Land Acquisition Act and give a free hand to the collector to
grant whatever compensation he likes, leaving no room for the aggrieved
owner

to take the case to a Civil Court.

So I would urge that while

implementing the provisions o f this Bill the factors which are to be taken
into account under the land

Acquisition A ct and the rules made there

under in connection with the determination o f compensation must in no
case be ignored.

For this purpore it is necessary that the words ‘ as far

as practicable’ be omitted so that no scope be

left for departure from

the provisions o f the Land Acquisition Act.
To take a hypothetical case,
fix

the collector might in

a certain case

the price of land at a very low price which is not at all acceptable to

the owners and also direct that the
Act will not apply in this case.

provisions o f the

Land Acquisition

What remedy will then be available to the

aggrieved owners to compel the Government to give them a fair deal ?
But I am afraid if this Bill is passed as it is, its validity will be challenged
in the High Court

or the Supreme Court and there can be no doubt that

it will be declared null and void. I have convinced Sardar Swaran Singh
that the Tribunal appointed under the Punjab Towns Improvement A ct,
1922, has the status of a court and so appeals can be made to higher Courts
against its decisions. So the Government should not think that I am
saying

it without

full information that the validity o f this measure, if it is

passed as it is, will surely be called in question.

The Government would be

bringing a hornets’ nest about its head by passing this Bill in its present
form.
I am of the opinion that in using the word “ so far as practicable” the
Government is exceeding its powers.

And if it does so it should rest assured

that the people are no longer fools and. they would surely question these
things in the law courts o f the country.

There is every likelihood that

this clause o f the Bill may be held ultra vires of the Legislature and the
people may be laughing at the doings of the Government.
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M inister for D evelopm ent. (The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh) (Punjabi) :
I would

like

to

inform my hon.

Friend Sardar

Bachan Singh

that

the words “ so far as practicable” have been used on purpose lest the
purpose o f the Bill should be defeated. My hon. Friend should rest
assured that the Government has no intention o f injuring the interests
o f anybody.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is —

* That clause 4 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried,
CLAUSE

5.

Sardar Ajit Singh (Parliamentary Secretary) (Punjabi) : I beg to move.

That at the end of the Proviso in line 2 for the ’
figure and word “8 years” the
fol owing be substituted :
“7 years or more than 20 years”.
Madam, for the purposes of lease m y amendment aims at replacing
the period of two years by a period o f seven years.

The Government has

felt that the period of two years’ lease is too small and it has, therefore,
agreed to fix the minimum period at seven years so that the lessees are
enabled to invest in the lands without any fear o f incurring any losses.

It

is for similar reasons that the maximum limit has been fixed at 2 0 years.
I have every hope that my amendment will meet the point o f view o f my
hon. Friends like Sardar Bachan Singh and that it would be acceptable
. to everybody without any opposition.
(At this stage Deputy Speaker vacated the Chair and it was occupied by Mehta
Ranbir Singh, a member o f the Panel o f Chairmen)
Sbri P rabodh Chandra :

On a point o f order,

Sir.

May I know

whether your instructions for prolonging the discussion still stand ?
Chairman :

Clause under consideration amendment m oved—

That at the end of the proposed proviso, in line 2, for the figure and word “8
years” the following be substituted :—
“7 years or more than 20 years”.
Sardar Bachan Singh m ay also m ove his amendment and both the
amendments will be discussed together.
Sardar Bachan Singh

(Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural) :

I m ove—
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That in the proposed proviso, in line 2, for the figure and word "8 years” the
figure and word “10 years’’be substituted.
Mr. Chairman, one feels like laughing at the capability and under
standing of the representatives o f this Government.

They have asked

for the substitution of “ 7 years or more than 2 o years". They do not
appear to understand as to what is meant by “ more than 2 0 years". I
think that they meant “ at the most
Sardar A jit Singh :

20

years".

My amendment me^ns what the hon.

Member

means.
Shri Prabodh Chandra r

On a point o f order, Sir.

My hon.

Friend

Sardar Dalip Singh Kang who is sitting behind me has threatened me
that if I raise any points o f order I would be thrown out o f the Chamber.
I ask for your protection.
Sardar D alip Singh K ang :
Mr. Chairman :
a lie".

Sir, the hon.

Member is telling a lie.

The hon. Member should withdraw the words “ telling

These words are unparliamentary.

Sardar Bachan Singh :

I wanted to say that the Government has not

shown any liberality of mind by putting 7 years in stead o f 8 years. Tt
appears to be a progress in the opposite direction. This provision will
enable the officers to grant leases for a maximum period of twenty years
to their favourites and for a period o f only
find favour with them.
name.

7

years to those who do not

This thing will give the Government a very bad

The Government should be aware that the people are

already

accusing it of favouritism, nepotism and all forms o f corruption.
Now through this amendment the Government wishes to reduce this
period from eight to seven years.
Minister For P u b lic W orks :

On a point of information.

Would it

not be better, if the hon. Member uses all the words like nepotism,*
favouritism etc., which he knows ?
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Tt appears

that because the people accuse

the Government of these things every day, they are tired o f hearing these.
If the Government really wishes to avoid hearing such things, it should give
up resorting to these methods. I have not been able to' understand the
reason for which the period o f seven years is being substituted for eight
years.

If a person takes land on lease, he .will like to do cultivation with

the help o f tractors and will bore tubewells. On account o f the m oney which
he has to spend, he will like the period of lease to be as long as possible.
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According to m y knowledge, the period o f nine years is more than eight
years but these gentlemen appear to think that seven years is more than
eight years. In m y amendment, I have suggested that this period should
be increased to ten years.

I f this h increased, people will like to invest

money in land because in that case there will be likelihood of their earning
profits in that long period.

If it is left to the Government officers to deter

mine the period of lease in each case, a person who can grease their palms
will get longer leases while others will get these for shorter periods. This
will lead to another kind o f corruption.
for corruption in the State,

I want to avoid any further scope

The Government should fix the minimum

period at tea or twelve years and should m t give arbitrary powers to its
officers.

If that is not done, these officers will have wide discretion and

those who are favourites of the Government will get land for long periods
while the period o f lease in the case o f others will be much shorter. This will
not lead, to any good of the State.
the minimum and

maximum

The difference o f thirteen years between
period should be

removed.

For these

reasons I request the Government to accept m y amendment.
M r. Chairm an :

Amendment m oved ;

That in the proposed Proviso, in line 2, lor the figure and word “8 years" the
figures and word “10 years" be substituted.
The House will now consider both the amendments together.
M inister For D evelopm ent (The hon. Sardar Narotam Singh) (Punjabi):
Mr. Chairman, I agree to accept the amendment m oved by m y hon.
Friend Sardar A jit Singh. If hon. Sardar Bachan Singh knew that in Sardar
A jit Singh's amendment the maximum

period

had

been provided to be

twenty years, he would have perhaps not considered it necessary to m ove
his amendment.
Then Sir, he said, that the Government officers would get an opportunity
o f favouring their friends. I wish to make it clear that the Government
oiiicers have to discharge their duties honestly and if a complaint is received
against any officer, the Government

shall not

hesitate in

taking

action

against him.
In connection with his objection regaiding the ieduction o f the
n tniinum period of lease from eight years to seven years, I beg to point out
fm his information that under the Colonisation A ct, land cannot be given
for more than live years. In view of the fact that some persons might like
to get land for a longer period, in order that they might bore tubewells, the
maximum period of twenty years has been proposed in the amendment.

For
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these reasons I accept the

amendment moved by Sardar A jit Singh but

oppose the other amendment m oved by Sardar Bachan singh.
M r. Chairman : Question is -

That at the end of the proposed Proviso, in line 2, for the figure and word “8
years” the following be substituted :—
“ Seven years or more than 20 years’ *.
The motion was carried.
M r. Chairman : Question is—

That in the proposed proviso, inline 2, for the figure and word ”8 years” the
figure and word ”10 years” be substituted.
The motion was lost.
Mr. Chairman : Question is—

That clause 5 as amended stand part of the Bill.
\ ■

The motion was carried.
clauses

6

to

9

M r. Chairm an : Question is—

That clauses 6 to 9 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
C lause 1

Mr. Chairman : Question is —

lhat clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
The motion was carried.
T itle

Mr. Chairman : Question is—

That title be the title of the Bill.
The motion was carried.

I

M inister For D evelopm ent : Sir, I m ove—

That the East Punjab Utilization of Lands (Amendment) Bill be passed,
C hairm an: Motion m oved—

That the East Punjab Utilization of Lands (Amendment) Bill be passed.
Sardar Bachan Singh

(Ludhiana

Central,

Sikh,

Rural)

wish to make a few suggestions with regard to this Bill.

[Hindi) :

I

So far as the
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question of Grow More Food Campaign is concerned, there cannot be two
opinions about

it.

E verybody desires that maximum

food

should be

produced in the Stale. As I said at the earlier stage o f this Bill also, its
provisions should be used in such a manner so as to result in the maximum
good o f poor farmers.
M inister for D evelopm ent :
things.

The hon. Member has already said these

Sardar Bachan Singh : In this connection I might point out that about
twenty-five lakh acres of land are lying waste in this State. About fortyseven lakh acres were reclaimed through the Rehabilitation Department,
out of which about thirty nine lakh acres belonged to the Punjab and
seven lakh acres were in PEPSU .
The Government used
reclamation of those 39

to

send

lakh acres

Members o f the Assembly

of

reports
land

of

about

progress regarding the

after every

and to other departments.

15 days

to the

If the Government

is really serious to implement this Bill, it shall have to set up a machinery
which should issue
fortnightly or m onthly
reports
of
progress
regarding the implementation o f this Bill. I f this is done, the people will
know as to how much progress is being made by the Government in this
matter. This is a very important matter and I hope the Government will
pay attention to it.
M inister for D evelopm ent
(Punjabi) :
m onth.

(The

hon.

Sardar

Narotam

Singh)

The meetings o f the Grow More F ood Committees are held every

The progress reports are also prepared every m onth.

The hon.

Members will also be kept informed of the progress.
M r. Chairman :

Question is—

That the liast Punjab Utilization of Lands (Amendment) Biil be passed.
The motion was carried.

ORDER

R E G A R D IN G

E N T E R TA IN M E N T S

INCREASE

DUTY

L E V IE D

E N TE R TA IN M E N TS

DUTY

IN

THE

UNDER

R A TE S

THE

OF

P U N JA B

ACT, 1936

Chief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) : Sir, I m ove :

That the order proposed to be issued in regard to the increase in the existing rates
of entertainment, duty levied under the Punjab Entertainments Duty Act, 1936, which
was laid upon the Table of the House on the 7th March, 1951, be taken into consideration.

ORDER RE .* INCREASE IN THE RATES OF ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY
LEVIED UNDER THE PUNJAB ENTERTAINMENTS DUTY
ACT, 1 9 3 6 '

While introducing this order, Sir,
There has not been any increase
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I want to make a few observations.

in duty

with

regard to first

two classes

nam ely those of 4 annas and 8 annas. The duty has been increased in respect
of classes higher than that o f 8 annas. For your information, I may give the
rates o f duty on the class higher than

annas and less than a rupee in other

8

States. In Madhya Pradesh the duty is 8 annas. In U.P. and B om bay the
duty is 5 annas.
In Madras, Delhi and Bihar it is t annas. We have
proposed only 4 annas for payment exceeding 8 annas and less than a
rupee.

This is less than that in other States, although we have

as compared to what it was before.
have more revenues

increased it

In this way, the Government will also

The incidence of this tax will fall on those persons

who can affoid to pav for cinema shows.
Mr. Chairman :

Motion

m oved—

That the order proposed to be issued in regard to the increase in the existing
rates of entertainments duty levisd under the Punjab Entertainments Duty Act, 1936,
which was laid upon the Table of the House on the 7th March, 1951, be taken into
consideration
Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana

Central, Sikh, Rural; {Hindi) : Mr.

Chairman, the Government is very anxious to raise the entertainment duty
on cinema shows. But it should keep in view the fact that in towns o f our
country, the labour class has no means o f entertainment such as parks,
clubs and playgrouuds. The only source of entertainment for them is
cinema.

I f the Government were to

enhance the duty

paym ents exceeding Rs. 2, I would be glad.

in the case of

No duty can be too much for

the people whose income is very large and who want to spend

on luxuries.

In fact, more taxes should be levied on the rich people. The Government
should see that it does not increase the burden of taxation on the poor
people.

The people

who

pay

8

annas

to

Rs. 2 on cinema

tickets, are

generally labourers and students.
Sardar Ajit Singh : Labourers like you.
Shri P rabodh Chandra : Sir, I want to have some information from
you. I want to know whether the Deputy Speaker would come back or you
would continue to be the Chairman.
Sardar Bachan Singh : Sir, you

should tell such hon. Members that

they should rise only on a point of order and not otherwise. It is generally
the labourers who go to see cinema shows in classes between 8 annas and
one rupee.

Between one

rupee

and

two

rupees,

there are

generally
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students.

All the world over, Governments

the students.

Only the other

give maximum concessions to

day, Shri Clopala Swami

Ayyangar, during

the discussion on railway budget, agreed not to enhance

the fares of the

seasonal tickets for the students. I f the means of recreation o f the
labourers and students are taxed, they will be deprived o f whatever
education they receive from the cinema shows.
Sardar Swaran Singh : You have never been to cinemas.
you say that the pictures are instructive for the students.
Sardar Bachan Singh : When I was a student, I used to

H ow can

see

pictures

\

quite frequently.
the students.

The Government should provide maximum facilities to

It should realise that 90 per cent

the classes between

8

annas and

2

of the persons who go in

rupees in cinemas, are students.

My submission is that the labourers and the students will be hit hard
by this. If the tax were to be imposed on those only who paid more than
Rs. 2/- I would be the first person to support it. But if a tax is imposed on
the poor sections of the population, I think all sensible persons should
it.

resist

But unfortunately the conditions in our State are such that those who

have no capacity are compelled to pay the taxes, while those who are rich
are provided facilities to go to health resorts, sea shores and foreign countries
on pleasure trips. People like my hon. Friend Sardar Swaran Singh are
thinking of going to America, England and such other countries while poor
people are denied the only enjoyment which they can have in the cinemas
by means of taxing them heavily.
Dr. Sant R am Seth :
Sardar Bachan Singh :

Such persons can go to the Ganges.
My hon. Friend Dr. Sant Ram

Seth says that

the labourers and students should go to the Ganges. Does it mean that
while the rich persons should go and enjoy in the health resorts,

the

poor

students and labourers should die ? If that is the meaning and intention of
Dr. Sant Ram Seth I am really sorry.
Dr. Sant R am S^th :

That is not what I meant.

Sardar Bachan Singh : My submission is that in progressive countries
the Government always looks to the interests of poor persons and whenever
any taxes are imposed by it the paying capacity o f such people is always
considered and, as a matter of fact, the burden o f taxes is alw ays made to
fall upon the rich.
{At this stage Deputy Speaker resumed the Chair) .
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Madam, I was submitting that in

other countries Government itself

makes arrangements of cinema shows for providing recreation to the poor
people.

Not only this.

Films

of

educative

value

are shown to

the

students at the cost o f the Government. But I am constrained to remark
that by imposing increased taxes, Government is going to place restrictions
on whatever little arrangement exsits in this State under private enterprise.
It is no exaggeration to say that by doing so Government is depriving the
right or chance o f the poor people to have a little entertainment at cheap
rates.
D eputy Speaker : N o repetition please.
Sardar Bachan Singh : Very well, Madam.

W hat I want to urge upon

the Government is that if it is determined to enhance entertainment duty
on all payments for admission to any entertainment, it should increase the
incidence of taxation on higher classes o f cinema tickets and exempt the
lower classes from the imposition of any extra tax.

In this way the poor

people will escape the burden of further taxation, and at the same time the
whole amount of estimated tax by the Government will also be realised. I
hope Government will be amenable to reason.
people and the students, then

it should

But if it must tax the poor

devise means to enhance their

income. In this connection I may point out that the labourers in Ludhiana,
Jagadhri and Juilundur are in a miserable plight. They cannot make their
both ends meet with the meagre income they aie earning.

So they cannot

afford to spend much on the recreation which is provided to them by the
cinema houses.

It is nothing short o f cruelty to deprive them of this little

amount o f recreation.

I

am

of

the

opinion

that

Government

should

realise enhanced taxes from those who possess the capacity to pay more but
not the poor labourers who generally visit cinemas in lower classes. I
would, therefore, request the Government

to make

‘ capacity to

pay' the

guiding principle in the imposition o f enhanced duty on entertainments.

I

need not repeat that the capacity of the labourers to pay increased
entertainment duty is very limited. These people cannot afford to provide
themselves with adequate food and clothing, how can they afford to pay
enhanced entertainment duty.

They have formed a habit o f seeing cinema

shows and I think Government should not take undue advantage o f this.
would, therefore, appeal to the Goverment to

I

exempt the lower class of

tickets in the cinemas from the levy o f additional entertainment duty.
Sardar Swaran

Singh

(Juilundur

W est,

Madam, I am simply surprised to see that no
Bachan S in gh ,

has

opposed

such

a useful

Sikh,

Rural)

less a person
measure

( Punjabi) :

than

which

Sardar

envisage*
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enhancement of entertainment duty on cinema tickets. My hon. Friend
has particularly pleaded the cause o f the students, who, as he thinks, will
not be able to visit cinemas frequently. I am of the opinion that »if by the
imposition of this enhanced entertainment duty, we can succeed in stepping
3 or 4 per cent o f the students from going to the pictures, it would be
considered as a great achievement of the Government. {Hear, hear). Then
it has been stated that the increase in the rates of entertainment duty is
too much and will be beyond the capacity o f the people to pay it.

I may

tell the hon. Member that the cinema fans will adjust themselves and will
purchase tickets o f the denomination which they can easily afford. If the
tickets o f higher classes are beyond their purchasing capacity, they will
naturally buy lower class tickets. Since the House has been in session
continuously for the last 9J hours, he has perhaps tried to provide us with
an entertainment free of any tax by advancing such arguments which carry
no conviction and do not hold water. He has either endeavoured to ■plav
to the galleries or oppose the measure simply for the sake of opposition. I
hope the House will nor attach any importance to his arguments.
Shri Bhagat Ram C hodha (Jullundur, General, Rural)
Madam, I w x il! not detain the House very long as I have
only one or two observations in connection
the

entertainment duty.

I want

to

{Hindi) :
to make

with the proposed increase in

suggest

to

the

Government

whereas it has proposed to enhance the tax on cinema tickets,

that

it should

also subject the films to a very heavy duty. It goes without saying that
the owners o f cinemas spend lakhs of rupees in importing filnn." Besides,
when they make enorm ous amounts of money

by

showing them

to the

public, why should they not be made to pay tax on them ? I a m strongly
of the opinion that the films should be heavily taxed, particularly the
obscene pictures, the exhibition o f which has become the order o f the dav.
I submit that the obscene pictures have a very demoralising effect on the
character o f the public. Government should impose
these films that they may prove deterrent
to the
from im porting or exh;biting the

same

to . the

such heavy taxes on
owners of the cinemas

people.

I feel

that

by

subjecting the films to a heavy tax, Government will not only obtain a
lar^e revenue, but will also save the public, particularly the young students,
from being demoralised by seeing such films.
Deputy Speaker : Question is —

That the order proposed to be issued in regard to the increase in the existing rates
of entertainments duty levied under the Punjab Entertainments Duty Act, 1936, which
was laid upon the Table of the House on the 7th March, 1951, be taken into
consideration.
' The motion was carried.
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C h ie f M in ister:

J m ove:

That the order be passed.
The motion was carried.
PU N JAB F O R W A R D CONTRACTS T A X B IL L
C hief M in ister:

(The hon.

Dr. GJopi Chand Bhargava) :

I beg to

introduce the Punjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill.
C h ief M inister :

I beg to m ove—

That the Punjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill be taken into consideration at once.
Madam, this Bill contains general

clauses governing the

im position o f the

proposed tax, but so far as rates o f tax are concerned, they will com e under
the rules to be framed under the rule making power vested in the G overn
ment under this measure. The hon. members will perhaps remember that
during my Budget speech, I had announced that it was the intention of the
Govenment to levy a tax on forward contracts.

In

this connection

a

deputation of the Chambers o f dealers in forward contracts came to see me
and after some discussion, T was assured that they would be prepared to pay
the proposed tax provided the incidence o f taxation was formulated by the
Government in consultation.with them. It was also decided that the Deputy
Secretary, Revenue, and the Excise Commissioner would formulate
proposals regarding the rates o f this tax and then finalise them after fully
consulting and satisfying the dealers’ representatives.

I hope when the

necessary rules are framed, they will not cause any hardship to anybody.
I f the dealers feel at any stage that the rules are stringent, they will,
in consultation with them, be toned down and improved to their satisfaction.
W ith these words, I commend this Bill to the House for its immediate
consideration.
Deputy Speaker :

Motion m oved—

That the Punjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill be taken into consideration at once.
Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General, Rural) {Hindi)
Madam, through this Bill it is the intention o f the Government to levy
taxes on the business in forward contracts. It is clear from the Statement
o f Objects and Reasons that the Government has deemed it necessary to tap
new sources o f revenue in order to bridge the gulf between income and
expenditure. But I am of the opinion that it would have been better if it
had tapped some other sources except the one which is under consideration
now. At the same time I am not oblivious o f the fact that the Government
raises its revenue from the excise duty. I have made it clear more than
once in unequivocal terms on the floor o f this House that a Government
which derives v s income from taxes on liquors and opium can in no w ay
make any headway.

It goes without

saying

that

a

Government

make any improvement whatsoever thiough ill-begotten means.

cannot
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There are two ways o f

One is through speculation and

the other through hedge-selling. There is no speculative tendency in the
latter or in other words when there is no hedge-selling in business then it is
to be speculative.
Further, it has been stated by the Government more often than once that
taxes have been levied on the liquors only with a view to enforcing
prohibition in the State. On the other hand it has been maintained by it
that it raises its revenue by the imposition o f excise duty on liquors in the
Siate. Madam, you are perhaps aware of the tact that all-out efforts have
been made in other States to stop races.

While stopping the races they did

not pay any attention to the income that they derived from them.

So far as

our Government is concerned, it is m oving in a vicious circle as it is deriving
its income from excise duties on liquor and opium. I must say that the
excise policy o f the Government has already resulted in the deterioration of
the conditions in every nook and corner of the State. It seems that like a
gambler the Government is interested in making m oney and it does not care
what means it employs to raise its income. , I would like to know from the
Government whether this is the way
dreams.

to

establish

Ram

However I would like to make this point clear

Rajya
that

of
in

Bapu’s
a

State

where the Government derives its income by taxing the sale of liquors and
the business in forward contracts, it is beyond one's imagination to set up
Ram Rajya in that State.
Further, I would like to submit that if the Government wants that the
people should live in peace and prosperity then it should not hesitate to
work according to the set principles and on constructive lines.

It is an open

secret that the gulf between the income and expenditure can be bridged over if
some new sources of revenue are tapped. The new sources include agriculture,
and industries etc. I am of the opinion that a Government which earns its
income by levying taxes on the business in forward contracts, can in no way
show any signs of prosperity.

It is, therefore, high time that Government

devised some other ways and means, unlike the present one, which is being
proposed through the Bill, now before tbe House,
revenue.

to

tap

new

sources

of

If it fails to do so, I am afraid, conditions in our State would go

on deteriorating day by day.

T o check that Government should work on

lines preached by Mahatma Gandhi.
Hindi which runs as under:—

Here I am reminded o f a maxim in
^
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Shri Prabodh Chandra : No, it is like this

drsn S R

W

"SIR7 a 5 # R T MS I
Mehta Ranbir S in g h :— It is a very good principle.

I

think

both

the

Government and the people will do well if they also follow this principle in
the true sense.
Shri Behari Lai

Chanana

(Ex-Member

West

Punjab

representing South-East Multan Division, General, Rural) (Hindi) :

Assembly
Madam,

I have studied the Bill closely and I have found that it does not serve the
purpose for which it is intended to be placed on the Statute Book. I would
like to read out the definition of the term “ Forward Contract” as provided
in the Bill, now before the House. It is laid therein :
"fonvard contract" means an agreement, oral or written, for sale of goods on a
future date but on the basis of which actual delivery of goods is not made
or taken but only the difference between the price of the goods agreed upon
and that prevailing on the date mentioned in the agreement or any other
date is paid or received by the parties ;

It is the intention of the Government to levy a tax each year on the
business in forward contracts of a dealer as would be notified by it.
Again, we also find from the explanation in Clause 2 that if a person
residing outside the

State

carries on

business o f forward contracts in

the State through an agent, then such agent shall in respect o f such
business be deemed to be a dealer for the purpose o f this Act. This sort o f
business in forward contracts is called in Punjabi as 'Jooa* (gambling)
and in legal phraseology it is called the 'wagering contract'. I would
like to bring this point home to the Government that after the enforcement
of the provisions o f the proposed Bill the purpose for which the tax is
going to be levied would not be served at all. This tax cannot be realized
from those persons upon whom it is the intention of the Government to
impose it.
Secondly, as has been mentioned in the Bill, forward contract means an
agreement for sale o f goods on a future date but on the basis o f which
actual delivery of goods is not made or taken. But the onus to prove
whether there was delivery or not is on the Government. I would draw the
attention of the House to the bad drafting of the Bill andT think that the
very object, for which this Bill has been brought forward, will not be served.
Section 16 of the Bill lays down thatwithin 30 days from the receipt of a notice issued under subsection (3) of Section
8, any dealer may, in the prescribed manner, appeal against such assessment
to such authority as may be prescribed.
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I would submit that there is always a guarantee in the taxation law for a
nght of appeal to the competent authority. I had thought that there would
be a provision in the Bill that appeal against

such assessment would lie

before the Commissioner or any other judicial authority in which people
have full confidence. But what we find is that the Government which is
to impose this tax will also prescribe the authority to whom appeal is to be
made.

I am sorry to say that there is no such provision in the Bill

the assessees will have a right of appeal before a higher authority.
in Section 20 of the Bill provides :

that

Further

No suit, p osecution or other legal proceedings shall lie against the Government or
any officer or servant of the Government for anything which is in good faith
done or intended to be done under this Act or the rules framed thereunder.

Generally speaking, in indemnity clauses provision is made to indemnify
acts of individual officers only but not those of the Government as a whole.
There should have been no bar to instituting a suit or legal proceedings against
the Government servants who m ay be guilty o f serious breach o f rules. It
appears that this clause has been borrowed from a similar Act in force in Uttar
Pradesh. There is a serious omission in the Bill in as much as no provision
exists by virtue o f which an assessee can appeal to the High Court or any other
judicial authority.

When the Government is exercising such wide powers

in the assessment of this tax there should have been a provision in this
behalf. So far as the drafting o f the Bili is concerned no attention has been
paid to protect the rights of the people. As m y hon. Friend Mehta Ranbir
Singh has already remarked
Government's policy with regard to
taxation is ill-conceived. I may make a passing remark that just as
according to the Congress Manifesto the Government is committed to a policy
o f enforcing prohibition in the State but it is reluctant to enforce this
policy as by doing so there will be substantial loss to the Government, similarly
by levying such a tax the Government has taken shelter behind the plea that
it wants to balance the Budget. Although the Government may for the
present feel impelled by such considerations but when it actually realises
the defects in this taxation it will not be able to remove them.
Sardar Swaran Singh : On a point o f order, Madam. The motion
adopted pertained to work for 3rd April and now as it is past 12 o ’clock,
the business o f the House cannot continue.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

It is now 4th April.

I may draw the attention o f the Chair to the

fact that the hon. Chief Minister had moved a motion for non-stop sitting o f
the Assembly till the business on the agenda was com pleted.

I here is no

question of 3rd April or 4th April but we will have to proceed with the work
till it is com pleted.
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The House is required to finish the agenda and we

cannot rise till we have com pleted even if we may have to sit till 5th April.
Sardar Bachan Singh : On a point o f order, Madam. Since agenda
is issued for each day, can the motion for non stop sitting made for today
be applicable to the next day also ?

I want your ruling as to whether the

business put on the agenda for the 3rd can be continued to be transacted

on

the 4th.
M ehta R anbir Singh :

W hile

making

the

m otion

in

the hon. Chief Minister had uttered the words 'this day's sitting.'

question,
Now

it

is clear that ‘ this day's sitting' cannot be continued on the next day or the
day after tomorrow since a separate and distinct sitting is held'each day.
Shri Virendra :

May I know what is the agenda for the 4th April ?

C h ief M inister : My m otion was that proceedings on certain items of
business be exempted at this day's sitting from the provisions ..............
Shri P iabodh Chandra :
permission ?
Deputy Speaker :

On a point of order, Madam.

Have I

3

our

Yes.

Shri Prabodh .Chandra :

Is it for the Chair or the Leader o f the House

to interpret the Rules o f Procedure of this House ?

W e cannot let any hon.

Member usurp the right o f the Chair.
D eputy Speaker :

The hon. Chief Minister has

risen

to

repeat

the

wording o f his m otion at m y request so as to set at rest the doubts o f the
hon. Members.
,
■'
C hief Minister :

I was saying, Madam, that I had made a m otion to

the effect that proceedings on certain items o f business be exempted at

this

' t

d a y ’s sitting from the provisions of the rule ‘ sittings o f the Assem bly'.
Ordinarily, the Assembly would have sat today from 2 p.m. to 6-30 p.m . but
since the motion was approved and adopted by the House, I see no force
in the argument that it should adjourn without disposing of all the items in
respect o f which I had m oved the said m otion because it is past twelve. I,
therefore, submit that all these points o f order are irrelevant. We have to
dispose of

all the business whether we have to sit for twenty-four hours or

forty-eight hours longer. {Cheers from the Treasury Benches)
D eputy Speaker :
the

hon.

I accept the interpretation of the motion

Chief Minister.

given

by

The sitting of the 3rd will continue until the

business exem pted from the rule ‘ sittings o f the Assembly’ is disposed of.

At

the same time I would request the hon. Members to resist the temptation o f
sleeping and help patiently in the transaction of the business.
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An official o f the

Assembly office has handed me an unsigned chit on which it is written that I

am deliberately and wilfully obstructing the business of the Assembly,

i

haven't done anything of the kind. I wish to know whether some responsible
officer of the Assembly has sent me this chit and if it is so, I would

like

to

know his name.
Deputy Speaker:
chit is true ?

But is it not a fact that whatever is written on the

] would request the hon. Member to carefully study the Rules

o f Procedure of the Assembjy.
Shri Prabodh Chandra: - I wish to point out that this decision is not
based on facts.

I have not at all deliberately

or

wilfully

obstructed

the

business o f the House.
D epu ty Speaker : I ask the hon. Member to decide for himself whether
he is guilty ol this charge or not.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : I am certainly not guilty.
Sardar Bachan Singh (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural). (Hindi)'. Madam,
T feel that this Bill which is being considered aims at vilifying the well-to-do
people o f the State. This Bill provides that the Government may levy on
the business of forward contracts any amount of tax by means of a
notification every year.

The G)veri.m ent

amount of tax that it likes.
will fix a high rate o f tax.
that the rate be lowered

is to be enabled to

any

What it will do is this that in the first place it
The well-to-do people will com e with requests

i.e. bargaining will be done and the Government

will oblige them by meeting them half-way.
Government.

levy

It bargains.

This is

the

attitude

of

this

What happened in the Steel Scandal Cases. It'is

a matter o f com m on knowledge that no decision has been taken so far in
41 cases and the Government is bargaining with the accused who are well-todo persons.

Similar things happened in the matter

of

suspending

Jagirs.

The idea was that some bargain would be struck with the holders o f Jagirs.
Sardar Ajit Singh : On a point of order, Madam.

The hon

wholly irrelevant and his speech can no longer be tolerated.
the valuable time of the House.
D eputy Speaker ; The hon. Member should know that

Member is

He is

it

is

wasting

my duty

to conduct the business of the House and not his.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh :

On

a point

respectfully I beg to point out that the Bill

of

order,

concerns

the

Madam.
tax

Most

on forward

contracts and has nothing to do with Steel Scandal Cases and the suspending
o f the Jagirs.
insinuations.

As a matter o f fact, the hon. Member is repeatedly bringing in
He is wasting the time of the House and

allowed to make such an irrelevant speech.

he

should

not

be
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D eputy Speaker : I would request all hon. Members not to waste the
time o f the House. I would particularly ask hon. Sardar Bachan Singh that
he should not indulge in personal

attacks.

He

should

also

refrain

from

speaking about the Steel Scandal Cases as there is no occasion for it.
M inister for P u blic W ork 9 : On

a

point o f order.

Somehow a gag

may kindly be put on the mouth o f iny hon. Friend Sardar Bachan Singh.
Sardar Bachan Singhf: I am sorry that the

hon.

Chief

Minister

has

placed the hon. Ministers, hon. Members and others in such a position that
they do not know what to do. .
D eputy Speaker : The hon. Member should speak to the Motion.
Sardar Bachan Singh : I was submitting that there is a clause in this
Bill which lays down that "there shall be levied

each year on the business in

forward contracts o f a dealer a tax at such rates as the Government may by
notification direct” . This means that the Government m ay levy tax at any
rate it likes in any year. If the rate o f tax is one pice this year,
it may be fixed at the rate of two pice next year.
This state
of affairs is calculated to keep the people in suspense and in an
uncertain condition. This was what I meant when I said that the owners
of Jagirs were kept in a state

o f suspension.

Their Jagirs were suspended

and a sort o f bargaining was going on with them.
M inister for P ublic W orks :— May I know in which year was the hon.
Member suspended ?
Sardar Bachan Singh : I was never suspended.
Shrimati Sita D evi : On a point o f order. May I know whether the hon.’
Ministers unlike other hon. Members o f the House are allowed to raise
points of order without seeking the permission o f the Chair ?
Minister for P ublic Works :

I must admit that the Deputy Speaker and

the hon Lady Member herself are very kind to me.
Sardar Bachan Singh :

I was submitting that it was the habit of our

Government to keep people in suspense. They want the Assembly to give
them power to fix the rate of this tax and to increase or lower it at will. In
the absence of any information about the rate of tax, the hon. Members are not
in a position to form correct opinion about it. If the Government is given
the power of increasing or reducing the rate of tax, there is no means of
preventing it from misusing its powers.

It appears that they have not yet

decided about the rate o f tax to be levied on forward contracts.
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Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : On a point o f information, Madam. As
m y hon. Friend appears to be tinder some wrong impression, I want to
draw his attention to Clause 22 o f the Bill. Under that clause the G overn
ment has the power o f framing rules. It is laid down in that clause that in particular anci without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, such
rules may prescribe the procedure for the payment of fees in respect thereof,
and other matters incidental to the registration of dealers.............

Sardar Bachan Singh :

I was submitting that the Government has not

told us anything about the rate o f tax which it proposes to levy on forw ard
contracts.

One o f the

advocates

o f the Government rose in his seat and

referred to a clause o f the Bill.
D eputy Speaker :

The hon. Member should kindly speak to the motion,

c

Sardar Bachan Singh :

I beg to submit, Madam, that when I was

pointing out that the Government had thrown no light on the rate of tax
proposed to be levied,

one o f its advocates stood up and said that the

Government had the power of framing rules.

My complaint

Government had not told us about the rate o f tax.
o f this Bill, it is laid down that—

was that the

In one of* the clauses

No dealer shall carry on business in forward centracts unless he has
registered and possesses a registration certificate.

been

It means that a person shall not be able to deal in forward contracts, unless
he possesses dealer's licence.

In a subsequent clause, it is laid down that —

every dealer whether registejed or not, upon whom a notice to furnish returns has
been served under subsection (2) of section 7, shall keep a full and correct
account of all forward contracts in respect of each class of goods made by
or through h im ................

I don't understand how the Government proposes to legislate on
subject.

this

At one place it lays down that nobody can deal in this business

unless he is registered, while in another clause it is provided that whether
a dealer is registered or not, the Government can require him
accounts.

to furnish

If a person is unregistered, he cannot deal in the business o f

forward contracts.

W hy should he be asked to furnish accounts ?

Sardar S war an Singh :

What should be done if an unregistered firm

deals in that business ?
* Sardar Bachan

Singh :

The Government

can prosecute it but it can

not be asked to furnish accounts.
Sardar Swaran Singh :

Take it from me that it cannot be done.

FORWARD CONTRACTS BILL

Sardar Bachan Singh :
drafted

in

I was

such a manner
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submitting that

that,

this Bill has

as pointed out by m y hon. Friend

Slid Behari Lai Chanana, it is lull of defects from one end to the
What happened
it

was

was this.

proposed

to

The hon
levy

been
other.

Chief Minister had announced

tax

on

Assembly has to be adjourned sine die

forward

contracts.

at the close o f

that

As

this

the

sitting,

a

ridiculous Bill full of defects has hurriedly been brought before this House.
If it is not passed, the Government will not be able to collect the tax
proposed in it. My hon. Sister Shrimati Sita Devi pointed out that one of
the meetings of a Committee, o f which she was a member, continued for
such a long time that the members began to feel hungry and had to act
under a sort of pressure because they were anxious to go home. The same
is the case with the Mtmbers ol this House tonight.
sleepy and are in a hurry to

go

away.

They

They are feeling

are not in

a

position to

devote proper attention to this Bill.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :

On a point o f

order,

Member can say about himself that he is feeling
has no right to say so about others.
reflection on them.

Madam.

The

hon.

sleepy or hungry but he

To do that would amount to casting

We are prepared

to sit here till 4 A. M.

It is

a

reflection on the hon. Members to say that they are not taking interest in
the proceedings.
D eputy Speaker :
Sardar Bachan

This is no reflection.

Singh :

Under

these

circumstances

when the

hon.

Members are either sleeping or dozing, the real natuie o f the Bill under
discussion cannot be understood.
is your will.

If it has to be compulsorily passed it

But as a matter o f fact, this Bill should have been referred to

a select committee so that it could have been properly considered and its
defects removed.

Actually, a naked sword is hanging over our heads and

under pressure the Bills are being rushed through.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha (Jullundur, General, Rural) (Pvnjabi): Madam,
I shall not take much time of the House. This Bill was pub'ished in the
Gazette of the 27th March and now after two or three days it has been
introduced in the House. We came to know of it only after coming here. I
wonder why so much haste is being shown in this case. This haste is really
indecent. Sales Tax which started from 4 annas per cent has now come to
Rs. 3/2/0 per cent. Similar might be the case with regard to this tax. Its
rate will al.so be fixed afterwards. I he Government has not been able to
do even that.

After all the people who will be affected by thisr tax, should

also know what is going to

fall

on

them.

anything, -But their opinion must be taken.

They

may

be

gamblers

or

If this Bill is passed in such
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haste, I am afraid that in the next Session which might be held in
June next, another amending bill might have to* be brought.
I, therefore,
submit that this Bill should be circulated for eliciting public opinion before
it is passed.
Satdar Shiv Saran Singh : (Kangra

and

Northern

Hoshiarpur,

Sikh,

Rural) (Punjabi) : Madam, I am surprised to hear speeches which have no
head or tail.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : It is a question o f sense and nosense.
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : I f the

Government

levies

a

tax

on

the

capitalists for the purpose of getting more revenues, it is criticised
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur ; May I know if a speech has also its head
and tail ? (Laughter)
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : It

has

becom e

the

habit

of

some

hon.

Members to criticise every measure howsoever good it may be for the public.
This tax is already levied in other States like Bombay and Uttar Pradesh.
Shri Prabodh Chandra : Is it a fact or is the hon. Member only talking
nonsense ?
Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : It is the habit o f some Members that they
must doubt the bona fides o f the Government in every case and it is their
habit to talk tall in the name of the poor. Under Section 4 o f this Bill, the
rate of the tax will be determined by

a

Government

notification.

It

is

doubted whether the rate will be too high or too low.
Shri Bhagat Ram C hodha : Madam, I do not say that the hon. Member
talks nonsense.

But when he speaks, he speaks with too much gusto.

Sardar Shiv Saran Singh : Under this Bill all dealers will be registered
and their licences can also be cancelled. They are also given the right o f
appeal against the assessment.
as

Babu

Bachan

Singh

is

Thus this Bill is quite exhaustive.
concerned, it is

his

habit

to

So far

criticise

the

Government in season and out o f season.
W hatever the subject and
whatever its merits and occasion, he starts speaking in his critical strain.
Like the proverbial student, everytime he gets up to speak he begins with,
“ Let me first prove m y binomial theorem ” .

This Bill is quite exhaustive.

Even if there are any doubts, the Leader of the House will remove them.
I don 't wish to take much time o f this august House.
only say that

the hon. Members should not have

fears in their minds in this matter.

I would

unnecessary doubts and

W ith these words I would appeal

the hon. Members to give their assent to this measure.

* *

to
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Shri P rabcdh Chandra (Gurdafpur, General, Rural) [Hindi) :

Madam,

as much has already been said on this Bill, I d on ’t wish to prolong the debate.
I agree with Sardar Bachan Singh that this Bill, as well as the Government
itself are both

defective.

clause 16 of the Bill.

Shri Behari Lai Chanana has made reference to

The first sub-clause of clause 16 lays down that—

Within. 30 days from the receipt of a notice under sub-section (3) of Section 8, any
dealer may, in the prescribed manner appeal agaiast such assessment to such
authority as may be prescribed.

It has been stated that this gives a right of appeal to the dealers.
in fact no such right exists as
proviso attached to it.

But

its effect has been qualified by the following

Provided that no appeal shall be entertained by such authority unless he is
satisfied that the amount of tax assessed on the dealer has been paid.

It means that the dealer can appeal only after he has deposited the
amount assessed in

the treasury.

As

a

matter

of

fact, whenever

a

Government imposes any tax a right of appeal is necessarily given.
Sardar D alip Singh Kang :
Shri P rabodh

This is wrong.

Chandra :

My submission is that in this Bill arbitrary

powers of assessment have been given to the officers.

The

right of appeal

given to the dealers has been limited by the proviso that the whole o f the
tax assessed should first be deposited.
Madam, I wish to

give a

background

o f this Bill.

Earlier it was

decided by the Government that Transport should be maintained.
\

D eputy Speaker : The hon. Member should please confine himself to the
motion under discussion.
Shri Prabodh Chandra :
Bill.

As a matter of

I am only explaining the background o f this

fact, the Ministry is a house divided against itself.

When the hon. Ministers are fighting against one another how can we expect
them to function in the interests o f the poor ?

They can easily fall in the

hands of the vested interests who do not allow them to resort to equitable
taxation. An old story tells us that when a rope did not fit in round the
neck of the culprit the king ordered it to be put round the neck of any
person and to hang him.
Similar is the case with our present Government.
It wanted to balance the budget. The vested interests were so powerful
that it became im possible to nationalize transport. So the rope o f taxation
has been put round another neck in order to get money. I would appeal
to the Government not to take hasty steps in this direction. It should
circulate this Bill for eliciting public opinion on it. It has been stated that
we are going to have another session in June.

So the hon. Chief Minister
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should consider the suggestion o f postponing this measure till the time
when public opinion on it is received by the Government.
From our
experience we can easily come to the conclusion that it is-not safe to give
arbitrary powers to the officers. I would again like to appeal, although I
know it will fall flat, that this Bill should be circulated to get public opinion
on it or it should be referred to a Select Committee.
C h ief Minister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) {Hindi) :

Madam,

I am sorry to note that to-day most o f the objections that have been raised
against this Bill on the floor o f this House reveal a lack of understanding
and knowledge regarding

the provisions relating to appeals generally.

For

the information of such hon. Members I wish to state that in the case

of

taxes rate is always fixed by the rules and is always notified and placed
on the table of the House.
In the case of the entertainment tax, for
instance, so

long as the House does not give assent to the

cannot be increased.

I f any of the hon. Members resort

incidence it

to making some

groundless accusations they have the liberty to do so on the floor of this House.
But the fact rem tins that the rules are made and put into effect only
they are assented to by
incidence is

this

House.

after

My submission is that whenever an

increased those who are affected are given an opportunity o f

explaining their view-point somehow or other.

It is said that the incidence

has increased six times and so the people will not pay the tax and that the
Government will suffer.

I am at a loss to understand this type o f reasoning.

As a matter of fact, if a certain tax is unreasonable it will autom atically
cease to have any useful effect.
dangers and as a matter o f

The Gavernment is always

alive to such

fact it considers such effects before-hand.

So

this is only a hypothetical objection.
Then, Madam, it has been stated by my hon. Friends that as a result
o f the so-called policy of prohibition, the income o f the Government has
increased while no decrease has taken place in the consumption of the liquor
and that the Government is not keen to bring about any reduction in its
consumption.

I may tell my hon. Friends that they are entirely,mistaken,

if they carry this impression ab >ut the policy o f the Government in this
respect.

They will perhaps re nember that a few days ago I had endeavoured

to remove their misunderstanding

on this point.

I h id

stated that the

policy o f the Government in this regard was ‘ maximum taxation
minimum consumption

and

In other words, the main object of levying heavy

tax on n ircotics like the liquor is to restrict its consumption an3 not to put a
stop to it altogether. It is obvious that prohibitive prices prove a deterrent
for those who are addicted to the evil of taking liquor, and only those who
can well afford to pay the high price will go in for this.
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Besides this, mention has been made o f another thing and that is that
by introducing this Bill, we are going to encourage gambling in the State.
I may tell the House that forward contracts have been recognised by all
the governments in other countries as a legitimate, form o f business and they
have been exempted from the purview of the Gambling Act. I f you will just
refer to the definition o f a forward contract, you will find that it means an
agreement, oral or written, for sale o f goods on a future date but on the
basis of which actual deliver^/ of goods is not made or taken but only the
difference between the price o f the goods agreed upon and that prevailing on
the date mentioned in the agreement or any other date is paid or received
b y the parties

Now there are a number of goods

on which

forward

contracts are made, but they fall within the province of the General Sales
Tax Act, and similarlv there are certain com m odities which are exempted
from the sales tax but people do make forward contracts about them.

But

as I have already stated, actual delivery o f goods does not take place in the
forward contracts

with the result

that

whereas

the dealers deiive a

considerable profit out of these contracts,- Governm ent does not get any
share o f that unearned money.

So this Bill does not intend to tax any

com m odity but seeks to levy a tax on the agreement which is arrived at
between parties. So the hon. Members will see that the question o f
encouragment of gambling in the State does not arise. * In this connection, I
may point out that although I am not a businessman myself, yet my hon.
Friends who are businessmen know it full well that those businessmen who
actually deal in the purchase and supply o f goods make forward contracts
in certain commodities with a view to making up any loss that they m ay
have to incur in their main business because in the latter case they have
to pay or receive the difference between the prices o f the goods.

Besides

this, it may also be mentioned that a progressive State like Bom bay, too,
has introduced this tax. W e know
primary education has been made
been introduced. There the Forward
not on the increase in that State.

that it is a very advanced State, where
compulsory and total prohibition has
Contracts Tax exists and yet gambling is
In Uttar Pradesh, this tax has been

included in the Sales Tax. The matter does not stop here. This tax has
been introduced by the Bihar State as well. So there are three States in this
country where Forward Contracts have been taxed.

But this does not show

that they are retrogressive States and that they are in any way encouraging
the evil of gambling.
Then an objection has been taken by my hon. Friends on the ground
that the Bill is quite silent on the incidence o f taxation.
rates of tax have not been mentioned in it.
year a tax shall be levied

I admit that the

But what is stated is that each

on the business in forward contracts o f a dealer

at such rates as 'the Government may by notification direct.

In other
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words, the rates of tax are to be fixed under the rules, which will be framed
under section 22 of the Bill. This is not an innovation because the rates
of Petrol tax and Tobacco V erd Ctss have also been fixed under the.rules.
So the procedure is that when the_ rules are ready and the tax is to be
enforced, a notification to this effect is made by the Government.

I

remember that I made an indication in my Budget speech of the basis on
which w : intend to impose this tax.
But we want to carry with us the
willing cooperation of these persons wbo will be subjected to this tax.

This

is the main cause that we have refrained from mentioning the rates o f tax
in the body of the Bill. I f we incorporate this incidence o f taxation in the
Bill, then the difficulty would be that whenever we would like to make an
amendment in the rates of tax according to the conditions prevailing in the
State, we shall have to d o so by bringing in an amending B fll in a session o f
the Assembly. But so far as rules are concerned., it is easy to make any
changes in them regarding the rates of .tax.
I hope I have made m yself
clear on this point.
Then, I would like to make an

observation

regarding the right of

appeal by the dealers against over-assessment or otherwise o f the tax.
want to assure the dealers in forward contracts through m y hon.

I

Friend

Shri Bihari Lai Chanana, that they will enjoy the right of appeal to the
fullest extent.

Besides, a high and appropriate appellate authority will be

appointed to decide their appeals, just as it has been provided in the Bill.
The Government will appoint a Commissioner for carrying out the purposes
of this Bill.
But he can by order in writing delegate any o f his powers
under this Act to any person appointed to assist him, and all such persons
shall be deemed to be public servants within the meaning of secion 21 o f the
Indian Penal Code.

Now in this connection it would be realised that if we

want an officer appointed under the provisions o f this Bill to work honestly
and boldly without any fear from outside influence, then it is necessary
that he should be indemnified by the Government.

And for this purpose a

provision has been made in this Bi 1.
Then, Madam, Government 1 as been accused of being very hasty in
bringing forwai d legislative measures and according to my hon. Friends, the
result is that many a lacuna is left in the provisions o f the Bill.

I may tell

them that whenever Government introduces any Bill in the House, it does so
after giving careful thought to it.

The

Bill when framed goes first to

the Legal Remembrancer for scrutiny and improvement.
before the Cabinet for discussion and approval.
is brought before the House.

Then it comes

When it is nnalised, it

Government does not act like the hon.

Members, who, while introducing any private bill, do so without having got
it scrutinised by any legal authority.

My hon. Friends have cited a flaw in
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the Bill to th e effect th a t on the one hand it has been provided th a t 'no dealer
shall carry on business in forward contracts unless he has been registered
and possesses a registration certificate' ai d on the other a provision under
section 10 of the Bill has been m ade th a t ‘every dealer, w hether registered or
not, upon whom a notice to furnish returns has been served under subsection
(2) of section 7, shall keep a full and correct account of all forw ard contracts
in respect of each class of goods made by or through him*.
The m ain
objection has been taken to the words ‘registered or noth
I m ay point out
th a t firstly there is no conflict betw een the provisions and secondly th e
necessity of retaining the aforesaid words has arisen due to th is fact.
A fter th e passage of the Bill, while the rules will be under preparation, the
dealers in forward contracts will be directed to m aintain a correct account
of all their business since the receipt of the direction. The dealers cannot be
informed of the rates of ta x a t th a t very m om ent, because they are to be
fixed under the rules to be prepared under the provisions of the Bill. W hen
they are ready, th e rates of ta x will be notified.
I t m ay take three m onths
for the notification to be m ade regarding the rates of tax, but since the
G overnm ent does not w ant to lose the am ount of ta x th a t will accrue to
it d uring th is period, i t has been provided th a t every dealer w hether
registered or not should m aintain an accurate and true account of his
dealings in forward contracts.
There is yet another reason for m aking this
provision. Supposing a dealer does not get himself registered during the
period of receipt of direction to m aintain accounts and the notification of the
rates of tax, does it m ean th a t Governm ent should forego the tax for this
period and ask him again to get himself registered otherwise he would be
debarred from doing any business in forward co n tracts? So th e hon.
Members will se. th a t there is nothing -wrong in m aking a provision under
section 10 of the Bill.
Then, Madam, m any an irrelevant thing has been said, which had
absolutely no connection w ith the m otion nnder discussion.
For instance it
is said th a t the Cabinet is not working harm oniously and there exists a
schism in it.
S h rim ati Sita D e v i: On a point of order. May I know w hether any
paym ent wall be m ade to the staff for the overtim e they are p u ttin g in due
to the sitting of the Assembly to this late hour of 1. a.m. ?
D eputy Speaker : This is no point of order, as it has no connection
with the rules of procedure. I t would have been b etter if th e hon. L ady
Member had raised this point of order after th e hon. Chief Minister had
finished his speech.
Cliief M inister : Madam, I was subm iting th a t all sorts of unnecessary
things have been said about the. hon. Ministers.
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D eputy S p e a k e r: I t has been said th a t the M inisters indulge in
striking bargains. Will the hon. Chief Minister kindly explain this point to
dispel m isunderstanding created by this rem ark ?
C hief M inister : Yes, Madam, I will come to th is p o in t.
I t has been
rem arked th a t the Ministers have no other work except to slrike bargains
w ith certain persons. It was also alluded th a t th e Ministers entered into
a bargain in the steel cases.
My hon. Friend Sardar Bachan Singh who has already worked for a
few days as the M inister for Industries and Civil Supplies has not been able
to understand how adm inistration is run. Since he has already had some
experience as M inister-in-charge of the Civil Supplies and Industries
departm ents, I th in k he knows it for him self as to w hat bargains
were struck by the G overnm ent. Again, it is absurd to say th a t no action
has been taken by the Governm ent against, those persons who indulged in
black-m arketing in steel because it has entered into a bargain w ith them . I
have nothing to say except this th a t those of my hon. Friends who have
m ade these rem arks have them selves struck bargains and they know it full
well how these deals can be struck.
B u t so fa r as the Government is
concerned, I m ake bold to subm it th a t it has not and cannot resort to such
m al-practices. As regards Steel Scandal cases, I do not w ant to say anything as
th e m a tte r is s u b -ju d i c e , nor would I like any of m y hon. Friends to refer to
it. At this stage, I have no intention to throw any light on this m a tte r nor am
I prepared to say
w ith w hat inten tio n cases were started and
w hat effects were produced by them , nor am I going to say w hat a serious
blunder the th en G overnm ent had com m itted by sta rtin g cases
Again, it is absurd to say th a t taxes are being levied w ith a view to
strike bargains w ith those from whom taxes are realized. Those of my hon.
Friends who them selves indulge in such bargains th in k th a t others m ight as
well be resorting to th e same m al-practices.
The m axim th a t ‘to a
jaundiced eye everything looks yellow ' a p tly applies here in the case of those
hon. Members who having faults in them selves try to find fault in others.
These hon. Members instead of advancing cogent argum ents take pleasure in
hurling abuses on the G overnm ent. In fact th ey have nothing to say except
advancing scathing cirticism s against th e G overnm ent.
Perhaps th ey are
oblivious of the fact th a t ‘harsh words break no bones'.
T heir argum ents
are devoid of any reason. They have been repeating one and the same
th in g over and over again and they have no cogent reasons to give in
su p p ort of tb eir contention.
F u rth e r I would like to say a few things in reply to certain points
m entioned by m y hon. F riend Shri B ehari L ai C hanana in th e course #of his
speech. I would like to assure m y hon. Friend th a t G overnm ent will fram e
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rules in consultation w ith those dealers conducting business in forw ard
contracts who are to pay the tax . I m ay also assure him th a t it will fix the
rates of tax in consultation w ith them . I would like to add here for the
inform ation of th e hon. Members th a t those who conduct business in
forw ard co n tracts in the course of trading in the State have approached the
G overnm ent of th e ir own accord and expressed th eir willingness to pay ‘the
ta x which is going to be levied through the Bill, now before the House
In
fact th ey are prepared to co-operate w ith G overnm ent in enforcing th e
provisions of this legislative m easure. B ut it is a m a tte r for deep regret th a t
those hon. Members who claim to espouse th eir cause on th e floor of this
House are advancing baseless and u n c a lle d -fo r argum ents against this
legislative m easure. W ith these words, Madam, I would request th e hon.
Members to support the m otion, now before the House.
D ep u ty Speaker :

Question is :

That the Punjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill be taken into consiieration at once.
T h e m otion w as ca rried .

D eputy Speaker :
clause by clause.

The House will now proceed to consider the Bill

Clause 1
Sub-clauses 2 and 3.
D ep u ty Speaker :

Question is :
1

That sub clauses 2 and 3 of clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion w as ca rried .

Clauses 2 to 22
D eputy Speaker :

Question is :

That clauses 2 to 22 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion w as carried .

Clause 1
. D eputy Speaker :

Sub clause I
Question is :

That sub-clause-1 of clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m o tio n w as ca rried .

Title
D ep u ty Speaker :

Question is :

That title be the title of the Bill,
T h e m otion was carried .
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Madam, I beg to move :

That the Punjab Forward Con racts Tax Bill be passed.
'D ep u ty Speaker :

Motion mbved :

. That the Punjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill be passed.
M ehta R an b ir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore, General, Rural) :
Madam, I rise to oppose th e m otion, now before the House. I would like
to subm it th a t the Governm ent is introducing speculation even in th e
m a tte r of legislation. It is the intention of th e Government to m ake m on ty
w ithout caring to think for a m om ent w hether there is any justification for
it to tap this source of revenue or not. There are certain other considera
tions, too, for which the Governm ent is anxious to place the proposed Bill
on the S ta tu te Book.
D eputy Speaker :

Please leave th a t and speak to th e m otion.

Sardar E achan Singh : Madam, you did not stop the hon. Chief
Minister from m aking baseless insinuations against certain hon. Members of
this House.
M ehta R a n b ir Singh : Madam, I am opposing the Motion, because the
proposed m easure cannot be called a piece of legislation as it is through and
through a meas.ure of speculation. As a m a tte r of fact, I fully subscribe to
the view expressed by my hon. Friend Shri B ehari L ai Chanana in th e
course of his speech to th e effect th a t this Bill is replete w ith glaring
defects. U nder th e circum stances, I am of the opinion th a t it is not in
keeping w ith the dignity of the Governm ent to introduce such speculation
as is detrim ental to the interests of both the G overnm ent and the people.
Sardar Bachan Singli (Ludhiana Central, Sikh, Rural) : Madam, all th e
doubts which I had in m y m ind about the proposed legislative measure
have been removed by certain rem arks m ade by the hon. Chief Minister in
the course of his speech.
M inister for P u b lic W orks :
doubts in his m ind ?
Saidar B achan Singh :
his colleagues.

W hy did

th e

hon. Member have any

Because of the doings of the hon. M inister and

Madam, w hat I wish to subm it is th is th a t the hon. Chief Minister pointed
out th a t the dealers who conduct business in forward contracts had
approached him and th a t they had expiessed their willingness to pay the
tax . U nder the circum stances, I do no t th in k I am in th e wrong when I
say th a t this G overnm ent has struck some bargain with the dealers.
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There are reasons for every G overnm ent to impose taxes on its people.
Taxes are imposed upon th e people to m ake up the deficit of the B udget
or in other words taxes are levied to bridge the gulf between income and
expenditure. O rdinarily, taxes are imposed w ith a view to m eeting the increas
ed expenditure of the Governm ent on schemes of developm ent of the State.
B ut in this case if the hon. Chief Minister had m ade clear the principles of
th is tax a tio n then I would have been satisfied. In the year 1941 when the
general sales ta x was imposed the G overnm ent m ade the whole position clear
as to th e rate and incidence of the tax. Sim ilarly, when our G overnm ent
cam e into power it also m ade it am ply clear th a t it would charge R s. d/2/per cent instead of -/4/- per cent. E ven a t the tim e of raising abiana rates
the G overnm ent clearly stated th a t it intended to raise abiana rates by
fifty per cent. B ut the present Bill is quite silent in this respect. 1 would
like to know as to who were those persons who had m et th e hon. Chief
M inister and had agreed to th e im position of th is tax.
C hief M inister :
L udhiana.

T hey were

m em bers of the Chamber of Commerce,

Sardar Bachan Singh : This business of forward contracts is carried on
not only in L udhiana but in other tow ns'as well. If a few persons from
L udhiana had m et th*e hon. Chief Minister it does not mean th a t th e business
cf forward contracts is carried on in L udhiana alone. In big business centres
th is business is usually carried on. Now the G overnm ent w ants to levy
this tax on such persons who conduct the business of forward contracts in
order to m eet the deficit in th e S tate. It appears th a t the hon. Chief
M inister m ust have called some well-to-do dealers in forward contracts and
enquired from them how m uch ta x they would be willing to p ay to the
Government. So I think th a t the m em bers of the Chamber of Commerce,
L udhiana m ust have either come of their own accord knowing the intention
of the Governm ent or they m ust have been called by the Governm ent to
know how much they would be willing to contribute to the G overnm ent.
After consultation the G overnm ent m ust have struck a bargain in this
behalf.
Chief M inister :

Forw ard contract itself m eans bargain.

Sardar Bachan Singh : Secondly, the G overnm ent intends to le w
th is tax on the dealers who have not so far got them selves registered. I fail
to understand why th is Bill is being passed w ithout giving them reasonable
opportunity to get them selves registered. B ut m y hon. Friend Shri
B hagat R am Chodha has rem arked th at this tax will be levied on the
unregistered dealers in forward contracts w ith retrospective effect. If this
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Is so, this Bill should have been
such a suggestion then the hon.
passed b u t I know th a t even if
beginning it would not have

referred to a select com m ittee. W hen I make
Chief Minister says th a t th a t stage has now
this m otion had been m ade by me in the
been accepted by the G overnm ent. If the

Government gives me an assurance th a t m y requests will be acceded
to then in future I will not feel shy of m aking such m otions
in the House.
M in ister for P ublic W orks : If the hon. Member w ants this it would
be b e tte r th a t he should rejoin this party.
Sardar Bachan Singh :
M inister for Revenue :
no goods.

I regret th a t I cannot bargain in th is way.
How can there by any bargain when you have

Sardar Bachan Singh :
Madam, I was subm itting th a t even the
unregistered dealers will also be liable to pay this tax under this Bill.
In
view of this it would have been b e tter if the Government, had referred this
Bill to a select com m ittee for m aking im provem ents in i t
I m ust
congratulate my hon. Friend Shri Behari Lai Chanana for getting assurance
from the Government th a t his suggestions regarding thfs Bill will be accepted.
B u t a t the sam e time I feel th a t the G overnm ent should give an assurance to
th e public at large. The G overnm ent’s assertion th a t it will accede to an y
suggestion m ade by a particular Member is likely to lower the dignity of
th is House. I would, therefoie, subm it th a t in case the Bill is passed the
Government should agree to the issuing of a notification w ith regard to th e
rate of lax as early as possible so th a t the people m ay not rem ain under
suspense. They should clearly know how much ta x they will have to pay
because it does not behove the Governm ent to keep the public in suspense.
The Government should realise its responsibility in th is respect. I hope th a t
a fter th e passage of this Bill th e Governm ent will issue a notification w ith
regard to the rate of tax so th a t people m ay know how m uch ta x they will
have to pay to the Government.
C h ief M inister : (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) : I venture to
give a bit of inform ation to this House in this connection from an official
file. This is a note which I had w ritten to the Excise and T axation
D epartm ent on 6th February, 1950.
I understand that the Governments of Bombay and U. P. earn crores of rupees
t>y way of revenue by imposing Sales Tax on the transactions of gold, silver and
foodgrains at the rate of As. 4 per cent. W e can also earn some revenue by imposing
Sales Tax on such Chambers which exist in big towns like Amritsar, Ludhiana and
Rohtak. Will F. C. R. kindly examine this point ?
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The D epartm ent to which th is question was referred took full one year
to stn d v and exam ine it. So nobody should labour under the m isunder
standing th a t it is a piece of hap-hazard legislation and this tax atio n is
being imposed w ithout sufficient consideration. In bringing such proposals
before th e House the G overnm ent has no other object b u t th e augm en tatio n
of its revenues in view. It is irrelevant to suspect any ulterio r m otives
in such m atters. The G overnm ent can never think of imposing a tax
w ithout first ascertaining as to w hether the people on whom its incidence is
to fall have the capacity to pay it or not. It is our first consideration to
see th a t th e burden of any new tax a tio n does not fall on the poor section of
the population. A nother thing th a t (he G overnm ent has to keep in view
while proposing any tax atio n is the cost of its realization or collection. It
is no use imposing a tax whose realization requires the G overnm ent to
spend equal to or more th an the incom e expected to accrue from it.
It has been objected as to why the Governm ent does not agree to th e
reference of this Bill to a select com m ittee since it is proposed to enforce it
w ith retrospective effect. I have not said th a t it will be enforced w ith
retospective effect nor is it sta te d anyw here in th e Bill itself. The d ate of
its enforcem ent has not been m entioned but it will take effect only after the
decision about the incidence of tax atio n and the d ate of registration has been
reached and notified in the G azette.
There is no question of the realization of the proposed ta x w ith
retrospective effect. Its realization will begin only after the decision
about
its
incidence
has
been reached
and
the registration
has been completed. I don’t think there is any need of referring it to the
Select Com m ittee. There is nothing objectionable in this Bill. W ith these
words, I request the House to pass this Bill.
D eputy

Speaker :

Question is :

That the P udjab Forward Contracts Tax Bill be passed.
T h e m otion w as ca rried

PR O H IB IT IO N O F SMOKING (CINEMA AND T H E A T R E HALLS) B IL L
C h ief M inister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) : I introduce the
P u n jab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and T heatre Halls) Bill.
C h ief M inister : I move —
That the Pnnjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Biil be taken
iuto consideration at once.
W ithout dilating on the im portance of this Bill, I shall ju st read out the
S tatem ent of O bjects and Reasons appended to it.
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“ The evil pratice of smoking in the Cinema and T heatre H alls is not only
ram pant but is also rapidly increasing. Smoking, if indulged in a closed
place, like Cinema and T heatre Halls, vitiates the internal atm osphere which
is already fouled by congestion a t the tim e of the show and although there is
a provision in the Cinem atograph Act for exhaust fans so as to expel foul air
yet in actual practice these fans very often remain out of order or are
intentionally pu t out of use with a view to effect economy, w ith the result,
th a t generally speaking the atm osphere of the halls becomes oppressive and
positively injurious to the public health, which it is the param ount duty of
the Governm ent to safeg u ard /'
D eputy Speaker : Motion m oved—
That the Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Bill be taken
into consideration at once.
Shrim ati Sita D evi (Ex Member West Punjab Assembly representing
Lahore City, General, Women, Urban) (H in d i)''. Madam, I congratulate the
G overnm ent on having brought this beneficial m easure before the House.
This is by far the best of all the Bills th a t have come before us during the
current session because it aims at safeguarding the heahh and elevating the
character of the people in general. The im portance of this legislation can
hardly be exaggerated in the context of th e present-day conditions.
Smoking in Cinema Halls and T heatres is not only harm ful for the sm okers
them selves b u f it also vitiates the whole atm osphere inside the halls so as to
endanger the health of the entire audience. It is, therefore, essential th a t
indulgence in this habit in closed places like Cinema and T heatre H alls be
stopped altogether.
I m ight go further and suggest th a t it would be m uch b etter if the
Government brings forward a m easure to check the evil hab it of smoking
am ong children of tender age who are in increasing num ber indulging in it
and are ruining their health.
C h ief M inister : I m ight inform the hon. Lady Member th a t an Act for
th e prevention of juvenile smoking is already in force.
S h rim ati Sita D evi : Then I would request th a t it should be very
strictly enforced because I find th a t a t present it is being honoured more in
its breach than observance. As to the Bill under consideration, I doubt if
there can be any difference of opinion on the principle involved in it. T am
sure even those hon. Members who are them selves in the h abit of sm oking
would extend th eir unstinted support to it. ( L a u g h te r )
W ithout dilating any more on the m erits of this Bill, I would urge the
strictest possible enforcem ent of this m easure afte r it has been passed, lest
it should meet the fate which some other beneficial measures have m et.

t
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On a point of order, Madam.

M inister for Public Works :
interruptions.

This *m u n d a will not desist from m aking

Shri Prabodh Chandra : Will you please ask him to w ithdraw the
word Mnunda’ because I take strong objection to its use ?
M inister for Public Works :

Alright, Madam.

I w ithdraw it.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : M adam, has not the hon. Minister cast a
reflection on me by suggesting th a t I interru p t very often ? Such a measure
lias been passed in Bombay and the U tta r Pradesh and is being enforced
very strictly. We should also em ulate th e exam ple of these S tates if we
w ant to im prove the health and the ch aracter of our people. I am really
pleased th a t this Bill is being passed. But I would suggest th a t it should
be enforced with all possible strictness and w ithout any delay.
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha (Jullundur, General, Rural) (H in d i) : Madam,
I am pleased to find th a t the hon. L ady Member has thought fit to congratulate
th e Governm ent on som ething a t any rate. She has adm ired the Governm ent
for bringing this measure. B ut I m ay for her inform ation say th a t though
like all other things of th is world smoking has its m erits and dem erits, she
would not leave it if she ever once takes to it. As a m a tte r of fact, I do not
find any sense in this m easure.
A restriction is being unnecessarily placed
on the smoking of poor labourers who m ay a t tim es have recourse to this
cheap form of enjoym ent. If it was a t all necessary to check sm oking in
th e cinema halls the smokers should have been subjected to some fu rth er
tax a tio n . B ut it is unfair to stop them from sm oking in the halls. If the
non-sm okers have some objection to sitting w ith them they should be
provided with separate seats. Again it has been argued th a t smoking is to
be banned as the air inside the halls gets polluted. I agree th a t the air does
get polluted b u t this does not mean th a t sm oking should be stopped. The
rem edy lies in asking the cinema hall proprietors to arrange for exhaust fans.
F u rth e r this m easure is also likely to give rise to some corruption because
the Police constables m ight exploit the poor sm okers and ex to rt some money
out of them . In these circum stances I have no word of praise for this Bill.
Sardar D alip Singh Kang (Ex-M ember W est P unjab Assembly
representing L yallpur E ast, Sikh, R ural) ( P u n ja b i) : M adam , I congratulate
th e G overnm ent for bringing this m easure before this House in deference to
th e wishes of the people. The ncn-sm oking cinema-going public was bemg
greatly inconvenienced by the smokers. N ot only th a t smoking in the
cinema halls was harm ful for the non-smoking public, it was more so for
the smokers themselves. The smokers seldom realize th a t by doing this act
they actually keep digging their own graves. The Americans have collected
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facts and figures and they show th a t the sm okers do not live very long.
They have also proved th a t the sm okers do not m ake good athletes and
warriors. Smokers as a m atter of fact, are no m atch for the non-smokers.
Here in this very House the hon Members have seen th a t the non-sm okers
have trium phed over the smokers. So we should do our level best to dis
courage this bad habit of smoking in case we wish to improve the health of
our people. B ut this can only be done if this m easure which is now being
passed is very strictly enforced and nobody is allowed to indulge in this
vice in tiains, buses and other public places.
Shrimati Dr. Parkash Kaur
(Am ritsar, Sikh, W oman) (P u n ja b i) :
Madam, I have no mind to take much tim e of the House as it has already
grown so late. B ut I feel th a t I shall be failing in m y duty if I do not
congratulate the Governm ent on bringing before the Assembly this very
useful measure. As a m atter of fact, it should have been brought and
passed long before. (I> t e ir u p tio n s A I would m ost hum bly request hon.
Members not to interrupt me as I never do such things when they are
making their speeches. If I co-operate with them , I think I am justified in
expecting co-operation from them . As for this -Bill, I am to say th a t this
is a very im portant Bill as it is calculated to im prove the health of our
people. (Sardar Bachan Singh : The Sikh Members need not m ake any
speeches on this Bill.)
I agree with hon. Sardar Bachan Singh th a t there
is no need frr me to speak on this Bill as a Sikh. B ut 1 am riot speaking
as a Sikh. I am speaking as a doctor and a medical practitioner. I feel it
is incum bent on me to suggest such things which are conducive t o health.
Smoking in public places positively pollutes the air in those places and is
therefore very harm ful. Here I wish to place two suggestions in connection
with th e enforcem ent of this m easure. Along w ith this I wish to m ake two
suggestions. The Governm ent has done well in laying down th a t those
contravening the provisions of this Bill would be liable to fine upto tw enty
rupees. As m ajority of our public is ignorant about the evils of smoking, it
is necessary th a t we should educate them . F or this purpose cinema slides
should be prepared and these should be widely exhibited before imposing
fines.
Secondly, as m y hon. B rother Shri B hagat Ram Chodha said, it
should be seen th a t an inspector does not get innocent persons challaned on
account of his enm ity with them .
Shri Prabodh Chandra (Gurdaspur, General, R ural) ( P u n j a b i ) :

Many
things have been said in connection w ith this Bill b u t I feel th a t it is th e
d u ty of the Governm ent to educate the public about the injurious effects
of things like tobacco instead of passing Acts like this. T h at is the proper
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m aking the people and country progressive. Social im provem ents
be brought about by passing laws. E verybody m ust have seen the
boards prohibiting spitting on the Mall fcoad, Simla, b u t I have
seen two hon. M inisters spitting on th a t road.

D eputy Speaker :

We are not discussing the subject cf spitting.

Shri Prabodh Chandra : I was subm itting th a t if one is convinced
ab o u t the evils of a certain act, he can be expected to ab stain from it.
Spitting, m aking w ater on th e roads and sm oking are no doubt bad habits,
but unless one is convinced th a t these cause disease, he will not give these
up. How ever rigorous the provisions of an Act or order m ight be, such
practices cannot be stopped w ithout proper education of the people. A
good governm ent takes least resort to laws for checking such things.
Instead of m erely displaying the pictures of hon. Ministers on the boards,
the Governm ent should do wide publicity and tell the people th a t smoking
is an injurious habit. The Ministers should also be told th a t it is not good
to spit on th e roads.
A nother thing which I wish to point out is this. U nder th e provisions
of th is Bill only an inspector appointed for th a t purpose can arrest a person
sm oking in a cinema hall. I t m ust have been seen th a t in the railw ay
com parm ents there is a notice th a t one cannot smoke w ithout the
consent of his fellow passengers. Sim ilarly, I desire th a t in the case of
th is Bill it should have been provided th a t if somebody brought it to th e
notice of the cinem a m anager th a t a certain person was sm oking in the hall,
he should have the power to take action against th a t m an.
Mehta Ranbir Singh (Ludhiana and Ferozepore General, Rural)
(H in d i) :
I am glad th a t a good m easure like th is has been brought
before th e House, though I wish th a t it should have been passed long ago.
W henever I w ant to see a picture a fte r six m onths or a year, the smoke
produced by smoking cigarettes in the hall gave me great offence.
Shri Bhagat Ram
cigarette ?

Chodha :

Mehta Ranbir Singh :

Has the hon. Member ever smoked a

No, I have never smoked.

Shri Bhagat Ram Chcdha :

The hon. Member should try it once.

Mehta Ranbir Singh : I have great aversion for smoking. Sometimes
I had to leave the picture house in the m iddle of th e show on account of
the smoke in the hall. W hether smoking is a good habit or bad, the
smokers have no right to fill the public halls with smoke, because it m akes
it impossible for others to sit the. T hey have the right of recreation but
not of producing smoke a t those places.
In this connection, I wish to make
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a suggestion to the G overnm ent. In addition to applying this Act to cinemas
and theatres, it should* be applied to places of public m eetings also.
Sometimes so much smoke is produced by the smokers a t the public meeeings
th a t it becomes impossible for the nonsmokers to remain there. They have
to leave those m eetings w ithout hearing some very good speeches or poems.
The smokers will not die if they have to ab stain from sm oking for three or
four hours. They can smoke afterw ards. T hey should not smoke a t
least for th a t tim e for which th ey atten d some public m eeting in a hall.
D eputy Speaker :

Question is—

That the Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Bill b3 taken
into consideration at once.

.

T h e m otion w as ca r rie d

Deputy Speaker :
by clause.

The

House

will now

consider the

Clause 1
S u b -c l a u s e s (2)
Deputy Speaker :

and

(3)

Question is—

That sub-clauses (2) and (.,) of Clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m o tio n was ca rried

Clauses 2
Deputy Speaker :

to

.

7

Question is—

T h at Clauses 2 to 7 stand p a rt of the Bill.
T h e m otion w as carried .

Clause 1

D eputy Speaker :

S u b -c l a u s e (1)
\
Question is—

That sub-clause (1) of Clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion w as ca rried

.

T itle .
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That the Title be the Title of the Bill.
T h e m o tio n w as e a r r te d

.

Bill

clause
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I m ove—

That the Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Hails) Bill be passed.
D eputy S peaker :

Motion m oved—

That the Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Bill be passed.
S h rim ati Sita D evi (Ex-M em ber W est P u n ja b Assembly representing
Lahore City, General, W omen, Urban) [H in d i) : During m y speech a t the
second reading of th is Bill, I forgot to m ention a very im p o rtan t thing
If
th e Governm ent wishes this Bill to have proper effect, they should give wide
publicity to it and display cinema slides in every village, tow n and m ohalla,
telling people about the injurious effects of smoking.
D ep u ty Speaker :

Question is —

That the Punjab Prohibition of Smoking (Cinema and Theatre Halls) Bill be passed.
T h e m otion w as carried .

EAST PU N JA B M IN IST E R S’ SA LA RIES (AMENDMENT) B IL L
C h ief M in ister (The hon. Dr. Gopi Chand Bhargava) :
introduce the E ast P unjab M inisters’ Salaries (Amendment) Bill.
C h ief M in ister :

I beg to

I beg to m ove—

That the East Punjab Ministers’ Salaries (Amendment) Bill be taken into
consideration at once.
M adam, I w ant to say a few Words regarding the desirability of this am ending
Bill. U nder th e E a s t P u n jab ‘Ministers’ Salaries Act, each Minister is
piovided with a free furnished house. H ere a t Simla no M inister had any
house of his own.
Consequently, th e Governm ent provided them with
requisitioned houses. Then arose an occasion when a Minister had a house
of his.own. The Governm ent could not thus requisition any other house for
him . The provision for th e grant of an allowance in lieu of free furnished
house was, therefore, necessitated. This could not be done under the present
Act and hence this am ending Bill has been brought.
D eputy Speaker :

Motion moved —

That the East P udjab Ministers’ Salaries (Amendment) Bill be taken into
consideration at once.
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Shri Prabodh Chandra
(Gurdaspur,
General, Rural) [H in d i) :
Madam, although this Bill is not controversial, yet I would like to say a few
woids. If this allowance of Rs. 3,600 per annum is given in lieu of a house,
it m ight be an
a ttractio n for the M inisters
and
they m ight be
tem pted
to live in m odest houses instead of G overnm ent houses,
in order to claim it.
So far, the Government has been providing fiee
furnished houses to the Ministers. B ut now it is proposed as follows—
or in lieu thereof, an allowance not exceeding three thousand and six hundred rupees a
year as the Governtn* nt may in each case fix.
The Governm ent has fixed Rs. 3,600 as this allowance.
I t comes to
Rs. 300 per mensem. In this Bill, it has not been specified asdo w hat would
be the allowance if a Minister lives in his own house. I think th e Government
should pay him allowance equal to the rent of his house as fixed by the
Municipal Committee. (At this staee, the hon. M inister for Public Works
in terru p ted .)
Madam, as the saying goes, the tail of a dog cannot b 3
straightened even a fte r twelve years of massage.
M inister for Public Works :
year.

I wish you were to massage me only for a

Shri Prabodh Chandra : I w ant to subm it th a t if a Minister does not
w ant to live in a Governm ent house, he should be paid the rental value of
his house. It should not be optional for the G overnm ent to pay as m uch as
it likes.
Mehta Panbir Singh
(Ludluana and Ferozepore, General, R ural)
( H i n d i ) : Madam, I have stood
up to support this Bill.
(C h eers)
On th e one hand th e Ministers are blamed for having huge furniture in their
hungalows and th a t is a fact, on the other hand the G overnm ent is criticised
for paying even Rs. 300 per mensem to a Minister in lieu of a free furnished
house. This is not good. We should certainly agree to give th is power to
th e G overnm ent. If a Minister agrees to live in a small house, he sets a good
exam ple and it does not become us to doubt his intentions. I am not
prepared to agree th a t any Minister would get Rs. 300 as allowance and live
in a house whose rent is only Rs. 100 as has been alleged by the hon.
Member who has preceded me. I, therefore, subm it th a t this Bill should be
passed and the hon. Ministers who are living in houses carrying high ren ts
should now shift to other houses carrying less rent.
Deputy Speaker : Question is—
That the East Punjab Ministers’ Salaries (Amendment) Bill be taken into
consideration at once.
T h e m o t io n w a s c a r r ie d
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Deputy Speaker : The House will now consider the Bill clause by clause.
Clause 2
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That Clause 2 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion

w as carried

Cl a u s e
Deputy Speaker :

1

Question is—

That Clause 1 stand part of the Bill.
T h e m otion

w as ca rried

T itle
Deputy Speaker :

Question is—

That the Title be the Title of the Bill.
T h e m otion

C hief M inister :

w as carried

I beg to move—

That the East Punjab Ministers’ Salaries (Amendment^ Bill be passed.
T h e m otion

w as carried

E X PR E SSIO N OF THANKS
Deputy Speaker : Before I announce
th a t the House stands
adjourned sin e d ie, I consider it m y d uty to express my g ratitu d e to the
hon. Members for their ordering me, some days back, to occupy th is Chair.
I hope the House will not mind the m istakes th a t I might have com m itted
during the course of the conduct of business on the days on which I
occupied this Chair. The success th at I m ight have achieved in the
discharge of this responsibility is due to the a ttitu d e of the hon. Members
themselves. I will be failing in my duty if I do not th an k the Secretary,
Sardar Abnasha Singh for the guidance which I received from him . I also
th an k Dr. Kuldip Chand Bedi, Officer on Special D uty, for the assistance
and help given by him. I would also like to place on record m y appre
ciation of the invaluable assistance rendered by Shri C haranjit L ai. (C heers)
Shri Bhagat Ram Chodha : Madam, we th an k you for conducting the
proceedings of the House so ably. (H ear, hear).
T he A ssem b ly then ad jou rn ed sin e die
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